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BOOK ONE

BEFORE THE REVOLUTION





CHAPTER ONE

THE TEMPESTUOUS RACE

«T HAVE often said that if this eldest boy had not come into the

X world at a place where there were no visitors, I should have be-

lieved him to be a bastard.”

From his earliest years Gabriel de Mirabeau’s life was overshadowed

by his father’s malevolence. All that was perverse in the Comte de

Mirabeau, all his extravagance in revolt, Ws reckless pursuit of his

aims in precocious self-confidence, the sullen obduracy that took pleas-

ure in providing justification for the mistrust that surrounded him, all

this may be traced back to that poisoned source in his childhood. The
father’s bitterness reproached young Mirabeau, almost from birth, as

ten enfant ntal ne—a low-class child. His first uncertain steps in life

were made under the critical eyes of his father, who could not see in

him the physical and moral imprint of what he called “the tempestuous

race.”

2

Family pride was the master passion of Victor, Marquis de Mirabeau,

From his youth his aim had been to make the Proven9al family one of

the great houses of France. His one purpose was to work for its future*

glory; he did not hesitate to heighten its past lustre—even at the cost

of some distortions of the truth.

The Riqued family possessed no record of its ancestry before die

sixteenth century; at all events, none that was credibly documented. A
certain Jehan Riquety, also called Riquet, came one day from Oigne

to establish himself at Marseille. He claimed to be of Italian descent, and

to be a noble. According to the family traditions he had the pride that

could put up a fierce and spirited defence gainst any who belittled his

avocation. He seems to have given a sharp reply to a bishop’s chaff:

“As for being a trader (which is no dugrace to anyone, since our

kings have even asked the nobility to take an interest in the commerce

I



4 MIRABEAU
of this city), I am or was a seller of law and order as Monseigneur is

a seller of holy water.”

He had also the firmness in action that could establish his authority in

difficult times. He was elected chief consul of Marseille, and repressed a

rising organized by the Protestants, saving the city for King Charles IX,

who rewarded him by the grant of extensive landed properties. This

first known ancestor very soon showed himself a worthy founder of

a distinguished house. He allied himself by marriage with one of the

great families of Provence, the Glandeves.

Jehan or Jean Riqueti succeeded so well that it was he who endowed
the house with the title with which it was to pass into history. He
bought the castle of Mirabeau. From it he took the name which until

then had been borne by the Barras family, becoming the Seigneur de

Mirabeau. But the old nobihty were on the watch for encroachments

upon their rights. They claimed that as a commoner Jean Riqueti, on

becoming the holder of estates of the nobility, must pay the dues for

frank fees. During the proceedings brought against him he alleged that

he possessed titles of nobility inherited from Italian ancestors, but he

seems to have been ill-informed about them, for he produced no details

of his family or of the place of its origin. Witnesses deposed, however,

that they had often been told by their elders that people named Riqueti,

from Italy, had lived in the town of La Seyne, and their evidence in-

duced the commissioners to decide in his favor.

The Italian ancestors whom the grandsons of Jean Riqueti succeeded

in tracing were, according to them, the Ariqueti family of Florence.

Strictly conscientious genealogists later charged the family with falsify-

ing a document brought forward in support of its claims, changing

the name Arigucci into Ariqueti. Out of a more or less engineered

confusion there emerged a remote ancestor Pierre Ariqueti, described

by those who first discovered him as a Guelph noble. Victor de Mira-

beau turned him into a Ghibelline.

Always spurred on by his pride of nobility, he tried to bring pre-

cision into the vagueness of the family origins. “From time to time,”

he wrote in his memoirs, “I brought from Florence all the books cited,

and extracts from public documents.” But his love for his house got

the better of his conscientiousness as historian. He omitted to bring

supporting evidence, but he declared with plenty of assurance that when
the Guelphs triumphed “the whole family of iht GibHin Arrighetti

was expelled from Florence.” Relying on a record of the mariia^ of

Catherine de Fossis tb one of the first Riquetis whoni he succeeded in

trs^cing in t'rance, he added the further detail that the first Arrighetti
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who established himself in France, in the thirteenth century, “had

espoused that Sibylle de Fos, of the house of the counts of Provence,

whose talents and beauty were sung by so many troubadours.”

When Victor de Mirabeau wrote of his family he indulged in ro-

mance for lack of self-knowledge. He thought he saw himself in his

ancestors—they figured as political outlaws, proud and indomitable, tak-

ing the road to exile. “It has been proved,” he wrote, “that the Arrighet-

tis arrived in Provence with the titles and the spirit of the nobility of

their day.” In his search through documents of that early time he dis-

covered that a Signorina Arrighetti (or Arigucci, according to the

genealogists) had espoused a Medici, and he declared on one occasion,

in the presence of a hundred persons assembled in the residence 'of the

governor of his province, that “in all the history of the house of Mira-

beau there h^s only been a single misalliance—with the Medicis.”

3

But if this Italian descent and the remote aristocratic origin are more
or less open to doubt, there is no doubt about the prosperity of the first

known Riqueti. Jean Riqueti founded at Marseille a firm that dealt in

coral. He also started the manufacture of scarlet cloth. Altogether, he

did “very good business.”

But the Riquetis were not content with just looking for lucrative busi-

ness. They strengthened their family by brilliant marriages, by alliances

with the most illustrious Provencal families. While exuberance came
to them from the Glandives, hot-headed arrogance was an inheritance

from the Ponrtves. The marquis accumulated and treasured the records

of the fits of haughtiness of Anne de Ponteves, wife of Thomas de

Riqueti, a grandson of Jean. In her there survived the purest spirit of

feudalism, in an age whose slackness she deplored. “You men,” "she

wrote to her nephew, “are diminutives of men. We, in our time, car-

ried pistols in our belts, and we knew how to use them.” Anne de

Ponteves could make just as good use of her tqngue as of a firearm;

and no less deeply implanted than her family pride was her sense of

being a woman of virtue. One day at church, at the holy water basin,

shft met a lady of unfortunate reputation and pushed, her aside, giving

her a resounding box on the ear. “Here,” she exclaimed, “as in the army,

the baggage comes last.”

Her desetmdants were to inherit her hastiness and her capacity for

caustic comment.
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4

Over the difficult childhood of Mirabeau there hung, magnificent and

overpowering, the memory of the man who had become a legend in

his lifetime, the child’s redoubtable grandfather. Jean-Antoine de Mira-

beau was typical of the over-proclaimed hero. On the strength of that

reputation he permitted himself any sort of extravagance. He was a

bom soldier, combining reckless bravery in action with the gift of

leadership, constancy in misfortune and calmness in the face of peril

with the most exacting demands on his troops and on himself. The most

critical day in his life, the day that was his title to glory, was that of

the engagement at Cassano. He had been ordered to stop the Imperial

troops at a bridge. He gave the order to his soldiers to lie flat on the

ground. He alone stood, a man of enormous height, contemptuously of-

fering an absurdly easy target. A shot broke his right arm; he bandaged

it with a handkerchief, seized an axe with his left arm, and faced the

oncomers. A second shot went through his throat. With the jugular vein

and the nerves of the neck severed, he collapsed. The regiment, ter-

rified, took to flight. The whole army of Prince Eugene, cavalry and

infantry, passed over him. When the bodies of the dead on the bridge

were picked up, his tallness, and the sumptuous clothes it was his habit

to wear in action, attracted notice. He was still breathing. Prince Eugene

had him brought into the camp of the Due de Vendome. His body was
one mass of wounds, his head half off his shoulders. A celebrated surgeon

was moved at the sight of that tenacious vitality in a mutilated body.

He worked hard to save him. Jean-Antoine de Mirabeau came back to

life, covered with scars, his neck held in place by a silver collar which

his cravat could not entirely cover. He had the feeling of having re-

turned from the beyond. He spoke of the engagement at Cassano as a

ghost might, as “that day when I was killed.”

He was deeply pious, with an ecstatic faith that could seek to com-
pel a miracle. One day, when one of his woods was on fire, he had the

Holy Sacrament carried past the fire, and swore that he had seen the

flames recoil. But his sense of duty was stronger even than his religious

feeling. In the course of his campaigns in Italy, he learned one day that

deserters from his regiment had taken refuge in a monastery. The
monks claimed the right of asylum for the men and barred his way. He
had the doors broken open. The abbot stood on the threshold, in his

priestly robes, swinging the Sacrament in front of the intruder. Colonel

de Mirabeau shouted to his major in his stentorian voice, “Dauplun, Send
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for the regimental chaplain to come and take God out of the hands of

this ass.”

Jean-Antoine de Mirabeau was formidable in his impatience with

human stupidity. Gabriel dc Mirabeau was to inherit this trait; he used

to say: “Nothing tries the patience like stupidity, but nothing is more

stupid than that impatience.” At the same time he liked to repeat his

grandfather’s maxim that “patience is the virtue of cuckolds and don-

. keys.”

Jean-Antoine carried this offensive independence even into the in-

sipid atmosphere of Versailles. The Due de Vendome had taken to court

this valiant soldier who, with all his exploits and his mutilations, had

never got beyond the rank of colonel. But there was nothing of the

petitioner about Jean-Antoine de Mirabeau. He grumbled in the face

of the stupefied Louis XIV: “If on leaving the colours I had come to

fool about at court, I should have got my promotion and fewer wounds.”

Vendome hurriedly took him away from the royal presence. “I ought

to have known you by now. Henceforth I shall present you to the

enemy, but never again to the king.”

The eccentricities of Jean-Antoine de Mirabeau had endowed the

family with a peculiar notoriety. “Thanks to him and to my great

uncle,” wrote Victor de Mirabeau. “when I entered the world our name

was of no less repute for marked peculiarities than that of Roquelaure

for witticisms, with the difference that this repute was of the sort that

inspires respect and warns off rogues.”

5

Tall and maimed, with a rigid neck, he was a dead man resuscitated. His

peasants called him “Co/ d'argenC—Silvemeck. His right arm w^ in

a sling. He had always been impetuous, and after his encounter with

death he became a man of fixed convictions and prejudices. He was

forty-two years old, taking the waters at Digne, when he met a young

girl, Fran^oise de Castellane Norante, only twenty-three years old. She

was a tall, magnificent blonde, with clear blue eyes and a brilliant com-

plexion. Jean /Mirabeau proposed to her without the knowledge of her

parents. He wanted her without a dowry, for herself, but also free of

all restrictions, for himself alone. Fran9oise de Castellane could yield

to none but a man who demanded everything, even the impossible,

from her. “He wanted her rtot only to have no dowry,” writes his son,

. . but not even to bring her underclothing, and to be dressed only in
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clothes which he had had made for her; and Mme. de Castellanc, her

mother, was never to set foot in her daughter’s home. ... He intended

to* be master in his own house.”

Jean-Antoinc de Mirabeau did, in fact, like a bird of prey, carry off

his young and beautiful wife to his cliff-top Provenfal castle. Parisian

scandal-mongers spread the story that he had shut her up in his chateau

until she had given him three male children. In reality this unequal mar-

riage had every appearance of being a happy one. They had seven chil-

dren, six boys and a girl. Only three boys survived. Age did not soften

Silverneck’s obstinate rigidity. He declared on his deathbed: “All my
life, when I have said I have meant noP

Jean-Antoine died at seventy. “It was my mother who kept him

alive,” his son wrote. Always exacting, severe, methodical, this virtuous

and passionately austere woman energetically imposed on her family

the law of her own conscience. She long preserved her clearness and

strength of mind and her indomitable vitality. She was seventy-five

years old when her youngest son wrote: “She expresses herself with an

energy that makes the half-men of these times tremble.”

The children of Jean-Antoine were bom and grew up in an atmos-

phere of terror. If the surroundings the tall old man liked were heroic,

they were also glacial. Sensitiveness was a weakness, tenderness a short-

coming; indeed, more than a shortcoming, a piece of bad taste. The two
first children of Jean-Antoine died at an early age. The parents shut

themselves up in their home with their violent grief. They did not show
themselves until they had succeeded in regaining composure. No visitor

ever found them other than haughty—of magnificent and inhuman se-

renity.

Victor de Mirabeau, Gabriel’s father, was bom in 1715, the third of

their children. He withstood the test of contact with that redoubtable

father. The father’s worship of his son was equalled only by the fear

he inspired in him. This heir so long looked forward to, this son who
survived, the son, moreover, of a man on the verge of the fifties, had

no knowledge whatever of his father’s secret passion for hiiti, his secret

tenderness. Jean-Antoine never ceased to behave as a hero and a Stoic,

even in front of a young child. If a scolding was due it had to be writtm
^

to thfe boy by his mother. As a grown man the Marquis de Mirabeau

wrote: “I had become so used to being frightened by these letters that

all through my life I have never been able to open a note from my
mother without palpitation of the heart.”

The result of this education was, in the marquis* own words, ^a dis-

tortion of conduct that became second nature to me.” The excessively
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harsh constraint exasperated a youth of spirit. But if Victor de Mirabeau

revolted against his parents* austerity, he did so with a bad conscience.

He adored his father, he had a passionate love for his mother, he never

dreamed of rebelling against their interventions in his life, and still less

of escaping from the powerful hold their example had over him. His

veneration of them weighed on him more heavily than their severity.

Throughout his life he tried to conform to an impossible model. His

chaotic character struggled in a mould too vast for it, and too inflexible.

As a son of the hero of Cassano, he was attached at thirteen to the regi-

ment of Duras, which his father had long commanded. But he had not

the stuff of a soldier in him, and the routine of the profession exasperated

the youth in his eagerness for self-expression. His father sent him to

Paris to be formed in an academy. But Victor merely took advantage

of the pleasures of the capital. He fell in love with an actress. The stern

father insisted that this banal liaison be broken off. Meanwhile he cut

off supplies: “He left me six months without a sou.” In the end the

young lover gave way.

The death of his father left him at twenty-two heir to the name and

fortune. He was now master of his own fate. As a captain in his father’s

regiment he went through the war of 1734 and several subsequent cam-

paigns. But he realized that he would never gain distinction in the army,

and he wanted above all else to gain distinction. “I am devoured by am-

bition,” he wrote to his friend Vauvenargucs when he was. twenty-three

years old, “but in a strange manner; it is not for honours that I am
ambitious, nor for money, nor for favours, but for a name and to be

somebody.” He felt his natural impetuosity to be a defect. Naturally dis-

cursive and garrulous, he took as his model the stoical attitude which

he had admired in his childhood. Impressionable but very self-centred,

a man of sudden impulses and of violent antipathies, he thought hiipself

inaccessible to the influence of others. He was as self-willed as he was

weak, and merely obstinate where he imagined that he was being logi-

cal. His aspirations went beyond his natural capacity. His dreams of

greatness envisioned immense projects, but he frittered away his energy

on meticulous preparations. His brother, the Bailli de Mirabeau, once

wrote to him, with the clear vision of deep affection: “You were made

to* be at the head of a great machine and you have only been at

the head of a little one, which you have tried to work like a big

one.”

With his misjudgment of his character he deceived himself as to his

true vocation. He abandoned the profession of arms with the rank of a

mere captain and tried to estabtish influence at Versailles, where a
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maternal uncle presented him to the king, the queen, and the dauphin.

But he did not get on very well in court circles.

His “innate exuberance” revealed itself in desultory literary work. He
wrote comedies and tragedies, in prose and in verse, which were no
more than an outlet for the effervescence of his verbosity. Montesquieu,

who met him when he was in garrison at Bordeaux, said of him, with

his Gascon accent: “What energy in that head, and what a pity it can

produce nothing but fuss.”

One day, when writing to a woman friend for whom he had a deep

regard, he exposed in a sentence the secret of his failures: “Providence

did not make me the sort that could ever be of use.”

6

The good genius of the Marquis de Mirabeau was his younger brother,

the one who was known by his judicial tide of “Bailli de Mirabeau.”

The magistrate’s nature was as harmonious as his brother’s was dis-

cordant. Of all the children of Jean-Antoine, he was the best-looking,

the most like his mother. He had inherited from the beautiful Fran9oise

de Castellane her fair hair, her limpid blue eyes that looked people

straight in the face, her clear skin and bright complexion; and he had

his father’s stature and robust health. But he resembled his father above

all in being cast in a simple mould. He also inherited his father’s gift of

command and his proud self-assurance and contempt for human follies

and weaknesses.

The dreadful constraint of his childhood had driven him, too, to

every sort of excess. When he went into the navy—at twelve and a

half, straight from the home environment—he went wild at once, like

a ^ring released. His special failing was drunkenness, which made him
quarrdsome and irascible. For three or four years, said his elder brother

later, he was not out of prison four days in the year. The moment be

came out he ran to the brandy bottle and then fell upon anyone in

his j»th, until he was knocked down and carried back to prison.

But suddenly, as though in those years of folly he had exhausted his

surplus eneigy and liberated himself from the tormoits of his imagina*

tion, he ‘lirought himself up shorn” The poison was eliminated, and
he regained his fundamental balance, the governing qudity winch in

his individual style he called “aquanimity.” He had the impasstveness

to which his brother aspired m vain; he was as sparing in gestures and
m words as die marquis was talkative and excitable. M he grew tdder

Ins sdf-command asumed dM appearance of hac^lriiK8&
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Handsome though he was, women played only a small part in his

life, 'ne excesses of his youth left him destitute of passion. He was
a Knight of Malta from childhood, but took his vows only very late in

life, after leaving it to his eider brother to decide whether he should

marry or not. His whole life was governed by this deference to his

brother.

His lack of imagination made this self-effacement easy for him. “I

am only the shirt, you are the skin,” he said. His nephew said of him

later, “This good man has no fault except his invisible weakness for

his brother.”

7

Many mothers spoil their youngest child; Fran9oise de Mirabeau was

stricter with her third son than with the two elder ones. It was as

though she distrusted his gracefulness and his good looks. Alexandre-

Louis’ features were over-refined—

z

little nose slightly rounded, a

mouth like the Cupid’s bow of an eighteenth-century pastel. His rather

effeminate exterior masked a good deal of turbulence. His quick im-

pulses were accompanied by extreme obstinacy and persistence in er-

ror.

This he proved by the great sentimental adventure of his life. During

a campaign in which he did his duty bravely as a soldier, he happened

to meet one of the actresses whom Marshal de Saxe was in the habit of

bringing with him for a day’s amusement or a night’s pleasure. What
for one of the young debauchees among his brother-officers would

have been at most an expensive pastime became in him a passion. He
offered marriage to Mile, de Navarre, thus hitting his family in its

tenderest spot, pride of race. This misalliance produced a scan^ tvfn

in a society whose morals were loose. His mother, deeply wounded, was
implacable; his eldest brother spoke of the “dunghiU” he had brought

into the family, and used all his influence to get the bridal pair arrested;

they had taken refuge in the Papal territory at Avignon. The young
woman, who was in childbed, was seized with such terror at the entry

of the myrmidons of the law that she died a few days later. Alexandre-

Louh was disowned by all his relatives. He was “that Avignon scamp.”

His career seemed ruined. But he was a Mind>eau. And he was aiperla-

tively endowed with one of the family characteristics, an astonishing

resilience.

One day the Margrave of Bayreuth and his wife, ffiie wit^ sister of

Frederick II, came to Avignon. They were delighted with the brilliance
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and charm of the Comte de Mirabeau. They took him with them to

Italy, and then to Germany, where he made for himself a new career

in the petty court of Bayreuth. He did so with brilliant success. He wsb

appointed grand chamberlain and privy counsellor to the margrave.

The day came when he returned to France charged with an important

negotiation. His protectress had unlimited confidence iti his capacities.

At a grave moment when Frederick II was in a desperate situation, alone

in face of a coalition of powerful enemies, she recommended her pro-

t6g6 for the purpose of secret negotiations. At that moment the King of

Prussia knew that his destiny was at stake. He was ready to kill himself

rather than fall into the hands of his enemies. He snatched at any plan

that might offer safety. “Do please send this M. de Mirabeau to France,”

he wrote to his sister. He knew that at that French court favours cost

money, and was ready to offer “up to five hundred thousand crowns to

the Favourite for peace.” Count Alexandre-Louis moved cautiously.

For the first time a Mirabeau appeared on the scene of international

politics,!^ a negotiator between Prussia and France. His mission was

doomed from the outset to failure. There is no mercy for those whom
fortune abandons: a few days later came the victory of Rossbach.

The grand chamberlain of the court of Bayreuth, Frederick the

Great’s envoy, was no longer a “scamp.” When his brothers spoke of,

him now, they called him “Germanicus.” The count returned once

more to France as the margrave’s envoy to Choiseul. This time his

mission was an entire success. Fran9oise de Mirabeau pardoned him

when he redeemed his youthful folly by a rational and brilliant mar-

riage. The Grafin von Kunsberg, of good family and with a good dowry
from the margrave, was a daughter-in-law to her taste.

When Alexandre-Louis, reconciled wirii his family, his rebellions

redeemed by his honours, died, his family welcom^ his widow, a

pale, fair-haired, self-effacing young woman. Until her death some
ten years later she remained in Ae marquis’ home.

8

“The pleasures of rite senses, my dear friend, have become the execu-

tioner of my iinagination.” So wrote rite Marquis de Mirabeau, at the age

of twenty-five, to Vauvenargues. He could not find occupatioa for

this imagination that tormented him. Tlte chiteau of MirabMu bored

him. Unsatisfied self-e^eem, unoccupied imagination, and a thirst lor
pleasures that dared not prodaim itself, made him desert Ptovence and
establish himself in Ptnas.
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Here he associated with men much older than he, men not of his

sort, whose admiration flattered him and confirmed him in his impulsive

ways. One of his friends was the Marquis de Saint-Georges, married

and father of a family, gay, pleasant, dabbling in everything, in science

and in business, a man who, according to Vauvenargues, was “too ac-

complished.” Victor de Mirabeau bought the property of Bignon, near

Nemours, at a high price, although, he said, the land was “in a state of

enormous deterioration,” and the manor house was “neither finished

nor furnished.” He bought also, with the help of his friend Saint-

Georges, a dwelling in Patis, in die rue Beigiire, “a carcass of a house,”

where three years later, although the marquis had spent on it more
than a hundred thousand livres, the rain came through the roof. His

younger brother anxiously watched these essays in an ambitious build-

ing up of the future. They shook even his blind confidence, and he

declared later: “Your fine plans often seemed to me to be founded on
Seine fogs.”

9

“I shall pay very dearly for my follies and for changing my way of

life,” the young marquis wrote one day to Vauvenargues. Prodded by
his bad conscience, and desiring to perpetuate his race, of which he

was proud, the Marquis de Mirabeau decided to marry. He had name
and fortune (it had been sixteen thousand livres a year before he had

launched out into his adventurous speculations) and a good appearance.

He could reasonably expect to make an excellent marriage. But his

boundless self-esteem gave way for a time to profound discouragement.

He realized that he had sacrificed some prestige by leaving the service,

and that his family had a reputation for extravagance and wildness; In

his haste to be married, he was prepared to be content with an ordinary

match. He was twenty-eight years old and felt that he had waited too

long.

He had few relations in Paris, but Saint-Geoi^^es, never at a loss in

the giving of advice, knew a M. de Vassan, whom he considered a man
“of no help for any good purpose.” But Mme. de Vassan was the only

daughter of the Marquis de Salveboeuf, a notable of P6rigord, with an

estimated income of thirty thousand livres a year. The only daughter

and future heir of the Vassans had “great expectations.” This was

mough to send the Marquis de Mirabeau straight off to the Limousin,

to marry a girl he had never met.

Marit^enevi^e de Vassan was seventeen years old. Her brother-in-
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law, who detested her, said of her later that “without having any of

the charms of her sex,” she had “all its vices and ours as well.” Nobody
ever called her pretty. A portrait of her, no doubt flattering like most

of the pastels of the period, shows fairly regular features with nothing

striking about them except an expression of sensuality.

Her father seems to have been, at the most, insignificant. Her mother

had, according to the marquis, “a bifurcated spirit: a good woman at

bottom, but the most worrisome, worried, worrying woman in the

world; she has the misfortune to be so wrong-headed that nothing

comes into her head in the way it would into anybody else’s.”

In such surroundings the daughter had received, according to the

marquis, “the most pestilential and immodest education.” In point of fact

she does not seem to have had any at all. Her letters reveal an ignorance

of spelling rare even for the women of that period; they are the letters

of an illiterate. She had not a trace of good breeding. She spoke with a

strong Limousin accent. She was not in the least fitted to be the head

of a great house. She was gay and lively. She was very talkative and

would say whatever came into her head. She was constitutionally ac-

tive and passionate to excess.

For the Marquis de Mirabeau the marriage with Mile, de Vassan was

an “ordinary deal.” It was even a poor deal, since the lady brought a

dowry of no more than four thousand livres a year, a sum barely suf-

ficient for her personal expenditure. But for Maiie-Genevi^ve de Vas-

san it was a brilliant marriage. It had been arranged by third parties, but

for her it was a love match. At the first sight of her fianc£ she fell pas-

sionately in love with him. The marquis spoke to her at a later date of

“the turbulent attachment with which you exasperated me for ten

years.” He reproached her also with having been “so conjugal.” But

at the moment of her marriage, the man tormented by sensuality, the

executioner of his imagination, and the young wife with senses still un-

satiated, were in the same state of furious flestfly excitement. They were

one day to hate each other as ^only those can hate who have been in-

timately, furiously, united by desire.

If Marie-Genevi^e de Vassan had married a country gentleman of

placid «id robuft temperament, she might have surmounted his innate

indifference and become a normal mother of a family. “She was quite

eaaly led,” “her son wrote of her later, “but her husband set out to «ib-

jugate her”—and all he did was to scare her. She became confirmed hi

her shortcomings. She finmd herself from the first in a dioroogfa^ hos-

tile atmosphere. The did Marquise de Mirabeau woukl have reenved as

«i intiroda* any wonnn who competed with her for the love thf dtati
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adored son. Since she had not been consulted as to his choice, she may
also have felt a secret resentment. Moreover, she discovered in her

daughter-in-law a nature diametrically opposed to her own—in essential

characteristics as well as in way of living, in expression, and in the

girl’s habits of negligence and slovenliness.

At seventeen the young woman was full of goodwill. She tried to

adapt herself to this husband whom she adored. She wanted to learn,

but her untutored mind quickly tired at any effort: “She wanted to

read, but never in her life could she open a serious book or even a

true one without going to sleep.” She wanted to occupy herself, but,

as is the way of women with an eternally roving imagination, she was

never able to make a job of anything. “As for needlework, she started a

thousand little trifles, got them dirty, let them drag on. . . .” She per-

sisted, nevertheless, in her zeal to become domesticated, but her fits

of activity found little favour with those who were watching her with

no goodwill. Her husband later drew a picture of her devoting herself

to some humble domestic task, hemming napkins or dusters, “with her

foot twisted, her legs crossed and covered by petticoats all askew, with

dressing-jackets thrown on anyhow, her head right down to her knees.”

Discouraged by constant nagging, the young woman fell back into

her old indiflFerence. “Men, women, work people, traders, loungers,

men-servants, anyone and everyone went into her room, whether she

was in bed or not. They saw her dishevelled, bare-breasted, running

after a tippet or a handkerchief, with her room all in disorder.” Such

was the portrait which the marquis traced pitilessly for his daughter

by way of warping, and he added this terrible phrase:
—

“the distinc-

tive mark of prostitutes.”

But in spite of the profound difference in their characters, in spite

of the friction of everyday life, in spite even of resentment or of epn-

tempt, husband and wife remained united for a long time through the

excitation of their senses, which threw them into each other’s arms,

sometimes ashamed, but always brought together by the same persistent

desire.

And there was another powerful bond between them. Marie-

Geneviive was soon a mother. She was full of pride at having accom-

plished her destiny as a woman. She wore her successive pregnancies

with ostentation, “showing a belly before the time, making much of

fecundity,” her husband said later in his malevolent indictment. In-

sattably amorous, she was both a passionate and a listless mother of

eleven children, bom in eleven years of marriage.
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The first child was a son. The young couple were overjoyed. He was
“a most hopeful child.” But when scarcely more than three years old,

he died suddenly. And a strange death. Son of this father who all

through his life was incessantly putting ink to paper, he drank some
ink and was poisoned.

The second child was a daughter. Marie de Mirabeau was very like

her father. She grew up with a majestic figure, and with big eyes, bulg-

ing like his, but bright and tender. She was a high-spirited child with

an excess of eneigy which degenerated into a mental afiliction. In the

end Marie de Mirabeau dragged out her life between fits of insanity

and intervals of lucidity.

Of the eleven children only five survived. Among these, the second

daughter, Caroline, was the very type of a normal healthy child. She

had the good sense of children in sound health, who readily make the

best of things and know better than to cry for the moon. “A big girl,”

her father wrote, “quite well built and solid as a carpenter's tool, a

sweet girl, good-natured, gay, the heartiest laughter in France; intel-

ligent, though she may seem simple and childish; with a splendid mem-
ory, cross-grained sometimes, undecided, soft, dreamy.”

II

After a short spell in the P^rigord, where the young couple went in

order, as the marquis put it, to eat up one of his estates, he decided

in 1746 to settle in Paris. The old Marquise de Mirabeau went with

them. Her son did not want to be separated from her. The marquis had

had to sell at a considerable loss his house in the rue Berg^re, which
was too big and ruinously expensive. He then bought a more modest

house in the rue des Saints-Pires.

He was especially attached to bis estate at Bignon. It was “a little

vegetable basket so quaintly mixed with trees, coppices, sheets of water,

and {dantadons, that one might well say that all the birds of the district

had agreed to meet there.” The house was a rambling single-story build-

ing in Renaissance style. Nine windows along the facade looked pot on
the park across a moat full of water. A little bridge crossed the moat,

leading to die main entrance.

The house was dilapidated and the lands waste;, llte marquis went
to work on an ambitious scale. An army of masons, carpenters,
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joiners invaded the property. Spending heavily for a poor return, he
still prided himself on his practical good sense. “Everything in my place

is for use and nothing for ornament.” What pleased him above all was
his role of grand seigneur, watching with paternal benevolence over the

welfare of his subjects. The whole population lived on him, counting on
him for employment.

In 1749 there was famine in the country, bringing a whole succession

of maladies in its train. The marquis felt entirely equal to the situation,

as disptenser of benefactions. His wife, too, ^ent herself in the care of

the humble. “She shows her innate courage in tending the most hideous

ulcers,” wrote the marquis. This was the more meritorious since she

was expecting her fifth cMId.

The marquis was passionately anxious for an heir. The Doc de Ni-
vemois, one of his oldest friends, gave him a secret recipe for engender-

ing male children. A great-great-nephew of Mazarin, a peer of France

by birth, a grandee of Spain and a prince of the Holy Roman Empire,

a rare wit, a musician, a painter, and a poet, a minister of state and three

times an ambassador, Nivernois was one of those in whom the age was
gently dying.

At a later date a revolutionary lampoon drew his portrait under the

name of Mytis; it may have been inspired by Gabriel de Mirabeau him-

self. “There are men who have acquired a certain reputation, nobody
knows how; who arc given employment, nobody knows why. Mytis

is one of these. Born with the sort of intelligence that is of no use for

anything, he has achieved just nothing.”

The marquis awaited anxiously the arrival of one who should per-

petuate his race. The birth was particularly difficult. The wait for de-

livery was long. The child’s head, according to the family, was “of

more than natural size.” The mother’s life was in danger. At last the

door opened. There was the soothing gesture of bearers of bad news.

The father long remembered the mournful sound of the preliminary

caution
—

“Don’t be alarmed.”

The child who had been bom with such difficulty on March '9, 1749,

had a twisted ankle; he was also tongue-tied, and it was feared that he

would be dumb. But he was robust. His head was enormous, and he had

cwo'teeth already formed in his mouth, sign, perhaps, of a furious ap-

petite for life. He was given the names Honor6 Galbriel.

In April 1749 the marquis, overflowing with gratitude for the recipe

Ms friend had sent him, wrote to the Due de Nivernois: “You know
ndw that I have a son who owes his existence to you.” Above the cradle

of Mirabeau hung, graceful and perfumed, the silhouette of Nivernois,
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perfect representative of a regime which the child was one day to help

overthrow.

The village of Bignon shared the father’s joy at the birth of a son.

“From a sort of superstition due to the birth of the first one having been

ffited, I had forbidden any sort of village festivities,” the marquis wrote

to the Due de Nivemois; “but the peasants assembled from neighbouring

parishes and bore witness to' a joy I had not asked of them.”

For wet-nurse the baby had a sturdy marichale—a first-class woman
—said the marquis, one who had borne a whole brood of her own. A
vigorous woman of the people nurtured this child full of vigour.

His father trembled no longer for the boy’s life. He was reassured

by his robust health. He knew also that his son was to be free from any

physical defect. He was still full of the joy of paternity when in Febru-

ary of the following year he wrote to his brother: “I have nothing to

tell you of my enormous son, save that he thumps his wet-nurse, who
pays him back properly. They pummel one anoAer in competition. A
pretty pair of Aem.”

CHAPTER TWO

THE FRIEND OF MANKIND

« I
.^kOM the time of those pitiable misunderstandings that roused tihe

x people in 1750,” wrote the marquis to his brother, “and gave rise

to the building of the road from the Porte Maillot to Saint-Denis by
which the king has since gone from Versailles to Compiigne without

passing through Paris, it has seemed to me that I see sprouting the seeds

of unrest. The very name of the road, the Chemin de la Revoke, is a sub-

ject for speculadon.”

This letter, written toward the end of 1754, was addressed to Guade-

loupe, where the bailli had been established for a year as governor,

“or rather,” he sauH, “half bishop, half intendant, half, or even com-
pletely, president,” Across the ocean that separated diem, die brodteis

shared the same aj^rdioision for the present and fear fot the fotoce

which reflected the spasms of terror that were pasdt^ dbroc^ die

minds of all those occopted with public affatts.
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For the bailli, the general corruption, the contempt for the virtues

and admiration for clever rogues, was the great evil of society. “We are

wasting our time in vain lament while the machine, with every spring

corroded, threatens to fly to pieces and become once more quern Graeci

dixere chaos.” From Guadeloupe -he was better able to judge the in-

ternational situation. “Those with the slightest vision are saying here,”

he wrote to his brother, “that in less than forty years the New World
will have shaken off the yoke of the old one and will be treating with it

on equal terms. The English colonies will be the first, for already New
England submits to England scarcely more than did Carthage to Tyre.”

At that distant post the vices of internal administration were also

clear to him and confirmed 'him in his opinions: “1 have long calculated

that the worst of masters is gold, the worst of all slaveries that to

wealth.” His uprighmess made of the bailli a democrat without knowing

it He was disgusted with the treatment the whites inflicted on the

Negroes. “The lowest section of white humanity has a higher opinion

of itself here than a peer of France in Paris. Making sugar, beating

Negroes, producing bastards, and getting drunk—such is the main busi-

ness of the creoles.” In that distant country he was the incarnation of

all the dignity of France. He was also justice incarnate. “People are

quite astonished that I am not ready to let a man be killed here with

less ceremony than a dog anywhere else.” In his dbgust he exclaimed: “A
slave, slave though he be, ought to be considered a man, and for my
part I think I ought also to consider him a brother. ... It is not only

true that the Negroes are the most unfortunate of all men; actually they

are the most miserable of all living beings.”

The marquis was disturbed at the bailli’s uncompromising attitude

and begged him to moderate it: “I adjure you, dear brother, grease the

aj^es of your carriage, or we shall be overturned. In God’s name, gq a

little more softly.” But the bailli burst out indignantly: “Would you
rather I were an honest man, even if I broke my neck, or do you want
me to make, a fortune of which I shall be ash^ed all my life and in

terror on my deathbed?”

But he scarcely dreamed of touching the regime that audiorized or

tdlerated the abuses he denounced. For him the one remedy for all

eviU was a return to the virtues of the past, a step backward, not for-

ward to the uncertain future of a social upheaval.

His brother, on the contrary, had the faculty, valuable in tunes of

transition, of judging the currents and the forces at work and foreseen^

oomiog events. His agitation drove him to leave die beaten track. In

1750, a year after the birth of his son, the Marquis de Mirabeau anony-‘
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mously published a work on the utility of provincial assemblies. With
the publication of this first book he found his true path. In modem
terms, he was a born sociologist. He was without creative genius, but

he possessed great gifts as a publicist. He had the flair of a modern

journalist, the journalist’s faculty of being in the midst of events but

aloof from them. In the disturbed period to come he was to play an

important part.

The first question of social policy with which he dealt might seem

of secondary importance, but it touched on an essential principle of the

structure of the state, that of administrative autonomy. A quarter of

a century later autonomy was demanded by Turgot, and it was subse-

<]uently advocated by Necker. A current that had gained strength in

the interval imposed on the king in 1787 the creation of provincial as-

semblies. In 1788 the marquis wrote to his brother with regard to these

assemblies: ‘i look on them as in a sort of way their father; I can see

that in general they are fulfilling what I expected of them.”

2

^Tour nephew is as ugly as Satan’s,” wrote the marquis to his brother.

At three years of age the child caught smallpox. At that period inocu-

lation was resisted by the doctors as very dangerous; from the point

of view of religion it was attacked as an act of rebellion against the

divine will In this home dominated by the marquis’ pious mother, who
in his words was “the entire and unshakable enemy of everything new,”

the child was not inoculated. Worse still, his mother, who “has lots of

recipes,” applied fomentations to his swollen face; she used a salve

that accentuated the marks of the malady and scored the little face with

deep scars.

The child was incessantly told how ugly he was. Something in his

soul revolted, and a premature self^onsciousness fought against his

elders’ verdict. “My son, whose body grows, whose prattle increases,

and whose face grows incredibly ugly,” wrote the marquis to a woman
friend, “is moreover ugly by choice and predilection; and, in addition,

interminably oratorical. His mother made him a sort of anti-declaration

as from his future wife; he replied that he hoped that she would not

gauge him by his face; his mother said innocently: ‘Where do you want

her to look at you,’ and everybody laughed. He retorted: ‘Vi(hat’s un-

derneath will help what’s up top’; and we all roared, quite apart from
the fact that there is something to think about in this^y from m in-

fant.”
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But it was not only the ugliness of his eldest boy that disturbed the

marquis. The child was the innocent victim of conjugal disharmony.

The marquis grew more and more impatient with his wife’s shortcom-

ings, and his impatience was increased by his own faults. The marquise

accused him later of having had a long liaison with a person she named,

a liaison dating back to the year of hk son’s birth. The marquis visited

on the child his disappointment and his rancour against his wife.

The whole cause of his resentment is contained in this phrase in one

of his letters to the bailli: “He is the very image of his odious [maternal]

grandfather.” In the face of a littte child, two hereditary currents—two
races, his father said—carried on a fight of which the issue was his fam-

ily’s love for him. His paternal grandmother, looking at him with a

glance sharpened by her hatred of her daughter-in-law, agreed that he

was “entirely a Vassan.”

The marquis exchanged long letters with the bailli, but in a whole

year he mentioned his son only a few times. The bailli protested; “You
tell me nothing about your son.” The marquis found himself obliged

—

apparently with reluctance—to concede the child a precocious intel-

ligence. “Your nephew is big and strong,” he wrote to the bailli. “His

knowledge is the talk of all Paris; and yet,” he added at^once, “it amounts

to little as yet; few faults, apart from a mechanical aping, if it were per-

mitted, but little sensitiveness; he is sand that holds nothing; but he is

only five years old.”

A^en Gabriel was three years old a daughter was bom; when he

was five a second son. With the birth of this second boy the marquis’

pride of race was satisfied. He considered that “after eleven children

one may stop.” The plainness of little Gabriel was emphasized by the

beauty of the other children. His younger sister Louise was a delightful

little girl; she was to become remarkably beautiful. In addition to her

beauty she had a grace that ravished her father: “In intelligence and

judgment slw is unique in her day.”

But it was little Boniface who supplanted his elder brother in the af-

fections of the whole family. The marquis found him “wholly Mira-

beau.” His grandmother, too, discovered in him from the day of his

birdi all die qualities and all the defects of his race. From then on the

dder” brother lived in the shadow of the marked preference for the

la^-bom.

As is ttattiral in a child with a very lively imagination, the boundaries

betti^een dream and reality, troth and fancy, were vaguely defined in

hide GMiriel. But an innocent childish “story” was a crime in the eyes

marquis. Worse sdll, it was a Vassan trait. He exclaimed to his
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brother when Gabriel was seven: “I must repudiate any claim of that

individual to the character of our race; but, good Lord! were it his pet

lie, he shall abjure it, or I shall know how to annul it with disgrace.”

Mirabeau wrote later to his father: “I may say that from my childhood

and my first steps in the world I received few marks of your goodwill;

that you treated me rigorously before I could possibly deserve ill of

you.” In fact the marquis searched for faults in Ws son as if he wanted
an excuse for that absurd rigour; he drew up very early an indictment

against him, as though to satisfy a secret rancour. There are signs of

physical repugnance in his condemnation of the child. He painted him
pitilessly in a letter to a friend: “He is cross-grained, fantastic, fiery,

awkward, with a drift to evil before he knows of it or is capable of it.”

3

“Everywhere, without any exception, coercive methods are the likeli-

est to have on men the contrary effect to that at which they aim,” de-

clared the marquis. But in practice he contradicted his theory to an

extent of which he could hardly have been conscious. He subjected his

son to a rigid discipline. “Yet,” wrote Mirabeau later to his father,

“you should have seen very quickly that that method excited my natural

fieriness instead of allaying it; that it was just as easy to touch me as

to irritate me; that the former method achieved its object and the latter

drove me in the opposite direction.”

The childhood of Gabriel de Mirabeau was weighed down by the

formidable tutelage^ of a former lawyer of the parlement named Poisson,

a man of integrity but no imagination, whom the marquis engaged

grudgingly at a salary of twelve hundred livres a year. Poisson acquitted

himself of the task assigned to him with all the conscientiousness of

an inflexible character, never softening an iron discipline. The marquis,

with the idealized figure of his father before his eyes, wa» obsessed by
memories of his own rigorous education. He had forgotten the un-

fortunate results of that constraint, his own moral lapses and those of

the bailli, and the belated revolt of Alexandre-Louis. This discipline

seemed to him still more necessary for a child whom he distrusted. “He
keeps us busy,” wrote the marquis, “but we are watching him, and he

is in excellent hands.”

Poisson prepared to mould the son in the idealized image 4Uid in ac-

cordance with the requirements of this father whom the marquis re-

vered, The result of diis v%ilance was noted by the imunuht
“Monsieur le Comte is itevor out of his succession of punisMieflts, dad
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indeed he gets them and deserves them thoroughly.” The child was
then only seven years old. The marquis went on; “I am one more in-

strument for Poisson, for when he has promised remission I make it pos-

sible for him to fail to give it without breaking his word, and I keep

a tight hand.” The bailli tried to restrain his brother’s “maternal in-

clination to pedantry. That sort of thing irritates men who are made
and mars men in the making.” But he preached in vain.

The child himself complained that he was being badly treated. He
tried to persuade his father that excessive severity and excessive strict-

ness were not quite suitable for him. He brought to bear all the resources

of his precocious eloquence. “He argued very well at times,” his father

admitted later. But these arguments had no effect on an ill-will of which

the child did not know the source.

His father could not but recognize in him “an intelligence, a memory,

a capacity that are striking, breath-taking, alarming.” He recognized

also in him “a high spirit beneath his boy’s jacket, a strange instinct of

pride, noble in spite of everything.” It might almost be said that these

were the very qualities that frightened him.

Rebuffed on all sides, struggling in a narrow circle of incomprehensi-

ble restrictions, the child, by turns, revolted against this oppression and

tried to disarm his father by his docility. But all he did was to exasperate

him. “He is of an utterly unheard-of type of baseness,” exclaimed the

marquis in a letter to his brother, “absolutely commonplace and of the

quality of the rough and muddied caterpillar that will never be a

chrysalis.”

Gabriel de Mirabeau was to retain throughout his life traces of the

terror of that childhood. Nothing could put right certain tendencies

distorted by its constraints.

When Poisson fell ill, the marquis was reduced to despair at the id^
of having to undertake the sole responsibility for his elder son, then only

eight years old. He wrote to the bailli, thoroughly scared: “Pofeson

will die and I shall go on dragging my son along without knowing what

river to throw him into.”

4

“The author writes like Mdntaigne and thinks like Montesquieu,”, re-

mariced the encyclopaedic joumri of Bouillon in July 1757. The Marquis

de MinbCau had become famous overnight with the pnblicarion in 1756

of the great work of his life, VArm des hommes. He had achieved the

idnlnttoti which many auritors pursue in vain: he had said aloud what
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many people were thinking, or imagined, after they had read his book,
that they had been thinking. He had spoken at a moment particularly

favourable for securing a hearing. The awareness of man that marked
the eighteenth century was in the book. Men were half-way to a new
social order. Individuals and classes no longer lived in social isolation,

though the theory of the equality of all men still waited for acceptance.

The very title of the book was a sign of an epoch of transition. As often

occurs with happy inspirations, it went beyond the author’s own
thought. It lived an almost independent life. It was on everyone’s lips;

the shopkeepers of Paris, always in search of novelties, used it as a sign

for their shops. At forty, the Marquis de Mirabeau had acquired a name.
More still, he had bartered away a surname for it; he had attained that

supreme sort of celebrity that consists in being identified with one’s

work. Thenceforth he was Fam des hommes, the Friend of Mankind.
The sales of his book were exceptional for the period. “The publishers

themselves admit that they have made eighty-six thousand livres out

of it,” the piarquis reported. This success with the public, this hybbub,
was remarkable in the case of a book that was simply what its sub-title

called it—a treatise on population. Any specialist would have made it

a dry book. The marquis, fortunately for himself, was just an amateur.

He made no attempt to fit his subject into any doctrine or to sub-

ordinate it to any school. He had said what seemed to him to want
saying, and had said it in his own way with the assurance and the air of

finality natural to amateurs, who imagine that they have no predecessors

and who explain their discoveries with a persuasive warmth and a capti-

vating audacity.

In this easy and picturesque style the marquis compared the state to

a tree: “The roots are agriculture, the trunk is the population, the

branches are industry, the leaves are commerce and the arts; it is from
its roots that the tree draws the nourishing sap, . . , and it is to the

roots that a remedy must be applied if the tree is not to perish.” One
of the great evils of the country, according to the marquis, was the

flight from the land: “We desert the villages for the towns, the towns
for the cities, the cities for the capital, and this is what a whole nation

tends xo do if the government is not careful to give it a contrary pro-

pensity.” Another cause of the decay of agriculture was the concen-

tration of estates in the hands of one person, but the Marquis dc Mira-
bcau had no scruple about dissociating theory and practice^ afid per-

haps he did so in good faith. While he himself was busy adding ml his

pi ^perty, the Friend of Maidcind wrote with Site courage and a parw

tkujafly happy turn of phrase that “the big pike dep:)pulaie^
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the owners stamp out the little ones.’' He was still more daring

when he attacked the abuse of wealth; his condemnation voiced the

muttered popular wrath: “A nation in which wealth has undisputed

pre-eminence is an assembly of open or disguised thieves, of civilized

brigands, of whom some are in full pursuit and others lying in wait.”

To the abuse of wealth was joined a contempt for poverty which

discouraged work on the land. Carried away by his feelings—he says

himself that he wrote his book under the spur of emotion—he asked

those filled with the pride of class to show genuine respect to the

water-carrier, “and to put up with contacts with a beggar of infectious

odour in rags that bear reproachful witness to an unadmitted brother-

hood.” To this aristocrat lying in wait for great ideas, labour was the

true dignity of man. Respect for labour was fundamental in society; he

even considered it as a guarantee of all the civic liberties: “As for tol-

erance, I think it is more likely to destroy false cults than to authorize

them, and the liberty of the press has no danger in a country in which

labour serves to maintain public order.” Pursuing his thoughts to the

end, he said: “The man who lives on interest is an idler at play, and

the greater part of the evils of society are due to him.”

In order to assure full scope to labour on the land, the Friend of Man-
kind demanded freedom of trade both at home and abroad: “Europe will

never be at peace if we do not work for fraternity among us all, both

in the Old World and the New.”
Anticipations of ideas of later times illuminate the work. In order

to combat depopulation, he claimed consideration for abandoned babies:

“They are not at all what they are called, the children of debauchery;

debauchery does not produce abandoned children. It is poverty, mis-

fortilne, or debility that bring you their offspring.” He demanded a

number of institutions for the unmarried mother, and “on leaving, if

she is necessitous, let her receive ten silver crowns as the price of t^e

present she has made to die state.”
'

His book was a ^ort of sounding-board for all the strings on which

die spirit of the time was playing. Alongside “unadmitted brotherhood”

he demanded equity, “a feeling of respect for every right. If force runs

counter n> the sense of equity, it becomes tyranny.”

One day Gabriel de Mirabeau, commendng on that passage in his

father’s book, exclaimed: “I say, and I shall contend to all the powers

of the earth, that slaves are as blameworthy as their tyrants, and I do
not know whether Liberty has more complaint to make of those who
have the insolence to invade her or of the imbecility of those who do
mffit know ho^ to defend her.”
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Dr. Quesnay, chief consulting physician to the king, was attached to
die person of Mme. de Pompadour. He cot a strange figure in that

court environment. He had started life on the land, on a little property
worked by his mother. At eleven years of age he was still unable to

read. But he made up for the lost time and became a brilliant student.

He had decided to become a surgeon, but his eager and inquiring in-

telligence was interested in all things. He went deeply into mathemad-
cal studies. He drew, and he studied engraving with a celebrated master
of his day. Everything pointed to the career of a culdvated amateur,

umuersed in the sciences and arts on the fringe of his profession. He
was one of those original spirits who are the glory and the scandal of

small towns.

As chance would have it, in refuting a treatise on bleeding that was
famous at the time, he attracted the attention of an eminent Paris sur-

geon, who persuaded him to leave his provincial town and settle in the

capital, and who secured for him the post of permanent secretary of
the Academy of Surgery, then just founded. Quesnay then bought the

post of principal physician to the king.

Chance came once more to his aid. He happened to be present when
a friend of Mme. de Pompadour had an epileptic fit, and he tended her

with authority combined with discretion. His patient’s grateful en-

thusiasm won for him the support of her powerful friend. Thereafter

Quesnay was quartered at Versailles, in the mezzanine of the residence

of Mme. de Pompadour.

Quesnay was deeply concerned with the subject of personal liberty,

which he said was the foundation of human existence. Also, he had
not forgotten the lessons he had gathered from his labour on the land.

He applied himself to the formulation of certain fundamental laws of

nature, and to the erection in conformity with them of a system of gov-

ernment and administjration. He and his disciples took the name of

niysocrats. They established certain natural and imprescriptible rights

of man.

After readingUAmi dts bornmes, Quesnay, who “never left his post,

day or night,” asked die Marquis de Mirabeau for an interview. It was
-stormy, the cladi of two temperaments and two prides. The litde doc^

tor with the simum face, “bitter in dispute^ implacable m reamnee,
armed with sarcaaro and disdain,” first made <hi Mindieau die impras-

,

shm of a madman. Bm, didcRi in qpite of himself, the m^att ivent batdi

to see hkn the sapie evtsaiing, Quesnay proved toMm
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ming in an ocean of uncertainties,’* and placed before him a system.

At a later date the marquis wrote to Jean-Jacques Rousseau: “The prin-

ciples of my science are not mine at all; I was more than forty years

old when I adopted them, and to do that I had to make my vanity

jump the hurdle of the disavowal of the work to which I owe my
celebrity and my public name, and to bend my head before the man who
was the most antipathetic to my innate exuberance.”

Quesnay thus gained one of the first and one of the most fanatical

of his disciples. The Friend of Mankind gained a programme. He also

gained an object in life, which was thenceforward to prevent him from

dispersing his energies, was to stimulate his enthusiasm, and was to con-

quer his fits of impatience and lassitude.

From then on the Marquis de Mirabeau was a frequent visitor to the

mezzanine of the Pompadour’s palace. He, too, worked at “stirring

up a world of citizens.”

6

The Marquis de Mirabeau pursued his ambition to turn “a house of

Provence into a house of France.”

His father-in-law died, and the marquise received a share of his for-

tune. The marquis soon sold one of his estates in the P6rigord. He had

found in the property left by his father-in-law a concession for a lead

mine and imagining himself to be a great entrepreneur, saw himself at

the head of an important industrial concern. He recruited friends among
the high aristocracy for the formation of a company. Frequent appeals

for capital proved necessary, but after many years the mine still yielded

nothing but “good hopes.”

The marquis learned one day that the Rohan family was prepared

to sell the duchy of Roquelaure. Borrowing four hundred and fifty

thousand francs, he bought it without seeing it. Once die purchase had

been made, he learned from local people that he had paid a hundred

thousand livres more than the value of the property. Some years later he

was glad to get rid of it by reselling the duchy to the king at a loss.

Alwap on the look-out for risky aggrandizements and cosdy im-

protements, he smiggled incessandy in “a tissue of fioignant aiudedes.”

To diese finuicial ^fficuldes was added the fricdon of everyday life,

which became worse as time went on. The disagreements between hus-

bai^ and wife grew more and more acute. The Marquue de Mirabeau

Idt dtat her hndiand was dipfung away from her, and km; wlwt Htde

jf
idtf-cmitrpl she had evi^ had Violent scenes came one after another.
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followed by long periods of estrangement during which the two com-

municated only through a third party. The house had the tense and

suffocating air of a centre of discord.

The new intellectual interest, in which his wife could take little part,

and his recent celebrity, finally detached him from her. The continu-

ance of his race was assured. He now dreamed of separation. He tried to

make one of their periods of estrangement irreparable.

But habits are more tenacious tiun feelings. Their life together con-

tinued to unite under the same roof a dry' and imperious old woman,

an impatient and exasperated man, a woman with over-excited senses

whom her husband was forsaking, and an impetuous, expansive, con-

fiding child, who suffered in this hate-filled atmosphere. Mirabeau later

told' a friend that his family was “that of Atreus and Thyestes: the

division between father and mother, forming two enemy sections

among their children, habituated them early to constraint and dis-

rimulation.”

7

The Seven Yean’ War brought terrible suffering to the country. The
state finances were heavily burdened; and a series of defeats showed

the disorganized state of the army and the weakness of the navy. The
English had landed in Brittany. The bailli was appointed inspector of

rile coast-guard milida.

His charge of coastal inspection showed him the weakness of the

French defences. “The frightful dilapidadon here fills me with shame as

a Frenchman. . . .” But no less fatri than the incompetence of those

in chai^ of coastal defence were the risky improvisadons for attack.

Hie bailli saw at Le Havre the preparadons for a landing in England

—

three hundred fiat-bottomed boats with which it was proposed to cross

riie QianneL His common sense asked: “How are troops, baggi^ sick,

wounded, water, provisions to be got on to them?” All that Aese very

cosriy prquradons did, in fact, was to draw upon the port a violent

bbmba^ment from the Efiglish fleet. Next day the three hundred boats

riiat were to^ve attempted the crossing were sunk, burnt, or captured

the English.
’

Louisboutg and LUe Royale, the key to Caiuda, fell into the hands

of the Engli^. Guaddoupe was taken, two great naval battles were lost;

the navy was alnwst destroyed, riie army defeMed^ demoralized, leader^

less. But the bafili, who had foreceen the reverses the county would suf-

fer, and udio knew riuhr causes, retained all his ctmfidenM in the
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destructible forces of France: “Nothing is lost. I know the enormous

loss we are suffering, but I know our resources, and all 1 am afraid of

is Versailles. There are two paths before us. The easier 'one will bring

everybody to Paris; ... the other, rough, hard, and difficult, will lead

us to the splendour that is our due. We have to choose.”

The Marquis de Mirabeau was filled with the same anxiety over pub-

lic affairs, greater even than his financial preoccupations and the worry

of his private life.

He was greatly attached at this time to the G>mtesse de Rochefort,

mistress of the Due de Nivemois, and daughter of Marshal de Brancas.

Widowed at an early age and without children, also without fortune,

she lived in a suite of rooms in the Luxembourg which the king had

granted her in consideration of the services rendered by her father. She

was without ambition and in poor health, but she gathered round her

without effort people of distinction.

In the salon of the Comtesse de Rochefort the Marquis de Mirabeau

enjoyed a privileged situation. In this authoritarian and peremptory man
she had discovered an element of childishness that demanded consola-

tion and above all flattery. She called him “my big Merlou,” like a cat.

She put all her influence at his service, and induced the Due de Ni-

vemois to do all the things for which the marquis was constantly asking.

She praised all that was best in him. At the time when he was plunging

into the risks of his literary career, she wrote to him: “It seems to me
that it is the character of chivalry that is dominant in you. In Bayard’s

time you would have redressed wrongs sword in hand, and in the age

of philosophy the same urge has made you take up the pen.”

8

Taxation weighed heavily on the impoverished country. Besides direct

taxes, there were indirect levies, which increased the prices of the most

essential foodsmffs, and external and internal customs duties. 'The bur-

den was increased by the way in which the taxes were collected. The
state had farmed out its revenues, delivering over the country to some

thirty business men who, with their army of thirty thousand agents, set

out to draw the maximuih profit from their lease. The collectors of the

fermers gSniraux, the farmers general of taxes, dropped like locusts on

the land, respecting neither persons nor property. 'They ransacked cel-

hais and demanded payment of excise on tdl they found. Tb^ went meo
the dining«rboms and tasted the salt; if it was of good quality they de-

ck^ it to be contraband, fttf die farmed salt was miimd with grit. In
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this way they extracted millions from the poorest people, increasing

their misery and sowing hatred against the state. Thirty years later the

fervAers ghUifaux were to be among the first victims of the popular
wrath.

The end of their lease was approaching. This was the moment for

exposing abases, for showing the government the gravity of the situa-

tion and placing before it, as a remedy for all the evils, a just and equita-

ble system of taxation.

Quesnay arg[ed the Marquis de Mirabeau to launch this campaign.
The marquis was well aware of the audacity of the enterprise. He
wrote to his brother: “I am sticking to my subject, and here is the pic-

ture I diall put before them. This picture entails inescapably so many
phyacal, palpable, present, and terrible truths for our vampires that

it will be a prodigy of public spirit to have ventured so far, and of

good luck if all goes as peaceably as in the past. In any case, I am
taking the risks, from a feeling bas^ on principles above petty transient

considerations.”

The Friend of Mankind struck a shrewd blow. His Thiorie d^Impdt,

published in December 17^0, came like a fanfare of revolution. It was
addressed to Louis XV, in a style which Louis XVI was to hear nearly

thirty years later: “Your Majesty has twenty million men. . . . Their
services are to be had only for money, and there is no money with

^hich to pay for their services.” The marquis did not deal gently with

exploiters. He showed the profit they were drawing from the im-

{wverishment of the country. On the sale of tobacco alone, thirty-one

millions went into their pockets. Of the indirect taxes collected at the

cost of such great privations, only a small part was received by the state;

of six hundred millions collected, only two hundred and fifty were paid

to the Treasury.

It was a terrible indictment. But diough the blow struck by the mar-
quis was courageous, it acHeved nothing at all. It was not the act of a

realist. At that moment of national distress, the king could not do with-

out the farmers general. They had made, immense profits^ but they had
advanced consHendile sums to the state. As creditors they held die gov-

eamxat at dieir mercy. Only Utopians Idee Quesnay and his dsciples

could have diosen so nnsuitable a moment for demanding duar sup-

firesdon.

From the same domain of pure theory came the system of taxadon
pre^osed by die marqw^ following the doctrine of the I%y»ocret8. Tte
nwQst natural, just, and aidv«nts|;eous tax wouM be levied 00 die

diawn from tW land, aim de^ictii^ dl expecum lids was
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Physiocrats called the “net product,” the principal point in their system.

The marquis daringly proclaimed that the king had no right to impose

taxation on his subjects without their collaboration and their consent.

In spite of its unexciting title, the work caused a sensation. “It is a

tempest,” wrote Mme. d’Epinay to Voltaire, and she added, shrewdly

summing up the qualities and defects of the book, which were also

those of the man: “Everything in it is confused, obscure, and there are

passages that are brilliant and overwhelming; miscalculations, sound

ideas, eloquence, rubbish, bold to the point of temerity [anybody else

would perhaps have said to the point of insolence, and perhaps quite

rightly]. . . . For the rest, a striUng and a true picture of our misfor-

tunes, with h slight sketch of rather doubtful remedies.”

The publication shocked public opinion. The farmers general were

indignant, and financial circles were farmed. They were powerful, and

demanded that steps be taken against the author. “Marmontel, banker to

the court,” wrote the marquis, who was aware of what was under

way, “has declared that if there is not an outcry against me his credit

will drop.” The marquis had foreseen that he was running big risks. Yet

he seems to have been surprised when he was arrested by the king’s

command. He was committed to the chiteau of Vincennes.

The arrest of Fam des hommes greatly perturbed not only his friends

but even those who were indifferent or hostile to him. Even Voltaire,

who had ridiculed the Economists and against whom the Marquis de

Mirabeau had retaliated with such epithets as “that villainous Voltaire,”

and “a base-hearted madman with a bright mind but a pusillanimous

soul," expressed his sympathy.

Quesnay was in despair. He had led a disciple and friend into dan-

ger. He pleaded for him with Mme. de Pompadour. He found her well

disposed toward the marquis. But just when Quesnay was making his

urgent appeal, the lieutenant of police appeared. Mme. de Pompadour

asked the lieutenant what he thought of the book. As a good courtier,

he replied that the marquis might have srid a great deal of what he

wanted to say “in more restrained language." H« quoted the violent

phrases of the opening. She was horrified. “V^at? Is that in it. Doctor?”

she asked indignantly of Quesnay, who beat a retreat. “Those are the

firit lines,” he srid, “and 1 agree that they are imprudent.” Timidly he

pointed out that the work was dictated by the patriotism riiat was

'Vanishing from men’s hearts." The entry of the king put m end to

the conversation. Mme. de Pompadour managed to get in a word in

favour of riie marquis, “The king is very angry,” ^ told her maid

titer, “but 1 tried to calm him.”
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The marquis himself wrote to Mme. dc Pompadour. His brother,

most desperate of all, rushed to see her. But the favourite did not want
to mortgage her credit too heavily and refused to see him. Powerful in-

fluences were at work round her. The bailli, stirred in his deepest feel-

ing, his love for his brother, wrote to the prisoner at Vincennes; “You
are greatly mistaken if you think the lady you wrote to is favourable or

even neutral. You may be sure that she is your worst enemy.”

The furor caused by the marquis’ arrest merely contributed to the

success of his book. This “sublime work,” as the Physiocrats called it,

ran into eighteen editions.

The marquis’ detention lasted barely a week. On leaving Vincennes

he obtained permission to return to his estates at Bignon, where he was
to remain until further orders. Fame pursued the marquis in his pleas-

ant exile. “Letters are coming here in packets,” he boasted to his brother.

His son later mocked at this attitude of “martyr to the public weal.”

“The Economists,” he wrote, “count that gende and brief detention

among the historic sufferings of their sect as oriental fanadcs revere the

Hegira of their Prophet.”

9

The marquis’ mother, his brother, and his sons had remained in Paris

with Poisson in charge. But husband and wife were not alone at Bignon.

“One of our lady friends,” wrote the marquis to the G>mtesse de Roche-

fort, “has agreed to share our journey, and in my opinion she is one of

dte persons of her sex who do it most honour through the breadth and

solidity of her mind and the goodness of her heart.”

The “lady friend” was Mme. de Pailly, who was to dominate the rest

of the marquis’ life. She was the ruling passion of an excitable and pas-

sionate man, the controlling influence over a character both impression-

able and resistant to influence, which was moved equally by a spirit of

opposidon and by flrmly rooted prepossessions and prejudices. He had

had the experience of sentimental affecdon, of ephemeral liaisons, and

of a lor^ attaclunent durough the senses; he was forty-six years old

when he first made the acquaintance of love.

Mme. de Pailly was of the stuff of royal mistresses, of the moiganadc

wives of elderly sovereigns. The Marquis de Mirabeau happened to be

the only man of mark who crossed her path. She was thir^ years old

whm he was exiled to Bignon, and had Uttie hope diat she would cap«

nice a man who could do mote for her. She made sure that he did not
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escape. He could give her what she wanted above all—entry into society

and the pleasure of exercising her domination.

Bom Marie de Malvicux, at Berne, of a Protestant family of French

origin, daughter of a captain of one of the Swiss companies in the

French service, she had talents and ambitions above her birth. Her

status permitted her no more than a modest marriage. She was primarily

intellectual, and sought in nurriage neither love nor the satisfaction of

the senses. At an early age she married a man thirty years her senior.

M. de Pailly, a Swiss officer, was not merely to give her his name. She

had the talent to keep always on the right side of her husband. Though
the two were almost always separated, she succeeded in keeping up a

semblance of affectionate conjugal relations, a fa9ade behind which

she pursued all that was adventurous in her life. She had the stiU greater

talent of maintaining friendly relations with her sisters-in-law, four

spinsters who lived at Lausanne with their brother. Her supreme tact

was revealed by the welcome they gave her when she went to see

them, and still more by the fact that they made her their heir although

her liaison had become public. Marie de Pailly had a genius for whee-

dling the respectable.

She was pretty, with a well-fed, pasty beauty. She had sufficient taste

to dress always in black. Dark clothes disguised her ample proportions

and set off her complexion. They also gave her the air of austerity

which she deliberately assumed, as though to overcome her equivocal

position. Her friends called her the black hen, or, a nickname the

marquis adopted, the black cat—which expressed sdll better her feline

mixture of languor and aggressiveness. She had developed a personality

that corresponded to her expansive physique, that of a healthy and

well-balanced vivacious woman.
Mme. de Pailly knew the social value of good humour. She was always

lively in a salon, always full of high spirits, exuberant, witty, bringing

out the contrast between her pose of grande dame with her austere

clothing and her frank gaiety.

But in more intimate relations Marie de Pailly wore a very different

expression. She was tortured, fitful, desperate in her complaints against

the world. She was tormented by an inherited Protestant rigidity, and

still more by her sense of her equivocal social position; smiling in front

of the world, she made her lover pay for the fact that was unable

to i^ve her respectability. Hers was not a great passion hurling defiance

at society: she was an ambitious woman st^l troubled by lower middle-

dnsscniples.
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When the marquis was over seventy and she herself nearly sixty,

though she was living with hinu she insisted on being housed under a

separate roof.

The marquis, so impatient with his family, so ready to exaggerate

their defects, so annoyed at anyone’s loss of good humour or failure

to keep op with expectations, bore the scenes made by Mme. de Pailly

with infinite patience. “She does herself a lot of harm and does no good
to those who love her,” he once sighed; but he added magnanimously;

“Natural defects should never suffer reproach.”

The marquis succeeded entirely in imposing her on his friends. He
tried to impose her also on his family. Tlie most difficult task was the

reconciliation of his mother, a pious Catholic, to the Protestant Mme.
de Pailly. This devoted and respectful son, who gave way to his mother

in all the small things in life, who let himself gradually but steadily be

won over by her antipathies and repugnances, took no notice at all of

her vehement protests against the presence of Mme. de Pailly.

There were violent scenes between the two women. Mme. de Pailly

went off, leaving the marquis to go after her and beg her to return.

In the end she was clever enough and persistent enough to win over

the old marquise.

The bailli was fascinated by her at their first meeting, like all those

to whcHn she showed her company face. “I admire the ideas of Mme. de

Pailly; in spite of my humdrum judgment I have distinguished in her

an intelligence as sound and as subde as has ever been bom on the

Helvetic hills.” Later he realized the baleful pan she was playing in his

brother’s life. “Women can do nothing but intrigue, especially women
of intelligence, the most dangerous of all animals; the one in whom you
are placing too much confidence is like the rest. Every woman in her

position wants to govern absolutely; whatever may stand in the way
of her empire or ^are it she cordially hates.”

“He is jealous widiout knowing it,” the marquis said one day of the

bailli in comment on his remonstrances. It was the only shadow that ever

troubled the friendship of the two brothers.

But die inffuence most laden with unfortunate consequences was that

uduch Marie de Pailly exercised over the relations between the marquis

and his children. Wto she wanted to do was to subjugate them com-
pletely, as sh^ had ensdaved their father. 9ie did not f<»give tilKqe nf

the children whom die failed to dominate. Her one diot^^t was tt^de-

stroy them in the eyes of theur father. With her acute suse^pdbility, die

defitmded tff them the more maihed attentions becatoe of to eqttood
poshion. Herself an intnukr in their famne, she demanded that di«y
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should legitimize her relations with tiieir father by the recognition of

her rights. Through them she persecuted the legitimate wife whose

place she had usurped.

From the moment when she welcomed her to Bignon, the Marquise

de Mirabeau had no doubt of the important part which Mme. de Pailly

was to assume in her husband’s life. The marquis wrote at the time to

his brother: “Mme. de Pailly shows me, as well as Mme. de Mirabeau, to

whom her brightness is as welcome as to me, the utmost friendship

through the calm and the pleasure she brings here.” With her natural

indolence, Marie-Geneviive de Mirabeau allowed this stranger to as-

sume more and more control over her husband. The visit seems to have

been preceded by an exchange of letters. Letters, no doubt, of warm
and comprehensive admiration. In the isolation of Bignon the ex-

change of ideas with a pretty woman took on other accents. Nobody
troubled the two, least of all the young marquise. The winter evenings

were long in the country. “My wife goes to sleep, and we chat for

another hour, Mme. de Pailly and I.” While die marquise slept die

uneasy sleep of an unsatisfied woman, a dangerous game 'ins trans-

formed under her closed eyes into fiassion.

Mme. de Pailly did not stay long. She did the cleverest thing die

could do at the moment—she went away to be missed and wanted.

Each time she went away she left the marquis with the same feeling

of an insupportable void. He could no longer endure Bignon. He urg^
his brother and his mother to work for permission to be granted to him

to return to Paris. He threatened to return without permission. The
bailli soon discerned the cause of his brother’s impatience: “I know you

have special reasons for not liking to be where you are.” As a sensible

man he tried to bring him to reason and to remind him of his respon-

sibilities. But no arguing was of any use against the hold of passion over

this man of mature age. The family worked for the marquis’ reihim,

and the pretext of sickness of the old marquise brought him permission

to go to Paris for a certain time. It was. in fact, the end of his glorious

exile. Varm des hommes had given place to an impatient lover whose

one thought now was to unite his destiny with that of Marie de Pailly.

lO

Ttie Marquise de Mirabeau had gone in the spring to rejoin her mother

in the Limousin. “Mamma very much wanes to see you; you cannot re-

fuse her this satisfaction. . . . Come quickly, do,” she wrote her hus-

iMuid. The marquis iustoied to reply to her appe^ but his onfy’ pur-
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pose was to obtain her consent to the plan of separation which he had

discussed with her four years earlier. She was no more prepared to

agree now than then. This marriage, disunited though it was, could not

be dissolved by a friendly arrangement.

The marquis sought a pretext for separation from his wife and found

a scandal that justified him. The marquise had given her lover, an officer,

a certificate of her full satisfaction, and had signed it with her name.

The officer must have boasted of his achievement Mme. de Mirabeau

had not even taken the precaution to choose as her lover a man of

honour. “A certain horribly scandalous certificate” fell into the hands

of the marquis.

The Marquise de Mirabeau made a mess of her defence, alleging a

jest on a social occasion. “Set out your complaints, Monsieur,” she wrote

to her husband, “establish them. I will set out mine in reply, and if I have

any faults they are entirely caused by yours. The way you have treated

me has changed my heart in regard to you: it is wounded and will,

never heal.” The poverty of the reasoning and the style of this letter,

with its defective spelling, revealed clearly a semi-irresponsible mind
and possibly a sick one.

“You do not deign to reply to me about my return to Paris, Monsieur,

where 1 consider that my honour is attacked by ail the noise and

scandal spread about my conduct, which others may have regarded as

what it is—easiness and good heart.” But this attitude of offended dig-

nity did not last long. Thrown into a panic by her own lapses, in her

fear of her husband she gave way on every pqint. “You want me to

stop here? Very well, I consent.” She showed neither remorse nor re-

grets; she did not even mourn her children: “I am sacrificing my friends,

m^ family, who, although absent, will love me, at least I think I may say

so.” On condition of obtaining a sufficient allowance, she promised

“never to return to Paris, since that journey is so objectionable.”

Her poor unhinged brain could not realize the indignity of this con-

duct nor the final nature of her renunciation. She added to her long

letter the pitiful sentence: “Perhaps in my absence you will like me
better and will do me justice, which is my due in every respect.”

A guilty mother had effaced herself under the threat of a scandal.

The children of the Marquis de Mirabeau—^the elder boy was barely

fourteen and the younger an invalid threatened with phthisis; the daugh-

ters were being brought up at a convent~the children knew only Aat
there was a stranger in their home. At times they heard bits of con-
veisations that made them bludi for their mother.

Gabiid de Mirabea:u j«cained from this terrible eapeiiemfe of tii
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childhood a distrust of all the women he loved, a jealousy never free

from suspicion, and, worse still, a contempt for all women. As his

.heritage from the tempestuous race and from the sexual irresponsibility

of his mother, a fever in his blood was to devour him all his life. He
was to lack the subconscious restraint born of respect for woman, the

instinctive reaction of every son able to esteem his mother. His senses

were aroused at an early age. He boasted later that at the age of thirteen

he had taken advantage of his tutor's daughter. A precocious adolescent

had breathed an atmosphere poisoned by the mutual wrongs of his

parents, and this was his reaction.

The Marquise dc Mirabeau thus deprived herself of the right to be

concerned with the future of her children. In that same stormy year

her eldest daughter, Marie, decided to take the veil. Her brother said

later of her that she ‘‘certainly had plenty of mental energy: she was
thought to be mad because her senses, which were as ill-suited as could

be for convent life, had inflamed her. I think a husband would have

made of her a woman capable of playing a great part.” The mother's

heart took alarm at this decision. “I have an absolute duty,” she wrote

to the marquis. “I wish to see my daughter before she becomes a nun.”

The marquis refused to allow the interview. She could not even claim

to feel the anguish of a mother. She continued to lead a disordered life.

She quarreled with her mother. Her passion for gaming increased, and

she ran into debt. Always incapable of resisting her impulses, she com-
promised herself with a guardsman. Three years after the breach, the

marquis applied for a lettre de cachet for her.

Mmc. de Pailly supervised the application of the most rigorous meas-

ures; she watched over the safety of the compromising documents diat

placed the marquise at the mercy of her husband, and she let no one

approach these pathetic and precious securities.

II

“The elder of my boys,” wrote the marquis at this time, “seems to me,

so far at least, to have the making of nothing but an incurable maniac,

on top of all his vile qualities. 1 see in him an animal nature, and 1 do

n6t think it will ever be possible to make anything of him.”

The marquis thought he could sec nothing in the boy but the faults

of his mother. He tightened the reins. He tried on Gabriel a programme

of education to remedy the “cross-grained spirit” from which he

liiot^ht came “the strange passions and the vices of this child.” He con-

4de4 him to a geometrician chaiged with “watching oirer him and cor-
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recring him,” and then to a fencing-master, who was to “smarten him
up.” He took note of their ideas as confirmation of his own conviction

that the boy was incorrigible. The self-confidence of a boy still quite

young was in danger of being destroyed. It may be that it was' saved

only by a reaction to the very excess of the father’s severity and the

violence of his condemnation.

Writing later of the paths followed by the marquis’ children, Gabriel

dc Mirabeau accused hi$ father of having “disfigured, mutilated, lost,”

them all by his harshness, his prejudices, and his hatred.

CHAPTER THREE

MR. HURRICANE

Gabriel DE mirabeau had no longer the right even to use his

name. The marquis rid himself of this inconvenient son by board-

ing him out with a former captain of cavalry at Versailles. The black

sheep, so as not to dishonour the family, bore the name of an important

property of his mother’s in the Limousin—Pierre Bufficre.

M. de Sigrais was capable of applying military discipline to a turbulent

boy, but as a member of the Academic des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres,

he was also able to recognize a bright intelligence. Mme. de Sigrais,

formerly chief lady-in-waiting to the dauphine, had no children. The
couple seemed well chosen for watching over the boy.

TTic new tutor was delighted at first with his pupil. But rarely

has a father made such violent efforts to destroy any possible good

opinion of his child. He complained to the bailli that Sigrais, with his

*‘noblc and almost romantic mind,” was applying too soft a regime “to

the invasive and devouring nature of that rascal. He is captured, he is

fascinated, he is full of praise for that memory that absorbs everything,

without taking the trouble to realize that sand, too, takes every im-

prmt, and that it is not enough to gain knowledge, it has to be re^

tained and taken care of; he magnifies his goodness of heart, which
is nothing but flabby and commonplace familiarity toward the lower

classes, which pots them at ease and which he jmns to an instinct of
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baseness; he praises his parrot mind. I am sick of all this, and shall see

about it.”

A few months later he wrote with satisfaction to the bailli; “The
Sigrais, that excellent couple, have signified to me by the mouth of

the husband, with tears in his eyes, that he would be the jailer of

M. de Pierre Buffii:re as long as I wished, but that he despaired of ever

being of any use to him.” The Sigrais’ experiment, begun under such

good auspices, had ended in failure. The marquis explained it by the

boy’s ‘‘inexplicable mental kink.”

Gabriel de Mirabeau gave another explanation of his removal—

a

satire he had written against Mmc. de Pailly, which brought down
upon him new thunders of paternal wrath. Nobody did so much writ-

ing up of the tumultuous relations between father and son as the two
parties themselves. The boy was as yet too young to be able to dissimu-

late his hatred of Mme. de Pailly and to be cautious with so powerful a

person.

The marquis transferred him to the care of the Abb6 Choquard.

*‘This man,” said the marquis, “is unbending and enforces punishments

in case of need. Now that I have made and carried through this last

effort, if there is no improvement, and I have no hope of it, I shall send

him right out of the country.” Perhaps that was the very solution he

hoped for.

The Abb£ Choquard’s college was a fashionable and stem mill-*

tary school for boys of good family, and was attended by many for-

eigners of distinction. Physical drill and even manoeuvres, in the Prus-

sian style, played an important part in the school routine. This severe

discipline had little success with a boy accustomed to constraint. After

a few months the marquis registered with satisfaction another failure.

He sent his faithful factotum Gargon to fetch his son, planning to send

him to a reformatory.

But Pierre Buifi^re had not wasted his time at the boarding school.

This time he had come in contact, perhaps for the first time, with boys

of intelligence and spirit. In this first contact there was already mani-

fested his masterful quality, his seductive charm. His schoolfellows, he

relates, rebelled and drew up a petition which they sent by deputation

to his father, demanding thit he be sent back.

With this declaration in his favour Gabriel de Mirabeau’s adolescence

started. The step taken by his comrades surprised his father. But it

taught him only to be wary in future of this power of his son, of which

he had had no knowledge until then.

Gabriel remained three years with the Abb6 Choquard. His father
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soon noted that the abbi had “more than half tamed and reformed

M. Pierre Bufficre.” His schoolfellows’ good opinion undoubtedly did

much for the spiritual development of a gifted but recalcitrant pupil

With Poisson he had learnt nothing but Latin. Now he revealed a special

gift for modem languages. His father declared that “his mind is a

succession of glimmers and sparks, incapable of steady work and con-

sistent reasoning.” But his mathematics master was surprised by his

ability. In two years Gabriel mastered differential and integral calculus.

The mathematics master was interested in his pupil; he lent him books,

and heard him exclaim, after reading Locke’s Essay on the Human
Understandings “That’s the book I need.”

Anothei* of his talents attracted the attention of his masters. The
great orator was early revealed by his gift of recitation. At a public

examination he was the one assigned by the Abbe Choquard to deliver

a speech in honour of mathematics. Pierre Buffiere was no longer the

pupil tolerated because of a petition. He was a brilliant pupil, a subject

of pride, and was shown in public. In his third year at the boarding

school he delivered a speech of his own composition, a eulogy of the

Prince dc Cond6, whom he compared to Scipio Africanus.

Thanks to his success, his father permitted him to use his own name
again. The journals of the time devoted some flattering remarks to this

brilliant pupil: “We see that this young eaglet is already flying in the

wake of his illustrious father,” wrote the editor of the Recueil de

Bachaumont in January 1767, and he added: “The son has more neat-

ness and elegance in his style, and his speech is very well written.”

The marquis had every reason to be content. Strangers had discovered

the father’s gifts in his son. His pride might have been satisfied. But

another feeling seems to have been bom in his agitated soul, a feeling

that found full expression only in later years. Gabriel later told a woman
friend: “All my misfortunes owe their origin to my having offended

my father, to whom I once said with a youngster’s indiscreet openness

these trenchant and too well-founded words, which, to my misfortune,

he has never forgotten: ‘Alas, if you had but self-esteem, would not my
successes be also yours?’ ” The marquis no longer found his son stupid

—^he found him dangerous.

The father’s great complaint against him was that he tried to keep

in touch with h^ mother. He cut off all his correspondence. Gabriel’s

grandmother, the Marquise de Vassan, complained in vain of getting

no news of him. But one day the marquis learned that the boy’s motter,

who “uses all she has and all she has not to debauch the rotten part

of the family,” had secretly sent money to “that ne’cr-40-wcll.”
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He never forgave Gabriel for being the son of bis mother. He made
him pay for it >vith all the ferocious tenacity of hatred of which he

was capable. He wrote one day to the bailli: “The twenty years I lived

with that woman were twenty years of renal colic. Ah, well! at the

time of my worst trials I said to Mme. de Pailly: ‘It’s nothing. My true

cross is her son who is growing up.’
”

a

In the year during which the rapture with his wife occurred, the year

in which his eldest daughter took the veil, the marquis’ second daugh-

ter, Caroline, was married to the Marquis du Saillant, a young man of

very good family. But the young man’s parents had demanded a big

dowry, eighty thousand livres. “It would be murderous to refuse so

good a match,’’ said the marquis, and he made up the sum by borrowing.

It proved a happy marriage, without shocks or shadows. Caroline

always had a baby coming; she devoted herself to her vocation as mother

to the extent of losing all feminine daintiness. She had been a robust and

healthy girl; she became a strong, stout woman, “slack and ungainly”

in carriage. Her ready good-nature, her affectionate effusiveness, were

at everyone’s service. She “always had her arm round someone’s neck.”

She was not without culture. She knew Latin, and she could draw and

could play on the harpsichord. But she was active above all in amusing

others. According to her father she had “an enormous repertoire of

light and comic songs.” There was an element of vulgarity in that pre-

maturely broadened figure, in her freedom of speech, in her taste for

the “spicy.”

There was nothing of the rebel in her: she took things as they came,

and was easygoing to the let^h of seeming to have some end in view.

She was the only one of the marquis’ children who found grace in the

eyes of Mme. de Pailly. Caroline took her part, and by her friendship

gave a show of justification to the intruder’s presence. She was her

father’s faithful ally. In the tormented existence of the family she rep-

resented the triumph of conunon sense, the stability of a well-balanced

mind.

The other pole of this stability was the bailli. The marquis’ second

success was dte career he induced his brother to take up. He settled

his brother in the ssune year in which he settled his daughter, arrang-

ing his life for him, a little against the brother's inclination. At the mo-
ment when the marquis was settling things for him, the baUli was think-

ing of getting married. He was paying court to a woman, in his brusque
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way, hampered by timidity. He dreamed of having a family of his own.
But the elder brother turned him in a direction that required the renun-

ciation of his dreams. He opted for the Order of Malta.

A great financial difficulty presented itself. A General of Galleys had

to expend up to a hundred and fifty thousand livres. The bailli’s share

of the paternal inheritance represented only about a third of this. But

the marquis borrowed for his brother as he had borrowed for his

daughter. The modest patrimony of Mme. de Pailly was also used. The
marquis did things in grand style: the bailli was set up sumptuously.

His fine, manly presence was enhanced by the laced garments his

brother had provided. On his arrival at Malta he found unlimited credit

placed at his disposal. It was a place where gold had to be scattered lav-

ishly. With his modest standards, the bailH was frightened by all this

expenditure. “I am looking after that,” the marquis reassured him,

“When,” he added, prophesying a good deal better than he knew, “when
you arc a grand seigneur^ and I still a poor devil, you will come to the

aid of the family.”

In Malta the bailli began by making a great impression, and went

on to inspire confidence. “My white hair has been very useful, it is

liked in high quarters.” He spent two years learning his duties as Gen-
eral of Galleys. He established his authority; his rather gruff upright-

ness carried the day in an environment seething with rival ambitions. At
first there fell to him a modest commandcry, but soon he received the

richest in Provence. The marquis had not been mistaken. The younger

brother became a grand seigneur; his commandcry was farmed out at

thirty-nine thousand livres per annum. But he won much more in

Malta: he won general esteem, and could have aspired to the highest

posts. His brother, however, recalled him to France. Forty knights of

different nations called on him begging him to put off his departure.

He could have looked forward to succession to the office of Grand
Master. “I replied to them that I owed everything to you, that to me
your desires were commands, and that I was waiting to hear from you.”

The Marquis de Mirabcau was waiting to install the bailli in the

paternal domain which he himself had abandoned, the chateau of Mira-

bcau. The bailli resigned himself to this with a sigh. “Feeling that I had

some chance of getting to the top, I passed a sleepless night, on the

eve of my embarkation, between my great desire to satisfy you and, on

the other hand, some promptings of ambition. You won.”
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3

The old Marquise de Mirabcau was nearly eighty-two. She was as dry

and unbending as ever, imperious, apparently clear-headed. Strangers

spoke of her astonishing mental power. But suddenly she was seized by
acute dementia. It was not a gentle, senile imbecility, a pitiful decay, but

a frenzy that seized hold of that dried-up body and that cold brain.

“Her mania is all harshness and aversion.” The resentments of a whole

life were assailing a heart that had sheltered behind a deceptive serenity.

All that she had repressed as an over-prudish girl and an austere woman
rose up in waves of horror from the hidden depths of her being. Baron

von Gleichen, formerly Danish ambassador at Paris, had known her

before she lost her reason: he noted her case with the interest of a col-

lector of human curiosities. “This woman, so virtuous, so prudish, who
had taken offence at the very suggestion of an equivocal expression,

vomited words that would have shocked a grenadier, words which one

would have imagined must be totally unknown to her.” She was a

frightful spectacle, this old woman who tore off all her clothes, who
had to be made to lie down on straw and to be kept there by force.

She would not allow anyone to come near her. Her rage was redoubled

at the sight of a woman. Only an old man-servant “could do anything

with her, because she had fallen in love with him,” says Gleichen. But

she was always ready to see the son she had so loved all her life. “She

always recognized me and cherished me to her last moment,” wrote the

marquis.

She lived another three years in insanity. Before losing her reason

she had made her will, bequeathing the whole of her fortune to her

second grandson, the only one who had found grace in her eye§ as

“entirely a Mirabeau.”

4

In the A116e des Chartreux the crowd stood three-deep. It was waiting

for a great man to whom it wanted to put questions—the Marquis de

Mirabeau, who passed this way twice a week, attended by his faithful

followers. He had published a work expounding Quesnay’s whole

theory. This was the Philosophic Rurale, with its formidable subtitle,

Qenerd political economy of agriculture reduced to the immutable

order of the physical and moral laws that assure the prosperity of em-

pires.
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He was, as he himself said, one of the leaders of “a very famous sort

of sect.” The Physiocrats became more and more fashionable. They had

their publication, Les EphhnMdes, of which the marquis was one of

the principal inspirers. The salons of Paris displayed a strange interest

in this literature.

For those who were responsible for the well-being of their sub-

jects, Quesnay’s theory was seductive because it subordinated moral

demands to material improvement. The marquis one day defended it

in his drastic way: “I warn those who may accuse me of subordinating

the moral too much to the physical clement that anybody mad with

hunger would cat his father, and that it is no good at all to talk to peo-

ple about moral virtue before physical needs have been appeased.” He
referred also to the principle which the Physiocrats called interested

justice: “What needs to be done today is to make the personal physical

interest of each man become the bond between men and the motive ele-

ment in all their relations.”

Since the Physiocrats admitted a “legal despotism,” conforming with

the laws of the natural order, their doctrine found favour even among
absolute sovereigns. Catherine the Great brought one of their disciples

to St. Petersburg. Leopold, Grand Duke of Tuscany and later Emperor

of Austria, sent representatives to consult the marquis. The Margrave

of Baden came to Paris to see him. The son of the dauphin’s tutor asked

in his father’s name that a publication of the Physiocrats’ should oe

dedicated to the future Louis XVI, but the marquis refused with the

pride of an independent savant: “I said that princes must acquire merit

with us by deeds or at least by sentiments manifested. I even declared

that I should abandon and disavow Les Eph4m(rides the moment they

displayed the colours of a court”

A few years later the King of Sweden, Gustavus III, who had met

the marquis when journeying incognito in France, sent him the cross

of a Grand Commander of the Order of Vasa, which he had just

founded, writing in his own hand: “The title which all humanity con-

ferred on you long ago is far above anything kings can do for. your

glory. I have nevertheless been eager to pay at least a part of the tribute

which all nations owe you.” He asked at the same time for “the con-

tinuation of the useful lessons to which you have devoted your efforts

and your rare knowledge,” undertaking to profit by these lessons. This

letter from an enlightened sovereign to Ptmu des hommes was written

on the eve of Gustavos ni’s coup d’etat against the senate of his country.

Encouraged by such smsational conversions, the Marqtus de Mkabeau
was ambitious for others.
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Jcan-Jacqucs Rousseau, then a refugee in England, was in the throes

of great difficulties, real and imaginary. A quarrel with Hume, en-

venomed by the insinuations of his entourage, was transformed in the

exile’s brain into a subtle plot. He placed his quarrel before the whole
world. The Marquis dc Mirabeau intervened in his own way, profiting

by his role of Friend of Mankind. He did not know Rousseau per-

sonally, but with his aristocratic haughtiness he judged him ^thc only

professional writer of our time whom I know to be estimable.” Rousseau

thanked him for this flattering homage and assured him that the mar-

quis’ works were the only ones, apart from two treatises on botany,

which he ‘had brought away with him to England.

In reply the marquis addressed a long letter to Rousseau, of the sort

that could be written only to an old friend on whom one has some
call by dint of having lavished devotion on him. “If I had been Mr.

Hume,” he wrote, plunging into the thick of the quarrel, “I should have

replied to you: Believe me, I pray you, that nothing but your imag-

ination, heated from an inextinguishable source, could have produced

all this fine story of machinations ” But although he scolded him, he

showed comprehension for this ailing, galled soul. He divined the an-

guished perplexity of an exile not knowing where to find shelter from

persecution. “I wish you would give me the pleasure of accepting the

hospitality of one or more of my bits of ground; for I have all sorts

to offer you.” His offer found Rousseau particularly responsive to a

friendly gesture. “It is worthy of the ami des honrmes to console the

afflicted,” he replied with emotion. “I did not expect that it would be

you who made advances, and this at the very moment when I am uni-

versally abandoned; but generosity can do nothing by halves.”

The marquis possessed at Fleury-sous-Meudon a pretty country house

where the author of Emile—a man for whose arrest a warrant had been

issued—could take refuge under an assumed name. Rousseau hastened

to take advantage of this asylum. In the little country house the two
couples, of such different calibre, met—^thc Marquis de Mirabeau with

Mmc. de Pailly, and Rousseau with Th^rise Lcvasscur. For the marquis

the meeting might have been a turning-point. It might have launched

hi|n in the direction of the new order of which he vaguely sensed the

approach. But all he sought was an adept for this new science which

he professed, this panacea for the ills of the age. His hospitable gesture

had not been disinterested. A meeting heavy with significance quickly

turned into a passing e|)isode. After a fortnight Rousseau rejoined the

Prince de Conti. The sensational conversion did not take place: Physioc-

racy could not enrol so celebrated a disciple as this.
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The marquis had done his best. He had made Rousseau read his

Philosophie Rurale; he had sent him the outline of the doctrine made
by a brilliant disciple of Quesnay. “Illustrious friend of mankind and

of me,” Rousseau wrote to him, “I prostrate myself at your feet to

implore you to have pity on my estate and my misfortunes and to leave

my poor dying head in peace. Love me always, but don’t send me f.ny

more books.” And to ward off any attempts on the part of his enter-

prising host, he added a sentence that put an end to their relations:

“Nobody is sincerely converted at my age.”

Was it during this visit that young Gabriel made the acquaintance of

his father’s guest? He only remarked one day that he had met Rousseau,

and that the meeting had left an ineffaceable impression. He retained

throughout his life an ardent enthusiasm for Rousseau, whose life and

works he once summed up in one of those phrases which he pronounced

with the secret desire that they should be applied to himself: “He
wrested a thousand times more from his passions than they could steal

from him.” ,

5

The Marquis de Mirabeau chose for his son “the roughest and the

strictest of military schools.” Gabriel was soon to prove that he liked

his profession and was interested in it, though the precautions taken by

his father might have given him a horror of it.

The regiment of Berri Cavalerie, stationed at Saintes, was commanded
by the Marquis de Lambert, whose severity was of the most fofrmidable

sort, the severity of a young man, peremptory, exacting, and unrelieved

by any lessons of experience. “Feared like the provost marshal,” as the

marquis put it, he was implacable in the punishment of every breach of

discipline. Gabriel spent part of his first year of service in the regi-

mental prison.

To this excessively close surveillance, was added the boredom of a

little town. Saintes, like all small provincial towns, lived a shuttered,

narrow life of idle, peering curiosity. Any young man in such a place

would seek distraction, and the only ones to be had were gaming and

women. He gambled, and ran into debt because he had no money
—little debts of a few dozen louis, which made his father exclaim, to all

appearance with ferocious satisfaction: “There he shows himself well

moulded in the pattern of his maternal race, which would eat up twenty
heritages and a dozen kingdoms if it could get hold of them.”

Everything that Gabriel did had excessive repercnssiona. “I can do
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nothing right,” he complained one day to his mother. “My slightest

slips have more fearful results than the worst ones of other fellows.'^

Tormented by the sensuality of which he had a double heritage, he

sought appeasement of the senses and satisfaction of his feeling of what
was due to him in a liaison with a young woman of the people. He had

plenty of imagination and sufficient guilelessness to transform this at-

tachment into a great passion, and a moment’s indulgence into an eternal

obligation. He promised to marry his young mistress. His adventure

created a scandal in the little town. The young man’s heated imagina-

tion made him believe that his colonel was his rival and see evidence of

vengeance in the rigours of the service.

To get out of the complications in which he had involved himself,

he adopted the wild expedient of flight to Paris. He begged the Due de

Nivernois to intervene in his favour with his father. He complained

of receiving such “deadly affronts” from his colonel that “I have

seen a whole town commenting on my patience, regarding it as un-

worthy.”

The marquis seems to have forgotten his own youthful love affairs

and money troubles. He seized his opportunity at once, now that hk
son had put himself in the wrong. He had not yet had time to verify

the young man’s statements; yet “I felt my father’s soul reproaching

me for having had any hope of that wretch.” In point of fact his de-

cision had already been made, the lettre de cachet, by his own admis-

sion, was in readiness. Already, almost two years earlier, in December

1766, he had confided to Saillant his plan to send his son “to the nord,

and to adopt measures calculated to remove that pest.” The punishment

was ready well before the offence. The young man was consigned to

the Nivernois mansion, placed in the charge of his brother-in-law, and

surrounded by detectives.

The bailli, too, seems to have forgotten his own youthful excesses and

the fact that, according to his brother, “for three or four years he was

not out of prison four days in the year,” and he proposed even more

draconic measures for his nephew. “See whether that wretch’s excesses

deserve his exclusion forever from society, and, if so, the best thing

of all is to send him to the Dutch colonies. You are sure then of never

seeing on the horizon again an unfortunate bom to be the sorrow of his

parents and the shame of his race.”

“These things are easier to plan than to carry out,” replied the mar-

quis. Gabriel had spoken the truth in declaring that the whole town

had taken his part. When the marquis had him taken back to Saintes

by SaiUant, the colonel did not vaiture to deal severely with him. He
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told the marquis that his son had **divided the town and the whole

region between reason and himself.”

The colonel would have been ready to come to terms, but the n^arquis

was on the watch. Through the Comte de Choiseul, he succeeded in

getting his son arrested and taken, under the name of Pierre Buffi^re,

to the He de R6. His father had given him, as he put it, “a good recom-

mendation” to the governor of the island, the Bailli d’Aulan. He had de-

scribed him as “headstrong, cross-grained, and a liar by instinct.”

The Bailli d’Aulan, known for his severity, gave his prisoner a grim

reception. If the prisoner found the circle of a little town too narrow for

him, now his youthful impetuosity was confined within the walls of a

citadel. The injustice of this excessive punishment destroyed such sense

of proportion as Gabriel still had left. His one thought was to elude

supervision. The financial restrictions which his father imposed on him

were so harsh that his one thought now was to get money by any and

every means. “At the age of twenty,” he wrote later accusingly to the

marquis, “I had not had the smallest sum of money in my control—at

least so far as it came from you.” He had not inherited a sense of econ-

omy from either of his parents and had no sense of the value of money.

The oppression that had weighed on him since childhood had not funda-

mentally injured his character, but the tight control during the years of

his hot-headed youth had developed in him an incurable prodigality. He
himself declared that he was never able to count. He ran into debt

with airy irresponsibility, as if he had a steady income.

The citadel regime aUowcd him occasional outings in the neighbour-

hood. These moments of liberty were the more precious to him for

their rarity, and he profited by them regardless of consequences. He
borrowed money from anyone who would lend it, and it was especially

the common people who were easily moved by his destitution, the

sergeants and even the privates of the garrison. The paternal spy always

aft his heels described liim to the marquis in the course of these short

escapades, “cursing, fighting, wounding, and vomiting a wickedness

such as never was.”

While the father’s discontent—deliberately kept up—grew, the Bailli

d’Aulan had time to revise his prejudiced first impressions. Little by
little he discovered in the young man his serious side and his capacity

for improvement, and he no longer saw anything more in his bad

behaviour than the boiling over of an ill-directed temperament. The
marquis exclaimed in exasperation: “He is bewitching the Bailli d’Aulan

himself—who, against my orders, is giving him liberty to walk about

in the citadel—and my friends, and everybody.”
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The Bailli d’Aulan, “bewitched,” urged Gabriel’s father to revoke

the lettre de cachet. He advised him to put the young man on proba-

tion. “I know quite well,” complained the marquis, “that once he is

let out he will get himself shut up forever within three months; but

sdll, I cannot keep M. Pierre Buffiire caged up much longer.”

The marquis, most reluctantly following the advice of the Bailli

d’Aulan, put his son on probation. Upon his release Gabriel learned of

the fate he had escaped. Many years later he still remembered the hor-

ror with which he had been filled: “After releasing me you admitted, in

one of your letters, that you had been on the point of sending me to

the Dutch colonies at the time of my detention in the ile de R6. That
statement made a deep impression on me and had a prodigious influence

on the rest of my life. What had I done, at eighteen years of age, that

you should have had such an idea, one that makes me tremble to this

day?—^to bury me alive in my tomb!”

6

On top of all the vices with which the father charged his son, he

imputed cowardice to him. He made him take part in the Corsican

expedition, which was in preparation in the spring of 1 769, to suppress

an insurrection that threatened French rule in the island. The young
sub-lieutenant was seconded to the Lorraine legion, whose colonel had

been recommended to the marquis as “the man who was needed, as well

as that service, to curb his hot-headedness, which threatens to swallow

everything and which will be swallowed only by virtue of plenty of

sword-play, if he has the virtue to face it.”

The marquis had warned all the young sub-lieutenant’s superiors

against him, and had been promised that “he will be hanged at the

public expense if lie is not worthy of his father.”

But the wild rebel of Saintes revealed himself, in Corsica as a re-

markable young officer. He explained it by the confidence shown in

him by his commanding oflicer, the Baron de Viomenil. “A Lambert

was capable of sending me to perdition,” Gabriel wrote later, “a Vio-

menil could get anything out of me.” The confidence shown in him

brought out his best qualities and incited him to surpass himself in

order the better to justify it. He retained infinite gratitude toward this

commanding officer, who had believed in him at a time when his fa-

ther wanted to deprive him of his name and his country. He was sure,

and hs colonel agreed, that he had foi^d his true vocation. He threw

himself into his duties with the tireless ardour of his nature.
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The short campaign and his interest in his profession did not ex-

haust his great curiosity about men and things. It was the first time
he had been out of France, and he was greatly interested in the customs,
the institutions, the economic and social conditions, and the psychology
of the people of the country he was traversing, and also in its past. And
on his way through this fragrant and beautiful island, Gabriel de Mira-
beau, at barely twenty years of age, revealed a sturdy independence of
mind.

He was one of an army that had come to repress a movement of in-

subordination. He knew nothing as yet of the magical and irresistible

appeal of liberty. Twenty years later, as a member of the National
Assembly, he publicly expressed his regret that his “early youth had
been soiled by participation in the conquest of Corsica.” But his fresh

vision, roving over an unknown country, detected already in the traces

of the ancient Genoese domination, in the ruins of an oppression over-

come, the proud past of this little island. He tried td learn more of it,

set himself to learn everything. He associated with intelligent Corsi-

cans, who were at pains to supply him with all the information he was
so eager to accumulate. He had not yet completed any personal achieve-

ment, and he felt already that there was material here for a solid work.
No research daunted him, no detail, however dry it might seem to a

young imagination, escaped him. He conceived the ambitious plan of
writing a history of Corsica. He set himself to describe it “step by step,”

he relates, “seeing everything with my own eyes, and supplying all the
political, economic, and historical details possible.”

At the end of the campaign his chiefs certified that he had “shown
distinguished valour and intelligence.” His father, who had considered

that he had emerged entirely from the maternal stock, was obliged to

recognize in him a grandson of the hero of Cassano. The young man
burned with eagerness, to show himself a worthy descendant of Jean-
Antoine.

From the Corsican campaign Gabriel brought away great hopes and
a fine faith in his destiny. If he could secure a reconciliation with his

father, a brilliant career would open before him. He needed only the

aid of favourable circumstances for his future to be free from troubles.

7

"A burning sky, a climate of extremes, a wild aspect, arid walks, rocks,

birds of prey, devouring rivers,^torrents either dried up or overilowiiffi,

and strong, hard, free, and rt^ess men"—^us had the Marquia m
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Mirabeau described to Jean-Jacques Rousseau his native Provence. The
chiiteau of Mirabeau stood upon a precipitous rock, between two deep

gorges, its walls, of tawny yellow blending with the rocks burnt by a

pitiless sun. The countryside beneath the castle, with its rounded hills

and its steep-sided valleys, resembled undulating floods of lava suddenly

petrified. In its deepest hollows sparkled the irregular ribbon of the Dur-

ance. The rough majesty of the country was matched by the castle,

a great rectangular mass flanked by towers, which looked more like a

citadel than a seignorial dwelling. It was a feudal casde of the sort to

please the bailli, who considered that a house without towers was fit

only to be “the dwelling of a rich burgess.” He installed himself there

pn his return from Malta, with no further personal ambition, placing

himself and his fortune at the service of his family, firmly anchored

to his conservative convictions and his prejudices, and strangely amena-

ble to his brother’s injunctions.

One evening in May 1 770, when the bailli was at Aix, a soldier brought

him a letter. It was from “M. dc Pierre Bufli^re,” asking his uncle for

the favour of an hour’s interview. The bailli knew nothing of his ncjdiew

beyond his father’s complaints. He knew only of his misdeeds, and had

not learnt to regard him in any but an unfavourable light. He prepared

to give him a cool reception. But Gabriel was not to be intimidated, as

the bailli soon discovered.

For the first time Gabriel found himself acknowledged to have a fam-

ily resemblance. To the marquis he was always “entirely a Vassan ” But

the bailli, who scrutinized him at first severely and then fondly, found

him plain, but revealing beneath the pockmarks “intelligence, grace,

nobility,” and with a “singular reseniblance to his youngest uncle, the

dead Comte Alexandre-Louis, in attitude and gesture and expression,”

The marquis at once discounted this favourable impression. “You have

seen him at his best, for he is seductive when he is in the mood to be.**

Gabriel had to fight hard against his father, who used his hold over

the bailli to influence him against his son. “Be careful,” he wrote. “Your

goodness carries you on faster than my letters can reach you to persuade

you that before long you will be hissing at the efligy of which you are

trying to make a man.” The marquis’ letters fought inch by inch gainst

the young man’s advance. The bailli himself ventured only timidly to ask

his brother to permit Gabriel to join him at Mirabeau. The marquis

gave grud^g assent.

Gabriel was not even taken into the family chateau. He was lodg^
with the Abb6 Castagny, the marquis’ former agent. The bailli and the

id)bi watch^ him with a keenness heightened by the father’s injunc-
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tions. The bailli assured the marquis that he was not in the least blind,

that he saw Gabriel’s defects; he reproached him, for example, for the

nasal speech which the young man, with his imitative -gift, had copied

from his superiors. As for the abb^, he approached Gabriel with his

peasant’s suspicion. “You know the level-headed Abb6 Castagny,” wrote

the bailli to his brother. But the two men were unable to resist the on-

slaught of their young visitor’s prodigious vitality. Gabriel was at an

advantage with an audience whose concealed goodwill he detected.

The abb^, the bailli wrote, “opens his eyes and then weeps with joy. As
for me, this child opens my heart.” They agreed in finding in him “a

little vivacity and fire, but not a word that does not indicate uprightness

of heart, elevation of soul, and a powerful mind, ail perhaps a little ex-

uberant.”

This good opinion disturbed the marquis, who continually insisted:

“Be cautious, keep on guard against his gilded beak. There is nobody

to beat him at eating out of your hand.” “That head,” the bailli replied,

“is a mill of thoughts and ideas, of which many are very novel. You will

find, as I have done, that the furnace is very hot; but, dear brother,

let us recall his age, and the explosive that is in our blood.” He added, a

little provoked by his brother’s attitude, “It is a good thing that we
should have an opportunity of getting to know him, for while he is

perfectly able to see reason, he will listen to nothing else, and finds it

torture to have to submit to all other human restraints.”

He, too, was astonished at the work his nephew had done during the

campaign, and he wrote enthusiastically to his brother, at the risk

of wounding his self-esteem. “He has just been reading to me, during

our walk this morning, the preface to a history of Corsica. I assure you

that at twenty-two you had not- done so much, and as for me, I could

not have done a hundredth part of it at forty. I found in it clear princi-

ples dictated by a head full of elevation, of fire, of nerve and genius,

and by a firm, strong, good heart.”

The marquis was maddened by these reports. He complained to his

daughter Celine. “The romantic element that perfumes that worth-

less fellow from top to bottom has gone to his uncle’s head, good head

though it is; he has been absorbed, it is his own word. . . . The fellow

has been working his big marionettes.” He added: “He may win over

his uncle, but he will not win his father back so cheaply.”

The bailli discussed the young man’s future with him. With his sea-

man’s soul he praised the advantages of his own service. Impreanon-

able and eager to please, Gabriel quickly adopted his uncle’s ideas and
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even ran ahead of them. “He siid to me,” the bailli wrote, “that if he

had to wait indefinitely for employment on land, he would prefer the

navy.” But the marquis cut short these projects. “I do not want ro-

mantic dreams and planetary voyages and unfruitful amusements.” He
himself had deserted his estate, but he wanted to tic his son to it. This

apostle of the return to the land ordered his son to “compile for the agri-

culture of the Limousin and the P^rigord the same particulars that he

had collected in Corsica, with the economic standard which he must

have acquired since.”

Gabriel, who was incapable of remaining idle, had gone to work
without waiting for these paternal instructions. “M. le Comte Pierre

Bufii^re is worlung like a galley slave at getting the lands of Mirabeau

into his head,” the bailli reported. “The young fellow is shaping well.

He lets nothing distract him or interfere with his work. I have never

seen a bohemian who was less afraid of sun and wind, rain or haiL”

His robust health defied the elements; his alert brain, interested in

everything, seemed able to absorb everything. “It is work and success

in it that give pleasure,” the marquis commented sentendously. “What
is wrong everywhere in France is the resistance to work.” The bailli

replied that his son was “writing volumes: the most prolific and the

most rapid of writers; neither you nor I can compare with him. I as-

sure you that, except that in a week he has used up my stock of paper

for half a year, I am very content with him.”

The baUli fought indefatigably for the soul of this father who ob-

stinately refused to yield. This bachelor who had never had children

or a home, this man of simple and fixed ideas, showed a rare accuracy

of judgment, a wealth of comprehension, in the interpretation of the

complicated soul of a young man with extraordinary gifts. He saw the

childish side of this youth who had grown up too quickly, with his

3verstrong body and his insatiable appetite. After C^briel had been

some weeks at the chiteau of Mirabeau die bailli wrote to the marquis:

“I am still studying Pierre Bufiiire, and I afiirm that he has a good

heart; for the rest, he i^ young for his age. It is a strange contrast, his

childishness combined with reflections and thoughts and writings that

seem to come from Locke; all in all, it is a head that wants a lot to

brotese on.”
,

Before his candid blue ^es there had risen a vision of his nephew’s

glorious destiny. “I repeat, either he is the cleverest humbug in the

world, or he will be the greatest man in Europe, general on land or sea,

or minister or chancellor or pope, or whatever he wants to be.”
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“With all the glory of the most brilliant youth, the most eloquent black

eyes, the freshness of Hebe, she had that air of nobility that is no longer

to be found except in antique statues, and the most beautiful figure I

have ever seen.”

Gabriel de Mirabeau remembered all his life the dazzling picture of

his youngest sister as he met her in the chateau of Mirabeau. They were
virtually strangers, for he had left the chiteau when still a child. As a

little girl she had given promise, according to her father, of becoming
“the rarest creature of her time.” She showed a precocious ripeness of

mind. One day, when her father paid her a compliment on her intelli-

gence, she replied calmly “I think. Papa, that the mind is like the

hand; whether it is pretty or plain, it is made for use and not for show.”

At an early age she became aware of her exceptional beauty and her

personal worth. She had the ambition to use these possessions in her

life in order to bring to full realization her brilliant destiny as a woman.
One day, when she seemed entirely absorbed in some child’s game, she

heard her father and mother discussing the future of their children;

breaking into the discussion, she said: “Don’t worry about me, I shall

be all right.”

Everything presaged the exceptional destiny which she awaited as

her due. But the moment came when Mme. de Pailly intervened in

the life of the marquis. Unlike her sisters, Louise had been brought up

at home until she was eleven. The marquis had deluded himself for a

moment with the idea that he would find his mistress a better guide

for his daughter than her own mother. “The black lady,”> he wrote at

the time to the G>mtesse de Rochefort, “would be the most useful and

the best duenna in the world.” But the “black lady” took offence at the

first hint of it and punished the marquis for it. She was so sure of her

power over him that she did not hesitate to impose on him a painful

renunciation. In the monstrous egoism of his elderly passion, the mar-

quis sacrificed his daughter to her. “I have been forced to promise her,”

he confessed to the Comtesse de Rochefort, “that I shall see this child

only once a year, and then only for a single day, until she is married,

and not write to her at all. With great difiSlculty I secured .peace at that

price.” After seeing discord installed in her home, Lo^iise de Mirabeau

found herself sent away from it by a stranger.

The marquis took diought very early for getting her married, fearing

that open war with his wife would make a marriage more difiBouk.

But he was not ready to make any sacrifice of pride for the sake of hu
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daughter’s happiness. The young Cotntt d’Orsay, “a well set-up young
man, gentle, a good fellow, eighteen years old,” and very rich into the

bargain, had fallen in love with Louise after seeing her at the con-

vent. But his father, who, moreover, was dead, had been a farmer

general of taxes. “My forefathers never allied themselves with publi-

cans,” said the marquis disdainfully. The next proposal made to the

marquis was by “a young lawyer, rolling in ingots,” But he refused

again, “in view of my regular habit of being approached humbly by
gentlemen of that profession.” Louise, very sure of herself, declared for

her part: “I don’t know what is the use of wealth, but if it is a neces-

sary thing I feel that I have the gift of attracting it in the house I shall

enter.”

Mme. de Pailly also looked early for a husband for Louise, busying

herself more actively than the marquis. The bailli, too, took part in

the search, with all the clumsiness of a bachelor. He found in Provence

a young man of good family, great possessions, and great expectations*

The marquis was pleased to Icam that his father was over seventy years

of age, but he did not trouble to find out that his future son-in-law

was in danger of sufltering from impoverished blood and inadequate

education. He was not able to obtain from his mother-in-law the addi-

tion to the dowry which she had granted to Caroline. But the bailli

promised to supply out of income the thirty thousand livres which the

family of the young Marquis de Cabris demanded.

Suddenly the Marquis de Mirabeau learned through a friend a fact

that was common knowledge in Provence: for a considerable part of

his life the old Marquis de Cabris had been mentally unsound, and such

cases were frequent in the family. One of the daughters was insane

and lived in the family chateau in the care of a nurse. But the bailli

reassured him at once: Mademoiselle de Cabris’ “accident” had had

“absolutely personal” causes. “The young man offers the best of hopes

both in body and mind.”

This was enough for the marquis. He did not trouble to sec his

future son-in-law himself. He refused to allow his daughter to make

the acquaintance of the man with whom she was to be united. The
Cabris family urged that the two young people meet before the marria^

was settled. “My daughter will certainly not go on a journey to meet

a husband/’ the marquis declared loftily. “They have only to find out

what sh# is like, and it is my opinion that so far as the physical matter

is concerned the conjugal amalgam is not a difficult thing at twenty

years of age, when the two united come together without prejudice.

Bound by his promise to Mme de Pailly, he permitted this chOd,
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whose strength of character he knew, no freedom of choice. “My daugh-

ter will leave the convent only to be married at Bignon, which is four

leagues away.”

Louise was romantic, and excited by her education at the convent

and her ignorance of the world. Her capricious and self-willed nature

called for a husband with strength of mind and sureness and decision

of character. “I have not the slightest doubt,” wrote her brother later,

“that a man of honour and good sense, in love with her, would have

been able to check her impetuosity and keep her from straying.” Her
temperament, combining intelligence with passion, called for a lover

who would capture her senses. In addition to conjugal happiness,

Louise’s beauty and intelligence demanded a wide stage to enable her

to shine, and her ambition presaged an important role for her; frus-

trated, she would hurl defiance at all the social conventions. But her

destiny presented itself in the form of a young man with the morose

and listless character of an old one.

The marriage took place on the day following the arrival of the

bridegroom with his Proven9al family. Louise de Cabris, a woman
overflowing with vitality, was tied for life to a man who succumbed

later to acute insanity.

When her brother met her she had been married only a few months.

She was still enjoying her status of a young married woman, with the

new conditions of existence and the independence she had never known.

A “magic of seduction” radiated from her. She had the desire to please

which, according to her father, was “the sublimity of worthless hearts.”

Involved in a common reprobation, brother and sister were natural

allies.

Strangers to each other and yet so closely rejated, so different and

so alike, they felt drawn to each other by a force more disturbing than

the bonds of blood. It was at the sight of her regained brother that

Louise realized how her life had been spoilt. Until then she had evaded

—through self-^ecm as much as through loyalty—^the admission that

she had nothing in common with the husband who had been given to

her. She still tried to persuade herself that she might find at his side a

mUd conjugal happiness. She was expecting motherhood, and this joy

in fulfilment helped to disguise her disappointment. But the meeting

with her brother swept away the laborious scaffolding of her illusions.

She found in him a part of herself that had been deni^ effective e^-
ence. Her latent romantic imagination was fired by the story of his

amorous troubles. She offered to be an intermediary betweoi him and
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the girl at Saintes. She was to be at his side in the future in his passion-

ate adventures, her ardour increasing with their madness.

Under the burning sky of a Provencal summer, brother and sister

dreamed of an impossible love. They dreamed of it with such intensity

that they imagined that they had experienced it. A lively interest, a

great curiosity, a close communion of feelings and thoughts, a wild

mutual admiration, took the appearance of a passion, skirted the abyss

of incestuous love. Later, at a time of great disturbance and morbid ex-

citement, Gabriel de Mirabeau mistook the dream for reality.

After their separation, Louise wrote to him: “You have done me a

lot of harm, dear friend; did you suspect it?” Thereafter she said to

herself: “I should love my husband if he were like my brother.” She

returned unhappily to her lamentable existence: “I felt empty of soul

when you had gone.” From then on Louise consciously nursed her

grievance against those who had been responsible for her destiny. In

that summer of 1770 she tasted all the joys of the bailli’s hospitality:

she felt a sincere affection for him. Later she came openly into conflict

with him. “It was my uncle,” she said, “who arranged my marriage.”

She vowed implacable hatred of the man whom she called “the author

of my sufferings, the destroyer of my existence.”

9

In August 1770 Gabriel de Mirabeau rejoined his father at the chateau

d'Aigueperse in the Limousin. The bailli urged his brother again and

again to give his son a good reception. Knowing his weakness, he warned

him: “It may be that you will not find him very strong in the field of

the Economist. But, with all due deference, I could wish that you would

receive him as a man for whom I have gone bail; and that you would
unbend a little, without giving yourself away, and find out what he

is aiming at; that he might feel that you are his friend and are greatly

interested in him.”

“I received him kindly and even affectionately,” the marquis replied.

After his brother’s favourable report he found Gabriel “a Mirabeau

entirely, that is to say, a very troublesome individual, a man of intelli-

gent to begin with, and of merit, out of a job.” His son’s admission

to favour was conditional; “I shall examine him for myself and through

others, reducing or increasing the tests.” It was even subject to threats:

“If I should happen to see h^ in peril or on the wrong path, I should

ftdt him to await maturity in a less dangerous country.” He was obliged
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to recognize that “military service is still good for him, even necessary;

he needs plenty of exercise, for what the devil is to be done with this

full-blooded intellectual exuberance?”

The bailli was delighted with this qualified mildness. “Go on taking

M. le Comte dc la Bourrasque [Count Squall] in good part; he needs to

find you good-humoured, and, to tell the truth, he deserves to. But is

it not true that he is two men at the same time?”

At the beginning of September Mme. dc Vassan died. Gabriel was
sent to take his mother to the dying woman. It was the first time he

saw death at close quarters. The spectacle greatly upset him. Years later

he sdll remembered the painful emotion he had felt at his grandmother’s

death struggle.

“The death of Mme. de Vassan has driven her daughter stark mad,”

wrote the marquis. Yet at that very moment when the poor woman was

distraught with grief, he proposed that he should be given a free hand

in administering her mother’s estate, though a great part of it was jointly

inherited. He gave vent in front of his son to all his rage and his con-

tempt for his wife. The bailli tried in vain to recall him to a sense of the

most elementary decency: “You will realize that one cannot speak to a

son about his mother in a certain tone.” Gabriel was tossed between

two violent hatreds. When his father sent him to negotiate with his

mother, she poured out all her resentment to him. Ajnid a flood of

vociferous abuse she recited all her grievances, real or imaginary,

revealing to a young man of twenty-two an abyss of depravity.

She accused her husband of having twice tried to poison her in

order to bring on a miscarriage. She claimed that he had three times

infected her with a shameful disease. She charged him with having asso-

ciated with courtesans and with her own servants. In her unrestrained

violence she said anything, true or false. She further accused her hus-

band of having squandered her fortune, and charged him with sordid

avarice and shabby covetousness. Her son was appalled at this fury,

which turned also against him as his father’s messenger. “Your nephew

is making a good start there with the thorns of domestic life,” the mar^

quis wrote to the bailli.

Gabriel knew how important it was for him to succeed in his mission.

He may have susp^ed that his father was keeping on good terms with

him oidy to this end. In spite of her excessive violence, he was moved
by his mother’s distress; he felt full of pity for her. He had himself had

experience of his father’s harshness. But in his own interest he was
obliged to urge her to show moderation, and to induce her to confide

lier property to the man she hated. .
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In the course of a stormy interview he even risked pronouncing the

word “conciliation/* At this his mother lost all control of herself. She

saw in her son her worst enemy. In a paroxysm of rage she seized a

pistol and fired at him. But her hand shook. He came away alive, but ill.

But if his overture had deeply wounded his mother, her hatred

brought him the goodwill of Mmc. dc Pailly. He had realized that he

could get nothing from his father without the support of his father’s

mistress; and, after conquering his uncle and his sister, he tried to win
her over. He found in her, as he wrote to his brother-in-law, “the spirit

of five hundred thousand demons or angels.” He was at pains to bring

her over to his side. He succeeded entirely. “I am being killed with

kindness,” he wrote, and added, speaking of his father: “For the time

being, his heart is entirely reconquered.”

The marquis himself wrote: “I sec that my son now merits my trust.”

He went on at once to account for his change of attitude: “The immense

soul of Mme. dc Pailly thinks a great deal of him.”

10

fearful famine has beset our unhappy country,” wrote the marquis.

“The comte has proposed to me to buy eighty or a hundred quintals

of rice and to start works for these poor people. Gabriel has orders

and has started like a man; he works with them, eats at the head of their

enormous table, lives on the same fare, cheers them, supports them.”

This was Gabriel de Mirabcau’s debut in social work.

The marquis returned to Paris, leaving his son in the Limousin to

go through his apprenticeship as a landowner. Gabriel did not spare

himself on this new task. Through a severe winter he was on horseback,

when needed, at four in the morning, going along roads full of hollows

or covered with glazed frost, up steep mountainsides.

In this province, one of the most rugged in France, “the people are

rather wild, enterprising, even fierce in quarrels against those who
vex them”—^so one reads in the journal Les EphSmSrides, It was in an

environment so refractory to all new ideas and to conciliation that

Mir^beau took the risk of a great experiment*—the setting up of a

tribunal de prud*honmes a conciliation tribunal of men of experience

and integrity. He sent a notice to all the cures, asking them to facilitate

the tlcction in their parish of “a father of a family, of mature age and

esteemed.”

“Our first task has been done and well done,” wrote the marquis to

die bailli^ ”and the young spark is back again. The fellow has been on
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his metric. He has just founded a court of prucThommeSf a thing I

thought almost impossible; he has shown adroitness, subtlety, broad-

ness, energy, has got the cur^s to work and secured everybody’s cor-

dial support.”

The marquis contented himself with sending Poisson to attend the

opening of the conciliation tribunal, and to write a speech for his son

to read on the occasion. Poisson spun a pompous discourse to the peas-

ants; Gabriel contented himself with reading his father’s message and

adding a very few words. “God knows,” the ami de$ hornmes reports

him as saying, “if ever I regarded a poor labourer otherwise thin as my
equal, even my master, if suddenly it should please Providence to shuffle

our lots.”

These phrases, warmly spoken by Gabriel dc Mirabeau, deeply moved
his audience. He saw tears come into the eyes of simple, sturdy men.

The marquis was delighted with the description Poisson gave of the

ceremony. “I have been very pleased with my son’s speech, and the

more so since brevity was not what we used to be afraid of in him.”

He was pleased, too, with the practical result of the tribunal. More
than a hundred cases were submitted to its arbitration in the course

of the first year. Summing up his account of his son’s experiment, the

marquis concluded: “He is a demon for achieving the impossible.”

The marquis had sworn that none of his sons “should sec Paris be-

fore he is twenty-five, because of its inevitable unsettling influence, the

first step to the gallows.” But he was so pleased with Gabriel that about

the middle of February 1771 he sent for him. The successes he achieved

there were a new surprise for his father, “So now he is going the round

of calls,” the marquis wrote to the bailli, “and God knows how hard

he is working to acquit himself well. You may be sure he will clear me
of any suspicion of wanting to make him a philosopher, especially as he

is as ingratiating as I was awkward.”

He called with his son on the Comtessc dc Rochefort, and there he

found the brother-in-law of the Due dc Nivemois, the Comte dc Maurc-

pas, a very powerful minister. Introduced at coun, Gabriel “astonished

even those who have gone the pace at Versailles.” The marquis described

his son’s brilliant debut with a pride that was touched with envy. “Your
nephew is at Versailles three times a week. He never pushes himself

forward and yet goes everywhere and gathers invitations to everything.

Everybody adopts him, the Guem6n^es, the Carignans, the Noaillesi and
lots of others.”

The marquis was nearer to identifying himself with his son than he
ever had been, or ever was again, in his life. He declared wifh pride:
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“For jfivc hundred years the Mirabeaus have always been put up with

though they were never like the rest; and this one will be put up with,

I can promise you; and he will not bring down the name.”

But if he recognized the exceptional quality of his son, if he realized

that it was necessary to direct that great natural force toward an

end—"‘We must find occupation for M. TOuragan” [Mr. Hurricane]

—he refused to let him follow his vocation and adopt the career of his

choice. He spoke with contempt of “that superannuated profession, as

out of fashion as tourneys.” He wrote to the bailli: “La guerre! does

he imagine that I have the money to provide battles for him like Arlcquin

and Scaramouchc?”

There he revealed his main motive. He did not want to spend money
on his son. At his chiefs request Gabriel was promoted to captain; he

was attached to a corps of dragoons. But this advance merely corre-

sponded roughly to the actual situation of officers of the reserve; it did

not call for his presence with the corps more than three or four times a

year. In order to go on active service he would have had to purchase a

company. There was one vacant in the Lorraine legion, but the mar-

quis said that he had not the necessary funds. Gabriel was left with an

uncertain future, with all his inexhaustible energies. The marquis went

on asking himself: “What sphere is big enough for him?” He did not

allow him to print his history of Corsica, of which he had spoken in

such flattering terms; he refused in spite of the entreaties of the friend

who had helped Gabriel to compile the work, and, said his disappointed

son, “in spite of the demand from all Corsica.”

In the spring the marquis was recovering from an illness, and the

whole family was reunited at Bignon. His son organized a grand festival

for his father’s convalescence. He had the Te Deirni chanted at High
Mass, to which the whole village went in procession, and for the eve-

ning he prepared a big illumination at Bignon, with fireworks, and a

banquet for the whole parish in the courtyard. Half flattered, half

reluctant, the marquis admitted: “I have found the trick rather trying,

but it shows good nature.”

II

Two irreconcilable characters clashed, two enterprising personalities

revealed their sharp comers, in their daily contact. There were no

longer any helpful influences at work. Had Mme. dc Riilly been in-

suificientiy conquered, or was she in danger of being conquered too

thoroughly.^ Had she taken offence at the rejection of advances, as
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Mirabeau insinuated later? Did some obscure drama pursue its course

that summer at Bignon, or was it simply that mutual incompatibility

grew beyond endurance?

The peaceful existence at Bignon did not offer occupation enough

for Gabriel. Idleness increased his natural exuberance. His father’s

friendliness quickly disappeared. All the old hostility was revealed anew

in the complaints the marquis poured out to the Comtesse de Rochefort.

‘Warned and dissuaded from my own opinions,” he set down his son as

“a scribbler, a frittcrer,” and he thought only of how to get rid of him.

At the beginning of that year Mmc. de Pailly had been expecting great

things from him; at the end she had so prejudiced the marquis against

him that he was ready to condemn whatever he did. The amity be-

tween father and son had lasted only a few months— brief calm in

the tempest of their relations.

*‘In the matter of madmen,” he wrote toward the end of the year to

the bailli, “I have sent the elixir of my race in that category to Mira-

bcau to inquire into certain popular stupidities for which my foresters

were responsible the moment my back was turned.”

The young man who had succeeded so brilliantly in the Limousin was

doomed to failure from the outset on the new mission. The rights of

the people and the seigneurs in the use and exploitation of the forests

had been clearly defined by an arrangement that dated back two cen-

turies. The redoubtable Jcan-Antoinc had ignored them, imposing serv-

ice on his vassals in the communes of Mirabeau and Beaumont, and

threatening to drown in the Durance the lawyers who brought their

“fatal cleverness” to the support of the just claims of the people. Times

had changed since the reign of Silvemcck, but the Friend of Mankind

apparently had not realized it. He preached comprehension for the

poorest of the disinherited, but in practice he proved that he had in-

herited his father’s feudal outlook. He had, however, neither the energy

nor the prestige of his father. He contented himself with resorting to

a trick. He induced a seignorial judge to annul the arrangement in dis-

pute. The communes of Mirabeau and Beaumont entered an appeal

against the judgment. The marquis ordered his judge to pay no atten-

tion to the appeal, to give full effect to his ruling, and sent his son to

watch over its execution.

Gabriel de Mirabeau found the communes seething with unrest. They
were advised by lawyers who were no longer to be intimidated^ notaries

like Gastaud at Mirabeau and advocates from Aix like Boyer at Beau-

mont. Before long men of this stamp were to be the most active ui
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the ranks of the Third Estate, and to send their representatives to the

National Assembly.

Gabriel had received orders from his father to crush the rebellion

as his grandfather had crushed a similar one. “I had sent him,” the mar-

quis wrote to the Comtessc de Rochefort, “to strike fear into the in-

solent vassals.” It was the young man’s debut at Mirabeau—the bailli

was away—in the role of feudal lord. He spoke, according to Gastaud,

in a “high and mighty” tone; he told the assembled inhabitants that

they were “abusing his father’s kindness.” He found his audience glum

and hostile. Next day only a few came to the meeting called. He saw

that he had taken the wrong line. “He had summoned these republi-

cans,” the Abb6 Castagny, who had accompanied him to Beaumont,

wrote to the marquis, “but he was unable to get them all to come. . . .

He harangued those who did come with a power, a gentleness, and a

dignity that brought tears to my eyes.”

His eloquence was not fruitless. “The people began to be touched.”

But Boyer was looking on, with all the hostility of a man of the Third

Estate to the feudal lord. He knew the instability of the crowd. He
thought he could carry them with him by addressing the young seig-

neur in insolent terms. “He would have roused them,” the abb6 reported,

“but for the patience and calmness of M. le Comte, who astonished me
so much the more, knowing him so well, since, priest and an old man
though I am, I might not have been capable of it.” For the second time

Gabriel de Mirabeau had almost won his case. But Boyer rose again

with a threat: “If you give in I shall have nothing more to do with you;

I shall leave you to be devoured little by little.” The peasants recoiled

from the prospect of being deprived of all legal advice.

Gabriel de Mirabeau had had his first experience of a discussion in

public. He had had a bad case to defend, but he did not yet know that.

He, too, felt himself a descendant of Jean-Antoine. He had insistent or-

ders from his father which he had to carry out at all costs. But though

he was too young to have definitely formed opinions and to hold them

with assurance, and though he went to work under the spell of a

fanatically upheld tradition, he had on the other hand a self-mastery

asto|iishing in a young man of his age and temperament.

On Twelfth Night the villages were celebrating, with bonfires blaz-

ing in the village squares. Gabriel de Mirabeau was at Beaumont with

some young nobles of the neighbourhood. Boyer passed by him without

saluting. The young count, infuriated, knocked off Boyer’s hat with

his stick. Boyer dedared that he had not seen him, but he added, ac-
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cording to Gastaud, “that he owed him nothing, that he did not recog-

nize him yet as a seigneur, and that he had but to knock off his hat

once more and he would sec a pretty game.” The young count replied

violently, and Boyer made a violent gesture. A tumult started. The in-

habitants took Boyer’s part. The most excited among them ran for

arms. The nobles with Mirabeau went in search of the magistrate. He
came on the scene and arrested Boyer. An act of aggression against the

young seigneur was a capital crime. There was revolt in the village,

and danger of bloodshed.

In the wildly excited crowd one man alone kept cool. He was the

most quick-tempered and impetuous of all. But at twenty-two Gabriel

dc Mirabeau was already a grown man. His lucid brain acted quickly

and foresaw all that might ensue. He had what is the most difficult of

all tl|;ngs to acquire, especially for a nature like his, complete self-

control. He was capable, too, of foregoing the satisfaction of wounded
pride. Everything happened in the twinkling of an eye. Still shaken

by terrible wrath, but strangely calm, he imposed silence. And in that

tense silence he declared that Boyer had not touched him.

Years later he recalled the incident to his father: “I venture to say

that I acted there with a wisdom beyond my age, though I was being

urged on by pretty violent advisers. One of your relatives said to a

number of {>eople round him that he would never have believed that

there was such lethargic blood in the veins of a Mirabeau. You know,”

he added, “whether my moderation was attributable to the slowness

of my blood. If I had not stopped the lieutenant criminel by a formal

declaration in public, Boyer would have been condemned to be hanged.”

But Gabriel’s great effort at moderation had no effect on the issue of

the conflict between the marquis and his vassals. The Chambre des Eaux

et Forets declared the sentence of the scignorial judge to be “null and

void, and an infringement of the rights of the court,” and condemned

the marquis to pay the costs in the case.

Gabriel had^worked day and night in vain to win an impossible case.

He thought that at least he would please his father by this proof of

his moderation. But the marquis had made up his mind in advance to

blame his son for any failure. He wrote; “If you succeed in profiting

by the incident, you will give yourself the reputation of having been

moderate from your first appearance in the province, and that is pretty

odd ”

Years later Gabriel recalled that strange criticism. “It was a hard thing

to say. It discouraged mtf it ruined me!” The old terror of his father

took hold of him once more. “My imdj^nation, still agitated by the
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thought of Sumatra, weighed on my heart.” He realized how depend*
cut he was on the capricious spite of the marquis. “I saw that I should
always be in the wrong, because I was disliked.”

12

“I know of nobody but the Empress of Russia for whom this man
would make a suitable match,” said the Marquis dc Mirabeau of his

son in one of the rare moments in which he judged him at his true

worth. But just as he did nothing to find an occupation for him, he

does not seem to have devoted a thought to finding him the solace

and security of a home. Gabriers whole future depended on the choice

of a life’s companion. But he was only twenty-two. At the chateau of

Mirabeau the bailli had talked to him about a rich heiress at Aix; he had

listened with his thoughts elsewhere, for at that time he had a passion

for his profession and thought the way was open for him to a brilliant

career. Thereafter, however, he was dangerously unoccupied. He had

no financial resources. His father had punished him by stopping his

allowance, and his dependence weighed painfully on him. There re-

mained only one expedient, the riskiest of all—to marry a foraine.

Emilie de Marignane was the richest heiress in Provence, perhaps one

of the richest in the kingdom. In that little town of Aix, “as big as a

snuff-box,” in the marquis’ phrase, the talk was all of the suitors to her

hand and fortune. Their chances were discussed as at a race meeting or

round a gaming-table. In this young heiress the society of her day saw

a replica of itself, with its tastes and aspirations, its irresponsibilities and

its weaknesses. Emilie de Marignane had all the precarious and unpre-

dictable character of her time. The exclusive circle, dominant in the

town and its province, in which she spent her whole life was a reduced

but faithful image of contemporary France.

Her paternal grandmother, who ruled the family circle, and who
yvas called La Renarellc, lived, in what for her was a provincial retire-

ment, on the memories of her brilliant past. When very young she had

been left to herself while her husband .was far away at the wars. She

had gone to Paris for consolation, and there she had lived with Mile,

de Nantes, the daughter of Louis XIV and Mme. de Montcspsfn, who
was called Mme. la Duchcssc. Young, brilliant, entirely without scruples

in a circle that had none, related to great families on whose members

she modelled herself, living at the Palais-Bourbon, she had made many
friends, won the favour of Mme. de Pompadour, and acquired a certain

influence. Her eldest son, who inherited the titles of Marquis de
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Marignanc, Seigneur de Vitrollcs, Gignac, Saint-Victorct, and other

places, and Governor of the lies d’Or and of the fortresses of Portcros

and of the Levant, was his nominal father’s heir only in name. All so-

ciety, and so all its hangers-on, knew him to be the son of the Marquis

de Vence. The old marquise, for that matter, continued after her

husband’s death to live at Aix in intimacy with her old lover, a little

matter that offended nobody.

This son had, in the picturesque phrase of the Marquis de Mirabeau,

*‘an element of the noble that dangles like the abbess’s psalter, for want

of knowing where to lay hold of it, being entirely characterless.” The
Marquis de Marignane, amiable through indifference, pleasant through

indolence, easy to live with through his horror of any disturbance, had

the misfortune to marry a restless, sensual. Jealous woman, in need of

a constant outlet for her love. Her temperamental femininity was irri-

tated by the barriers of his charming egoism, and she turned into a

bitter woman weighed down with imaginary grievances. She ended

by destroying her own happiness through her insistence on being the

author of her husband’s. After the birth of Emilie, the Marquis de

Marignane had patience for a few more years, waiting for a male heir.

But even the desire for posterity paled before his need for tranquillity.

He separated from his wife and took refuge in the calm affection of a

mistress. Thereafter he liv^d sheltered from all vexations, with only

one trouble left: a little girl whom he would have to look after. Her
mother, haunted by the fear of growing old, seems to have visited her

spoilt happiness on the child, solacing her wounded heart by maltreat-

ing Emilie. The little girl was taken away from her mother to live

with her paternal grandmother. The great lover of days gone by, the

woman who had shone at the Palais-Bourbon, had become a miserly old

grumbler who, according to the bailli, scolded her granddaughter “all

day long.” To complete this education, two aunts jealously watched

the child—the marquis’ two sisters, who would inherit his immense

fortune if the little girl died without issue.

The young girl, constantly rebuffed and reprimanded, thought only

of the one means of escape that remained to her. She was rather com-
mon in appearance, with irregular features, a small coarse nose, dull

eyes and a swarthy complexion, and one shoulder slightly higher than

the other. But her fortune made up for her physical shortcomings.

The education the girl received only accentuated her impatience for

the enjoyment of life. She was pleasure-loving, had no intellectual
fp*

sources, and was interested hi nothing outside her small feminine sphcM.
This intellectual and emotional letlurgy was confirmed in her by tfic
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amiable ideal of egoism which was constantly before her eyes. She was

naturally imitative, a shallow water that mirrored any image presented

to her. The sensuality she had inherited from her mother was partly

counterbalanced by the fear of strong emotions inherited from her

father. Instead of outstanding qualities, she had been endowed by na-

ture with charms greatly appreciated by society. She had a remarkable

faculty of assimilation, a certain keenness of observation, and a talent

for mimicry that was the delight of her circle. She also possessed a good
dose of common sense, which, if developed and encouraged, might to

a certain extent have made up for her lack of strength of character and

of intellectual culture.

It was her misfortune and Mirabcau's that two such beings, in whom
nothing could induce mutual understanding or even love, should have

been brought together. Emilie dc Marignane was eighteen years old.

She had no aspiration outside the society that met at the chateau of

Tourves, the home of the Comte de Valbelle, a group that had assumed

the name of “the Court of Love.” The amiable host of that sumptuous

chateau was a great friend of the Marquis de Marignane. All the affec-

tion of which the indifferent soul of Emilie’s father was capable wgs

lavished on this friend. The comte represented an ideal which the mar-

quis strove to attain, so far as he was capable of any sustained aspiration.

The Comte de Valbelle was the most perfect type of that age. A
contemporary said of him that “if anyone wants to give foreigners an

impression of an amiable Frenchman, he should present the Comte dc

Valbelle to them.” Sole heir to a great name, with immense revenues,

distinguished, of perfect breeding, he was ageing with a particular fra-

grance that increased as he grew older. His memories of bygone pas-

sionate liaisons with celebrated actresses made him interesting to the

mistresses of his ripe age; women remained attached to him, even those

whom he abandoned nursing a jealous affection for him. He was two
years older than the Marquis de Marignane. Emilie was ready to marry

a man so admired by her father and by her circle of friends as soon as

he sought her hand. But a cabal of mistresses past and present prevented

the marriage. The Comte dc Valbelle was not the man to fight for a

young girl. He contented himself thereafter with watching paternally

over her happiness.

There were many aspirants to her hand, among them the young

Marquis de Gramont, “handsome as Cupid” and as rich as Croesus.

There was a cousin of Emilie, heir to one of the greatest fortunes and

the greatest positions in Provence, who seemed to be ahead of all

others.
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The batlli had been dreaming of marrying this girl to Gabriel ever

since Gabriel’s return from Corsica. But Louise de Cabris had made in-

quiries and had written to her brother; “I warn you—as a friend

—

that Mile, de Marignane is promised to the son of the Marquis d’Al-

bertas. You have gone about it too late.” In the struggle, however, be-

tween the government and the parlements (the provincial high courts

of justice), President d’Albcrtas and his son had made themselves un-

popular in the good society of Aix, which was closely connected with

the members of the dismissed parlements, by accepting posts in the

new one. 'And the excellent match of yesterday was outlawed.

But at once another candidate appeared, one who enjoyed the high

protection of Valbelle—the Marquis de La Valette. Emilie was be-

trothed to him when Gabriel de Mirabeau returned to Provence. A
cousin who lived near Beaumont, a woman of spirit, married to a hus-

band who was much older than she and whose health had been broken

by debauchery, carried Gabriel off to Aix and encouraged him to try

his luck. She had a personal interest in establishing in the neighbourhood

this seductive cousin, and had no fear of the rivalry of a woman like

l^ilie de Marignane.

In his state of mind at that time Gabriel saw his best opportunity in

a rich marriage, and he readily yielded to the energy of his pretty

cousin, Mme. de Limaye-Coriolis. But when he asked the Marquis de

Marignane for his daughter’s hand, he was rejected. The day had al-

ready been fixed for the signing of the articles of marriage with La

'Valette.

The Marquis de Mirabeau learned of his son’s failure. He had never

had any tenderness for the unlucky, and wrote chaffingly that all his

son’s enterprises “are worthy of each other: he has lost a fortune by his

own fault.” It was enough to spur on a sensitive young man. “I was
nettled,” Gabriel confessed, “and I set out to undo a marriage almost

completed."

The beginning of the decisive step in his life was the outcome of

boyish amour-propre. “I was told that the place was invincible and un-

assailable,” Gabriel wrote to Mme. du Saillant, “and I agree; except,

of course, that I know of nothing that is invincible and very little that

is unassailable.”

He began—according to the marquis—by setting out to “captivate

all the females, ascendant, descendant, and on the level,” of the family.

He had a great power over women of experience, who could^ in Ms
yoiing undisciplined ardour the strength of the mature man. In his
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efforts at allurement for his own ends, he won one of the fine and

precious friendships of his life.

.
The wife of the Comte de Vence (he was in fact the half-brother of

the Marquis de Marignane) was one of those grandes dames who gave

the century all its distinction. She was of illustrious birth, had a fabu-

lous fortune (a dowry of five hundred thousand livres), possessed “the

prettiest face in the world” according to Mirabeau, and was “one of

the wisest, the wittiest, and the best informed women in the kingdom
and perhaps in Europe.” She had daughters to marry off when Mirabeau

made her acquaintance. One of them, Julie, fell in love with him “in a

beautiful and purely spiritual passion.” The girl was like a porcelain

figurine that had suddenly been brought to life—a scintillating life.

This tiny person had wit and grace, prettiness and a forceful tempera-

ment. But her mother contented herself with saying to Mirabeau; “Mon-
sieur le Comte, when she is married, do as you both see fit, but leave her

to get married.” The comtesse had arranged a brilliant marriage for

hei daughter with the son of the Marquis de la Tourrette. The fianc6

was as handsome as Gabriel was plain. But Julie found him too stupid.

Her mother reasoned with her on the strength of her own experience:

“My daughter, I would have you get into your head that it is possible

to count for something and yet not be a prodigy of intelligence. You
swear by two men—your father and the Comte de Mirabeau. Patience,

patience, my daughter: if all men are not so seductive it makes for

peace.”

The graceful figurine so well initiated into life made a prudent mar-

riage. Her mother, though so much older than Gabriel, remained the

faithful and understanding friend, the safe and precious confidante, of

this young man, who devoted to her a passionate admiration and as

profound an esteem as he was ever to feel for any woman in his life.

The appreciation shown by the Comtesse de Vence soon had its ef-

fect on Emilie. With her habit of reflecting the opinions of others, she

graduaUy allowed herself to be won over. In the brief moments during

which Gabriel de Mirabeau made passionate court to her, she even

seemed ready to love him. But to awaken a deep passion in a heart so

undecided as that of Emilie would have been too long-drawn-out a

lalmur. Gabriel de Mirabeau decided on a bold course.

A rumour suddenly spread through the town of Aix that a car-

riage was sending at night near the house in which Emilie de Marignane

lived, and that this carriage belonged to the young Comte de Mirabeau.

A bribed chambermaid was in Ae secret. But scandal did not work
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quickly enough or effectively enough in this sceptical society, in-

dulgent for whatever amused it. One fine morning, in this street in

the centre of the city, the ostlers heard themselves hailed from the win-

dow of the house inhabited by the dowager marquise and her grand-

daughter by a man in shirtsleeves, collarless, who was intent on being

heard and above all on being seen. The noise even brought the Marquis

de Marignane to see what was up. “Mile, de Marignane was thoroughly

compromised. I loved her, I thought I was loved, I resolved to make a

job of it,'' said Mirabeau later. He really thought he loved the young

girl who had yielded to his unceremonious pursuit. But thereafter he

never ceased to suspect her of being foo ready to yield to others. He
had, indeed, awakened her senses too abruptly. She remained an easy

prey to temptation.

The “females, ascendant, descendant, and on the level,’’ intervened to

appease the indignation of the Marquis de Marignane, the fury of the

suitor nonsuited, and above all that of his powerful protector. “The
Court of Love was a little worse than enraged,” wrote Gabriel de

Mirabeau. “Well, well! I had the effrontery to shoulder the whole lot

of them.”

*3

The marriage was celebrated at Aix with all the customary pomp. The
festivities lasted more than a week. Everyone who bore a great name

in Provence took part. All Aix talked long of their magnificence.

Before the signing of the marriage contract Mirabeau acknowledged

frankly to the Marquis de Marignane that he had debts running into a

thousand louis, and that he wanted to pay them before launching out

into fresh expenditure. He suggested that the marriage be celebrated

at the chateau of Marignane to avoid heavy expense. On this occasion

the indolent marquis revealed a rare energy. The amiable epicurean

showed a fund of vindictive meanness. He had accepted this son-in-law

against his will, and he acted toward him in the style of an irritated

tradesman. Emilie de Marignane was a brilliant match. The fortune of

which she was the sole heir represented, half a million livres, but for

the moment these were but the hopes held out by a distant future.

The Marquis de Marignane had promised the Marquis de la Valettc

four thousand livres a year. Gabriel de Mirabeau received only three

thousand. It was the marquis’ way of showing his resentment. Apart
from her trousseau of linen and lace, the richest heiress of the province

was provided only with a single taffeta dress. It was for her bridegroom
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to dress her, and to dress their servants; it was for the bridegroom to

meet the expenses of the marriage and the customary presents to those

who had loaded the bride with gifts.

The Marquis de Mirabeau was secretly very flattered by this mag-
nificent marriage, but he refused to give his son the slightest financial

aid. He refused to pay his debts. He contented himself with doubling

the allowance which the Marquis de Marignane had given the young
couple. “Since Marignane diminished by a thousand francs what he

had agreed to for La Valette, there was no need for me to do the hand-

some,” he wrote to the bailli.

Still more remarkable, he refrained from going to see his future

daughter-in-law. He did not take the trouble to be present at the mar-

riage. Was it Mme. de Pailly who held him back, not being able to

go with him? Mme. du Saillant, in servile imitation of her father’s at-

titude, also stayed away. But the bailli, too, was absent. Of the Mirabeau

family only the Cabris couple were present. The Marquise de Mira-

beau, who had not been consulted at all, refused to contribute to

Gabriel’s allowance. *

The young couple rode to the chateau of Mirabeau, which was to

shelter their new happiness. The peasants acclaimed their young seig-

neurs with joy. They lined the route of the carriages, waving torches.

Behind the row of lights the dark mass of the chateau rose menacingly,

more like a fortress than a love-nest. The young husband’s heart over-

flowed with a pride and excitement that concealed from him his disquiet

and a dull irritation.

CHAPTER FOUR

A MELODIOUS MONKEY

i4TT TE ARE running after order, and I hope we shall catch it,”W wrote Emilic to her father-in-law some months after her mar-

riage. Neither she nor Gabriel had any aptitude for re-establishing their

financial situation after the absurdly extravagant expenditure cn their

marriage. Mirabeau had had to pledge to usurers the whole of his allow-

ance for the following year. There was nobody to look after the prepara-
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tion of the future residence of these two inexperienced young people.

They were received by a forbidding old castle infested with bugs. Their

bedroom, which had belonged to the unbridled Anne de Ponteves,

Gabriers great-grandmother, was in a deplorable state.

Mirabeau realized the position he was in. He had carried off a bril-

liant heiress, a girl spoilt by luxury, and was offering her these austere

and uncomfortable quarters. He was ashamed of them. He spent reck-

lessly in order to make up for the bad impression Emilie had gained

on entering the chateau. The bailli complained later of this extrava-

gance: “The madness that led him to panel and gild for his wife the

only room that could suit me, and to raise the ceiling, has greatly upset

me, for I shall never have the courage to inhabit a room that resembles

the salon of the Due dc Nivernois.” The room was still unfinished when
the work had swallowed twenty thousand livres.

In this marriage there was another hidden defect. Mirabeau had taken

his wife as a man takes a girl of loose character; he had conquered her

by sensual intoxication. Their relations continued on that level. He
talked cynically of his masculine prowess. It might even seem that from

fear of cooling their conjugal ardour he forced the note of sexual bru-

tality that accounted for Emilie’s first surrender. Later, when she re-

proached him for being too passionate, he replied: “You knew that

passion before our marriage; and remember, your husband has never

been so imperious with you as when he was your lover.” He may have

felt from the first a doubt of the value of his exploit, a doubt that broke

the exaltation of his triumph and destroyed his peace of mind from

the outset of their new life. Naturally very quick-tempered, he gave

vent to his anger more often than ever. Furious quarrels broke out be-

tween the two young people, folbwcd by equally passionate recon-

ciliations. His brutality and violence were fed by an unavowed con-

tempt.

Emilie’s circle, cynical and dissolute but refined and polished to ex-

cess, got on Gabriel’s nerves, while he in turn was regarded as an in-

terloper. The visits to the chateau of Marignane and to the Comte de

Valbellc produced scenes of strange violence. The Court of Love, said

Emilie later, was scandalized at “the furious behaviour which the

Comte de Mirabeau had a way of mixing with the tendercst protesta-

tions.”

When, one day, the Marquis dc Mirabeau saw through his daughter-

in-law’s character, he defined her feminine temperament in very few
words: “What she likes are strong scents, spicy stories, and monkey
tricks.” The atmosphere of Emilic’s circle influenced the young man
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of twenty-three in spite of the hostility to him. He drank too much
on one of his visits and provoked a quarrel; but when later he was re-

proached for his drunkenness he had an easy reply. “Many others,**

he said ironically, “were just as far gone. M. de Marignane will re-

member.” He was influenced by the immorality that was practised like

a society game in which licentiousness was cultivated as an accomplish-

ment; there was nothing to arm him against the insidious hold of these

things. He was ready to deceive Emilic at the first opportunity, just

as from the first he had doubts of her fidelity.

But he regretted his outbursts and was keen to win over the young
woman of whom he was jealous without having very much love for her.

He knew her to be frivolous, and he showered presents on her. He
always wanted to adorn with dresses and jewels the women he desired,

through a reflex of tenderness and perhaps also through an unconscious

masculine contempt that led him to wish to pay for the pleasure given

him. In his generosity to Emilie there was the further element of the

sensitiveness of a young man suspected of having made a marriage of

more brilliance than he had had reason to expect. “I gave her the most

exquisite presents,” he said later. “I doubled and tripled her diamonds,

and she constantly found charming dresses that had been made without

her knowledge.” In the course of six months the bill from a seller of

trinkets alone amounted to eighteen hundred livres; Emilic’s clothes

cost in the same period some twenty-three thousand livres.

There was a strident and forced note in their ostentatious luxury.

The young Seigneur dc Mirabcau bought himself a gig and horses; he

bought books, an expense which for him was always a necessity. He
had a carriage road to the chateau cut through the rock. He was full of

big plans, reasonable plans, which his thorough study of the estate sug-

gested to him. “With thirty thousand francs,” wrote a farmer to the

Marquis dc Mirabeau, “Monsieur Ic Comte will carry out all the clear-

ing, yielding a big return, and will harness the Durance property.” But

the marquis refused the necessary credits.

Mirabeau then procured money for big works by methods that mul-

tiplied the expense tenfold. An army of workers invaded the chateau.

The servants gave food and drink to everyone who came. There was

even ready at all times in the courtyard a mash for all the hounds of

the region.

In this imposing chitcau two children were playing at being great

and important personages. Emilie had no more sense of realities than her

husband. The Marquis dc Mirabcau, who did n6t often go so far as to

absolve his son from *his responsibilities, said of him one day: “If he
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had had a wife with any sense, or even one who was not spoilt, she

could have made what she liked of him.” But at the time when the two

launched out on their mad adventure, the marquis made not the slight-

est effort to see how they were arranging their existence.

Nobody went to see what their heedlessness, was costing. Later on

the bailli bitterly repented not having done so: “I am sure that if after

the marriage I had settled in Provence I should have prevented a lot of

harm and served my family better than if I had become pope.”

2

In October 1773 their son Victor was born. There was at last a male

heir; his birth delighted the marquis, with his pride of race. Fatherhood

quickly aroused all the seriousness of the turbulent young man, sud-

denly investing him with a new dignity. His feeling toward the coming

child had nothing of the aristocratic pride in the perpetuation of a

name. He was imbued with the spirit of the age, the sense of responsi-

bility toward the beings whom one brought into the world. His child

was still unborn when he plunged into a thorough study of all the ques-

tions of infant hygiene. His ideas were revolutionary for the age. He
would not let old wives do as they chose, would not tolerate the child’s

body being confined by tight clothing. “Why is it,” he asked, “that

your swaddled children have the exclusive privilege of being hunch-

backed, lame, anchylosed, deformed, rachitic?” He decided to habitu-

ate the child early to fresh air and to changes of temperature. He laid

down a whole system of close supervision of the child’s health. “Above

all, cleanliness is the life of children,” he said one day. He knew the

appropriate harmless remedies for every malady; one of his medical at-

tendants was astonished one day at his knowledge. But his great maxim
remained: “Let nature have her way: she knows more about it than

we do.” '

He was in one of his rare moments of happiness. But the thoughtless-

ness in which he had lived until then was having its effects. He was

struggling desperately in inescapable difficulties. “To repair one breach

means making ten others. It is incredible with what rapidity the net

tightens.”

He sought in vain for help. There was nothing to hope for from his

father: he turned to his mother. But the marquise did not respond.

The creditors of the young couple became more and more threatening.

The Marquis dc Marignane persuaded the young couple to install them-

selves at Aix with Emilic’s grandmother. Therfe were still ways and
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means of arranging everything. The Marquis de Marignane was ready

to advance sixty thousand livres on Emilie’s dowry, but wanted the

Marquis de Mirabeau, who alone was authorized to deal with the dowry,

to acknowledge receipt of the sum. The marquis refused. He was ready

for his part to give eighteen thousand livres, a totally inadequate sum.

Later his son reproached him bitterly: “I cannot conceive the right

to leave a drowning man to perish when one is able to save him.”

While his son was thus drifting to destruction, the marquis addressed

to the young couple the biting and peremptory missives in the writing

of which he was so skillful. Gabriel took refuge behind his wife. He
dictated for her signature a reply to a letter which she pretended to

have kept secret from her husband: ‘*I know you and respect you
too much to fear that you want to impoverish me; but it would indeed

be impoverishing me to diminish my good opinion of my husband.”

The son of Emilie de Mirabeau was a pledge of survival for a great

family pride. But the young father could not even be present at the

child’s birth. He had fled from the chateau of Mirabeau and from Aix

before his creditors. Desperately in debt as he was, he still had to pay

the costs of medical attendance, of the outfit for the confinement, and

of the layette for the newborn baby, and he was obliged to ask Emilie,

scarcely more than a day after the child was born, to pawn all her dia-

monds. The money-lender with whom they were pawned “managed

so w'ell,” Emilie complained, “that everybody knows here that our dia-

monds have been pawned.” This was in a poor little desolate letter which

the young wife, scarcely out of childbed, wrote to her absent husband.

Of her mad adventure there remained only the troubles of everyday

life, a grudge against her own people, a wounded self-esteem, and re-

sentment against her husband. Her disillusioned lament ended with the

passionate appeal: “Come back quickly, for 1 greatly need your pres-

ence.”

Perhaps a great love could have resisted these rough shocks of reality,

the vexation of the continual reproaches from her family, the financial

difficulties never before experienced by a spoilt child, and the thousand

irritating troubles of daily life of which Mirabeau himself said later:

“I know well that it is not elephants that arc a torment, but flies.”

But Emilie’s cry from the heart was not a cry of love. It was rather

an instinct of defence that had made her call her husband to her side.

Emilic’s dreary, youth had left one sweet and tender memory, that of

her first girlish love. The Chevalier de Gassaud was too poor, his fam-

ily, that of a respectable lawyer, was of insufficient rank, for him to

be able to range himself among the candidates for Emilie’s hand. But if
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he had neither title nor fortune, the young fellow, of the same age

as Emilie, had in his favour the grace of a tall and slender youth, en-

gaging manners, and tenderness. This young man, considered inoffensive

by the easygoing father, was a constant visitor in the house of the

Marquis de Marignanc. At the time when Emilie was staying there after

the birth of her child, the young musketeer was also there, spending his

leave. He was using a room which was separated from hers only by a

dressing-room. He was thoughtful and tender to the friend of his early

youth. He was as steady and well-balanced as Gabriel de Mirabcau was

impetuous and unpredictable. His handsome face formed a striking

contrast to the aggressive ugliness of her husband. He was as restful as

the other was tiring for a young woman whom nothing had prepared

for the troubles of life.

There was nothing to protect Emilie from the memories of the past

and the sweetness of this young man’s presence in the hour of her trial.

The moral outlook of her circle was indulgent. And she could not be

held back by the seasc of duty which might have been aroused by a

husband whose fidelity was beyond suspicion. “Our morals are not so

pure as to authorize us to regard as infamous anyone who is suspected

or even convicted of adultery,” exclaimed Mirabeau later in his own
defence.

Also Emilie was distrustful of his relations with his cousin, the Mar-

quise de Limaye-Coriolis; she felt that they were too constant and too

tender. His cousin had all that Emilie lacked, radiant beauty, a brilliant

complexion, a triumphant carriage that revealed her feline litheness and

her exceptional vigour. “Strong as a Turk and agile as a Basque,” as the

bailli put it, she had all the adroitness and all the audacity of a woman
who was sure of herself. Her husband was on the verge of the fifties,

exhausted and eaten away by a shameful malady that was to carry him

off a few years later. His fortune was as broken as his health, and he

was soon to be arrested for debt.

The Marquise de Limaye-Coriolis gave birth to a child of whom the

bailli said some years later that “that brat” was very like his nephew. But

the adventure had yet other consequences. The Marquis de Limaye-

Coriolis may have been a blind or complacent husband, but he was above

all a dissolute man pitilessly pursued by his creditors. He did not con-

tent himself with lavishing advice on his young cousin on the way to

get money by running more and more into debt, or^with puttiug him

into touch with usurers: he profited by his financial trouble to save

himself. By his marriage Mirabcau had inspired confidence in usurers
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with whom Limaye-Coriolis had already exhausted his credit. “They
offered me,” said Gabriel later, “much more than I asked for.” Later,

when the time came for settling his debts, the examination of the rates

charged by the usurers and of their exaggerated valuations enabled his

total indebtedness to be reduced to about one-third. Moreover, Mira-

beau was a minor. An adult was needed to answer for his debts. Limaye

did this without his knowledge. “It was not from stupidity by any metos

that M. de Limaye went surety for me. It was from a much less noble

motive,” wrote Mirabeau later to the bailli. The money-lender Beau-

caire, said Mirabeau, had demanded this surety, preventing the annul-

ment of a minor’s debts, as condition for a new loan to Limaye. Limaye

bought Mirabeau’s silence by referring to his own wife’s misconduct. A
shady money deal was thus entangled with the faults of passion. Li-

maye’s threats produced a quarrel between the lovers, and Mme. de

Limaye went over to the ranks of Mirabeau’s violent enemies.

3

“It would be better, dear brother, for our peace of mind at the moment
to lock up this bad son of a bad mother,” wrote the marquis to the

bailli toward the end of 1773. Alarming news had reached the marquis.

Tenants on the Mirabeau estate, stewards, obscure enemies set in mo-
tion by jealousy, sent him word that his son was cutting down trees,

selling furniture, unravelling tapestry to extract its gold. The marquis

took not the slightest trouble to check these accusations. “He was

scarcely married,” the bailli wrote later to the marquis, “when means

were sought to destroy him. He gave plenty of opportunity, no doubt;

but very full advantage was taken of it. He neither cut down nor sold

timber of yours, nor sold furniture.”

Another of his enemies, the Marquis d’Albertas, chief justice of

Provence, whose son Mirabeau had cut out with Emilie, wrote to the

marquis: “I feel it my duty as a good parent and an old friend to warn

you of the dangers to which a hot-headed young man, left to his own
devices, is exposing himself; he irlight-heartedly ruining himself.” The
Marquis de Marignane roused himself from his lethargy to warn him:

“Since my last letter, few days have passed without bringing me news

of some new debt or some jewel sold or pawned. Monsieur, your son is

himself beginning to be frightened. I have seen a letter written to M.
Raspaud [a notary of Aix] in which he informs him that neither you
nor I will take any ^tep to come to terms with his creditors, and that
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rather than be at their mercy he is quite ready to beg you to apply for

a lettre de cachet confining him in the Chkeau d’lf or any other chateau

you may be pleased to choose.”

This was the cry of despair of a young man prone to extreme lan-

guage. Mirabeau did not himself imagine that he could be taken at his

word, for his father-in-law went on: “He will regard as a very great

mercy the royal warrant you propose to secure, requiring him to reside

in the chateau of Mirabeau.”

Gabriel de Mirabeau did not realize how greatly his unruliness

weighed on his father-in-law, or that his father, perhaps informed by
one of his spies of renewed relations between Gabriel and his mother,

wanted nothing better than to get him shut up “for our peace of mind

at the moment.”

But the marquis did not yet venture to resort to this extreme step.

Excited by lying reports, he contented himself with applying for a

royal warrant exiling his son to Manosque. He showed no pity in the

prohibitions with which he accompanied this order of exile. The young
family was not to have the right to take away anything other than

personal effects. The marquis was indignant when Emilic carried off the

books on which her husband set most store. From a dissipated existence

they passed at once to privation, for a rigorous limit was set not only

on the sum they could spend, but on the bread and meat they and their

servants could have.

On their arrival at Manosque, with their baby only a few months old,

they were unable at first to find quarters and were taken in by friends.

These friends were the Gassaud family, the parents of Emilie’s former

suitor. His father, his mother, his three sisters, and an uncle who was

an infantry officer, formed this family circle, good people, highly re-

spected in the little town. Mirabeau did not want to burden them for

long; he sought quarters appropriate to his modest resources.

The marquis, though incensed against his son, continued his affec-

tionate correspondence with Emilie. It was from a letter of his father’s

to his wife that Mirabeau learned that proceedings for the attachment

of his effects had been started against him. “This blow was terrible for

me,” he wrote later. “I formed a very humiliating idea of the procedure.”

The young couple were allowed one-third of their income: the rest

was seized by the creditors. A thousand crowns was to serve for their

maintenance and that of their child, and their servants—a chamber-

maid, a cook, and a lackey. If no arrangement was arrived at, this situa-

tion of semi-destitution might be prolonged indefinitely. Mirabeau’s

debts amounted to a hundred and eighty-eight thousand livres, but the
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greater part of this, a hundred and thirty«six thousand livres, consisted

of bills of exchange signed by him which actually corresponded to no

more than fifty thousand livres in money and goods received. Later, in

exculpation, Mirabeau quoted the case of the lieutenant-general of Mar-

seille “who had received thirty-two thousand livres and owed more
than a hundred and twenty thousand,” and he added: “That is the

frightful story of the wild young men to whose number I blush to have

added.”

The marquis considered that this humiliation would be salutary. He
insidiously undermined the precarious harmony between husband and

^wife, flattering Emilie at Gabriers expense. He did not hesitate to write

to the young woman at a time when she was undergoing a severe trial

that her husband was “without shame, without truth, and without re-

ligion,” adding: “It is at this time especially, my daughter, when public

and private animadversions seem to be poured together upon his head,

that in forgetting his hot-hcadedness your sweet and wise affection, to-

gether with the interest M. de Gassaud, with his coolness, his prudence,

and his friendship, takes in his condition, should endeavour to disperse

the callus that pride and craziness have formed on that heart, which,

at bottom, is not bad.”

4

Emilie de Mirabeau was pregnant once more. But this new maternity

no longer excited the naive pride of her husband. He was the more
distrustful and suspicious because of his own sins. He questioned Emilie’s

servants. He opened her letters. The relations between husband and

wife became tense. Emilie accused him of trying by his suspicions to

divert those which she herself had with regard to his relations with his

beautiful cousin.

One day Mirabeau got hold of a letter written to his wife by young
Gassaud, who had returned to his garrison after spending a period of

leave in his father’s house. The letter left no doubt about their relations.

Gabriel, who had deceived and was still to deceive so many husbands,

strongly resented being deceived himself. He fell into the condition

of silent rage that is more terrible than shouts of anger. He showed

the tell-tale letter to his wife, Emilie threw herself at her husband’s feet

and implored his forgiveness. The old parents were told what had hap-

pened. They feared for their son’s ‘life. The father, revolted by this

betrayal under his own roof, implored Mirabeau on his k;iees to spare

the wretch’s life. The weeping mother bathed his hands in tears. The
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young man of twenty-five looked with embarrassment at these white

heads bowed at his feet. In spite of his anger his natural generosity was

awakened, his rather facile good-heartedness was moved. He would

not demand satisfaction from the only son of his old friends. He con-

tented himself with writing a pompous letter “to the vile seducer” and

forgave his wife. Before Emilie’s eyes he threw the compromising let-

ter into the fire.

But though he may have imagined that his generosity would bring

him a complete hold over the heart of a guilty and repentant young

woman, all he did was to terrorize her for the moment. She wrote a let-

ter to her lover, in a poverty of style that shows that it was her own
work, but undoubtedly under her husband’s eyes, in which she empha-

sized “the personal moderation he has shown in all this,” and said that

“all association between us is ended.”

Mirabeau forgave his wife, but he retained his distrust. He burned

the lover’s letter, but he demanded from him the return of the letter

breaking off relations, and he kept it. In the margin of this letter he wrote

the significant phrase: Mirabeau fils ne varietur” Too young and too

impulsive to keep his painful secret to himself, he took the Comtesse de

Vence into his confidence. She replied with a letter that revealed her

generous comprehension. “The more unpardonable is your wife’s mis-

deed, the greater your merit in pardoning it. From birth she has had

before her nothing but bad examples. Your attitude toward her has

been admirable so far. But reflect for a moment on the lack of equality

that prejudice has established between the husband' and his wife, who
often does nothing more than follow the example he has given her.”

But the woman with long experience and the too hot-headed young

man both made the same psychological mistake: both were too inclined

to judge Emilie by their own reactions. Neither the comtesse nor Mira-

beau calculated how insupportable is the burden of gratitude. Her hus-

band’s generosity was a trouble to Emilie: it was too great, it was in-

comprehensible. In self-exculpation she went in search of her hu^and’s

misdeeds. Annoyed at his taking the Comtesse de Vence into his con-

fidence, she commented insidiously on the relations between her hus-

band and his elderly friend. She felt a need to besmirch everything, to

poison the generosity that crushed her. One day in her anger she in-

sulted his mother and sister, and he boxed her ears. It was the only blow
that he admitted having given her, and he claimed that she bad

“thoroughly deserved it,W a husband is not to be told diat his mother
and sister are whores.”
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Other violent scenes followed. Mirabeau’s line gesture had been in

vain. The storm had passed, but had left all the tension in the air.

Emilie took refuge at Marignane. She paraded her trouble among her

friends, exciting pity by her complaints and her visible fear of her hus-

band. She was urged to leave a man who was treating her brutally. The
emotional disturbance, followed by a severe chill, brought on a mis-

carriage. In her illness she seemed more pitiable than ever, and her

husband more to blame. The Marquis de Mirabeau, knowing nothing

of what had happened, continued to flatter his daughter-in-law and to

abuse his own son. “I agree to see only past insanity, I should even

agree to future hope; but at my age it is impossible to heal a natural dis-

taste which I have always had for certain actions and for their conse-

quences.” And he added this appalling piece of callousness in a father's

mouth: “If he does not change it would be better that he should die.”

5

After the birth of her daughter Pauline, who was to be her only child,

the appearance of conjugal calm which Louise de Cabris had wanted

to keep up collapsed. A friend of her husband’s from childhood, a

young musketeer, a gentleman by Birth but without fortune, handsome,

combativfc, ardent, Jausserandy-Brian^on, Seigneur de Vcrdache, was

at the time her recognized lover. Her husband, for his part, found con-

solation in debauchery. As a young man he had been too much under

the surveillance of elderly parents and had been too austerely brought

up; with a weak character and an unbridled imagination, he had dis-

covered love too late to be adequate for the unappeased eroticism of

his wife. Gabriel de Mirabeau had indicated in vain to his sister reme-

dies that could restore masculine vigour to this young degenerate. But

what marriage could not give him, Jean-Paul de Cabris found in erotic

literature and in coarse pleasures. He compromised his health, and

Louise accused him of having infected her. He publicly paraded a mis-

tress, his barber’s wife, as diough in revenge for a secret humiliation.

In the feeble and tormented mind of this weakling there geminated

.

a plan of vengeance. He wrote or adapted licentious verses “in honour

of the ladies of Grasse.” With the craftiness of the semi-insane he had

rfiem printed in secret, and he put them up himself on the doors of all

die great houses. Suspicion quickly fastened upon him^ and the whole

town was in an uproar. Criminal proceedings were started^ Employees

of Cabris, accused of having distributed the documents, were thrown
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into prison and tortured. With the loyalty she always showed in times

of difficulty, Louise hurried to Paris to beg her father to intercede with

ministers and to save her husband from the consequences of his cata-

strophic jest. But the marquis refused to use up his credit in order to get

Louise out of this tight corner. He knew that she helped her mother

with advice and also with Cabris’ money. Instead of winning her over

by an act of generosity, he alienated her yet more by making promises

of help which he had not the slightest intention of keeping. I'he bailli,

too, refused all aid, and in addition went back on his promise to sup-

plement her dowry, fearing that she would profit by it only to support

the Marquise de Mirabeau in her proceedings against her husband.

Louise returned in indignation from her fruitless visit to Paris. She felt

abandoned by her family. She brought into play all her personal seduc-

tion, her ingenuity and her skill in intrigue, as well as twenty thousand

crowns, to suppress the judicial proceedings. But her wretched idiot of

a husband, who had taken refuge from the storm in the family chateau

with his mistress, showed his gratitude to his wife by sending her a

proposal for a divorce by agreement. At the same time he suborned the

servants to get evidence against Louise, whom he accused of trying to

poison him. He based his accusation on a letter he had stolen, in which

Mirabeau had advised his sister to administer aphrodisiacs to her hus-

band. Mirabeau knew the difficult situation in which his sister Was strug-

gling. Exiled at Manosque, himself overwhelmed by his own distressing

conjugal drama, he could do little to help her.

But one day, in an impulsive step, he took the risk of breaking his

ban. Moved by absurd generosity, he surreptitiously left Manosque

and galloped on horseback along the roads of Provence. He was out

to help the man he hated most, the friend who had deceived him, his

wife’s lover. Young Gassaud was engaged to the daughter of the

Marquis dc Tourrettes, and something had happened, something en-

tirely unconnected with Mirabeau’s conjugal drama, that threatened to

wreck this advantageous marriage. The handsome musketeer’s family

was greatly troubled by it, and Mirabeau had the impression that hq

was suspected of haying carried out a mean revenge. The suspicion,

he says, tore his heart. Overwhelmed as he was, and no longer quite

realizing what he was doing, he raced to the chateau of Tourrettes to

plead the cause of his rival “I urged, I prayed, I implored,” he wrote.

He played his generous part until he had won. “The negotiation was
renewed and succeeded.” One motiyc of his quixotic gesture may have
been his distrust of Emilid and a desire to remove from ner a young man
who was too attractive*
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His mission accomplished, he was reluctant to return at once to

exile at Manosque. He pushed on to the chateau of Vence in order to

open his heart to his wise friend. The Comtesse de Vence lectured him
severely for his rashness. But in his state of mind Mirabeau was not re-

sponsive to counsels of prudence. In his anxiety to see his sister once
more, he went on to Grasse.

The proceedings in the matter of the placards had been stopped, but

agitation continued in the little town. Slander was abroad at the ex-

pense of his sister, and he, too, was involved. A certain Baron de

Villcneuve-Mouans was among Louise’s bitterest enemies, and extended

his malevolence to her brother. “My whole family was being attacked

in my person,” said Mirabeau later. “The effort was made to brand

my name by an accusation as absurd as it was infamous.”

fiis sister received him with overflowing joy but with the discretion

that his escapade demanded. Mirabeau took up his quarters on the out-

skirts of Grasse and avoided the town. But next day Louise went early

to see him, in male riding attire, accompanied by her inseparable lover.

It was a hot August day. They went to the estate of a woman friend

near Grasse. Lunch was generously accompanied with wines; the sun

was hot; Louise’s vivacity was in no way diminished by her personal

troubles. Under the sapphire sky and under the spell of the lovely

Louise, Mirabeau forgot his cares and his precarious situation. By an

unlucky chance the Baron de Villeneuve-Mouans appeared at that mo-
ment, from the neighbouring property, which belonged to him and to

which he came from time to time to see to work in progress.

Mirabeau quickly reacted. In the existing circumstances he resented

the appearance of the baron as a provocation. He jumped up, threw

himself upon the baron, seized the walking-stick he was carrying, and

broke it over his back, raining blows on him and shouting at him like

one possessed. The baron was fifty years old, fat, flabby, and short of

breath. Mirabeau and Louise knew him between themselves as “Gw-
jondu *'—melted fat. He fell beneath the assault of the young man. The
hill sloped abruptly, and the two big bodies rolled over one another,

Mirabeau hitting out at the older man all the time. Louise, leaning on
her elbows on one of the little boundary walls, went into fits of laugh-

ter.

But the episode quickly became less amusing. The punishment in-.,

flicted on the baron in no way ran counter to the code of honour of

a society that was fond of tal^g justice into its own hands, a society

whose impulsive acts were considered to be proofs of a rich blood. The
Mirabeaus were proud of being hard hitters. “What is tficrc so extraor-
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dinary,” wrote the bailli, “in the great-nephew of our uncles and the

grandson of our parents giving himself the trouble to brush an in-

solent self-styled gentleman’s coat with a stick, the person in question

having his coat at the time on his back? I am not so sure 1 shouldn’t

have done the same myself.” Even the phlegmatic Marquis de Mari-

gnane, while blaming his son-in-law for breaking the ban, wrote: “1 ad-

mit that the great faults arc on the side of your adversary.” But the

Marquis de Mirabeau was “very irritated”; he observed with justice that

Gabriel had done his sister more harm by making a disturbance than

if he had passed over the matter in silence. This new act of rashness only

confirmed him in his conviction that his son was incurable.

The Baron de Villeneuve-Mouans emerged with nothing worse than

a few bruises and scratches, but the code of honour required that he

should demand armed satisfaction from Mirabeau. Gras-fondu, how-
ever, contented himself with lodging a complaint and starting criminal

proceedings for lying-in-wait and attempted assassination.

From the court of justice to which he had remitted his honour, the

beaten baron obtained a decree of arrest. Mirabeau’s escape from con-

finement made things worse. Only his father could protect him—

a

father whose lack of indulgence he knew. He decided—it was a diffi-

cult decision for him—^to send Emilie to plead his cause with his father.

He felt that the thanks she owed him ought to make her “his advocate”

in this affair, “the most essential of his life.” He did not dream that in

doing this he was offering Emilie a means of escape. When they parted

at the end of that August of 1774, they separated forever.

6

It was an important period in the life of the marquis. “Here is Econ-

omism at the height of success,” wrote Emilie on arrival at Bignon. The
intendant Turgot, who was one of the .leaders of the Economists, had

entered the government. He already had great renown as an economist

and administrator. Louis XVI, a young king, timid, hesitant, with the

best will in the world but few means of giving effect to it, had the good

judgment to support this old reformer against all the influences he was

obstructing and all the routine he was upsetting.

Turgot brought Dupont back from Poland, where he had been tutor

to the children of Prince Czartoryski, and appointed him to a high post

in the ministry. The marquis had himself expected to play an important

part: *Thc public frequently mentioned him for die ministry/* re-

ported Emilie. But he consoled himself with the thought of bmg the
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head of a school that Was triumphing at the moment; if he lingered at

Bignon longer than usual, it was from coquetry; he affected to be tak-

ing refuge from all the “new proselytes this would bring him.”

His son’s terrible troubles did nothing to reduce the marquis’ egoistic

self-satisfaction, his good humour, which steered clear of all unpleasing

emotions, and his self-assurance as a man who considered that he was

always right. He welcomed his daughter-in-law with open arms. She

arrived at Bignon in the state of mind of an escaped prisoner. She radi-

ated good humour and joie de vhrre. The “melodious monkey,” as he

called her, was of the very sort to please the marquis. She was flattering

and caressing when she felt that she was admired. Above all, she was
ahrewd and sly enough to seize the facts of a situation and to adapt

herself perfectly to them. She made friends at once with Caroline, who
was charmed by her spirit. She was on the best of terms with M. du
Saillant. Most important of all was her conquest of Mme. de Pailly.

The “black puss” was suffering, during that fine autumn, from one of

her crises of melancholy. The marquis, who could not endure any but

smiling faces about him, showed infinite patience with the moody fits

of his a?me. He was particularly grateful to the two young women, who
did their best to amuse her, singing ballads for her and telling her

stories; “the jests and absurdities they invent are beyond words,” re-

ported the delighted marquis. But the real secret joy that brought Emilic

all his sympathy was his discovery that, far from being her husband’s

“advocate,” she was scarcely his ally. He told the Marquis de Marignane

about this with a sort of malevolent satisfaction. “If there are any who
imagined Madame your daughter to be blind on the subject of her hus-

band, they arc greatly deceived.”

It is not surprising that, delighted as he was with his daughter-in-law,

he loaded her with attentions and caresses. “He spends all day kissing

me, from the top of my head to my chin,” Emilie told her husband. Ac-
cording to her reports everybody was well disposed to the unfortunate

young man who was waiting for news of his fate. “Mme. de Pailly

is really very interested in you.” As for Saillant, “to do him justice,

I must say that he is one of your most zealous advocates.” Even of his

father she said: “He has repeated several times to me that you were

the child for whom he had the greatest weakness; he only complained

of your head while praising your heart.” She summed up: “In truth,

I firmly believe that they all love you more than you imagine.”

In th^e conditions she ought to have succeeded in her efforts and

saved her husband from prison. But her efforts were less than half-

hearted. With a more or less conscious hypocrisy, she allowed a man
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consumed with anxiety to entertain a false and short-lived sense of

security.

While she was relaxing at Bignon and recovering her old jauntine^s,

Mirabeau, anxiously awaiting the imminent decision as to his fate,

started his first work, VEssai sur le despotisme. Mirabeau later described

it himself as “the premature fruit of his youth,” and greatly regretted

“having mutilated so fine a subject.” Since his circumstances at the

time were far from favourable for any large-scale work, he contented

himself with outlining his convictions. Under the spell of Rousseau,

from which no enlightened mind of his age escaped, he believed man
to be naturally good. But he believed that “the desire and the instinct

for despotism are part of human nature.”

Mirabeau laid down the revolutionary axiom that the struggle against

despotism is a man’s first duty, setting it above loyalty to his country.

“Where the mother country gives nothing, nothing is owed to it, for

duties are reciprocal. A man of feeling will soon leave a country in

which despotism has been established. If he cannot do so he will soon

be degraded. In justice, of course, there can be no such thing as treason

in a despotic state, because the slave cannot be cither creditor or debtor.

It is impossible to infringe laws and regulations under a government of

which the essence is that it has none.”

With the courage of isolation he claimed the right of revolt for all

victims of despotism: “Duty, interest, and honour call for resistance to

the arbitrary orders of the monarch, and even for his deprivation of

power, the abuse of which may bring the destruction of liberty if there

is no other means of saving it.”

At a time when his affairs were in the utmost confusion, Mirabeau

discovered his vocation in life.

7

“All my efforts have been of no avail, my dear friend, and I have been

unable to save you from the blow that overwhelms me,” Emilic wrote

to him after having lulled him with vague assurances. She explained that

the ministers, who had learned of his leaving Manosque even before his

father did, wanted to send him to Pierre Encise and to fix the period

of detention. “It was only by asking that he himself should administer

your punishment that your father secured the Chitcau d’lf, and gave

this the air of a paternal punishment, so that it will rest with him to

release you when he wishes.”

. Emilic knew that, failing miracles, her husband^s detention would be
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prolonged and perhaps for life. She knew that this “paternal punish-

ment” would be more terrible than any that the judicial system could

have inflicted on him, for it was arbitrary and dictated by an obscure

and never appeased resentment. She knew that in order to shorten the

period of detention it would be necessary to negotiate with the creditors

to begin with, and she could see that nothing was being done. Every-

thing in the young woman’s attitude, in these days of terrible suffering

for her husband, was lying and hypocritical. “You know, my good
friend, that I am always very ready to follow you or to seek you out

wherever you may be, and with great joy, I assure you.” She repeated

her promise: “The moment you want me you have but to speak and

I shall fly to you.” She knew perfectly well that she would do nothing

of the sort. But she still made an effort to humour him, perhaps less

from pity than from fear of the disclosures he could make. She took

up the attitude of an afflicted wife in deep distress. “I shed tears when-
ever I am alone or when anyone speaks of you.”

Nobody at Bignon saw any sign in her of sadness or affliction. In the

family circle no one gave a thought to the unfortunate man. The
marquis was in especially good humour and jested with the young
women. “I told them yesterday morning,” he wrote to the Comtesse

de Rochefort, “that I have only one thing to ask in the world, but

hope that will last to the end, and that is to have laughter around me;

if not I shall go alone and settle on the banks of the Loire, where the

people laugh naturally.”

Just when the Marquis de Mirabeau was making these gay remarks,

an officer was at Manosque arresting his elder son. He did not allow

him to take anything with him. Escorted by two troopers, without any
of the attentions customary for gentlemen withdrawn from the reach

of justice by a lettre de cachet, just like a common pickpocket, Gabriel

de Mirabeau was taken from Manosque to the Chateau d’lf. He was
taken from the side of his sick child, whom he never saw again.

8

“From the Chateau d’lf may God preserve us,” the marquis had written

once on a pleasant journey. On this “desolate rock” there were some
thirty prisoners, of whom Mirabeau found that “only one, from the

dregs of the people, was a scoundrel,” and that scarcely half a dozen

“might pass for ne’er-do-wells. But,” he added, “the others were going

straight in that direction; « • « one single diseased person infects all the

rest.” He saw madmen who would never leave the state prisons or the
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asylums. In examining their cases he found that many of them had

fallen into madness through “excessively bad treatment and from the

endurance or the horror of solitude.’* He was convinced that “a gentle

and healthy regime and some exercise would restore their sanity.” He
thought of a monk whom he had known at Manosque and who had de-

voted himself to the task of restoring to society those who were not

incurable. “Six lunatics had come into his hands while I was in touch

with him and watching his work; three of them had had to be kept

chained up: all of them left him as good and peaceful citizens.”

This world of victims and waifs was now Mirabeau’s world; he was

cut off from all communication with the world outside. The marquis

permitted him to exchange letters only with his wife, whose indifference

entirely reassured the father. He was forbidden to receive direct news
of his son. Emilie, who was supposed to send him news, was less con-

cerned than he for the health of a baby whom she abandoned to the

care of strangers.

“I have no news at all of my poor child. Alas, my friend! now that

you no longer send me news, it comes very rarely”—so she complained

in a letter to the prisoner. But the separation from her husband and

child mattered little to her. The whirl of the pleasures of Paris had

taken hold of her flighty mind. She told the captive of the Paris fashions,^

of new headdresses “of astonishing height, and on top of them hats be-

yond description, plumes, surmounting these twenty-five-inch head-

dresses, such as you have seen on the ceremonial hats of the king and

princes.” She wrote to him of the Italian comedy, of visits, of recep-

tions given by the marquis. She told him especially that she had no time

to sacrifice to correspondence: “I have not had a single little instant

free since I have been here. ... You must absolutely excuse me for

these beginnings, I have not time to turn round. ... I am caught by
some workwomen who never get finished; at another time it is the

Mass, for they celebrate all the saints of the calendar here; then there

is shopping, and getting my hair done, and so the time goes.” She told

him also that she had got fatter, that she was having her teeth cleaned

and filed and her mouth embellished, and that she had had her hair

piled up on top. She did her best to keep up an insipid flow of society

talk with a man cut off from the world.

It is from her replies that one is able to guess Mirabeau’s state of

mind, for with few exceptions his letters are lost, perhaps destroyed

by JEmilie.

At the outset he showed J^cat self-mastery. *‘I have been struck^ my
friend,” Emilie was good enough to write, “by the patience with whira
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you accept your sad position. Nobody has more strength of mind than

you in misfortune.” But as the weeks and months passed, this patience

wore out; the frightful solitude weighed on an essentially sociable man.
“Try,” she advised him, '‘to curb your imagination, which in you is

a blade that is continually wearing away the scabbard at both ends, as

they say.”

Mirabeau’s letters seem to have been an incessant appeal to his wife

to join him. He recalled old memories and tried to reawaken her senses,

a difficult task from a distance. But when he reminded her of pleasures

they had had together in the past she replied with a simper: “As for

other naughtinesses, I beg you to believe. Monsieur le Comte, that at

present I am a maiden too chaste to listen to them.” When he was tor-

mented with jealousy, she assured him that “my senses are as if buried.”

7 o his more and more pressing requests she opposed futile arguments,

tearful protestations, fallacious excuses. Years later, Mirabeau said of

her; “It is her perfidy more than her faithlessness that I abhor.”

He fell ill, and complained of haemorrhage, but Emilie took the news
calmly, giving him a vague promise that she would come to look after

him if he were really ill.

Though Mirabeau’s complaints failed to touch the hearts of his fam-

ily, his sufferings moved his jailers. Commandant d’Allegrc wrote to his

father: “The whole province is aware, Monsieur le Marquis, that you
have made the liberation of Monsieur le Comte dc Mirabeau dependent

on the report I give you of his good conduct.” He sent him the most

unmistakable testimony; “The prisoner has never given the slightest

cause for complaint either to me of to anyone; he has at all times be-

haved perfectly; he has endured with all possible moderation the

quarrels I have sometimes started with him in order to test his temper.”

But the marquis had no desire for any testimony in his son’s favour.

He believed, or affected to, that the commandant had been “seduced,

corrupted, deceived.”

Even the lieutenant of Provence intervened in vain with the marquis,

pointing out that it was impossible “to keep etemaUy on this rock a

turbulent father of a family.”

Yet there was one consolation for this young man tormented by
privation. “There was only one woman at the Chateau d’lf who had the

face of a woman. I was twenty-six years old. It was a shocking crime

to have led her to suspect that I thought her pretty,” said Mirabeau

later. The canteen attendant at the Chdteau d’lf, the woman in question,

had a jealous and brutal husband. The young woman, fearing for her

life, taking with her a few clothes. The deceived husband meditated
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vengeance. A little later he sent a letter to the Comtesse dc Mirabeau,

accusing his wife of having stolen all the family savings and Mirabeau

of having been an accomplice in the theft and the instrument of his

“total ruin.” Later he was called to give evidence before a tribunal and

had to retract. When Mirabeau left the Chateau d’lf, the commandant
bore witness that he took with him “the esteem and friendship of every-

one in the place.”

But before the little scandal had broken out, an evil wind brought

Mirabeau’s brother, the Chevalier Boniface, to the Chateau d’lf. This

favourite son of the marquis was returning from Malta with his health

ruined. “They are very angry with him because he has been throwing

away money on guzzling and women and is thirteen hundred livres

in debt,” Emilie wrote. The chevalier had inherited his father’s self-

indulgent concentration on the gay side of life. For him everything

was a jest.

Boniface brought away from his visit only the rumours about the

liaison with the canteen attendant. He was not vicious, but he loved

gossip and scandal. Between visits to the doctors necessitated by his

troublesome malady, he entertained his family with the picturesque

story of the conjugal misadventures of the canteen manager. Emilie

wrote her husband that she knew what had happened “in the greatest

detail. Well, Monsieur, just as suits you best.”

Mirabeau allowed himself to be duped no longer. He called on his

wife once more to join him. Emilie, running short of arguments, at last

Ict^him know that her father had ordered her to remain where she was.

Mirabeau burst into fury at this proof of her duplicity. “Your father

may know nothing of moral and social laws; that does not surprise me

—

he has little intelligence, his heart is a weathercock, and his opinion is

never his own. But even if it was not common knowledge that a father

no longer has rights of jurisdiction over a married daughter without

her husband’s knowledge and connivance . . . your heart ought to

have told you . . . that any advice that prevented you from coming

to render to me the duties of conjugal affection was cowardly, perfidi-

ous, and contemptible, and any authority that tried to impose it was

a tyrannical usurpation.”

This letter had a postscript. Before sending it off, Mirabeau must have

received news that added further to his rage, for he added: “You are a

monster. You have shown my letters to my father. I do not want to

crush you, though I ought to, but my heart bleeds at the idea of sacrific-

ing what it has so loved. But I do not intend to be, and I shall not be,

your dupe any longer. Carry your infamy where you like. Carry further
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than you have done, if you can, your perfidious duplicity. Farewell

forever!”

This appeal would have shaken anyone but Emilic; but she con-

tented herself with saying that she had shown to his father only “the

things which you intended I should.” To his great shout of wrath she

replied with a thin feminine babble that reduced everything to her

own paltry measure. She called him a “spoil sport” for his postscript.

She had taken a long time to reply, yet expressed surprise that mean-

while she had had no further news from him. In the postscript to her

letter she showed clearly how little she realized what she had done; “No
letters from you. Do you think it’s right to break with me over a simple

suspicion?”

A long silence followed this unequal dialogue. The intimate con-

jugal “thee” and “thou” did not survive it. No further inopportune ten-

derness or complaints came from the prisoner to disturb the life of

pleasure the young woman was living at Paris. Mirabeau broke the

silence under the torment of jealousy, more tenacious than his love:

“The coronation is bringing to Paris you know whom. I had asked to

be set free for a short time, but was unable to get permission for this.

I cannot and must not, and I do not want, to put you at the mercy of

a danger that will find you too weak. So, make some pretext, and since

you do not feel you can return to Provence, a return which would
bring you my eternal gratitude and love and esteem and confidence,

go into a convent and do not leave it. I conjure you by your son, by
yourself, whom I have always loved and love still, not to force me by
any disobedience to make you realize the extent of my rights.”

Mirabeau threatened in vain. He tried in vain to move her: “My hand

trembles in writing these lines, my heart is tom . . .” Emilie contented

herself with assuring him that she had seen the Qievalier de Gassaud

only^ “twice, on the pretext that he was ill as he said.” She went on: “If

I had been able to carry out the orders you gave me, then, believe

me, I should not have failed to do so; but as we were just leaving for

Bignon, and our trunks were packed, I felt that the others would think

me mad if 1 suggested such a thing.’

9

One day in May 1775, early in the morning, the Marquise dc Mirabeau,

whom the marquis had not seen for fifteen years, burst into his Paris

house and demanded that they Uve together again. Accompanied by
two notaries, she took note of the marquis* refusal and at once made
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an application for a legal separation. After the death of her mother,

she had demanded from her husband an increase in her allowance under

an arrangement that had been agreed to earlier. But the marquis refused,

alleging that he had been deceived by the Marquise de Vassan, who had

bequeathed to her daughter as her exclusive property lands bringing

in eight thoiisand livres.

Sordid money questions were mixed op with grievances which the

years had exacerbated—^years during which an erring and humiliated

w'ife had incessantly meditated vengeance. Another woman was in-

stalled in her home, and she had always before her eyes the picture of

this woman’s luxury being paid for by her money, while she herself

was struggling painfully with her gambling debts, her creditors, and

the shady personages hanging round her. Her nature was almost as

passionate as at twenty years of age, and with the same unfortunate

results.

Two years earlier the marquise had made an appearance in Paris

in a first attempt to start separation proceedings, but she had been dis-

suaded by one of the ministers, a relative of hers, and had been in-

timidated by the bailU. When she reappeared this time she had large

sums at her disposal, the source of which puzzled the marquis. He
learned that Louise de Cabris had advanced them to her mother against

a promise to bequeath to her the part of her dowry of which she felt

herself defrauded. This disloyalty was a terrible blow to him. He
never forgave her.

His wife’s move placed the marquis in a cruel dilemma. There could

be no question for him of the resiunption of their life together, but he

was equally unable to agree to “the maddest of separations,’’ for a legal

separation would entail a separation of properties, and he had so ^-
ministered her properties that their restoration would have meant his

ruin. Vulnerable, himself through his liaison with Mme. de Pailly, and

dreading a scandal, he did not dare to use against his wife the welpons

he held. “All this needs only that we shodd hold our noses and go

peacefuUy on our way until she has been nonsuited,” he wrote to his

brother. But he was not to have any more peace. This was only the

prelude to long and disastrous proceedings which were to destroy not

only his peace, but his fame and his fortune. The marquise was not

nonsuited in her first application in separation. The struggle continued

furiously.

The arrival of the Marquise de Mirabeau in Paris had a disastrous

repercussion on die fate ofW son. It was then that the marquis revealed

the secret fear diat was one of the main motives for hk riotous treat*
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ment of Gabriel. To the bailli’$ naiVe proposal that the marquis resign

his wardcnship of an ungrateful son, the marquis replied that he wanted

to keep his son confined for fear that, if he were free, he would come
to Paris to aid his mother.

lO

“I have had my son transferred from the Chateau d’lf to the Chateau

de Joux, on the frontier of Franche-Comte, where he will be less re-

stricted,” wrote the marquis. But Mirabeau wrote: “I have left a prison

which was made more endurable by the consideration with which I

was treated, to come to the most mournful and the coldest country in

Europe. . .

Just when his son was in this pitiable situation, the marquis acquired

a sumptuous house in Paris, THotcl de la Reine Marguerite, in the rue

de Seine, as if to prove to himself that he still had the free disposal of the

family fortune. His real motive for transferring his son to the fortress

of Joux was not that he should be less restricted, but that he should

be yet farther away from his mother and his sister, who had succeeded

in getting letters through to him at the Chateau d’lf.

Mirabeau had once more to apply all his personal seductiveness in

order to secure tolerable conditions of life. He was the only prisoner

in this dismal place, ‘‘brightened up by a few invalids.”

The commandant of the fortress of Joux and of the town of Pontar-

lier, M. de Saint-Mauris, an old soldier of distinguished family, was

fond of repeating that he was not resigned to playing the part of a

jailer. Mirabeau soon obtained permission to take rooms at Pontarlier,

the little neighbouring town, to take his meals at the inn, and to go
about the country, on condition that he returned to the fortress every

evening, a condition that was not rigorously observed. After a few
months his material situation improved. But he felt all the more the

burden of his unprofitable existence. He assuaged the stirrings of his

senses by a few passing adventures, and his spiritual hunger by a work
he was preparing—at the request of the commandant himself—on the

salt marshes of Franchc-Comt6. But these expedients were not enough to

fill the great gap between his immense energies and his petty existence^

In this spring of 1775 an underground agitation was spreading

through the country. Interested circles were combating in every possible

way Ae reforms of Turgot, the suppression of forced labour and of the

trade guilds, and especi^y freedom of trade in grain. They did not

hesitate to engineer a rise in prices. The people began to protest. A
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riot broke out in Paris. A crowd gathered at the markets and pillaged

the bakers’ shops. The government had to bring in the military. Public

and government alike believed that there was an organized plot.

The bailli wrote at this time to his brother: “I should not be in the

least surprised if this is the wickedness or the stupidity of those who
dare to teach the populace the secret of its strength. I do not know from

what source the confidence is drawn that it will be possible to arrest

the fermentation of men’s minds; but if I am not deceived, such riots

have always preceded revolutions.”

Mirabeau, so far away from everything, himself felt that something

was stirring in this static society, that a great change was under way.

“The times are regenerating, and today ambition is permitted,” he wrote

to the bailli. It was a desperate appeal to his uncle, of whom he knew
that at one time he had appreciated his true worth. He wrote to him

in his characteristic way, as if he were pleading his cause by word of

mouth: “Do you believe, permit me to venture to ask you, do you be-

lieve that the emulation that inspires me is absolutely sterile, and that at

twenty-six years of age your nephew is capable of nothing good? . . .

Save me from the terrible fermentation from which I am suffering, and

which might destroy the effect which reflection and the ordeal of mis-

fortune have produced on me.” The ^hole tragedy of his wasted and

perverted life was contained in this simple phrase: “There are men
who have to have occupation.”

His appeal was in vain. The bailli, on his arrival in Provence, had heard

the echoes of all the indiscretions his nephew had committed, and he

wrote to the marquis: “As for your madman, I have done with that

fellow!” And to Gabriel he replied brutally: “What you are pleased

to call your flightiness. Monsieur le Comte, leaves you the option only

between fortress and prison.”

Rebuffed on all sides, more and more tormented, and also more and

more drawn by the great appeal of life, Mirabeau took a desperate step.

He made a last appeal to his wife. He wrote her a long letter in which

he implored her to flee with him to Switzerland, where he could find

means of earning a living through literary work. This letter, which

Emilie showed to nobody, was in its writer’s opinion “the strongest,

the most pressing, the most sparkling with spontaneous eloquence in-

spired by the cause, to induce her to share my lot.”

Meanwhile Emilie’s grandmother had died, leaving her sixty diousand

livres as an increase of her dowry. But Mirabeau Imew nothing about

this as yet.
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Pending his wife’s reply, Mirabeau retired into the fortress of Joux

and remained in confinement there, like a man awaiting sentence.

The reply that came, after long delay, was short and sharp. “I admit

that the proposal you made to me so embarrassed me that I did not

know what to reply, being unable to comply with it. ... I should

think I was doing you an irreparable wrong if I joined with you in a

step that would give you the air of a fugitive and would embroil you

with your father more than ever. ... I venture to tell you. Monsieur,

that you are by no means reduced to that extremity.”

It was the voice of reason, replying from the mouth of a woman
who no longer loved him, who had forgotten even the time of their

mutual passion. “I made a mistake,” Mirabeau said later, “in looking

for fruit on a tree that bore nothing but flowers.”

CHAPTER FIVE

“’TWAS WITH YOU THAT LOVE BEGAN’

There was nothing of the heroine of romance about Sophie dc

Monnier. She was tall and robust, with a body that seemed an em-

barrassment to her. She kept her head slightly bent, and carried one

shoulder higher than the other as if she wanted to disguise her native

vigour. In Aemselves her features were commonplace and little short of

common. She had full and even fat cheeks and an upturned nose; her lips

were thick, her chin short and firm; her black hair, loaded with powder

and worn in a puffed-out coiffure, was crisp and rebellious. But in

spite of her irregular features she created an impression of beauty. A
white smooth forehead, high and powerful, saved her face from insig-

nificance; a dazzling complexion and a clear, glossy skin adorned her

with the brilliance of her twenty years.

Mentally as well as physically her contradictions saved her from

mediocrity. She herself said that she was very ignorant. Her writing
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was unformed, her spelling particularly defective, her style common-
place, at all events until she appropriated that of her model. But she had
an extraordinary memory, which enabled her to assimilate informadoh
rapidly and lastingly, and which gave firmness even to newly acquired

notions. She had always been very fond of reading, indeed of serious

study, though haphazard and unmethodical in her choice of books.

Her great charm lay in her perfect naturalness. Now naive, now subtle,

she was never anything but frank.

She had a great fund of innate goodness and a gay temperament; she

was easy to live with. Her friends and her lover never tired of praising

her sweemess. A great faculty of adaptation and a desire to give pleasure

to those whom she loved were reinforced by an instinctive tenderness.

This big, robust, healthy woman was in no way disturbed by her senses;

her lover never ceased to reproach her for the tepidness of her physical

reactions, but “her heart,” said Mirabeau one day, “is a volcano.” She

was a woman of exclusive loyalty in love. Outside one single attachment

she felt not merely indifference, but violent aversion.

She was a disconcerting young woman, and from the very beginning

of her life her apparent submissiveness deceived those on whom her fu-

ture depended. Her father, Richard de Ruffey, president of the Chambre
des Comptes, or Exchequer Court, at Dijon, prided himself on his lit-

erary tastes and his artistic knowledge. He took his role of Maecenas of

Dijon very seriously, carried on a regular correspondence with Vol-

taire, and gathered round himself a group of savants, such as Buffon,

and writers who were later to enter the Academy of Dijon. In spite of

her natural intelligence and vivacity, his wife lived intimidated in the

shadow of her redoubtable husband.

M. de Ruffey tried to satisfy his vanity even at the expense of the

marriage of his younger daughter. When Buffon’s wife died, Sophie’s

father tried to marry her to him, though she was but fifteen years old.

Buffon, however, was inconsolable at the loss of his wife; he was over

sixty, and was unattracted by the plan.

^phie’s dowry was modest and her father’s pretensions great; her

mother blindly served her husband’s ambition. Their daughter was

only seventeen when her parents decided on a marriage that seemed

to them to be particularly advantageous. M. de Monnier was very rich;

he possessed extensive estates and several chateaux; he was a marquis; he

held an important post in the magistracy as first president of the Cham-
bre des Comptes at D61e. But he, too, was a sexagenarian widower. On
learning of this marriage Vohaire wrote with his mordant irony to M.
de Ruffey: “I did not Imow that M. de Monnier was a marriageable
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young man. My compliments to him; I think he is very fortunate to

espouse Mademoiselle your daughter. I wish the two of them all possible

prosperity!”

These ambitious parents had given their daughter to a mean and timid

man who was a mass of prejudices and combined extreme credulity with

exaggerated suspiciousness. Rich as he was, this old man remained stingy

and close-fisted even with the magnificent young girl he had married.

But the hardest blow for Sophie was the discovery of the motive that

had led M. de Monnier into this marriage.

The Marquis dc Monnier had a daughter by his first marriage, who
had fallen in love at nineteen with a musketeer who bore a significant

name, Le Boeuf de Valdahon. Her father had opposed this marriage

with all the determination of a naturally weak man who had suddenly

been crossed. The two young people had hoped to force his hand by
a scandal. The girl found means of introducing the musketeer at night

into the alcove in which her mother, who kept watch on her, was asleep

in a twin bed. But even scandal could not bend the Marquis de Mon-
nier. He prosecuted his daughter's lover for seduction and rape of a

minor; he deposited in evidence the breeches that had been left beside

Mile, de Monnier’s bed. The girl was condemned to forget her unhappy
adventure in a convent. For the sake of peace, she swore to think no
more of this marriage. But at the convent she waited patiently until

she came of age, and the moment she did she informed her father of her

intention to marry M. dc Valdahon. “His daughter made him acquire

the habit of being taken in, and made him acquire it so thoroughly that

he will go on being taken in for the rest of his life,” said Sophie later

in contempt. The Marquis dc Monnier took fresh legal proceedings, but

the young couple, who had on their side both the sentimental people

and the mockers, won the case. The father’s only thought now was of

how to disinherit them. He got married out of rage and spite. Sophie,

herself essentially generous and impressionable, was deeply wounded at

the discovery.

In this marriage, with its absurd disparity of ages, there was no love

even in the form of affection or of gratitude. The marquis had wanted

especially to punish his disobedient daughter by giving himself an heir.

Physical love revealed itself to an inexperienced young girl in the form

of the vain and pitiful efforts of an old man. Her first lover found her

still a virgin. She was predestined to a series of small adventures or to one

great passion.

Sophie seems to have turned first to small adventures. A young man
with whom she flirted awakened her imagination. He was a young
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artillery officer who thought he saw in her an easy prey. He was en-

terprising and hard up. Sophie, too trustful by nature, wrote him af-

fectionate letters and sent him her portrait. She even gave him money

—

her husband’s money. She addressed him with the intimate “thou.” She

was not yet his mistress, but any chance might have thrown her into

his arms. The man’s conceit advertised her already as his mistress in

the little town, where Sophie, in her own words, had not a single woman
friend, “but twenty spies and a hundred critics.” Her husband, “double-

dealing by nature, pretended to feel safe to save his face.” But Sophie

was well aware that the moment anybody chose to tell him stories of

imprudence on his wife’s part, “he will come down like a clap of thun-

der.” And “he does not know what forgiveness is.”

She was menaced before she had committed an irreparable wrong.

She had not known happiness, and she was in process of destroying her

peace.

2

Shortly after Mirabcau’s arrival, the Marquise de Monnier visited the

fortress. M. dc Saint-Mauris was one of the young woman’s admirers.

Gabriel and Sophie met. She was so young that she seemed a child to

him. She may have been scarcely pretty enough to put him on his

guard. The coronation festivities in July, celebrated with great solem-

nity at Pontarlier, brought frequent meetings between the two young
people. Commandant dc Saint-Mauris played an important part in the

festivities. He was regarded ^ a wit in the little town. “He wanted me
as a witness of his glory, and I owed it to his vanity that I was permitted

to go to Pontarlier,” wrote his prisoner. Mirabeau was hungry for ex-

citement and for pleasure. There was nothing to prompt him to cau-

tion in an ordinary adventure with a young and fresh provincial girl.

He was attracted by the passionate response he found in Sophie. When
M. and Mmc. dc Monnier went away for the holidays, the prisoner re-

turned to the fortress, to carry on there a bitter solitary struggle.

Their tragic association began as soon as Sophie returned. Mirabeau

had seen many women yield easily to him. His Herculean figure, his

fire, his irresistible persuasiveness, the very boldness that had in it a

good deal of contempt for women, quickly won them over. But Sophie

resisted him because she loved him.

Sophie’s love was born of a passionate admiration, boundless and ex-

clusive. It was all contained in a few very simple little words, in this

cry from the heart: ‘Who is there like Gabriel?” She loved even hk
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faults, of which she was fully aware; she loved him in his anger, his

jealousy, his excessive susceptibility, and in his changes of humour
that tormented her. She loved even his pockmarks. have a certain

liking for markings,” she wrote one day to him. She loved him so much
as to find him physically handsome and morally perfect. “When will

you learn,” she said to him, “that everything about you is lovely, hand-

some, charming, especially in my eyes, for love would beautify you,

but you have no need of that.”

Mirabeau, who had enjoyed many women and loved them but little,

asked himself later what was the secret of Sophie’s power over him:

“Whence comes this extreme ascendancy, which I do not like, because

it might be taken for desj>otism by anyone who did not know me?”
And he answered: “From her infinite affection.”

But Sophie did not yet yield to the man she loved. He was piqued

;

“You have given me your heart and you refuse me your favours!”

She was held back by the consideration she owed to the man whose
name she bore and whose fortune she shared; she was held back also

by the promptings of modesty, and perhaps also by an instinctive fear

of what that final abandonment might mean for her. But Mirabeau

argued against her scruples with his seducer’s eloquence: “Modesty no
more consists in refusing everything to one’s lover than sobriety com-
mands that one should starve oneself to death.”

Sophie hesitated, but not for long. In the terrible solitude of the

fortress of Vincennes, Mirabeau recalled the intoxication of her first

surrender. “Your head resting on my arms, your lovely neck, your ala-

baster breast . . . delivered up to my ardent desires, my hand, my
happy hand daring to wander. Your beautiful eyes closed . , . you
palpitated, trembled. You were drunk with voluptuous sensations and

tormented by modesty. My desires consumed me, I expired, was re-

born. ... I lifted you in my arms . . . the floor escaped from my
feet. . . His love for Sophie was a furious desire for the flesh. Un-
der the date December 13, 1775, he noted in his diary in capital letters:

‘7^ heweux.^

3

Neufchitcl was a small enclave under Prussian sovereignty in the midst

of the Swiss cantons. A special traffic was carried on there with the

same skill with which other industries were carried on in the trading

cantons around it—^thc traffic in free thought. Everytliing that the cen-

sorship suppressed in f'rance was printed there, to return to France
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by the smugglers’ paths of the Jura. The French government was well

aware of this traffic, but sometimes it preferred to close its eyes' to it.

To this asylum of free speech Mirabeau made his way at the begin-

ning of the winter. He had left, by agreement with the commandant,

to look after the publication in Switzerland of his work on the salt

marshes of Franche-Comt6. In this technical work the author of the

Essay on Despotism revealed himself in a few remarks: “The French

have always boasted that the Inquisition never took root among them.

But they devote little thought to public affairs. There is room for a

work drawing a parallel between the sacerdotal and the fiscal Inquisi-

tion. I doubt whether the Exchequer would come out well in it.”

In Neufchatel, Mirabeau made the acquaintance of Fauche, one of

the bookseller-printers of works that could not be submitted to the

censorship. He offered him his Essay on Despotism. Fauche accepted it

and paid Mirabeau fifteen hundred livres. This was the first money
Mirabeau gained with his pen. The work was to appear anonymously.

In this premature and scarcely articulate work, Fauche discerned the

great future talent of a polemical writer. He offered Mirabeau a fixed

payment of a thousand crowns a year for his future literary output. A
path had opened before Mirabeau. If he were free he could become in-

dependent of his father.

On his return, relations with Commandant de Saint-Mauris became

strained. Saint-Mauris was one of the first to see through the relations

between Gabriel and Sophie. He went about saying malicious things

about the young woman. He could report nothing good of Mirabeau

to his father.

Gabriel de Mirabeau began to understand the real motives that led

his father to keep him in captivity. At the beginning of January 1776

die Marquise de Mirabeau hiid won her case with a first judgment

pronouncing a judicial separation. She wrote to her son: “I sympathize

very much with all your troubles.” He replied: “Set me free, that is

the most important thing for both of us. I could help you, and ceruinly

there would be a change of tone if we were reunited."

Mirabeau was twenty-seven. He felt that he had talent, and he was

ambitious. He was consumed with impatience to pot his abilities to

the test. He was loved. He was ready for anything, as though Sophie’s

wild admiration had given him fresh confidence in himself. Events

were moving fast and were driving him to action. But the two scourges

of his existence, debts and affairs with women, were once more fatally

at work. A woman who was the commandant’s mistress, and whose
favours Mirabeau said he had rejected, excited her lover against him.
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And one day a Pontarlicr shopkeeper, to make sure of his money,
brought to M. de Saint-Mauris a bill of exchange signed by Mirabeau

to the order of the bookseller Fauche. Although still deprived of legal

rights, he had managed to run into debt. The bill of exchange revealed

him as the author of a dangerous work. The commandant himself risked

being compromised for lax treatment of his prisoner.

There was a violent scene at the Qiateau de Joux. The old comman-
dant was furious, his legitimate indignation reinforced by secret resent-

ment. He forbade his prisoner to leave the fortress. Mirabeau, however,

on the ground of avoiding a scandal that would set tongues wagging

all over the town, finally secured permission to attend a ball that was

being given in his honour. He did not return to the fortress. The in-

cident originating with a little shopkeeper brought about his rash de-

cision to flee. His legitimate desire to recover his freedom, and his

justified impatience, took shape in an ill-considered act that put him in

the wrong. He wrote to the commandant one of those arrogant and

unforgivable letters that proceed from a first impulse of anger. “I am
withdrawing, Monsieur, from an authority which, having become
tyrannical, has set more traps for me than I should ever have feared from

a gentleman. . •

He began open war agairtst his father, ranging himself on his mothcr^s

side. She herself, in an ill-spelled letter, transmitted a memorial from

him to the minister, Malesherbcs. The hopes aroused at the outset of

the reign of Louis XVI found an echo in this personal plea. “It is well

known with what unhappy facility the liberty of the subject was fet-

tered under the late king.”

As soon as he took office Malesherbes attacked judicial abuses. He
held that lettres de cachet should be issued only when the grounds for

them had been discussed and approved at a plenary council meeting.

He set up special commissions to examine the existing. /effrer de cachet.

To one of these commissions the case of Gabriel de Mirabeau was sub-

mitted.

The marquis had approved Malesherbes’ first reforms, knowing that

he was favourable to the Economists, But his good opinion changed

as soon as his own personal case was at stake, \^en he learned of his

son’s requests, he intervened with the minister. After his visit to him

he wrote indi^antly to his brother: “This Malesherbcs, with his easy

going philanthropy and his fine r^ublican ideas, did he not reply to my
reproadtes that it was natural to seek one’s freedom?”

M. de Marignane hurried to Paris, accompanied by his faidiful friend

die bomte de Valbelle. Everyone, even the bailii, went to die minister
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to try to talk him over. “My son is mad,” exclaimed the Marquis de

Mirabcau. The Marquis de Marignane went one better: “So I think,

but I venture to add, in the presence of Monsieur, his father, that if

he were not mad he would still be, and is, antisocial in character and

wicked on principle.”

Emilie was particularly concerned at the news that her husband was

at liberty, and her agitation made her ill, as though this was a way out.

Her father and her father-in-law settled her fate between them. She

was to go back to Provence, with the free disposal of the income from

her dowry. The child was to remain with the Gassauds at Manosque.

Open war continued between father and son before the tribunal of

a minister whom the marquis taxed with republicanism. The conflict

was overshadowed by that of two epochs, by a battle between two
worlds. The cause which the marquis was defending was that of a

feudal order, of a right based mainly on the power of the father, “a

salutary law, which maintains the family and morality.” In the long

memorial which he addressed to Malesherbes he invoked forty years of

life as head and father of a family, years “passed without reproach, wit-

nesses which I prefer to the celebrity and the general marks of esteem

with which all Europe has honoured me.” His memorial was also a

long indictment of “the poor madman.” It went back to the “strange

passions” and the “vices” of his tender years, and to the evidence of

his tutors and masters. He himself felt the fundamental weakness of

his argument: “But, it will be said, all this does not merit detention. So

I, too, think. He is twenty-seven years old. But since he was eighteen

he has always been under detention, and when at libcrtj^ he has done

more harm and to more people than others could sec.” At bottom he

was asking for preventive imprisonment for his son by painting the de-

plorable consequences of setting him at liberty. “If he gains his ends,

what will become of him? He will live on the level of madmen and

incendiaries, he will borrow, despoil, abduct; he is unable to follow any

other path.” He might have been talking of a monster that must be

chained up. *‘If he is to be left at liberty, I wash my hands of it. I lay

on the conscience of the minister all the crimes that will result—the

subjects of the king wounded in their honour, in their property, perhaps

in their lives.”

“My father has pursued me' since my childhood with implacable

hatred,” replied Gabriel de Mirabcau. He drew attention to the same
weak point of the marquis’ case; “If my father’s argument is to be ad-

mitted, it will be necessary to place me in confinement for the r^t of

my life.” He asked not for mercy but for the protection of the law
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against this domestic authority, which he claimed to be blinded by re-

sentment. And he placed himself on impregnable ground: ‘If I have

merited punishment, let that be declared and let me be legally punished.’"

The great struggle for law against despotism, for justice against abuses,

which he was one day to carry on, had begun, as with so many memora-
ble combats, for a personal cause.

4

After the ball, the fugitive Mirabeau hid in Sophie’s own house, in an

unlighted room leading into hers. After a few days he found another

refuge with friends in Pontarlier, good souls of the lower class whom
he had won over. Sophie sent him food and books. The lovers came
together at night.

This game lasted for nearly a month. One evening servants gave the

alarm: they had seen a stranger in the house. Mirabeau was surrounded

and recognized. But it was not in vain that in his childhood he had

played at “pretending.” In a haughty voice he asked to see the Marquis

de Monnier. The old man, hoaxed but completely unsuspicious, had

great sympathy for him. Awakened in the middle of the night, he re-

ceived his visitor with open arms. Mirabeau embraced him and with

perfect unconcern told him that he had come from Berne and was on
his way to Paris in order to submit his case in person to the minister,

and that he had stopped at Pontarlier in order to greet his friends M.
and Mmc. de Monnier. With the same unconcern he drew a letter from

his pocket which he pretended was from his father, and; in a brilliant im-

provisation, read out its imaginary contents. The Marquis de Mon-
nier was greatly impressed. At Mirabeau’s suggestion he rang for the

servants and made them swear to say nothing about this nocturnal visit.

M. de Saint-Mauris, outraged by Mirabeau’s insulting letter, sent a

priest to tell the marquis about his wife’s liaison. Monnier, blundering

in his excessive confidence, blundered just as badly in his wrath. He
was completely ignorant of the character of the woman he had married.

She had duped him in order to enjoy the happiness that was demanded

insistently by her twenty years; but dissimulation was repugnant to her

nature: she would have liked to shout her love to the whole world.

Her principle was “to clear up everything, at once, with everybody.*"

Even the consciousness of her fault did not diminish her fundamental

straightforwardness. The marquis wounded her deeply by the line he

took. Without any approach to her, he assembled all the servants,

made a pathetic appeal to thdr loyalty, and placed their mistress in
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their charge. Thereafter Sophie was spied on, watched, and dogged by
the servile insolence of the staff. It was an intolerable situation for

a proud woman. Mirabeau advised her to take refuge with her own
people. Sophie, in her lover’s words, was “without any will of her own
in face of a being she loved,” She followed Mirabeau’s advice and signi-

fied her resolve to her husband. “I assured him that I should have pre-

ferred to be sent to a convent rather than find myself more or less under

the tutelage of my servants; that it was not in my nature to put up with

humiliation; and that in consequence I requested his permission to re-

turn to my family.”

But Sophie’s situation in her parents’ home was worse even than in

her husband’s. In place of a feeble old man was an authoritarian father,

beside himself with rage, a man who had always been Sophie’s terror.

He would break out into shouts of anger, or avoid her in order to keep

himself from violence. Her mother was terrified by the consequences

6f her daughter’s guilty love and sang the praises of the kind Marquis

de Monnier. Her sister, a canoness, painted to her the punishments of

Hell; her brothers pursued her with their cold and coarse pleasantries.

Elements of comedy persisted in the web of the tragedy that was be-

ing woven. There was a grand ball at the house of the provost of Bur-

gundy, M. de Montherot. The Ruffey family were invited. Sophie was

accompanied by her faithful friend Mme. de Saint-Belin. The door

opened, and a stentorian voice announced a guest with a name that

might have come straight from a farce: the Marquis de Lancefoudras

[Thunderthrower] . Sophie, half fainting, suddenly saw before her

Gabriel de Mirabeau. Her agitation did not escape her mother’s watch-

ful eyes. Before the couple were lost to view, she had guessed the

truth. “I was in such a predicament,” said Mirabeau later, “that I could

not do anything right.”

Next day Mme. de Ruffey had her daughter’s lover arrested. For this

Sophie never forgave her. ITie family’s watch over her spared her no

humiliation. Her elder sister slept in the same room with her. One
night the canoness was replaced by Mme. de Saint-Belin. Sophie slipped

away—for a moment, she said—^from the bed they shared. She did not

return till dawn. According to her friend, the lovers passed that icy

night in the garden. “That meeting greatly increased my love,” Sophie

admitted candidly. “The passions of a gentle woman,” said Mirabeau,

“may be more slowly aroused, but are infinitely more ardent than

those of any others, and are truly invincible when they arc thoroughly

ablaze.”

Pending orders from the minister, Mirabeau was a prisoner on parole
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in a furnished room in Dijon. M. dc Malcshcrbcs ordered him to be

taken back to Joux. The Marquis de Mirabeau asked M. de Saint-Mauris

to put his son in a healthy, dry prison, “but well locked and bolted

and barred,*' and not to let him write or speak to anyone. It came

out that the vindictive commandant was getting ready the Grammont
tower, which was dripping with water everywhere, “a dungeon re-

nowned for its hideous aspect and its horrible discomforts.”

Mirabeau wrote to Malesherbcs: “I beg of your mercy to order that

I shall be put in irons to save me from the direst evil. I should be lost

and should drag another to destruction if I were left the use of my
arms.”

In M. de Montherot, Mirabeau found an eloquent advocate. The
grand provost of Burgundy had succumbed to his “magic”; beneath the

impetuosity of this romantic lover he had discovered great human
qualities. “M. de Mirabeau,” he wrote to the minister, “is but a flower

just opening, and in spite of the few thorns it shows it will become none-

theless precious.” As a man of the world he showed indulgence for the

indiscreet escapade at Joux, and he asked the minister for a reprieve.

Meanwhile the commission was examining Mirabeau’s case. It came

to the conclusion that “the first youthful excesses of the Comte de

Mirabeau have been punished already.” It dismissed the charge made
against him by the canteen manager at the Chateau d’lf. It confined its

attention to his flight from Joux. Once more Mirabeau’s fate was in

suspense.

If the minister remained of the same opinion, and if the commission

pronounced in favour of his liberation, he would be able to return

to normal life and to become of use to his country. Pending the minis-

ter’s decision he was living at the chateau of Dijon, under the benevolent

supervision of Commandant de Changey, to whom the grand provost

had recommended that his prisoner be treated with kindness, and who
received him into his owm family. The understanding shown to him

calmed him; he was now anxious to avoid “a scandal that might end

in ruining Mme. de Monnier in the eyes of her husband.” He sent let-

ters to Mme. de RufFcy in which he recommended her to show more

coolness and prudence in her relations with her daughter. At their

first meeting Sophie’s mother had found in him a “rustic air,” After

reading his letters she called him a magician and a demon. “Heavens!”

he sighed one day, “when shall I be dull enough for my honesty to be

believed in?” He preached the same moderation to Sophie’s brothers,

who came in secret to see him. He explained to them the violence that

slumbered in Sophie beneath her outward gentleness, the energy beneath
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her amiability. He asked her to return to Pontarlier, to do it as a mark of

her attachment to him. But his effort at conciliation brought no more

than a moment’s halt on the downward path.

Mme. de Ruffey tried to set Sophie against Mirabeau. She told her

that her lover was showing her letters to his men friends, and added,

hoping to sting her pride, that the friends found the letters “very silly,

the letters of an idiot.” She was too poor a psychologist to realize that

great passions are above petty susceptibilities, and her calumnies merely

increased her daughter’s devotion. “I told them,” she wrote to Gabriel,

“that if I saw in your own writing that you loved me no longer ... I

should believe that the writing was forged.”

The canoness followed Sophie to Pontarlier, where she busied herself

in “taking the whole town into her confidence, going to my friends

and making scenes in their homes, using the most shameful expressions.”

Mme. de Ruffey urged the Marquis de Monnier to apply for a lettre

de cachet to confine his wife in a convent. Watched and spied on, pur-

sued at the same time by her husband’s senile ardour, knowing that

her letters were being intercepted and read by third parties, Sophie in

her own home was like an animal at bay. “They have not done me all

the harm they meant to, but they have certainly done all they could,”

she exclaimed bitterly. The clumsy meddling of her family had com-
pletely isolated her, had poisoned the very springs of her life, and had

bound her to her lover by despair. She had come to the point where

she saw no other solution than flight with him: “It has got to end, I

can’t stand it any longer! Again I say, Gabriel or death!”

Everything conspired to drive Mirabeau to a catastrophic decision.

The idea of fleeing abroad obsessed him. His father seems to have been

the first to suggest it to him. Michaud, the public prosecutor at Pontar-

lier, whose friendship Mirabeau had won, in addition, apparently, to his

sister’s regard, had appealed warmly to the marquis. But this irrecon-

cilable father had replied: “From what I can gather about things and
men, if the person in whom you arc kind enough to interest yourself

could go to some country where he did not have to languish, you would
do him a great wrong by preventing him from doing so. I know no
country today that is more alien to him than France.”

“What happened to me when I read that fateful letter,” wrote Mira-

beau later in reminiscence, “I will not tell you, father; for you used to

pretend that when I fainted I was shamming epilepsy. . . .'Oh, my fa-

ther, had I deserved, then, to be chased away from my family and my
country?”
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The idea wounded him, but it continued to gain headway. ‘T am in-

deed tired of prisons,” he wrote to his mother. “On the other hand, I

am very reluctant to go abroad; it is like renouncing one’s country, like

giving in, and I neither can nor will do either.”

The decision that tormented him was imposed from without. Events

entirely unconnected with Mirabeau recoiled on him. There had been

a scandal at the French embassy in London. The ambassador, the Comte
de Guines, had been accused by his secretary of smuggling under

cover of diplomatic privilege, and of profiting by information that came

to him through his official position to speculate in government securities.

The ambassador was recalled. Powerful friends who had the ear of the

queen intervened on his behalf. Royal favour decided the issue in the

courts, and his secretary was sentenced for libel.

The incident was exploited by all those who had a grudge against

Turgot, all those whose abuses he had combated. Those whom he had

offended by his uncompromising methods, those whose susceptibilities

he had wounded, used their influence on the queen. In spite of the king’s

resistance, Marie Antoinette obtained the title of duke for the Comte
de Guines and the dismissal of Turgot. Malesherbes, who had worked

with Turgot for the recall of an ambassador under too powerful pro-

tection, was also sacrificed.

The commission on lettres de cachet^ which had been occupied with

Mirabeau’s case, seemed ready to pronounce in favour of his imme-

diate liberation. But on the eve of the minister’s fall it seems to have

been thinking already, like the other official bodies, of his successor. It

did not venture to display too much courage. It decided, “in order to

maintain due respect for the king’s command and to fall in with the

arrangements concerning the Comte de Mirabeau and his family,” to

take cognizance of only one of his offences, his escape, and to prolong

his detention for no more than six months. The Marquis de Mirabeau,

aided by a bombardment of petitions to the minister from the Ruffeys,

immediately obtained a lettre de cachet ordering the transfer of his son

to the fortress of Doullcns. He was the more determined to incarcerate

his son in a well-supervised prison since Louise de Cabris had entered

a convent at Lyon. “She has a cooler and a more calculating head

than her brother’s,” he wrote, “but unfortunately for me it works on

a wicked heart, which her brother in reality has not. When both arc at

liberty thfey have frequent and violent quarrels, but their troubles have

united them, and if they got together Hell would emerge from that

congress.*’
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He hastened to warn the governor of DouUens against the wiles of

his son and his gift of playing “the seigneur and the illustrious victim.”

“What was I to expect from this determination to remove me from a

place where I was doing well? New persecutions, no doubt, and an

austere commandant, prejudiced against me,” concluded Mirabcau. The
fall of Malesherbes had been “a thunderclap” for him. Before leaving

office the minister had transmitted to him a last piece of advice out of his

powerlessness
—

“to go to a foreign country and there to take a degree.”

Gabriel de Mirabeau took a desperate course. On the night of May
24, 1776, he fled from the chateau of Dijon.

5

“It was entirely my doing,” exclaimed Sophie one day. Mirabeau’s

escape had sown panic among the Ruffey family. Sophie’s brother came
armed to Pontarlier, as though to maintain a siege. In spite of the

family’s urgency, the Marquis dc Monnier refused to shut up his wife

in a convent, for Sophie had declared that “I shall set it on fire.” He
did not dare to apply for a lettre de cachet for her, for, however bad

a psychologist he might be, he thought her capable of stabbing herself,

as she had threatened to do if she were deprived of her liberty.

Like so many others who are passionately in love with life, Sophie

was obsessed by the idea of a voluntary death. Her lover knew that

her threats were neither empty nor the morbid play of an excited imag-

ination, but a calm and unshakable resolve: she preferred death to a

life without the love that was its raison d’etre. He said one day, with

terrible prescience: “You will see her serene and tranquil a quarter of

an hour before the catastrophe, which nevertheless will come if she is

reduced to despair.”

Mirabeau wandered in flight along the Swiss frontier. He was deeply

distressed. “My lot gets worse every minute,” he wrote to his sister.

Later he admitted to a woman friend: “I knew then just as well as I

know today that it was utter madness to carry her off.” He was sure

of finding abroad, “provided that I went alone, the advantages which

my youth, my birth, and my sword could procure for me.”

His father would have been satisfied with getting rid of him and

would have pursued him no longer. But the abduction of a married

woman would rouse two influential families and would close for him
every avenue of reconciliation. He was fully aware of the danger he

was'running. But he was profoundly unhappy. *'Here 1 am, exiled from
my countryi” he wrote to Louise, “without hope of seeing my son
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again, and lost to all my friends. ... I have sacrificed everything to

love and I have achieved nothing for love, I shall never dare to return

to my country when I am able to. Under the insulting pity of those

poor creatures who think themselves wise because they are incapable

of a passion, what could I do in France.^ And what should 1 want to

do there, far from Sophie?”

Sophie was not the only one to urge him to take this fateful decision.

Louise de Cabris, M^ith her cold heart and her heated imagination, swore

to do her utmost to reunite Sophie with her lover, and she herself

elaborated plans of flight in order, with the two lovers, to rejoin Brian-

9on in England.

Her reply to the desperate appeals from her brother was to join

him in Switzerland. She was accompanied by her inseparable lover and

by a girl whose acquaintance she had made in the convent at Lyon,

a sister of the Marquise de Saint-Orens, who had known Mirabeau

at Saintcs and had yielded to the fascination of his fiery temperament.

The romantic young girl felt attracted by this exceptional lover of

whose terrible charm she had heard so much. For Louise the escapade

was a game whose risks rendered it so much the more exciting.

Mirabeau, absorbed though he was by his passion, was unable to

resist the presence of a pretty young girl whom he knew to be so

much in quest of adventure. Although she was engaged, the girl allowed

herself to be seduced by Gabriel. The two couples lived in a strange

promiscuity.

Amid this overexcitement Louise was in her element. She wrote to

Sophie: ”You had better hurry, you know why.” Sophie sent parcels

to her containing her dresses and her jewellery. She was accused later

of having made use of a skeleton key to steal her husband’s money.

The Marquis de Mirabeau sent detectives after Gabriel. He en-

gaged an inspector who was “unique in Europe for this sort of thing,”

and who undertook, with the aid of two men, to find his son The
marquis was also well served, he said, by his friends, one of whom, the

Due de Nivemois, had become a minister of state. He had prepared a

new prison for his son, Mont Saint-Michel, ^which he believed to be

safe, “because there is first the chateau, then a wall round the moun-
tain, and then a pretty long passage across the sand, which needs guides

if one is not to be engulfed in the quicksands.”

Mirabeau, dogged by detectives, crossed and recrossed the frontier.

“The scoundrel changes his quarters every day,” wrote the marquis to

Caroline. “He has the secret of baffling lazy or knavish sleuths, and he

will ravage the world with his detestable talents.”
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Mirabeau was helped by adventurers whose acquaintance he had

made at Dijon, and who brought danger on him by their indiscreet

zeal. He crossed the Rhone with Brian9on, who stupidly provoked a

quarrel with the boatmen, fired a pistol at one of them, luckily missed,

and fled, leaving Mirabeau to struggle alone with a number of furious

men.

Louise returned to Lyon; Mirabeau went into hiding at Lorgues, in

the house of a friend of Brianfon, in a room with closed shutters. After

the excitement of constant movement, solitude swooped down on

him. Behind the closed shutters, his imagination went roving. He
escaped from his troubles, from the burden of isolation, from his long-

ing for activity, and from the privations that tormented him, by writ-

ing interminable letters to Sophie. In her absence he wanted her more
furiously than ever; he was obsessed by the memory of their in-

timacy; he imagined her trembling with the same desperate desire

as he.

Sophie was curious about all the details of his life, and especially

about this sister whose affection filled so large a place in her lover’s

existence. To appease her unconscious jealousy, Mirabeau compared the

two women. He had known little of his sister, who had dazzled him
as she dazzled every man who came near her, and the intimacy of their

escapade enabled him to see things in proportion. He deflated her de-

ceptive show of intellectual superiority and discovered her moral short-

comings. “Louise has bright ideas, but almost all of them are borrowed,”

he wrote to Sophie. “She never gets hold of the exact phrase, because

she never thinks with precision. Louise is always consistent; she will

often astonish, as you rarely do, but you seduce, you go to the heart.

... As may be seen especially,” he added, “in your letters. Everything

about Louise is trivial and gigantesque, cold and turbid.” The friction

between their impetuous temperaments must have produced frequent

disharmonies during their journey. “Nobody in the world is more diffi-

cult to live with than Louise, and nobody is so sweet and attractive

as Sophie.”

But Mirabeau did not content himself with contrasting the char-

acters of the two women. He also discussed their physical character-

istics, down to the most intimate details. In his indiscreet letter there

was even the admission of incestuous relations.

Among the inexplicable impulses to which Mirabeau yielded in his

life, this indiscretion was one of the gravest. The letter, with its ter-

rible admission, never reached Sophie.^Owing to an imprudent address,
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it was intercepted and fell into the hands of the Ruffeys. It became a

formidable weapon secretly pointed against him. One day it came
into the hands of the Marquis de Mirabeau, who held it as a terrible

menace over his daughter’s head. When Louise learned of it she never

forgave her brother. Of all the hatreds that pursued Gabriel, hers was

the most implacable. Of all his rabid enemies, she was the most fero-

cious. Brother and sister were never again reconciled.

Meanwhile detectives were pestering Louise with questions about the

fugitive. They alarmed her especially by threats against Briangon. Her
lover, in a simple and violent man’s fury, swore that if anything hap-

pened to Louise the Marquis de Mirabeau should perish at his hand.

Louise was distracted. “To betray my brother is more than I can do,”

she wrote to her mother. “To betray my friend, to leave him in danger

—still less can I do that.” As yet she knew nothing of the terrible

wrong her brother had done her, and yet she was ready to sacrifice

him to her lover. She swore that she would have nothing more to

do with his affairs. She gave the detectives his address, appeasing her

conscience with the reflection that “the best thing that can happen to

him now is to be recaptured.”

The detectives rushed to Lorgues. But Mirabeau saw them through

the interstices of his shutters. He made good his escape in the night.

Suspecting nothing of Louise’s complicity, he left for Brian9on a letter

containing his itinerary. But the man hastened to communicate the in-

formation to the police.

Once more Mirabeau was in headlong flight. He climbed steep moun-
tain paths, descended toward Turin, crossed the Great Saint-Bemard,

and went through the Valais. Drawn irresistibly by his passion, he made

for a Swiss village near Pontarlicr. A terrible anxiety was added to all

the rest: he knew now that the fatal letter had not arrived. He guessed

that he had been betrayed by his sister, from whom he asked in vain

for his papers and the letters exchanged with Sophie. He felt abandoned,

with nothing left in the world but his love.

At this time Sophie informed Mirabeau that she had procured a

strong dose of laudanum from a chemist’s shop in Pontarlicr. Could

Gabriel allow h^r to swallow the fatal dose? He sent her a guide who
would conduct her across the frontier by a mountain path. About the

middle of August 1776, at nightfall, Sophie escaped from her husband’s

house. She rejoined her lover in the house of a woman who kept a shop

in Verriires. Mirabeau, under his note of this memorable date, put a

pencil outline, boyish and touching, of a heart in flames.
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“When authority becomes arbitrary and oppressive, when it attacks the

properties for whose protection it was instituted, when it breaks the

contract that assured it its rights and set limits to them, resistance is a

duty, and cannot be called revolt.”

This justification of the great upheaval of the century preceded it by
a dozen years. At that turning-point in history, particularly sensitive

beings registered the distant shocks of the future. A man who had suf-

fered from tyranny and injustice could not remain indifferent to any

injustice, wherever it might be committed in the world.

Trading in soldiers was a source of important revenue for the German
princes. England was buying troops and sending them to repress the

insurrection of her colonies in America.

In February 1777 the hereditary prince of Hesse-Cassel had con-

cluded with a representative of England a new contract providing for

the supply of a corps of riflemen. Germans tom from their soil revolted

when embarking in Holland. Dutch peasants helped them in their

escape. But other contingents continued to be embarked at Nijmegen.

The incident aroused widespread feeling in Holland. A pamphlet

appeared at Amsterdam with the title Advice to the tnen of Hesse and

to the other peoples of Qermmy sold by their princes to England.

“You are sold, and for what purpose, ye just gods! In order to attack

peoples who are defending the most just of causes, who are giving you
the most noble example. Why do you not imitate them instead of trying

to destroy them?” A firebrand was smouldering within the pages of

this anonymous screed. A German writer replied with a pamphlet en-

titled Counsels of reason against the advice to the men of Hesse. But

the anonymous author published in turn a Reply to the counsels of
reason. The Reply proclaimed the right of revolt. “He who exerts

himself to recover his liberty, and fights for it, is exercising a very

legitimate right.” It defined the sovereignty of the people. “The crime

of Use-nation is the greatest of crimes, and a people is as superior to

its sovereign as the sovereign is to an individual.”

It was a new language, the language of the morrow. At the same

time there appeared in France a small document, also anonymous, on
the same subject, widi the title Letter from Count von Schaumberg to

Baron von Hohendorff, commanding the Hessian troops in America.

Its principal weapon vm irony. In it a petty German prince recalled

to the .commandant diat England was paying him, the prince, thirty

guineas for each soldier lolled, and he add^ that he needed diis mon^
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for a season of Italian opera. “I am about to send you some new recruits.

Don’t economize them. Remember glory before all things. Glory is true

wealth. Nothing degrades the soldier like the love of money- . . . Do
you remember that of the three hundred Lacedaemonians who defended

the defile of Thermopylae, not one returned? How happy should I be

could I say the same of my brave Hessians!”

The writer of the pamphlet, which was published anonymously in

Holland, called himself the Comte de Saint-Mathieu. He addressed him-

self to the bookseller Marc-Michel Rey, who with Changuyon had

founded a French publishing house at Amsterdam in order to evade

the censorship: “It matters little to you who I am, or how hotly I have

been pursued by my persecutors, but I have no doubt that you would
readily seize the opportunity to oblige a man of letters when you find

the interest of your business united with the pleasure of doing good. I

am the author of the Essay on Despotism, of which two editions were
issued in six weeks.”

But the publishers were suspicious: “Nothing is given away in this

country of calculators.” Mirabeau wrote to his mother that Rey had

told him “that he had been assured that this work was by another

person, whom he named to me. The indignation bound to be felt by
any honest man at the suspicion that he is telling so cowardly a lie as

to claim another’s work led me to take a very imprudent step. I wrote

at once to Fauche to inform the Dutch publisher whether M. le Comte
de Mirabeau was not the author.” He also offered to do translations for

the publishers: “I know several languages, I have plenty of facility, and

I am willing to work and am in need of work.”

Holland was “the dearest country in Europe, not excepting London.”

The Comte and Comtesse de Mathieu rented a modest apartment from

a French tailor. They had no friends or relations in this exclusive so-

ciety. But they were gloriously, shamelessly happy.

Sophie had chosen as the motto on her seal “L'amour brave le sorf^

—

“Love braves fate.” Mirabeau had had a Ladn motto engraved on his

—

“ ’Twas with thee that love began, ’tis with thee that it will end.”

A cloud passed over their horizon: Mirabeau’s imprudence threatened

to cost them dear. Fauche sent him the certificate he wanted, but at

the same time hastened to commiunicate his address to the Marquis de

Monnier. Briangon, for his part, denounced him to an inspector of po-

lice, Brogui^res, who had been vainly pursuing Mirabeau. Louise had

learnt, no doubt through the indiscretion of a minister who was very

devtMed to her mother, that the Marqub de Mirabeau was making use

of hb son’s indiscreet letter, as he had made use long before of hb wife’s
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“little papers.” Mirabeau replied to his mother’s inquiry by denying

everything. Louise remained alarmed and indignant in spite of his de-

nials. Brian^on, infuriated, took revenge on Mirabeau by setting de-

tectives on his tracks.

To avoid the consequences of his imprudence, Mirabeau acquired

the right of domicile in Amsterdam, which he imagined would put

him “beyond reach of surprises of any sort.” He paid dearly for this

right. The little money the two had brought with them had quickly

been swallowed up by the purchase of clothes for Sophie and of the

books Gabriel could not do without. The publishers kept him waiting

for work. The two fell into debt, even for their rent. Their situation

became desperate. Sophie suffered especially. “I have an incredible

hatred of debts,” she exclaimed. But when at that moment a confidential

servant of the Marquis dc Monnier arrived at Amsterdam with money
for her, Sophie refused to see him, knowing that her husband’s first

condition would be that she should leave her lover.

Little by little, however, their financial situation improved. Mirabeau

could translate from several languages. Publishers entrusted him with

translations from English. He had an extraordinary faculty for hard

work. He started at dawn, difficult though it was for him to get up so

early
—“We so loved our bed,” he sighed later—and worked until nine

o’clock at night. The publishers began to “overwhelm him with work.”

Sophie gave lessons in Italian, made extracts for Mirabeau, read his

proofs, did the household work, even found time to do some painting.

She was radiantly happy. “Brought up in and accustomed to opulence,”

wrote Mirabeau later, “she was never so gay, so brave, so attentive,

so placid, and so tender as in poverty.” Mirabeau wanted to offer her

a more luxurious life. It was hard for him to bear the idea that Sophie

had to earn money herself, and he showed his bad humour by scolding

her for “grammatical stupidities.” His jealousy, he admits, “was without

limits.” He was even jealous of Sophie’s pupils. “Your Italian lessons,”

he admitted to her, “were a torture to me.”

He realized himself that he was a difficult man for a woman to live

with. “My character is irregular, my susceptibility is prodigious, my
vivacity excessive.” But Sophie was wholly attached to him, body and

soul, and filled with boundless admiration for him.

While Mirabeau was jealous of every man who came near Sophie,

she for her part was hostile to everything outside his love for her. She

grudged the interests that busied him, and especially those which robbed
diem of their hours of intimacy, as if she realized that their moments
together were limited. Gabriel was for Sophie simply a lover, her lover.
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She loved in him only the things that were within her scope. She had

no more ambition for him than for herself. Mirabeau said later:

“Literally, tending the flocks with me would have fulfilled her high-

est aspirations.”

7

Like all the French aristocrats who were enamoured of the new ideas,

Mirabeau was a freemason and a member of the Grand Orient lodge.

Sophie greatly disliked seeing him resume contact with these circles in

Holland. She detested the “mischievous blackguards of freemasonry,”

as she detested everything that took him away from her.

Mirabeau was well aware of the part played by fashion in the at-

traction exercised by freemasonry, a thoroughly ephemeral part: “Those
who, lacking a certain illumination of the mind and a certain en-

thusiasm in the heart, have entered the order of the Frcc-Masons only

through curiosity or for the purposes of some interest, usually find

little satisfaction and often leave it.” But others were attached to the

Order, “men who recognized what utility, what greatness, what worth

there is in a universal place from which threads go out to all countries

to unite a very great number of enlightened people.” To these people

he addressed himself with a plan for a reorganization of freemasonry.

The future reformer knew already how to form a group of men for

effective action at any desired moment. The future statesman, though

he was as yet unaware of his destiny, saw clearly that, in order to

carry out necessary reforms, there was need for a plan well prepared

in advance and well ripened in men’s minds. “The time seems to have

come,” he wrote in his memorandum, “when the most enlightened and

the most magnanimous F. [freemasons] should unite to turn the O.

[Order] toward the great aim it is capable of attaining.” Mirabeau shared

his contemporaries’ belief in the Omnipotence of universal education in

creating the miracle of progress. “It is to defects in education that must

be attributed the ignorance of the people of all states.” The first aim

of the association should thus, in his view, be “care for the extension

as far as possible of the sphere of learning, not so much in depth as in

area.”

The fear of oppression was another obstacle to human happiness.

“Despotism and its consequences form one of the great scourges of hu-

manity; and the second main pivot of the association should be the cor-

rection of the present system of governments and legislatures.”

In this first sketch of a plan for the future there was already all the
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boldness that Mirabeau was later to reveal. There was also his spirit

of moderation, allied to his impulses of revolt—his constructive spirit,

concerned to avoid too radical upheavals and destruction, “This correc-

tion,’’ he adds, “may be particular or general, insensible or sudden, un-

seen or startling. This latter type should not enter into the spirit of the

association; it is contrary to the statutes of the O. It is dangerous for

humanity itself.”

He then gave expression to an idea which he was to make one of

the bases of his future policy: “Ambitious persons take advantage of

disturbed times to impose another yoke, and often a harsher one, on

the human race.”

He fixed the rules of the reformed Order. He would have every

prince excluded, “though he were a God in virtue,” and he pointed

out the extent to which princes had “spoilt” freemasonry. He wanted

also to exclude bigots; “Every person admitted should be entirely

tolerant and convinced that religion is a matter between God and

each individual man, in which no third party has any right to interfere

against the will of those concerned.” He further excluded those who
have “neither property nor talents to assure them against indigence.

Poverty makes men too ready to do anything to escape from it for it

to be possible to entrust such a plan to a man in that state.”

It wis a complete plan for a future society that he drew up in his

memorandum. The brothers of the superior grade would undertake “to

abolish as far as they can the bond-service of peasants, the tying of

men to tiie soil, the laws of mortmain, and all the usages and rights that

degrade mankind and are frightful relics of the barbarism of our an-

cestors.”

The man who drew up this bold plan, in which social problems were
approached for the first time and the broad lines of his future policy

sketched, was as yet but a “poor literary hack,” exhausted by the labour

for his daily bread. His memorandum, which brought forth no echo

and was without result, seems to have been an isolated excursion into

the field of fundamental reform.

During this struggle with material difficulties his principal relaxa-

tion was music. There was very good music to be heard in Holland.

But, wrote Mirabeau ironically, “one goes to a concert in Amsterdam
because it is the means of meeting friends in a country that has no
society; because those who do not like music can admire pretty women
and especially the kind ones; because those who know nothing of the

art of combining sounds are at least looked at.”
^

He preferred instrumental music. In order to defeidki it as "the princt^
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pal object of the composer, the basis of his art, and his prime talent,”

he wrote an essay with an unexpected title: Le lectern y mettra le litre

—The Reader Will Supply the Title. But even in this essay on an art he
returns to his main preoccupation: “Despotism destroys the arts after

it has degraded them, for he whose hean is corrupted rarely has an ele-

vated imagination.”

A burlesque story in verse, Parapilla, which, thanks to its licentious

character, was reprinted again and again, and of which the authorship

was claimed by other contemporary writers, belongs also to the short

period, so laborious and so fruitful, of his Amsterdam idyll.

Gabriel and Sophie were lulled into a sense of false security. “Alas,

yes, we thought our happiness was solid,” wrote Mirabeau bitterly at

a later date.

8

The Physiocrats suffered a heavy blow in the fall of Turgot. His failure

meant for them the collapse of their doctrine. Many of their disciples,

such as Dupont de Nemours, were exiled, laughed at, or arraigned.

Everywhere they met with more or less disguised hostility. Not only

did the lukewarm and the hesitant turn away from them, but even their

friends blamed them for the tailure of their hopes. “He was simply a

virtuous dreamer, a truly reckless fellow,” grumbled the disappointed

Marquis de Mirabeau.

The Marquise de Mirabeau took advantage of her husband’s loss of

prestige to push her claim for a legal separation. Her son was abroad,

being unable, she told the minister, “to serve a country as step-motherly

to him as to me.” But Louise de Cabris was at her side; Helped and

spurred on by her, the marquise drew up a memorial, “full of horror,”

said the marquis, “in which I am accused of everything conceivable.”

And she distributed it “at every door.” All her grievances were poured

out in floods of reprobation. Ever3rthing was put in, sufferings and

wrongs, real and imaginary; she spared nobody, not even her own chil-

dren, whom she declared to be in good health while she herself was

infeqted by maladies of her husband’s.

Shie accused her husband of debaufchery and of tyranny, of hypocrisy

and rapacity; extracts taken from his letters showed him in his ex-

cessive pride and his harshness. The marquise added in her own writing

a memorandum put together from the letters her son had written, be-

fore his flight, to Malesherbes. This was published without Gabrid’a

Icnowledge, and so hurriedly that the letters were inserted without edit*
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ing, even the one in which Mirabeau defended himself with indigna-

tion against the suspicion of intending to abduct Mmc. de Monnier.

The bailli urged his brother to reply to the libels: his silence would
surprise his friends and admirers all over Europe. “Reply to whom and

to what?” objected the marquis. “Reply so as to attract new lies? It

is being said that I am treating the public with contempt—as if the

public were my judge!” Actually his hands were tied by the threat that

hung over Mmc. dc Pailly. The marquise had spoken of her in her

memorial without naming her. If she were further roused she would

attack her directly. Nor could he agree, as was suggested to him, to

the legal separation demanded by his wife, for she added “claims for

eleven hundred thousand livres for alleged damage and spoliation at my
hands, and if I had given way to the first of her demands ... the others

would have followed and would have sought me out at Marseille or any-

where, for, once defeated, Pompey and Antony found nothing but

assassins everyw’hcrc.”

He contented himself with publishing a long memorandum in which

he refuted the charge of having squandered the fortune of the mar-

quise, and with circulating “in the seclusion of official quarters,” as his

son wrote later, the compromising admissions made by the marquise,

and representing her as a sensual pervert who would recoil from no

infamy.

Mirabeau knew nothing of the shameful certificates supplied by his

mother to one or, it seems, more than one, of her lovers. His father

had kept them from him, as he himself had not admitted Emilic’s be-

trayal to his father. But he learned that his father was telling “all Paris”

that he, Gabriel, had been in bed with his mother. When later he spoke

to a friend of his father’s—and of his own—he forced this friend to

agree that his father “had never believed in this frightful imputation,

of which, perhaps, he was not the author, but which he helped to

spread and transmitted to all his judges.”

Gabriel then, in the first impulse of wrath, drew up a pr6cis in

support of his mother’s case. In sending it to his mother he added:

could have done it better if I had had more time, but there is heat

in it, and I hope you will not be dissatisfied with it.” The document had,

indeed, been drawn up, copied, and printed in a week. It was an un-

considered act, accomplished under the influence of violent indigna-

tion. Mirabeau tried to justify it as the reply to provocation. “My
memorandum will seem moderate to anyone who knows that I wrote

with that canker within me.“

Like his mother, he spared nothing and nobody. Everything was put
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in, all the hardships and humiliations of his oppressed childhood and

his persecuted adolescence. He, too, did not hesitate to bring in the

person dearest to the marquis—^without naming her: “One of those

intriguing, seductive, dangerous women who, though entirely without

the virtues needed for mothers of a family, have sufficient cleverness

and impudence to usurp their rights.”

He himself felt all the power of his dangerous eloquence. Carried

away by the intoxication of this power, he went on to write an anec-

dote in which he painted the marquis not only as a hypocritical tyrant,

but also as an ignoramus who, “though unable to distinguish a grain of

rye from a grain of wheat, set himself up as a legislator for kings and

agriculturists. . . . The Friend of Mankind was no friend either of his

wife or of his children. He preached virtue, beneficence, order, and

morality, though he was both the worst of husbands and the harshest

and most spendthrift of fathers.”

He sent several hundred copies of his memorandum and of the anec-

dote to his mother, who sent them on to a minister whom she believed

to be her protector. But the moment the packets arrived from Holland,

the minister hastened to inform the marquis.

The case of the Marquise dc Mirabcau was heard in May 1776 before

the Grand*chambre of the parlement. The atmosphere was not favour-

able to the leader of the Physiocrats. The blow his son had struck was

to be mortal for the marquis. His reputation never recovered. Gabriel

de Mirabeau had aimed too well. The idol had fallen from its pedestal.

The Friend of Mankind remained in the eyes of the general public the

enemy of his wife and children, a philosopher-hypocrite.

But the court remained unaffected by the sudden revulsion in public

opinion. Mother and son had perhaps gone too far in spreading so gross

a scandal. The marquise lost her case for legal separation. “She will

always be the dupe of her own violence,” her son said of her. Maddened

by the judgment, she broke that evening into her husband’s house, on

the pretence of wishing to resume conjugal domicile. Saying that she

was ill, she got into bed.

The marquis fled. But he told the hall porter not to admit the legal

adviser of the marquise who had drawn up the insulting memoranda.

From her bed the marquise heard the altercation between her lawyer

and the suisse. Bare-lcgged and with little more on than a petticoat, she

rushed out into the courtyard and threw herself against the door which

the suisse was just closing against her visitor. Her cries roused the whole

street. The Marquise de Mirabeau, clinging to the door, sent her

pathetic appeals to the growing crowd that was massed in front of the
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entrance. It was a pitiable spectacle to see this old woman, with scarcely

anything on, caught hold of by a servant and made to go indoors. The
excited crowd was ready to intervene. Other servants ran up, and the

wretched scene ended amid incoherent, desperate shouting that filled

the whole of the rue de la Seine, accompanied by the dull roar of the

crowd round the heavy closed door.

“Unhappily she is only half insane,” said the marquis. He could not

put her into a lunatic asylum as he would have liked to do, but he

secured a lettre de cachet against her for provoking disorders. The
Marquise de Mirabeau was removed by royal warrant and taken to a

convent.

9

M. de Monnier now prosecuted his wife for adultery and her lover for

the abduction of a married woman. Sophie’s family worked for her

ruin with ill-considered zeal. They were afraid of seeing the young
woman abandoned by her lover in a foreign country, or led by him

“from crime to crime.” But the family did not know her place of refuge.

Mirabeau’s letter, transmitted by the publisher Fauche, gave the address

to M. de Monnier. The Ruifey family at once applied for Sophie’s ex-

tradition. They asked the Marquis de Mirabeau to join with them.

The marquis had determined “not to run after the wretch any longer.”

But when he learned of “his infamous and repeated libels,” he lent all

his support to the prosecution.

The Minister of Foreign Affairs prepared the act of extradition; the

French Minister in Holland, the Due de La Vauguyon, was instructed to

assist the police officer charged with the arrest. This officer was no
other than Brugui^res, who was out to take his revenge.

The case of the Baron de Villeneuve-Mouans against Mirabeau was
heard in his absence toward the end of 1776. Mirabeau was condemned
to loss of civil rights and to a fine of six thousand livres. Only his ab-

sence saved him from having to listen in the council chamber, bare-

headed and on his knees, to the reading of the sentence, which declared

him “reprimanded and infamous” and deprived him forever of his civil

rights.

While the case of the Marquise de Mirab^u was being heard in

Pkris, the criminal court at Pontarlier gave judgment in the suit of the

Marquis de Monnier against the two lovers. Mirabeau was convicted

of the crime of abduction and condemned to death by decapitation.

The sostxnce was carried out in effigy, juej^ment was given at ^e saute
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time against Sophie, declaring her guilty of adultery, and condemning
her to detention for life in a house of correction, “there to be shaven

and clothed as arc the loose women of the community.”
The Amsterdam idyll lasted less than a year. Mirabeau was warned

of the arrival of Bruguiferes at the beginning of May 1777, but it was im-

possible for the two to flee once more. “I owe more than a hundred

louis here, and I have not six,” he wrote to his mother. “Thus I am
chained here. What more can I do? I have done everything I could. I

must wait for the bomb and do my best to bury it.”

He thought he was protected by his status of burgher of Amsterdam.

He did not reckon with the powerful support on which his father

could draw.

Sophie was pregnant. The happiness of maternity triumphed over her

load of anxiety.

On May 12 the Marquise de Mirabeau lost her case. Two days later

Bruguiires threw off the mask. The lovers were warned. They prepared

to flee separately. Mirabeau had already left the house unobserved. A
friend had arranged to take him to a safe place. But Gabriel learned

that Sophie had been arrested, and turned back. “My feelings and my
principles demanded happiness or unhappiness with her.” ^phie re-

called later: “Your delicate sensibility did not permit you to flee and

to abandon your friend, though you could no longer help her.”

Sophie could not endure the thought of separation. She still had the

poison she had bought at Pontarlier concealed in her corset. The dose

was strong. “It might have served to purge the earth of the tyrants,”

said one of the detectives later. But Mirabeau warned Bruguiires in

time. “I was fully convinced that we were entitled to free ourselves

from our troubles,” he said later, “but I was not persuaded that we had

rights over the life of our child.” Bruguiires, in order to give Sophie

something to live for, promised to get a last interview with Mirabeau,

and to allow letters to pass between the two lovers, on condition that

she handed the poison to him.

There was one last heart-rending meeting between the separated

lovers. Mirabeau, as he went away, exclaimed in despair: “1 have made

you yery unhappy.” In face of the terrible existence that awaited her,

SopUe had the same courage with which she had faced death. She

did not turn her head away as Gabriel departed with that lament on

his lips. Later she found a reply of magnificent simplicity to that cry

of remorse from her lover: “If a man gives us a m^^^cent palace, and

if we are struck by lightnii^ in it, is he to be blamed?”
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CHAPTER SIX

THE FRIGHTFUL MUTILATION OF EXISTENCE

«T AM buried alive in a tomb.”

X Gabriel’s father was determined to make the tomb eternal.

“Apart from time, which, unfortunately, covers and threatens all; apart

also from the idiots who say the king does not want any perpetual

prisons for family purposes, that at most he will permit them for rea-

sons of State, my plan is firmly settled; it is that only the authority and

I shall knpw where he is, and that at my death a sealed letter shall in-

form my substitute of it.”

A great menacing tower, high enclosing walls, a very deep moat,

smaller towers mounting guard at each corner of the sinister rectangular

building, turrets flanking the drawbridge, doors and windows loaded

with heavy iron bars
—

“an enclosure ten feet square is my universe.”

In the thick wall of his cell there was only a narrow slit that scarcely

gave light at any time of the day. Only at sunset did he see a ray pass

through it and light up the gloom in which he lived. A tiny fragment

of the sky was framed in the slit, which was low and small, so thait he

sought in vain for a star during his sleepless nights.

At the moment of separation from Sophie, Mirabeau began to bleed

profusely from nose and mouth. He had a sudden attack of fever. He
continued to spit blood. His robust health had given way when he saw

die gates of the sinister fortress of Vincennes close behind him.

For the first weeks he remained bereft of everythingi, haggard, di-

shevelled, unshaven, ill, without a change of shirt, without a Comb,

without paper, without books, going round and round his cell like

9 wild beast in a cage. The days were interminable, the weeks seemed

months, and the months years; time had stopped for him. The same

ideas, die same regrets, the same bursts of indignation pursued an

infernal dance in his head. He had no illusion as to the duration of his

imprisonment; he was too well aware of his father’s harshness. Even
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hope was killed amid this deprivation of all that was dear to him. When
one day he became able to communicate with the woman he loved, he

put her on her guard against any illusion; “Sophie, Sophie, place no faith

in fortune.”

2

The royal warrant ordered the transfer of the Marquise de Monnier to

Sainte-Pclagie, where prostitutes were imprisoned. The inspector of po-

lice was at first full, of pride in the success of his mission, and perhaps

ready to make the captives feel, after duping him for so long, that now
he had got the better of them. But the journey to France lasted long

enough for him to feel the “magic” of Mirabeau. “You have made a

big change in this man,” Sophie wrote later. Before the journey was
ended the detective sent to hunt them down had become their friend.

The Due de La Vauguyon had intervened with the lieutenant of po-

lice; Bruguieres intervened, in turn, to try to save Sophie from the

shameful punishment of Sainte-P61agie. He did his duties conscien-

tiously, but he could not help thinking that to have fled from an old

and impotent husband for a lover like Mirabeau was not an unforgiv-

able crime.

Since Sophie was pregnant, it was decided to send her to the house of

correction of Mile. Douay to await her confinement. Here she was

given the special privilege of sharing a room with only four other

prisoners, for as a rule there were seven to a room.

In this house in the rue Charonne there were prostitutes who had

emerged from Saintc-P61agie, workwomen, seamstresses, weavers, shop-

keepers. Sophie was drawn at first to a woman whose lot seemed to be

like hers, for she had been anested when fleeing with her lover. But

she soon found that Alexandrine was only a common adventuress, who
had had many liaisons and was consoling herself in captivity with the

jailer.

Chance willed it that Alexandrine’s husband should be the legal

adviser to the Marquis de Mirabeau, When Sophie learned that the

womap knew her lover, she made this characteristic comment: “Par-

don my question, little man, but I dori’t think anybody can sec you

without adoring you* Would it perhaps be a torment for me to find

myself here with a woman you have had?”

The house was infested with flics and with bugs. It was a tprrid sum-

mer. The frequent storms produced panics among the lunatics. In the

crowded rooms the atmosphere was suflFocating. Sophie, whose preg-
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nancy was proving difficult, complained diat the heat was killing her.

But, even more than by her physical sufferings, she was tormented

by uncertain^ as to the fate of her lover. Bruguiires had promised to

get letters durough. But he was away so she heard nothing. She did not

even know where Gabriel was confined. Pending Bruguiires’ return,

she wrote letters for her lover. She cut the paper in advance; at first she

used coffee for ink, and later a fluid made by soaking nails in vinegar.

She wrote at dawn, behind the drawn curtains of her bed, when her

companions were still asleep, on a book supported on her knees, trem-

bling for fear that she would be discovert, and scarcely daring to

move the paper.

Her lover, too, was terribly tormented about Sophie; he confided his

trouble to the very warders who served him. Soplue learned later with

pleasure that all h^ thoughts were for her and that he “spoke of her to

everybody.” The warders, touched by his misfortunes, brought him
flowers. He wanted to send them to Sophie via Bruguiires, but the

flowers faded before the police officer returned.

Sophie wrote pathetically: “When I am dozing I look round for you
just by me, lips seek yours. . . . And it is frightful to wake up.”

But it was about him, always about him, that she was tormented: “Ga-
briel, I can’t help feeling that you will not be able to stand it!” She

revolted against their horrible fate: “What crime have we committed?

Just to love, to adore each other!” And she added with splendid de-

fiance: “That crime I shall commit all my life, though I were to die

for it a thousand times!”

3

“Sire, I am French, yout^, and unhappy; these are so many claims to

interest Your Majesty.” From his sombre cell at Vincennes the Comte
de Mirabeau wrote to Louis XVI. “Sire, it is not only the kindness of

your paternal heart that I seek to interest: I submit to your equity a

denial of justice of which Your Majesty is unaware.” He did not at-

tempt to deny his errors: “Beyond question there were reprehensible

traits in my yondi,” but “if it were necessary to be irreproachable in

order to remain at liberty, it is too true. Sire, that all your subjects

would be prisoners. ... I confine myself to imploring yon, Sire, to

bring my affair to the knowledge of my natural judges. The magis-

trates, depositories and organs of the laws, have tte tmw to examine
it; this is their retycmsSulhy and their duty. I am a man, a citizen, and a
father. On all these grounds 1 daim the protection of nty kiii|g

”
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But the voice of the prisoner of Vincennes, eloquent as it was, did

not reach the king. Mirabeau had sent his letter under cover to the

Minister Amelot. llie letter was transmitted to the Comte de Maure-

pas, brother-in-law of the Due de Nivemois, who was the best friend

of Gabriel’s father. “If I were not thoroughly persuaded,” wrote Mira-

beau, “of your uprightness, I certainly should not venture on the step

I am taking today. I am daring to complain to you about you; and 1

beg you on no account to give vent, on reading ^is letter, to your first

reaction, or, what would Im still more fatal for me, to follow the sug-

gestions of friendship.” He added, subtly recalling that the minister had

himself been a victim of injustice: “Do you not know from your own
experience how easy it is to beguile the great? Your long period of dis-

grace is an irrefutable and a striking proof of it.”

But the authorities remained de^ to all the prisoner’s desperate ap-

peals. “None of my letters had made any change in my lot,” com-

plained Mirabeau. He addressed a new petition to the Comte de Maure-

pas in November 1778: ‘The political events that have happened since

my detention certainly require that troops shall be sent to America,

perhaps to the Indies. I beg you to send me to one or the other of

these countries. There are never too many men in these destructive

countries, and I am worth using as a soldier.”

Meanwhile the Marquis de Mirabeau had obtained no less than four

lettres de cachet for exiling the Marquise de Mirabeau to a convent,

and two more for her landlady and her adviser. He had secured his

greatest triumph in ob^ning the internment of Louise in the convent

of Sisteron. Up to then she had been protected by her wretched hus-

band. But the madness that threatened Cabris broke out violently one

night. He roused the village, throwing money and jewels and even his

dog out of the window and tearing up precious books and rare prints.

Finally he slashed himself with a knife and collapsed. The bailli secured

judicial interdiction in lunacy against him in spin of a violent cam-

paign carried on by Louise with the assistance of two of the foremost

members of die bar at Aix, Pascalis and Portalis. Thereafter Louise called

her uncle “M. le Grand Interdiseur.”

The internment of the beaudful Marquise de Cabris particularly re-

volted public opinion. “I know that if they are to be believed,” wrote

the marquis to the baiUi, “I am the Nero of the century. But what of

it? If I had been sensitive I should have been dead long ago. The public

is not my judge.”
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4

Lenoir, lieutenant of police, was no friend of the Economists. At the

time of the rioting in 1775 he had been dismissed by Turgot, and he

was not restored to his post until after Turgot’s fall. Mirabeati played

adroitly on Lenoir’s prejudice against the secretaries and succeeded in

awakening his personal interest.

Lenoir, a man of experience, applied to the prisoners a measure

which he considered very wise: “I file letters which I think it better

not to transmit,” he wrote to the minister. “I have often remarked that

these permissions to write are of great help in calming minds overheated

by solitude and captivity.” But while he buried complaints in the files,

he was not insensible to distress. Once his sympathy had been gained

for the victim of the Friend of Mankind, he took steps to lighten his

lot. Mirabcau was in his debt for a privilege that was inestimable to him,

permission to exchange letters with Sophie.

Bruguiires had at last returned and set the minds of the lovers at

rest; he transmitted their correspondence faithfully. He was not the

only one, however, who served them as intermediary. Mirabcau also

won over Boucher, the senior confidential clerk who was responsible

for the supervision of the prisoners and for the censorship of their

correspondence. Boucher was a fervent adept of freemasonry, and this

enabled Mirabcau to turn friendly relations into active devotion.

Boucher not only saw to the transmission of the lovers’ letters, he saved

the two from traps, and was prodigal in advice. “How clever you arc

with your slow wisdom, how much better it is than my turbulent precipi-

tation,” declared Mirabcau. Boucher gave support to the two in their

trials with a constancy that was never wanting; he never tired of their

innumerable agitated requests, and they gave him the wcll-dcscrvcd

name of “good angel.”

Mirabcau also found at Vincennes a young man whom he had known
in the past, one of the cheerful companions of his dissipated youth,

Dubut dc La Tagncrettc. The young man was a typical representative

of his age, with its moral indulgence toward the great. Effeminate and

curious about other people’s affairs, he was greatly interested in Mira-

beau’s amours. His nominal father was the local postmaster, and he

himself was his deputy; he secured accomplices on the staff for Mira-

bcau, and helped him to arrange the ingenious cipher which the lovers

employed to tell each other of their plans and hopes. Sophie transmitted

her letters through gardeners, innkeepers, nuns. They had relays of help-

ers in the country towns, a whole network of complicity.
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Thus an uninterrupted two-way flow of open and secret correspond-

ence was established. They wrote in order to tell cafch other everything^

to pour out their affection, to lament their privations, and to escape from

despair. GabrieFs letters to Sophie saved his reason.

He wrote first on paper which he procured clandestinely, writing as

closely as possible, covering endless pages in the semi-darkness of his

cell. Everything came into their letters—^recollections of their brief

happiness, reminiscences of their youth, the despair of the present, fears

for the future, their immense pity for each other, and their impotent

revolt. In Gabriel’s letters there was the delirium of fleshly hunger,

and in Sophie’s the “incalculable tenderness” that immolated self en-

tirely. In talking of love, Mirabeau borrowed eloquence from the

Nouvelle Heloise; Sophie found in her simplicity cries from the heart

that owed nothing to any literary reminiscence: “Anyone who sacri-

fices everything would sacrifice a thousand times more, and still believe

that she had done nothing. ... I have only one science, my tender

friend, that of loving you well.”

For Sophie’s pregnancy Gabriel was full of advice that revealed great

experience and views well in advance of his time. He made her give him

minute descriptions of her troubles, and prescribed remedies for her;

soon he was giving medical advice to the whole house from afar, and

later to the convent to which Sophie was transferred after the birth of

her child.

Early in 1778 Sophie gave birth to a daughter, who was given the

name of Sophic-Gabriellc. The advice Mirabeau gave for the care of

the baby was full of the spirit of an entirely modem hygiene. Whole
pages of his correspondence are a manual of child rearing. He wanted

the baby to be inoculated in good time, but he was met with objec-

tions from Sophie and especially from her companions; these he dis-

cussed with great competence. He wrote a whole treatise on inocula-

tion, which was one day to arouse widespread attention, and he sent it

to Sophie, telling her that it should suffice, and more, to persuade her.

But she was not allowed to keep the child with her. When she left

the house in Paris for the convent of Saintc-Claire at Gien (where she

found material conditions that were a great deal better), the child was

sent to a foster-mother in the country. “I can no longer stand other

people’s children,” she wrote then. “To sec their children and to be

deprived of mine drives me crazy.”

Mirabeau called for the most minute details of his daughter’s health,

and sent orders as to the way she should be looked after. He pestered

ibe faithful Boucher to go and see on the spot how the child was
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being treated. His advice, his exhortations, his anxieties were often more
minutely maternal than those of Sophie.

His love for the little daughter who incarnated for him his and

Sophie’s great happiness and also their terrible sufferings never made
him forget his son. It needed a great deal of insistence on his part to

bring him news in a dry and impersonal letter from Mme. de Mirabeau.

But he was not concerned only for the boy’s physical health. In his

dark cell at Vincennes he began for his son “a very big work which I

thought of leaving as a monument of what I should have wanted to do

for his education if I had been living with him.”

For Sophie he was full of attentions of particular delicacy. He could

not heap presents on her, but he took a great deal of trouble to enrich

her mind and to fill the gaps in her improvised education. “You have

often told me,” he wrote to her one day, “that you knew nothing of

mythology. So I have compiled for you a work, the substance of which

you could have found only in two or three hundred volumes.” Sophie

avidly assimilated everything that came from him. Infinitely malleable,

with no other will than his, she became, so far as her horizon permitted,

a faithful mirror of his mind.

5

“I should much rather, I swear to you on my honour. Monsieur,” wrote

Mirabeau to Lenoir, “have nothmg to eat but dry bread, and be in

irons, but have books, than have all the liberty that can be accorded

here, and be fed from the king’s table, but left without anything to

read.” By dint of vehement petitioning, he succeeded in procuring the

books he needed. “Without books I should soon be dead or mad,” he

said later.
‘

His works were designed primarily for Sophie: “I have also under-

taken a very big work for you, perhaps one beyond my powers, a

translation of Homer, from Homer, but still more from the mag-
nificent translation Pope has made of him into English verse.” He sent

her Ovid’s Metamorphoses, “translated, explained, and with notes,” no
inconsiderable work. Among the other classics he translated were Tibul-

lus, and the Agricola of Tacitus; he compiled an Essay on Latin Elegiacs,

making much use of borrowed matter but working up everything with

his own mental energy and his faculty of assimilation. “I have not ceased

busying myself for you,” he wrote to her at another time, telling her

that he had compUed for her (her ideas of grammar and of spelling were
pretty fanciful) "a little treatise on the French language,” a “fairly
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complete” little grammar, which was found later among his papers.

He also prepared for Sophie “an essay On ancient and modem literature,”

giving her his ideas on the art of their time and on the feebleness of

modem literature, which to him was a symptom of a general feeble-

ness. From his prison he sketched ambitious plans for the progress of

the arts.

He wanted the young king and queen to undertake the patronage

of the fine arts. The great gallery of dte Louvre should be finished and

hung with the king’s pictures, “which are solidly piled up in the Ver-

sailles storehouse.” A parallel gallery, joining the Louvre and the

Tuileries, might serve as a home for the royd library. The prisoner

whose father intended that he should never again see the lights of the

towns dreamed of a modernization and embell^ment of Pai^. He pro-

posed cutting broad roads from the Place Vendfime to die boulevards,

and the opening of a road to be continued past the Panth6on to the

Luxembourg^ He also called for the buildup of two wide bridges fac-

ing the Invalides and the Jardin do Roi, and also for the removal of the

Hdtel-Dieu and the demolition of the buildings attached to it, which

hid the river and broke the line of the quays. But he did not think only

of embellishment. He called for the mal^g of pavements and of a water

supply for Paris. He also considered the social problems which were

particularly urgent in a great city. “Thought should be given to those

who cannot work. When the royal family gives charity, it leaves its

distribution to the lieutenant-general of police, whose knowledge of

the city is confined to those who come into contact with the police. The
trae poor of the capital are those who are not seen. Does anyone sup-

pose that the local ofiicers enter those labyrinths of suffering?”

Mirabeau escaped also into the past. He was particularly attracted by
historical studies. The fragments he compiled, intending to make use

of them for a more important work, were later put together in some
fashion, completed, added to the notes on the development of artistic

life and to the advice to the royal couple, and published by an inde-

fatigable compiler, the Abb6 ^ulavie, under the title MSmoires du
mnisthe du due d'AiguiUon”

Once Mirabeau had begun driginal work, he thought of tackling a

subject that particularly attracted him. But he had doubts of his ca-

pacity. “Misfortune,” he wrote, “elevates men of courage, but disheart-

ens genius.” He felt the demoralizing influence of the terrible monotony
of his life and the slow using op of his mental energy, onhelped by any

external stimulus. “I know, I know too well, that if sadness softens it

also enervates, and dut a troubled mind has far less resilience.”
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But he fought against this invasion of discouragement. “I have always

believed,” he wrote to the lieutenant of police, “and I shall always be-

lieve, that* indifference to injustice is treason and cowardice.” From
his cell he took up the fight against injustice. “Free or not, I shall pro-

claim until my last breath the rights of the human race. What can be a

more natural time for fighting despotism than when one is groaning

in its clutches!” he wrote. That was his justification for the work he

undertook. Now that books were reaching him, he completed his

preparatory work and began to write the book, which bore the title

Des Lettres de cachet et des priwns (Titat.

The point of departure of his work was. this cry of revolt: “The
height of atrocity, after infringing the liberty of a man and after re-

ducing him to the despair of slavery, is to punish him for anything

he does, even with excessive inhumanity, to effect his escape, as if na-

ture and justice demanded that he should respect the life of one who
does not respect his property in his own person, as if everything^ with-

out exception, was not permissible to a man in order to break his

chains!”

Mirabeau supported this cry of revolt with a profound study of

abuses, with excessively long and frequent quotations, as though he felt

the need of the support of authorities in urging his case. Later his author-

ship was challenged on the ground that it would have been impossible

for him to make use in prison of the hundreds of works he quotes. But

his memory was prodigious and his capacity for work inexhaustible.

The picas which Mirabeau advanced in his own defence passed into

the claims he made on behalf of the victims of despotism: “The accused

person should be judged in the most regular forms; it is necessary that

his imprisonment should be legal, and to that end it is necessary that

the accused shall be consulted, supported, defended, and informed

of everything that may help his defence.”

To combat despotism he demanded that judges should be irremov-

able: ^'The independence of judges in the administration of justice is as

necessary as their freedom in order to guarantee the freedom, honour,

and life of the citizen.”

His woric quickly overflowed the limits of a personal cause. He at-

tacked the whole regime under which the authority of a single indi-

vidual made law. Like his contemporaries, he exalted the benefits of

universal education. But he did not believe in the magic power of the

spread of enlightenment through the world. He did not believe that

mental forces were in themselves capable of suppressing the acquisitive-

ness of rival countries or of securing the laying down of arms. Liberty
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was for him a thing for which one hghts and which one defends with

one’s life.

He wanted the defence of popular liberties and of the national pat-

rimony to be confided to the people as a whole. It was also the people^

the whole nation, that must establish its system of jurisdiction: “TTie

law, in order to be just, legitimate, and binding, in a word to be truly

law, must have the seal of free and general consent.” Ten years in

advance of the general call for it, Mirabcau demanded a broad popular

representation: “Throughout the state in which the citizens are en-

tirely without any share in the legislative power through the delegation

of a body of representatives freely elected by the majority of the na-

tion and subject to the control of their constituents, there is no public

liberty at all and can be none.”

He sent to Boucher, as a friend “and not in your official capacity,”

this livre noir—this black book. The first part, he wrote to him, had

cost a year’s work, and, “false modesty apart,” he thought it a good work
“and entirely new.”

Boucher sent it bacit, saying that this book could not be passed on by
him. When one day the marquis gained acquaintance with the book,^

he described it as “seditious insanity unloosed” in which “he has heaped

up everything that can be said against despotism, together with shame-

less special pleading in favour of ne’er-do-wells.” With Lettres de cachet^

Mirabeau had found himself.

Now that he had learned to use his pen, he acquired literary ambi-

tions. During the brief Amsterdam idyll he had come into touch with

various circles, contact with which had confirmed him in his freedom

of thought and had swept away the last prejudices he may have en-

tertained. “I despise my birth,” he wrote one day to Sophie, “Of all the

men of rank in the world, I do not know one who is the equal of the

great writers who have gained their living with their pen.”

6

“The unfortunate are always wrong; wrong to be so, wrong to say sp»

wrong to be in need of others and to be unable to serve them,” wrote

Miral^au bitterly to Sophie. He had won over the lieutenant of police,,

but he had found in the commandant of the fortress a harsh jailer on
whom' he could make no impression. M. de Rougemont, a subordinate

officer and a man of illegitimate and unrecorded birth, took his revenge

for being a social outcast by making those who were at his mercy fee!

all his power. Under his rough military demeanour was concealed, ac-
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cording to Minbean, “a man of infernal hardness, distrustful, double-

dealing, lying.” The prisoner of Vincennes continued to endure the

worst privations. “I have been reduced,” wrote Gabriel to Sophie, “for

a whole year to living on bread and mulled brandy, to such a degree

was the food and drink given me (and I am anything but fussy) hor-

ribly disgusting.” He continued also to work like a madman. “I rarely

sleep longer than three hours at night,” he told Sophie. “You know how
active is my brain. ... So I write or read for fourteen or fifteen hours

a day. I succumb, but survive.”

Shortage of food, lack of exercise, and mental strain ended by de-

stroying his health. His moral sufFerings undermined his constitution;

for, he stud, “mental sufFerings have always affeaed me a thousand

times more than phy»cal ills.” The prison surgeon warned him that he

was killing himself with work. “I find only one thing wrong with that,”

he replied, “that I am not doing it quickly enough.”

In the summer of 1778 he suffered from grave nephritic colic and

from violent haemorrhage. “The regime here is so excessively, 1 almost

said atrociously, severe that it is impossible that I should not perish

here if I remain much longer,” he wrote to the lieutenant of police. He
turned in vain to influential friends, to the Noailles family, who had

protected him at court; all his desperate appeals remained unanswered.

He decided to write directly to his father. SufFering and debilitated,

he mobilized his gift of persuasion and his eloquence in describing the

hardships and the injustices he had sufFered in order to break down
the terrible callousness of the marquis: “It is not worthy of you to be

partisan, my father. ... I have implored you to be judge in your own
case ... to question yourself, with the rigidity of your sense of duty,

deep down in your conscience. Have you the right to proscribe me, and

alone to condemn me? To place yourself above the laws and the forms

of justice in order to destroy me?”
After appealing to reason and to any sense of equity that might still

subsist in the Friend of Mankind, Gabriel discussed point by point the

charges brought against him, the offences of which his father accused

him, and the whole chain of events that had led him to flee abroad. This

closely argued plea, this minute justification, united forensic ability

with the warm and sincere accents of an intimate confession.

After this bold arraignment of his accuser, Mirabeau tried to touch

his father’s heart by painting his atrocious situation, his unnatural con-

dition of existence. “Dead to ail pleasures, I Uve only for pain. What a

frightful mutilation of existence! ... I cannot support such a life,

my fadier, I cannot do it. . . . If you give me back liberty, . . . prismt
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will have made me wise; for dme, which passes over my head much
less lighdy than over those of other mortals, has aroused me from my
dreams."

But the marquis was in no way shaken by this appeal: he remained

insensible to his son's distress. Gabriel’s was a clever appeal, and it was
that cleverness that set his father against him: “Whether he has to be

ape or wolf or fox makes no difference to him—^he is cither without

any effort."

7

Emilie dc Mirabeau lived in Provence the life she had always wanted

to live. After obtaining the right to administer her share of the joint in-

come at the time of Mirabeau’s flight, she sought to complete a legal

separation. But the marquis, who had doomed his son to a slow death,

defended him against his wife, from family solidarity or pride.

Amid her careless and lively existence Emilie took little thought for

the prisoner of Vincennes. She had forgotten her inconvenient husband

all the more thoroughly since she had found a large number of ad-

mirers and many consolations. The Court of Love at Tourves now had

a strong rival in the brilliant society of the chkeau of Tholonct. The
vast resources supplied to the Comte de Galliffet by the plantations

of Santo Domingo maintained an enormous estate and provided lux-

urious hospitality for many guests. The young Comte de Galliffet was

a widower. He had all the advantages of a seigneur of immense wealth,

with the graces of a man of the world and many social gifts. He
was passionately fond of dancing and of comedy. He built at Tholonet

a theatre at which Emilie could shine. His admiration for the Comtessc

dc Mirabeau was no secret. One day all Aix resounded with the story of

a nocturnal adventure of which Einilic was once more the heroine. A
thief, by her account, had fled by the window of her room. Knowing
smiles were exchanged as the name of the Comte de Galliffet passed

round.

Emilie persisted in her requests to her father-in-law to help her get a

legal separation. But the marquis replied: “Ask Victor how he would

like to have no father.” Small as he was; the child had not forgotten

the ardent affection that had been lavished on him, and he would

ask for his father, though each time he did so Enulie curtly silenced

him. Victor was only in his fifth year. He was a strangely serious child

for his age, with the seriousness of children who are unhappy or are

doomed to an early death.
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Emilic adored this gentle and affectionate child who gave her so little

trouble. She knew that his family were jealous of him—the aunts and

nieces whose great expectations he had frustrated. She looked after

him when she thought of it or when she had time to attend to him. A
few days before his fifth birthday the child became ill. Emilic wrote in

alarm to the marquis and the bailli. The marquis was terribly disturbed.

He seemed to realize for the first time that the whole hope of per-

petuating the race of which he was so proud depended on one frail

child. In his alarm he consulted Mme. de Pailly. And for the first time

he had a faint notion that he ought cither to take his elder son out of

prison or to get the younger one married. The Chevalier de Mirabcau

was difficult to marry. The charming child, “a Mirabcau all over,” had

become a young man broken by debauchery; the delicate child had

become a buck rolling in fat. Women and wine had aged him pre-

maturely. The fire of the Mirabeaus was exhausted in him. The marquis

despaired of finding a good match.

News was brought to him that his grandson was better. “I may have

taken alarm too soon,” he said to Mme. de Pailly, “but it is a lesson

for me.”

For Victor’s birthday there was a great celebration at Tholonct, with

a play. Emilic, who was to be the principal lady, was easily persuaded

that her son was out of danger. She was on the stage when news was

brought to her that the boy was in convulsions. Alarmed, she tried to

get away from the fun and excitement around her, but before she could

do so a second messenger came with the news that the child was dead.

She collapsed on the stage. The audience crowded forward; the Mar-

quis de Marignane fainted.

“I have received news,” wrote the Marquis de Mirabcau to his brother,

^‘of the death of our child, the last hope of our name. I thought until

now that I had from my mother a soul immune to any major shock.

After all I have borne, I believed in my strength. God has willed it

that I should be undeceived.”

Emilic’s indolent mind was filled with terror. She suspected the fam-

ily of having poisoned her child. She feared for her own life. In her

trouble she sought help from the bailli. She went to the chateau of Mira-

beau. “She felt ill when she arrived, and I was very sorry for her,” the

bailli wrote to his brother. “She can no longer manage for herself any-

where, and wants me to bring her to you.”

But in spite of pressing invitations from the marquis, she put off the

journey. Tbc bailli, so open with his feelings, may have given her an
inkling of the idea that was running in his hwul. “In spite of the fury
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and the indignities of the vile libels that have appeared in your wife’s

name,” he wrote to his brother, “people insist on thinking that you are

a little hard on your family. Don’t you think it might be suggested to

this young woman that she cannot go on living with you unless she

rejoins her husband?”

When Emilie at last decided to go, there came news of the death of

the Comte de Valbelle, which prostrated her father. She therefore went
to him.

“I loved my son. Monsieur, so I had to lose him,” wrote Gabriel to

his father. Sophie trembled for him: “I see your sorrow only too well,

although you try to hide it from me. I know too well how you loved

him. With what tenderness you used to talk to me about him at the

time of our happiness!” She added: “My friend has not changed. What
sacrifices has he not made for love! He will also do this, yes, he will

live for me and for my daughter; I shall ask him to, and he will not

refuse; for he has never refused me anything.”

The blow had been terrible. Ill and brought low by grief, Mirabeau

felt that his own end was near. He burned private papers, collected his

manuscripts into a large sealed packet, and wrote letters which the

faithful Boucher was to send to his family. He begged Sophie to live

after him for their daughter, reminded his father that he w'as leaving

an unfortunate child in the world, and wrote to his brother, entrust-

ing his daughter to him. “Tired of being unhappy, and that without

mitigation, without compensation, and almost without hope, one in-

vokes death. It is cruel to have to say to oneself: E finito il mio tempo a

mezzo gli armiy but it is my fate. My career is ended at the age at which

other men begin theirs.” But Mirabeau was not to die in the fortress of

Vincennes. His vigorous constitution triumphed once more over sick-

ness.

Above the child’s tomb there rose a ray of hope.

8

The bailli claimed for his niece perpetual imprisonment, such as the

marquis had claimed for his son. He wanted her place of exile to be

unknown, and wanted her to be kept without pen and ink, “recommend-

ing that her passionate fits should be restrained, if necessary by means

of ox whips.” Louise, however, profited by the liberty she enjoyed

at Sisteron to prepare a memorial which Brian^on took to Paris and

submitted to a number of eminent lawyers. In March 1779 this memorial

was printed by the presses of die Prince de Conti. It was openly sold
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at the Palais-RoyaL Fifteen thousand copies circulated in Paris alone.

This “dbg of a memorial,” as the marquis called it, made an immense

sensation.

The bailli urged his friend the attorney general {procttreur gSnSral)

to have the memorial publicly burned by the executioner, but the at-

torney general objected that “burning is no answer—that is proverbial.”

The marquis made no attempt to reply. He contented himself, still keep-

ing to official circles, with circukting the terrible letter written by
Gabriel. “It was left to this father,” wrote Louise bitingly at a later

date, “to accuse his daughter of having a lover (a matter not within

his jurisdiction), and meanwhile, at the same moment and under her

lover’s eyes, living criminally with her brother, and, also at the same

dme, helping to place in that brother’s bed a woman for whom he

nourished the most violent passion.”

The accusation made by the marquis had its effect: sensations had a

brief career in Paris, and the effect of die memorial died away. But

though Louise’s step had produced no pracdcal result, the marquis re-

mained alarmed. And the prolonged detendon of his son was also

nodeed. “The cold-blooded race of frogs who are called friends in

Paris were tired or frightened,” he wrote to the bailli. Actually, in his

brother’s phrase, he was possessed by “posteromania.” He admitted it

later; “It is certain that, so long as my grandson lived, I should have

firmly insisted on the undertal^g I gave myself, to keep the father

locked up and to destroy every trace of him.”

His utterances were contradictory, but he took a definite line. With-

out admitdng his brother to his confidence, he got Caroline to put

Dupont, to whom Gabriel had written, into touch with the faithful

Boucher.

In May 1779 Boucher took Dupont to Vincennes.

His was the first face of an old friend that Mirabeau saw in his

gloomy cell, and he was deeply upset by the interview. He spoke hur-

riedly and confusedly, as though he wanted to make op for his long

silence. “The evil spell of solitude has robbed me of the faculty of ex-

pressing myself,” he complained to Boucher. The presence of an un-

known warder added to his trouble. Too many hopes were bound up

iri this conversation with Dupont. The interview left Mirabeau agitated

and m suspense. Indirectly instigated by the marquis, Dupont had

touched on a particularly delicate subject. He had informed Gabriel

that his father would consent to set him free only “in order to con-

tinue the race.” The marquis therefore required as a first condition the

consent of the Comtesse de Mirabeau to her Itusband’s liberation. But
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the moment Dupont mentioned Emilie, Mirabeau was up in anns. He
revealed to his friend, whom he knew to be loyal and discreet, his wife’s

odious betrayal, and his generous pardon. Dupont, as a man of the world,

was startled. “It is hopeless,” he said to Gabriel, “for she will be afraid

of you, and fear begets cruelty.” Neverdieless he urged an approach

to the countess. “We have got to get you free at any cost,” he said.

“All means to that end are justiried.” But Mirabeau felt above all on«

grave scruple. He consulted the Good Angel: “I think and I shall

^ways think that neither honour nor love permits me to return to the

home of Mme. de Mirabeau or to induce her to return to mine without

the }>ermission and almost the order of Sophie, who has sacrificed

everything for me, whose only hope is in me, who wants nothing but

me, of whom I am the prope:^ only too rightfully acquired, a prop-

erty with which I have not the right to interfere in the slightest, even

in appearance, without her consent.”

Wlten Boucher put the facts before Sophie she gave her consent

without a moment’s hesitation. Dupont urged, put the pen into Mira-

beau’s hand, brought him paper, begged him, importuned him, until

at last the prisoner decided “to put to the test whether it was possible

for me to say to that woman something noble that was not colourless.”

In a painful and humiliating position he succeeded in preserving his full

dignity. Admitting his faults and making no attempt to palliate them,

he went on: “Are you dead for me? Do you think me dead? I shall on
no account ask you to interest yourself in my fate or to give me back

my existence. I can count on it, however, only from you, and I have

reason to believe that my father would not refuse it to you. To write

to you on this subject is to tell you plainly enoi^h that I feel able to

appreciate what you do.”

“All this will be, or would be, very wise and even for the best,” Mira-

beau wrote bitterly to Sophie, “if Mme. Mirabeau and I could lose our

memories.”

But when the reply came from the Comtesse de Mirabeau it proved

to be a definite refu^: “I fully realize. Monsieur, the horror of your

position; but unfortunately you have made it impossible for me to make
common cause with you, by referring to me in your memorial in a

manner that is painful to me. I am therefore compelled. Monsieur, to

confine tnyself to hoping that your father will do what you ask; and

although I cannot co-operate in making you happy, I shall be charmed

to learn that you have become so.”

“I feel a secret satisfaction,” wrote Mirabeau on receiving her let-

ter, “in lieeing how many good reasons I have for demising that vile
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and gangrened souL” But he knew that he could do no good by air-

ing his grievances against Emilie, for in doing so he would destroy his

father’s hopes and his own chances of liberation. He kept silent, though

it cost him an effort to do so.

9

A heavy atmosphere, presaging a storm, weighed upon the age. Great

ideas were abroad, but they occupied only a few isolated minds. Old
traditions had ceased to cement the social edifice, and fissures ran along

walls that had stood for centuries, yet the walls still stood. A brilliant

society—an infinitesimal part of the nation—^still lived within these

walls, as in a closed vessel. But it was troubled by a ferment within it.

Religion no longer offered a moral imperative; worldly priests were in-

dulgent to violations of its commandments, to ridicule of its precepts,

and to a divorce between the principles to which men subscribed and

the life they lived. The sense of responsibility had decayed. The great

restraining influences in the past, the dread of divine punishment, the

fear of social reprobation, and the sense of a dignity to be preserved,

were no longer fully operative. Passions were openly flaunted during

their short and adventurous career. Luxury, tibe privilege of a tiny

minority, was pursued competitively; minds unoccupied, apprehensive,

lax, sought ever new distractions and sensations. A musty smell of vice

floated in the air. Dulled sensual appetites demanded ever stronger spic-

ing. Perversities were practised as a society game. There was a hunt for

the veiled, the unadmitted, for shameful secrets. It was the epoch of

cynical confessions and smug avowals. Indecencies of language no

longer startled a society that was out to amuse kself at all costs. Books

were published to serve as aphrodisiacs. Sick nerves, strained to the ex-

treme limit, no longer responded to normal reflexes. Pleasure was con-

fused with debauchery as liberty was confused with licence. It was

a descent that dragged along the strong and the weak, the imaginative

and the dull. The atmosphere of die tempest that was to break over

the age was partly made up of this suffocating sensuality, which in-

toxicated men and women and wore them out prematurely.

Gabriel de Mirabeau was bom with a fever in his blood, with violent

and imperious physical needs. Voracious desires that tormented the

whole of the “tempestuous” race were alive in him like wild beasts on
the prowl. But the rich blood of that race was also contaminated by
hereditary maladies; a slow and insidious poison sent some of its mem-
bers over the border between impetuosity and insanity.
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In this same fortress of Vincennes there was imprisoned at this time

a man whose “crimes,” according to Mirabeau, “astonished even the

most consummate scoundrels,” the Marquis de Sade. He had twice been

condemned to torture and once to be broken on the wheel, but had

succeeded in escaping from these punishments; from time to time a

prison removed his sexual madness from the world. He was a relative

of Mirabeau, a relative who filled him with horror. The two may not

have met at Vincennes. But Sade represented the malady of the age in

its acutest form, that of criminal insanity, and from his very presence at

Vincennes a poison seemed to seep through the walls.

Into the correspondence between Gabriel and Sophie came whispers

from fevered nights, sobs of intoxication, avowals murmured into the

car, words suffocated by kisses, the babblings of sensual pleasure. So

strong was his force of suggestion that with his morbid imaginings he

contaminated so healthy and normal a being as Sophie. Sophie followed

him everywhere, even in his sexual divagations.

At first, with the flesh still appeased, Gabriel lived on his memories

of love’s fulfilment. He set to work to retrace the story. He carved up
their passion into dialogues. He dreamed of making of them one of

the world’s great love stories, over which generations of unhappy lovers

would weep. But Mirabeau had not the creative flame that gives uni-

versal validity to the details of a personal experience. Simply told, the

story of Sophie and Gabriel might have had the warmth of personal

confessions. Presented with the rhetoric of the epoch, it had neither

the value of a personal narrative nor the quality of a literary work. The
Dialogues were never finished; Mirabeau must have realized his own
limitations. He tried various literary genres, tragedies for example, but

only while he was writing them did he deceive himself as to their value.

His language of love was the language of sensuality.

Sophies; on whose reserve he harped again and again, replied to him

in his own spirit. She praised his body, so handsome, so white, so full-

fleshed. “Then,” she wrote in ecstasy, “you are suj>erb.” She wrote also

things that could scarcely be said from the pillow at night. Crude phrases

of hers shock one not only because she was a woman, but because one

comes to them in cold print, without the inner thrill he doubtless felt.

When he asked her for “a new caress” she replied: “I prefer the old

one, but today, to satisfy you . . She allowed herself to be drawn

into the whirlpool of visions in which he delighted. One day he dis-

cussed with her his plans for the future of his daughter, and confided

“the most secret and most cherished one,” in a letter which would never

pass the censorship. The plan was simply a defence of incest, to pre-
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Vent not only in their children, but in the generations to follovT, any

mixture of blood, and constantly to re-create the same pair of tri-

umphant lovers, Gabriel and Sophie.

At the instance of the physician, who had prescribed physical exer-

cise for him as the great remedy he needed, he was permitted at the

beginning of 1780 to ride a horse within the precincts of the castle. He
was also permitted to walk in the galleries, “from which,” he wrote,

“one can sec out a little.”

There were several women resident in the castle. At last he saw

feminine figures once more, at the windows, “a passable Provencal

woman, and two very pretty daughters of a lawyer.” The captive,

known to be the victim of a great passion, excited lively interest.

Women were brought to see “the curious beast,” he wrote. A “very

pretty person” made gentle eyes at him for half an hour. The com-

mandant’s sister-in-law, “a very dark brunette,” Was also interested in

him. The commandant’s wife, according to Boucher, was so interested

as to arouse M. de Rougemont’s jealousy. She sent him “scent and very

nice things.” The physician’s wife was also “very pretty.” After hts

years of confinement any woman must have seemed to him a goddess.

But the beauties of the castle were separated from him by thick walls.

He could use his power of seduction only at a distance, exciting their

curiosity and their tender pity. He began to sing at his narrow window,

with the emotional accents that so easily overcame women. He com-

posed songs. “Since I have been here,” he wrote to Boucher, “I have

been making music, weeping bitterly, and this music is good because I

wept.” Rougemont’s sister-in-law sent him a complimentary message

about his voice and his style of singing, and one day she joined in with

him; duets resounded within the enclosure. His success annoyed M. de

Rougemont, who forbade him to sing “as an act contrary to the regula-

tions bf the state prisons.” “I told him,” wrote Mirabean to Boucher,

“that I was singing, and should sing until my death, for myself. It is

true that several ladies come to their windows to listen to me, but it

is not my fault if I have a nice voice.”

These fitst contacts with the outer world only disturbed his imagina-

tion the more. The “very pretty women” were near-by but inaccessible.

He assuaged his desires in his own way.

He riien began to write a novel, which he himself described as “en-

tirely mad,” but, he added, “with a singularly new sort of madness;

i cannot read it without laughing.” The novel was entitled Ma bonver-

sion. The subject, whkh he sketched to Sophie, was indescribable. It

contained the confessions of a philanderer who had decided to make
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love his profession. “Up to now I have been a scamp; I have ran after

the beauties, I have done the difficult thing; now virtue is re-entering my
soul. ... I am going to advertise myself as a stallion to women past

middle age.” This sort of literature was too strong even for Sophie, and

he did not send her the manuscript. “I will read it to you some day,

at the risk of having my eyes scratched out." But he assured her that

it was a “very funny” book; “all sorts of women and all conditions

come into it in turn; the idea is mad, but the details are charming. . . .

It is a good skit,” he concluded, “on a real book of ethics.”

He was quite ready to be unfaithful to Sophie with the first woman
he met on the very day he was set free. He put forward to Sophie his

theory on “faithfulness of heart,” and asked for authorization from her

in advance. And Sophie acquiesced at once: “Celibacy kills you. I

permit you everything except what may engage your heart; I wish it,

I order it!” At the same time he remained fiercely jealous of her. A
very young man was brought one day by his aunt to the convent at

Gien. He returned to pay a visit to Sophie. This was enough to in-

furiate Gabriel. “It seems to me so clear that this little gentleman is in

love with you that I neither can nor will put up with him, and in this

matter I ask of you his formal and definite exclusion.” After having

deeply disturbed her and set her imagination aflame, he preached to

her “decency and the strict duty of your sex.” Sophie, who knew his

fits of acute jealousy, took fright and reassured him: “The brat does

not amuse me any more than you.” But Gabriel remained uneasy. He
was jealous of every man who came near Sophie, ev«i of the physician

who attended her. Dr. Ysabeau, who was -“short and ugly.” He was
jealous of the spiritual director of Sainte-Qaire, .Father Maillet. He
was not reassured about this “monk-sultan” with the gallant manners

until Sophie told him of an intrigue that was being carried on under

her own eyes and with her help between the priest and a nun.

It was no longer a philanderer recognizing no restraints but to all

intents a “quarrelsome husband,” in Sophie’s phrase, who suddenly

made his appearance in his letters—a narrow-minded husband who
would have no trifling with morality and who demanded formal assur-

ances of strict faithfulness from her. “These things brook no shilly-

shallying,” he wrote severely.

In hjs cell at Vincennes Gabriel was already deceiving Sophie in

thought Since no woman was yet accessible, he set himself to seduce

one from a distance. He knew nothing of Julie Dauvers, apart from
the story told about her by one of his f^ow captives; This was enough

to stimulate his cariosity.
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Julie Dauvcrs was the mistress of a former maitre des requiteSy La

Fagc. Mirabeau had never seen her. He did not even know whether she

was good-looking. But she was “the other one,” the woman he had

not yet seduced. His “mobile imagination and fleeting tastes,” the ex-

istence of which he admitted, were used for that purpose from a dis-

tance. Soon he was writing to the lady as frequently as to Sophie. But

he was refreshing himself with a woman of whose reactions he had no

knowledge. In the letters to Julie is to be found the “brightness” which,

according to Sophie, enabled him to “have women,” and which was

lacking in his letters to her. The perfume of adventure excited him,

even if it was all his own invocation. Julie was soon his “only friend,”

she was his “Liriette,” his angel whose presence would make him

“more truly happy” than could even the delicious delirium in the

presence of Sophie. He did not conceal from Sophie his interest in

Julie: “I have found another soul worthy of yours,” he wrote to her,

“and from now on your sex will be composed for me of two individ-

uals.”

But even the combination of Sophie’s and Julie’s aflFection was not

enough for him. The solitude of Vincennes was peopled with other

women’s faces. Other romances were embroidered around feminine

presences that seem to have been purely fictitious.

His eroticism also found an outlet in his writing. He announced to

Sophie that he had sent off “a new and very singular manuscript.” “Do
you think that research could be made in the Bible and in ancient litera-

ture on onanism, tribadism, etc., in fact, on the most scabrous subjects

that have been treated by casuists, and all this be made readable to the

most priggish of people?” This poisonous fruit of the glqom of his

prison and of his sexual privations bore the title Erotica biblion.

to

“If you had possessed less of the art of persuasion, you would have

persuaded me more,” wrote the bailli to his nephew. He was, in point

of fact, shaken. Mirabeau had implored him: “Would it, then, be im-

possible, under the same despotism that keeps me here, and subject

to my return here if you have the slightest dissatisfaction with my ar-

rangements or my conduct, for me to spend a few months with you at

Mirabeau?” The bailli asked his brother to prescribe the reply he was

to send: “I will tell you, however, to satiirfy my conscience, that if

we were sure of catching this bird in the event of his being let out

of his cage and deserving to be put back into it, suid if the trial he wants
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to be given in my company were practicable, I should agree and—^why

should I not say so?—^gladly.”

Sophie, for her part, did all she could to hasten her lover’s liberation.

She wrote to the convent of Montargis (where Mirabeau’s elder sister

lived), to Mme. de Romigny, who had brought up the daughters of

the marquis, and begged her to intervene with him on his son’s behalf.

The letter made a deep impression at the convent, where it was talked

about all day long. In the midst of this agitation, the Chevalier de

Mirabeau arrived at Montargis on his way to Bignon. He stayed there

a long time. He knew that his father did not like to be kept waiting, and

to justify his delay he made up a story of having been summoned to

Gien by Sophie, who had asked ium to intervene on behalf of his

brother. He also said she had told him of her correspondence with his

brother—of which his father had had no knowledge. He invented vari-

ous more or less savoury details of his interview at the convent of Gien,

amid bursts of laughter.

The marquis prepared to write to Maurepas to put an end to the

exchange of letters which was the sole joy of Gabriel and Sophie. The
|Chevalier was amused at the scandal he had created

—
“I had no idea I

could be doing any harm to anybody.” He became frightened when
he learned that “the king, the counsellors of state, and the devil are mixed

up in it.”

After long months the negotiations again came to a deadlock. Gabri-

el’s letters to Sophie often expressed regret that he had not been able

to safeguard their happiness, and had not put the ocean between him-

self and his persecutors, “Alas, if we were at Boston, you would now
be more or less at ease, I should be useful and esteemed, and my daugh-

ter would be an American, that is to say, bom in the midst of the most

estimable nation on earth.’'

When he learned that “by a very wise treaty which I had been im-

patient to see concluded” France had recognized the independence of

America, he exclaimed: “So liberty will have an asylum on the earth!”

But he added: “Please do not imagine that in congratulating us on

the treaty of alliance with the United States of America I meant that

I thought it to be in our interest to destroy England. Ah! no, no, in-

terest never lies where justice is not. Come, my Sophie, the interests of

nations are indissolubly united in spite of the stupidities of men and of

their cifForts.” He repeated: “Get well into your head that so long as

you do not see England and France united by a reciprocal commercial

treaty tHat removes every subject of disagreement, one of the two

nations, and perhaps both, will be badly governed.” In the fortress of
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Vincennes the great idea of his life was taking shape. He formulated

it in a letter to La Page: “If there is a fine plan in the world, it is that

of associating the greatness of France with the greatness of England,

and setting that enormous power on the basis of equity.”

While Mirabeau was dreaming of the asylum of liberty, his brother

had embarked with the squadron of M. de Guichen to seek a hero’s

laurels in America. Emilie, pressed to move on her husband’s behalf,

advised him to take service “with the insurgents.” “The Bostonians are

my heroes,” wrote Mirabeau to Sophie, “and most of the French who
are with them are not.”

For himself personally, he felt that he had no ambition left. “At this

moment I have not a coat,” he wrote to Dupont. “I go bare-bottomed

for lack of breeches, and I walk about literally bare-footed in my slip-

pers, because I have no stockings at all. . . . Yet I laugh at all the em-

broidered garments in the world, and I should need only a thatched

cottage and a thousand crowns a year to be the happiest of men.”

In those moments of discouragement he was in agreement with

Sophie: “You are quite right, it is only in an obscure condition that one

can find shelter from evildoers and kings. The nobility that was anc^

always will be the nursery of the satellites of despotism has found its

punishment in its very crime. We have been promoters of arbitrary

power and are its first victims—and that is just.” The lovers sketched

plans of future happiness, dreaming of a peaceful asylum abroad, in

some little English village. That small comer of the English countryside,

which they called “les M constantly recurs in their letters. They
would live thefe unknown, surrounded with many children, “one every

year. A whole school!" They harped on it with the more ardour since

they dared not quite believe in it.

In the midst of his dreams of that big family of the future, Mirabeau

was constantly anxious about the daughter he had never seen. He was

constantly asUng for news of her child, and waited anxiously for it,

because it was often behindhand. He had a premonition of the unhappy

fate of the abandoned child. In the spring of 1780 the little girl died

from convulsions due to teething. The faithful Boucher, sent to the

child’s home, reported diat “professional aid had been inadequate.”

Rougemont took the sad news to Mirabeau. It reduced him to despair

and brought on a fever. His first reaction was fear for Sophie. He wrote

to Dr. Ysabeau asldng him to prepare her and to be with her in that

hour of trial. “You loved me in her,” he wrote to Sophie; “give me all

die love you had for her. . . . Make the sacrifice for me, not of your
sorrow, but of its excesscf.”
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Sophie’s relatives hoped that the child’s death would enable her to

come to terms with her husband. Gabriel, too, urged that this misfor-

tune might help her to recover her liberty and might favour their plans

of escape abroad. Once more hopes rose above a child’s grave. But

Sophie replied bitterly to her lover: “Nonetheless, we have suffered a

great loss. It may facilitate our entry into *les M ^ but what a pass«

port!”

II

Gabriel now played a card which he had already played in the past: he
worked upon his influence with his mother. The Marquise de Mirabeau

enjoyed the protection of a relative, Sartine, Minister of Marine. A
“smdl private commission” was set up with Sartine as its president and

Lenoir as rapporteur. The Marquise de Mirabeau published a memorial

in which her son was “very warmly and very indiscreetly defended.”

Mirabeau feared at first that this would injure him with Im father, but

he thought of a way of turning the new judicial imbroglio to his profit.

“If it is still possible,” he wrote to Caroline, “to calm my poor mother,

I am the one who could probably do it.” The marquis pretended to

reject this offer, dissembling even to his brother, who was too open:

“It is a masterpiece of intrigue, and that is his strong point; I am saying

straight out that I will have nothing to do with it; I have no desire for

the distinction of having bought over a madwoman by means of a mad>
man.”

But he affected to be moved by his son’s repentance. In an interview

with Dupont he surrounded himself with so admirable an air of gen-

erosity that Dupont, in his emotion, kissed his hands. But when Dupont
tried to profit by “this fatherly disposition” and asked that Gabriel be

set free, the marquis once more brought up the question of “the

safeguard he owes to his wife.” He “held to his plan.” Dupont con-

cluded that “this puts us once more at the mercy of Mme. de Mira-

beau.”

It was not only with the continuation of his “race” that the marquis

was obsessed. “Consider that if we can tame that cross-grained, empty,

ferocious spirit, it is by humiliation,” he wrote to his brother; “con-

sider diat there is no deeper humiliation for it than for him to have to

kneel to tiis wife, to beg from her, and to .admit that he owes everything

to her—that is what we have to bring him to do; it is still a precarious

pi^ but patience, or it will give way; no matter if it does, it must

be or noffiii^.” He wanted to Ut his son at the most -aensithre
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spot. “This man is nothing except through pride: if he is robbed of

pride he becomes nothing but a burst soap bubble.”

Sophie, too, advised her lover to write once more to Emilie, but “on

things that touch her rather than those that humiliate her.” Mirabeau

made up his mind “to exhaust every path of moderation, conciliation,

and patience.” He wrote to Emilie, and he wrote once more to the

Marquis de Marignane—pitiable letters, the letters of a man fighting

for his life and ready to pay no matter what price. He was never to

pardon those to whom he wrote for reducing him to this. He tried to

move Emilie by a touching picture of his wretched state, and promised

her a “heart formed by all these years of misfortunes and sufferings”;

he implored her “humanity and nobility.” He asked his father-in-law

to forgive his faults, and promised him to “bring to my expiatory con-

duct the same energy of will that ended by plunging me into my present

position.” But the reply from the Marquis dc Marignane amounted to a

refusal to negotiate.

Mirabeau asked his father if this refusal meant a “death sentence” for

him. The Marquis de Mirabeau used this occasion only to ask Gabriel,

through Dupont, to try to effect a reconciliation with the Marquise dc

Mirabeau. Mirabeau knew how impossible that would be. “The pro-

posal in itself is near to my heart,” he wrote to Sophie. He thought he

could smooth' down his mother and prevent a scandal, but he had not

the least hope of bringing the two together. “I find it difficult to believe

that a man who is quite familiar with my father’s family life could write

to me in good faith, ‘You ought to succeed.’ ” He regarded the proposal

as a trap, and feared that it was “the veil that conceals from us a new
hydra of quibbles and delays.”

But another element intervened in his favour.

“It is only too true that the authorities, whom he has been able to in-

fluence, would like to force my hand,” the marquis wrote to his brother.

The imprisonment which the marquis was inflicting on his children was

exciting the indignation not only of the public but of influential circles.

“Reasonable people regard my frightful detention as very long, of that

I have more than one proof,” wrote Mirabeau to his sister. The abuse

of lettres de cachet was regarded as scandalous. The social conscience

was deeply disturbed by the prison regime. The king himself was af-

fected by the rising tide of public opinion and ordered ameliorations in

the sinister dungeons.

The Marquis de Mirabeau himself perceived the massing of dull dis-

content. Clear-headed when it was a question of the general interest, he

sensed the murmurs of the oppressed. But when it was a question of his
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private interest he indignantly rejected, as a sign of weakness, every

humanitarian consideration

.

Mme. de Pailly sensed well before he did the revulsion that was
taking place in public opinion. Before long the marquis himself began

to realize that his hand would soon be forced. He knew that once his

son was free it would not take him long to secure his full rehabilitation.

“In three months,’’ he wrote to the bailli, “you will see him secure a

royal pardon, break the bones of his creditors, and cut a figure at Ver-

sailles; accordingly, I am taking steps.” In point of fact it was Mme.
dc Pailly who took them for him. “But for her,” he admitted later to

his brother, “he would have perished in irons; she freed him from them.”

Emilic herself was moved. “It is only with the liveliest grief that I sec

the eldest son of this family in the unhappy state to which he has been

reduced,” she wrote to Caroline; “I would give anything to sec him
reasonable and happy.” But “it is a terrible ta^ for me to speak to papa

about the letters from M. dc Mirabcau; we arc never in agreement as

to what I ought to do and to say; he gets annoyed, and when I have

written several letters without being able to satisfy him, he always ends

by disapproving of the one I have sent off.”

At last she wrote to the prisoner a letter that might pass for assent:

“From the moment when you think, Monsieur, .that my solicitations

may have an influence on your liberation, I shall address them to my
father-in-law.” This was not much, and it committed her to nothing.

But it was enough to satisfy the marquis. Mirabeau was delighted. “I

am even almost in love with my wife, or you might say enthusiastic,”

he wrote to Sophie, “and I have written her a charming letter which

might have done for the second volume of Anacreon.”

His liberation was then decided on. But the marquis was determined

“that he shall not come out unless he remains in my hands and well

aware of it.” He demanded a royal warrant permitting him to dispose

of his son “as he shall judge to be fitting.” Sophie was indignant: “What,

are you to find yourself, at some caprice that may seize him, or through

some slander brought to his cars, caught again without hope of recourse

to anyone?”

The lieutenant of police himself pointed out to the Marquis du Sail-

lant “how contrary to justice would be this arbitrary proceeding.” The
negotiations still dragged on; letters went to and fto ostensibly between

brother and sister, really between father and son, for it was the marquis

who dictated Caroline’s replies. Long arguments were carried on be-

tween the “goddesses of Bignon,” as Mimbeau called them, as to the

place to be Signed to him to live in after his liberation As a pis oiler
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they suggested that he should be given quarters in the castle of Vin-

cennes. Mirabeau took alarm: “At the ca^e I should hs^ve to walk on
eggs without breaking them. Ten women, more or less amiable, more
or less flirts, more or less intrigueirs, who may be curious about a young
man who has been a prisoner fof three years because of love.” He was

afraid of his own famished senses, afraid of adventures, and of quarrels

arising from jealousy which would risk plunging him once more “into

a dungeon.”

But in his longing for liberty he agreed to everything. He even

agreed to claim the inconceivable lettre de cachet which put him “be-

yond the realm of the law.” He wrote to the all-powerful Minister

Maurepas and to the Due de Nivemois. “He is a man beyond under-

standing, with his talent for usurpation and domination,” his father ex-

claimed. The marquis considered Gabriel’s letters “thoroughly well

written” in a spirit of “repentance and submission to his father, but

in a tone which Francis I could not have used in prison with more dig-

nity.”

On December 13, 1780, the gates of the fortress of Vincennes at last

opened. Mirabeau had spent forty-two months in close confinement.

His brother-in-law and Dupont were waiting for him at the entrance.

So overpowering was his emotion that he was unable to move or to

speak a word. His legs gave way under him, and Dupont supported

him. His emotion was shared by Saillant, who normally was cool and

self-controlled; he, too, gazed in silence at Mirabeau as if rooted to the

spot, before he opened his arms to him.

Mirabeau found an asylum in the home of the faithful Boucher. His

health was broken. He had not even a name. By his father’s order he

existed for the world only under his first Qiristian name, as “M. Ho-
nor6.”

12

Sophie de Monnier had read the stories of Boccaccio with profit She

had plenty of itatural gifts and was able to make faithful friends and

to secure both devotion and complicity from the people in her service.

In the ^ring of 1781 she mobilized all the resources of her inventive

faculties. She had keys made for the garden gate, but twice they failed

in the lock. She then had,a key stolen from the abbess’s ca^-box to

serve as a pattern. She made op a gardener’s smock. She sent for shoes

and for list slippers to go over them to make them noiseless. Victoire

fthe nun who attended on her), the convent gardener, and Dr. Vsabeao,
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were in the plot. Her plan of campaign had been drawn up in minute

detail. Mirabeau was to spend, undiscovered, five great days at the con-

vent of Sainte-Claire at Gien.

With this chapter of comedy there ended the romance of Gabriel

and Sophie. It was the last leap of the flames which were already dying

down.

After his emergence from Vincennes Mirabeau eagerly pursued the

joys of his freedom. He took great gulps of pleasure and work and

money. At the same time he tried to maintain a show of exemplary con-

duct and to return to his father’s good graces. Sophie already belonged

to a melancholy past. “Your letters are becoming dreadfully rare,” she

wrote reproachfully. Gabriel pretended that they got lost, but Sophie

felt that these incidents of negligent servants, of pockets with holes in

them, of irregularities of the post, recurred too often. “I confess that

I am terribly tired of beginning all my letters with complaints of your

silence,” she repeated six months later. Dupont had been obliged to write

to her to excuse her lover: “If his business, his urgent duties, some-

times compel him to write more briefly or involuntarily to miss a post,

let not your noble and sensitive heart be in any way alarmed. Tell your-

self that your friend is doing what he can and what he must do, and

do not ever fear that your empire over his soul has diminished. You
would be doing wrong to both of you.” He added pompously: “I shall

go bail for him with you as I do with his parents.”

It was not the impatience of a lover that took Gabriel to Gien at

the risk of his liberty, but the tenderness of a friend who was gently

preparing a sensitive woman for his abandonment of her. Shut up in

a tiny room, listening intently for the slightest sound from outside,

both of them risking their freedom, the two lovers were once more
joined together in their last passionate embrace. “I love you as I loved

you in the past,” he wrote to her immediately after leaving her.

Gabriel’s mad escapade did not pass unobserved. A friend, son of

his former tutor, seems to have denounced him. Indiscreet confidences

had been followed by an indiscreet quarrel: “Try, my beloved, to have

no more squabbles with anyone,” was one of the last pieces of advice

that Sophie was to give him. Dupont, alarmed, himself went to tear

Gabriel from the arms of his mistress.

In the whirl of existence after his release, Gabriel made fresh debts,

while still burdened by old ones contracted in prison. He had even

accepted a loan of five hundred livres from Julie Dauvers, whose

father demanded payment and brought him into court. Once more
Mirabeau was struggling amid great financial embarrassment, and
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Sophie, herself entirely without resources, was obliged to ask hiin sev-

eral times to send her one or two louis. “Alas! ” she sighed, “I have always

thought that debts would destroy you!”

She realized that all these difficulties were barring their way to

“les M Her courage was revealed magnificently at the moment
when she saw fading away the vision that had supported her through

so many dark years. She saw the future as a low, dull horizon over

which the last rays of light were dying.

She thought now of the one thing that was most repugnant of all

to her, a return to her husband. She wrote him a letter which her mother

had drawn up. Her fund of humour did not abandon her even at this

moment of trial. When she had copied the last phrase in the letter, in

which she assured the Marquis de Monnier that she had loved him and

would love him always very tenderly, she commented on it in a letter

to her lover: “I thought at first that it was going to finish like the song—‘Always, always, always the same!’
”

Her declarations of contrition arrived too late. The Valdahons had

regained all their hold over the old man, now weak and blind and more

dependent than ever on his daughter. But Sophie had been more afraid

of his consent than of his refusal. She had thought he would consent

“if only to make me his housekeeper or to have the pleasure of tor-

menting me.” The thing that troubled her most was the idea that Gabriel

seemed to want her to take theiStcp. “I could not conceive your want-

ing me to do that," she wrote to him, while actually complying with

what she believed to be his wish.

She was ready to efface herself from his life with but a tender plaint

oA her lips.

^he knew in the end that she had been sacrificed to the thing she was

afraid of
—

“diat ambition may wrong love in your heart. It is so easy

for you to go to all let^^ths when you wish to, and I know so well that

these two passions cannot live together.” The lover of Vincennes was

no more.

The ashes of a great love marked the introduction to a great destiny.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE DEALERS IN LIES

« AT LAST, on May 18, they killed me,” exclaimed the Marquis de

jDl Mirabeau. The Marquise de Mirabeau had succeeded in leaving

the convent. But she refused to listen to Gabriel’s plea for reconcilia-

tion with the marquis. “Never have I seen such obstinacy and refusal

to listen to reason,” he wrote to Gu-oline. In the struggle carried on

by the marquise against her husband, Gabriel was thenceforward reso-

lutely on his father’s side. He seems to have learnt for the first time of

the contents of the “little papers” that distracted his mother. In place

of her accomplice he became her accuser. He had written violent me-
morials against his father; he now wrote them against his mother. He
never did things by halves, and now he devoted the same energy to

opposing her as he had devoted in the past to her defence.

Gabriel had, in fact, a feeling near to pity for this proud old man so

cruelly tried by fate. His work on behalf of his father on the eve of

his great lawsuit had nothing about it of the perfunctory. As always,

he was entirely absorbed in the task of the moment. He had the gift

of letting unpleasant or inopportune considerations lie dormant, at least

for the time. “A quarter of an hour afterwards he has forgotten and

forgiven everything,” noted the marquis, not without disapproval as

a man who was vindictive and proud of it.

But all Mirabeau's efforts on his father’s behalf came up against a

barrage of hostility. “The star of the ami des hommes is paling,” Sophie

had written a year earlier. The eloquent appeals of the prisoner of Vin-

cennes, vain though they had been, had set the public against his father.

The reputation of the marquis had been shaken. His protectors had

grown tired. The grievances put forward by the Marquise de Mirabeau

found credence so much the more easily. The hardest blow of all had

been struck by the memorial of Louise de Cabris.

The fall of Sartine had disorganized the small tribunal set up to ex-

amine the case of Mme. de Cabris, bnt powerful influences were still
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working on her behalf. And she neglected no means of agitating for

her liberation. The marquis was afraid of her early release: “I blush in-

ternally and feel a ferocious element of character up in arms within

me at the idea of seeing that creature here flaunting intrigue and prosti-

tution,” he wrote to the bailli.

But he knew that now he was losing on all sides. The atmosphere of

the parlement was unfavourable to him. The public, which crowded

the court, noisily demonstrated its hostility. The passages in the coun-

sel’s argument that denounced the tyranny of the marquis were greeted

with applause. On May i8, 1781, the Marquise de Mirabeau obtained a

judgment in her favoilr. Her son, on hearing the judgment pronounced,

said aloud to his father’s counsel: “I call that putting a crown on vice.”

Ten days later Louise de Cabris was set free, and her emergence from

the convent of Sisteron was greeted with acclamations and celebrated

with music and fireworks.

The Marquis de Mirabeau was ruined. All the costs in the case were

levied against him. The marquise pitilessly drew up a list of her claims

and lists of the alleged damage done to her property. She ended by seiz-

ing even her husband’s furniture. But the ruin of the marquis did little

to enrich her. When his turn came to seize her assets, she was found “in

a hovel, gaming on the straw, and surrounded by knaves.” The Marquis

de Mirabeau had lost everything, a great name, a great reputation, a

great fortune. He now benefited only from the one reasonable invest-

ment he had made in his whole career, when he had provided for the

bailli: the only means of living that he had left was the annual income

of fifteen thousand livres which the bailli assured to him for life.

2

Caroline du Saillant now tried to reinstate her brother, who, since his

liberation, had been living with Boucher, for the marquis’ house was

closed to him. After the loss of the case, she urged her father to receive

his ^on. She and her husband argued that “since the intriguers have

publicly declared that success alone would secure his reinstatement,

now is the moment to prove them wrong.” Boucher also intervened

in favour of his friend. “Boucher is an experienced man, cool and sensi-

ble,” wrote the marquis. “After dinner he appealed to me; suddenly,

with his. chest swelling and his eyes filling with tears, he said to me
amid sobs: ‘Monsieur, I will go bail to you for Monsieur your son;

you would be pleased with him, and if I have merited anything at your
hands . . .’ At these words he got up to go, overcome; I followed him
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to the door and, embracing him, assured him that although my plans had

been quite different, he himself should present him to me.”

On the next day there took place the first interview between father

and son.

A friend of the marquis who was present at the meeting exclaimed

when Gabriel came in: “It is the prodigal son!” The marquis held out

his hand and delivered a little speech he had prepared for the occasion.

At the same time he watched his so.i keenly. He found him “grown
much bigger, especially in the shoulders, neck, and head.” He found

also, a great compliment coming from liim, “that he is of our form,

build, and manner.”

Mirabeau took up his abode at Bignon. The marquis made “a great

effort at fatherliness.” He had found a mission. The bailli urged him
to leave Paris, “that most infectious sewer, whose black vapours and

unclean reptiles the sun lights up with its rays.” But the marquis de-

clared that he could not turn his son into the street. “I am trying to

pour out my mind, my soul, and my heart over that man.” Since Gabri-

el’s emergence from Vincennes, die marquis had begun “to fill him,

by correspondence, with principles and with everything I know.” Be-

fore he had seen him, he had written that “in his long solitary studies

he has only augmented the medley in his head, which is a library turned

topsy-turvy.”

The bailli laughed at these belated efforts at education: “So there

you are, thanks to your hindsight, busy teaching a chicken thirty-two

years old! Do you really deceive yourself with the idea that you can

make him anything but what he is?” “He is no more thirty-three than

I am sixty-six,” replied the marquis, adding: “One cannot cut off a son

like an arm. If that had been possible I should have been one-armed long

ago.” He had undertaken “to turn the swimmer that he was into a

diver.”

Gabriel submitted with docility to the spiritual guidance of his

father, who was trying to make of him a substitute for his lost fol-

lowers. In his delight, indeed, at returning to a full life, nothing troubled

Gabriel, nothing discouraged him. He showed all his natural gentle-

ness and kindness. The servants adored him at Bignon as they had done

at the chiteau of Mirabeau.

He entered energetically into the regime of a fresh air life. With
magnificent optimism he was ready to make a fresh start. He plunged

into family life as his natural element. “Honor6,” wrote his father,

“seems to be solely occupied in playing the tame duck and in savii^

me trouble.” For the second and last time, father and son passed several
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months in the intimacy of a stay at Bignon. Mme. dc Pailly was away. A
strange entente was established between the retributive father and the

son who was so capable of forgetting everything. There was even a new
family celebration, for which Mirabeau composed an “Intermezzo”

—

verses set to music. He rendered homage to his father

—

• . . i M force et a sa fermetS

que tout le monde admire . . .

The verses were bad, but the marquis was flattered by his son’s good

intention. He was very pleased with his son: “Far from being difficult

to live with and from having the complaining, restless, inimical tem-

perament for which he used to be blamed, he is cheerful, easygoing,

and thoroughly good-natured,” he wrote to the bailli.

Gabriel busied himself with the Bignon estate, to which his father

was so attached, and with the tenants for whom the marquis was con-

cerned. He thought of installing an observatory, taking advantage of

the visit of a learned astronomer to Bignon. At the same time he worked

on the revision of the translations he had made in prison. He worked

hard, even, he admitted, too hard, in order to satisfy an incessant urge

to activity.

3

The marquis was obstinately set on reconciling Gabriel with his wife,

but he had imprudently committed himself with the Marquis de Mari-

gnane: “I give you my word of honour that I will never agree to my
son ever approaching Madame your daughter, unless you order it or

give your permission. In this matter our interests are the same, I could

not be suspected of desiring to acquire by any means a child of a mad-

man.”

The marquis now hastened to rectify that judgment. “I know that

from now on I shall not by any means have a madman to present to

you,” he wrote to Emilie. He sent the bailli to ascertain the attitude of

the Marignanes. His brother wrote indignantly to him: “We have to

deal with people who are not without intelligence, but who have no

more feeling than the Chinese pagodas with which their good taste sur-

rounds them. They think only of their pleasure. They have a society,

or comedy, music, and indeed everything they can imagine to take

their revenge on time by killing it, since it kills them.” This feverish

social activity had been redoubled since the liberation of Mirabeau, as

if to exorcise a ghost.



Sophie dc Monnier

from an eighUmlh<mUay engraving which bore the Legend

In Bel Corpo anima Bella
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When Emilie reproached the bailii for no longer coming so often,

he replied with his sailor’s bluntness that soon her residence and her

name would be known no longer, and that she would “in future be

called Mme. du Tholonet and not Mme. de Mirabeau.” Not only did

the bailii no longer believe in the possibility of the reunion of the

couple, but he considered that it would be disastrous.

Gabriel himself no longer expected any great happiness from a re-

sumption of conjugal life with Emilie. But for the second time in his

life she represented for him the only means of entry into an assured

existence. He could not remain too long dependent on his father, who
was now a ruined man. He was troubled by a vague anxiety in spite of

his rooted optimism.

The idyll of Bignon did not last long. The marquis tired of his effort

at fathcrliness. He tried to get rid of his son by sending him to stay with

the bailii. “If this dislocated creature can ever be sewn up, it can only

be by you, and since he wants shaping I could never give him a better

employer than you. I give him to you as a young fellow with a rare

future.*'

The bailii replied caustically: “Today you are trying to romance

about good order at home, as you used to romance about the social

order. I am no good at romancing. Honor6 is the worst of all the misfits

of your moulding.”

The explanation of this sudden desire on the part of the marquis to be

rid of his son was simple: Mme. de Pailly, who had been in Switzerland^

was returning to Bignon. Gabriel was de trop in his father’s home.

Once more a controversy over the intnjder clouded the relations

between the two brothers. The marquis eagerly defended his mistress,

who had heaped kindnesses on him and had devoted herself to his fam-

ily: “Her property, her attentions, her time, have all been at my serv-

ice; my houses, my furniture, everything has been her care, at the time

and in the way I have wanted, even against her judgment and even

against her interest. During the storms when everybody was abandon-

ing me because I was supposed to be submerged, she openly showed her

constancy, even putting up with personal outrages and forgiving them,

she who is so sensitive.”

She was in truth, then and thereafter, the only friend who remained

to him from the brilliant society that had lauded him in the days of his

greatness. “Without her, I should long ago have been isolated.”

“Even if it was true, as you think,” the bailii replied, “that you owe
her a great deal of gratitude, it is nonetheless true that in my eyes and

in the eyes of those who are interested in the matter, although she may
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have done so very innocendy, herself blinded to the facts, she has cer-

tainly done a great deal of harm to you and your family, for she has

never been mentioned to me except in derision.”

The greatest proof of the friendship between the two brothers is

diat it survived that outburst. The marquis no longer pressed the bailli

to take charge of his son. But he seemed to blame Gabriel for having

been the cause of so painful a controversy. He suddenly looked at him
without friendliness, as though through the critical eyes of Mme. de

Pailly. Suddenly everything about his son jarred on him, even his sub-

missiveness. It irritated him to hear his own opinions voiced by his son.

He cut him short, pulling his watch out of his pocket and remarking

dryly: “It was this morning, or yesterday, at such and such a time,

that I said that to you.” He had only just been rejoicing to see him will-

ing and confident. Now he objected to his adaptability
—“He is magpie

and jay by instinct.”

Gabriel needed all his adaptability to live in his father’s house under

diat hostile regard, which weighed on him as it had done in his child-

hood. He had to secure a revocation of the Pontarlier sentence that

had condemned him to “death in law.” He needed this revocation also

for material reasons, for the sentence also condemned him to pay forty

thousand livres in damages to M. de Monnier within five years from
the date of the sentence, a period that expired in 1782.

In order to win this decisive struggle, he needed all his father’s sup-

port. But his sincere and arduous efforts to win him over had been

in vain. He was painfully conscious of his father’s hostility when he left

his house. He knew as well as the bailli did that he owed that hostility to

“the Fury whom fate has unleashed against our house.”

For the second time an effort at reconciliation between Gabriel and

his father had failed—and for the same reason. It was the last attempt.

Gabriel left to try to regain his civil existence, his wife, his position.

He never returned to Bignon.

4

On his arrival at Pontarlier Mirabeau had himself arrested. He ran a

great risk,' in the hands of the judges, as a man who had been executed

in effigy. His case was precarious. The Marquis de Monnier was an im-

portant magistrate. The deputy, Sombarde, was a relative of his. The
magistrates of the court of the little town were all interrelated, con-

nexions of the notable families of the r^ion, agents for important per-

8on^[es; they formed a dan that defended tlM interests of a narrow
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social stratum. “I do not think there has ever been anywhere in the

world such an example of universal corruption,” wrote Mirabeau to

his friend Vitry. “There is nobody, down to the lowest usher, who is

not sold to the Valdahons.”

Mirabeau could have appealed for a royal pardon; the marquis was

sure he would succeed, “for all the secretariats are made of butter, and

the authorities of brass.” But since that would liberate only his person,

he refused. His father offered guidance from a distance. He sent him

“with all imaginable emphasis” the advice given by an illustrious Econ-

omist, “who told us what we have long known. We were a little aston-

ished,” added Gabriel caustically, “that the result of this cagic’s-eyc

view, which took in at once the crucial point in the affair, was the

recommendation to wait for the death of the husband, who is as hale and

hearty as I am.”

Mirabeau had been condemned for rapt de seduction—abduction

with consent—an offence punishable by death; adultery had not been

alleged. He concentrated his defence on the fact that in the wording

of the law rapt de seduction has no reference to the carrying off of

a married woman. He took the audacious line of denying adultery.

“The fabricated compilation of public rumours wounded the amour--

propre of an easygoing, affectionate, and perhaps amorous old man,”

he wrote in his memorial, and he added cuttingly: “He had the rights

of a husband, the desires of a lover, and perhaps the pathetic humilia-

tions of old age.” He quoted the advice he had received: “The Pontar-

lier sentence is frightful, the procedure, I am told, terrible, the crime

of which you are accused entails loss qf civil rights; appeal to the

king’s clemency and' ask for a royal pardon.” He refused, for “my heart,

my conscience, and my memory tell me that I have nothing to fear; I

will go in search of my judges.” He added menacingly: “If I found

none but assassins, well! there arc still men of my name to avenge my
memory on my slanderers and their satellites.”

He summarized the charges brought against him: “The charge of

rapt de seduction cannot stand. Adultery is not proved and could not

be; and if it had been, there is neither charge nor accuser. What re-

mains against me? Nothing.

“Well, then, such is the case that for five years has brought desola-

tion to two families! Such is the case that has robbed me for five full
'*1

years of my civil existence! Such is the case that has armed three families

gainst one another and filled society with hatreds and scandals.”

His adversaries tried to wear him out. A single confrontation with

two witnesses for the prosecution lasted ten hours; but Mirabeau “paid
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them out well in their own coin.” M. de Monnier’s counsel declared

openly at a hearing: '‘We shall tire out the Comte de Mirabeau.” But

Gabriers power of resistance had been underestimated. The most dan-

gerous rock for him would have been the depositions of witnesses of

Sophie’s arrival in Switzerland. He fought tenaciously to prevent their

admittance. He got into touch with the Council of State at Neufchatel,

which would have to give the witnesses an authorization to appear be-

fore the French courts. He obtained a result important to him: their

depositions would be authorized only on condition that they were not

interrogated concerning any offence committed on the territory of

their country. Part of the case for the prosecution had crumbled; the

court decided not to call these witnesses. But it made up for this with

the witnesses from the little town, who were intimidated by the impos-

ing machinery of the law. Mirabeau again appealed to the tribunal of

public opinion: “Crimes and calumnies ought to be exposed to full

daylight; it is to the public that favouritism, obscure connivances, secret

subordinations, and vexatious treatment of details, should be de-

nounced,’* so that “the voice of decent people may make good the

imperfection of the laws.”

The Marquis de Mirabeau was distracted at the noisy publicity the

case was receiving, although he had learnt, to his great surprise, that

the first memorial of the “infallible” had had great success and had been

praised in Paris. “You have no idea of what he calls his defences,” he

wrote to his brother. “I have never seen him so extravagant! He has

humiliated witnesses, annoyed the judges, insulted everybody; and he

believes himself, in good faifh, to be innocent, oppressed, moderate,

magnanimous.”

Although he was “bitterly thwarted,” he pleaded his cause with an

animation that often brought a laugh in his favour. “Gentlemen, I am
charged with seduction,” he said to the magistrates. “My only reply

and my only defence is to ask that my portrait may be placed with the

papers in the case.” The clerk to the court did not see his point: “Ass,”

said a magistrate bending over to him, “look at the gentleman’s face.”

Fiery, haughty, contemptuous in turn, Mirabeau was spurring him-

self to a great effort. His adversaries had secured from the parlement of

Besangon (whose counsellors were also mainly friends or relatives of

M. de Monnier) the suppression of his first two memorials. But the

Keeper of the Seals refused to approve their destruction. In defiance

of his enemies’ chicanery and his father’s prohibition, Mirabeau pub-
lished a third memorial, the most violent of all.

“In the immense volume of the documents in the case there is not,”
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he claimed, “a single item of evidence that is not equivocal, there is not

a presumption that is not uncertain, not a conjecture that is not doubt-

ful.” But he did not content himself with a daring and haughty defence:

he attacked the inspirer of the proceedings, “her father’s jailer,” and

exposed “the insulting vanity, the satirical humbug, and the sordid, in-

satiable cupidity of Mme. de Valdahon.”

One of his most active enemies was a king’s counsel, Pion, whose

slanderous talk was overheard on a journey by an English friend of

Mirabeau, who visited him in prison. Mirabeau described him in his

memorial as “unworthy, because of the daily scandal of his life, to be a

member of a legal body.” Above all he attacked the deputy Sombarde.

Michaud, the attorney general, a very conscientious man, had been

closely associated with Mirabeau during the latter’s detention at the

fortress of Joux; of him Mirabeau had said that “he never speaks without

first reflecting for an hour.” He had suddenly withdrawn from the case

as a relative of M. de Monnicr. His substitute had not had the same

scruples. “Sombarde, perfidious Sombarde, come here,” wrote Mirabeau

in his memorial. “I am going to expose your crime and let it be known
whether I slandered you when I called you a liar. You are a relative of

M. de Monnier; you have extorted writs of summons in foreign coun-

tries; you have menaced, seduced, suborned witnesses; you have helped

to draw up their depositions; you have paid them from your relative’s

money.”

This violence, from a man whose resistance they had expected to

break with ease, disconcerted his adversaries. In the atmosphere of a

little town with its unavowed jealousies, its secret grudges, and its ap-

petite for scandal, Mirabeau’s memorial turned the accusers into the

accused. He was very pleased with the effect he produced. “If that is

not eloquence unknown in our slavish age,” he wrote to Vitry, “I do

not know what is that gift from Heaven, so seductive and so rare.”

Grotesque incidents brightened the dark surface of this fight of a

man for his future. Mirabeau had brought with him a valet who seemed

to have come out of a comedy of Molierc. He had nearly killed his mas-

ter by accident when hunting at Bignon, and was all the more passion-

ately devoted to him. His attachment was equalled only by his insolent

familiarity. He shared good and evil fortune with his master, and even,

it seems, his amorous conquests. Confidant and accomplice in his adven-

tures, always zealous and often blundering, he put up with Mirabcau’s

fits of anger and played often the part of Providence for him and always

that of buffoon. This was the faithful, cunning Legrain, whom Mira-

beau had sent to Ncufchatel to secure the council’s pronouncement.
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He had acquitted himself well on that occasion. Legrain shared all his

master’s hatreds. Riding one day along a road from Pontarlier, he met
Pion returning from the chase, surrounded by his hounds. Pretending

to defend himself from the pack, Legrain flourished his whip so violently

that he lashed the lawyer full in the face. In court he defended himself

with a cheapjack’s fluency, pretending that he had been dazzled by the

sun. “Did I really have the misfortune to catch Monsieur the King’s

Counsel instead of the hound? It is incredible.”

The violence of Mirabeau’s memorials produced a reaction in his

favour. But the marquis lost patience. He sent Saillant with instructions

“to do in my name and his the exact opposite of what has been done

so far.” Mirabeau swore that not even the sight of the scaffold facing

his window would make him accept any proposal in prison. He wrote

indignantly to his brother-in-law: “I have told my father, and I repeat

it to you, that nobody has the right before God and men to interfere in

my affair against my will.” But Saillant succeeded in appeasing his sus-

ceptibility. He started negotiations with the Valdahons.

The proposals made in the name of M. de Monnier seemed to Mira-

beau “reasonable and decent.” The sentence of the Pontarlier tribunal

was to be considered null and void. A judicial separation would be

granted, and a life pension assured to Sophie, on condition that she

remained at the convent until her husband’s death. Mirabeau was

satisfied. “I do not think it is possible to emerge with more honour from

so melancholy an affair.”

“You have no idea how the fellow can impress the court,” the marquis

wrote to the bailli, “for I am well informed, and I know that it is gen-

erally thought that he would have secured an arrangement without Sail-

lant, with all his extravagance; and perhaps—^indeed, people are saying

beyond doubt—a more advantageous one.” He went even further: “In

fact, it is possible that his mad memorials won jhe day for him, and

that they will serve him further.” But this avowal did not bring any

change of heart. He refused to pay the debts his son had contracted in

prison.

When Caroline congratulated her brother on the issue of the pro-

ceedings, he replied bitterly: “I am very far from being able to credit

the favourable auguries which your good heart sent me. My own heart

is torn, and the wound will never close. My father’s contempt and

hatred have at last been unmasked; he is showing them without disguise;

the contempt may be forced, but in that case the hatred is only the

more violent.” Gabriel was profoundly discouraged. “What can I do?
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What should I do? Unless I forestall his judgment and his prophecies

by exiling myself forever from my country and my family.”

5

The Marquise de Malleroy was the salvation of the poor at Gien. The
little town saw her riding about in a donkey-chaise, distributing aid

to suffering families and caring for children with the tenderness of a

mother who had not had the happiness to keep her own child. Under
that borrowed name and amid that activity which brought her the es-

teem of the whole neighbourhood, the sinner Sophie de Monnier sought

oblivion. She had had no wish to leave Gien, which had sheltered her

in her sorrows and in her last days of happiness with Gabriel. Her
tormented past seemed to survive in her only in solicitude for those

who were in need. But not with impunity had she loved Mirabeau. She

was one of love’s uprooted, retaining beneath a deceptive appearance of

serenity her eternal nostalgia for a passion. She sought in vain for

Gabriel de Mirabeau in the men who approached her. But she could

not live without being loved, and least of all without immolating herself

in a love.

An officer much older than herself became one of her intimates. He
was regarded as a lover, but a neighbour bore witness that he was only

a friend, and the society of the neighbouring chateaux received him

with Sophie. One of these chateaux belonged to an ex-cavalry captain,

M. de Poterat. He was still young, a widower and a consumptive. He
was g man of the world, and a man of wide culture, a thing of which

Sophie must have felt the need after the disappearance of her encyclo-

paedic mentor. But he was in need of a woman’s solicitude, of devoted

care, of vigilant affection. He attached himself to Sophie with the pas-

sion of a man who knows himself to be doomed, and he settled at Gien,

in a house facing hers. He wanted to marry her in order to leave her

his fortune. The day of the marriage was fixed. Sophie believed herself

to have found happiness again in an ardent sacrifice for an invalid. But

his emotion seems to have been too strong for his diseased heart: M. de

Poterat died suddenly at the beginning of September 1789. On the

morrow of his death. Dr. Ysabeau returned to Gien from a morning

round in the countryside. A messenger ran to meet him, shouting that

the Mirquise de Malleroy had been assassinated.

Sophie’s faithful friend hurried to her house. He found her in her

dressing-room, with die windows closed, and in front of her two bra-
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zicrs of bumt-out charcoal. Her face was livid; her body, already stiff,

was bound hand and foot to her easy chair. Dr. Ysabeau recalled a recent

conversation with Sophie in which she had talked of reflexes of desper-

ate people that drive them at the last moment to open their windows.

Sophie had been afraid of that last impulse of the will to live and had

bound herself. She had always played with the idea of a voluntary death.

She could not live a loveless life. She had been consumed in the flames

of a passion that was too much for her. She had tried in vain to survive

it. Mirabeau understood that she had died for him and not for M. de

Poterat.

Dr. Ysabeau sent the news to his brother-in-law, the Abbe Vallet,

member of the National Assembly. The abb6 went with it to the Comte
de Mirabeau, his political opponent; he watched the effect of the news

on the face of the great man of the Assembly. He thought it excessive,

and believed it to be feigned. For the last time Gabriel, the passionate

lover, rose from the past. Abruptly he left an important debate to weep
for Sophie.

6

“Savages of bellicose tribes may prefer to bury themselves wholesale

in a common death; but a conunercial people simply calculates its as-

sets,” said Clavi^re, one of the exiles from Geneva, bitterly. Neufchatel,

the refuge of thinkers, had become a place of asylum for the leaders

of the democrats of Geneva, The city had prepared to defend itself

against the armed coalition of France, Sardinia, and the Canton of

Berne, whose aim was to re-establish by force of arms the rule of the

aristocrats, who had been overthrown by their adversaries. Geneva had

fortified itself and had mounted guns on its ramparts against the enemy.

Ardent young people were ready to die in the defence of freedom.

But Geneva could not have much hope of long resisting the army of

the French general, the Marquis de Jaucourt. The city was in danger

of being sacked, and also of reducing itself to ruins by blowing up
houses in its fierce defence. The leaders of the popular party were

democrats and not revolutionaries. They had a horror of bloodshed.

“We may have a right to dispose of our own lives,” Claviirc said, “but

who gives us" any right to dispose of the lives of ten thousand women
and children?” The democrats considered it more honourable to “sacri-

fice” themselves. Only their adversaries tacitly agreed with them. Their

partisans accused them of cowardice and pursued them with gunfire.

These men had taken refuge temporarily at Neufchitel; embittered,

eloquent, and disunited as leaders in exile often are, they loaded each
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other with mutual reproaches and argued about their plans. They
wanted to found, somewhere in the world, a new Geneva. The Prussian

Emperor offered them permission to establish themselves at Constance,

but they distrusted an absolute government.

From Switzerland, whither Mirabeau had gone after his case at Pon-

tarlier, he wrote the French Foreign Minister responsible for interven-

tion, asking his protection. He was filled once more with his old terror

of his father. A letter from the marquis had given him reason to fear

that his return to France would be “the first step to a new prison.” He
prayed the minister to make an end of that arbitrary regime. “Thirty-

eight lettres de cachet have already descended upon my family. I have

been the victim of some of these orders; I cannot reconcile myself to

being the thirty-ninth.” But he did not approach the ininister as a hum-
ble petitioner alarmed by the prospect of imprisonment. He promised

him as “the first evidence of my gratitude an important memorandum
on the affairs of Geneva.”

The memorandum which he drew up for Vergtnnes was his first

effort in the field of foreign policy. He gave evidence from the outset

of courage and political wisdom in addressing himself directly to the

men responsible, in order to win over the most redoubtable adversaries.

It was to the man who was most hated by the Genevese exiles that Mira-

beau addressed himself to ask him to reconcile them with France.

“The troubles of Geneva are not the work of the party sacrificed,”

he wrote, “they are the masterpiece of Machiavellism of the other party.

Permit me to say that if you had said sotto voce to the aristocrats that

the faults of the ruled are generally those of the rulers, perhaps the

mere sound of your beneficent voice would have calmed the Genevese

and put an end to their discord. • . .

“Do not deceive yourself. The Genevese who arc humiliated at pres-

ent are the part of their little nation which is the most esteemed all over

Europe.” He advised the recall of French troops and preparations to

make peace. It was a lesson in foreign policy offered to a powerful

minister for whose favour he was begging. The lesson was not listened

to. The Genevese exiles scattered over the world, to return to France

in her critical hours. They were but a handful of men, but their in-

fluence was to be one of the forces that would one day bring down the

existing political system, the old order, the society which Vergennes

represenfed.

Mirabeau had already been corresponding with the Genevese demo-

crats from his prison in Pontarlicn When he met them at NeufchStel

he gained friends for life, collaborators who were to help him to lay
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the foundations of his great reputation. In France nothing was known
of him but his notorious amorous adventures and his quarrels with his

father. Nowhere had he sufficient backing to justify the assurance with

which he spoke to the exiled democratic leaders. But he dazzled them
with the picture he painted of conditions in France. They never forgot

his vision of future political changes and of his own role. “In 1782,”

one of the Genevese recalled later, “he spoke to us of the States General

of France as an event that could not fail to come: ‘I shall be a deputy

. . . and I shall re-establish your country!’
”

His father, who accused him of being blind to his own interests, ad-

mitted that “never was man so clear-sighted about other people’s busi-

ness.” Jacques-Pierre Brissot, then a young journalist and much among
the Genevese, was struck by “that accurate and piercing vision, which

saw through men and foresaw events, that ability to assimilate all the

talents.”

Brissot had arrived at Neufchkel at the moment when the democrats

went into exile, and he established relations with one of the most im-

portant of them, Claviere, who was to play a decisive part in the life of

Mirabeau.

When Mirabeau made his acquaintance at Neufchatel, Clavifere was

nearly fifty years old. Clavi^re’s dream was to become, like Necker,

the French Finance Minister, One day in 1780, when in Paris on busi-

ness for the Republic of Geneva, he had stopped in front of the residence

•of the Controller General of Finance and said to his travelling com-
panion: “My heart tells me that one day I shall live there.”

He was to realize his ambition a dozen years later, with the aid of

that modest journalist Brissot, to whom he had given hospitality. As
though he suspected that a great upheaval was necessary for him to be

able to fulfil his destiny (which ended beneath the guillotine), he

sought out men capable of unhinging an epoch.
j

“Claviere liked Mirabeau,” wrote Brissot. “I think he liked him best

of all his friends. The cause of this attachment lay, if I am not mistaken,

in the unconquerable urge that carried the Genevese toward revolutions

and toward those who could engineer them.”

Qavi^re was not only won over by Mirabeau’s personality, the dan-

gerous quality that even his father recognized in him; he was also drawn

to him by his ardent humanity, his vehement indignation against social

injustice. “He is a great man in intellect and in his moral resources,”

he said of him. At the time when Mirabeau met him, Claviere was of

the type well described by Brissot a« “an inexhaustible mine of crude

diamonds; what he needed was a setter.” This was the role Mirabeau
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later assumed; for, to quote a phrase of Goethe, “he had the gift of per-

ceiving talent, and talent felt attracted by the demon of his powerful

nature and willingly submitted to his direction.”

But that was in a future that then seemed distant and almost inconceiv-

able. Mirabeau’s existing position was obscure and desperate. He tried

to earn a little money with his writings. He sold to Fauche, the pub-

lisher of his Lettres de cachet^ VEspton devalisS, on which he had

collaborated with Badouin, a fellow-prisoner, while at Vincennes; he

tried also to pass off a manuscript of his father's, Vlnstruction d^un

prince; Fauche refused it, but Mirabeau had no scruple about publish-

ing it later without mentioning the marquis. The Lettres de cachet

began to sell widely in France. Mirabeau’s old protector, Lenoir, the

lieutenant of police, became alarmed, remembering his former prisoner’s

earlier intention of dedicating the work to him. Fearing that he might

be suspected of complicity, Lenoir, like a true police official, de-

nounced the work to Vergennes, though without mentioning the

author’s name. He also denounced VEspion devalise and the libertine

novel Ma conversion.

Vergennes transmitted the denunciation to Goltz, Prussian ambassa-

dor at Paris, for Neufchatel was under Prussian sovereignty. The first

edition of Lettres de cachet, nine thousand copies, had been sold out,

and four thousand copies of the second edition had already been dis-

tributed when the police raided the publishers. The presses were then

stopped, the publishing premises placed under seal, and the printers

imprisoned. The censor took alarm on examining the work^ which had

not been submitted to him. He found that “the author has sought to de-

stroy religion by treating it as a human invention, and seems further to

be inviting the French to set limits to the authority, described as abso-

lute, of their sovereign.”

The affair produced great activity among subordinate officials. The
French ambassador at Berlin remarked that it was “impossible to speak

of a trifle in more portentous language.” Vergennes himself intervened

and asked for the seals to be broken. Frederick II, for his part, declared

that the penalty of three days’ imprisonment inflicted on the printers

was sufficient. The publishers, questioned by the police, finally admitted

that they had returned the manuscripts to the Co^lte de Mirabeau. Mira-

bcau was not disturbed: he knew that it was impossible to prove that

he was the author of the book concerned.

He had worse troubles. “Here I am, free! What can I do with my
freedom?” he wrote to his sister, “Reprobated by my father, forgotten

and perhaps hated by my mother, dreaded by my uncle, waited for by
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my creditors, not one of whom has been paid although every penny

was taken from me on the pretext of satisfying them; threatened by my
wife, or by those who rule her; destitute of everything, of income, of

status, of credit.” The money he earned in Switzerland melted rapidly

in his hands. He was distracted about his debts at Pontarlier. “Mv law-

yers must certainly regard me as an ingrate. I must appear in a most

unenviable light, since I am offering no return to those who helped me
in so capital an affair,” he complained to Vitry. He had no wish to

return to Provence with “a double bankrupt’s reputation.”

At that time of discouragement he had no knowledge of the victori-

ous progress his ideas were already making. His Lettres de cachet was

stirring men’s consciences. One of the most brilliant men at court, the

Comte de Vaudreuil, friend of Mme. de Polignac (who was an intimate

friend of Marie Antoinette), had the courage a little later to lend the

book to the king. Public opinion was so moved that in the end the gov-

ernment was obliged to evacuate the fortress of Vincennes. In the au-

tumn of 1784 a chronicler noted that “all Paris” was tre^ping through

Vincennes to see the hateful traces of an “ancient barbarism.”

7

“We must at all costs have a house and prosperity,” declared the mar-

quis. It was with this feeling that he permitted his son to re-enter France

in freedom.

The bailli fought har(J against the burden his brother was imposing on

him. “I have taken a surprising aversion to that man,” he said, adding that

Gabriel’s only proper home was with his father. Since the reunion with

his wife could only be effected in the course of a stay in Provence, how-

ever, the bailli submitted, though he thought it “quite impossible to get

used to him.”

The return of Mirabeau to the chateau, “the home of my fathers for

four centuries,” as he declared with more pomposity th^n truth, was a

triumphal entry. “My uncle did his best,” he wrote to his sister, “to

give me a tepid reception, but he did not succeed.” The peasants assem-

bled in crowds along his route with fifes and Proven5al drums. They
received him with harangues, with fireworks, with salvos and wild mu-
sic. “I think you ought to have prevented these village celebrations,”

wrote the marquis, annoyed, “for it is a flouting of the decree and the

creditors.”

The bailli was himself astonished at “the joy of these people at see-

ing him arrive, although he owes money to some of them; but they are
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very fond of him, and I have been touched by the lively expressions of

some of them on this subject.”

A few days of his nephew’s presence at Mirabeau sufficed to make

the bailli write that “M. Honore seems to have sobered greatly in his

ideas” and that he was “very agreeable and very docile.” A fortnight

later he was resolutely taking his nephew’s side against his brother. “I

am seeing to it that your son shall not catch sight of your letters, for I

begin to think that you are being made to set him down as rather worse

than he is, and I am very pleased with him, except for his rather lively

air, though not too much so, and perhaps some stories that are very

much embroidered but which I cannot be sure are false; finally, I will

hide nothing from you, but also I will not try to set you against your

children. Somebody else looks after that and will go on doing so.”

Thenceforward the bailli was leagued with the children of the

marquis against Mme. dc Pailly. He assured the Saillants that he had

never been able to bear her presence in his brother’s house, “because, far

from realizing the way she ought to behave, she persisted in playing the

part of mistress of the house,” arousing furious jealousy in the Marquise

de Mirabeau. In spite of his realistic resignation, he flattered himself

that he could influence his brother: “Perhaps we shall manage to under-

mine the confidence he has in that woman.”

But the marquis was seriously offended. When Gabriel, too, per-

mitted himself a remark on the subject of Mme. de Pailly, he roughly

snubbed him: “I have told you, my son, that there is a subject on which

I have no intention at all of listening to anybody, a subject that gets

my back up and deeply wounds me; I have told you that; only from

my brother can I listen to anything connected with that subject, be-

cause I owe him respect, and because without knowing it he is jealous.”

Gabriel’s arrival spread dismay in the clan of the Marignanes. He
learned that Emilie’s first impulse was to rejoin him at Mirabeau, but

that her father made a violent scene and, so Mirabeau Jeamed, “told her

in front of the servants that he would renounce her if she went away.”

Emilie was not the woman to struggle fo;* a man, especially a man of

whom she was afraid. She gave way at once and adopted the views and

the suggestions of those round her.

Mirabeau sent a servant to Marignanc with letters for Emilie and her

father, “very polite” letters, “very measured, but very firm and quite

unanswerable.” The replies the man brought back were dry and nega-

tive. “You must feel yourself,” his wife wrote, “that the events that

have happened will always form an insurmountable barrier between

you and me,” and that she would defend her liberty “with the aid of
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the law.” She told the bailli at the same time that her father “is very

determined that I shall never live with M. de Mirabeau.” She added:

“I may perhaps flatter myself that I contributed to his liberty. He is

enjoying it. It would be very extraordinary if he made use of it to

attack mine.”

Emilie also sent a letter, dictated by her father, to Caroline complain-

ing of Gabriel. She told her that they had decided to institute proceed-

ings for a separation: “Papa will spare neither his fortune nor any means

to get me away from a man so little master of himself.” She added: “I am
quite sure that my father-in-law will not support him in the steps he

says lie is taking against me. My father and I have, indeed, his word
guaranteeing it.” She concluded with the threat of a “scandalous case.”

The marquis was very vexed at this reminder of his undertaking. “I

said nothing of the sort to the girl. I still remember it, and I was glad

that they did not do me the honour of replying, for an undertaking

not accepted is an undertaking not given.” In his embarrassment he

burst into reproaches against his son: “If he had wanted his wife he

would have had her, but it would have taken years of prudence to re-

conquer her, and of gentleness and respect.” The bailli answered im-

patiently: “Years of prudence, yes; but heirs? Would you have de-

manded them from this woman when she was sixty? Gentleness? but

how to give evidence of it to people who will not see you and do not

read your letters?”

The Marignanes sent their legal adviser, Gassier, who was at the

same time a friend of the bailli, to Mirabeau to “convince us that we
are wrong.” Mirabeau listened calmly to all the complaints his wife

biought against him. This calm of a man well known for his bursts

of temper was so impressive that the bailli said several times: “You
can see that I am less self-controlled than my nephew.”

In reply, Mirabeau showed Marignane’s envoy the letters from Emilie.

He also revealed his wife’s lapse. The lawyer was dumbfounded. He saw

that in the eyes of the public the Comtesse de Mirabeau might have

more to answer for than her husband.

Mirabeau learned that the lawyers engaged by the Marignanes—there

were twenty-three of them—had told their clients plainly that they had

“not the shadow of a case for a legal separation.” “All the difficulties

with which we are meeting,” he wrote to his sister, “proceed frorti a

dozen letters of my father’s in which he paints me as the most villainous

of men, and from two others in which he gives his word of honour that

he will never permit me to claim her return.” But when, to palliate the

effect of his father’s terrible screeds, Gabriel de Mirabeau asked him
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to send him letters from his daughter-in-law that spoke in his son’s fa-

vour, the marquis took offence and in'^oked his old principles. “I have

always considered that letters are a deposit of confidence and that in

consequence a letter addressed to me should never be shown in court

with my consent,” he wrote to the bailli.

He also wrote to his daughter-in-law in this tone of laboured

facetiousness, which he assumed when he did not want to admit that his

conscience was uneasy. He reminded her, too, that letters are a deposit

of confidence which must never emerge from the desk of an honest

person, and he added: “I wrote of things as they were at the dme, and

so I shall always do.”

The marquis wrote a very pointed letter to M. de Marignane: “What
personal advantages have I sought in your alliance? What have I asked

from you? None of the rights that were given me by our laws and by
the usages of Provence. I left you to dispase of the funds and the reve-

nues of Madame your daughter as you thought fit. When she came to

me, my house was unreservedly thrown open to her, without any pay-

ment for board. . . . When she wanted to keep her son with her, in spite

of the steps I -had taken for his education, did 1 not leave him with her,

this boy who was the only hope of my race? He perished in her hands,

in a strange house, in the midst of celebrations, and far from my allow-

ing the slightest complaint to escape me in my deep affliction^ all I

thought about was to console the mother in her just grief.”

Before the struggle became envenomed, Mirabeau also made a last

appeal to Emilie. He brought into play all his persuasiveness. He was
himself moved in his effort to move her: “Emilie, listen to me: it is a

matter of your happiness and mine. You loved me, you loved me very

much, and the first man a woman has loved is never indifferent to her

love. . . . Poor Emilie, listen to a man who loves you, a man whose

interests are yours, Emilie, and consider. This moment may decide your

whole life.”

Painful as it was for Mirabeau to appeal to her, in his eloquent suppli-

cation he preserved his full dignity. “Certainly I do not want a woman
against her will, but certainly also I owe it to myself not to allow my
house to fall in order to allow my wife the pleasure of being a star in

a comedy troupe.” Emilie had tried to intimidate her father-in-law with

the feaik of scandal; her husband showed her that scandal threatened

her too: “Oh, you, whom I have seen so honourable, so decent, so sensi-

tive to public opinion! Does not that scandal and all that may result

from it make you tremble? You know what dealer's in lies and insults

there are among lawyers. They will choose you a madman. He will
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attack me scurrilously; he will do all he can to make it impossible for

me to live with you. And what will happen to you? Are you going to

live always from day to day? All the hope of your happiness will rest

upon one single man, whom may Heaven long preserve, but who is

neither very young nor of very robust health. . . . No, you will not

come into court, or I little know you.” Like all his appeals to Emilie’s

heart, this one, too, was in vain. It was sent by a messenger, and seems

to have been sent back to' him, for it was found among his papers.

All means of conciliation failed. The bailli asked his brother whether

he had decided to go to law. “A wife isn’t to be got through a writ-

server,” the marquis replied.

The bailli lost patience. “I want a yes or a no,” he wrote. “I am too

old to be trifled with. Make up your mind; but in God’s name, decide

for yourself, and without any female opinion.”

The Marignanes were sure that the marquis would recoil from a law-

suit. “There has always been correspondence between a certain person,

whom you do not know well enough and I know only too well, and this

woman here,” wrote the bailli to the marquis later. “You will not be-

lieve me, but it is certain that your distaste for going to law has always

been known here. It has been confidently assumed that you would

prevent us from taking proceedings.”

The marquis, driven to a decision, yielded to his brother’s represen-

tations. “I have no right to prevent that gentleman from starting pro-

ceedings,” he replied, embarrassed. “And as he knows as well as I do

that this is the way to get separated from his wife, I do not for a mo-
ment want him to be able to charge me with having stood in his way.”

Resigned to the worst, he gave his consent. “I can sec that it is my
fate to be dragged by my hair into the abyss.”

8

“When I came to Aix, everybody fled from me; I was Antichrist.”

The brilliant society was horrified to see Mirabeau reappear, like a

ghost; and “crowded tenderly round the kind woman who was their

delight, and that, too, at her own expense.” The Marignanes had threat-

ened to boycott anybody who received him, and only Mme. dc Vence
dared to brave the threat.

The whole town seemed to be holding its breath as if at the approach

of a catastrophe. “A costumier said the other day,” wrote the bailli,

“that a gentleman had come who was upsetting the balls and the the-

atricals at Tholonet, and that business had come to a stop.” It was as
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though an elemental force had been unloosed and had made a void around

itself. But so much had been said about the violence of the Comte dc

Mirabeau that those who approached him wxre almost disappointed.

“He has greatly changed,” said a wit; “he has become very reasonable.

If he became more so he would be a bore.”

Mirabeau displayed, in fact, remarkable patience and moderation. He
sent New Year greetings for 1783 to the Marquis de Marignane and to

Emilie, to which no reply was sent. He wrote to them again at the end

of January; the bearer brought back a message from the Marquis de

Marignane: “I have no reply to give; M. de Mirabeau will do what he

chooses.” Mirabeau further proposed, as a last resort, a conference with

his wife, alone, with the bailli and her father in an adjoining room.

Emilie asked for tv^enty~four hours to consider this, and replied on

the following day that the conference seemed to her to be impossible

and useless.

Mirabeau allowed another month to pass. Then, at the end of Feb-

ruary, he informed Emilie that, to his deep regret but as a matter of

honour, he would take legal proceedings. The letter was returned to

him unopened. In a province in which “I had few relatives left, few

secret friends, and scarcely a single open one,” wrote Mirabeau later,

“I proceeded to fight against the family of the highest repute, and

against the individual in the town of Aix who was considered to have

the most pleasant company, the most powerful friends, and the best

cook.” M. de Marignane had, indeed, spared no effort to seize every

possible advantage; Mirabeau could find no lawyer of reputation to

take charge of his case; he had to be content with a young barrister

who was beginning his career.

Once the struggle had been decided on, Emilie seemed to take pleas-

ure in the general excited anticipation of the great event. She felt her-

self to be the centre of attention, the principal heroine of a play, which

she regarded as comedy rather than drama. She herself had discussions

with her lawyers, always in the company of the master of Tholonet,

the young Comte de Galliffet.

Her leading counsel was Pascalis, a man of fifty, with the fire of a

Proven9al and the roughness of a self-made man of humble origin. He
was sufficiently conscious of his strength not to be moved easily by any-

thing" OP anybody. His vigour of speech, sometimes brutal, was helped

by his physical appearance, his height, his marked features, and the

blazing glance that came from beneath his bushy eyebrows. His plead-

ings were battles in which he thrust at his adversary as though in mortal

combat. He was pleased when he learned that Mirabeau, helped only
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by the young Jaubert, had decided to conduct his own case: “We shall

have to goad him: he will rear up like a stallion, and we shall have him.”

Another of Emilie’s counsel was Portalis, a younger man than Pascalis.

He was no less violent than his colleague, and still more personal, piti>

less, and sarcastic, searching with the skill of a fencer for the weak spot

in his adversary’s armour. The eloquence of Pascalis was a matter of

sledge-hammer blows; Portalis distilled his words like drops of poison.

On the day that the Comtcsse de Mirabeau returned her husband’s

letter unopened, Mirabeau sent his petition to the lieutenant general of

the seneschalsy of Provence “that an injunction may be issued for Mme.
de Mirabeau to return to her husband within three days.” M. de Mira-

beau appealed and sued for a separation.

The sensational case had opened in that month of February 1783.

The private life of two noble families was to be exposed to full day-

light in its most intimate weaknesses. The case of Aix became one more

exhibition of the evil that was eating away the social edifice; it revealed

hidden cracks and threw discredit upon those who claimed to be pil-

lars of society. With so many other celebrated cases of the time, it was

one of the sources that nourished popular contempt and promoted

revolution. It brought nearer to the small man the bearers of great

names, who until then had been entrenched in their inaccessible exist-

ence. In this eagerness of great families to expose their vices there was

a sort of unconscious urge to suicide.

On March 20 Mirabeau addressed the lieutenant general of the

seneschalsy. It had to be determined where the Comtesse de Mirabeau

should reside during the hearing of her appeal. His pleading was prefaced

by a memorial entitled “Observations on behalf of the Comte de Mira-

beau,” which opened with a quotation from one of Emilie’s letters

—

‘‘May God bring us together again soon, for we are not made to be

separated.” The memorial was made up of letters received from his

wife in 1774 and 1775. “Without you the world is a desert for your

Emilie,” she had written in one of these. After each quotation Mirabeau

commented: “And Mme. de Mirabeau, since writing that, has never

seen the husband from whom it is claimed that she wants to be sepa-

rated.”

The lawsuit at Aix, which was to end in so resounding a manner,

opened quietly enough. The public so crowded into the court that the

atmosphere was suffocating, Mirabeau was accompanied only by Lord
Peterborough and by another English friend. “Not a Frenchman dared

to show himself’ at Mirabean’s ^e. Mirabeau complained of ffiis os-
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tracism in his pleading. “An effort has been made to turn the simplest

of claims into a party suit, to rouse the public, to close every door to

me, to prohibit me from seeing even my oldest and dearest friends;

an effort has been made to rob me of all aid and all advice.”

He pleaded with a warm, engaging voice, modulated to a tender

melancholy, for the return to him of a loving but straying wife. Emilie’s

lawyers reproached him with having defamed her. But Mirabeau de-

clared with chivalrous ardour: “Emilie de Mirabeau is capable of all

honourable feelings and actions, she is capable only of those . . . and

I have so much esteem for my wife that I confide my defence to her. In

fact, gentlemen, for my whole argument, as its whole art and eloquence,

I have had printed the only letters she has written me since the sprms
of my life separated us from each other.” He added: “Just God! On
what may a man’s reputation depend! Eight months ago I did not pos-

sess one of these letters. Buried among the papers abandoned a thou-

sand times in my unfortunate wanderings, they have been preserved for

me by the faithful vigilance of a friend . . . and if they had not been

brought back to me, I should have had to bend my head beneath the

weight of an unanswerable slander. A town, a whole province, would

have repeated it and credited it.”

As he spoke his vibrant accents won over his audience. The Marquis,

dc Marignane had taken stock of him at first with a sneer. But soon he

was seized with concern, his expression changed entirely, and he

listened with bent head. Mirabeau was pleading for Emilie’s withdrawal

from her father’s influence, because “she cannot be called free in a

house to which her obsessors are admitted, while the voice of her hus-

band cannot be heard there.” And he exclaimed ardently: “Thou who
hast always loved me and hast never departed from my heart! Thou
whom one glance would have brought back to me! Oh! blame only our

common enemies for the melancholy past which thou art forcing me
to play here. I groan under their compulsion, and never wert thou dearer

to me. Have no fear of my victory, it is necessary to thy happiness or I

should not want it. . . He was trying to move the woman who
had trembled in his arms; to move the mother who had mourned his

son. “Victor, the unhappy Victor who, if he were living, would ask

for me, is he not crying to the depth of your soul, ‘He is my father,

and you ^e thrusting him away!’
”

He had found words that went straight to men’s hearts. Even the

Marquis de Marignane, the bailli declared, wept in spite of himself.

The verdict of the court ordered Mme. de Mirabeau “to rejoin her
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husband provisionally or to retire to a convent where she should re-

ceive his visits.” The public, which had been prejudiced against him,

received the verdict with loud applause.

The M^rignanes appealed to the parlement. But, said Mirabeau, “the

counsellors of the parlevient are accustomed to finding at the house

of the Marquis de Marignane a family devoted to them, among whom
they are regarded as the best of company.” The young men of the

Chambre des Efiquetes proved their own importance to themselves by
openly pronouncing in salons and cafes against the Comte de Mirabeau.

The parlement ordered a stay of execution.

Mirabeau presented a petition in reply to that of his wife, in which

he contended that all the arguments she employed were irrelevant to

the case. Emilie, for her part, introduced a demand for a separation. Her
lawyers had now to speak. They prepared a terrible blow. Portalis, who
was drawing up a memorial for the Comtesse de Mirabeau, had no

scruple about making use of the letters from the Marquis de Mirabeau.

Emilie communicated this memorial to the bailli as a last attempt at

intimidation. She demanded that he should decide at once. If he did

not agree to the separation the memorial would be issued to the public.

The bailli, although he had known of these letters and was well aware of

the excesses of his brother’s pen, was dismayed at the violence of the

resentment revealed by every phrase: “Where did you find all that you

say here, declaring that I have the proof of it all, which is not the case?

The devil of scribomania must have strangely possessed you when you

wrote in that style.” He saw once more the influence of his brother’s

“fatal entourage.” But he returned the memorial without replying

Distribution began at once. Through the good offices of the Comte
de Galliffet a copy was placed in the nobles’ cafe and another in that

of the bourgeois. The public pounced upon it. Its success extended be-

yond the limits of the town. It was read with avidity in Paris. It was

circulated beyond the frontiers. Copies were called for in London and

Berlin. A few days after its publication it had to be reprinted.

“This scandalous attack,” the Marquis de Mirabeau wrote to a friend,

“made me go pale for the first time in my life.” To a publication made
up of quotations of love, Mirabeau’s adversaries had replied with a col-

lection of extracts of hatred. They denounced Mirabeau as “a bad

father, a bad son, a bad husband, a bad citizen, and a dangerous person.”

In addition to this printed abuse, they neglected no means of attacking

him. They succeeded in bringing his creditors into the field. “To pre-

vent them from putting my nephew into prison for debt,” the bailli
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wrote, have just pledged my cross”—the diamond cross of the Order

of Malta.

But they did not succeed in ruffling Mirabeau. In his reply, entitled

Observations on a Defamatory Libely a document of two hundred pages,

there growls the terrible wrath of a man who has kept perfectly cool.

The Observations opened with a quotation from Cicero’s Philippics:

“What man, not deprived of all honesty, of all humanity, of all respect

for the proprieties, what man will consider himself relieved by an un-

expected disagreement from the duty of keeping secret the letters he

has received?

“In our burning climate,” wrote Mirabcau, “in which all the affec-

tions of the soul tend to excess and passions are roused to the point of

atrocity, father-in-law and $on-in-Iaw have been seen duelling, and na-

ture has trembled. But I do not know whether a father-in-law has ever

been seen to constitute himself an informer against his son-in-law

through the medium of his daughter, and on the strength of pretended

proofs acquired through letters sent by his son-in-law’s father. . . .

Let the coward who would not prefer to be attacked with a dagger

rather than with slander from his own family, let him who would not

feel it easier to forgive the assassin who attacked his life than the libeller

who attacked his honour, find this parallel exaggerated!”

As for the letters from the marquis, “obviously dictated by the wrath

of a father justly irritated by the bad conduct of his son, but who, like

all fathers, exaggerated both that misconduct and his own indigna-

tion,” he declared that even if those letters were not contradicted by his

disavowal, by his efforts, and by subsequent facts, “it would still be

the most cowardly of outrages to have them published by the woman
who bears my name. . . . What subtleties, what distinctions, what

sophisms will disguise that infamy?” Yet, although wounded to the

quick, he still showed consideration for Emilie. “The laws cannot re-

fuse me my wife. I should be glad to get her away from those who arc

so greatly interested in separating us; I wanted to get her away and not

to tear her to pieces.”

9

The heajjfing opened with great solemnity in the Grand Chamber of

the parlement. Since Mirabeau’s arrival at Aix there had been a turn

in his favour in public opinion. He had been supposed to be guilty of

every sort of crime, and overweening in his claims, but the violence
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of his adversaries had put him in the position of a victim. However,

the tribunal before which the struggle was taking place was more con-

cerned for the interests of a clan than for justice.

It was in an atmosphere in which, as the daughter of Mme. de Vence
put it, all the judges were “parties in this affair,” that Portalis attacked

Mirabeau. “Better be defamed than praised by you,” was his opening

thrust. He announced at the outset that he had “horrors” to reveal.

He filled two entire hearings with them. It was a supreme bid in vio-

lence. He continually addressed Mirabeau instead of the court. He went

beyond all limits.

The marriage with Mile, de Marignane, he said, had been for Gabriel

de Mirabeau one that exceeded his hopes. He had been led into it by
the greediest and most sordid interest, the vilest cupidity. In support of

what he said, Portalis produced with the triumphant address of a con-

juror a letter from the Marquis de Mirabeau to his son, written at the

time of his marriage, which had fallen, nobody knew how, into his

hands. In this letter the marquis urged his son to conclude the marriage

*‘by every possible means.” Mirabeau interrupted with a request to be

shown the letter. It was promised, but was never communicated to him.

His whole existence, Portalis continued, was due to Mme. de Mira-

beau. But on the very day of the marriage he got drunk and ill treated

his wife. Portalis enumerated a whole series of outrages, of infamies, of

daily scenes, and of assaults on his victim. He spoke of debts, of extrava-

gant living; but at the same time he alleged that Mirabeau had con-

demned his wife to hunger, even refusing her a soup for which she

asked. When the young woman remonstrated, the brutal husband

cuffed her.

After abusing her fortune and her person, he deceived her. After

deceiving her, he defamed her.

But Portalis did not content himself with presenting Mirabeau as an

unworthy husband. He. painted him after their separation as a highway-

man, lurking in the forests, disguised sometimes as an ecclesiastic, some-

times as a foreigner “wearing decorations,” living in Holland at the head

of a band of brigands. He painted him even as a murderer, and went on
to attack the father as well as the son.

From then on it was for himself and for the honour of his family

that Mirabeau fought. He prepared his reply to Portalis, no longer held

back by any scruple. The bailli, too, was disgusted by the speech of

Portalis and wrote to his brother: “The only reply now must be a refu-

tation of these infamies and not a demand for that woman, who, believe

me, must not enter our mother’s house.”
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On May 23 Mirabeau made his speech in court. He went to the

heart of the judicial issue, the suspension of the sentence that had or-

dered Mme. de Mirabeau to rejoin her husband. But at the same time he

denounced the life Emilie was leading, the indulgent moral code of

her father, and the habits of her associates.

Portalis had said that it would be unjust, indecent, and insulting to

order Mme. de Mirabeau into a convent. Mirabeau took this up: “Yes,

no doubt it is supremely just that a young and amiable woman should

be the darling of a society to which all the young people of the town
are admitted and from which her husband alone is excluded. ... It is

decent that a young woman who is suing for a separation should be the

heroind of clubs and suppers and concerts, and even the heroine of a

theatre.”

He refused to enter into the war of insults that had been launched

against him: “I have to be judged upon facts defined with precision, and

not upon epithets.” One by one he took up the grounds for complaint

alleged by Mme. de Mirabeau in support of her suit. He quoted them,

dissected them, ridiculed them, always with skill, admitting what he

could not deny and minimizing it by his admission. Still with the same

impressive calm, he refuted one by one the chapters of Mme. de Mira-

beau*s “defamatory work of fiction.” Thoroughly master of himself,

after quoting each item he said: “Let us take a breath and reply.”

The voice was strong but always harmonious and well modulated,

one of those sensuous voices that evoke multiple overtones in the hu-

man soul, stirring it and capturing it before the reason has been con-

vinced. Everything served him in his art of oratory, even the defects

with which he had been continually reproached—^the vivacity of his

reactions, an imagination that carried him away before it carried away
the public, the skill with which he disposed of troublesome arguments

from his adversaries, and the daring of a bom gambler, who had the

knack of transforming a bad card into a winning one.

He showed this daring in taking up the accusations contained in his

father’s letters. His father, he claimed, was not sufRciently detached to

be able to discern the truth, “because he was accumulating at a distance

all the gossip that was afflicting his fatherly heart, the gossip of which

so many reckless voices have been the echoes in this province, the gos-

sip which perhaps was born in its entirety here ... so that my dc-

famers. In relying on my father’s letters, are relying as a rule on their

own assertions.”

But he did not confine himself to defence: he had decided to attack*

“Mme. de Mirabeau accuses me of having slandered her. For whole
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years I have drunk to the lees from the inexhaustible cup of misfortune

for not speaking ill of her, and I have slandered her! I had pardoned her,

I wanted still to pardon her, but pardon would be cowardice today when

my father has been outraged/’ He prepared to read a letter from Emilie.

“Without any question, this letter would never have seen the light of

day if Mme. dc Mirabeau had not to expiate new faults, faults much
graver in my eyes, before she can claim to resume the rank and the

rights of a wife/’

He read the letter breaking off relations with young Gassaud; it con-

tained the admission of her adultery. Had Emilie informed her lawyers

of her own lapses? Did she think her husband would never dare to

accuse her? It almost seemed as if, with her capacity for dismissing any-

thing from her mind, she had forgotten the very existence of this com-

promising document. The letter had the effect of an explosion. Emilie’s

lawyers were in consternation. The public was excited at the unex-

pected turn the case had taken. Evil tongues now got to work at Emilie’s

expense. All the concealed jealousies and secret envy pounced on this

unexpected meal. Soon rumours were spreading throughout the prov-

ince, swelled by invention.

Mirabeau recalled the circumstances of Emilie’s lapse and of his par-

don. “Mme. de Mirabeau paid homage to my moderation and praised

my generosity, she who has just traced the most monstrous picture of

my atrocious brutality.”

He returned to his point of departure. “Well, gentlemen, shall we
still be told that Mme. de Mirabeau should be sequestrated at her father’s

home, shall we still be told that that house is the sanctuary of morals,

the chief asylum of innocence? . . . The man to whom the letter I

have just made known was addressed lived for a whole winter at M.

dc Marignane’s house, in the room that was intended for me—a room
separated from that of Mme. dc Mirabeau only by a dressing-room,

. . . Such is the majesty, such is the sanctity of her father’s house. The
saintly and majestic father is too hospitable.”

He came to the crucial issue, but in a manner dangerous to his own
success. “Can a man who in examining his life includes the proceedings

I have indicated . . . can. he deign to call by the name of wife a woman
capable of such ingratitude, capable of unheard-of perfidies that arc an

outrage upon me and my family?” He caught himself at once: “But it is

not at the request of such a woman that a separation should be pro-

nounced—or from now on wickedness will be a guarantee of success

and the title of wife a patent of impunity for the most horrible calumnies
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and defamations.” With this speech Mirabeau in very truth separated

from Emilie.

Mirabeau now turned wrathfully upon the lawyer. “And you who
interrogated me at such length through two whole hearings, answer

now in your turn: Are not you the real author of this lawsuit?”

Mirabeau gave free reign to his long-suppressed indignation. All the

humiliations he had suffered, all the outrages he had endured in silence,

were now thunderously voiced. His wrath had the vehemence of the

blind forces of nature. Everything in him seefned to serve these tempests

of indignation—his Herculean stature, his swelling bull’s-neck, his great

head with its immense shdek of hair, the swoop of his square shoulders,

his broad and sonorous chest, and the powerful breathing that re-

sounded as in a brazen bell.

Immobile on his bench sat Portalis, growing more and more livid

under the claps of thunder that were breaking over him. Mirabeau spoke

of the sublime mission of the lawyers who devote themselves to the

defence of the oppressed. “But if one of them, sheltered by the im-

punity accorded and due to their profession, of which independence is

the soul, is known only for the culpable ability, imbued always with

alien passions, that is roused and calmed at their bidding, if his only

eloquence is in vomiting abusive declamation, lies, passion, calumny, if

he truncates or falsifies every document he quotes . . , such a man
degrades himself from the freest of occupations to enslavement by the

most servile of passions, and Martial has defined him for me: he is a

dealer in lies, in rhetoric, and in abuse.”

Portalis listened with tears of weakness or of rage in his eyes, and at

the end of the hearing he collapsed. He was carried, insensible, out of

the court. “Your brother,” the marquis wrote to Caroline, “has won
over the whole country, people and good judges; it is astonishing how
that scallawag captures everybody.”

His speech at Aix was the first step Mirabeau took in his climb to

celebrity. He had carried on his own case, had taken revenge on Emilie,

and had made her lawyer pay dearly for his infamies. But it was not his

judges alone that he had addressed. He was aware that his words would
have a wider influence, and one of more importance in his eyes.

10

Marie Antoinette’s brother, the Archduke Ferdinand, governor of

Milan, and his wife were travelling through France under the names of
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G}nite and Comtesse de NoUenbourg. The great attraction at Aix was
the Mirabeau case. They expressed ^e desire to be present. The pres-

ence of the august visitors had its influence on the course of the pro-

ceedings, and especially on the attitude of the opposing party. Emilie

was ready for the compromise which her husband proposed—a separa-

tion for two years, during which she would retire to a convent, on con-

dition that at the next hearing he would exonerate her from the faults

revealed in the letter he had read.

The arrival of the royal personages abruptly tilted the balance toward

conciliation. PortaUs, who had been in bed for some days, had spoken

at the hearing on the day before. The tempest that had shaken him had

brought wisdom. His tone had changed. From Mirabeau’s violent ac-

cusations he drew the inference that “the husband has declared that he

no longer wants Mme. de Mirabeau.” He could not deny the existence

of the compromising document, and contented himself with insinuat-

ing that the letter “was not written voluntarily and freely.”

Mirabeau had prepared a rejoinder which he himself described as

“vehement.” The presence of the illustrious visitors, and the condition

put forward by Emilie, made it necessary for him to redraft his speech.

The threads that had seemed broken still held. Mirabeau seemed to

hesitate to make a final break with his past aspirations and with all the

facilities represented by bis wife’s fortune and social position. When
he pronounced his great speech, he had felt, just as the bailli had done,

chat any further life together was impossible for the couple. But the

chance that had brought the archduke to Aix seemed to give value to

a destiny which would not be the same when he had lost Emilie. He
seemed suddenly to recoil from a future in which he would find himself

once more without money or support.

On June 17 the public crowded into the court. As he opened his

speech, Mirabeau fixed his gaze on the archduke. Ferdinand greatly re-

sembled his sister. The Comte de Mirabeau had no suspicion as yet that

his path and the queen’s would cross one day. But for him, as for so

many other young aristocrats of the time, she was the very embodiment

of grace and caprice and seduction. She was a sovereign and at the same

time enveloped with a perfume of femininity. She herself had thrown

down the barriers that surrounded her, and haunted unbridled imagina-

tions, elusive and provoking, a delicious mirage for the frivolous and

the ambitious.

Her image had now been brought into the proceedings at Aix. Mira-

beau, as an accomplished courtier, saluted it. “Which of us, if he
wished to consecrate here the living image of justice and to embellish
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it with all the charms of beauty, would not place here the august efBgy

of our queen? A happy chance offers us here her adored features, re-

traced by nature herself. . . . We have all caught with delight that

striking resemblance, and how it reassures my heart!” In the course

of his speech he also slipped in a eulogy of the Empress Maria Theresa,

as a model of love and of conjugal devotion. At the bar of a provincial

tribunal, Mirabeau was showing his aptitude for the salons of Versailles.

But the influence of the visitors was yet more subtle. It suggested to

him not only well-turned compliments, but emotions, perhaps forced,

which ended by gaining control of him. In the presence of these illus-

trious spectators, the temptation was great for him to play a handsome

part. He displayed himself to the public as a magnanimous husband, sad-

dened at having been obliged to overwhelm his wife. “Why did Mmc.
dc Mirabeau, in her demented infatuation, choose to compel me to

reveal all our domestic secrets? Oh God, God! What would I not give

to be able to bury them in eternal oblivion? Why did she want to extract

from me all these frightful truths? Why does she force me to speak

to her only by addressing you, gentlemen, and the public?”

It was the voice of what his age called sensibility that was raised be-

fore that audience by Mirabeau, tender, persuasive, emotional, and

almost sincere, in his desire to win his case and to win over his public.

He already possessed that art of the great orators, and also a certain ab-

sence of shame that is a condition of it, the art of creating in the pres-

ence of a numerous audience the factitious intimacy of a tcte-i-tete.

For the last time he spoke directly to Emilie, for the last time he used

the intimate “thou”: “My passion for thee was too real not to penetrate

thy soul. Thou art burning for me and thou hatest me, thou art tearing

me. Nature has shown thee so sweet, so touching. Thy voice, thy gaze,

soften a man and penetrate his soul. Can nature have lied so cruelly?

There remains for thee one resource, there remains one alone, that of

tearing thyself away from the vortex that has corrupted thee.”

The plea of that ardent voice won men’s hearts, and impressionable

ladies wept over a great love misjudged. But Emilie was not deceived

as to the quality of an emotion paraded before the public. She did not

consider that she had been cleared of suspicion as Mirabeau had prom-

ised; and she felt crushed by his tenderness no less than she had been

by his wrath. She considered herself to be no longer bound by the

compromise. The negotiations that had been proceeding out of court

were broken off.

Mirabeau made one last effort to gain his wife. He printed a memorial

which he addressed to his fellow-citizens and his judges.
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But it was too late to bring his wife back to him. She seems to have

nourished the ambition to bring her social talents into play in a vaster

theatre than that at Aix, and to hav^e dreamed of a place at court. She

was angry with Mirabeau for having humiliated her in the presence of

the brother of Marie Antoinette. The gulf between them was deepened

yet more by the weight of a frustrated ambition.

Mirabeau worked obstinately to win his case out of amour-propre

no less than because of the uncertainty of the morrow. In a last plea

he addressed himself to his judges. He tried to move them by remind-

ing them of the consequences their judgment would have for the ami

des hormnes, “Can anyone desire to inflict on that illustrious and un-

fortunate man in his old age the horrible grief of having immolated his

son through an excess of confidence in his daughter-in-law?’^ He tried

to fill them with pity for his own fate: “Are the sweet names of husband

and father to be no longer applicable to me? And yet I was both! And
it would be impossible for them to be pronounced any more in front

of me without tearing my heart!” He foresaw the argument that his own
accusation was liable to separate him forever from Emilie: “I offer her

honour and peace, I forget her faults, I forgive even her calumnies. I

have in no way inflicted such wounds on her soul as cohabitation must

make worse. On the contrary, reunion alone can repair all the ills of

the past; reunion alone can remove the slurs cast on her honour; re-

union alone can bring forgetfulness for her imprudence.”

At the moment when the hope of a home was eluding him forever,

he felt all its value. “I shall be a good husband,” he swore before his

judges, “because, battered for so long by the billows of fate, I know
better than anyone else that there is no other happiness than domestic

happiness; all else is transitory.” He also swore to them, “in the pres-

ence of the public that is giving me its good wishes, to regard the justice

you are about to do me as a benefaction, and never to give reason to

any man of feeling to regret what he has done as an inflexible magis-

trate.”

The hearings ended. Nine magistrates deliberated on the judgment.

The avocat general of the parlement of Aix had special reasons for

gaining the favour of the Marignancs. He had belonged in the past to

the brilliant company that assembled at Tholonet; he had played in

theatricals with Mme. de Mirabeau; he had been excluded from that

circle of the elect, and his one concern was to get back into it. “I need

to be right forty times over,” Mirabeau had said to his judges, “to win
my case.”

On July 5, 1783, they pronounced in favour of a separation. The
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magistrates of those days gave no reasons for their judgments, but from

the notes left by one of them the tribunal had taken no account of the

allegations of maltreatment or of notorious adultery on the part of the

husband, and had based its judgment solely on a juridical pronounce-

ment under which a husband who accuses his wife has no right to de-

mand a reunion.

The judges also considered the question of the future residence of

the Comtesse de Mirabeau. Opinions were divided among the prejudiced

though they were in her favour: half of them demanded that she should

be relegated to a convent. But a fresh vote was taken, and she was

granted full liberty of movement.

In bitterness the bailli wrote to his brother: *'It is Paris that ruined us

here. It was your fine, useful traffic in letters that spoilt everything.”

Mirabeau was staggered. He was tossed between violent resentment

and utter discouragement. But if he had lost his case, he had won re-

nown. “The ancients were right,” he wrote to Brissot later, “in deify-

ing the talent of oratory. The public, always extreme, ranged itself on

my side to the point of idolatry. Applause pursued me at the palace, on

the promenades, at the theatre. In fact, I have become a sort of dema-

gogue of the province, and the winner of the case is in flight, while

the loser is proclaimed aloud the illustrious unfortunate.” But he ended

in discouragement: “You may well imagine that these melancholy suc-

cesses do not turn my head, especially as an insurrection never amounts

to anything in France.”

The Comtesse de Vence consoled him with the shrewd vision that

comes from a great attachment: “Enthusiasm can carry far the man
who has the good fortune to be its object.”

II

The lawsuit at Aix ended with what the Marquis de Mirabeau maliciously

called “a breaking of wind.” On the evening of the day when judg-

ment was given, Mirabeau provoked a duel with the Comte de Galliffet.

He charged him with having defended Emilie’s interests with too much
warmth. He was also concerned to clear himself of a suspicion that

weighed on him, arising from a letter from his father, inserted in the

memorialH>f the Comtesse de Mirabeau, in which the marquis insinuated

that his son would not go in search of fights because he had no love for

them.

The duel caused a sens^ition at Aix.The Comte de Galliffct was slightly

wounded in the arm by a sword thrust. Mirabeau wanted a second meet-
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ing, but the authorities intervened. Mirabeau then went to the fountain

of Vaucluse, in the papal territory. But he waited for his adversary in

vain* Next day the Comte de Galliifet received a present of crabs, “be-

cause nobody can teach them better than you how to walk backwards.”

This time, too, public opinion was on Mirabeau’s side; the populace

was “ready to stone” his adversary.

But the glorious loser at Aix was faced once more with agonizing

uncertainty about the future. He was more alone than ever. The bailli,

deeply discouraged, abandoned him. “I have never succeeded in any-

thing,” he wrote, “whatever zeal and care, constancy and devotion, I

have expended on it. Always I have thought only of my family, never

of myself. I put up with the first extravagances of my nephew’s mar-

riage, and here is the result.” He felt that his brother blamed him for

the loss of the case. “Well, the thing is lost and our name is extinguished.

There remains an appeal. You must send for your son to try that. Be-

sides, there is nothing more for him to do here, or for me: the affair

has cost me six months of my time, and my repose, and my health, and

about twenty thousand francs thrown away; so, let him go to you; it

is your turn; I have done more than my share.”

But the Marquis de Mirabeau never forgave a defeat. He would not

forgive his son for the fading away of his dreams of posterity. He re-

fused to admit his share of responsibility. Curtly he informed his son,

once for all, that he would have nothing to do with an appeal. “If he

comes to my door, he will find there a letter for him signifying my in-

tentions. ... He will stay where he likes, not with me. For the rest,

I will receive him when he wants to speak to me, so that he shall not

knock at every door to be admitted. Apart from that, nothing more,

for I have not the slightest desire to hear further about his affairs, either

in white or in black.”

This was the end of the stormy relations between father and son,

definitive rupture. “His ways are no longer mine,” the marquis wrote

to the Minister Amelot. “I must return into your hands a warrant by
which my son was put under my orders in regard to his place of resi-

dence. He is thirty-four years old. I can no longer serve him or guide

him or answer for him.”

Mirabeau decided to continue the struggle alone, and to appeal to the

Council of State at Versailles. He gained the support of some distin-

guished jurists in Paris, including a future minister, and with their aid

he printed a memorial which he sent to the members of the Council of

State.

^‘An upright man,” he wrote, “can only want to remain on the scene
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when there is a possibility of serving his fellow-men. Nevertheless,

when the injustices which one brings before the tribunal of the public

(the tribunal that judges all the judges, all the great of the earth) con-

cern individual liberty, the dearest property of every citizen, in a word,

the supreme rights of human nature, then the repugnance which a man
possessed of a measure of shame feels at occupying others with his pri-

vate affairs must give way before the duty of speaking, of sustaining, of

publishing every useful truth to the defence of which his situation calls

him.”

This was a new language, these were the ideas of the morrow, and

they easily obtained support from a public more and more conscious

of its role of supreme tribunal.

The Marquis de Marignane took alarm. He hastened with his daugh-

ter to Paris to fight his son-in-law on the spot. He secured from the

Keeper of the Seals the suppression of the memorial. Mirabeau asked for

an audience with the Keeper of the Seals, M. de Miromeshil. He tackled

him on this “arbitrary” suppression.

“Begin, Monsieur, by striking out of yoiir dictionary the word ‘arbi-

trary,’ ” said the Keeper of the Seals.

“Monsieur, I knew that you were the head of the administration, but

not that you were the censor of my dictionary,” retorted Mirabeau.

“But, Monsieur, this word ‘arbitrary’ is very strange.”

“Yet, permit me to tell you, it is one of the most used in the country,”

was Mirabeau’s biting rejoinder. He added: “I know nothing more alarm*

ing than to see united in the same person the character of magistrate and

that of satellite of despotism. I know nothing more horrible than to

be assassinated by the authorities.”

M. de Miromesnil explained with much patience to his vehement

visitor that a regulatipn of the Council prohibited the printing of peti-

tions of appeal until both sides had been heard, and he took refuge

behind this usage.

“There cannot be at the very foot of the throne a usage contrary to

die laws,” exclaimed Mirabeau. “Everybody prints memorials in ap-

peal cases, as you know; you approve it, you even recommend it to

those whom you protect. For me alone, you recall today that there is

a r^ulation that can deprive me of the only means of rebutting calumny

and of being heard in my defence. Certainly the method is not new; but

the custom is cruelly ingenious.”

“Monsieur, you are not a judge of customs,” said the Keeper of the

Seals, losing patience.

“No, Monsieur, but the king is.”
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**Vcry well, Monsieur, go and complain to him of his regulations/’

Mirabeau thus entered into open conflict with the authorities. He
was carrying on at the same time a struggle with his father. He wanted

to regularize his financial position. But the father claimed that Gabriel

was liable for the very heavy expense incurred for the services of the

police in tracking him down. In the end Mirabeau obtained an annual

allocation of three thousand livres. The final settlement was the subject

of a lawsuit that dragged on for years.

While M. de Marignane was carrying on his campaign in Paris, Emilie

suddenly felt a desire to revisit the room she had occupied in her

father-in-law’s house. The Marquis de Mirabeau, although he was away
from Paris, refused to give permission for this. But at the same time

he profited by her move to suggest to Caroline that she should induce

her brother to make one last approach to his wife. But Mirabeau was

much more anxious to win his case than to regain the stake involved.

When Caroline spoke to him, “he replied by laughingly changing the

subject and talking of his memorial.”

“I am persuaded and even certain that he has more or less duped the

whole lot of us, and that he did not want his wife at all,” the marquis

wrote later.

Mirabeau addressed a letter to the king, in a tone as far removed as

possible from that of a supplication; it never reached the monarch.

With a haughtiness that nothing seemed yet to justify, he declared: “I

announce, and my prediction will not be belied: a day will come when
the whole nation will know the story of my case, and my voice, long

used to bold truths, will disclose all the details of the most odious hatreds

that have ever dishonoured the judicial order and the temple of jus-

tice.”^

Mirabeau was to keep his word. Through him the lawsuit at Aix, one

of the numberless cases of his time, passed into history.

But at that time his voice was stifled yet once more. His petition

in appeal did not even reach the Council of State, being rejected at the

outset by the officials. The Marignanes had powerful friends not only

in Provence but at Versailles.

In spite of this set-back Mirabeau went on with his struggle against

arbitrary jurisdiction. He had his memorial reprinted in Holland, “out

of respect for the king and for justice,” adding to it his lively exchange

with the Keeper of the Seals. The denial of justice he had suffered drove

him along the path of revolt. Thenceforward he identified himself with

the mass of the oppressed. He felt that he had with him all the victims

of despotism. Each one of those who had suffered from injustice “can
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and should consider himself thereafter as a defender of society,” he said

in the introduction to his memorial; “each one should see in his own
cause that of all his fellow-citizens.”

CHAPTER EIGHT

HERE THE PEOPLE COUNT

WHEN Franklin reached Paris, one of his first visits was to the

Marquis de Alirabeau. He fascinated the marquis, as he did all the

Economists. They extolled him particularly because he was a living con-

firmation of their theories on the virtues of an agricultural country,

which he represented, and on the philosophic dignity of a rural life as

opposed to that of the trading English, crowded together in big towns.

“Even in the palace of Versailles,” wrote Mme. de Campan, the queen’s

lady-in-waiting, “at the exhibition of Sevres porcelain, where the king

himself could sec it, Franklin’s medallion was being sold, with its legend:

^Eripuft caelo fulmeti sceptnimque tyrannis *
—

‘He tore down the light-

ning from heaven, and their sceptres from the tyrants.’
”

This motto was the work of the king’s minister, the Economist Tur-

got. But it was especially the women, the women of society, who made
of the American sage the idol of the salons, and who made a nation of

pioneers the height of fashion. This craze was illustrated by an inci-

dent recorded in the police registers: a libertine, who had been courting

a belle without success, painted wrinkles on his face and, dressed as a

Quaker, won the favour of the lady. The Duchesse Diane de Polignac

was one of the most ardent of Franklin’s women admirers. Louis XVI,

with his homely good sense, felt instinctively the danger for the French

monarchy of this exaltation of the apostle of the American Republic.

He ridiculed it in his coarse way. According to Mme. de Campan, he

“had a chamber-pot made at Sevres with the medallion and the famous

motto reproduced inside it, and he sent it as a New Year’s present to

the Duchesse Diane.”

In his house in the suburb of Passy the sage of the New World re-

ceived all Paris like a sovereign. His judgments, always balanced, his

dicu, full of stuidy common sense, were like a breath of fresh air
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brought into die perfumed atmosphere of the salons. His unshakable

optimism was contagious; the two little words which he had used so

often in talking to his French friends in America in the darkest hours

of his country’s struggles, “fa ira‘*—^“so it goes”—caught on in Paris.

Very soon those two words were to become the refrain of a soi^ of

the Revolution.

Young aristocrats were among his most faithful disciples. The young
Due de La Rochefoucauld saw in him a prophet of a new faith; he offered

his services as Franklin’s secretary, and translated into French those

evangels of freedom, the constitutions of the new American states.

There were other adepts of this new faith in the powerful Noailles fam-

ily. The grand old man’s violent hostility to any sort of aristocracy did

not worry these disciples. They were ready to forget his curious cal-

culation, destroying the very basis of pride in lineage, that the ancestral

blood disappears after a few generations.

Franklin’s attention was drawn to the Comte de Mirabeau. In tiie villa

in Passy after the establishment of the Order of the Cincinnatus in

America, Franklin talked with Mirabeau about his hostility to this anti-

Republican trend in the newly formed republic, and Franklin passed

over to him what he had written on the subject and gave him all neces-

sary data. When Mirabeau set to work on the mate^ he felt that he

was simply expressing his own ideas.

2

There was nothing in the circumstances in which Nicolas-S6bastien

Roch Chamfort came into the world that could suggest either his

career or his end. Everything about him, including his name, was bor-

rowed, as though modelled on a greater destiny. He was an interloper

in a social class, out of his element in its prosperity, out of his element in

tiiat century, of which he was an outstanding intellectual representative,

out of his element even in the mode of his death. He came into the world

widiout rank or fortune, ‘Svithout birth,” as the phrase then went. He
won prosperity and celebrity, and tired of them so quickly that he ap-

plauded die cause that robbed him of them, as though he had bem
impatient to lose all that he had gained.

He was the son of an unmarried mother, a lady’s companion of
Auvergne, who managed to get him a bursary at a college in Paris,

where he was known simply as Nicolas. He distinguished himseif there

by his precocious intelligence and by a dangerous ii^qwtdence of nund.

He and another youth ran away from the college to sedc their fortune
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in Normandy. He returned from his escapade sobered by his first con-

tact with life’s problems. He had no choice but to become an abb6: in

his phrase, it was a costume, not a calling.

“I shall never be a priest,” he said to the principal of the college.

“I am too fond of ease, of philosophy, of women, of honour and true

gloiy; and not fond enough of quarrels, of h}^ocrisy, of honours and

money.” Here was the whole programme of his life in the mouth of this

adolescent.

In order to carry it out he fought his way durough poverty, hack-

work, sermons written for preachers, obscure journalism. He often

went short of necessaries to lighten his mother’s hard lot.

Nature had compensated him for having come into a hostile world

so naked and destitute of everything. She had given him regular fea-

tures, a rare physical and moral grace, a charm and wit that were to be

the undoing of women and the admiration of a society diat exchanged

epigrams like precious gifts. With his precocious sureness of judgment

he saw his way clearly before him. At a time when he was almost penni-

less he said to a friend: “Here am I, just a poor devil; well, do you know
what will become of me.’ I shall gain a prize from the Academy; my
comedy will succeed, I shall find myself launched into the world and

welcomed by the great whom I despise. They will make my fortune

without my doing anything, and then 1 shall live as a philosopher.”

His programme was carried through to the letter. He received the

prize of the Academy, and had success with a pleasant comedy of no
great moment. A conventional tragedy brought him the protection of

^e Prince de Cond6 and material security. Women made it their

business to transform his literary repute into celebrity.

The wits raved over him. He was irreplaceable, unique in a world

that knew but one social vice, that of being dull. His literary production

was of no particular value, but he himself was a living masterpiece of

cultured wit. “He is the flint I needed for my musket,” said Mirabeau

when the two became friends.

Qiamfort owed perhaps his greatest success to the open contempt

he showed for those who made his success. A society that took noth-

ing seriously, least of all itself, loved laughing at its own expense. His

free and ea^ manner stopped short at nothing and at nobody. Marie

Antoinette^ to him one day: “Do you know. Monsieur de Qiamfort,

you have pleased everybody at Versailles, I will not say by your wit,

but in spite of it.” “Quite simple,” replied Chamfort. “At Versailles I re-

sign myself to learning lots of the things I know from people who don’t

know them.”
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This fundamental contempt of the environment to which he owed

everything, of the epoch of which he was himself the incarnation, and

of the prosperity he enjoyed, became Chamfort’s dominant trait. His

best friends were amiable representatives of the abuses and vices of the

time. After escaping with a great deal of trouble from his dependence

on the Prince de Conde, he accepted the hospitality of the Comte de

Vaudreuil, who owed his position and his fortune to being the lover

of the Duchesse de Polignac.

He was over forty when he allied himself with Mirabeau. Their friend-

ship seems to have grown with lightning rapidity. Chamfort declared

to Mirabeau one day that he was “one of those who have best under-

stood me.” Amid the flagrant contradictions of Chamfort’s life, Mira-

beau had realized the inflexibility of his character, with a feeling almost

of envy. In the presence of this man, not much older than himself, he

felt his own youthful uncertainty, his ill-regulated passions, his un-

formed ideas; he felt backward for his age. His contribution to this

friendship was his enthusiasm, his expansive affection, his almost tender

solicitude for his friend’s health and for the sentimental perplexities

amid which Chamfort was always struggling.

But he received more from Chamfort than he gave him: Chamfort

enabled him to find himself and showed him his path. Mirabeau, who
could be almost passionately ardent in friendship, received proofs of

affection that showed how he had suffered from indifference. To him

Chamfort was more than an oracle of taste, of literary mastery, and of

social savoir-‘faire. But Chamfort, in spite, or perhaps because, of the

case with which he had madb his way in a world he despised, still felt

the resentment of the de-classed. In his epigrams, his anecdotes, his

maxims, he distilled social criticism like a poison. He precipitated his

friend’s reactions. He was revolution incarnate, in spite of his enjoy-

ment of what revolution would destroy. He awaited its coming, warned

by the acute sensitiveness which his friends later called a prophetic

vein. He was to acclaim it as men* welcome personal deliverance.

From putting ideas into the heads of his friends in the aristocracy,

he proceceded to coin slogans for the revolutionary forces. He cn^

dowed the troops who were fighting for the greatness of a new France

with one of those phrases that win battles
—“War on the castles, peace

to the cottages.” He sacrificed nothing of his independence to an abso-

lute regime, and later he refused equally to bend to revolutionary

despotism. He satirized the vagaries of a popular government with the

same wit with which he had castigated the vices of an aristocratic so-

ciety. G}ming to an inscription traced on the walls everywhere, “Fra-
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ternity or death,” he remarked with a smile: “Be my brother, or I’ll

kill you.”

He had been a revolutionary in the palace of the Comte de Vaudreuil,

he took the risk of figuring as an enemy of the people under the Terror.

The zeal of an informer brought him to prison. After a few days he left

prison with the horror of a man who preferred death to any infringe-

ment of his liberty. When he believed himself to be threatened with

re-imprisonment, he escaped from his watchers and tried to blow out

his brains. All he did was to destroy one eye. Finding hijnself mutilated

but still alive, he seized a razor and tried to cut his throat. His trembling

hand did no more than inflict deep wounds. He tried then to open a

vein. But it was not given to him to die a classic death. He had the

strength to jest on his failure as a suicide: “In honour of Seneca I tried

to open my veins; but Seneca was a rich man; he had everything he

could wantj a good warm bath, and, in short, every convenience; as

for me, I am hard up; I have none of those things; I have hurt myself

badly, and here I am still.”

A little later he succumbed to the effects of his attempt. But he died,

as he had been determined to live, with this declaration: “I am a free

man.”

The Revolution was speaking already through the mouths of Mira-

beau and Chamfort in the year 1784, from which their friendship dated.

The revolutionary writers found no more violent terms for castigating

the aristocracy than are to be found in the pamphlet on the Order of

Qncinnatus, written by Mirabeau with the assistance of Chamfort. Mira-

beau read the pamphlet to Franklin in July 1784, in the presence of his

friend, in the villa at Passy. Franklin expressed his approval.

3

“To lend six francs one must have them, and on my honour I haven’t as

much,” wrote Mirabeau to a friend. He was obliged to pawn at the

Mont-de-Pi6t6 his “coat embroidered with silver with vest and breeches

and his half-mouming vest of cloth of silver, and all his winter lace.”

He tried desperately to get money. He had urged Chamfort to ex-

pedite the work on the Order of Qncinnatos, for he was “dying of

hunger and speculating on die pamphlet,”

The disorder of his finances was equalled only by that of his amours.

At the beginning of the year he had received a letter from a lady whom
he had not seen for fifteen years; in it she artfully revived pleasant

memories of the past. Mirabeau had perhaps forgotten her, but on re-
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ceiving this tender letter he imagined that he had always loved her.

He replied with his customary effusiveness; the correspondence went
on, and flames leaped from the ashes. The Marquise de Saint-Orens

asked him to visit her on her estate in Dauphin^. Mirabeau was in the

ffiroes of painfully carving out a new existence in Paris. But never in

his life could he resist an amorous adventure. Abruptly he abandoned

his work and left Paris to shut himself up with her in the country for a

whole month.

The adventure threatened to tom into tragedy. His mistress had a

jealous husband, whose suspicions had been aroused. He followed Mira-

beao to Paris and demanded an explanation.

The old Marqudse de Mirabeau, who had quarrelled with her son

over money matters, revenged herself by taking an unhealthy interest

in his amours. “Hell,” wrote Mirabeau to a friend, “is vomiting perfidies

and horrors of every sort on my path. After trying in vain for a fort-

night to force me into a duel with M. de Saint-Orens, whom I threat-

ened yesterday to throw out of the window if he came near me again,

my mother has been trying to embroil me with the Baron de Martzan.

She has told his wife that I had said to her, and to you and your wife,

who were ready to certify it, that I had been in bed with the baronne,

and that I had talked outrageously about it.”

Mirabeau was still busy with his appeal in his wife’s lawsuit. He was
faced with responsibilities which he could see no means of meeting.

One of his many liaisons of the time following his release from Vin-

cennes, when he had lived like a famished animal, had left him with a

child on his hands, a little boy of three, repudiated by the man whose
name he bore. Mirabeau had taken the child into his care.

At this moment when “everything was against me, parents, friends,

and fortune,” at the very moment when “everyone had abandoned”

him, destiny placed salvation in his path in the guise of a pretty woman.

4

In the Maison des Petites-Orphelines, a secular convent, the refuge of

so many well-to-do solitaries, a young foreigner had taken shelter.

Almost a child, she was alone in the world, without family, without

social position, almost without a name. She was the illegitimate child

of a Frenchwoman of obscure origin and an illustrious Dutchman. Her
father, Willem vui Hareiv—statesman, philosopher, humanist, and well-

known poet—after an eventful life, a life of distinction and luxury and
many amorous adventures, in die course of which his fortune had melted
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away, succumbed to die persecutions of his enemies and killed himself.

His three-year-old daughter was cared for after his death by his brother,

Onno Zwier van Haren, himself a celebrated poet, patriot, and states-

man, one of the shining lights of the Dutch democratic party. But he,

too, died prematurely. The young girl settled in Paris, with a small in-

come sufficient for her needs.

From the sorrows that had saddened her childhood and the triak

she had suffered there had emerged a softly radiant being, as though

woven of light on a background of gloom. She had a slender figure,

with a deceptive appearance of fragility; a long face with finely chiselled

regular features; a mass of ash-blond hair with golden glints; and spar-

kling blue eyes, lent a darker shade by their contrast with a clear, almost

transparent complexion. She was touching in her pale loveliness, mak-

ing an unconscious appeal to the protective instinct of the men who
made her acquaintance.

The Marquis de Mirabeau wrote: “All who have seen her say she is

charming and has a pitiful candour.” She had all the qualities her ap-

pearance promised—a good-heartedness easily called into play, a smil-

ing sweetness, a ready adaptability, an unfailing courtesy. But she was
not merely an example of charming and fragile femininity. Under the

influence of the distinguished man who had watched over her childhood,

her own character had developed and strengthened. Obliged at an early

age to count only on herself, she had acquired a sense of responsibility,

and responsibilities seemed, indeed, to attract her rather than frighten

her. The sufferings of her youth had so steeled her that misfortunes and

weaknesses in others moved her more than force impressed her. Her
physique and her position seemed to call for protection, but in truth

the longing to give protection was her dominant trait, a maternal in-

stinct as strongly developed in this young girl as in a mature woman,
a tenderness, not entirely free from a sense of superiority, that rejoiced

in its own exercise. She seemed a skein of silk thread, lustrous and flex-

ible; but she was fundamentally steel.

Into the tranquil convent in which Henriette Am61ie van Haren was
living there came like a whirlwind one fine morning the Marquise de

Saint-Orens. She had formed a friendship with the young girl some years

earlier; she knew her kindness and good nature, and thought she could

make use of her as an excuse to her husband for her sudden departure

for Paris. The girl was away when the marquise arrived, and on her re-

turn she found the marquise installed in her quarters, with her maid and
lackey, expecting her lover. Henriette had the greatest difficulty in the

world in making her visitor understand that she could not stay at the
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convent because men were not admitted there after dark. The marquise

sent a letter to her lover telling him of her young friend’s refusal.

Mirabeau arrived fuming against an insignificant being who was

thwarting their plans. He did not make a good impression at that first

meeting. Henriette, expecting to see a man whose seductive qualities

could bring an upheaval in a woman’s life, saw before her a monster of

ugliness, whose atrocious frown made him all the more repulsive. “I

found his face inconceivably unpleasing; I recoiled in fright,” she con-

fessed later. But the monster himself, calming down, or trying to efface

an unfavourable impression, smiled with “a smile fiill of grace” and sud-

denly revealed in his ravaged face *‘a charming mouth.” Lit up by that

smile, his strong features showed their mobility, in accord with his

vivacity and his vibrant accents. His voice was the more eloquent since

he was trying not only to win over his mistress’s friend but to bring

her to do a thing that was repugnant to her. Their first conversation

was a pitched battle. Hcnriette van Haren showed him from the very

first her own strength of will. The Marquise de Saint-Orens did not

stay at the convent. But Mirabeau succeeded in persuading the young

girl to join the marquise in furnished rooms, and to write to the hus-

band to explain his wife’s departure and to persuade him to join her in

Paris.

This arrangement brought the two together frequently. Mirabeau

had warmed the girl’s heart by speaking with ardent and sincere ad-

miration of her uncle, whom he had known in Holland. With the emo-

tionalism of that epoch, which wept easily and was proud of it, he was

himself moved to tears at the sight of her weeping for the protector of

her childhood.

It may be that Mme. de Saint-Orens had not noticed that her young
friend was dangerously pretty. But she soon discovered that Henriette

had an intelligence that impressed her lover, and the intellectual se-

ductiveness which, in a pretty woman, makes a man think that he has

never been so well understood, so deliciously appreciated.

Hcnriette was not in the least on her guard against her friend’s lover,

who was for her “sacred, a brother, a friend.” He himself may not have

known yet that he loved her, that her presence had become indispensa-

ble to him. But Mme, de Saint-Orens had the intuition of jealousy. Hen-
riette found her suddenly changed and astonishingly frigid. She felt

herself in the way and left her friend, without explanation and without

reproaches. Her departure marked the end of an old friendship and

the beginning of a new passion.

Thereafter Mirabeau went every day to her convait. Often he spent
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four or five hours with her. He had been too delicate or too clever

to speak of his love so long as she was living with his mistress. “I should

have been furious,” she said with her liking for straightforwardness,

which made her so concerned for moral principles and even for the con-

ventions. In the austere surroundings of a convent parlour with its grille,

she seemed to him so pure and so inaccessible that his desire was trans-

formed into sincere affection.

Henriette was impressed by this assault of strong and true feeling,

but she resisted. Mirabcau’s eroticism awakened no echo in her placid

soul. In her girlish dreams love had never appeared to her in this form of

ardent passion. The hero of her dreams was not to be supplanted by
the tormented features of Mirabeau. “I felt sure that he was not quite

the man my heart needed,” she said in her precise, measured, almost

banal style.

In face of this resistance a passion took root in a neart tired by easy

conquests. The contempt for women which Mirabeau owed to his un-

happy childhood still existed alongside his furious thirst for love. But

this girl, with her mixture of reserve and trusting openness, inspired

respect in him. She was an infinitely precious thing in his eyes, a thing

he never tired of adoring.

The tempest in his spirit did not catch up Henriette; his adoration

touched her, ‘‘but I was not in love with him,” she said later. “What
determined my course above all else was his misfortune.”

In telling the story of their love many years later, Henriette certainly

idealized herself, but she was not far from the truth. She did not yield

to Mijtabeau out of readiness for sacrifice, as Sophie had done. Amid
the tenderness inspired in her by his material and moral distress, her

consciousness of her own value, her pride in strength of soul, was con-

firmed. She yielded because she knew that he needed her, and because

that conviction exalted her. “I was all that remained to him,” she said,

“and I intended to take the place of all else for him.”

In her hatred of Henriette, Mme. de Saint-Orens allied herself with

the Marquise de Mirabeau, The two did th^ir utmost to destroy this

girl. One day Mirabeau disappeared again from Paris, and a friend, who
was also an intimate friend of Chamfort, the Comte d’Antraigucs, re-

ceived a letter dated from Brussels, explaining this precipitate depar-

ture. “In her mad jealousy my mother so distorted everything with

everybody that I suddenly found myself leaving for Brussels simply in

order to carry off a pretty woman menaced with a lettre de cachet^

Henriette relates that she had gone away with him as a friend. She re-

turned from the journey as his mistress. She was free to do as she chose;
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diere was nothing to deter her and nobody to dissuade her. “I sacrificed

a tranquil life to join in his stormy career with the peril that surrounded

it”

In Belgium Mirabeau printed the memoir against his wife that had

been suppressed in France by the Keepter of the Seals. Henriette van

Haren was caught up in the difficulties and disorder of his existence.

From the first she courageously faced their material difficulties. In Brus-

sels they were without resources, and she found herself obliged to await

the arrival of a regiment in which she had relatives from whom she

hoped to get financial assistance.

When they returned to Paris—^the danger of a lettre de cachet seems

to have been conjured up or exaggerated by her lover’s imagination

—

they took with them the edition of the memoir which had been printed

at Maastricht and stored it near the city. Mirabeau had forbidden Hen-
riette to take charge of that compromising work. But when they had

sufficiently got past the barriers he was sorry he had done soi “We
might at least,” he said, “have got a dozen copies through with us. God
knows when I shall be able to get the package, and distribution is be-

coming urgent.”

“Don’t worry,” she replied. “There are two hundred in Paris at this

moment.” Without a word to her lover, lest she should alarm him, she

had squeezed copies into their trunks, beneath the cushions of their

carriage, and under her own clothes. Mirabeau overflowed with grati-

tude. He never departed afterwards from this attitude of exuberant

admiration for her. Henriette wrote that she had “sworn to exist only

for him, to follow him everywhere, to expose herself to anything in

order to do him service in good or evil fortune.” She kept her word.

“I swear to you, my friend,” Mirabeau wrote to Qiamfort, “I swear to

you in all the sincerity of my soul that I am not good enough for her,

and that her soul is of a superior order in tenderness, deUcacy, and
goodness.”

5

Mme. de Nehra—so she called herself from then on, in an anagram of

her father’s name, and so she passed into history—-took her lover’s af-

fairs into the finh and capable control of her own fair hands. She made
him leave an expensive flat and install himself in a modest one. He let

her have her way, though he did not hide his discontent, complaining

of the distance from his business and his colleagues: “I would just as

soon be in Siberia.” She looked after the houseke^ing herself. Her
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solid bourgeois virtues proved a precious asset in their state “of the

cruellest penury.” She took pride in the humblest household tasks, in-

cluding looking after his washing. All the bills passed through her hands,

and he gave her all the money he got.

A spirit of order came into Mirabeau’s existence, for the first time.

Her unshakable good sense reduced to proper proportions the excesses

of his imagination. He was never to have a peaceful existence except

during the time he lived with Hcnriette-Am61ie, whom he called by
the melodious pet name of Yet-Lic. Months passed in a calm happiness

that triumphed over financial difficulties.

Nothing could diminish the devotion or the courage of Yet-Lic.

Soon she was looking after her lover’s child, whom its mother had aban-

doned. Jean-Marie-Nicolas, said Gabriel, was nominally the son of the

sculptor Lucas de Montigny, who had made a bust of Mirabeau. The
child had been so neglected that at three years of age he could scarcely

walk or talk. He was a little savage who had to be tamed. “That child,”

said Mirabeau to a Genevese friend, “has a fierce soul.” And his friend

remarked maliciously: “He thought that whoever had Mirabeau blood

in him was bound to be extraordinary. I caressed the child and I was
quite surprised that the little animal took my hands not to bite them but

to kiss them. ... He seemed to me gentle and easy to manage with a

little care and affection.” Yet-Lic lavished affection on this child of

another woman. In spite of her youth—^shc was barely nineteen—^she

managed the child with the skill of a mature woman and the unfailing

tenderness of a mother. She saved him from the over-severity from
which Gabriel de Mirabeau had suffered. Thanks to her, the child had

the happiness of a kind home.

Amid this comfort and felicity Mirabeau lost the combativeness with

which he had started his fight against Emilie. He now took little in-

terest in the matter, scarcely went near the judges, and perhaps had

become afraid of winning the case. At all events he was not disturbed

in the slightest when he learned that he had lost it. But his memoir had

infuriated the Keeper of the Seals. Mirabeau learned that the minister

was seeking vengeance and threatening him with a lettre de cachet.

“This news,” wrote Mme. de Nchra, “true or false, we never knew the

truth of the matter, was sufficiently important to send us in search of a

refuge.”

In this hour of distress Mirabeau remembered his childhood friends

from England. Hugh Elliot, the yoimger of two brothers who had been

with him at the Abb^ Choquard’s school, was now Minister Plenipo-

tentiary at Copenhagen. The sensation produced by Mirabeau’s Lettres
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de cachet had interested Elliot in his former schoolfellow. He asked a

friend whom he met at Copenhagen to ask Brissot, who was then in

London, to give him news of Mirabeau. Youthful memories awakened

in the English diplomat his old affection for his turbulent friend. He
sent a message to him that he would be glad to offer him asylum in

England and the protection, if needed, of a diplomatic career.

Brissot hastened to communicate this generous offer to Mirabeau.

The letter reached Mirabeau at the mommt of the failure of his appeal

in the Aix lawsuit. It touched him deeply. “Only that nation,” he wrote

to Brissot, “shows such traits of humanity and generosity; and even in

that nation it must be rare for a young man—^Elliot is no older than I

am—to be moved by the sufferings of a friend whom he has not seen

for seventeen or eighteen years, and to want to wrest from despotism

a victim foreign to his country.”

But he could not accept Elliot’s offer, and he gave Brissot a long and

frank explanation of the reasons. “If it had been in my power to realize

the smallest part of the fortune that must come to me one day, the sight

and touch of a slave country would not have polluted me much longer.

. . . But I cannot be a burden on anybody, on Elliot no more than on
anybody else.” He saw, however, a possibility: “If Elliot has sufficient

credit at the court of Copenhagen or with any other prince in the north

to get me some sort of appointment. . . • The career is less brilliant, no
doubt, than in England, but it is less exclusive, if I may say so. In Eng-

land one has to be English; in the north it is often enough to be French.”

Brissot communicated Mirabeau’s reply to Elliot. But Elliot’s readiness

to be of service seemed to have evaporated. Mirabeau was deeply dis-

appointed. But at the moment when he believed that he was threatened

with a lettre de cachet, he had no other choice left. He decided to tty

his luck in England, though without much hope.

6

“When I feel myself getting annoyed, I recall the Arab fable: ‘I had

always complained of the blows of fate and of the unkindness of men.

I had no shoes and no money to buy any. I went to the Mosque at

Damascus. There I saw a man who had no legs. I praised God, and no
longer complained of having no shoes.’ ” So wrote Mirabeau to Cham-
fort from London.

Shortly after reaching London, Yet-Lie fell ill. She had attacks of in-

termittent fever, followed by a nervous breakdown; she became ex-

tremely weak, and they were obliged to call a doctor, at heavy expense.
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Still, Mirabcau was enthusiastic about England. *‘Wc have been

going through the most beautiful country in Europe, in its varied land-

scapes and verdure, in the beauty and richness of the fields and the

tidiness and elegance of each property,” he wrote to Chamfort. “The
approaches to London are of a rural beauty of which even Holland

shows nothing comparable (I should be more inclined to compare with

it some of the Swiss valleys). I was strongly and profoundly moved at

the sight of these rich and prosperous scenes, and I asked myself, why
this novel emotion? These country houses, compared with ours, are

country cottages; many French cantons, even the most ordinary ones,

and the whole of Normandy, through which I have just been, have cer-

tainly more natural beauty than these fields . . . and yet I am much
more enchanted by them than astonished by the others! . . . The uni-

versal care and neatness is an eloquent symptom of well-being. . . .

Everything tells me that here the people county that here every man
is able to develop his faculties and to make free use of them, so that

here I am in a different order of things.”

London, “apart from the superb Thames (which must not be com-
pared with anything because nothing is comparable with it),” seemed

to him, in spite of its size, “ordinary and almost mean.” He was im-

pressed only by the pavements: “Praise God! here is a country in which

the pedestrian is looked after.”

The couple installed themselves in furnished rooms looking over Saint

James’s Park. They had brought Yct-Lie’s maid and Mirabeau’s valet-

secretary, Hardy.

Hugh Elliot was still at Copenhagen. Sir Gilbert, his brother, had sent

his family to Bath to escape the heat of London, but he himself returned

to the capital from time to time. Sir Gilbert wrote to his brother after

the first meeting that he had found “our persecuted old schoolfellow as

ardent as when I left him, and as little changed as could be by twenty

years of which six were passed in prison and the rest in domestic and

personal upsets* His talents, which are really very great, jizvc ripened

a good deal, and he has acquired a great fund of knowledge.” But he

found him “as direct in Hs conversation, as awkward in manners,

as ugly-faced and badly turned out in his person, as dirty in his cloth-

ing, and with all that as self-satisfied, as we remember him at school

twenty years ago; yet I liked him then,” he added, “and so did you, al-

though he recognizes that sometimes you argued with him because you
had not always as much patience as I to accept his excessive pretensions.

Mis courage, his energy, his talents, his application, and above all his

misfortunes and his sufferings, should rather increase than diminish our
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affection for him, and I have been really happy to give him a good wel-

come, and perhaps to serve him here.”

But in spite of his kind intentions he found it difficult to secure for

Mirabeau the reception he would have liked. He had the experienoe

so often suffered with foreigners met abroad, who seem completely

changed when met again in one’s own country. Mirabeau, conspicuous

even in an environment accustomed to exuberance and vivacity, was

a sensational figure in an English home. He produced a disastrous im-

pression.

Sir Gilbert told his brother about it with comic despair, mitigated

by his sense of humour. “1 took Mirabeau with me the other day to

Bath. He paid court so precipitously to Henrietta [his sister], whom
he coimted on subjugating in a week, so absolutely dumbfounded my
John Bull of a wife who understands no more about the French dian

does Molly the chambermaid, so horrified my little boy by caressing

him, so completely disposed of me between luncheon and supper, so

astonished all my friends, that I had great trouble in keeping the peace

in the vicinity, and if he had not been recalled unexpectedly to the city

I am sure that my wife’s patience, I don’t wish to say her politeness,

would not have held out.”

Mirabeau had gone alone: he had not dared to present Mme. de Nehra
to the ladies of Bath. Sir Gilbert had found her, as he wrote to Lady
Elliot, “a modest woman, ladylike, virtuous,” with “at least the merit

of remaining faithful to one of the ugliest and poorest men of Europe.”

But Mirabeau considered that “the state of mind of these ladies needs

to be known beforehand.” Lady Elliot seemed to him “kindness itself;

^e is indulgent as are all virtuous women who have no need of in-

dulgence.”

Vhule Sir Gilbert’s insular family misjudged Mirabeau, he for his

part was blind to the subcutaneous reactions, so to speak, of Et^lish re-

serve. He hardly noticed that he had sown horror in a British home.

As if to make up for this. Sir Gilbert introduced Mirabeau to all his

political friends. He himself belonged to the Opposition; Mirabeau made
interesting acquaintances—^interesting rather than useful—among die

Whigs.

7

The year of Mirabeau’s arrival in London was that in which William
Pitt canie into power. Pitt, heir of an illustrious name, had had as

sheltered an existence as Mirabeau's had been stormy. He had been all
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that Mirabeau had been unable to be. Destined from the cradle to a

high career, he had been brought up by his father with a view to his

future mission. He had all that Mirabeau was never to have—means,

standing, a moral reputation beyond attack, a precocious wisdom shel-

tered from passions.

Mirabeau was to know Pitt only through the eyes of the Opposi-

tion, made up of the most capable men in the country, who were re-

sentful of the position of this young man, scarcely twenty-five years

old, whom they derisively called the “infant prodigy.” Pitt took the

place of a disastrous coalition, that of the Tory Lord North, prot^g^

of the king, with his fiercest adversary, the Whig Charles Fox. Mirabeau

had no idea that he was witnessing a turning-point in English history.

The Opposition, dbcredited by the coalition, raged in vain against

Pitt. In vain was he defeated in Parliament eighteen times during the

first months of 1784; he refused to resign, convinced that the situation

of his country made it his duty “to defend it like a fortress.” Five years

later, at a critical time, Pitt was still in power. He tried to prevent a dis-

astrous war by sending to the most influential member of the French

National Assembly, the Comte de Mirabeau, a special envoy, who was

none other than his old friend Hugh Elliot. But when he was in Lon-

don Mirabeau was associated with Pitt’s great adversary, Burke, whom
his friends the Elliots venerated. It was in Burke’s company that Mira-

beau was present at the opening of Parliament in January 1785. He
noticed Lady Warren Hastings, in her finery, and quoted to Burke a

passage from Pliny the Younger condemning the luxury of the wives

of men in public office. Burke, who was only awaiting his chance to

denounce the exploitation of the Indies, remembered Mirabeau’s quota-

tion and made use of it in his savage attack on Warren Hastings. His

relations with Mirabeau were so cordial that he invited him to B^ons-
field, where he enteit^ed with generous hospitality.

Some years later, when Burke had become the bitter enemy of the

French Revolution, and the Abb6 Maury, fleeing from the Terror,

sought asylum in England, he invited the abb6 to his country house, add-

ing that it had undergone “purifications” since the “revolutionary de-

mon” had stayed there.

Mirabeau met again in England some of the Genevese exiles,- including

Francis d’lvemois, who in spite of his youth—^he was scarcely twenty-

seven—^was one of the leaders of the Democrats, and who was himself

to become one day one of the bitterest adversaries of revolutionary

France. D’lvemois introduced him to Samuel Romilly, the liberal juri^

widi whom Mirabeau became closely associated; Romilly was one of
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those whom Mirabeau saw every day. According to a Genevese friend,

Romilly, though of Huguenot origin, never spoke of the revocation of

the Edict of Nantes “without blessing the memory of Louis XIV, thanks

to whom he was an JEnglishman.’^

After his arrival in London, Mirabeau asked Benjamin Franklin,

through Chamfort, for an introduction to Franklin’s intimate friend

Doctor Price, hoping to interest him in the work on the Order of Cin-

cinnatus. Dr. Price was so interested that he wanted to collaborate in

the book. Feeling sure that it would make a sensation, he asked Mirabeau

to insert in it a letter sent to him by Turgot, and also his pamphlet Ob-
servations on the Importance of the American Revolution and the

Means of Making It a Benefit to the World. Mirabeau set to work at

once on the translation of the pamphlet. “It is not excellent,” he wrote

to Chamfort, “but I have been much importuned.” The additions de-

layed publication, but Mirabeau could not venture to offend an influ-

ential protector. A further contribution was added to this miscellany.

In London Mirabeau met Target, a lawyer who had been in the parle-

ment of Paris; his energetic pleading in a lawsuit against the Jesuits had

made him famous, but his independence of mind led him to renounce a

forensic career. He made a great reputation as a consultant. He was

given charge of famous lawsuits, such as the affair of Cardinal de Rohan.

He became responsible for procuring the edict that restored civil rights

^o the Protestants. He lived on his manifestation of independence as a

man lives on his capital. His attitude of frondenr^ due, perhaps, more to

circumstances than to natural inclination, filled him with unmeasured

pride.

Mirabeau found him “a perfectly decent man, good, warm, sensitive,

pturc, incorruptible.” He explained his enthusiasm: “He did me an im-

portant service which I had not even asked of him.” He asked Chamfort

to work for Target’s election to the Academy: “I know all that there

is to be said against him. ... He has few literary claims or none at

all. . . . But who is being proposed, a few titled blackguards or a few

literary nonentities?” And he concluded with this strange remark: “Tar-

get has done much better than write bad or feeble works; he has written

none at all.”

Mirabeau’s ConsidSrations stpr Vordre de Cincirmatus written in 1785,

was at once translated into English by Samuel Romilly. It had a great

success. It was the first book by Mirabeau that appeared under his

name. The boldness of its ideas was well matched by his trenchant style.

“Yes, it is that nobility of barbarians, the prize of blood, product of the

sword, fruit of coii<|ue$t, that the Gncmnad want to establish in their
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country, though they did not conquer it, and though it had been en-

trusted to their defence,” he wrote in indignation. ‘‘Honours created

by savage chiefs—these are the ambition of the heroes of a free people

and an enlightened age.” The orders of chivalry ‘Always created ranks

extending into the nobility, founded a new patriarchate in the patri-

archate, a new pride amid pride, new means of oppression amid oppres-

sion, new instruments of despotism round thrones always ready to

alienate the rights of nations and to sell a people for a ribbon. ... In

monarchy all tends to elevation; in the republic all should tend to equal-

ity. In the former, ranks are necessary; in the latter, virtues.”

The American experience, he wrote, of a republican government was

being won in such favourable circumstances as had never been met with

in any part of the globe. “New land, inexhaustible, endowed with all

the wealth of nature, encircled by immense seas, easy to defend; favour-

able principles and even prejudices, the draft of a considered and not

a fortuitous constitution: men of genius, valiant leaders. . .
.” As for

the issue of the great experiment, “America can and will determine with

certitude whether the human species is destined by nature to liberty or

to slavery.”

8

Brissot had his troubles in London. His plan to set up a Lyc6e Fran5ais

and a literary journal had brought him to prison for debt. He was the

victim of the manoeuvres of a journalist, Theveneau de Morandc, editor

of the Courrier de VEurope.

The Courrier de VEuropey a journal published in French in England,

had been founded by a certain Latour, who had made a fortune in Lon-

don out of a patent medicine. His knowledge of mass psychology and

his instinct for publicity had led him into journalism. He had seen that

during the war between England and America the French public had

been particularly eager for news from abroad. His scheme was to send

into France a journal printed in London, so evading the severe censor-

ship. The French government was inclined to be indulgent. Vergennes

himself needed to know what was going on in England. The journal

gave him more information than a hundred secret agents. The Courrier

de PEurope spread with extraordinary rapidity and brought in a fortune

for Latour and for his sleeping partner.

When the American war was over, the journal passed into the hands

of Morande, who had made a profession of blackmail. He speculated on
men’s lower instincts and on their fear of scandal, and gained as much
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money from the pamphlets with which he threatened the French gov-

ernment as from those he wrote. But his silence did not bring in enough

to please him, and he began to get money for speaking. “I can assure

you,” wrote Mirabeau to Chamfort, “that in London the French are

just as much under the inspection of the Paris police as in France it-

self. The rascally adventurers who soil the press here are the most cor-

rupt spies in existence. . . . There are also Englishmen sold to the

Paris police; witness the vile owner of the Courrier de PEurope, who is

just as despicable as the editor. The latter, after living on scurrilous li-

bels, has become a hired spy.”

Among French journalists of this sort there ivas no room for such

a man as Mirabeau. He negotiated with the booksellers for an important

work that should appear in English and French, and for which he

would receive a monthly payment. “The idea is nothing less than to

inform these gentlemen and keep them informed of all the sound notions

of political economy which up to now they have called empty meta-

physics. I maintained that the greatest service, in my view, that could

be rendered to literature today was to summarize and to guide the

choice amid the immensity of printed lies, errors, and truths.” He
proposed to give analyses, not extracts, of good books of all kinds. He
knew diat it would be “a severe and disagreeable task,” but he added

with the resignation he had acquired in il^gland: “Better men than I

have been condemned to just as evil slavery.”

The plan came to nothing. Mirabeau wrote bitterly that “French lit-

erature is so imfamiliar here, labour so dear, and the booksellers so timid,

that the best way to die of hunger here is to be even a good French

writer.”

He was ready to try anything. A Genevese exile was working on a

history of the revolutions of Geneva. He urged Mirabeau to e^t his

book. In less than a week Mirabeau presented to him an abstract of the

first volume. “This masterly abstract was enei|[etic, rapid, interesting,”

said a Genevese. But the author had a sudden fit of amour-propre, and

the collaboration came to an end. Mirabeau jumped at every opportu-

nity. He made the acquaintance of a French geographer ;and embarked

at once on the immense project of a universal geography. “If anyone

had cared to give him the elements of Chinese grammar, he would
have written a treatise on that language,” a friend said of him. But all

these plans were so maty autumn leaves swept away by the wind of

indifference.

In spite of Elliot’s friendly efforts, Mirabeau had not succeeded ki

making his way into English circles, in ovetcomii^ the initial distrust
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felt for all who come from abroad, a distrust that is often suddenly trans-

formed into lively curiosity. He had found too few Englishmen of in-

fluence ready to help him. The Frenchmen he met did him more harm
than good.

In the end the failure of his efforts embittered him. The great suc-

cess of his book had done little to improve his situation. He confessed

to Chamfort that he was getting into difliculdes. He wrote bitterly to

him: “You are disturbed about the state of my affairs, and I, too, am
not very reassured, especially as regards my good-tempered compan-
ion. . . . The talk about the generosity of the English is not true. Ac-
customed to calculate everything, they calculate even talents and friend-

ship; most of their writers have almost literally died of hunger. As for

anyone who does not belong to their nation—!”

9

Joseph II cast his quixotic eye over the map of Europe, trying to heap

benefits on the provinces of his kingdom. The Austrian Netherlands

were keenly interested in securing freedom of navigation on the Scheldt.

The Emperor decided to secure this for them at the expense of the

Dutch Republic. Mirabeau realized at once the dangers of the situation.

“The Austrian shepherd,” he wrote to Chamfort “ought to have at his

side a Sancho to repeat incessantly to him: ‘Grasp all, lose all!’ ” The
Dutch surprised the Emperor by their energetic resistance; they fired on
an Austrian vessel that tried to force a passage out of the Scheldt, and

Joseph II found himself obliged to resort to arms. He tried to open

negotiations with France. His head was filled with a bizarre mixture of

principles of absolutism with democratic aspirations, and he regarded

peoples as a merchandise that could be moved at will. In his secret nego-

tiations he proposed that Holland should be exchanged for Bavaria.

Marie Antoinette was alone in France in supporting her brother’s pro-

jects. Mirabeau probably knew nothing of the negotiations between the

cabinets, but he knew enough of the Emperor's projects to raise an

alarm. In the course of a month he drew op and had printed a work of

over two hundred pages, Les doutes sur la liberti de FEscaut, riclamie

pgr Fetnperem, sur les causes et les consiquences probables de cette re-

clamation—Doubts concerning the freedom of the Scheldt, demanded

by the Emperor, and concerning the causes and probable consequences

that demand.

The presence of Henriette at his side had no doubt had somediing

to do with the warmth with which he defended the Dutch cause. It
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was an exile treading the hard pavement of London in search of employ-

ment, and already dreaming of a return to France, who dared to attack

with extreme vehemence the brother of his queen: “Joseph II has the

reputation of an ardent, incoherent man, full of wild ideas, without

system or order, a man whose activity often looks like delirium. Like

the child who saw the moon at the bottom of a well and said ‘I want the

moon,’ the Emperor says: ‘I want commerce,’ without knowing how
or whence, or what shall be its artery, or what shall be its foreign source,

or for whom or what or precisely about what he is working. He wants

commerce and he is an enemy of freedom. There is not to be found

in the annals of the Roman emperors, there is not to be found in the

code of the Inquisition, a more terrible law than his edict against the

freedom of the press in the Netherlands, to which country he wants

to sell the navigation of the Scheldt.”

Mirabeau addressed himself to Vergennes, the liberator of America,

who “will not cravenly desert the cause of Holland.” He urged him

not to emulate the alleged greatness of Louis XIV. “No doubt Louis

XIV was great, but Caesar was greater, and what honest man docs not

detest Caesar? Louis XIV was great, but all the illustrious scourges of

the earth were great, and they merit only the execration of mankind.

Louis XIV was great, but with the greatness that desolates and dis-

honours humanity.” He added: “Woe to the minister, ill-advised or

perverse, who should set such a model before the young king, for whom
his conscience is still a judge, a witness, a friend! Woe to him who
should give the king false ideas of glory!”

Mirabeau realized the instability of the existing situation. He envis-

aged for the future the constitution of an independent Belgian state, but

he saw it in the form of a federated republic. He thought that a Dutch
republic wodld then be ready to grant to an independent state what it

was refusing to an imperial province.

The part he assigned to his country in the event of a conflict break-

ing out was to establish, by the simple deployment of its armed forces,

“a durable pe^ce, based on the interest of all.” But he asked himself

whether France was cap^le of playing that noble part. Nobody at that

time doubted the power of France, which the dever policy of Ver-

gennes in the war between England and America had consolidated. But

Mirabeau asked, and the questions seem the more striking in the ligj^t

of later events: ‘^Can France count on ten years of prosperous govern-

ment? Who can promise her regeneration? Whdt is there to give her

in place of the routine that is prolonging and protecting her decay?”

He did not content himself with expressing doubts of the solidity of
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a structure whose weaknesses were not suspected. He had not only an

exceptional critical lucidity, but already the constructive mind of a

statesman who indicates future solutions. He regarded an alliance with

a great power as a necessity. In conflict with the tradition prevailing

in France in the conduct of foreign affairs, he sought that alliance at the

side of England. He proposed the conclusion of a conlmercial treaty

that should “make national jealousies disappear forever.” The general

course of the future policy of the Comte de Mirabcau was traced already

in this first work of his on international affairs. A commercial treaty

such as he envisaged would serve as basis for an alliance. This alliance

he wanted to see “solid, sincere, ctcmal.”

The Doutes sur la liberte de FEscaut made Mirabeau widely discussed.

The queen was long resentful of his attack on her brother. The work
also had a certain financial success. “Now I am saved for a couple of

months,” wrote Mirabeau, relieved. Breathing more freely, he was able

to judge more fairly the country that had proved inhospitable: “Noth-

ing perfect can come from the hand of man, but there is less evil, much
less evil, in England than anywhere else.”

10

Hardy, the secretary-valet whom Mirabcau had brought from France,

suffered from his master’s terrible fits of anger. “It must be admitted,”

wrote Hcnriettc, “that M. de Mirabeau was subject to fits of rage; the

young man’s stypidity and laziness continually provoked him.” Hardy
consoled himself for his troubles with the scum of the French refugees

in London, men who were always in search of profitable secrets. He
also consoled himself with the chambermaid, who, according to her

mistress, was a thief. The two went to Work together; the chambermaid

took things belonging to Hcnriettc, Hardy took papers of Mirabeau’s,

“important papers in which a large number of people were interested.”

It became necessary to prevent a scandal. On the advice of Elliot, Mira-

beau brought Hardy into court.

An amusing hearing gave the incident an unfortunate publicity. El-

liot himself intervened to explain the motives that had led Mirabeau to

prosecute his secretary. Mirabeau announced that he would be content

with the recovery of his property and would drop the prosecution, and

in the absence of legal proof of the thefts Hardy was acquitted.

He avenged himself by a vicious libel. The future adversaries of Mira-

beau drew liberally from this source of calumny. Henriette de Nehra,

who had to appear several times as witness, was so upset that she fell ill.
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“The horrible worries” told greatly on Mirabcau, It had become impos-

sible to stay any longer in England. “I don’t want to die of hunger here,

where Rousseau would have perished of that sad malady if he had only

had his talents to mortgage to his butcher and his baker, and yet it is

very difficult in France, because I am refused means of living there.”

He did not dare, indeed, to return.

Hcnriettc was his principal support during this time of torment. A
young French physician who was friendly with them gave an enthusi-

astic description of that “celestial creature,” who with her sweetness and

placidity was able to calm the “storms of irritation” of her lover. She

had the courage of great devotion. She left alone for France to seek

assurances that Mirabeau could return freely. He asked Chamfort to

help her in her efforts: “If the Comte d’Antraigues is in Paris, let him

know of my friend’s arrival, and as he is an ardent and discreet peti-

tioner, both of you discuss matters with him.’*

Hcnriettc had scarcely left when the terrifying rumour spread in

London that plague had broken out. Fortunately it proved a false alarm.

But the news Henriette gave Mirabeau threw him into the utmost anx-

iety. “I found a flood of hostility beyond description,” she wrote later.

“Friends and enemies were all united against the unfortunate man.

Everyone regaled me with a story as slanderous as absurd, as absurd as

slanderous.” Dupont warned her “that there was talk of imprisoning

the count on his remm, and that I myself was running the greatest risk

because it was taken for granted that I had a share in M. de Mirabeau’s

works and that he was writing against the government. Everybody

advised me to take care of myself and let all else go.”

Fearing oflicial action against Henriette, Mirabcau wanted to return

at once to Paris, but Elliot, although ill, did his uonost to persuade his

friend to remain with him. Mirabeau wrote urgently to Henriette:

“Don’t stop a moment in Paris. What do I care for public opinion in

comparison with your safety? Go away to a free country and under

friendly protection where you can brave slanderers and tyrants.”

But Henriette was less impulsive than he; and beneath her fragile ex-

terior she had unexpected resources of daring. “It always seemed to

me,” she wrote later, “that the others would not bringr to bear the same

ardour or the same eagerness as I when it was a question of my friend.

So I decided to do own petitioning.”

Mirabeau took alarm when she told him of her decision. “You have

decided to go to Versailles. Good God, what will you do there? What
reception will you have? What a strain on yodl What a place for your
simplicity! How little nature has fitted you for such a spot! You, so
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sweet and so proud, I so hail-fellow-well-met but so intractable in face

of haughtiness and duplicity, both of us so fond of domestic happiness

and peaceful enjoyments.”

Henriette applied direct to the minister, the Baron de Breteuil,

though she did not know him, and she was received by him. The min-

ister was touched by her innocence and charm. “He expressed his

astonishment that at my age I had been ready to associate my peaceful

existence with the continual storms that surrounded Mirabeau.”

The Baron de Breteuil, who had a daughter whom he loved greatly,

was filled with an almost paternal pity for this charming young being,

whom he thought led astray by her passion. “He urged me many times

to return to the convent, and told me that my needs would be provided

for.”

Mirabeau’s friends had not exaggerated the risks he ran. “The Baron

de Breteuil did not conceal from me that the king was irritated and the

queen was displeased by the work on the Scheldt.” But these warnings

and counsels were in vain. Henriette de Nehra would not abandon her

friend; she pleaded for him with all her warmth and by her very pres-

ence. Breteuil may have said to himself that a man who had been able

to win such love from so innocent a creature could not deserve his

bad reputation. In the end he gave way to her, promised to see the king,

and asked her to come again in the evening. At dinner he talked about

her visit, and his daughter was very interested in this romantic younjg

woman. Breteuil ^ured Henriette that Mirabeau might return with-

out anxiety, provided that he lay low. The young woman’s presence at

his side seemed to the minister a sufficient guarantee.

In London Mirabeau lived in suspense, waiting for news from her.

“The slightest commotion in the house makes me tremble.” The slow-

ness of the postal communications was a terrible trial for him. “My
God, must I still be deprived for a long time of you and of news from

you? What a change in my life, what a burden for my heart, for my
head! It is too much for me, I am wretched to the point of hating life.”

At last he received Henriette’s account of her interview with Bre-

teuiL “Bless you, bless you a thousand times for the courage with which

you exposed yourself at Versailles in my interest. But what authority

would have dared to lift a sacrilegious hand against such an angel as

you? My whole life shall be consecrated to blessing you for it, and

all the feeling in my heart, all the devotion in my soul, all the resources

in my mind shall Im a tribute of my gratitude.”

He was in a hurry now to return to Paris. The disappointments he

had suffered had given him a strai^ humility. “Why should not die
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same government th^t encourages, that maintains, that subsidizes here

vermin of the vilest and most venomous species, let me live?” he wrote

to Chamfort.

He was filled with bitterness by his experiences in England, and was

inclined to visit his disappointment on a whole people, reversing the

favourable judgments he had earlier expressed. But he drew a lesson for

the future, which he summarized in a letter to Chamfort. “No, my
friend, I am not at all enthusiastic about England, and I know enough

about her now to tell you that while her constitution is the best that

is known, her administration is the worst possible. I think that, speaking

individually, we are of more worth than they, and that the land of

wine is better than the land of coal, cv^ in its influence on morality.

Without agreeing with M. de Lauraguais that the English have no other

ripe fruit than baked apples and nothing polished except steel, I do think

that they have no justification for their fierce pride. But what is liberty,

when the little that there is in one or two good laws places in the front

rank a people so little favoured by nature?

“What cannot a constitution do when, though incomplete and defec-

tive, it saves, and will save for a time yet, the most corrupt of peoples

from its own corruption? How great is the influence of a few favourable

gifts on the human species when this ignorant, superstitious, obstinate

people (for it is all that), acquisitive and of doubtful good faith, is worth

more than most known peoples because it has civic liberty? That is

admirable.”

CHAPTER NINE

INSTRUCTOR OF THE NATION

YOU know the four rules of arithmetic, and can conjugate 'to

X have,’ and work hard, you are an eagle in finance,” wrote Mira-

bcau to Chamfort. He had quickly assimilated Qaviire’s teaching. He
also owed to Claviire his entry into the financial world and hk ac-

quaintance with Qavifere’s compatriot Panchaud.

Panchaud, with a Scottish partner, Qonard, had founded the Caisse

d^Escompte in Paris. As a prudent man he had been careful not to follow
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the example of John Law and his short-lived Banque G^nirale (lyKS-

1720), and his bank was not empowered at first to issue notes payable

at sight. But it did so later, when its credit was established; and the gov-

ernment, by demanding advances on too big a scale, swelled the note

issue until the moment came when the bank was unable to continue

redeeming the notes.

It was a time of feverish financial speculation. Bearer bonds, which

had been put into circulation in 1783, facilitated speculation on the

Bourse, into which the Caisse d’Escompte had thrown itself. Trading

in futures was not authorized under any conditions; it was carried on
nevertheless. Fortunes were made and unmade. At moments of crisis,

when great establishments were tottering, the government intervened

and, by a decree of the Council of State, declared deals in futures null

and void. Fortunes and hopes were sunk.

When the Caisse d’Escompte was threatened with ruin, Ormesson

was dismissed and M. de Calonne became Controller General in his

place. Calonne set out to save the Caisse d’Escompte by repaying its

advance to the government, so enabling it to meet its obligations in

cash. The reorganization of the bank was carried out jointly by Pan-

chaud and Talleyrand, the Agent General for the clergy. Panchaud,

who was highly appreciated by Calonne, left the Caisse d’Escompte to

become banker to the court, and so one of the intermediaries through

whom the Treasury negotiated its bills.

Mirabeau, too, was profoundly impressed by the great banker. “He
spent all his time at Panchaud’s,” wrote Henriette de Nchra. He spoke

of the banker’s eagle eye, and soon qounted him among his three dearest

friends. Later, when Panchaud was dismissed from his post of banker

to the court, Mirabeau was in consternation. His affectionate admiration

for Panchaud does not seem to have been fuDy reciprocated. He thought

he had mastered the mysteries of finance, but the banker remarked

maliciously that nobody could “talk so well as Mirabeau about things

about which he knew nothing.” Yet it was of that very eloquence that

Panchaud and Cla^dirc decided to make use.

Claviere was alarmed at the speculation in government stocks, and

he needed help in combating it. He knew his own lack of lucidity. “His

ideas were cxceUent,” wrote Brissot, “but he needed someone to express

them for him.” Mirabeau was chosen by Qaviire and Panchaud (the

latter had joined in the bear speculation in the shares of the Caisse dTls-

compte) for an attack on speculation.

Henriette had conceived a very wise* plan for her friend: “I thought

that in the state of his affairs a year or two of retirement would do
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him a lot of good. I advised him to shut himself up either at Mirabeao

or elsewhere, but in the country, to remain there with me, to occupy

himself on a big work, to give it every care, and when it was perfected

to reappear suddenly with it.” It was this project, accepted with en-

thusiasm, that had hastened Mirabeau’s departure from London. “We
had agreed to leave Paris at once, and our trunks were packed,” writes

Henriette. At that moment theiir little boy “Coco” fell ill. The negli-

gence from which he had suffered in his early infancy had rendered him

particularly susceptible to infection. For so frail a child, smallpox might

easily be fatal. Mirabeau had always been a fervent believer in inocula-

tion. Henriette shared his ideas. “It was decided that the operation

should be carried out at once, and that we should wait for his recovery

before leaving. During this interval M. Etienne Clavi^re did his utmost

to induce Mirabeau to remain in Paris.”

Mirabeau gave way to his friend.

2

Brissot watched, not without jealousy, Mirabeau’s advance in the af-

fection and esteem of Clavi^re. He had himself found shelter with his

Genevese friend after his many misfortunes. He had been arrested in

London for debt, and, seeing ^ his projects founder, had returned to

France. There he was at once arrested and imprisoned in the Bastille.

He had been preceded by the calumnies of Morande and of other secret

agents. “TTiese scoundrels,” Mirabeau had written from London in re-

gard to Morande, “are afraid of getting no money if they make no ac-

cusations, so that they make them right and left.” But Brissot had im-

prudently given a handle to calumny. He was too careless in confiding

in crooks, and too impulsive, alike in his ready good nature and in his

resentments. Only the powerful intervention of the entourage of the

Due d’Orl^ans procured his liberation from the Bastille.

When Qavi^e decided to enlist Mirabeau’s help he only asked him,

according to Brissot, for the use of his name; but that name, Brissot

added, “in view of his bizarre adventures and daring character, always

attracted and riveted attention; that name was worth a great deal, and

it was a wise and sound speculation to buy it.” He claimed to have writ-

ten two chapters in the l^k on the Caisse d’Escompte which Mirabeau

edited at Qavi^re’s request; another chapter was supposed to have been

written by Dupont.

Mirabeau himself described the work as “very elementaty.” But he
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added that, hasty and imperfect as it was, “it has saved many decent

people whom rogues had set out to dupe.” He fought against specula-

tion by showing its fatal consequences, but demanded that the govern-

ment should abstain from intervention, and denounced a recent decree

declaring all past dealings in options and futures null and void. “God
himself,” he wrote, “cannot make a retrospective law a just law.”

3

At this time “grand seigneur*' was a synonym for a man in debt. Mira-

beau, whom Brissot reproached for “^at constant disorder in his private

affairs, out of which gentlemen almost make themselves a title of nobil-

ity,” was only a typical representative of this epoch. The balancing of

income and expenditure was a monopoly of the middle class. The seig-

neurs lived in the style of adventurers, from hand to mouth, waiting

for an inheritance, for a miracle, or, more likely, for intervention by
the court to save them from ruin. The great estates were mortgaged

to the hilt, and “expectations” were consumed in advance, delivered

over to usurers. The most ostenudous luxury was a sort of social obliga-

don, to which were sacrificed age-old family estates and the whole

fortune of the humble. The sense of honour formerly so strong seemed

to be eclipsed in money matters. Dressmakers, hairdressers, menials went
unpaid, while fortunes disappeared in a night’s fesdvides or at the

gaming-table. From time to time a disaster showed society its precarious

situadon. One of the most illustrious families of France was ^t of the

Gu6m6n6es, a branch of the Rohans. They held the highest appoint-

ments in the kingdom. The Prince de Gu6m6n6e, Grand Chamber-

lain, was believed to be one of the richest personages in Europe. His

bankruptcy in 1782 had brought distress all over France. Gu6m6n6e
had dragged down with him in his fall his friends, his tradesmen, his

reladves, his servants, and small men who, dazzled by his splendour,

had trusted him with all their savings. Cardinal de Rohan exclaimed

with a mixture of despair and a sort of pride: “Only a king or a Rohan
could have such a bankruptcy.”

When the king dismissed the Gu^m^n^es from their h^h appoint-

ments at court, all the great families were indignant. The Duchesse de

Gu^m^^e had been gouvemmte of the king’s children; her loss of dte

post was attributed by the leaders of society to the queen’s desire to

appoint her favourite, Mme. de Polignac, in her pla^ For this die

queen was never forgiven.
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The queen was blamed also for the fall of the Controller General,

Ormesson, for he had refused to pay the debts of Mme. de Polignac.

The Comte de Vaudreuil made a violent scene and said threateningly

as he left: “Very well. Monsieur, if you will not do it, someone cl»

will.” “M. de Vaudreuil followed up this affair,” wrote a courtier, mak-

ing light of the gravest matters in the current fashion. “The king was
aiuioyed and dismissed Ormesson.” “M. de Vaudreuil was determined

on M. de Calonne;’the entourage of Mme. de Polignac worked hard for

him; the queen wanted him, the king resisted; the queen had a mis-

carriage, and M. de Calonne was nominated.”

Calonne granted the court all that his predecessor had refused it. He
paid the debts of Mme. de Polignac and of M. de VaudreuiL He ex-

pended, wrote a courtier, “fourteen millions for Rambouillet, fifteen

millions for the Comte d’Artois, six for the Comte de Provence, and an-

other five or six for other people.” He was himself deeply in debt when

he came into power.

At the time when Mirabeau was editing La Caisse d’Escompte, he

sent to Calonne a letter on the subject of the re-establishment of the

Compagnie des Indes, which the minister had just decreed. His purpose,

Mirabeau wrote later, was “to prevent the Compagnie des Indes from

extending further than its privileges permitted and becoming a mo-

nopoly destructive to all national industry and commerce.” Calonne’s

chief weapon was his amiability. He replied to Mirabeau with an invi-

tation to come to see him. He succeeded in impressing him. With regard

to the principal object of this visit he maintained a prudent silence, but

he was all the more flattering in what he did say. He told Mirabeau

of his keen desire to see him spreading enlightenment on various eco-

nomic matters. But when Mirabeau wanted to print La Caisse sTEs-

cotsspte, he was able to do it in only the petty state of Bouillon, whence

it was smuggled into France.

The success of the book recalled Mirabeau to Calonne’s memory. “I

was sent for, praised, caressed.” The minister covered him with compli-

ments, but adeed him to soften some rather too forcible criticisms of

decrees of the Council. To his astonishment he received the proud re-

ply: “I shall pursue to the death every retrospective law.” But Calonne

was not a man to take ofiFence at a refusal. “The victory was mine,”

wrote Mirabeau, “the distribution of my book was publicly author-

ized.” The Controller General knew well where his interest lay, and

felt that a Mirabeau with a grievance would be a dangerous enemy.
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The day came when Mirabeau could say with pride: “I have frustrated

speculation in every form, speculation that was swallowing all the cur-

rency of the kingdom, was discouraging all honest industry, and finally,

when it had infected the court, was threatening to inundate France

with new corruption.” Gilonne was interested at the moment in bring-

ing down the price of shares in the Banque de Saint-Charles, which the

Caisse d’Escompte had taken under its protection. The bank had been

founded in Spain by a naturalized Frenchman, Cabarrus, father of the

future Mme. Tallien; it was invested with all the prerogatives that could

be conferred on it by an absolute regime; it exchanged its own notes

for notes of the state that had been issued at a fixed premium; it pos-

sessed several monopolies; and it controlled a subsidiary, the Compagnie

des Philippines, which had every privilege in colonial trading.

Claviire, too, was preoccupied with the dangerously powerful posi-

tion of this Spanish bank, though for different reasons from those of

the Controller General; he was preparing with Brissot an attack on the

Banque de Saint-Charles. Part of this work was already in proof.

Calonne, judging from La Caisse (TEscompte, considered that Mira-

beau’s attack would be more effective than that of Qaviire and Brissot.

He wrote to Claviire urging him to turn over his work to Mirabeau, of-

fering at the same time to indemnify him in full Oavi^re, who “saw

that this was in the public interest,” agreed at once and sacrificed his

work, to the great disappointment of Brissot, who remarked bitterly

that “Mirabeau had the honour of it and kept the money, while Qavi^re

paid the expense.” The attack on the Banque de Saint-Charles—a book
of three hundred twenty pages—^was finished in four days and published

in a week. “It was, perhaps, no small achievement, but the peril was

immediate,” wrote Mirabeau to a friend.

In this book, De la Banque (FEspagne, Mirabeau dwelt on suspicious

analogies between Law and Cabarrus, between Law’s system and the

Banque de Saint-Charles, which had made play with imaginary profits

in Philippine trade as Law had done with a fictitious development in

Mississippi and Louisiana. Mirabeau had a good knowledge of his sub-

ject, or was well informed by Clavi^rc. He published the original char-

ter of the Banque de Saint-Charles, of which neither Calonne nor his

agents had the text. He also published the memorandum transmitted by
Cabarrus to the Spanish court. Mirabeau considered his ha«y work
“infinitely better, more profound, more orthodox,” than La Caisse cPEs-

compte. He fiercely attacked monopolies and privileges, and, faithful
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to the teaching of the Economists, fought for freedom of trade. He
flattered himself that in this voluminous pamphlet he had given “the

theory of public banks.

The Bank of Spain got wind of the attack that was in preparation.

It was ready to pay Mirabeau “all the gold I might be ready to accept’^

for silence. The fact was atte^ed later by one of Mirabcau’s friends, a

man of absolute integrity. The moment was particularly difficult for

Mirabeau. He declared that he received from Calonne nothing but the

cost of printing his pamphlet, and was obliged to borrow money from

Qaviire and Jeanneret, which he was unable to repay for a long time.

He prided himself later on never having entered into any sort of specu-

lation, on having lived by his work, with help from his friends, without

having ever “staked a crown or received a sou as a present.”

His attack on the Banque de Saint-Charles had a crushing effect.

“Not only did I cure a fatal mania and arrest the excessive purchases of

shares in Saint-Charles, but I entirely prevented the introduction of

shares in the [Compagnie des] Philippines, which today are more dis-

credited in Spain than those of Saint-Charles itself.” The shares in

the Bank of Spain, which had risen to nine hundred francs, were thrown

on the market a week later at four hundred.

The powerful protectors of the bank were up in arms. Calonne took

fright at the tempest he had unloosed. Le Couteulx de La Noraye, head

of an important Paris bank and all-powerful in the Caisse d’Escompte,

brought all his influence to bear to secure the suppression of Mirabeau*s

book. Calonne gave way, lest he should be suspected of having engi-

neered the fall in the shares. He defended himself later by pretending

to Mirabeau that that decision had been “wrangled” out of him by
die Keeper of the Seals. A decree of the Council of July 17, 1787, pro-

hibited the book “as the work of one of those individuals who venture

to write on important matters of which they are not sufficiently well

informed to provide the public with useful information.”

Mirabeau was exasperated by these contemptuous words. Yet Calonne

claimed to have “immensely reduced the harshness” of the wording of

die decree. What was of more importance, he held out the hope of a

fresh task. “The book by the ill-informed man,” Mirabeau commented
bitterly, “had no sooner been suppressed by decree of the Council than

the Minister of Finance asked him to do another one on loans.” The
Austrian ambassador, Mcrcy-Argenteau, a man particularly well in-

formed, a confidant of the queen, confirmed that Calonne had ^ked
Mirabeau for a book on the state loans, promising him a fee of six

diousand livres. But the minister did not find in Mirabeau the docile in-
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strument he wanted. All he did was to soften his wrath, or rather ’to

hold him in leash, ready to jump at any moment—^to secure his silence

for the time.

Mirabeau contented himself with publishing a violent diatribe against

Le Couteulx de La Noraye. The pamphlet was published with Calonne’s

knowledge; he had read the proofs and asked Mirabeau to make a few

changes in it. Two editions were quickly exhausted. But the financier

got to work and secured a decree of the Council suppressing the pam-

phlet. Calonne again claimed that he had been powerless. Mirabeau

was indignant. If, he said, Calonne had not had the courage to stand

up for the work after he had given it his approval, he should at least

have prevented the mortification of the author. But Calonne, still smil-

ing, soothed him with his characteristic unconcern: “After all, what

does a decree of the Council amoimt to?”

5

fauvres gens! je let plains, car on a pour les four

Plus de pitU que de courroux.

“Poor people! I pity them, for we are more sorry for the insane than

angry with them.” Mirabeau gave this motto, borrowed from one of

La Fontaine’s fables, to his next work, Sur les actions de la Compagnie

des Eaux de Paris—On the shares of the Paris waterworks company.

He contrasted foreign securities, with their riskiness, with solid French

shares. But he was up in arms against the monopolies granted to certain

French companies, and gainst the boosting of their shares. Those of

the Compagnie des Eaux, issued at twelve hundred livres, had risen to

thirty-eight hundred. His pamphlet resulted in their fall to two thousand,

which they did not again exceed. Calonne, who had a considerable

holding of these shares, was furious. He sent for Lauzun, a friend of

Mirabeau, and told him to tell Mirabeau that the queen was very upset

by his book on the freedom of the Scheldt, the king was upset by his

attack on the Compagnie des Eaux, and everybody at court was
thoroughly annoyed with him. He added that he had defended Mira-

beau for two whole days, but on the third he had been obliged to

abandon him.

Calonne added threats to his warning. If Mirabeau gave the slightest

further cause for dissatisfaction to the administration, not only would
Calonne no longer defend him, but he would have him punished as

severely as he could. Calonne did not vttiture, however, to attack Mira-

beau diiectty, but tried to intimidate his ftiends. The book on the Com-
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pagnic dcs Eaux was signed by Mirabcau, but it was found convenient

to attribute it to Claviirc. One fine day Claviire found himself sum-

moned before the lieutenant of police, who “informed him of the king’s

strong disapproval, and conveyed to him a prohibition of any further

writing on matters of administration.

The Compagnic des Eaux also acted, by means of an anonymous re-

ply from a man who was the hero of the day, Caron de Beaumarchais.

Son of a humble watchmaker, and himself a watchmaker by trade,

Caron de Beaumarchais belonged entirely to his age; but at the same

time he was a precursor of the living forces of a power of the morrow—
^the middle class. He had acquired noble rank, of which he said: “No-

body would dare to dispute my title to it, for I have the receipt.” He
had acquired a fortune through the support of a good cause, the in-

dependence of the New World; he was a bom organizer, ready to ex-

ploit every opportunity. He became a secret agent of the government,

employed on difficult missions, and later its influential adviser, consulted

by the Minister of Foreign Affairs and the Minister of Finance, con-

solidating his position everywhere and succeeding in everything by his

characteristic mixture of audacity and amiability.

In some famous lawsuits in which his ability, his wit, and his bold

eloquence triumphed over an all-powerful magistracy, he earned the

reputation of a redoubtable opponent whom no one could provoke wkh
impunity. He owed his celebrity as an author to a play which he him-

self called “my night-cap’s wildest dream.” He triumphed over the

king, who declared that the Manage de Figaro was detestable, and over

the Keeper of the Seals, who prohibited it, thanks to curiosity cleverly

aroused in the very environment whose abuses his play stigmatized.

“There is one thing wilder than my play,” said Beaumarchais, “and

that is its success.”

Such a great organizer and brewer of big schemes as Beaumarchais

could realize better than Mirabeau the possibilities opened up by a

water supply for Paris. When the brothers P6ricr erected their fine

pump on the heights of Chaillot, he came to theu support, financed

them, and helped them to organize the Compagnie des Eaux de Paris,

of which he became one of the chief shareholders and administrators.

Mirabeau was not unaware that in attacking the Compagnie des Eaux

he was offering provocation to the redoubtable creator of Figaro. Beau-

marchais was, in fact, up in arms at once, though anonymously, against

Mirabeau’s pamphlet But his reply to it seemed to the public curiously

mild. He contented himself with contradicting Mirabeau’s figurcjs and

insinuating, though with perfect courtej^, that the motives that led
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the friend of Panchaud and Claviere to take up his pen might not be

disinterested. There was only one spark of wit in his reply: “Formerly,

when criticisms were really harsh, they were called philippics. It may
be that one day some cynic will adorn them with the name ‘Mirabelles,’

after the Comte de Mirabcau who mirabilia fecity

The first passage at arms had not been fierce. In this duel with the

most feared literary antagonist of his time, it might have been expected

that Mirabeau would be mercilessly slaughtered. He came out of it

scarcely scratched. He returned to the fight at once with redoubled

violence in the Riponse i P^crivain des adtninistrateurs de la Compagnie

des Emix de Paris. He called the idol of the public an adventurer and

“Reynard the Fox.” He exposed his relations with the master black-

mailer Morande, whose friendship was a disgrace.

This second attack was a thrust into the void. In this sensational duel

Mirabeau had the last word. To the great surprise of the public, Beau-

marchais remained silent. Had he, with his quick perception, recog-

nized the superior strength of Mirabcau, or did he, dazzled by his suc-

cess, lull himself in a contemptuous and fallacious security?

In a vehement personal passage in his RSponse, Mirabeau had con-

cluded: “My only aspiration is to win honour to the day of my death

from my friends and my enemies.” His work on the Compagnie des

Eaux brought him unexpected friends. Mirabeau, little versed in tech-

nical questions, had treated as a chimera the idea of bringing water

into every house in Paris. But if it was possible, what, he asked himself,

would become of the water-carriers? His book had no sooner appeared

than the water-carriers, of whom, no doubt, not one had read it, learned

that a great champion had arisen to defend their interests.

The news spread, with that occult faculty of intercommunication

which the masses possess, that the oppressed had found an eloquent voice

^to speak for them. When the Savoyard porters found themselves threat-

ened by a scheme for starting a transport company, they met together

to deliberate. One of them stood up on a tub and shouted: “My friends,

they arc trying to do us an injustice. But don’t worry: there is a man
in Paris who will support us. A little while ago he saved the water-

carriers from being starved to death. He will do as much for us. Let

us go an4 see him.”

They all went to the furnished rooms Mirabeau was occupying. In

vain were they told that he had left the night before; in their disappoint-

ment they searched the whole building. Their simple faith in Mirabeau

was ci^presscd in this sentence: “He always takes the part of the weak
against the strong.”
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6

'That gendeman is now in the pay of the speculators,*’ wrote the

Marquis de Mirabeau to his brother. “They make use of him like a vi-

cious dog who is set at the legs of every passer-by, and always ready

the moment it is a question of biting.’* Mirabeau had emerged from his

controversy with Beaumarchais with a considerably enhanced reputa-

tion, but even his fame offended his father. When the marquis was

told of the great success of his son’s writings, he replied: “When Per-

sepolis was burning, the roisterers were more eager to obtain a brand

tlum die most precious jewels.” His undying prejudice fed on every

calumny circulated against Gabriel: “That personage and his venality,

in a man of quali^, make of him a phenomenon as curious as debased.”

There were no longer any direct reladons between father and son,

whose lawsuit was sdll in progress, but the marquis watched the man
as he had watched the child, with an almost physical repulsion.

At this time all Mirabeau’s wrath was directed against Calonne. The
Controller General’s threats and the censure inj9icted on Qaviire had

deeply irritated him. In his anger he wrote a pamphlet against Calonne,

in Ae form of an open letter, with this motto, borrowed from the

Letters of Junhts: “I would pursue him through life and try the last

exertion of my abilities to preserve the perishable infamy of his name
and make it immortal”

Calonne learned of the fierce attack in preparation. He sent a mes-

sage to Mirabeau that he had better keep quiet, or Calonne would find

himself obliged “to have him punished as severely as possible.” Friends

urged Mirabeau to go discreetly with tiiis powerful man: in his uncer-

tain position he cotfid not permit himself to run grave risks. Mirabeau

gave way, for the moment. But the dream of a great mission continued

to haunt him. His friendship with Qavi^re had led him to occupy him-'

self with financial questions, and he felt bound to fight against tite

corruption that was being favoured by the government. He had real-

ized ^t tiie deplorable conditi<m of the state finances was a reef on
which the kingdom would founder. He made it his du^ to advocate a

healthy morally in finance, to be “the instructor of the nuion.’*

7

“Mirabeau always lotred me, and even more tenderiy every day,** wrote
Mme. de Nehra, *lMit he was frequently unfaithful to me; if he saw
a pn^ little face, or if a wohum led him on, he to^ fire at once. Ifia
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intrigues were not lasting; sometimes he was so bored by them that

he asked my advice about getting out of them with decency. He took

no pains,” she added, “to hide these affairs from me, and they did not

trouble me. This man, who has been painted ’as so false, was on the

contrary so straightforward, and I was able to read his soul so well,

that any attempt at constraint would have been useless. I was at peace

with regard to his liaisons because I was sure of his heart.”

But in that summer of the year 1785 a more serious intrigue threat-

ened to disturb the peace of this household. Henriette described the

intruder as “a stuck-up, vain woman, who despised everybody who
had not a hundred thousand livres a year.”' She led Mirabeau into ex-

travagances; he engaged a valet, started using a coach, and provided

himself with a lackey for carrying letters.

Mirabeau’s arrogant mistress did all she could to belittle Henriette

in his eyes. She looked for things to ridicule and sneered at her eco-

nomical ways. In spite of her solid good sense, the woman in Henri-

ette suffered from this disdain and from the jokes about her simple

way of dressing. The lovers quarrelled, but never for long. The inr

truder soon came under a cloud, and peace was restored. After this,

Mirabeau sought only passing distractions. He found them in the com-

pany of the Due de Lauzun.

“Handsome, brave, generous, and witty,” the Dqc de Lauzun had,

according to Talleyrand, “every sort of brilliance.” If his century had

wanted to mirror itself in its most amiable, most artificial, and most

frivolous aspect, it would certainly have chosen Lauzun to be its in-

carnation in the eyes of posterity.

Armand de Gontaut, Comte de Biron, and later Due de Lauzun, had

come into the world to shine in it. “At twelve years of age I knew,”

he himself wrote, “that I was destined to an immense fortune and to

the finest position in the kingdom, without needing to take the trouble

to behave myself.” Endowed at birth with an illustrious name, witii

relations with the most powerful families of the kingdom, and with a

great fortune, he was also endowed by nature with the bearing of

a hero, with a lively wit, and vrith a romantic soul. He had but to

let himself live in order to succeed. But his great potentialities, which

might have.responded to stem trials, were whittled down, in that pe-

riod of affectation and effeminacy, to amorous prowess; his fine ar-

dour, capable of brilliant deeds, was expended on the small coin of

love-mal^g. Thus he witia:ed youth, fortune, and a generous nature

to add to 1^ list of sentimental conquests, squandering ambitions that

might have been far-reaching on satisfactions of vanity.
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When the day came for him to sketch the course of his life, all he

could do was to call up a procession of women of all countries and

of every social class, monotonous and boring in its frivolity. Know-
ing himself to be irresistible, he dreamed of seducing the queen. But

Marie Antoinette took oflrence at the pressing and perhaps deliber-

ately indiscreet court paid to her by Lauzun. The handsome duke ex-

changed his rank of favourite to play the part at Versailles of victim of

a royal caprice, until he passed over to the ranks of the enemies of the

court.

Mirabeau had met Lauzun in the Corsican campaign. They met again

as guests of Panchaud. Mirabeau, so sensitive tb distinction of mind,

was conquered by Lauzun’s brilliance, heightened as it was by the laurels

he had won in the American War of Independence.

Lauzun owned a “folly’* at Montrouge, where he gave wanton par-

ties. Mirabeau was often there. Apart from the frivolous element in

their relations, the two men were united in their ideas on serious mat-

ters. Lauzun’s dissipated life had not stifled his broad political views

or his serious ambitions. He was one of the most ardent proselytes of

the Anglomania then current. Although he had fought for American

independence, Lauzun had not lost his English symj>athies. He had

made prolonged visits to London and had many friends there. As with

many of the young aristocrats, his opposition to the court increased

his enthusiasm for constitutional liberties and his realization of the

need to improve relations between France and England, strained as

they had been by French help to the American insurgents.

He found Mirabeau—who had already written from his cell at

Vincennes of the necessity of a treaty with England—^in full agree-

ment with his ideas. In the end he persuaded the government to entrust

him with the negotiation, as a first step, of the commercial treaty which

Mirabeau had suggested as the preliminary to a treaty of wider range.

Mirabeau gave him constant encouragement in his truly important plan

to devote all his energies to “a change of system, without which,” wrote

Mirabeau, “Europe will always wander at random between the agonies

of periods of a bad peace, which will be no more than an indefinite

truce imposed .by reciprocal exhaustion, and the horrors of indecisive

and ruinous wars.” The two discussed at length the idea, “alleged,” said

Mirabeau, “to be chimerical,” of an alliance between France and Eng-

land. This was Mirabeau’s great idea, the keystone of his system of

European pacification. He continually found new persuasive arguments

to send to the negotiator in London,

in 1786, thanks to Lauzun’s efforts, a commercial treaty was signed,
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for ten years, between France and England. The treaty represented

great sacrifices on the part of French industry. But opinion was so

roused on both sides of the Channel by this breach with tradition that

the treaty, favourable though it was to England, raised a storm of dis-

approval in London. The political atmosphere there was so hostile to

France that there were public demonstrations, and a great crowd

marched, with Lord George Gordon at its head, to burn a copy of

the treaty in front of the French embassy.

8

“Those who did not live in the years approaching 1789,” wrote Tal-

leyrand, “do not know what the pleasure of living is.” But across that

bright light shadows were passing as though cast by coming events.

The sensitiveness that had been cultivated as a social pastime awoke to

human misery. Men’s minds were “intoxicated with philanthropy,” said

a contemporary. Among those who saw most clearly the necessity of

radical change were the most unbridled beneficiaries of the existing

system, the young aristocrats, spoilt children of their day. The day

was to come when the Due de Lauzun would command the armed forces

of the Revolution, as General Biron, with the task of repressing counter-

revolutionary disturbances in the Vcnd6c. But in spite of the services

he rendered he was one day to die, as a former aristocrat, on the scaf-

fold.

There came a day when some of those who had been in revolt be-

fore the Revolution took fear of the forces they had unloosed and fanati-

cally threw themselves against them. Among the habitu6s of the Mont-

rouge “folly” was Comte Louis de Narbonne. This man was deeply

attached to the court. He was generally supposed to be a natural son

of Louis XV, and had received the education of a prince. A very rich

marriage wiped out his debts and gave him a life of affluence. He had

every reason to be attached to a social order of which he had known
only the advantages. But the journeys he had made for his education

as a cosmopolitan grand seigneufy and especially his prolonged visits to

England, where he was on friendly terms with the English liberals,

including Fox, had enlarged his horizon, and the very serious studies

in which he had engaged had filled him with aspirations for a better

social order. He was handsome, in the rather ponderous and spectacu-

lar style of the Bourbons; he was brilliant, even more dazzling than

his friend the Abbi de P^rigord; he tried to please and charm all who
came near him. But, as Talleyrand said, there was nothing light about
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him except his conveisadoo. He put his heart into his liaisons, and his

confiding soul into his care for the public weal. Loyally attached to

the royal house by ties of blood and by gratitude for benefits received,

Narbonne was to work obstinately to save it in spite of itself, in q>ite

of its recalcitrance and its bad faith. As Minister of War at the most

critical moment in the destiny of his country, he succeeded in escap-

ing from the wave of terror thanks to his mistress, Mme. de Staiil, and

to the devotion of a young German. Faithful always to his urge to

serve something or someone 'greater than himself, he was to end his

adventurous career as a confidant of Napoleon, sacrificed by the em-
peror in an exposed position.

Among those who gravitated round Lauzun, Mirabeau found one

of his friends of the past, the Comte d’Antraigues, who was closely as-

sociated also with Qiamfort.

Louis de Launay d’Antraigues, whom Mirabeau chaffed about the

ancient noble lineage on which he prided himself, was an embodiment

of the resdessness of his age and its search for novelties in every field

of thought. He had been associated with Jean-Jacques Rousseau at

the time of the latter’s obscure beginnings. In Paris he associated with

men of learning and with inventors such as the brothers Montgolfier,

keeping always on the track of the sensation of the day. At court

he aroused the enthusiasm of the women by the boldness of his philo-

sophical ideas and the eloquence with which he preached liberal prin-

ciples. He seems to have aspired, like Lauzun, to the favours of Marie

.^toinette, who is said to have told him not to appear again in her

presence. His disgrace at court sent .him, like Lauzun, to join the queen’s

enemies, and brought him into close relations with the king’s brother,

the Comte de Provence, whose secretary and secret agent he became.

The Montrouge “foUy” was not the only meeting-place of these

courtiers tyith secret resentments and open hostility to the regime.

Lauzun, Narbonne, Antraigues, Mirabeau, met also at Panchaud’s. The
great banker was ambitious to found and lead a school. He took his

role so seriously that he n^lected the affairs of his bank in order to

“propagate his ideas.” It was under Panchaild’s guidance that tiiese

bright and frivolous young men were initiated into the signs of the

financial declim of die regime.

9

Mirabeau, who clainMd that he could “tip the balance of the BotUM
at will,” was livmg ftum hand to mouth; there were those who would
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have been glad to pay him large sums to keep silent, while he went in

search of employment, any employment, even in a subordinate ca-

pacity.

He sought it in journalism, though he admitted that his idleness took

fright at any regular work and that journalism was distasteful to him.

The joiunal to taste would have been based “on the idea, novel per-

haps and, I think, not without utility, of occupying itself with old books,

as ordinary journals occupy themselves with new ones.” He wanted to

edit the memoirs of the Acad6mie des Belles-Lettres, to extract “from

that muddle all that may be of interest to philosophers, men of letters,

and men of the world, without crushing them beneath the weight of

an ostentatious erudition.”

He drew up a prospectus of a journal on these lines, but the sub-

scriptions seem to have been inadequate. In vain did he deal gently

with Calonne in order not to lose government support; in vain did

his friends seek to obtain a post for him. Bitterness overcame his funda-

mental optimism. He thought once more of emigrating, and of found-

ing a paper abroad. He wanted to try the possibilities in Germany. He
may have thought of the sort of career his uncle had been able to

achieve there. He also conceived the idea of a work on Prussia. Fred-

erick II was ill, perhaps dying. The position of Prussia, the possibilities

of the succession to Frederick, occupied men’s minds. Mirabeau pre-

pared for a new journey. Once more he realized bitterly that there was

no place for him in his native country.

10

“People always speak either too ill or too well of me; I enjoy the hon-

ours of exaggeration,” once wrote Charles-Maurice de Talleyrand. He
had come into the world as the bearer of an illustrious name, and was
related to the greatest families of France. As first-born, he was pre-

destined to a brilliant career. But the clumsiness of a nurse who let him
fall in early childhood altered the course of his life. A crippled 1^
closed the military career to him. For the neglect that had left him in

infancy to a stranger’s care, instead of bringing him up at home, he

never forgave his parents. As a child he was terribly jealous of all who
were free from defect, including his younger brothers. He was destined

by his parents for the priesthood, the only career open to a semi-invalid.

His companions remembered him striking his club-foot and shouting:

“There’s my vocation!”

Of his years at the seminary he wrote later: “Everythii^ 1 did went
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against the grain. I felt a grievance against my superiors, against my
parents, against institutions.” Already, he added, he acted as “a little

Bonaparte." He was frank with himself and with others about his ab-

solute lack of any religious feeling. He was born with strong appetites,

with avidity for enjoyment and a sensuality that bred a taste for con-

quests. Regarding himself as disinherited, he forged a weapon out of

his humiliation. He prepared a fierce revenge upon destiny. Endowed
with a rare lucidity, he cultivated a biting and pitiless humour that

shocked and fascinated. He did his best to unite his genius with a

monstrous insensibility. At an early age he found pleasure in “caress-

ing scandal,” said one of his friends, “and despising the opinion of re-

spectable people.”

He had liaisons even at the seminary, and later, according to the

Duchesse d’Abrant^, he belonged “to the cohort of the clergy who
exploited boudoirs and the streets.” He deprived himself of nothing

that was forbidden to his cloth. He even knew the joys of paternity. In

1785 his mistress, the Comtesse de Flahaut, gave birth to a child who
was his and who was to become the lover of ^een Hortense and father

of the celebrated Due de Momy.
But while he lived the careless life of the young meq around him,

there was a point at which he differed fundamentally from them. While
his friends squandered fortunes or ran ruinously into debt without

thought for the morrow, he was haunted by the idea of poverty. And
he was one of the first of his class to realize the power of money. At
a time when the privileges of birth seemed to be the only ones that

mattered, he devoted himself to the worship of that new divinity.

Money became a passion with him, for its ovra sake. Initiated by Pan-

chaud into the problems of finance, he took at once to the subject, find-

ing it “full of charm.” He showed his capacity when he was appointed

director of the General Agency for the Qergy, at that time virtually

the Catholic Ecclesiastical Commission. He performed his duties all

the better since they enabled him to make a fortune for himself, by
devoting himself, as he admitted, to “financial speculations that were

not too remote from the position I occupied.”

Round-faced and full-cheeked, with prominent cheekbones, and a

snub nose that would have been ridiculous but for the smile of disdain-

ful superiority that played about the down-turned comers of his mouth,

he had, in the words of a contemporary, “the face of an ai^el with the

expression of a deviL”

He was six years younger than Mirabeau, but when the two met
Mirabeau fell at once under his ascendancy; it was Mirabeau who in-
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troduccd him to Calonnc in a letter that reflected his blind admiration

and affection: “M. I’Abbe de Perigord unites with a very real and

practised talent a profound circumspection and a secrecy that is proof

against anything. You could never choose a safer man or one more
conscientiously loyal in gratitude, more assiduous in well-doing, less

concerned ro share the glory of others, or more convinced that this

belongs and should belong to the man who can conceive and can

dare to carry out his conceptions. He has,” Mirabeau added, “another

advantage for you, his ascendancy over Panchaud, which represses the

latter’s defects, concerning which the attempt has been made to alarm

you.”

This able and emphatic letter produced its full effect. Their turn

of mind and their lack of scruple were bound to bring the two men
together. The Abbe de Perigord was only at the outset of his career

and had much to learn; Calonnc made that his care. Talleyrand, wrote

Lord Holland, served his political apprenticeship under Calonne and

soon outstripped his master.

Talleyrand had quickly recognized Mirabeau’s capacity. He said one

day that Mirabeau, “with his vigorous intelligence, would have been

able to carry the world like Atlas.” Mirabeau responded to this appre-

ciation with his natural exuberance. Once, when publishing an impor-

tant book, he had four special copies made, as he wrote to Henriettc,

‘for those who are dearest to me in the world—^for you, the Abb6 de

Perigord, the Due de Lauzun, and Panchaud.”

II

“You know M. de Mirabcau’s intelligence,” wrote the Due de Lauzun

to Calonnc, “you know his persuasiveness in speech and writing, and

how much interest he will arouse in Prussia when he talks of you.”

Talleyrand, too, had quickly recognized Mirabeau’s faculty of rapid

adjustment to a new environment and his special aptitude for questions

of foreign policy. He actively encouraged him in his project. Lauzun

did the same; and he did more—he undertook to find the funds for his

journey. He went to work with Calonnc in a verv shrewd way, border-

ing on extortion. “His poverty,” he wrote in a letter to the minister,

“will drive him to start a periodical that will rather hurt his pride. The
freedom with which he will permit himself to write will have its draw-

backs for you and for your ministry, in a distant country in which you
are highly regarded; he needs to be made to keep silent by sending

him money, not from you, so that he shall not think that he has been
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bought, but from one of his friends who will insist on his keepii^ quiet.

It will be easy for me to arrange this for you.”

It was under these none too honourable auspices that Mirabeau left

to explore a country of which he knew nothing—an exploration of the

highest importance to his future conduct in foreign policy. Before

leaving he examined the existing conditions in his own country. He
felt tiut “a crisis threatens the peace of Europe.” He asked himself

what would then be the situation of France, and what potential of

power she had at her disposal. As soon as he reached Germany he

summed up his conclusions in a letter to Talleyrand. They were melan-

choly, almost desperate conclusions: “More than two hundred and forty

millions of advances, sixty millions excess of expenditure over revenue,

our royal funds in the dirt; speculation ruining Paris, which is drain-

ing the kingdom dry; the people exhausted and discontented, com-
merce embittered and discouraged, disunion in the country and dis-

credit abroad; a fleet without crews and impossible to renew in case

of disaster; the troops incomplete and incontestably the worst among
the good ones; the alliance with Spain which has never done anything

but hinder us in our operations; the unnatural alliance with Holland,

which will be the first i^ebrand of war. . . ;
not a friend in Germany;

universal distrust in itt place; the most profound ignorance of the plans

of our enemies; the most inactive diplomacy in Europe, although the

best paid; in a word, the truly decrepit and fatal situation of unfitness

to maintain peace and unreadiness to sustain war.”

CHAPTER TEN

THE COUNTRY OF THE HUMAN MACHINE

«OIRE, it is perhaps presuming too much to ask Your Majes^ for an

O audience when one cannpt ulk of any matter that might pardcu-

larly interest Your Maj^ty. But if you will pardon a Frenchnu^ who,
from his birth, has found the world filled with your name, the desiire
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to see the greatest roan of his age, and of so roany others, roore closely

than one ordinarily sees kings, you will graciously grant roe permission

to come and pay my court to you at Potsdam.” & wrote Mirabeau, al-

most on the morrow of his arrival at Eterlin, to Frederick 11 .

He had left Paris on Christmas Day 1785 with all his “horde,” as he

pot it—Mme. de Nehra, Coco, their adopted son, and even a little dog
Gabriel had given her, a great pet of hers. It was a very cold winter.

The journey was trying. They went by way of Nancy, Frankfort, and

Leipzig. In spite of the very short stay at Frankfort, Mirabeau suc-

ceeded in having an “intrigue of gallantry” there.

The French minister at Berlin, ^ Comte d’Estemo, was ill-pleased

tt Mirabeau’s arrival. He was ^ traditional type of diplomat, “too

col^, too stiff, too ministerial,” who took fright at any departure from

the paths of routine. Mirabeau had obtained a letter of recommenda-

tion from Vergennes, the Minister of Foreign Affairs. Esterrio took of-

fence at this and complained to die minister: “Without that letter I

should not have taken it upon myself to present here a man with regard

to whom I have had reason to make complaints in this court, on the

occasion of the libels he printed at Neufch&tel.”

Vergennes, alarmed at this unusual vehemence, hastened to disavow

Mirabeau: “The letter from me which M. db Mirabeau transmitted to

you commits you to nothing in regard to that gendeman, and nothing

should prevent you from conducting yourself in regard to him with

die reserve you may consider necessary. It would be wise not to show
him any personal friendship.” Mirabeau, however, had no need of the

representadve of France to procure him introductions in Berlin. Fred-

erick II, with his careful attention to foreign opinion, had a list sent to

him every day of the new arrivals who entered their names in the

Guards’ ^ce at the entrance to the city. The name of Mirabeau struck

him, and, no doubt, recalled to him that of the uncle of Mirabeau whom
he had charged with an important mission at a particularly diiSScult mo-
ment for hi^ He at once sent the secretary of the Academy to ascer-

tain the motives of his journey. When Mirabeau, unsupported by any

recommendation, asked for an audience, Frederick answered without

delay, in die most courteous terms: “I shall be very pleased to make
your acquaintance, and I appreciate the offer you have just made to

come hcare for that purpose.”

From the informaticm he had received, the king had already formed

an opinion on his visitor. “So far as I can judge, he is one of those

ta^-like effoninates who write fw.everybody and i^^ainst everybody,”

he wrote to his uncle, Prince Henry. “It is said that this roan inte^
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to seek asylum in Russia, where he will be able to publish with impunity

his sarcasms against his country.”

On January 25, 1786, Mirabeau arrived at Potsdam. The “satyr-like

effeminate” made his first appearance before the king as a humble peti-

tioner. In this first audience in the presence of witnesses, he did not

venture to speak directly to the king. But he was encouraged by the

reception given to him. Frederick II found him very different from

the doubtful adventurer he Ijad expected. He seems to have received

a favourable impression. Mirabeau sent some of his writings to the

king. Frederick II instructed his aide-de-camp, Graf von Goertz, to

thank him, and added in his letter to the count: “I admit that I shall

be very curious to know by what happy chance this traveller has come

here, and I shall be pleased if you will let me know.” Mirabeau, sens-

ing the king’s interest, sent him a second letter in which he put the

best face he could on his situation at the time.

“Very poorly rewarded for the truly great service I have rendered

in France, compromised in my safety and almost in my reputation by

the present minister, because I was unwilling to co-operate either in

his last loan or in his manipulation of the louis . . . tormented by the

desire, not, perhaps, very reasonable, to make myself regretted in

France, I have left the country . . . with the firm resolve of not re-

turning so long as I am young and capable of anything, unless to take

over the considerable heritage of my father. Accordingly I shall push

on to Russia. ... I should certainly not have sought that immature

nation and that wild country, did it not seem to me that your govern-

ment is too completely organized for me to be able to flatter myself

that I could be useful to Your Majesty. To serve you, and not to take

my ease in academics, would undoubtedly have been. Sire, the first

of my ambitions. But the storms of my first youth and the disappoint-

ments of my country have turned my ideas for too long away from

that fine purpose, and I fear that it is too late.”

This mixture of braggadocio and eagerness to profit by the king’s

welcome must have made a bad impression on Frederick II. Ignoring

the undisguised offer of service, he contented himself with replying

by a courteous letter in which he invited Mirabeau to remain in Ber-

lin until the arrival of Mirabeau’s brother, who had asked permission

to be present at the spring manoeuvres, and meanwhile to come again

to see him “a couple of times.”

Mirabeau had nothing in him of the courtier. He did not allow him-

self to be dazzled by the glory that was already weaving a legend
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around the dying king, but he had a fresh and youthful enthusiasm for

true greatness. Beneath the deceptive prestige of success he saw the

arduous path by which Frederick II had climbed to the summit, and

he realized the mental labours that had fashioned him.

2

It was entirely through personal ascendancy that Mirabeau succeeded

in entering Berlin society. Estemo did him bad disservice, but he gained

the friendship of a Frenchman who facilitated his access to the court.

The Marquis de Luchet, “well known for the amiability of his char-

acter,” according to Henriette, was the editor of a French compila-

tion that had had a large sale in Germany, the Conteur, and he was

also the author of novels widely read by women. He was, according

to Mirabeau, “an avowed and fanatical protector of the French system.”

He eagerly welcomed every Frenchman who travelled in Germany.

“Thus.” complained Estemo, “beings almost imperceptible among us

make a sensation in other courts and especially in this one, in which

the liking of the royal house for foreigners gives them greater impor-

tance of a sort than anywhere else.”

This was written with reference to Mirabeau. The minister noted bit-

terly, in a report to Vergennes, that “Prince Henry began by becoming

infatuated with this man, and when he spoke to me about him I felt

that it was due to my attachment to his Royal Highness that I should

say nothing to confirm him in his decided taste for M. de Mirabeau.”

Mirabeau became one of the friends of Prince Henry; he was re-

ceived as a guest at Rheinsberg, the prince’s summer residence; he

felt that he was listened to when he explained things to the prince or

lavished advice on him. Estemo was annoyed by the tone which the

prince allowed his prot^g6 to adopt. But he was unable to do as much
harm to Mirabeau as he would have liked, for Prince Henry considered

that France, which he so admired, was not worthily represented in

Berlin. He would have liked to have a less narrow-minded personality

sent there, or at all events a more sagacious observer attached to Estemo.

It was a grave moment; the king might die at any time; the start of

a new reign called for special attention; Prince Henry wrote to this

effect to some of his friends in Paris. In point of fact, he was trembling

for his own influence and preoccupied with his own position. The
French government counted on the influence of Prince Henry over the

successor to Frederick 11 in maintaining a policy favourable to France.
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Mirabeau seems at first to have shared that hope. But he soon discovered

that “he can neither lead nor be led,” and he warned hk French friends

to place no trust in the prince.

3

“He pMjssessed the art of questioning to such a degree that it is difficult

to give any idea of it to those who have not become familiar with his'

conversation,” said Christian Wilhelm von Dohm of Mirabeau.

Mirabeau gave himself up entirely to discovering the preponderant

influence in Prussia and the true features of the German leaders and

people. He was determined to see eveiydung for himself; he was in-

terested in everything, and concerned to penetrate everywhere and to

familiarize himself with every class of society. His friends found that

he made very rapid progress in German; soon he was able to read news-

papers and periodicals, and to devour the most important literary works

with his customary avidity. He became able to follow conversations, to

obtain information at first hand, and to check it by drawing from all

sorts of sources.

He made friends with Dohm, who as a historian and diplomat was

in particularly good position to enlighten Mirabeau on Prussian home
policy and on the preliminaries of the League of Princes, the last great

success of Frederick II. Dohm’s friend Nicolai, publisher of the AUge-
meine Deutsche Bibliothek, introduced Mirabeau to German literature,

and Mirabeau adopted all his views. His new friends represented the in-

tellectual clarity and rationalism of the Germany of that day and the

solid good sense of the German middle class, whi^ dominated the world

of literature and the arts. They represented an enlightened liberalian,

a reformist tendency that placed all its faith in the march of rational

progress and was opposed to revolutionary upheavals.

4

“Milord Dalrymple,” said'Mirabeau of the English ambassador to Ber-

lilt, “is a man of honour and of sense, boring sometimes because he U
always bored, but endowed with more intelligence than might be

imagined by those who have not carefully watched him, and, indeed,

by nature dependable, generous, liberal”

Mirabeau was much witlt the ‘Very Britannic” secretary of the Brityi

embassy, Ewart. He mixed with foreign diplomats and widt all classes.

His picturesque silhouMe became familiar to many &rlinei8. The young
j
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romantic poet Ludwig Tieck remembered his penetrating as far as a

remote tavern frequented by artists, at the foot of the Kreutzberg. He
was particularly well received in Jewish society in Berlin. The Jews,

only recently tolerated, and only recently arrived at a certain pros-

perity, were eager for intellectual enfranchisement, as though trying

to make up for centuries of backwardness. Only just escaped from the

shadow of the ghettos, they pursued enlightenment in every direction.

In this new city of Berlin, destitute of tradition, they were a sort of

leaven that threw up about them the society of the morrow. The Jew-
ish colony of Berlin formed circles in which poets and artists gathered

in their search for a new art. The salon of the beautiful Henriette Hert?,

and later that of Rahel Levin, transplanted to Berlin the traditions of

Parisian cultural centres. Mirabeau was present at the lecture on physics

of Marcus Hertz, and was received by his wife, in whose salon he met
Prussian junkers alongside bearers of purely French names, descendants

of Huguenots but themselves ultra-Germanic; leaders of the rationalist

school alongside young representatives of the Sturm tend 'Drang move-

ment. In these alert and forward-looking circles the visitor from abroad

excited lively curiosity. Years later, Henriette Hertz remembered diat

the “had never heard anyone speak in so ravishing a manner.”

The only Jews Mirabeau had met until then were money-lenders. He
was now meeting an intellectual ilite. He had never thought about the

Jewish problem. He now read Lessing’s Nathan the IVise, and learned

from Nicolai, who had inspired him with lively admiration for that

author, that Lessing’s Nathan was drawn from the Jewish philosopher

Moses Mendelssohn, who had died in the early part of that year, 1786.

Nicolai, who had been closely associated with Mendelssohn, interested

Mirabeau in his work.

Dohm’s pamphlet on Jewish emancipation also produced a deep im-

pression on Mirabeau, who was alive thereafter to the burning problem

of anti-Semitism. The first fruit of his stay in Germany was the work
Moses Mendelssohn et la riforme politique des Juifs, based largely on

Dohm’s pamphlet and on articles by Nicolai and Engel. In the conclu-

sion of the pamphlet he wrote:

“I exhort the adversaries of the Jews (I wish die word ‘enemy’ could

be banished from every tongue) to ask themselves in good faith whether,

in this important discussion, they, have not always justified oppression

b]r its consequences, sought the causes in the effect, publidied calumnies

by way of explamdon, suppositions by way of proof, predictions by
way of rejoinder. I exhort them to a^ themselves whoher k is not

very reprehensible levity to rdnforce by frivolous ol^ections ... a
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prejudice so barbarous as this, which mutilates a numerous group of

the human species, and degrades it below the rank which Nature assigns

to her children. Human nature is much the same everywhere. The Jews
wiU be what the other citizens are in each state in which the same rights

are accorded to them and the same obligations imposed on them.”

The book on Moses Mendelssohn was one of the first of his son’s

writings that found grace in the eyes of that redoubtable critic the

Marquis de Mirabeau. “That scamp,” he commented, “has not only

thoroughly acquired the use of the tool of speech, but also of that of

thought, a thing of which I did not think him capable, and, save for a

totally irreligious basis that shows itself in details, the work would be

good.”

5

Mirabeau realized the importance of the information he had gathered

9nd the contacts he had established, especially when he compared them

with the narrow horizon of the official representative of France. His

awareness of his own capacity and of the impossibility of employing it

embittered him. He was without news from his friends. He felt “treated

as an exile who has earned proscription.” He nursed his resentment

against Calonne and gathered material for an attack on him. He ac-

quired evidence “that all our coinage of 1784 and 1785 was debased,”

and he informed a journalist of this “brigandage,” which was one day

to become the basis of a charge against Calonne. While in Berlin he

received the reply of the Banque de Saint-Charles to his pamphlet; it

attacked him in an insulting manner. In his rejoinder he thundered

against “the speculators and their leader.” Deeply injured, he was de-

termined to make the minister who had duped him feel his power; he

felt strong enough to force the minister into an ignominious abandon-

ment of his post by exposing his baseness before the nation. He com-

pleted his open letter to Calonne. Indignation still guided his pen: “A
speculator who holds a principal place in the King’s Council, a Minister

of Finance who speculates, is the cruellest scourge that Providence can

let loose upon an unconstituted kingdom like France.”

Mirabeau sent the manuscript of his open letter to his friends in Paris.

They informed the minister. Calonne, alarmed, sent a message inviting

Mirabeau to come to see him. Mirabeau, still plagued with financial,

worries, decided to accept the invitation. Before his departure he wrote

to Frederick U. The king replied at once: ‘Too would give me pleasure.
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should you be passing through here, by letting me know of your ar-

rival in this town.”

On April 17 Mirabeau was received for the second time by Frederick.

He found the king exhausted by the morning’s drive: “He went at such

speed that he killed two of the horses.” Frederick, huddled in his easy

chair, was breathing with great difficulty, struggling against suffoca-

tion. But this worn-out body was inhabited by an indomitable spirit,

the.sick organism was whipped up by a will of steel. “It is impossible to

imagine a brain more alert or a convetsadon more amiable,” wrote

Mirabeau to Henriette.

Mirabeau, with his habit of going to the root of difficuldes, broached

the problems that were occupying him at the moment. He had noted

the king’s indifference to German literature. “Why,” he asked him

point-blank, “has not the Caesar of the Germans been their Augustus?

Why has not Frederick the Great deigned to associate himself with

the glory of the literary Revoludon of his day, to speed it on, to warm
it at the fire of his genius and his power?”

Frederick II parried with his scepde’s subtlety: “But what could I

have done for the German men of letters that would have served them

as well as I did by leaving them alone?” he replied. Mirabeau remem-

bered that argument, and later, in an account of this conversation, he

added the comment: “In comparison with that benefit, I regard as very

small the loss that German literature may have suffered by being de-

prived of the support of the great and of sovereigns. Literature is like

commerce, it hates constraint, and constraint is the inseparable com-

panion of the great.”

“Tell Dohm,” he wrote to Henriette from Potsdam, “that we had a

good talk about the Jews and about tolerance. I do not recommend the

supersddous to get up against him.”

Mirabeau was the last foreigner admitted into the presence of Fred-

erick II. He left Potsdam just as fascinated as he had been at the first

audience. It was only later that he said to himself: “Let us seek in him

the limitations of a great man.”

On his way home he stopped at Magdeburg, where he was warmly

received, thanks to letters of recommendation from Minister von Hertz-

berg and from Dohm. He stayed a few days at Brunswick, in the hope

of meeting the Duke of Brunswick. “I was received with much kind-

ness at this court, and even ffeted,” he wrote to Henriette; but he could

not afford to stay long enough to meet the duke. He had not wasted

his time, however. He met a friend of Dohm, Jakob Mauvillon, a man
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of French origin who had become an enthusiastic German tidiile^re-

taining his affection for his former country. Mauvillon was a major in

the Engineers and professor of tactics at the Carolinum, an indefatigable

worker, equally versed in political economy and in military science. His

respect for authority, inculcated by his German education, had not

stiffed his liking for freedom of tiiought. The two men became warmly
attached to each other; their chance meeting gave birth to a lifeloi^

friendship—^in the phrase used later by Mirabeau, a “marriage of sovls.”

6

Mirabeau reached Paris when the courts were occupied with the Affair

of the Necklace.^ He realized that the case involved not only a duke, a

crook, and an adventuress, but a whole r^ime. Marie Antoinette had

refused to follow the advice of the Minister of Foreign Affairs and

the Keeper of tiie Seals to hush op the affair. She had been determined

to punish her slanderers and to satisfy her hatred of the cardinal, which

dated from the time when Rohan, as ambassador at Vienna, had tnoi*

mitted reports charging her (she was then wife of the Dauphin) with

frivolity.

Marie Antoinette ffuled to realize that she could not use her influcnoe

as queen to satisfy a private resentment. “Thirty years ago,” wrote

Mirabeau, “the cardinal would have been lost/without hope oi redrcs;

fortunately we have learnt to overthrow authority in its elements of

absurdity.” He mixed with the crowd that had been awaiting the vccdict

since dawn. The courts, die approaches to the Palais de Justice, and the

neighbouring streets were thronged. When the cardinal’s acquittal was
pronounced the crowdf mobbed the members of the ptrlement: “The
people stopped them, kissed them, caressed them; five hundred petsoBS

pronrated themselves; it was a scene of delirium.”

Mirabeau had die same feeling as the people whm he taw in d>>s

case a whole society unmasked in its cynicism and its credtdiiy, its

boundless love of luxury, and its intrigues around an arbitrary power.

* Cardinal de Rohi^ aaxioiia to overcome the queen’s alocrfneaa, allowud Waatif
to be diqied by the intriguing ComtcMe de La Motte. The conntcaa told him thet

the queen waa anxioiui to poneis a necklace worth 1,600,000 ffanct, which da kinf
had refused her. The Cardinal bought the necklace and sent it to the rounw for
the queen, but it dia^qieared. Rohan was unable to pay and the affair came into

court. He was sent to the Basdlle but acquoted, thoim he was exiled bom Buis.

The Corotease de LaMotte was whipped, branded, and mmrisonedm the Sel^ditiHe.

The queen had had no part in the intrigue, but the scandal of die alUr did bm hsvo
her unscathed.—Trandatw’s note.
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A r^une had been judged, a society, then all-poweiful, had been con-

demned without appeal. “What a country,” exclaimed Mirabeau, “what

men, what flabbiness, what corruption!”

Calonne was the typical representative of a period that was living on
expedients and saving the present at the cost of collapse on the morrow.

But Mirabeau could not come forward to accuse him. His financial

difficulties were too great; he had assumed too heavy responsibilities

for the woman he loved and the child. He allowed his silence to be

boiight. “M. Calonne finds it is safer to give me employment,” he said

bitterly. He allowed himself to be “muzzled,” while trying to safeguard

a few shreds of his dignity.

Calonne obtained from Vergomes a secret mission for him, at

Galonne’s expense. Tall^rand had been the chief agent on his behalf,

becoming a sort of personal guarantor for him with Calonne. But at

the very moment whm his secret mission was bringing the two sdll

closer together, an incident occurred that risked embroiling them. Mira-

beau, in his uncomfortable role of a man whose mouth has been stopped,

was concerned to appear before Calonne as an irreplaceable adviser,

knowing everything, and possessing a solution for every problem.

Calonne was preoccupied with the question of the provincial assemblies,

on the organization of which a report had been presented by Necker.

With the rapidity of a conjurer, Mirabeau submitted a detailed plan

to Calonne, but without telling him that the plan was not his own but

was die work of Dupont, who had passed to him his report on pro-

vincial assemblies and elective municipalities, drawn up for Turgot at

the time when Mirabeau was a prisoner at Vincennes.

He also showed this manuscript to Qaviire, who thought it had been

written by Turgot himself, and Qaviire passed it on to Brissot. Mira-

beau suddenly learned that Brissot, without asking anybody’s authoriza-

tion, and without informing Qavi^re, was getting it printed. Mirabeau,

angered at this “infinitely grave imprudence,” let Brissot know that the

divu^tkm of the manuscript would do him irreparable harm, and that

he would find himself ob]%ed to proceed against Brissot. Brissot de-

fended himself with this specious argument: “I believed, I believe, and

1 always shall believe, that this work, which may be useful to the

public, the work of a man no longer living, of a man who throughout

his life sacrificed himself to the welfare of mankind, belongs to the

public.”

Tlie woric appeared later, this time, apparently, with Mirabeau’s asent,

at a,moment when h^ was dogged by money troubles, as a posthumous

wbrk of Turgot. Dupont then publicty protested against ffiis abuse of
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confidence: “He gave it to M. de Calonne as a work of his own, and I

was driven to present to the minister the original in my handwriting

to show him how Mirabeau writes some of his works.”

During this stay in Paris, Mirabeau was obsessed by cares. Humiliat-

ing negotiations, anxiety for the future, and overwork so fatigued

him as to bring on violent haemorrhage, followed by serious exhaus-

tion.

The mother of his son called on him one day and declared that her

husband “would not leave him in peace or quiet until he had this child.”

Mirabeau sent for the husband and tried to reason with him. Mirabeau

was very fond of the child, who had become for Henriettc, as Mirabeau

wrote to her, “a need of your heart, an occupation of your life.” He
secured a momentary respite by promising the nominal father to resume

the discussion on his return from Germany.
He was also haunted by anxiety for Henriette’s health; she feared that

she was consumptive. “I wake up in the middle of the night asking in a

sort of nightmare how you arc.”

At this time Talleyrand, always haunted by his dream of an immense

fortune, confided to Mirabeau, apart from his political mission in Berlin,

negotiations for the founding of a state bank, for which he was to mo-
bilLx capital in Prussia, and also for the investment of public funds. On
his return to Berlin Mirabeau became associated with the Dane Struen-

sce, a former professor of philosophy and mathematics who had be-

come financial adviser to Frederick II and later became Minister of

Finance under the new king.

Struensee regarded the projected bank as “a great and superb or-

ganization that cannot but succeed,” and promised his support for it.

7

“His features show depth and subtlety, and the desire to please, tem-

pered by firmness and even severity.” Such was Mirabcau’s description

of the Duke of Brunswick. “He is polished to the point of affectation;

he speaks with precision and' even elegance, but he does so with a little

effort and often misses the exact ph^e. He can listen and follow up
one’s replies with further questions.”

Qn his return to Germany Mirabeau had stopped again at Brunswick,

where the duke made him stay for dinner. After the meal the duke took

him into an alcove and talked with him for twO hours. The duke was
very reserved at first, but the vehemence with which his interlocutor
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questioned him overcame his reticence. He was apprehensive with re-

gard to rumours that Vergennes was to go and that his place was to be

taken by Breteuil, whom the duke knew to be pro-Austrian. Mirabeau

reassured him: “Europe and ourselves in particular are so concerned for

peace that our relations with Austria can only contribute to it.”

Mirabeau expressed apprehensions in turn about the change which

the king’s death might bring in Prussia, which was “today on the Con-

tinent the pivot of peace and war.” His interlocutor would, he said, be

“almost the only one to decide the issue.” He added shrewdly: “I was
convinced that, having been the god of war sufficiently, he would in

future be the angel of peace.” The duke emphatically denied ever hav-

ing been a lover of war. Mirabeau did not yet know what he was to dis-

cover later, that “war is the national industry of Prussia.”

The duke seemed very interested in his visitor, or very concerned for

his publicity in France, for he kept Mirabeau again for a long conversa-

tion on the day of his departure. He broached the subject dearest of

all to Mirabeau: “Asking my opinion with the air of fearing that I

should regard as an absurdity what he was going to say to me, he in-

quired whether I should really treat as an impracticable chimera the

project of an alliance between France, England, and Prussia, of which

the solemnly avowed purpose would be to guarantee its possessions in

Europe to each power.” Mirabeau enthusiastically agreed: “This idea,

which I have been turning over in my head for seven years, is too great

not to be seductive; it will infallibly immortalize the sovereign who car-

ries it through and the minister who is able to second it. It will change

the face of Europe, and entirely to our advantage.”

Mirabeau saw his great idea making its way and assuming concrete

shape. He was aware that if it was to triumph, French policy must be

less inert. On his arrival in Berlin he drew up a report in which he re-

viewed the European situation. “The King of Prussia is dying; he may
be dead at the moment I am writing. It is impossible that he should live

another two months. With him will fall the keystone that held in posi-

tion the political arch of Europe.” He assessed at its true value the

military power of Prussia: “Two hundred thousand men who form the

best army in Europe, beyond all comparison, and a great general of

known character, as influential in peace as in war, who may be eager

to gatlicr laurels for himself.”

In Berlin he discussed his project with the diplomatic representatives

of England. Unfortunately he was unable to make proposals in the

name of the French government. “I spoke of it philosophically,” he

wrote to Lauzun, “with the English legation, and I found Milord
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Dalrymple and even his very Britannic secretary of legation far nearer

to these ideas than I should have dared to hope.”

Placed by chance, as a result of shady sclunning, at so important a

spot for observation as Berlin, Mirabeau strove in vain to inspire the

French government with confidence. He sent urgent letters to Talley-

rand and lavished encouragement in his vehement way on Lauzun,

who he knew shared these ideas.

After his interview with the Duke of Brunswick, he wrote to Lauzun:

“I discussed with him that ‘chimerical’ idea of an alliance between France

and England; he regards it as the salvation of the world, and as present-

ing no other difficulty dian the prejudices of pseudo-science and the

inffifierence of pusillanimity.” The tragedy of centuries to come lay in

that one phra$e.

8

With the journalist’s instinct for looking ahead, Mirabeau arranged

for the French government to be informed immediately when the death

of the king should take place. To diis end he set a whole ocganizatkMa

on foot. He bought two pairs of carrier pigeons and placed them in a

farm four miles from Berlin. He inform^ the Comte d’Estemo that

he had safe means for despatching news. The reply was: “The Comte
d’Estemo has the honour to send his thanks to M. le Comte de Mirabeau;

he will not profit by his obliging offers.”

“1 am keeping this letter as a curious memento,” commented Mira-

beau. He imagined that Estemo must have sent a courier or received

orders not to send one. “Thus I discovered that we were not rich

enot^h to throw away a hundred louis, and . . . I set free my pigeons.”

The French Foreign Minister learned of the death of the King of Prus-

sia from die Leyden paper.

Moved as he was, Mirabeau was gready surprised at the impression

made on the public by the king’s death. He walked up and down the

.

streets of Beiiin with Henriette to watch the reacdons of die crowd:

“Everybody was gloomy, nobody sad, everybody concerned, nobody
afflict^. Not a face diat did not reveal relief and hope, not a regret, not

a sigh, not a word of praise. ... Is this the end of so many bat^ won,

so much glory, of a re^ of almost half a coitury filled with so many
high achievements? Everybody wanted it to end, everybody is glad

k k over. . . . The peojfie have beat so ojqizessed, so hanascd, so

w^hed (fewn, diet cannot but feel rdieved.”
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“Sire, you are King. The day has come when God has wiDed to confide

to you the destiny of several million men. . . . Sire, your figure, your

features, recall the heroes of antiquity; this is much for the soldiers, it

is much for the people, who associate high qualities of soul with physical

beauty.” Mirabeau wrote this to the new King of Prussia on his acces-

sion to the throne. It was no courtier’s leaer. He omitted none of the

critical refiections suggested to him by the death of Frederick II. “Your
predecessor certainly gained battles enough, perhaps too many; he over-

tired die hundred voices of fame. Frederick conquered the admiradon

of mankind; never did he win their love; it can belong in its entirety

to you.” Rarely has a man ventured to speak in this style to a sovereign.

“This age is gaining enlightenment day by day. ... It is extending

its influence over your nation, which so many circumstances have kept

backward. Everything today is judged with severe logic. The men who
see only a fellow-man beneath the ermine, and who demand from him

the virtues of a fellow-man, are more numerous than ever; it is no

longer possible to dispense with their suffrage.” But what he was ask-

ing of Ae new King of Prussia was a state of mind well in advance of

his time. “For you. Sire, while it is good always to govern well, it is

worthy of you not to govern too much. ... A furious succession of

regulations marks the character of small minds, fed by timid ideas and

ri^culous apprehensions.”

The reforms he demanded from Frederick William II, in the cate-

gorical and imperious tone of a man confident of the victory of his ideas,

went beyond what the most progressive government of his age could

have granted. He invited the King of Prussia to proceed in the first

place to “the abolition of military slavery.” He was no pacifist dreamer

demanding the abolition of the army, but a citizen of the nntorrow,

conscious of the strength of a people defending its liberties.

Witii great daring, Mirabeau demanded of a country so proud of its

militarism as Prustia that it should “make war on the prejudice that sets

so great a distance between military and civil functions. ... In such a

state as yours, it is possible that the military should have first considera-

tion; buf it must not have exclusive consideration; or you will have an

army but never a kingdom.”

He dtananded for the middle class the right to acquire land belong-

ing to the nobility. “Wherever die bourgeoisie can acquire property,

Y^eiever commerce is in honour, the country offers a picture of
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abundance and prosperity.” He also demanded access for the middle

class to all official posts, “Abolish, Sire, those prerogatives that fill great

posts with men of little merit, to say no worse, and destroy the interest

of the great bulk of your subjects in a country in which they meet with

nothing but restrictions and humiliations.”

Faithful to his convictions, he launched into a violent diatribe against

the nobility. “Distrust that universal aristocracy, scourge of monarchical

states, which, from one extremity of the globe to the other, oppresses

mankind. Ah! whence comes the strength of the prince if not from the

people?”

It was the language of an age approaching revolution. But Mirabeau

did not content himself with a struggle against abuses. “Prompt and

gratuitous justice is clearly the first duty of sovereigns.” He demanded

independent judges, “paid from the public revenue.” In an entirely

modern spirit he put forward the principle of the right to work. “Be

also the first sovereign in whose state every man who wants to work
finds work. All who breathe should be nourished through work. It is

the first law of nature, a law anterior to any human convention; it is the

bond of every society.”

Mirabeau saw clearly the consequences of the reign of Frederick II.

Europe was exalting the hero king and celebrating in every tongue the

independence of mind of the philosopher king; the age took pride in

him. But.Mirabeau judged him from the reactions of his people; and he

judged him severely, on the very morrow of his death. “Frederick *11

was much more an almost unique example of the development of a

great character set in its place than of a genius elevated by nature high

above other men. . . . Having turned all the forces of his talent to

forming a great military power out of disunited, fragmented, and mostly

infertile states ... he thought mainly of money.”

Fhc future legislator was already speaking in Mirabeau. It was the

tragedy of every absolute sovereign that he was exposing, the dangers

from which no man can escape when he holds unlimited power in his

hands. He pointed out Frederick’s “habit of suffering no contradiction

and of allowing no discussion of his extreme contempt of men, which

perhaps explains all his success^, all his faults, his whole conduct, the

sense of superiority that confirmed him in the fatal resolution to see

everything, to settle everything, to order everything.” After exposing

the king’s weaknesses as a man, which nobody had yet dared to discuss,

Mirabeau—the only critic to do so for a long time—threw doubt on
the excellence of his work. “What did this great man achieve as king,

at the cost of such efforts.^ Did he leave you wealthy, powerful, happy
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states? Take away their military reputation and the resources of their

treasury, which may be dissipated, . . . and there is very litde left.”

Following Talleyrand, Mirabeau attacked the Prussian lotteries, that

so-called “free and voluntary tax.” “What a tax! ” he exclaimed, “basing

its chief production on delirium or despair. . . . This horrible inven-

tion, which poisons everything, even hope, man’s last asset.”

He fought for the ideas that were dear to him, ideas for which he

never ceased fighting in the days when he had in his hands the power
of the legislator. “The most complete liberation of the press should

be one of your first operations,” he wrote. His great voice grew par-

ticularly eloquent when he raised it in favour of tolerance: “But, Sire, a

great, a first and immediate operation which I ask of Your Majesty, in

the name of your closest interest and of your glory, is a prompt and

formal declaration, invested with the most imposing character of sov-

ereignty, that unlimited tolerance shall be accorded forever to all re-

ligions. . . . Grant it in the edict that shall accord every civil liberty to

the Jews. This boon, which from the first moments of your reign will

make you surpass in religious tolerance your illustrious predecessor,

himself the most tolerant prince who ever was, this boon will not be

without reward. Amid the large increase of population and capital that

it will infallibly bring you, at the expense of other countries, from

the second generation the Jews will become good and useful citi-

zens.”

“The king,” Mirabeau wrote to Talleyrand, “simply acknowledged

it, adding that I might be sure that everything that came to him from

me would always give him pleasure, and that the kind things that reached

him would never seem more flattering than ffom me.”

This polite answer revealed nothing of the impression produced by

Minabeau’s letter. But since the sovereign to whom it was addressed

had failed to express indignation, Estemo charged himself with that

duty: “The Comte de Mirabeau has further injured the nation by his

presumption in tracing a plan of government for the King of Prussia,”

he wrote to Vergennes. “In this pUn, in the guise of a philosopher who
makes it his duty to speak the truth to the king, who did not ask him

to do so, he wrote tl^gs that were very out of place and very dis-

agreeable.”

Estemo was excited to the point of asking, in the name, he said, of

Prince Henry, “that no Frenchman should be allowed to come to this

court. . . . Mirabeau might well be made to leave the Prussian states.”

This statement was contradicted by Mirabeau, who reported that the

king had had him sounded about entering his service. It seems especially
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discredited by the fact that l^rince Henry continued to receive him

in the intimacy of his palace at Rheinsberg, and that he charged him

with the negotiation of a reconciliation with “his implacable enemy”
the Minister von Hertzbei^.

On September z, 1786, Estemo had demanded in Prince Henry’s

name the expulsion of Mirabeau; on August 18 Mirabeau had written to

Talleyrand: “Prince Henry has asked me to say that the Comte d’Estemo

is far too cold, too stiff, too much the minister, for the new king.” It is

possible that both statements were true, and that Prince Henry played a

double game. Mirabeau said later of him: “His whole life is just petty,

base, dirty intriguing.”

Mirabeau prided himself on two immediate results from his letter

to Frederick William: the suppression of the lotteries and consideration

of die case of the Jews. He wrote later to his sister: “The King of Prus-

sia is occupied with giving full civil liberty to the Jews, and my re-

quests were not greater than are his concessions.”

One evening at supper the king spoke to Mirabeau on the question

of the lotteries. “In this matter I owe you an apology, for it is one of the

good bits of advice in a certain manuscript.” Mirabeau bowed low. “But

you must excuse me a little longer,” the^g went on. He explained that

the suppression had been delayed by the funds involved and by existing

agreements. “Sire, none of those are violated,” replied Mirabeau; “and

b^des, so much use has been made of despotism to do harm, if for once

it could be used to do good—

”

“Ah, you are getting a little reconciled to despotism?”

“One must. Sire, in a country in which a single head has four hundred

ffiousand arms.”

10

“They arc quite satisfied with your reports; I am told so every day,”

wrote Talleyrand to Mirabeau. “The king reads them with much in-

terest. M. de Calonne thanks you for your exactitude, and for the care

with which your messages are drawn up. 1 have made good use of your
statistics; the merit of this work has been fully appreciated.” Between

his return to Berlin on July 21, 1786, and January 19, 1787, Mirabeau

sent to Ihuris sixty-five reports, in addition to memoranda and extracts

from German papers. Talleyrand received his letters. Before passing

them on he toned down Mirabeau’s energetic maimer. He gave his direct

and often verbose s^le diplomadc concismess and discretion. He sup-

pressed too heated cziticisnis of the incoherence of the French govern-
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ment’s foreign policy, as well as over-free anecdotes of the (»>urt of

Berlin.

Mirabeau drew up his letters with especial care, but he submitted

with a good grace to Talleyrand’s censorship. He thanked him, indeed,

for “the sensation my reports have produced after being expurgated,

arranged, and embell^hed by you.”

He was a “superstitiously conscientious” observer. His life in Berlin

was made up in part of what he called “an idle activity.” He plunged

into every throng, into “the most fastidious societies, into the loss of

time usually involved by the whirl of German circles, which are called

intimate when there are only thirty persons present.” He often went

to bed at one o’clock, but rose at five and started work at once.

Mirabeau had a rare talent for discovering intelligent collaborators,

whose help enabled him to get through an immense amount of work.

His collaborator in Berlin was a young baron from Courland, M. de

Nold^, a lieutenant in the French service in the Royal Swedish Regi-

ment, esteemed and liked by his chiefs. He had distinguished himself

on active service, but he preferred study to the “melancholy service of

a junior ofiicer.” Mirabeau had also a secretary, Sambat. “Never have I

seen young men more sober, more steady, harder working, or more
good-natured,” wrote Henriette de Nehra.

It was inevitably an expensive life. In sending Mirabeau to Berlin,

Calonne had asked what salary he wanted. “I shall only spend for you,

so you< will pay what I spend,” replied Mirabeau. “In eight and a half

months,” he wrote later to his father, “I have spent forty-two thousand

livres, including various secret expenditures, the luxurious clothii^

needed in northern courts, and the horses of every sort indispensable in

Berlin. Of this amount the king owes me twelve ^ousand which I shall

probably never get.”

As always, his life was made op of external luxury and domestic

straits,-with even heating inadequate, for Mirabeau complained of hav-

ing no fire in his own room. It was a life of hard work for sixteen to

seventeen hours a day. Amorous adventures seem to have been lack-

ing. In this foreign city Mirabeau had found a home. A mistress, an

illegitimate child, and two young foreigners living under his roof

formed a circle of domestic happiness, of middle-class peacefulness, in

which Re relaxed from the tension of his former hectic existence. It was

the brightest period of his life, a brief interlude. Mirabeau’s best quali-

ties showed ^emselves in serenity. The future statesman rqiened in

Berlin. He said later with justified pride: “I predicted no Frostian event

that did not happen, and none happened that I did not predict.”
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believe . . . that the king has conceived the idea and the hope of

becoming a great man by making himself German, purely German,

and so flouting French superiority.” Mirabeau saw in this attitude the

influence of the Minister von Hertzberg. He assumed that he had said

to the king: “What will you ever be as a Frenchman? A poor imitation

of Frederick 11. As a German you will be original, you will yourself be

revered in Germania, adored by your people, extolled by men of let-

ters, and highly respected in Europe.”

The positive policy pursued by Frederick II had demanded great

concentration. Frederick William’s attitude was negative, that of fol-

lowing the path of least resistance. The big body of the young king

was filled with an incurable lethargy, interrupted by sudden tempers

which he himself took for manifestations of strength. Mirabeau had

gained knowledge of the intimate life of the king: “Not a paper is in

order, not a memorandum commented on, not a letter personally

opened; no human power can make him read forty consecutive lines.”

This lethargy was shaken off only “by a brutal sensual appetite, an

unrestrained thirst for pleasure, without discrimination or delicacy.”

The king’s amours occupied a large place in Mirabeau’s reports

Prince Henry speculated on his nephew’s sensuality. He wanted (“for,”

said Mirabeau maliciously, “great men do not disdain little expedients”)

to have “a blonde, rather plump, sent here, especially one with musical

talents,” to win the king over to the French cause. She should be

“readier to grant favours than to reveal needs,” for the king was miserly,

or rather, “a worshipper of gold, not so much from avarice as from

the passion for possessing.” But a French adventuress who came to Ber-

lin with aims on the king proved too much in a hurry.

The general disillusionment paved the way after Frederick’s death

for the mystics whom his scepticism had kept at a distance. The Rosi-

crucians, with their cult of the elixir of life and of the philosopher’s

stone, gained enthusiastic adherents. Their challenge to rationalism and

enlightenment brought them support from all reactionary sources, and

they proclaimed themselves the stem defenders of the throne and of

the established order. Their power was due especially to the ability of

two men who made use of the sect to serve their own ambitions.

Wollner, son of a country pastor, originally a rationalist and free-

mason, was brought into the Rosicrucian sect by his ambition and by a

icnse of persecution. While tutor in the family of a Prussian general of

noble rank, he had seduced the general’s daughter in order to force
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her into marriage. Frederick II, who objected to misalliances, had him

thrown into prison. He became the determined enemy of everything

Frederick II represented, of the doctrines he favoured, of his cosmo-

politanism and of his spirit of tolerance.

Chance brought him into touch with a Saxon officer, a brilliant man
of the world, who was a convinced mystic and a fervent adept of the

Rose-Cross. This officer, Bischoffswerder, was a friend of Frederick

William, then Crown Prince of Prussia, and cured him of a grave

malady by “the supernatural virtues of a medicament of which he

claimed to have received the secret from his order.” In his boundless

gratitude, Frederick William at once joined the order. So illustrious an

adept at once brought success to the Rosicrucians. Under the able di-

rection of Wollncr the order spread quickly and gained power, espe-

cially in Prussia, through “the attraction of the mysterious . . . and of

good jobs to be had.”

Wollner neglected no means of maintaining his hold over Frederick

William II. He called up spirits amid thunder and lightning. A clever

ventriloquist appeared in turn as Marcus Aurelius, Leibnitz, and Fred-

erick II. Esterno reported to Vergennes that at a seance of “masonic

illuminati” at which the king and ffie Duke of Brunswick were present,

the shade of Julius Caesar was evoked. Wollner, “always surrounded,”

wrote Mirabeau, “by obscurity, mystery, intrigues, accomplices,” soon

wrested from the king two edicts against freedom of conscience and

freedom of the press. It was no longer possible to discuss politics;

scientific research was stifled. The universities became citadels of re-

action, which, to capture men’s minds, united an aggressive nationalism

with a hatred of everything French.

“Who now is master.^” Mirabeau asked himself, after tracing this

sombre picture of intrigue around the throne. “One might well be

tempted to say King Log. . . . Rottenness before maturity; I am much
afraid that that is the motto of the Prussian power.”

12

“The French cause is lost in Berlin,” was Mirabcau’s conclusion. It was

at Berlin that he dreamed most ardently of the alliance with England,

it was from Berlin that he sent his most pressing letters to Lauzun. He
feared that France’s position would become untenable the day Prussia

formed an agreement with the Austrian Emperor.

He wrote to Paris; “Hasten to oppose to that coalition • • . the sys-

tem of union with England, which will save the world. . . • ^Think of
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Poland. What they did there (if they got no more it was because they

got all they wanted), they will do again, even without the intervention

of Russia, that sleeping giant whose awakening may change the face

of the globe.”

But he found only “redoubled symptoms of cjctreme inattention."

He received no news from Paris. His most important questions were left

without reply. “I should learn a thousand times more if I were better in*

structed,” he complained.

At this decisive moment he left for Brunswick and had long talks wMi
the duke, one of the few persons in Germany whom he esteemed and

thought capable of piloting the future. But a time came when he asked

himself: “Has the duke disgracefully deceived me?” The admission

hurt his self-esteem and was a blow to his affection, and he did not

hesitate to communicate his suspicions to Paris.

This bitter experience was only one of a long series of disappoint-

ments. In his daily growing dislike of the leaders of Prussia, he made

only one exception: “The Grown Prince will soon deserve watching;

this young man may have great destinies,” was his conclusion. “And if

he should be the pivot of some memorable revolution, far-seeing men
would not be surprised.” Once more Mirabeau showed his extraor-

dinary psychological penetration. He was no longer alive when the

future l^g of Prussia revealed, in an hour of tragedy for his country,

the qualities which this foreign observer had noted in him.

After a few months in Berlin Mirabeau wrote that he was thoroughly

tired and di^usted. The longer he stayed, moreover, the more difficult

became his “nebulous position.” At the end of January 1787 he suddenly

decided to leave; Henriette and the child remained there.

*3

Having failed to make any useful cohtribution to current policy in

Germany, Mirabeau contented himself with collecting “exact results

in a country which is of the same importance for the understanding of

despotism as Egypt was to the ancients. We may, perhaps, glean from

it a singular theory of the human machine, and of his usefulness to

those who make use of him, in preference to the man who is free."

He brought away another lesson, which he was to publish in a big

work, I4 Momrcbie Prussienne. He advised his cpuntrymen “to ro-

ffect on tile constituticm of the Prussian army."
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

THE CENTURY HAS JOINED HIM

MX TY HEART has not aged, and ifmy enthusiasm has been damped,

J^J. it has not been destroyed,” wrote Mkabeau from Berlin to

Talleyrand. “I had good evidence of this today; I regard as one of the

best days of my life the day on which you informed me of the convoca-

tion of the Notables, which no doubt will soon be followed by that of

the National Assembly. I see in it a new order of things that may re-

generate t;he monarchy.”

Talleyrand replied: “You cannot praise M. de Calonne too highly. He
must be supported by general praise in order to make a success of this

great matter and to show him especially the glory he will gain.”

The king shared the same illusions. When, toward the end of 1786,

Gtlonne proposed to him that an Assembly of Notables should be con-

voked, Louis XVI was at once attracted by the project. “I did not deep
last night,” he wrote to him, “but my wakefulness arose from pleasure.”

The truth was that Calonne had brought himself into a hopeless situa-

tion; and in order to mask his failure he had seized on this idea, which
several persons, Mirabeau among them, claimed credit for suggesting

to him. He had found himself obliged to admit to the king a deficit

of a hundred millions. To induce the nation to accept new sacrifices, he

submitted to the king a plan that included the suppression of certdn

flagrant abuses, a more equitable distribution of burdens, massive econo-

mies in the king’s household, and the alienation of part of the crown

domains. “Bht you have come straight from Necker with all this,” ex-

claimed the king. “Sire,” rejdied Calonne with his habitual coolness, “as

things are there is nothing better we can give you.”

In suggesting the convocation of the Assembly of Notables, Calonne

was yieldii^ to a powerful current of public opinion, which demanded

the collaboration of a larger number of responsible persons in the de-

termination of the burdem imposed by the state. For Calonne, eveiy-

thii^ was a matter of deals: he proposed to barter rrforms for new
revenue. He hoped by this great gesture for the general good, fliis
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concession to the new spirit, to secure immunity for his imprudent ad-

ministration, his culpable complaisance, and his depredations.

Mirabeau, fascinated by the result, did not discern so clearly Calonne’s

intentions. He was far away. But the French public was not deceived. It

was taken for granted that the government was convoking the Assembly

only in order to make it shoulder the responsibility for new and crushing

taxation. Parisian scepticism found expression in bills posted every-

where, even on the door of the Ministry of Finance: “The new troupe

of comedians raised by the Sieur de Calonne, which will make its first

appearance on the 29th instant, will present as its main piece ‘The

Confidence Trick’ and for the smaller one ‘Forced Consent’; these

pieces will be followed by an allegorical pantomime ballet entitled ‘The

Sieve of the Danaides.’
”

In Paris Mirabeau found a very different situation from that which

he had expected. He had hoped to gain a seat in the Assembly, and had

written to Talleyrand that he would feel “honoured a thousand times”

if he could be “its junior secretary.” He thought he was entitled to this

as the father of the idea. But two secretaries had already been nom-
inated, including Dupont, who also claimed paternity.

The general scepticism further increased his personal disappointment.

The composition of the Assembly of Notables seemed to justify the

worst expectations. Of the hundred and forty-six notables, seventeen

were princes of the blood, seven archbishops, eight marshals of France,

twelve dukes, thirty-four presidents of courts of justice or provincial

attorneys general, and twenty titled gentlemen. The Assembly was

criticized and derided even in court circles. One day the queep was

present at a comedy in which the principal part was that of a king who
ran out of money on a journey. A squire asked: “What can we do?”

“Assemble the Notables,” shouted a voice in the pit. A print widely

circulated represented a farmer who collected his poultry and said to

them: “My dear creatures, I have assembled you to deliberate on the

sauce with which you shall be served up.” Vergennes at this moment
deprived Calonne of “his sole prop,” wrote Mirabeau to Mauvillon: the

Controller General was going “to be occupied solely with battling for

his personal safety and not with organizing the nation; in consequence

.le needed concoctcrs of manifestos and not collaborators, intriguers and

satellites and not citizen aides-de-camp. All this was not by any means

to my taste: I am entirely unable to say, still less to prove, what I do

not think, or to defend what my conviction accuses. So when the

Minister of Finance sent mutual friends to sound me I asked straight

out to be allowed to stand aside, and as in the circumstances that was
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almost impossible for me while here, I repeated my request to be sent

abroad.” He hoped to obtain a new mission, especially to Holland, where,

thanks to his personal relations, he could do useful work. But Calonne

was too absorbed in his own difficulties, too contemptuous of those

whom he paid, and aware that Mirabeau waS struggling in “embarrass-

ments of every sort.” Mirabeau’s friends returned to the charge and

pointed out that Mirabeau was “not a man to make discontented.”

Calonne replied with calm disdain: “I will arrange all that with money.”

This was more than Mirabeau could endure. He had been hurt at the

most sensitive, because the most vulnerable, spot. He was determined

to be revenged for this “inexpiable outrage.” He would prove to Ca-

lonnc, who had “thrown away the lemon while it still had juice in it,”

how redoubtable he, Mirabeau, still was. He .still felt a mission to en-

lighten the nation, and to his care for the public good there was added,

as he wrote to Hcnriette, the desire “to show a certain personage that

if it was a good thing to take me, it was not good to drop me.”

2

The Vicar General of Sens, the Abbi d’Espagnac, was typical of the mis-

placed careers of his time, one which maintained traditions at the cost

of moral degeneracy. If Espagnac, a man of good family, son of the

governor of the Invalides, had been able to choose his own career, his

gifts and his speculative daring would have made him one of the great

financiers of his time. As a professional financier he might have retained

some decent scruples. But, having been educated for spiritual functions,

in the financial operations that attracted him he went to work without

cither rule or restraint. “He speculated on everything,” wrote a con-

temporary, “and would have done so with souls if he had had the

chance.”

Calonne, driven to extremes by the growing defidt, decided to make

use of the Caissc d’Escomptc, whose share capital he increased by eighty

million francs, of which seventy million were paid over to him. Bar-

gains for futtire settlement were entered into under his orders by two

companies, one operating in the shares of the Compagnic dcs Eaux and

the otherJn those of the Compagnie dcs Indes. These shares had to be

deposited -in pledge with the bankers, who lent to the two companies

the funds they needed^ Espagnac had sold shares in the Indes to agents

of Calonne, but he knew that the minister could not pay for the shares

he had acquired. He entered into forward purchases of them at an

enormous profit. More were sold to him than wore on the market, at a
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loss on the purchase price; shares were sold to him that had not been

paid for and were not actually held. The clerical speculator soon had

Calonne’s agents at his mercy. In order to carry through the immense

operation, the abb6 tried to bring in other speculators. He drew up a

secret plan. The rumour of this operation spread on the Bourse at the

moment when he wanted to carry it out.

Mirabeau succeeded in getting hold of the confidential document.

This “villainous enterprise” supplied the battleground he needed. He
denounced it in a pamphlet addressed to the Assembly of Notables,

which was shortly to meet. But he hit out not only at the dishonest

speculators, but at the invisible hand that was protecting this swindling

scheme: “How can operations so immense and at the same time so

scandalous be carried out? Whence can help come for them?” he asked.

Calonnc’s name was not mentioned, but he wrote of a minister “to whom
every principle of good faith, of fidelity to engagements, of respect for

property is unknown, whose morality is entirely odious, whatever idea

may be formed of his supposed talents.”

His Denunciation of Speculation to the King and the Assembly of

Notables was written and printed in three weeks. The work was not

merely a denunciation, but urged constructive reforms—a free press,

the sound organization of the finances of the state, and above all popu-

lar representation and provincial assemblies. It had, wrote Mirabeau to

Mauvillon, “an unexampled success which it was far from meriting as

a work, but may have merited as a service rendered with courage and

dignity.”

The sensational work was being attributed to the Marquis de Mira-

beau, who wrote to his brother; “I am being constantly obliged to dis-

own it and to reply to a crowd of letters that I have no knowledge either

of the book or of its author.” But—^for the first time—^the marquis saw

his own influence in his son’s work; “It is impossible not to recognize

his father in his present style—assuming his father to have become a

rhetorician.”

Calonne, shaken by the general indignation, was obliged to move
against the speculators. He exiled his compromised agents and the Abb6
d’Espagnac. One of his intermediaries committed suicide. But Qlonne
could not do without his exiled agents or the abb6 in liquidaiing the

crash that followed. The shares of the Compagnie des Inde$ slumped

The Caisse d’Escompte was tottering. To prevent final ruin, Calonne had

to make a deal with the abb6 and to draw twelve millions from the

Treasury to compensate him.
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“Perhaps in all epochs of history/' wrote Mme. de Stael one day, “there

arc personages who may be considered as the representatives of the good

and the evil principle. Such were Cicero and Catiline in Rome; such

were M. Necker [her father] and Mirabeau in France.” Yet she ad-

mitted that her father’s adversary was endowed “with the utmost men-

tal energy and breadth. Mirabeau knew everything and foresaw every-

thing.”

In contrast with Gabriel de Mirabeau, whose father had done his

best to destroy his self-confidence, Necker, always praised by his fam-

ily, had the proud self-assurance of a self-made man. While Mirabeau

had inherited from the “tempestuous race” a southern exuberance and

Latin clarity, Jacques Necker, son of a German lawyer, had the rather

pedantic Teuton pondcrousness and the rather narrow and unconcilia-

tory Teuton rectitude.

Differences more fundamental even than those of their origin and

upbringing produced an inevitable antagonism between the two men.

Necker was ruled by rigid moral principles; Mirabeau was the play-

thing of his passions. The world of the Genevese banker was solid and

simple, resting on the basis of an unshakable social order, and illumined

by a firm and absolute faith. In contrast with Nccker’s semi-feudal,

thoroughly conservative world, that of Mirabeau was mobile and fluc-

tuating, a world whose old beliefs and old abuses were dying. The
strength of Necker lay in his sureness of everything; the extraordinary

prescience of Mirabeau was bom of the general uncertainty which was

reflected in his own life.

The Assembly of Notables opened at Versailles at the end of Feb-

tuary 1787. Calonne announced a deficit of eighty millions; later he

was obliged to admit that the true figure was a hundred and twelve

millions. Many notables were fervent Neckerites, and recalled his ex-

cess of revenue of ten millions. Gilonne threw doubt on Necker’s cal-

culations. Necker asked the king to let him reply to Calonne’s allega-

tions, adding that if his statements were disproved he would abandon

his fortune to the royal treasury. The king refused permission, but

Necker nevertheless entered into public controversy on the question.

Mirabeau had had no intention of intervening in the dispute between

the two ministers, but he foresaw that Necker’s financial policy would
be the policy of the morrow, and he considered it important to pro-

nounce upon it. He published a pamphlet entitled Lettres sur Padminis^

tration de M. Necker.
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Neckcr’s celebrity was well established; Mirabeau had only a quite

recent notoriety. As he himself said, his attack might seem impious. For

the universal cry was: “M. Neckcr made war without taxes! He is a

god!” But the impious critic said: “What you impute to him as his glory

is a crime. What you regard as his benefaction has been an aggrava-

tion of your evils. To borrow without taxing is to deliver a nation to

the usurers; for they alone lend without security; it is deceiving a whole

people about its true situation, and intoxicating governments by present-

ing to them as simple the plans of destruction and of expenditure that

render mankind desolate.” Panchaud furnished him with the^ data that

demonstrated that Necker’s loans had been the worst organized and

the most ruinous that France had ever contracted. Nccker himself was

obliged to admit in his work on administration: “I had to borrow on un-

favourable conditions, being unable to do otherwise.”

I’he Marquis de Mirabeau shared his son’s opinion of Neckcr. This

attack was a belated vengeance for his friend Turgot. But, inconsistent

as ever, he felt a secret irritation that made him write to the bailli:

“There has just appeared another pretty strong pamphlet from the

coryphee of the turbulent. . . . The remarkable thing about it is the

indefatigable talent of a sponge that that man has for collecting what-

ever there is in his path of the nature of dirty water and expectoration

and garbage ... He goes on throwing stones at every passer-by. . . .

That wretch cannot let his name rest in peace for a whole week.”

4

“The Notables are behaving Wonderfully well,” wrote Mirabeau to

Hcnrictte. “Men are always straightforward the first time they are

brought together. They are showing energy and wisdom, breadth and

foresight. This epoch will remain a glory to the king and a boon to the

nation.”

From the very first this Assembly, so criticized in advance, gave evi-

dence of a considerable change, of the approach of new times. Calonne

himself, in his opening speech, adopted a modem phraseology that

sounded strange in his mouth. He spoke of the abuses that had to be

abolished for the public good, of the “most considered and most pro-

tected,” whose existence weighed on the productive and labouring

class; he spoke also of the “inequality of the subjects of the same sov-

ereign”; he even spoke of the rigour and the arbitrariness of the col-

lection of taxes. A pew age, he announced, was beginning for France,

and the old formula “Thus wills die King, thus wiBs the law” would
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thenceforth be replaced by “Thus wills the people’s weal, thus wills

the King.”

All this only served to mask the imperative need for replenishing the

Treasury, which he had exhausted. It served only to veil the decisions

of absolutism, for Calonne, sure in advance of the acceptance of his

plans—he declared that they had become those of His Majesty in per-

son—had already had the edicts printed.

The Notables belonged to the privileged class, but they did not dare

to protest against Calonne’s plans on the score of their personal inter-

ests. To combat him they made use of the same method which he

had used against them. They masked their repugnance to the loss of

their privileges by a display of indignation at the minister’s arbitrary

proceedings. Public opinion, which had believed them to be in Calonne’s

pocket, ranged itself on their side when one of them exclaimed: “Do
you take us for sheep and cattle, to be brought together simply to give

our assent to a plan already matured?” There was competition in the

advancing of new ideas, which disguised the true nature of the debate.

The Notables pronounced in favour of provincial assemblies and of the

suppression of the corvee. But they refused to vote the subvention pro-

posed, and demanded that Calonne should first indicate the causes and

the exact amount of the deficit, with supporting documents. Calonne

attacked them in turn by circulating a pamphlet in which the Notables

were represented as enemies of “the well-being of peoples.” They re-

torted by sending a memorial to the king, in which Calonne was ac-

cused not only of wasting public money, but of converting considerable

sums to his own use.

With the energy of despair, Calonne turned to intimidation. He got

rid of the Keeper of the Seals, whom he believed to have served him

ill, demanded the dismissal of Bretcuil, who was a protig^ of the queen,

and prepared thirty-nine lettres de cachet for the most vehement mem-
bers of the opposition in the Assembly.

The struggle against Calonne continued. The Currency Court soon

furnished the proof of what Mirabcau had stated while in Germany,

that Calonne had ordered the debasement of the coinage. The criminal

carelessness of his administration came increasingly to light. Louis XVI
realized the extent to which he had been deceived, and, weeping with

disappointment, ordered proceedings to be started against the Con-

troller General.

But Calonne still hoped to tnumph over his adversaries and busied

himself with removing every troublesome obstacle in his path. The
presence of so eloquent a denouncer as Mirabeau seemed to him to be
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undesirable. “My success was greater than could be forgiven,” he

wrote to Henriette. Mirabeau, warned that he was to be arrested, was

firmly resolved to face the storm; but he learned that he was to be im-

prisoned in an old fortress in a remote province where he would be

lost and forgotten. Talleyrand was involved in this sinister and enig-

matic affair. He seems to have been pursuing some personal design with

which Mirabeau’s presence interfered, no doubt some ^hady financial

operation. One fine day he called on Calonne, accompanied by Dupont,

and suggested to him that Mirabeau should be informed, as from Ca-

lonne, that a lettre de cachet had been issued against him.

A lettre de cachet had in fact been signed and sent to the lieutenant

of police. Talleyrand made use of it to frighten his friend. “I gave way
to the urgency of the excellent Abbe de P^rigord, who had returned

from Versailles and who exorcized me for five hours on end to make

me go,” wrote Mirabeau to Henriette, unaware of the actual part played

by his perfidious adviser. He left at once for Belgium. On learning that

a lettre de cachet had been issued against the author of the Denuncia-

tion of Speculation^ Chamfort made the caustic comment: “In France

those who are guilty of arson are left alone and those who cry ‘Fire!’ arc

persecuted.”

5

Henriette and Coco were unable to leave Berlin for lack of money.

But Mirabcau’s friend Jeannerct came to his aid, sending Henriette the

money needed for her journey. Antraigucs and Luchet informed her

of Mirabeau’s precipitate departure. She joined him at Liege, patriots

of that city having invited him to spend his exile there.

Mirabeau was deeply discouraged by his financial difficulties and his

forced inactivity and resigned himself to taking no further part in pub-

lic affairs. In a letter to Talleyrand he asked only to be able to remain

in Paris in complete obscurity and to escape from his “wretched

celebrity, collecting in silence my material and my ideas. That is all

I want, and never to occupy the stage.” He begged Talleyrand to

negotiate with the minister for his return to Paris, and to give him
whatever assurances he wanted.

Reassured as to his state of mind, Calonne promised to intervene in

his favour with the king, who “is too just to want you to be the only

victim when your adversaries have made themselves a rampart out of

the enormity of their crime.” He insisted that Mirabcau’s silence be the

condition of his return. **It would be beneath you to hinder the good
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of the state for the sake of personal vengeance.” He promised, more-

over, to concern himself not only with Mirabeau, but also with Mme. de

Nehra.

On her arrival at Liege, Henriette questioned her friend about his

personal situation. One of the reasons for his departure from Berlin had

been the lawsuit which was dragging on between himself and his fa-

ther. But Mirabeau seemed no longer to realize that he ought to pay

attention to his case. “Yes, of course,” he said, as though suddenly

emerging from absent-mindedness, “I wanted to ask you how I stand.”

In reply to further questions he admitted to Henriette that he had not

even seen his trustee.

Henriette prepared to go to Paris to look after his affairs and to try

to get the lettre de cachet cancelled. At the last moment Mirabeau de-

cided to go with her. He had not seen her for three months and did

not want to be separated from her any longer. He promised her that

he would stop at Saint-Denis. But Henriette had scarcely reached Paris

when Mirabeau unexpectedly arrived. He thought he might remain un-

noticed. His powerful voice resounded in the passages. One of Pan-

chaud’s valets recognized him. “I was dying of fear,” relates Henriette.

She secured an appointment with the Baron de Breteuil. She learned

from him that the king himself was very annoyed with Mirabeau. Trem-
bling for her imprudent friend, she took the risk of admitting to the

minister that Mirabeau was in hiding in her rooms. Once more her love

triumphed over ministerial routine. The lettre de cachet was not can-

celled, but she obtained at least a promise that no use would be made of

it. “Dear friend,” wrote Mirabeau, “I have had only one happy day in

my life, the day when I came to know you and you gave me your
friendship.”

6

Mirabeau was still in Paris when the Assembly of Notables came to its

end, in May 1787. He wrote with pride: “I have had the honour to sec

the Notables and the king turn my theory into decrees and laws.”

But this was but a poor consolation for a man vc^ho felt that no use could

be made of him. The Assembly had brought down Calonne. Mirabeau

was so far from being vindictive that he was distressed. When, later,

the parlement ordered the prosecution of Calonne, who had fled to

England, Mirabeau had so completely forgotten his resentment that he
was concerned only with the public issue: “I do not tmderstand how
ministers can resolve to make an example of one of their colleagues.
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. . . The prosecution of a Minister of Finance niight perhaps have been

really useful to the public cause, but in that ease it would have to be

done frankly, directly, with energy, but above all impartially.”

One of Calonne’s bitterest adversaries among the Notables had been

the Archbishop of Toulouse, Lomenie de Brierlnc, and the king had

reluctantly made Brienne Minister of Finance.

Mirabcau’s hopes of the new Minister of Finance were soon disap-

pointed, for the archbishop had his Lettres sur Vadministration de M.
Necker prohibited by a decree of the Council. Mirabeau concentrated

all the more on his big work on the Prussian monarchs, for the prepara-

tion of which he had gone to Brunswick early in June. Mirabeau was

so tired of struggling with material difficulties and of seeing all his

aspirations frustrated that he thought he could content himself with a

life in obscurity. The months he passed at Brunswick were devoted to a

sedentary labour that did not even allow him sufficient exercise. Plunged

in his work, with no other society than that of a petty German court,

he felt “as aloof from all that is happening elsewhere as if I were an

inhabitant of Kamchatka, and this is embarrassing and shameful.”

In the introduction Mirabeau explained the reasons that had led him

to undertake it. “A similar work on England would have been a thou-

sand times easier, more brilliant, in greater demand. But it was for that

very reason that, without renouncing that fine plan, I felt it my duty

to begin with what is within the reach of fewer Frenchmen, in view of

our limited familiarity with the German language and the very little

knowledge we have of Germany.”

As he made progress in his work, Mirabeau began to hope for great

success: “My friend, when this work appears I shall be little more than

thirty-eight,” he wrote to Hcnriette. “I venture to predict that it will

make my name. It may be that it will make my ebuntry feel some regret

at leaving in idleness such an observer and at having paid, badly for his

labours,” Mirabeau was one of those whom success renders generous.

He thought his work would sho<v their mistake to all those who had

had doubts of him, of his talents and of his capacity for work. He
thought especially of that pitiless critic his father. He may also have

thought of what he owed him as his initiator into economic science.

The old Marquis de Mirabeau was a forgotten man, a figure of the

past. Sensational lawsuits had destroyed his reputation forever, and his

son's violent attacks had made him half odious, half ridiculous. He was
poor and alone, with his ageing, soured mistress. He was mortally at

feud with his younger daughter, and he had sent away his elder son.

His oldest frki^s had abandoned him. “We ought to do justice to my
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father, as a political philosopher, for it has really been forgotten to the

point of ingratitude what services he rendered,” wrote Mirabcau. With
his easy forgetfulness of wrongs done him, and also with a fancy for

fine gestures, he dedicated La Monarchie Prussimne to the Marquis

de Mirabeau.

With this dedication the long and painful struggle between father

and son came to its end. But it was only Gabriel who had laid down
the arms of his rancour. The marquis still clung to his old prejudices.

He was secretly flattered by the dedication, “but when I am told that I

ought to be very satisfied, I reply that one must first know what there

is in this big book.” The marquis took the trouble to read attentively

its four quarto volumes, each six hundred and fifty pages. Still on the

defensive, he began by expressing his objections to his brother: “I am
greatly shocked, to begin with, at one thing that wins for him the

noisy innovators and alienates from him forever the men of wisdom; it

is the affectation of philosophism that I detest.” He long resisted the at-

traction of the book. “It should be noted that when he has something

stupid to say, he summons up energy and what they call eloquence,” he

commented maliciously. But as he read on through “this vast work”

(“in which the devil must surely have uken a hand, in view of the

little time this man was in Germany, though we know his talent for

drawing from everywhere, lifting up and appropriating everything”),

the marquis was filled with involuntary admiration. He djpclared that

his son was “a cenuur of work, be it only as collector, compiler, editor,”

and his admiration ended by wringing from him this avowal: “I regard

him as the rarest man of his century, and perhaps one of the rarest

whom nature has produced—if at the same time rightness of outlook

had been granted him.”

With this final reservation, the Marquis de Mirabcau brought him-

self at last to do justice to this son whom he had slandered throughout

his life.

With La Monarchie Prussienne largely completed, Mirabcau left for

Hamburg, where the son of Fauchc, the Neufchatcl publisher, had set

up for himself. He signed an agreement with Fauchc, who offered him
twenty thousand francs on delivery of the manuscript. He wanted Mira-'

beau to remain in Hamburg to sec the work through the press. They
agreed later to print in concert with French publishers, including Le

Jay. Mirabeau was in t hurry to return to Paris, “f no longer have the

courage to stay away,” he wrote to Henriette; “my soul is too cast down,

my spirit too mortified, my heart too tormented.”
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“Poor Netherlands! Of how many bloody executions arc they to be

the theatre.” Immersed in his work, knowing nothing of all that was

happening in France, Mirabeau watched from afar the affairs of Hol-

land. Above all, he watched from close at hand the principal actor in

the future drama, the Duke of Brunswick. When the duke was ap-

pointed a field marshal, Mirabeau sent him a letter of congratulation.

He continued to be on very friendly terms with him, but distrusted

him, seeing in him the future adversary of his country. “It is important

that we should not be supposed to be paralysed, as our army reform has

made him think, perhaps as much as and more than the statement of

our deficit,” he wrote to Henriettc.

Public opinion in Holland grew more and more agitated. The Prince

of Orange, strong in the protection of his brother-in-law, was captur-

ing more and more power every day. Patriots were maddened by his

usurpations. They believed themselves to be protected by France, but

the King of Prussia, knowing the weakness of the French government,

felt sure that it would not attempt to intervene in Dutch affairs. The
cabinet in London was fanning the flame, as though it wanted to be

revenged on France for the humiliation suffered in the American war;

it felt equally sure that France had neither the money nor the troops

nor the generals to risk armed intervention in favour of the Dutch pa-

triots.

The Dutch democrats were asking themselves anxiously whether

the help they hoped for from France would be efficacious, for they

knew that they were powerless by themselves against a Prussian army.

In their fear of a general apathy they wrote to Mirabeau, whose “coura-

geous eloquence,” they said, “is consecrated to the defence of the rights

of man.” Mirabeau was unwilling to believe that France had abandoned

the Dutch patriots to their fate; “A moment of torpor and of error

has made us unable to help you; everything proclaims that in France

the nation is going to count for something, and the nation is entirely

for you.” He added: “A people has never been long enslaved unwillingly.

Persevere, then, my friends! Persevere! . . , The logic of events always

wins mastery over men in the end, and the ultimately invincible pressure

of rightly conceived interest here seconds your cflForts,”

But when the DukSe of Brunswick entered Holland at the head of

his troops, no help came for the Dutch patriots. Their lack of military

preparation revealed itself at the first contact with regular troops, and
the good Dutch bourgeois were as economical with their blood as they
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were preoccupied with their property. The democrats filled them with

fear through their revolutionary aims, and there were bourgeois who
secretly preferred the maintenance of order to the maintenance of

liberty. No resistance was offered to the foreign invasion. ‘‘We have

struck our blow magnificently in Holland,” triumphantly declared

Baron von der Goltz, Prussian minister at Paris. “The French ministry

knows well that, bitter as the draifght may be, it is better to put up
with it than to make war on Prussia.”

After this, Holland allied herself with Prussia and England. In addi-

tion to the loss of her ally, France lost her prestige in Europe. The
abandonment of a friendly country and of a cause cost her dearly in

foreign policy. “France has fallen,” commented Joseph II, “and I

doubt whether she will rise again,”

The Dutch patriots, now the prey of pitiless vengeance, fled into

exile. They pressed again for Mirabeau’s intervention. One of their

leaders^ van Kussel, wrote to him: “You have already spoken for my
country when it was threatened by a foreign despot. Could you abandon

her when she is being enslaved by a crowd of subordinate tyrants? You
could not have a more important subject or one more capable of doing

honour to your talents.” The Dutch democrat was alarmed at the

rumour that Mirabeau had in preparation a great work in praise of Prus-

sia, that he was devoted to the king and especially to the Duke of Bruns-

wick, and that he was unwilling to intervene for fear of displeasing

them, “What an opportunity,” van Kussel insisted, “for confounding

your enemies!”

“No, I cannot compound with violence and iniquity,” replied Mira-

beau. He frankly admitted his keen interest in the Prussian monarchy

and even his attachment to it, his esteem and even his affection for the

Duke of Brunswick. But when a king “deserves to become the subject

of a crusade,” nothing could induce him to keep a cowardly silence.

“No, no motive can impose silence on me concerning an infringement

of the rights of man, other than the uselessness of my speaking.” He
knew that a work of the sort proposed would have no effect at the

moment. He suggested that it should be reserved for a day when it

would have mart practical value.

Van Kussel considered Mirabeau’s reply so eloquent that, being un-

able to get the work he wanted from him, he published the letter with

his own. Some months later, Mirabeau saw that Vergennes’ successor

was favourable to the cause of the Dutch patriots, and that the fatal

eflPect of France’s default had disturbed many peojJe. He considered that

the moment had come for encouraging resistance among the half-hearted
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and the hesitant in Holland. In April 1788 he published an Addresse aux

Bataves sur le Stathouderat,

Generous as was this intervention in favour of a lost cause, and

courageous as was the attack on a sovereign whose striking success had

just confirmed his power, tht value of the Address to the Batavians lay

especially in the boldness of its constructive part. Mirabeau offered to

the “unfortunate Batavians” in their subjugation “the picture of the

rights that belong to you as men.” He was writing not only for the

Dutch but for all peoples in the world who had not yet become aware

of “the rights anterior and superior to all agreements; the inalienable,

imprescriptible rights of every people that desires liberty.”

The Address to the Batavians was really an address to the French.

To the fiery denouncer, the keen critic, had been added the statesman,

disguised as yet in the part of adviser of a handful of foreign democrats;

for the moment had not yet come when he could sketch a constitution

for his own country.

“All men are free and equal by* the intention of Nature; they are so

also in the primitive aspiration of all societies,” declared the first article

of the early Declaration of the Rights of Man appended to the Addresse

4mx Bataves. “Since all power emanates from the people, the different

magistrates or officers of the government, invested with any sort of

authority, legislative, executive, or judicial, owe an account to it at all

times,” said the second article. “The people, for whose well-being the

government is instituted, has the inalienable right to reform it, to correct

it, or to change it entirely when the people’s well-being so requires,”

daringly aflSrmed the third article. The right of free elections was also

solemnly laid down, together with that of assembly “to consult on the

common good”; the people “has the right to give instructions to its

representatives.” Mirabeau demanded that justice should be dispensed

^‘promptly, gratuitously, completely,” that no citizen should “be exiled

or deprived of life, liberty, or his propeny save by an authentic judg-

ment,” and that the citizen should be “secure from all search or seizure

of his person, his papers, and his possessions.” His knowledge of human
weaknesses suggested to him to demand a suitable salary for the mem-
bers of the magistracy, for “their independence and their integrity arc

the best guarantees of the rights and the liberty of citizens.”
*

Tolerance, the admission of every form of worship, and freedom of

the press, were to him sacred principles. In this spring of the year 1788

he claimed that “the military power should always be severely subor-

dinated to the civil authority,” and that every citizen should have the

right to possess and to carry arms for the common defence; and he
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added: “When the citizen loses this habit, some ambitious person soon

appears and sets everything in motion to profit by it.” As early as this

the future creator of the first revolutionary militia declared that “a

well-regulated militia is the appropriate, natural, and sure defence of

a free government.”

Seen in the light of later events, the Addrefse aux Bataves has the

air of a sort of dress rehearsal for the great part which Mirabeau was

before long to assume.

8

Mirabeau returned from Hamburg toward tjic end of August 1787.

Since the close of the Assembly of Notables a more and more violent

struggle had been in progress between the king and the parlementy

which, called upon to register the new edicts, registered without opposi-

tion the one that instituted the provincial assemblies and another sup-

pressing the corvSe, but refused to sanction the new taxation. One of

the magistrates declared that only the nation, united in the States Gen-

eral (the parliament of the three estates), should pronounce on the

country’s taxation. Two concepts were at issue at this critical moment.

The younger brother of Louis XVI, the Comte d’Artois, careless and

cynical and ignorant of all the changes that had taken place in the

country and of the force of public opinion, declared, as if he were

proclaiming an axiom: “Gentlemen, you know that the king’s expendi-

ture cannot be regulated by his revenue; his revenue must be regu-

lated by his expenditure.”

The dispute was envenomed by questions of competence. The parle-

fnent wanted to know the state of the finances before giving its judg-

ment; the king, stiffened in his attitude by his advisers, refused to com-

municate it, declaring that it was no part of the functions of the parle-

ptent to enter into this question. Angered by this refusal, the parlement

declared in its sitting of July 30, 1787, by seventy-two votes to four,

that “the nation is alone entitled to grant subsidies, the need for which

should be clearly demonstrated,”

The parlemenfs opposition brought a sudden return of its old popu-

larity. followed with passionate interest the phases of the drama,

the implications of which were not realized even by the partici-

pants.

The queen urged the king to resist. She was influenced by the Baron

de Besenval, commandant of the Swiss guards, who insisted that it was
“high time ifor the king to show that he is master; failing that, he will
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have to lay down his crown and perhaps never again put it back on
his head.’’

On August 6, 1787, the parlement was ordered to proceed to Ver-

sailles for a “bed of justice” (a formal session), at which the king had

the fiscal edicts registered. On the following day the parlement re-

assembled in the Palais de Justice, which was surrounded by an im-

mense crowd of excited people, and issued a formal pronouncement

that* the registration had been extorted and was null and void. The
crowd acclaimed the magistrates as saviours of freedom. Marie An-
toinette, alarmed by the noisy demonstrations, exclaimed: “Ah! what

harm M. de Calonne did to this country with the Notables.”

The king’s Council met but failed to agree. Malesherbes, who had

entered the Council after Calonne’s fall, was one of the few who under-

stood the spirit of the time; he opposed rigorous measures and called

for the convocation of the States General. But the Council decided to

publish the challenged edicts. The parlement declared the publication

null and void. The government replied by exiling all the members of

the parlement to Troyes.

The Archbishop of Toulouse profited by the confusion to secure ap-

pointment as Prime Minister. He came into power at the moment when
the Dutch affair was inflicting a painful defeat on French policy. He
did not feel strong enough to face the double peril at home and abroad,

and preferred to come to terms with the parlement, even at the cost

of a humiliation for the government. The edicts which the parlement

had refused to register were revoked. The parlement was brought back

from exile. The people of Paris celebrated with fireworks and illumina-

tions this capitulation of absolutism. In the Place Dauphine an excited

crowd burned in effigy the queen’s confidante, Mme. de Polignac. Popu-
lar hatred was concentrated on Marie Antoinette, who was believed to

be the inspircr of the arbitrary measures now defeated. At the Com^dic
Fran9aise there was wild applause of the verses of Racine's Athalie

about the queen animated by

. , . cet esprit dPimprudence et (Perreur,

De la chute des rois funeste avant-coureur

—that spirit of imprudence and error which is the fatal forerunner of
the fall of kings.

The revolutionary drama had begun well before the raising of the
curtain.

This double capitulation, of which Mirabeau learned on his retuitiy

made him realize that “some great revolution, whether for good or for
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evil,” was inevitable. “This revolution cannot long be delayed,” he

wrote, soon after reaching Paris, to a young man, Soufflot Ic Mercy,

whom he had met in Germany. Mercy, who had become chief clerk

to Lomenie de Brienne, had gently reproached him through Caroline

for not coming to see him on his return. “Public affairs,” replied Mira-

beau, “seemed to me to be at so active a crisis, and the sanctuary in

which you now are seemed so obsessed by men and things, that, being

unable to believe that anyone would want me to be of use there, I

should have felt importunate and out of place.” But in his letter he

made an undisguised offer of his services: “I feel that it would be too

easy and even too natural to give myself to the man who gives us hope

that France will secure a constitution and consequently regeneration.”

In an interview with M. dc Montmorin, Minister of Foreign Affairs,

he frankly stated his desire for rehabilitation, and asked for appropriate

employment. “Warsaw, St. Petersburg, Constantinople, Alexandria,

anything will suit me.” If Montmorin had realized the worth of this

petitioner, the Revolution would have found Gabriel dc Mirabeau

peacefully at work in some distant diplomatic post. But a prudent

minister is deterred by a too insistent suitor; Montmorin was kind

enough to hold out some hope, for Mirabeau wrote to him later: “You
were the first man in a high position who was ready to be my bene-

factor, and above all the first to reveal to me the only desire that could

really flatter me, that of assigning me to my natural existence, and re-

vealing me as I am.”

The only result of this appeal was the permission Mirabeau secured

to publish a periodical, of which he had elaborated the plan much
earUer. He felt that it was more and more necessaiy to maintain con-

tinuous contact between the English 61ite and enlightened circles in

France. In November 1787 he founded, with Qavi^re and Brissot,

Analyse des papiers anglais—a publication intended to rival the Mercure

de France. The publication created a sensation. But Mirabcau’s material

situation scarcely improved. He renewed his appeals to Montmorin.

The conflict between the government and the parlement entered an

acute phase. Brienne, abandoning hope of securing the registration of

the fiscal edicts, was driven to asking for a loan. It was a considerable

one—four hundred and twenty million livres, spread over five years.

In order to induce the parlement to sanction the loan, Brienne promised

to convoke the States General at the end of the five years.

*‘It is impossible for that date to inspire the citizens with confidence,”

wrote Mirabeau to a young magistrate of the parlement (the fragment

of Ae letter preserved docs not show his name). “The generality of
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citizens will regard it as truly derisive. Deeper observers will see in

it collusion between the authorities and the parlements in order to con-

tinue governing in the absence of the nation. Where will you be then.

Ministers and Magistratee?”

9

Louis-Hiilippe-Joseph, Due d’Orl6ans, was one of the richest men in

France. Both fomme and nature had loaded him with gifts. But he had

been bom a prince of the blood. And the kings of France were more
suspicious of the princes of the blood than of any other of their sub-

jects. He was kept out of everythii^. “Am I condennned, then,” he

complained, “to eternal idleness?” He satisfied his big sanguine body’s

need of movement by frequent journeys, distractions for the moment,

and vast projects for the ^ture. Prodqpd with his wealth, he plunged

into biisiness matters, scientific research and spiritualist stances in which

he called up the devil with the aid of CagUostro. He indulged his vig-

orous temperament by a life of debaucheiy. But when a great passion

entered into his life with Mme. de Buffon, daughter-in-law of the il-

lustrious savant, the oigies of Monceau and the suppers with prostitutes

and companions in- debauchery such as Lauzun and Talleyrand came

to a sudden end; the duke remained subjugated by the disinterested love

of a woman of gentle and self-effacing charm.

The Due d’Orleans had tried to find useful employment in the army.

But he was pursued by the queen’s resentment for what she regarded

as cavalier treatment on her arrival in Frimce as wife of the Dauphin.

When he asked to be allowed to follow Lafayette to America, the

queen sent him a curt refusal Marie Antoinette was to pay dearly for

her hostility;,she had no more in^lacable enemy than the Due d’Orl^ans.

His hatred of the court became the duke’s one consistent idea, his one

true feeling, apart from his attschmesit to Mme. de Buffon.

On Novemto 19, 1717, as Mirabeaa hed foreseen, die parUmant re-

fused to register the loan. In this grave hour it was to Montmorin, “the

honest man in the ministry,” that Mirabeau turned, as “a good citizen

and the perstmal friend of the king." “It is said chat the government in-

tends CO resort to extreme measures, and to decree die suspension of

payments, since funds ate refused it. . . . What is to become of the

many unfortunatce reeled the fruit of dieir thrift, . . . free from
every curb, from all omnd testraint? Could diey be anydung but in-

cendiary enemies of the SOMC and above all of the king? Is the fanaticism

of property or that ofdesdeudon teas burning, less oiczdiqpiiBfadile, than
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that of religion? ... I ask whether there has been thought given to

the measure of the convulsions of hunger, the genius of despair? I ask

who will dare to answer for the consequences for the personabsafcty

of all who surround the throne and of the king himself?” It was on
November Jo of the year 1787 that this warning was written, summing
up in a few words the sanguinary tragedy of the years to come. The
king had but to choose between two courses: “Either a ministerial coup
d'etat with its infinite perils or an indispensable act of beneficence. . . .

Can there be any hesitation over this alternative? . . . There must be

an announcement in precise and formal terms of States General in

1789; they can wait no longer. . . . Yes, with this one phrase, States

General in 1789, we shall see credit resuscitated and a fulfillment of the

loans necessiuted by the present state of affairs.

“Speak, then,” Mirabeau continued; “tell everything; and if you arc

not understood, resign, so as not to survive in office the honour of the

government and not to be under the reproach of having been present

at the sitting that decreed the shame of France. . . .

“The time is no more when the favour of a king sufficed to create

the renown of a minister and his disfavour to destroy him. Today the

sources of trut glory are elsewhere and higher; it is now the nation, the

nation alone, that will make political formnes.”

Mirabeau's warning was issued in vain. The king had decided to

break the resistance of the parlement. He summoned it once more to a

“bed of justice” at Versailles. £spr6m6nil appealed to the king in a

speech that moved him. Louis XVI admitted next day that he had been

on the point of forgetting the resolutions of the Council and of grant-

ing the States General. But the Keeper of the Seals spoke to him in a

low voice. Undecided, distrusting his own impulses, Louis XVI ordered

the registration of the loan.

The sitting was over. But a voice was raised. The Due d’Orl6ans pro-

tested against the illegality of a forced registration. It was his entry

into political life. It was his d6bot‘in the history of the Revolution.

Louis XVI replied in an authoritarian tone that masked his secret un-

easiness: “It is legal, because it is my will.” Next day the Due d’Orleans

was exiled to his estate of Villars-Cotterets. Two odier members of the

ptrUmenr, who were associated with him, were arrested and taken to a

fortress.

The exiled duke became the idol of the crowd. Mirabeau did not

then know him, but he realized the part he was destined to play. He
wrote to the duke the day after his intervention: “If the nobility had

syndics to express its aspirations, if the nation, with its rights restored,
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had legal representatives, these and those would be calling on Your
Most Serene Highness to express their inacquittable gratitude for the

high and magnanimous act of patriotism by which you yesterday sup*

ported their rights, their magistrates, and holy liberty.”

lO

“I have always thought that between the king and the parlement there

was a poor obscure little party, called the nation, to which people of

good sense and of good faith ought to belong,” wrote Mirabeau a few

months later. His first enthusiasm had vanished; he realized the motives

that had brought “those aristocrats in black gowns” into action, and

he was soon to set them down as “insatiable privileged persons who
want to despoil the king, but only in order to keep the spoil for them-

selves.” But his critical attitude made him very unpopular. “I am the

prey of every sort of slander in the world, because in conversation I

do not echo the fanaticism for the parlement, and because 1 have not

written a single line for the opposition party,” he wrote to his German
friend.

He still believed, as he had written to the Due d’Orl^ans, that bad

advisers had reduced the king to actual fraud. But among these advisers

was the Keeper of the Seals, Lamoignon, who tried to win over Mira-

beau and succeeded. “I like him personally, I esteem his character, I re-

vere his courage,” he said of him later, but added: “He showed me
that he really wanted to make a revolution for the good of the nation,

but he had neither the talent nor the grit.”

This remained his attitude toward Lamoignon, and also toward Mont-
morin, during the struggle between the throne and the parlement. The
two Orl^anist counsellors of the parlement were released, and the duke

returned to his country house near Paris, but the three were still for-

bidden to stay in the capital. The blow struck at its members seems to

have revealed to the parlement for the first time that there existed abuses

of authority; it insistently demanded the abolition of lettres de cachet:

“Sire, liberty is in no sense a privilege, it is a right; and it is the duty

of all governments to respect that right.” The parlement spoke with

more andmore daring. It declared that “in finance it sees for the nation

only one resource, the nation itself. . . . Kings are men and fallible;

and it is in order not to abandon the nation to the fataWfiects of random
caprice that the constitution requires the verification of laws by the

courts, and in ,tfae matter of subsidies the prior approval of the States

General”
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To combat the growing prestige of the parlement among the public,

Lamoignon and Montmorin approached Mirabeau. The offer from the

ministers reached him at a moment of particularly acute material distress.

But, harassed as he was, he had “no intention to sell himself.” “Is this

the time to denounce to France an aristocracy of magistrates, when the

king has not disdained to denounce it himself?” he asked Montmorin.

“I shall never make war on parlement except in the presence of the

nation.” He concluded; “Do not compromise a zealous servant who will

account his dangers as nothing on the day when he must devote himself

to the country, but who would not for the price of all the crowns

prostitute himself in an equivocal course of which the end is uncertain,

the principle doubtful, the direction alarming and sinister.”

But, whether the ministers had put strong pressure on him, or whether

he thought he could ignore the objections he had stated so clearly,

shortly after sending his eloquent letter he decided to write a pamphlet

attacking the parlements—RSponse aux aUcrmes des tons citoyens. The
opinions he expressed were not imposed on him, for he had long ex-

pressed them.

His friends, especially Lauzun, criticized the pamphlet hotly. He
tried to justify himself in a long letter to Lauzun. On May 8, 1788, the

king proclaimed the suppression of the parlements for an indefinite pe-

riod, forbidding them to meet for any public or private matter. He
also instituted a plenary court to which he would dictate his orders; it

would be empowered to register loans.

Liberal circles in Paris were in consternation; they seemed paralysed

by the very excess of rigour in these measures. But movements of re-

sistance broke out all over the kingdom. There were refusals to carry

out some of the orders of the government; there were attacks on offi-

cials, and collisions between crowds and the military. The royal palace

was transformed into a barracks; on its walls were p>osted placards; “Pal-

ace to be sold. Ministers to be hanged, crown to be given away.” Revo-

lution was brewing beneath an apparent general despondency.

Mirabeau wrote to Lauzun: “On the day when it becomes necessary

to strike at despotism because of its perfidy or tyraimy, I shall strike

with all my strength, reinforced by my past caution and my vain ad-

vice.”
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CHAPTER TWELVE

BETWEEN A DUNGHILL AND A PALACE

«/'^HERE is always coming into my head,” Mirabeau had written to

X Henriettc, “a profoundly true thing you said to me one day.

Our ideas had clashed, and you had reason to think that I did not suflS-

ciently realize the motives and the value of your friendship. ‘My poor

Mirabeau,’ you said, ‘you have only one friend in the world—^mc,’ I

have felt this thousands of times, and my heart, equally prompt to sur-

render and to grow irritated, has sworn to forget it no longer.”

At the beginning of 1788 Mirabeau fell gravely ill. Mmc. dc Nchra

cared for him with tranquil and self-effacing devotion. Herself of frail

health, she was just recovering from an illness when Mirabeau’s state

demanded her constant attention. He called the illness cholera morbus.

The physicians of his day knew no other treatment to save his life than

excessive bleeding. They took twenty-two basins of blood from him

in the space of two days. He had never taken care of himself, never hus-

banded his strength. His organism was exhausted by this violent cure.

Day after day Henriette dc Nehra sat at her patient’s bedside. But

the sick man’s need for a woman’s constant presence, and the sweetness

of sacrifice for a loved being, were the last chapter of their great love

and their greater friendship. A hostile presence came between them.

La Monarchie Prussierme had been printed in Paris by the publisher

Lc Jay. Mirabeau was frequently in touch with him. Le Jay himself

was an invalid, devoured by care, weak, and incapable of efficiently

carrying on either his business, which was in a precarious state, or hi$

private life. His wife, remarkably beautiful, had a passionate tempera-

ment and a cold and calculating brain.

Every beautiful woman aWakened desire in Mirabeau, and the beauty

of Mme. Lc Jay was particularly exciting. Both of them lived under the

same sensual urge and had the same habit of yielding to m Their meet*^

ing was bound to awaken strong passion. It might have been just one
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more of the many brief and stormy adventures that had broken the

calm of Mirabeau’s love for Hfenrictte. But Mme. Le Jay was determined

to be more than a passing fancy for this man. She called up all her

feminine experience, all the resources of her active intelligence and her

psychological subtlety, to capture Mirabeau entirely. In order to do
so she had to destroy the influence of Henriette de Nchra. She began

cunningly to throw doubt on Yet-Lie’s feeling for him, and exploited

the placid Dutchwoman’s lack of sensual passion, to which Mirabeau

had learnt to adjust himself. Mme. Le Jay also excited his natural sus-

picion, and especially the feeling that was never absent from his love,

his furious jealousy.

Instead of humouring him, Hennettc de Nehra did the worst possible

thing with a man of such violent character: she overwhelmed him with

reproaches. “Protestants love preaching; I am passionately one of my
sect, and I shall always protest against what may injure you and compro-

mise you,” she wrote to him one day. She saw Mirabeau curse his

“physical madness” in his lucid moments; always mistress of herself,

she did not take into account the subjection of his senses by a woman
whom he knew to be unworthy of a great passion, but whom he could

not prevent himself from passionately desiring and from admiring in

order to justify his desires. Henriette treated her rival with all the

haughtiness of her moral superiority. She tried to open Mirabeau’s eyes,

while he, tq preserve a vestige of self-esteem, clung to his blindness.

She knew Mme. Le Jay to be greedy for money, and she knew that

Gabriel was being exploited. “I am constantly afraid of your being

involved in some big swindling affair of which the profit will belong to

others and the odium fall on you,” she wrote to him one day, no doubt

repeating what she had said to him many times.

Her worst fears were to be justified, but Mirabeau, for the very rea-

son that he shared her apprehensions, would not listen to her. Stormy
scenes incessantly followed their passionate reconciliations. Henriette’s

health suffered. The lovers separated—^temporarily, they thought.

Mirabeau had furnished for Henriette, to whom he still remained deeply

attached, an elegant little suite at Passy. Henriette continued to preach

to him by letter as she had done face to face: “Your liaison dishonours

you, you are in execrable hands. You do not understand as I do all that

may be thought of it. I shall not sacrifice my friend^s honour and repu-

tation to considerations of interest; I shall do my duty, I shall tell him
what is thought of his extreme weakness.”

All she did was to make him quarrel with his friends isolate him still

more, and deliver him over to the fatal influence of hk mistress. She
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realized that he was escaping entirely from her. She had asked him in

vain to sacrifice her rival to her, to choose between Mmc. Le Jay and

herself. But if she was to lose him, she wanted at least to rescue him
from the claws of a woman of whom she said: “Why is it impossible to

mention the name of the Comte de Mirabeau’s mistress without getting

the reply, ‘Pah! She’s trash!’?”

All that was good and trusting in Mirabeau, his desire for rehabilita-

tion and his need for reflection for the taslcs of the morrow, bound
him to Henriette. She was still at all times that which was “dearest in

the world” to him. But his sexual wildness and the taste for risks and

even for the dramatic that formed part of his natural vehemence drove

him into the arms of Mme. Le Jay.

Tom by a terrible internal conflict, he lost mastery of himself. There

were painful scenes. “I was exposed at that time to the most violent

storms,” wrote Henriette later; “even death faced me . . . when, suf-

focated with tears, I saw him, beyond himself, pistol in hand, in an ac-

cess of rage; any involuntary movements might have sent off the shot,

leaving him to die of remorse and regrets.”

Henriette de Nchra had not the strength to fight her way through

the storm. Unhappy and disheartened, she chose the easier course, that

of flight. One August evening she made up her mind. Her face bathed

in tears, she kissed her sleeping child good-bye and left the house. For

fear of further violent scenes, she placed a frontier between herself and

her lover. She took refuge in London. And Henriette de Nehra passed

out of Mirabcau’s life.

2

“Ministers and even sovereigns will pass, but France wilj remain,” wrote

Mirabeau to Montmorin at the time of the conflict with the parlement.

“It is out of the question to try to substitute the power of the bayonet

for that of laws, the resources of oppression for those of confidence,

the credit of Jccches for that of the nation.” He saw but one path open

to the nation. “Give, give this country a constitution! Oh, what great,

fertile, imperishable wealth will there be lavished on you by this soil

which you imagine to be exhausted, this people that seems to you dis-

couraged. Substitute the credit of the sute for that of its ministers. Has
Great Britain, so astonishing in the incalculable abuse of its credit, ever

had any other lever for the support of its enormous expenditure and
the deployment of its power tl^n the right to vote or refuse taxes

and the inviolable respect for public faith? A constitatiQn--ditt is die
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basis of all economy, of all resources, of all confidence, of all power.”

This eloquent appeal was made by Mirabeau in a pamphlet entitled

Suite i la dSnonciation de Pagiotage, He was once more accusing the

more and more active speculators who were sending up to fictitious

prices the shares of establishments whose privileges were imaginary or

illegal. But primarily he was defending Panchaud’s interest in the

Chambre cPAccunmlaticmy which had been attacked by one of the

privileged companies, the Compagnie de PAssurance sur la Vie. Mira-

beau’s fidelity in friendship never failed. He had remained deeply at-

tached to Panchaud, whose recent loss of his post of royal banker made
Mirabeau ‘‘roar with anger,” and who was not only financially shaken

but the prey of slanderers.

In this summer of 1788 Mirabeau made the acquaintance of a young
man belonging to the category of the declassed, which particularly

attracted him, through compassion and perhaps through a secret sense

of affinity. The young man’s family, a very old one highly esteemed in

Provence, had been ruined by military service, lawsuits, and bank-

ruptcies. Young Comps, transplanted to Paris, dreamed of a career that

would rehabilitate himself and his family. He was one of those impres-

sionable and enthusiastic young men whom a strong personality will

capture and exalt.

Mirabeau spontaneously suggested that Comps should become his

secretary, ‘‘I have only (Obeyed the impulse arising from your youth,

your misfortunes, and what I fancy I have seen of your character and

intelligence.” In his honesty he was concerned to dissipate any illusions

the plan might inspire in Comps. “Your association \vith me has no pres-

ent advantages save for your instruction, and the future is obscure. But

the time is coming when the power of talent will become greater and

less precarious. Believe me, wi^ a growing public spirit the convulsions

of despotism are no longer to be feared by those who can speak at the

tribunal of public opinion,”

For the moment these assurances had no solid basis. “The reputation

of the Comte de Mirabeau stood at the lowest possible level,”—so stated

riie Genevese companion of an Englishman with whom Mirabeau had

been associated in London, Sir Samuel Romilly. Romilly had come to

Paris with liis friend Edenne Dumont in this summer of 1788; and in

the “respectable houses” which he visited Mirabeau’s name was men-

tioned, according to Dumont, “with disdain.” Romilly asked himself

Vhetber he had not been mistaken in regard to the man to whom he had

S
* ren such a good reception in England. “Almost ashamed of his past

endidiip,” wrote Dumont, Romilly decided to avoid so compromising
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a personage. But he relented, and they met frequently. “We became

again,” Romilly wrote, “very intimate, and passed many hours in his

most captivating society.”

Etienne Dumont, a former pastor of Geneva, was a man of rigid char-

acter, downright, clear-headed, methodical, but with a tendency to

pedantry and moralizing; very sure of himself, very critical of others.

He seemed too free from weakness^ to be generous; he was also with-

out ambition and unwilling to assume great responsibilities.

Dumont frequently met Mirabeau at the house of Claviirc. The re-

lations between Claviire and Mirabeau were stormy. Claviire, like Bris-

sot, and like Dumont himself at a later date, claimed the chief credit

for Mirabeau’s literary successes. Each of them claimed the paternity of

one or more of his works. Mirabeau was well aware of this. One day

there was a violent scene between Mirabeau and Qaviire. But what

struck Dumont was that “in the midst of their anger the two men main-

tained a regard for each other’s feelings that surprised me.” ^
Dumont impartially summed up the two men: “Clavicrc tried to treat

Mirabeau as a jay who was being stripped of his fine feathers, but this

plucked jay was still armed with a very powerful spur, and he could

take flight above the whole of the literary farmyard.” He found that

Mirabeau “had so well established himself in public opinion that his

colleagues could not have diminished the reputation they had won for

him. I compared him,” he added, “to a general who makes conquests

through his lieutenants, and who thereafter subjects them to the author-

ity of which they were the founders. He had the right to regard him-

self as the father of all these writings, because he had presided over

their execution, and becatise without his indefatigable activity they

would never have seen daylight.”

Mirabeau amassed everything of which he might have need, like a

Enancier who neglects no opportunity of a good investment; it was this

habit, adopted at an early stage, that enabled him to be one day master

of an immense stock of knowledge on the most varied subjects.

Dumont concluded: “He studied a subject by writing a book; he

needed a collaborator only to provide its basis; he knew how to employ

twenty others for additions and notes, and would have taken charge

of an encyclopaedia if be had been well paid for the enterprise.” In ^e
end Dumont was captured: “I have never known a man who when
he wished could make himself more agreeable and more attractive than

Mirabeau. His conversatkm, very interesting and very animated, was
like a grindstone of which he made skillful use to sluupen his tock.”
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Himself austere and, indeed, prudish, Dumont admitted that Mirabeau

“preserved even in his lapses a certain elevation and dignity.”

Dumont brought away from his visit the memory of a personality dis-

tinguished by his “strength of character from all those spineless men,

all those shadows, whom we found in Paris."

3

“Among the most serious evils of society I count indifference to the

most deplorable excesses when they are repeated day by day in our

sight We live in the midst of a mass of oppression and misery that leaves

us little moved; if we turn away our heads it is out of good taste and

not out of commiseration. It does not occur to us that this levity renders

us answerable, in proportion to our social influence, for all the evil

which the rousing of public opinion might prevent, and for all the good
it might do.”

This magnificent declaration, revealing all the acuteness of Mirabeau's

civic conscience, this eloquent accusation of social complicity, appears

in a small book Imti de FAnglais par le Comte de Mirabeau^ and is pre-

ceded by a letter from Benjamin Franklin: “Observations of an English

traveller on the prisons of Bicetre, followed by reflections on the effects

of severity of punishment and on the criminal legislation of Great Brit-

ain.” A letter from Romilly to a friend, in which he described La Sal-

petri^re and Bicetre provided the bask of the work. Romilly found at

Bicetre a mixture of hospital and prison such as might well “engender

maladies and give birth to crimes.” His moving description of the

hideous misery of the prisons was read by Mirabeau, whose indignation

was of the sort that finds expression in action.

“As soon as he had seen it, its translation and publication was the

concern of a day,” wrote Dumont. Mirabeau added to the little volume

a description of penal administration in England and a recent memoran-

dum by Romilly on the organization of prisons. He explained in his

introduction why he spoke of the laws and the judges of Great Britain:

“In England, at least in this respect, there are in my view only things

that want putting right, whereas what we need is a completely fresh

start.” The future l^lator warned the legislators of the day not to let

the laws be “armed with such severity diat nature cries out to us that

it is a virtue to frustrate the law.” While the description came from

another pen than his, it was to him that credit was due for having de-

nounced this revolting q>ectBcle and roused public opinion; for die
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little work produced a great impression. Dumont mentioned its ‘‘rapid

success.’*

But it is not only the indifferent and the self-centred who are responsi-

ble for social evils. There arc also very many decent people who in

their timidity dread any change. It was to these that Mirabeau addressed

a few months later another “imitation of the English,” in defence of

one of his closest concerns, the liberty of the press. This small pamphlet.

La Libert^ de la presse^ was written on the occasion of an appeal from

the government to all the corporations in the kingdom and all the sa-

vants of France to give it advice on the method of convoking and as-

sembling the States General, whose last assembly had taken place at so

distant a date as 1614.

4

“The king was deceived. The laws were without ministers and twenty-

five millions of men were without judges. The public treasury was

without funds, without credit, without means of preventing a general

bankruptcy. The authorities had no respect for the liberty of the in-

dividual and no force for the maintenance of public order. The people

had no other resource than the States General, but were without hope

of getting them. To these political scourges, nature, in her wrath, had

come to add her own. Fields were ravaged and desolate and famine was

appearing already on the horizon, menacing part of the kingdom.” It

was a moderate, a conservative, Lally-Tollendal, who drew up a year

later this picture of the summer and autumn of 1788.

Public opinion was awake everywhere to the dangers of the situa-

tion. “The ferment of minds is general,” wrote Count von Fersen to

his father; “the only talk is about a constitution, the women especially

join in, and you know as I do what influence they have in this country.

It is a craze; everybody is an administrator and talking of nothing but

progress. In the antechambers the lackeys are busy reading the pam-
phlets that come out; every day there are ten or a dozen of them.”

But the agitation went deeper than the queen’s lover imagined; it

was no mere matter of sensation-seeking grandes dames and curious

lackeys. Anonymous writings which the court despised warned it in

vain of what would come on the morrow. In one of these we read:

“Frenchmen, awake! The epoch has arrived of that Revolution which
will determine the regrets or the admiration of posterity, according as

we leave to our sons slavery or freedom.”

The police were reinforced; there were new arrests every day. The
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people were arming themselves. The nobles, it was being said, had stored

considerable quantities of arms.

“I have provided for everything,” said Brienne, “even civil war.”

The country was no less disturbed than Paris. To the war of the parle-

merits against the throne there was added the agitation of the nobles

of certain provinces for the restoration of their suppressed autonomy.

Provence recalled that she had been united by his own friend to the

crown of France on the death of the last Comte de Provence, and

claimed the status of “co-state united with and not subordinate to the

crown.”

The nobles of the province of Dauphin6 declared that if the court

did not renounce its illegal enterprises, the province would recover its

independence and the son of the sovereign would cease to bear the

title of Dauphin.

The lettres de cachet issued against members of the provincial parie-

ments had simply spread exasperation outside legal circles. At Grenoble

the people forcibly opposed the removal of the magistrates. The troops

of the garrison were attacked by an excited crowd that stoned them
with cobbles and with tiles torn from the roofs. The violence of the

Day of Tiles was the prelude to rioting that broke out all over the

kingdom.

It was also from Grenoble that another movement started, a move-

ment that was later regarded as the first signal of the Revolution. De-

prived of its parlement, Grenoble convoked an Assembly of Notables.

There was a judge at Grenoble, Mounicr by name, whose poor health

had kept him from the exercise of his profession. Mounier, a conscien-

tious student, had acquired a profound knowledge in the domains of

legislation and foreign policy; a chance friendship and his natural bent

had aroused in him a predilection for British liberalism. Moderate by
temperament, conservative in feeling, he had the obstinacy of men of

poor health who have triumphed over their circumstances through a

rigorous self-imposed discipline. He had also the courage given by his

sense of indisputable competence. In the Assembly of Notables this

man of inflexible integrity played the part of counsellor and guide.

The Assembly petitioned the king for the convocation of the provincial

Estates. Without waiting for the royal permission, it convoked the Es-

tates for June 21, 1788, This Assembly of Vizille, which demanded the

convocation of the States General, the reopening of the courts of jus-

tice, and the re-establishment of the provincial Estates, was the first act

of insubordination toward the royal power.

Mounier, his secretary, and his principal orator, escaped arrest only
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because of the governmental crisis. He immediately became the apostle

of the new evangel of liberty. All France fixed its gaze on the province

of Dauphine. Mounier was soon to be a moderating element in the

political life of the kingdom; disturbed by every excess, alarmed by
every blow against the established power, he was to try in vain to re-

strain the movement he had started. But after the meeting at Vizille “it

might have been said,” wrote a contemporary, “that the province of

Dauphin^ ruled all France, and that Mounier ruled Dauphine.”

At about the same time there appeared a Memorcmdwn on the States

General, their rights, and the manner of convoking them. The mem-
orandum started with an incendiary phrase: “No doubt it was in order

to give the most heroic virtues a country worthy of them that Heaven
willed that republics should exist; and perhaps* it was in order to punish

human ambition that it permitted the rise of great empires, of kings

and masters.” The memorandum vehemently attacked the nobility with

its mistaken ideas of feudalism. Its author, hardly disguised by a trans-

parent pseudonym, was the Comte de Launay d’Antraigues. The Third

Estate had found in Antraigues the first great spokesman of its claims:

“What is the imprescriptible right of the Third ^tate? That of the great

number over the small number; for this order is to the two others as a

hundred thousand to one. That of fertile labours on sterile properties,

since without industrious arms the earth would be but a planet and

never an empire. That of antiquity itself, since the plough existed before

the coat of arms, the crook before the crozier, workshops before tri-

bunals, the trader before the treasurer, the simple farmer before the

farmer general, the unprivileged before all those who have become
privileged through the favour of kings.” Antraigues became celebrated

overnight. His pamphlets wdre circulated and quoted and graven in

men’s minds and hearts.

Brienne struggled in vain amid inextricable financial embarrassments.

In vairi did he ask for subsidies from the Assembly General of the

Qergy. He was compelled, as Mirabeau had feared, to suspend pay-

ments. In this desperate situation it was decided at last to convoke the

States General for the beginning of 1789. Mirabeau, in a letter to Mau-
villon, made no secret of his exultation. “The nation has stepped for-

ward a century in twenty-four hours. Ah! my friend, you will see what

a nation this one will be on the day when it is constituted; the day when
talent itself will be a power.” And he concluded with the proud knowl-

edge of his true value: “I hope that in diis epoch you will hear your
friend favourably i^ken of.”

,
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5

“It is my fate to bring misfortune,” wrote Marie Antoinette to the

Austrian ambassador. She had wanted to get rid of Necker and had

favoured Briennc. The confusion in public affairs at last forced the

archbishop to resign. He was so discredited that a few months later he

killed himself. The queen now worked for the recall of Necker, who
toward the end of August came back as Ojntroller General, with the

place in the G>uncil which in the past had been refused to him. “Here

at last is M. Necker as King of France,” commented Mirabeau.

Necker was, as Mirabeau said, “the god of the day." The king had

charged him with the preparations for the convocation of the States

General. The parlement entered Paris in triumph and registered the

royal edict setting up the States General; it deliberated on the method

of convoking them. “Let us beware especially of erudition,” Mirabeau

had written on the morrow of the royal edict; “let us ignore what was

done in the past and seek what is to be done now.” The parlement, as

though to belie its reputation for liberalism, declared, against the op-

position of a minority led by the young counsellor Adrien Du Port,

that the convocation and assembly should take place in the forms ob-

served at the last meeting in 1614.

“If,” wrote Mirabeau, “the precedents of 1614 are followed, as the

parlements, which only want to render the States General useless, are so

strongly insisting, we shall become once more, as far as is possible, a

feudal people. . . . One part of the nation will be able still to attempt

to oppress the other; but in the end this other part will feel its hurts

and will measure its rights by its real power.”

Necker was now the arbiter of the country’s destiny. He could get

anything from the court, thanks to the fear inspired by his popularity.

If he had had the courage, he could easily have carried through the

boldest reforms. But this citizen of Geneva was by temperament op-

posed to any sudden breach with an established order, and he still felt

the deference of a parvenu toward the privileges of the nobility. He
tried to gain time and elude his responsibilities; instead of himself de-

termining the method of convocation of the States General, he left the

task to an Assembly of Notables: he confided to the privileged the task

of determining their own sacrifice. Like the parlement, the notables

turned to the precedents. “Our trouble comes from having preserved

those old archives,” commented Mirabeau in a letter to Mauvillon. He
offered Montmorin a “fixed and solid plan, which the representatives of
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the nation need but to sanction.” But even if Montmorin had realized

better the dangers of the situation and the value of Mirabcau’s advice,

he would have been alienated by the insistence with which Mirabcau

pleaded his personal cause. “Without at least the secret help of the

government, I cannot be in the States General,” he wrote. The arrival

of Necker chreatened his most ardent ambition. Montmorin made no

reply, and no longer permitted Mirabcau to approach him. Mirabeau

was consumed with anxiety: “There will be every possible opposition to

my presence in the States General,” he wrote to Mauvillon.

In this desperate situation Lauzun, now become Due de Biron through

the death of the marshal, once more devoted his capacity for intrigue

to his friend’s cause. He intervened with Montmorin in his favour.

“Please commit me with M. dc Montmorin to anything to which you

would commit yourself in my place, and to nothing else,” Mirabeau

wrote to Biron. “I can promise to spare individuals. I cannot undenake

to respect or take account of other principles than my own, but it is

very true that in the National Assembly I shall be a very zealous mon-
archist, because I feel deeply how we need to kill ministerial despotism

and to augment the royal authority.”

Mirabeau alternated between hope and discouragement. There were

rare moments when he thought of abandoning everything, leaving with

Mauvillon for England, and there writing a big book like the one on

Prussia. His financial situation grew so much worse that he confessed

to Mauvillon that he did not know what he would live on in the fol-

lowing year. His resolve not to commit himself on questions of the

moment prevented him from earning money. He tried to get a pub-

lisher for a small work on legislative questions, for which Mauvillon

sent him an analysis of the proposed Prussian code. A Strasbourg pub-

lisher, Levrault, sought means of getting him elected in Alsace; in a let-

ter which Mirabeau wrote to him on this occasion, he revealed that it

was his ambition not only to sit in this foremost tribunal of the nation,

but to dominate it by the force of his personality and by his talents.

This assembly would necessarily be numerous, but so much the easier

to lead. “Five or six persons will always settle the way the herd goes,”

he wrote to Levrault. But his efforts to get elected failed.

6

The old Marquis dc Mirabeau was seyenty-threc years of age. He had
been obliged to sell his property at Bignon and to hand over his Paris

house to Saillant: he no longer wanted to live with his eldest daughter.
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Thenceforward he lived alone with Mme. de Pailly in a house he rented

at Argenteuil, or rather in two wings separated by a court, saving ap-

pearances, even at his age, in regard to a woman who was approaching

her sixtieth year. Mme. de Pailly was financially independent of him.

She had inherited from her husband and from her sisters-in-law, and

she had been granted a pension by the king.

At the beginning of 1788 the marquis had been seriously ill. His son^

although then very ill himself, had sent three times a day to ask after

him. He had wanted to improve their relations by settling the litigation

between them and renouncing all his claims.

Mirabeau, who was on good terms with Mme. du Saillant, had become
reconciled with his younger brother. The marquis had retained hb
predilection for the vicomte, whom he considered to be “of our race

and sort.”

The vicomte had fulfilled the desire of the marquis for posterity by
marrying, in the summer of 1788, Mile, de Robien. But the marquis

was furious when his elder son called on the young vicomtesse without

asking his permission. He still nourished vestiges of rancour against him,

ready to blaze up on any occasion.

Mirabeau was not unaware of his father’s state of mind. After vainly

doing all he could to get into the States General, he thought of trying

to secure election in Provence. For this he needed the help of the mar-

quis. For lack of other support, he secured through Montmorin the

intervention with his father of M. de Themincs, Bishop of Blois, a

connexion by marriage. The marquis, who no longer found many peo-

ple ready to listen to him, profited by the occasion to tell the bishop all

about his son. He chewed over his old grievances, repeated the old

abuse, went back to the benefits he claimed to have heaped on Gabriel

in his youth and his son’s bad behaviour to him, even “the assault on my
own person.” He repeated the accusation of venality, of being “in the

pay of the bankers,” and then of Calonne, “whom he betrayed and at-

tacked when he saw him fall.” “And this is the man who is to be brought,

to see me, a man whom I know to be physically and incorrigibly bad and

mad.” The bishop did his tactful best to appease the old man, and asked

nothing more for Gabriel than “simply to be able to say that he had

been received by his father.” The marquis obstinately refused. “Since

the ministers are interested in him, let them give him a chance of re-

habilitation by doing some services, let them make a man of him, and

then I could see him as a public man.” The bishop pointed out that

it was in order to make himself a public man that his son needed to

be able “to boast that he had not been rejected by his father.” The
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old marquis at last allowed himself to be persuaded and, with certain

reservations, gave his consent.

“All I felt, my father, at this news, all that I feel at the first ray of

hope that there are no longer eternal barriers between you and me,

is beyond expression,” Mirabeau wrote, with the exuberance his father

detested in turn.

Father and son had not seen each other for ten years. In face of this

redoubtable parent, Mirabeau felt once more all his childish terror. In

this decisive hour, with his destiny at stake, with everything dependent

on the help the marquis might agree to give him, he made use of the

same means to win him over which he had employed to gain forgive-

ness for his naughtinesses as a child or his imprudences as a young man,

by making show of extreme submission. He came through the room

with three profound bows. The marquis was very much at his ease in

his part of the magnanimous father. “Three times is too much,” he said

humorously. He also cut short the little speech which Gabriel had pre-

pared, saying: “My jurisdiction is over, and as father I can only give

advice.” Gabriel de Mirabeau had come to discuss with the marquis his

election in Provence. Instead he heard a harangue on his book. Mani-

festly very pleased with himself, the marquis wrote to his brother: “You

will not believe how effectively and how abundantly 1 showed him

the childishness and the triviality of his objections, the feebleness, in the

matter of religion, of taking the not for the plant.” After these amia-

bilities, the marquis declared: “For the rest, I treated him well.”

The question of election to the States General had not been touched

on.

7

“This sheet was in the press,” wrote Mirabeau in a postscript to his

pamphlet on the liberty of the pres.s, in December 1788, “when the

resolution of the Paris parlement of the 5th of this month was published.

Its profession of faith is beyond all ambiguity:

“£quitid)le representation clearly indicated.

“Responsibility of ministers, as the sole basis of the inviolable respect

for the royal authority, clearly established.

“Individual liberty of the citizens imperiously demanded.

“Legislative power recognized to the nation, under the presidency

of its king.

“liber^ of^ press, sole guarantee, sacred guarantee, of these fine
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rights, liberty of the press as the only prompt and certain resource of

the good against the bad.”

After Necker’s return the political clubs, prohibited during the dis-

turbances of the past year, had been permitted to reopen. The G)nsti-

tutional Qub had been formed by Adrien Du Port and met at his

house. Son of a counsellor of the parletnent of Paris, Du Port de Prela-

ville, he became a counsellor himself at the age of nineteen. This little

man of delicate health, who was to die young from consumption, had

the firmness of tempered steel. Lucid and penetrating in his judgments

as a magistrate, he had come under the influence of mysticism and had

become an ardent disciple of Mesmer. He had a ta^e also for intrigue

and madoeuvring.

Adrien Du Port—he was one of the first to renounce the titles of

nobility that were his due—had pursued Calonne with all the severity of

a man who knows his own incorruptibility and has a keen sense of re-

sponsibility. His influence had weighed heavily in the condemnation of

the minister, for, though young, he was a p>ower in the Paris parlement,

according to Brienne the most indomitable of the magistrates. “He had

opened a sort of school of republicanism, to which his friends were

active in bringing high-minded persons.” The left wing of the parle~

ment, known as the American faction, was grouped roimd him. Pan-

chaud had brought into the club, which was often called the “Du Port

Committee,” his faithful disciples Talleyrand and Mirabeau; the latter

brought in Biron, who was followed by all the nobles of the left wing,

the Due d’Orl6ans, AiguiUon, Rochefoucauld^ Luynes, Qermont-Ton-
nerre.

With the Due d’Orl^ans came his recently appointed secretary. Cap-

tain Choderlos de Laclos, author of a celebrated novel, Lcs Liaisons

dmgereuses. Tall and thin, with narrow shoulders, a yellow complex-

ion, dark eyes, a bony face with a pointed chin, and a small, silent mouth
that rarely showed a smile, he had the style of a conspirator and seemed

to reserve himself for secret activity. A model husband, he bore ill the

reputation for cyOicism and depravity with which his great literary suc-

cess had burdened him. His ambition took cover beneath the shadow of

a carefree and debonair prince. His enigmatic' gaze, so skilled in dis-

cerning Human motives, scrutinized the men of whom he mi^t one

day make use. The Due d’Orl^ans may not have known dte part to

whidt htt secretary destined him. Nor, probably, did the duke suspect

die importance of die events in progress. He followed them with
worldly sc^ticism, and even made a bet of a hundred looia with Biron
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that the States General would one day disperse with nothing done,

and without even abolishing de cachet.

“We shall have a constitution,” said Mirabeau, clearer-sighted and

jubilant, “since public opinion has made such conquests; we shall have

a constitution, perhaps even without great civil disturbances, which,

after all, matter less than a bad legal order.” Always suspicious of the

privileged, Mirabeau feared the influence of the parlement on consti-

tutional change; he feared even the influence of members so advanced

as Du Port on the deliberations of the Constitutional Qub.
Lafayette, covered with glory as hero of the American War of In-

dependence, proposed in the club that nobles with advanced ideas

should seek election as representatives of the Tiers Etat, the Third Es-

tate. Mirabeau contended that they should seek election by their own
order, the better to defend the cause of the Third Estate, and the politi-

cal reasons he gave were loudly applauded; his motion was adopted.

The hazard of the elections was to send him to the States General as a

member of the Tiers.

At the moment, however, with the elections very close, he still did

not know where he could find the money needed for the electoral cam-

paign. Biron vainly urged Montmorin to help his friend, mingling dec-

larations of loyalty with vague threats of “other resources” which Mira-

beau had refused: “It seems to me that you owe it to his resolutions to

be faithful to you not to expose him to the dangers of a cruelly imperi-

ous necessity.”

This last expression was no exaggeration. Henriette de Nehra had

been right in fearing that one day Mirabeau would be involved in some

swindlii^ affair under the fatal infiuence of Mme. Le Jay. The publish-

ing firm of Le Jay was threatened with bankruptcy. Mme. Le Jay
pestered her lover to find the sums needed to save her husband. He
had in his hands a sensational manuscript, the sale of which might save

the firm and meet his election expenses. But its publication would be

a gnve lapse and abuse of confidence. It was Mirabeau’s copy of the

r^Kuts he had sent from Berlin to Talleyrand and Lauzun. He resisted

his mistress’s suggestions and fought against the temptation of so dan-

gerous an expedient. He distrusted her, and distrusted his own weak-

ness. The manuscript was too ready to hand in emergency. He confided

it to his young swretaiy, G>mps. He enjoined him to place it under

lock and key in his own home. He told him to refuse to give it up to

anyone, even Mirabeau himself. But one day, it appears, its receptacte

was broken open in Comps’ absence, and the manuscript was stolen.

Accordii^ to one versicm, Le Jay or his wife had broken into the
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room and committed the theft. According to Luchet, Mirabeau “weakly

delivered his correspondence to a commercial firm which was in deadly

fear of the disgrace of bankruptcy.” The Marquis de Luchet, one of

the persons hardest hit by the indiscreet publication, for it was he

who had introduced Mirabeau to Prince Henry, seemed likely to know
the true story. Le Jay, it appears, went to Alen5on to hand the manu-
script to the printer. The proof corrections were not in Mirabeau’s

handwriting. But Mirabeau must himself have gone to Alen9on at a

certain moment to superintend the publication. The document was

put into the form of letters from an anonymous traveller who had died.

The actual names of his correspondents were suppressed. The work
bore the title Histoire seethe de la cpm de Berlin.

The publication of this secret history was an abuse of his political

mission, and also an abuse of the names of his friends, Lauzun and the

Abb€ de P^rigord, who were given only the transparent disguise of

their initials.

When the scandal aroused by the publication broke over him, he

did his utmost to escape from admitting responsibility for the publica-

tion. He complained in a letter to Mauvillon as if he had been victimized:

“A strange destiny, mine—to be always the engineer of a revolution,

and always between a dunghill and a palace!”

8

Ncckcr, who had tried in vain to gain time, or to evade his responsibil-

ity, now found himself obliged personally to settle the formalities of

the future States General. He did so in a verbose, diffuse report to the

king’s Council. He was careful not to touch on the thorniest problems.

The Third Estate represented ninety-eight per cent of the population

of the kingdom; consequently it was entitled to the same number of

deputies as the two other orders (nobility and clergy) together. He
left unsolved the question whether the Third Estate might choose its

deputies among members of the other orders. He left unsolved, above

all, the thorny question whether the States General should vote as a

single body or as separate orders. The king’s Council proclaimed by
decree of December 27, 1788, the result of its deliberations. It was gen-

erally assumed that it was in favour of the Estates voting as a single

body.

The elections that began to take place under this decree started from

a misunderstanding of which the consequences were to be disastrous.

Mirabeau, always made clear-sighted by his hatred, issued a small pam-
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phlet, Correspondence between M. C and the Comte de Mirabeau

on M. Necker's Report and on the Council: Resolution of December
Tjth. Once more it was a correspondence published without the

knowledge of those concerned—an exchange of letters between him

and a fervent apologist for Necker, Cerutti, an unfrocked priest. Mira-

bcau had realized that the Necker plan brought the Third Estate “de-

feat under the appearance of victory.” He also attacked Necker’s finan-

cial policy. Necker had secured a secret advance of fifteen millions from

the Caisse d’Escomptc, fixing in return the price of its notes. The ar-

rangement was prolonged for six months under the decree of Decem-
ber 27. Mirabeau accused the all-powerful minister of “pretending to

perform miracles” while only “doing tricks and not good ones.” He
rightly foresaw a new flood of paper money based on a loan. Cerutti,

in a letter published in the Paris Journal, accused Mirabeau of a breach

of confidence. On his friends’ advice, Mirabeau published no reply.

He had intended to attack Necker in a big work, to “disembowel” him.

But he refrained because “Necker’s popularity is needed for the forma-

tion of the States General.”

He may also have felt that the time for personal combats had passed.

At this turning-point in his life he had self-control and tolerance. A
long letter to Mauvillon reveals him endowed with the sense of the

possible that was to make of him a man of action: “Three roads should

lead us to the most unqualified indulgence: the realization of our own
failings, the prudent fear of being unjust, and the desire to do good,

making do with men and things as they are. I think I am obliged nbw
to exercise this extreme tolerance of all philosophical and religious opin-

ions. In a certain sense, in fact, everything is good so far as I am con-

cerned—^men and things and opinions: everything has a handle, a lever.

I am becoming too old to use up my remaining strength in warfare:

1 want to use it to help those who are helpful. Let us not excommuni-

cate anyone, and let us associate ourselves with anyone who has one

companionable hair.”
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

TRIBUNE OF THE PEOPLE DESPITE HIMSELF

«TT IS as if the Destroying Angel had visited the whole kingdom,”

i wrote Mirabeau to his father, in the course of his tour of Provence,

at the beginning of Januar}* 1789. “Every scourge has been unloosed.

Everywhere I have found men dead of cold and hunger; and that in

the midst of the wheat, for lack of flour. All the mills are frozen,”

When he reached Aix, he found the town in ferment. Particularism

in revolt against government interference had led in the preceding year

to the re-establishment of the Estates of Provence. But amid this ap-

parent union social differences had shown themselves with all the more
force, Pascalis, Mme. de Mirabeau’s vehement counsel, had drawn up
a memorial for the first session of the Estates, in which he showed that

the land belonging to the nobility and clergy formed one-sixth of the

whole of the province. “If you do not contribute to the taxes in propor-

tion to your property,” he said to the nobility, “what return will you
make to the state in payment for its benefits, in compensation for the

security it gives you and the laws that protect you?”

On his arrival Mirabeau wrote: “I have never seen a nobility more ig-

norant, more greedy, more insolent,” Imbued with the feudal spirit, the

majority of the nobles were in revolt against the royal decree of De-

cember 2/, and drew up a protest against the equal representation

granted to the Tiers, the Third Estate, The Assembly of Vizillc had had

a great repercussion in the country. The Tiers of Provence also de-

manded a general assembly of the three orders. The municipal council

of Aix, following the example of Grenoble, convoked a meeting of all

the citizens of the town. More than twelve hundred persons assembled,

but the clergy and the nobles possessing fiefs kept away. The Third

Estate was paralysed in face of these intractable adversaries. Mirabeau

watched it with contempt: the assembly of the three orders was es-

sential to it, but it was “far from having the boldness needed to get it.^
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Mirabcau was well remembered in this town. His conjugal troubles

had seemed to be a closed chapter, but the people now realized that

he had been fighting against injustice, in the name of all who suffered

from it. Now, in their hour of difficulty, the people knew that he was

entirely with them. “My arrival brought an explosion,” he wrote to

his father, “The Tiers shouted that I had come to be its advocate; peo-

ple flocked together with proposals of acclamations, of petitions, of

twaddle, and I am being given the melancholy, ephemeral, perilous hon-

our of the tribuneship.”

Faithful to the doctrine he had advanced in the Constitutional Club,

Mirabeau tried to get elected by the nobility. But the nobles were set

yet more against him by the acclamations of the Tiers^ whose expres-

sions of confidence and enthusiasm Mirabeau found “very imprudent

for their own cause.” He tried to escape from them and vainly multi-

plied his assurances that he had not come to destroy. “The nobility,

between you and me, are truly frightened,” he wrote. “But I neither

disarm nor reassure them.”

He was refused a seat in the Estates of Provence on the pretext that

he had failed to send in his proofs of noble rank a month in advance. He
saw at once that he had no chance of getting into the National Assembly

by this path. “My line will be this: we have got to have States General

A month ago I should certainly have secured election; today my only

chance lies clearly with the Tierx,” he explained to his father, and con-

cluded, in exasperation with the nobles: “These people would make
me become tribune of the people despite mysdf if I did not hold myself

in.” For the moment he won his case. “I am in the Estates,” he wrote

to Comps, “and it has required more intriguing and scheming to secure

that than for the most important affair. The nobles showed deep cow-

ardice and infernal perfidy in their efforts to exclude me. They did not

dare to when they saw that I was determined to fight.”

A child watched with curiosity the procession that preceded the

opening of the provincial Estates. He was the young brother of an-

other of Emilie’s lawyers, Portalis. The child was only eleven years old,

but Mirabeau made a lasting impression on him. “He walked more or

less between the nobility and the Third Estate, the last of the nobles.

His piercing eye roved over the crowd of spectators, and he seemed to

be interrogating the multitude with his provocative gaze. He carried

his head high and thrown back. He rested his right hand on the pom*
mel of his sword, and held under his left arm a hat with a white feather.

His thick hair, brushed up above his broad forehead, ended in thick

curls at the level of the ears. The rest of it, collected behind his head»
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was brought into gi big black taffeta bag, which hung above his shoul-

ders. There was something imposing about his ugliness.”

2

“The time has come to be less easygoing and much more thoughtful,”

said Mirabeau on January 21 in the assembly of nobles. He was support-

ing the motion that every subject of deliberation should be proposed

twenty-four hours in advance. The motion was rejected. Mirabeau

did not take an active part in the debates. His position was pre-

carious. The nobles had exhumed a regulation of 1620 that the possession

of a fief was a necessary condition of eligibility. On January 23 Mira-

beau supported the protest of the nobles without fiefs against this regula-

tion. “The nobles without fiefs form a large part of the Provencal no-

bility, and they enjoy neitiicr the rights of the Third Estate nor the

principal prerogatives of the nobility. Yet they are citizens, notable citi-

zens, and there are even among them men whose names, celebrated in

history, shine still with the purest radiance. It is not at a time when it

is proposed to resist so many millions of men of the Third Estate that

we should isolate ourselves from our peers.”

He was alone in defending that position. He realized that his election

to the States General would depend on the elections being made by an

assembly composed of the three orders. In the session of January 30

he threw doubt on the legality of the assembly of nobles. He demanded

a representation of the first two orders (nobility and clergy) and the

Tiers in equal number and power.

He asked “whether the king had convoked the nobility or only the

possessors of fiefs,” and whether “the clergy or only the prelates.” He
asked who were the representatives of the commoners, “that order of

such importance that without it the two first orders certainly do not

form the nation.” But his appeal to reason and generosity among the

Provencal nobility was in vain. His intervention, however, produced a

sensation among the public. Next day peasants came to offer their serv-

ices to the defender of the commoners. A crowd collected outside the

assembly. It knew nothing of what was going on in the session, but it

knew that the attempt was being made to stifle a voice that had been

raised in its favour.

The fury of the nobles was redoubled by the applause of the Tiers.

Mirabeau was accused of “preventing an agreement that was ready to

be concluded, by his incendiary motion, of inciting the people to war,

and of professing principles that challenged the authority of the king.”
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The session became more and more stormy. In their alarm the comrnis-

saires du rot suspended the debate and ^idjoumed the Estates. Outside

the crowd growled, threateningly; it booed the members of the nobility

and the clergy as they left, and insulted even the Archbishop of Aix.

“Such was their terror,” wrote Mirabeau to Comps, “that they did

not dare to hear me again in the Estates on their protest and receive my
counter-protest.” Mirabeau then published the speech he had been un-

able to deliver “on the illegal representation of the Proven9al nation in

the present Estates and on the necessity of convoking a general assembly

of the three orders.” He also published a Reply to the protests made
in the name of the prelates and the possessors of fiefs of the Assembly

of the present Estates of Provence against the earlier speech.

“What have I done that was so culpable?” he asked. “I wanted my
order to be so wise as to give today what will infallibly be taken from it

tomorrow.” His whole position lay in that phrase. Again and again he

was to issue that warning, and never was he listened to. “I am much
more culpable than is supposed, for I believe that when the people com-
plain, they are always right, that their untiring patience constantly

waits for the last degrees of oppression before resolving on resistance

. . . that they arc too unaware that to render themselves redoubtable

they have only to remain immobile.” His magnificent self-assurance

gave him prophetic eloquence: “Nobles of Provence, Europe is atten-

tive: weigh your answer,” He concluded: “Woe to the privileged or-

ders, for privileges will cease, but the people arc eternal.”

3

After the sensation produced by Mirabcau’s widely circulated Reply

y

the nobles were continually seeking means of eliminating so trouble-

some a critic. On the eve of a great upheaval they elaborated a feeble

intrigue.

The plot was hatched at a big dinner at the house of one of the

syndics, to which the whole of the nobility were invited. On the next

day Mirabeau, who had no longer been called to the sittings, received

a curt summons. “I am going against the advice of all my friends,” he

wrote to Comps, “such an opinion have they of those fellows. My
own feeling is that if they arc such cowards that they will get the hun-

dred and eighty of them together to insult a single man, they will not

have sufficient courage to assassinate him; and, to tell truth, my fuper^l

might have been a bloody one.”

llie session was open^ by die Marquis de La Farci first consul of
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Aix, who asked Mirabcau to state his fiefs. Mirabeau replied that he

had not been prepared for this and “had not his archives in his pocket.”

He claimed fiefs through marriage, and also referred to a regulation

issued on January 29 and made applicable to Provence admitting gentle-

men without fiefs to vote among the nobles. The genealogist was sent

to find Mirabeau’s marriage contract. Mirabeau himself knew that the

contract conferred no actual property in fiefs.

The nobles had counted on rousing him to some indiscretion. But

he left the humiliating meeting perfectly cool and with undiminished

dignity. He knew that he could appeal in future to a wider tribunal.

After the sitting he set to work on a manifesto, To the Provenfal Na^
tion, “It seems to be my fatal destiny to be always obliged to do every-

thing in twenty-four hours,” he complained. “I cannot write a line

without thirty interruptions.” But this “centaur for work” succeeded in

getting his manifesto of fifty-six pages printed on the following day.

“It is not the quality of possessor of a fief that gives me the right to be

of use to my country. Provencal, man, citizen—I make no other glaims.”

4

A woman was following the stormy debates over his election with

lively interest. The passion for politics was i la mode among society

women, and Emilie always followed the fashion. Mirabeau no longer

felt cither affection for or hostility to her. His indifference was so pro-

found that he would even have been ready, as he had said to his father,

to resume living with her. But he had too much else to do, too many
anxieties and far too much going on round him, to be able to think about

Emilie. And, indeed, if she remembered the past, he had completely for-

gotten it. If he had remained a deputy for the nobility, Emilie de Mira-

beau and the Marignane clan might have been of some use to him.

But he had broken with his own class.

The good people of the region had a vague feeling, however, that

aa injustice ought to be set right. At the beginning of March peasants

arrived at the Marignane mansion and urged Emilie to rejoin her hus-

band. Aco es trop hello race serei pecca que manquei—it is too fine

a race, it would be a shame for it to die out—^they said to her as their

supreme argument. The countesses family remained adamant, but Emilie

was no longer so easy to influence.

“No doubt you arc aware/* one of his fervent admirers wrote to

Mirabeau, “that Mmc. la Comtesse wants very much to return to the

arms of her dear and glorious husband, in spite of her family*s opposi-
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tion.” She now saw her husband glorified by popular enthusiasm, defy-

ing dangers, a man of magnificent courage and overflowing with en-

ergy. She thought tenderly of him. “The little woman,” the same young

friend wrote to Mirabcau, “has continual visions of you bleeding at a

turn in the road, or in bed with your throat cut.”

But Mirabeau was uninterested Emilie was a forgotten shadow of the

past. She never saw him again.

5

The parlement of Paris had to consider the anonymous Histoire seethe

de la com de Berlin. Maitrc Antoinc-Louis Seguicr, king’s counsel, de-

nounced the work. He remarked bitterly that “simple prohibition only

adds to the celebrity of the author, quickens the sale of the work,

doubles its price, and gives greater publicity to imposture and cal-

umny.”

The book had created a great sensation in the capital. Although the

police had been informed at once about it, twenty thousand copies had

been sold clandestinely. The parlement^ sitting as a court of justice, or-

dered the two volumes of the w'ork to be “torn up and burnt in the

court of the palace, at the foot of the grand staircase thereof, by the

Executor of High Justice.”

The scandal was most awkwardly increased by the presence in Paris

of Prince Henry of Prussia, whom Mirabeau had treated worst of all.

Montmorin, extremely embarrassed, transmitted his regrets at once to

the court of Berlin through the Prussian ambassador, von der Goltz.

The Prussian ministers demanded exemplary punishment of the man
“who is attacking all the most distinguished persons in Europe like a

mad dog.” Montmorin also soothed Elstcrno, of whom Mirabeau had

drawn a malicious portrait, by assuring him that Prince Henry did him
“the most flattering justice. His opinion may compensate you for that

of M. de Mirabcau.” Esterno was in fact jubilant at seeing his dangerous

critic and possible rival discredited. He reported to Montmorin that the

president of the Berlin police “sent for all the booksellers in this city

and signified to them that any of their body who received copies of the

work attributed to M. Ic Comte de Mirabcau and who did not instantly

place them in the hands of the police would be taken to the fortress of

Spandau.”

In spite of the threat of detention, the booksellers continued to sell

the prohibited work. “The secret letters of M. de Mirabeau,” Estemo
reported to Montmorin a few months later, “having been reprinted at
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Frankfort, arc circulating in Berlin and all over Germany on an immense

scale. I have heard from several quarters that the King of Prussia was

furious about this work, and stamped several times, saying: ‘That’s

what they’re like, Frenchmen travelling in my states.’
”

The most magnanimous man was the one who had been hardest hit,

Prince Henry himself. The Marquis dc Luchet, who also was terribly

confused, ran to see the prince, who was in Paris under the name of

Comte d’Oels. He told him despairingly of the publication of the work.

Prince Henry was concerned to show himself as a really great man.

He may have been more intelligent than Mirabeau thought, or his van-

ity may have made him rise to the occasion. “Why worry?” he said

to Luchet, “Fortunately, or unfortunately, I was bom with a rank

that devotes me entirely to historic truth. If what M. de Mirabeau says

of me is true, he is only getting a day ahead of history, and there is

nothing to complain about in that. If what he says is untrue, I need not

trouble about it, history will avenge me.”

He made another grand gesture. He asked Luchet to buy him sixteen

copies of the work. He took fifteen away with him to distribute to his

friends. “Here is a work,” he said to them, “in which I am very badly

treated. Will you oblige me by reading it and considering carefully

whether I resemble the portrait given of me in it.”

The French government, and especially Montmorin, was furious

with Mirabeau and wanted to prosecute him. The printer and publisher

of the work got away with a reprimand—^the “unknown author” was
not touched. Montmorin assured Estemo that the government was

letting nothing be forgotten “in supplying the parlement with the

necessary material for pushing on with this atfair. But it seems that M.
dc Mirabeau has protectors in that company who will profit by the

slowness of procedure in order to save him from punishment and the

penalties that would ensue from it.” Montmorin conceived the idea of

having Mirabeau arrested in Provence and embarking him at once for

the East Indies. This project, Mirabeau declared later, was rejected en-

ergetically by the king himself in Council.

Mirabeau had not foreseen this storm. His faithful secretary informed

him of the general agitation and of his own friends’ reprobation. Mira-

beau quickly took the measure of the trouble he had brought on him-

self. He took the audacious step of denying everything in a letter to

Comps, which he asked him to correct, modify, even scrap for another

if necessary, and distribute among his friends. He also sent a formal

disavowal to the Paris Journal; but it deceived nobody.

The publication of the letters to Cerutti under Mirabeau’s name,
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further added to the public disapproval. The agitation in Paris spread

to Aix. *^You have no idea of the horrors that are being circulated about

these two works/* he wrote to Comps. “I am nothing less than a mad dog
in whom the people of Provence cannot place the slightest trust.’* He
boldly faced the violent agitation: “To those who have said this to

me I have replied: ‘A very good reason for electing me: if I am a mad
dog, despotism and privilege will die of my bite.*

**

Seeing the agitation increase, hp decided to go to Paris to face the

storm.

On his arrival he found such an atmosphere that he did not venture

to show himself in public. He spent a few days in his country house at

Polangis. There he saw only a few friends of proved fidelity, Panchaud,

Lauzun, Dupont de Nemours, and even the Marquis de Luchet, who
seems to have forgiven his indiscretions. He wrote to Montmorin
in an attempt at self-exculpation and asked for an interview. Montmorin
replied cuttingly: “It seems to me at least useless to receive you
here.**

Mirabeau did not reply to this insulting letter until later, when his

personal situation had changed.

Apart from the circumstances of the publication of the secret history,

its indiscretions, and the wrong done to his friends, the work itself

speaks for him. Twenty years later Chateaubriand, then ambassador to

Berlin from the coun of Louis XVIII, wrote of the work: “The future

of Europe is in every line of it.”

6

Bells were pealing wildly and fireworks were being let off. A crowd
was massed at every stopping place of the post. Men and women, priests,

peasants, soldiers—^the crowds were vibrant with joy. They shouted

with all the force of their lungs and all the resonance of their throats;

“Long live the Comte de Mirabeau, long live the Father of the Coun-
try!*’

He was a sovereign entering his kingdom, and that kingdom was the

heart of the people. The crowd mobbed his carriage. Men gesticulated,

shouted themselves hoarse; laughing and crying, and bustled about the

horses to unharness them. Mirabeau stopped them. His great voice dom-
inated the uproar: “My friends, men were not made to carry a man,
and you carry too many already.”

It was Mirabeau’s first experience of the dizzy heights of popularity.

He was so moved that tears ran down his ravaged cheeks. With a chok*
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ing voice he exclaimed: “I see how men became slaves: tyranny was

grafted on gratitude.”

As soon as he reached Provence, in every town, every village, the

same scenes were repeated. Couriers who had gone to meet him gal-

lopped to Aix to tell the town he was coming. A cavalcade of young
townsmen was to have set out to meet him, but it was formed too late.

A dense crowd poured out of the town. From a hilltop the human tide

was seen afar. It was a crowd rejoicing, with Provengal flutes playing

festive airs, Pr0vcn9al drums beating time for the crowd’s joyful shout-

ing. When Mirabeau got down in the Place des Prccheurs he was seized

by strong arms and carried to his lodging. The crowd remained outside

and called for him until he appeared on the balcony. He spoke to this

mass of anonymous friends of the gratitude “which a people never

owes, because the debt to it is never paid.” He also said: “Hate oppres-

sion as much as you love your friends, and you will not be oppressed.”

A great hope had come into the humble life of each of these men.

They clung to a man who for them was the pledge of a better future

with all the faith of simple hearts. They followed him as if they feared

to lose him if they let him out of their sight. When he went out to

dine with his former counsel Joubert, in a moment his sedan-chair was
covered with wreaths. Musicians accompanied him everywhere. The
trills of the flutes and the beating of the drums mixed with the acclama-

tions of passers-by. Throughout the dinner the musicians remained out-

side Joubert’s window. When night came, a thousand lights scintillated

in the town, which had been illuminated in his honour. The theatre was

besieged by two thousand people who hoped to see Mirabeau at the

play. The managing director, driven crazy, sought him out, ran to

Joubert’s house, and begged Mirabeau to come: “Promise, then, for

tomorrow, or I don’t know what will happen.”

That day, according to an eye-witness, “not one of the nobles dared

to show himself.”

On that same evening a grand dinner was given by the nobles’ syndic.

His windows overlooked the Place des Prccheurs. Attracted by the

noise of the overjoyed crowd, the syndic looked out of the window.

The crowd recognized him. The acclamations changed to booing.

Threatening shouts penetrated into the dining-room like a coming
storm.

Mirabeau’s election at Aix seemed assured. But at this great moment
in his life he would run no more risks. A few days after his return from
Paris he left for Marseille, where he also sought election. For Mar*-

seille as for Aix, his arrival made a f£te*day. The guards rendered him
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miliury honours. The flags of all the vessels in the port floated over

his lodging.

Amid this effervescence Mirabeau did not lose sight of his own
interest. He published an anonymous Letter from a citizen of Mar^

seille to one of his friends on Af. de Mirabeau and the AbbS Raynal,

another candidate. He knew that he had to strike the popular im-

agination. Already he was a public man. He no longer had the ret-

icences or the timid scruples of the private individual. Under the

cover of anonymity he glorified himself and painted himself as he

wished to be seen by the masses. After a few words on Raynal, he

painted his own portrait and career in crude and striking colours.

“North America, after winning liberty by hatred of oppression, started

to lose it through gratitude, by creating a body of nobles. At once he

thundered against hereditary nobility, exposed to free men the abuses

of aristocracy, and the establishment of the Order of Cincinnatus was

abandoned. . . . For fifteen years, in works that will live as long as

bronze and brass, he has been engraving the most sacred rights of man,

liberty apd equality.

“It should be added,” he remarked in his panegyric, “that this good

citizen is the most eloquent man of his time; that his voice dominates

public meetings as the thunder overbears the booming of the sea; that

his courage arouses yet more astonishment than his talents, and that

there is no human power that could make him abandon a principle.”

7

•TTie general destitution exceeds the idea we had formed of it,” Pas-

calis had written in August 1788. The hard winter increased it. The
orange trees were frost-bitten. One-third of the olive trees were frozen.

There was a shomge of wheaL Owners and sellers had sent up prices,

speculating on the scarcity. The high cost of living was sent up further

by such taxes as the piquet^ a duty on flour, crushing for the townsman

and ruinous for the peasant. The excitement of the crowd that ac-

claimed Mirabeau was born of distress.

March 14, 1789, was market day at Manosque. There was no wheat.

The crowd was indignant. The Bishop of Sisteron, M. de SuflFren Saint-

Tropez, came into the market. He was himself a large landowner. It

was he who had drawn up the protest of the clergy against Mirabeau’s

^>eech in the provincial Estates. He was not popular in his diocese. He
was suspected of holding up wheat in complicity with the sellers^ His

appearance brought down upon him the exasperation of the crowd.
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Fists were raised in threat. “We are poor, you are rich, we want your

property.” Qods of earth flew in the air. The booing redoubled in vio-

lence. The bishop took to flight beneath a hail of stones.

The incident at Manosque was the signal for rioting that spread from

place to place like a forest Are, from the big towns to isolated hamlets.

Chateaux were attacked, houses pillaged. A noble whd flred on his as-

sailants was hacked “into little pieces,” reported M. de Caraman, com-

mandant of Provence. The bishop’s palace at Riez was besieged, and

the crowd threatened to bum it down. The bishop escaped from that

disaster at the cost of a ransom of fifty thousand livres. The bishop’s

palace at Toulon wa$ sacked while four thousand soldiers and sailors

passively looked on.

“The population is attacking the ecclesiastic, the noble, the bourgeois,

without distinction,” wrote the intendant of Provence. “There is open

war here on landowners and on property,” reported the advocate gen-

eral of the parlement, M. de Montmeyan. It was a war of principles,

not a spontaneous outbreak of popular wrath. The people felt entitled

to carry out these acts of summary justice. “The peasant is continually

announcing that the destruction and pillage he is committing are in

conformity with the will of the king,” said the intendant. In its revolt

against the most hateful of burdens, the taxes on consumption, the peo-

ple still remained respectful to the throne. The office of the collector

of duties on leather at Brignolles was pillaged amid shouts of “Five le

Roir
“Never were the people so inflammatory and so ready to work to-

gether,” wrote Caraman. It was no longer a question of “isolated riots as

at ordinary times. The process is directed by uniform principles. The
same erron are shared universally.”

Some fifty insurrections took place during the third week of March.

One commune remained aloof from the agitation, that of Mirabeau.

When it drew up its list of grievances, it simply remarked that it was

“fortunate in still having as its seigneurs the Riqueti, such as the and des

bommeSy and such as M. le Comte de Mirabeau, the am du peuple,

whose name will always be dear to the Proven9al nation and in par-

ticular to this community, which will never forget that he was the

only one in his order to plead the cause of the Third Estate.”

81

“Marseille has been imd continues to be tiie focus of all the insurrectiops

that have broken out in the various communities,” noted the intoid-
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ant of Provence, De La Tour. He himself was the most detested man
in the town. He was accused of having sent up the cost of living. Ac-

cording to Blanc Gilly, a Marseillais writer who later became adminis-

trator of the Bouches-du-Rhone, a pound of meat cost five sous at a

distance of eight leagues from Marseille, while the cost in the town was

nine to ten sous. The people were more and more incensed. Placards,

in handwriting, were posted all over the town demanding reductions

in meat and bread prices. The demands were followed by threats. At

the end of February notices were put up on three consecutive days

that the port would be set on fire if no relief was given to the people.

"This warning was ignored,” wrote Mirabeau; .“yet the people were

complaining loudly of the administration of the farmed taxes of the

town.” The time had come when threats quickly gave place to action.

On March 23, 1789, on the eve of the day when the electors, chosen in

the primary assemblies, were to meet, gatherings took place all over the

town. Very soon there were armed men among them. Others brandished

sticks. It was the signal for action. A dangerous crowd made for the

house of the farmer general. But with one of the unexpected turns re-

sulting from some chance phrase uttered by an unknown person, the

mass of people changed their mind. The growing flood of rioters made
for the town hall, where the mayor was deliberating with the city magis-

trate. The windows were smashed. The doors were broken in. The
crowd shouted that it wanted bread and meat at its own price. The
municipal council promised all that was asked and was compelled to

send the town criers into every quarter to trumpet the victory of the

people. A group of rioters pursued the mayor and the assessor, who
escaped across a roof. Hiey fled from Marseille in the night, in dis-

^ise. The population was wild with joy. The people had secured

justice; their conscience was clear. .When the military commandant
reached the town from Aix at nightfall, he was met with welcom-

ing shouts of “Vive le Rot, vive le Comte de Cgreemml"

The military commandant harangued the masses. He knew nothing

of the changing humour of the people. He was misled by the reception

given him; he imagined that calm had been re-restablished. He did not

realize how dangerous is a crowd that has once tasted success won by
violence. He took no precaution, and in the middle of die night he

quiedy left for Aix, satisfied with his personal success.

But a young friend of Mirabeau, Br6mond-Julien, sent an urgent mes-

sage to Aix in the evming. “All is lost if we have to give way to the

people; all is destroyed if force is used,” he commented,more dear-
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sighted than the commandant. “Perhaps your presence would calm

things down,” he wrote to Mirabeau, imploring him to come.

Scarcely had the commandant’s carriage left Marseille when disturb-

ances broke out again with increasing violence. The intendant’s house

was broken into and sacked. The crowd tried to force the wheat stores.

The house of the farmer general, spared earlier, was attacked with

fury. It was pillaged, even the furniture was taken away, and every-

thing that could not be taken was destroyed. Day broke on a town in

worse disorder than the day before, with a seething mass of people

ready for any excess. Agitators were inciting it to break open the

prisons. At any moment released criminals might be able to join a peo-

ple diirsdng for vengeance.

Mirabeau had received his young friend’s letter in the course of the

night. He communicated it to Caraman, asking his advice and, indeed,

his orders. The mission which Br6mond-Julien wanted to entrust to him

was a dangerous one. He felt all the weight of his responsibility. Cara-

man replied: “What is said to you. Monsieur le Comte, is true, and I have

done what was required of me to prevent a worse evil.” He realized that

the disorder must at any price be calmed without resort to force. “What
shall I advise you. Monsieur le Comte.^ To do what your heart and

your abilities dictate to you for the public good. It is indeed a critical

moment, and your success will carry the price of its importance.”

Mirabeau left at once for Marseille. The town had a threatening ap-

pearance. “Yesterday,” he wrote to Caraman, “the movements seemed

to you to be considered and arranged. The people wanted only to get

justice; in the night, however, and this morning, Genoese and foreign-

ers, that is to say many bad characters, caused the tumult and seemed

to be trying to profit by it.” But he found also the first signs of reaction

against the disorders.A number of young men of good family had joined

together to form companies. One of drese had been spontaneously

named Compagnie Mirabeau.

From the moment of his arrival Mirabeau assumed the responsibilities

and the functions of the public authorities, which had been delegated

to him, and at the same time he dismissed the military commandant and

the intendant and appointed others in their place. “The fall in prices,”

he reported to Caraman, “instead of calming the people, continues on
the crmtrary to excite them, for they would like to keep it and yet do

not diemselves believe it to be possible to do so. What proves this is

that several individuals have visited the bakers with sacks and' asked for

bread to last dtem a fortnight. Moreover, if bread and meat were kept
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below their real value at Marseille, all the inhabitants of the surround-

ings would come to buy. I have been preaching the necessity of an

increase wherever I had influence.”

He knew that he must see first of all that nothing was lacking to this

agitated population. Caraman had authorized him to take any steps to

bring in grain and meat. Mirabeau learned in the course of the day that

a ship loaded with grain was ready to leave the port. He ordered its

departure to be suspended, and negotiated for the purchase of the cargo.

He had scarcely been initiated into the administration of the town, and

was giving evidence of more foresight than its official administrators.

“Really,” he wrote to Caraman, “I am astonished at the sense of security

of this town. Very often it has only a few days’ supply of wheat. What
does it rely on then? On the east wind that brings it grain ships? How
can it forget that the west wind continues for whole months, and that

the port cannot then be entered?”

He called on the excited crowd to be calm; he explained its own in-

terests to it: he was looking after its needs, and he promised it that jus-

tice would be done and that the farmer general’s activities would be
submitted to an inquiry. He promised to examine whether the farmer

general’s conduct was as blameworthy as was supposed: “I believe that

the people are never mistaken in their complaints, but they may be mis-

taken in their imputations.” He did not content himself with simple

measures of administration. Nothing had been done to prevent worse

disorder in case suspicious characters should take over the direction of

the infuriated masses. In the neighbourhood of Aix and Marseille there

were only two regiments of infantry and a small detachment of cavalry.

Marseille had not seen troops inside its walls within human memory.

The military commandant had not dared to appeal to armed force, for

fear of a general rising. Mirabeau took advantage at once of the good-

will of the young men who had begun to organize before his arrival.

But he knew also, although this was the first time he had been face to

face with disturbances, that what was needed was a force drawn from

the people themselves to keep them in order. He needed strong fists,

redoubtable muscles, honest men speaking a language which the crowd

could understand, and not only sons of good famUies. He appealed to

the “truly respectable” corporation, as he called it, of the stevedores,

and within a few hours he had organized an imposing force. It was die

first time a citizen militia had been created on French soil. Later, in

the National Assembly, Mirabeau was able to claim with justice

honour of having anticipated the <^blishment of national militias” in

this improvisation at a critical moment in Marseille.
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While the new militia men, wearing red rosettes or feathers, were

patrolling the town, Mirabcau wrote to Caraman: “The evening has

been quieter, but the people are still excited, and we are by no means

entirely free from anxiety; it is thought, or at least hoped, that my
presence may calm men’s minds.”

On that same day he prepared an address which was posted up next

day all over the town. It was headed simply Notice from Mirabeau to

the People of Marseille. He dropped his title and his particle. But this

was not in order to renounce them or to let them be forgotten. The sim-

ple name “Mirabeau” was already a power. In that form he was closer

to them. He spoke to them as an equal, as an elder brother, without a

shadow of condescension or superiority, to his younger brothers:

“My good friends, I have come to tell you what I think about what

has been happening these three days in your proud city! Listen to me,

I only want to be of use to you, and I do not want to deceive you.

Each one of you desires only what is good because you are all honest

men; but each one of you docs not know what needs doing. One often

makes mistakes even about one’s own interest. Let us first consider

bread. Two things are needed for bread, first that there shall be some,

and then that it shall not cost too much.”

He recalled the hailstorms that had destroyed crops everywhere. He
recalled also that wheat had to be imported. “At the present moment,

my friends, tell me, since wheat is dear everywhere, how could it be

cheap at Marseille? You are just and reasonable. Let us reason together

about this.” He tried even to make the people understand the neces-

sity for a tax so hateful as that on flour, the piquet. “The town of

Marseille, like every other town, pays something toward the expenses

of the kingdom and toward the support of our good king. Money is

taken a little from this source and a little from that.” He tried also to

explain to the masses, in a few very simple words, the interdependence

of the national economy, a^d ^e functioning of the complicated

mechanism of the administration of the state. He chose words that

would make the man in the street who spelled out his manifest or had

it read to him say: “There, that is quite true!”

It was Franklin’s style that he adopted from the first, with the same

suggestive force of common sense. He asked the masses only for “a

litdc patience. It is impossible to change at once everything that wants

changing; if it were otherwise, we should not be men, we should be

angels.”

It was absolutely necessary to increase the price of bread above that

which the rioters had impost. It had to be increased at a moment when
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the agitation was barely calmed and still simmered dangerously. The
municipal council fixed the price at about three sous. The decision was

arrived at while an immense crowd was massed round the council hall.

The atmosphere was tense. When the people were deprived of part of

their conquests, they might react violently. “In any other conditions,”

Mirabeau explained on the next day, “it would have been dangerous to

run the risk of a crisis at half-past eight at night. But I felt that it would

be more dangerous still to allow men’s minds to run in another direction.”

He had the decision announced that night. But he neglected nothing

to prevent any untoward effect. While he spoke to the people in the

language of reason, he knew that it was also necessary to strike their

imagination. Instinctively, although entirely without experience, he

realized the importance of a tactful presentation. He had the proclama-

tion read by the leaders of tlhe citizen patrols who “took responsibility

for everything.” He had it read by torchlight. He took the precaution

of disseminating everywhere men who were loyal to him as “applaud-

ers” to give voice to “the public joy.” His measures were entirely suc-

cessful. The people “showed themselves more grateful for having se-

cured a moderate price, that is to say the real price of the thing, than

they had been for a drop on which they had foreseen that they could

not count.”

Liberty
y
or Marseille Savedy was the name given to a play staged a

couple of months later by a Provcnjal author, Lc Blanc, in a Paris theatre.

The action took place in the sixteenth century, but the hero was a

Riqueti, who, at the time of the League, saved his native town from a

popular revolution.

9

The first consul of Aix, M. dc La Fare, stood at the door of the town

hall. It was March 25, 1789, the day of the three primary assemblies,

those of the country people, of the inhabitants of the suburbs, and of

the tovmsmen. The voters on their way found the roads packed with

people. A crowd was massed round the town hall—agitated women,

peasants, workers, the poor in their rags who had no right to vote. The

surging crowd, noisy and excited, incendiary material which the slight-

est incident might set aflame, was demanding the lowering of bread

and meat prices and the suppression of the piquet duty. The crowd

became threatening and hurled insults. The presence of the ^r^ consul

at the door of the town hall exasperated it. There were jeers and shouts

of hatred. But La Fare refused to go back into the building. He did liot
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propose to give way to a mob of the lower orders. Women were press-

ing close on him. One of them was insistently demanding bread from

him. In irritation he replied: “Horse dung is good enough for you.”

The remark was heard, perhaps distorted, and repeated. A wave of

indignation ran through the crowd. Threatening fists were raised. La
Fare took a gun from a soldier and raised it to his shoulder. A hail of

stones fell on him. He fled inside shouting, ^‘Sauve qui peut.^^

The big square was now a whirling mass of revolt in which every-

one was caught up, peaceful voters, women, children. The commandant
ordered a detachment of infantry to clear the square. He himself led

the troops. He was popular at Aix. The crowd greeted him with accla-

mations. But from the depth of this human whirlpool stones were

thrown at the soldiers. There were pistol shots. As in every violent

scuIBe, nobody knew who fired first. No order to open fire had been

given. The troops, provoked, spontaneously charged the crowd. Over
the corpses strewn in the square a mass of furious men threw them-

selves upon the soldiers. Two soldiers collapsed, dead; eleven were

wounded. The commandant himself became involved in the mel6e.

Shouts of fury were mixed with the groans of the wounded. There were

cries of “Ah! if M. de Mirabeau were here! We should get justice! Wc
should not be killed!”

But Mirabeau was not thjcre. The commandant changed his mind

and gave the signal for retreat to avoid a massacre. Slowly the big

square emptied.

But the rioting, which seemed to be ending in the centre of the town,

broke out violently in the neighbourhood of the wheat stores. The
crowd broke in the doors and carried off sacks of grain. At the sight

of the pillagers loaded with booty, peasants and women rushed in turn

to carry off wheat. A woman and two children were suffocated by the

pressure of the crowd. In less than three hours the stores were emptied;

pillagers had carried away even the doors. The rioting continued

through the night; a gang stoned thc,house of a grain merchant; other

grain merchants were pillaged. Alarming rumours spread of violence

in preparation.

The next day was a market day. Nobody doubted any longer that

there would be a great upheaval. The night was one of terror in the

town.

Caraman wrote Mirabeau of the rioting that had broken out at Aix.

Marseille was scarcely reduced to calm. Mirabeau rode during the eve-

ning to inspect all the guard posts. He took note of their means of de-

fence and strengthened their arrangements. “When I felt perfectly
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sure of everything I sent for the post horses and went full speed to Aix.”

He reached Aix a little after three in the morning. He hurried to the

commandant. But Caraman was asleep. He had not expected Mirabeau

until six. “I let him sleep,” Mirabeau told his young friend Br^mond-

Julien next day. “And after getting some information at his house that

showed me that his staff could not distinguish men from dies, I went

away to arrive at an understanding with the principal citizens.”

Everything indicated the probability of new and very serious dis-

turbances. About half-past five Mirabeau returned to Caraman’s house.

“Prepared by our enemies, all his nulitary dispositions had been made,

and all of them were changed. I persuaded him to withdraw all the

troops from Aix and to leave its protection to the police and to a citizen

militia, and to rely on me for the safety of the town and the market.

The danger was so extreme that he took my advice.”

In this grave hour Caraman transferred all his responsibilities to Mira-

beau. He was left to do as he thought best. He formed citizen pickets

as he had done at Marseille. He asked them to choose their own leaders;

he made the troops give up to him ail the posts that had been placed in

their charge, and replaced them with his improvised militia, whom he

placed within the town at judiciously chosen spots. “At eight o’clock

in the morning,” he triumphantly reported to his young friend, “I was

already master of Aix, with no fear of plot or brigandage.”

He was told that a crowd was gathering. He ran there at once. He
addressed a mob in revolt, excited by its own violence, as though he

were speaking to thinking persons. “I put the people on their honour to

be sensible, and to ask or compel others to be sensible.” After awaking

in the crowd a sense of responsibility, he knew that he could trust it.

“I was obeyed like an adored father.” He was told how the crowd had

shouted for him on the previous evening, after the salvo from the troops.

He saw this same faith looking to him from all these simple hearts.

“Women and children bathed my hands, my clothes, my steps, with

their tears.” Wild cries of gratituile streamed toward him.

About one in the afternoon, order had been restored in Aix. Mira-

beau rode through the town. “Not the slightest vestige of unrest,” he

reported. He had fully justified the trust placed in him by the people and

by Caraman. But ffiough the people had yielded to his arguments, diffi-

culties arose from another quarter. Scarcely had calm been re-esublished

when the nobles, “ydio had not been seen for thirty-six hours, reap-

peared, armed, insoient, claiming appointments as offbers of the citi-

zenry.” The nobles were not in the least grateful to Mirabeau for hav-

ing saved then: prt^pcacties and their lives and havit^ prevented teiritde
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bloodshed. They claimed that Mirabcau had roused the masses. They
went about shouting: “It is M. de Mirabeau who has done all the harm.”

“Strange logic, that of hatred,” commented Mirabeau.

He had spent himself without stint. He had stopped two riots. He had

called up all the resources of his talent and had staked his whole

vehement personality. He was proud of the task he had accomplished.

But he was tired and disgusted. “There you sec the human heart,” he

concluded. “Human nature horrifies me.”

10

“One good thing has resulted from our misfortunes,” wrote M. de

Caraman a few weeks later, “the suppression of the municipal taxes that

were most burdensome for the people. The well-to-do class has been

made to shoulder what was beyond the strength of the poor journey-

man; it is a pity that this reform was the fruit of fear.”

The fear had been salutory. Even the most uncompromising had real-

ized that it was dangerous to drive the people to excesses by insolence.

But the influence of the night of terror at Aix, and Mirabeau’s influ-

ence, spread further. The nobility split into two groups. The possessors

of fiefs having refused to attend the assemblies, the minority had the

upper hand in the deliberations of the nobles. This minority had ranged

itself from the outset behind Mirabcau and had protested against his

exclusion from the assembly. Its very presence had shaken the feudal

edifice. The list of demands of the gentlemen of the seneschalsy of Aix

was one of the boldest drawn up. Mirabeau, although a candidate of the

Third Estate, seems to have inspired the demands of the nobility, whicTi

included: majority voting; “the suppression of the humiliating distinc-

tions that degraded the Third Estate in the last States General”; liberty

of the press; the entire suppression of lettres de cachet; “the responsibility

of Ministers”; and even the re-establishment of elections for the choice

of bishops.

The nobility of Provence, haughty, insolent, behind the times,

was to be represented in the States General by a man without a fief,

M. d’Andr6, a counsellor in the parlement of Aix. Mirabeau’s election

by the Tiers was scarcely contested. He headed the list, with two hun-

dred and ninety votes out of three hundred and forty-four.

The elections at Marseille were livelier than at Aix. No deputy ob-

tained a clear majority. Mirabeau had a serious rival, a merchant of

Marseille who was at the same time a writer and a member of the

Academy. He was the candidate of the upper middle class which dis-
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trusted Mirabeau. But Mirabeau’s young supporters were determined

to get him elected at any cost. They surrounded the Carmelite convent

in which the Third Estate was deliberating. The voting was prolonged.

Not until midnight did the electors, intimidated by the presence of the

crowd outside, agree on the list of deputies. Mirabeau was elected, but

only in the fourth and last place. Next day he wrote to Marseille that he

was compelled to make his choice at once, and he chose Aix. The mu-
nicipal council voted him by acclamation the freedom of the city.

Marseille gave an ovation to the man who had almost been its rep-

resentative. He was especially the hero of the young men to whom he

had first spoken of their responsibility, and whom he had given the

chance to distinguish themselves by preserving public order at a criti-

cal moment. When he left in the evening, several hundred young men
on horseback escorted him, each holding a torch. The long procession

was greeted with shouts of enthusiasm.

Aix, which had been able to keep him, was not to be outdone by Mar-

seille in its demonstrations of attachment to its deputy. Mirabeau, in

order to avoid too spectacular a departure, had proposed to leave se-

cretly for Paris. Late in the evening he had sent his valet to order post

horses for the middle of the night. But a crowd had collected round

the house in which he was lodging. The adjacent streets were full of

people. He scarcely lay down that night, but the people, faithful to

their idol, kept vigil also. A dense crowd followed him until he left

the town.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

WE ARE BEGINNING THE HISTORY OF MEN

A LL Paris crowded into Versailles to see the procession of the States

jlJl General on May 4, 1789. All along the route of the procession, from

the church of Saint-Louis to Notre Dame, the houses were decorated

with brilliant tapestries. Gobelins were hung across the side roads.

Against this brilliant background stood out the bright uniforms of the

royal guards. The tall forms of the “Hundred Swiss,” made yet taller

by their plumed hats, dominated the crowd; they wore their picturesque

wide breeches and harlequin tunics. Falconers followed them, with

decorated falcons perched on their fists. But in the sumptuous caval-

cade it was above all the nobles who attracted the eyes of the crowd,,

their coats sparkling with embroidery and a foam of precious lace on

their breasts. They wore black breeches, white stockings, and cloaks of

black silk with broad golden borders. Their diamonds flashed, and on
their hats, turned up in the style of Henry IV, tall white plumes waved
to and fro as they strode along. It was the last public display of an age

of luxury on the point of extinction. All the illustrious names of

France defiled before the crowd, immortal echoes of past glories. But

no name any longer aroused its admiration or even its respect. Then
suddenly applause broke out. A majestic Bourbon figure had come into

view. The people proclaimed a friend in this prince of the blood, the

Due d'Orleans.

In the procession of the clergy, with its fifty archbishops and bish-

ops, bright splashes of sacerdotal vestments broke the monotony of

the black cassocks. But the Third Estate with its many deputies moved
on in a dark mass, wearing the coat and breeches of black cloth, the

black stockings, and the short cloak prescribed by royal regulation

—

the costume of subordinate officials, with each detail fixed by a tradi-

tion dating back more than a century and a half and resuscitated to hu-

miliate.

309
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‘‘The distinction in the costumes assigned to the deputies of the differ-

ent orders was generally disapproved,” said Mirabeau, by the pen of a

journalist whom he had engaged, in his first letter to his constituents.

“But not everybody is able to appreciate its political consequences:

most people see in it only a humiliation for the deputies of the com-

monalty because they are allowed neither plumes nor lace. . . . But is

not the prescribing of costumes, of whatever sort, for the members of

the legislative body the extreme of despotism and of debasement? What
matters the elegance or richness of the clothing? Is not the servitude

the same? And can men bom to be free lend themselves to this shame-

ful degradation? * . . When we see such symptoms in a nation, we
may be assured that it no longer has anything to lose, and that it is

completely enslaved.”

After the dais that bore the sacrament came the king; the finest dia-

mond of his crown was blazing on his black hat with its great white

feathers. The crowd, which up to then had been silent, broke into shouts

of enthusiasm. Silence, this time hostile, returned at the approach of

the queen, impassive and haughty. There was an isolated shout of “Or-

leans forever!” It was a shrewd thrust against Marie Antoinette, but

only a slight twitch of her features betrayed her feelings.

2

On May 5 more than two thousand spectators were crowded in the

bays and galleries of the Salle des Menus Plaisirs, the hall in which the

master of ceremonies had been busy all the morning placing the depu-

ties. The members of the nobility and the clergy were the first to enter.

They came in by the main entrance. The Due d’Orl^ans was loudly ap-

plauded. He was the only prince of the blood present as a deputy. The
Comte d’Artois, who had been elected at Tarbes, had resigned by the

king’s command.

The deputies of the Third Estate were kept waiting for several hours

in a shed. They entered the hall one by one, by a litdc door, when the

others were already in their scats. The ceremonial of 1614 was rigor-

ously observed, with the exception of one detail which was not ven-

tured upon: th^ spokesman of the Tiers Etat was supposed to address

the king on his knees. It was arranged that he should not speak at all.

Mirabeau was greeted on his appearance with some applause, but it

was cut short by murmurs.

The king appeared^ and a few moments later the queen, with some
ladies of the court. The princesses and princes of the blood took their
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places right and left of the king. The officials in their brilliant uniforms

were ranged in a semicircle.

All the deputies, including the humiliated members of the Tiers, were
sincerely and deeply attached to their king. When Louis XVI took off

his hat to read his speech, all eyes were fixed affectionately on his

placid face. But it was a haughty and even a censorious speech: “A gen-

eral unrest and an exaggerated desire for innovations have taken posses-

sion of men’s minds, and would end by leading opinion entirely astray

if we did not hasten to stop them by a meeting for wise and moderate

counsel.” The king appealed to “the sentiments of a generous nation

whose love for its kings has always been its distinctive characteristic.”

“He is interrupted in the reading,” wrote the ambassador of the United

States, “by acclamations so warm and of such lively affection that the

tears start from my eyes in spite of myself.”

Mirabeau, according to one of his friends, had come to this royal

session with the intention of speaking, in spite of the etiquette that for-

bade speaking in the king’s presence without permission. This friend,

Frochot, later prefect of the Seine, preserved among his papers the

speech which Mirabeau had prepared but had been unable to deliver,

according to him, because the king, seeing him stand up, stood up at

the same time and put an end to the session. But it is not very likely

that at that moment, at the very opening of the States General, Mira-

beau intended or would have ventured to commit such a sensational

and provocative act. In the course of this undelivered speech Mirabeau

urged the king to settle the question that was agitating all minds in the

Assembly; “Shall the orders separate or remain united?” The answer

given to that question “will decide the fate of the Assembly and,” added

Mirabeau, with striking prevision, “perhaps of the monarchy.”

From the superb entourage, in uniform or court dress, that formed

a semicircle round the king, a man in plain civilian clothes emerged,

He was himself a member of the humiliated Third Estate. But he spoke

as a minister of the king, of an absolute monarch. It was Necker.

His speech was in fact the true reason for the convocation of the States

General. It placed in front of the nation the deficit which the govern-

ment was unable to cover. The situation was, however, by no means

desperate. In his long account, which lasted nearly three hours, exhaust-

ing Necker and compelling him to turn it over to a reader to finish,

he admitted a deficit of fifty-six millions. But he demonstrated at once

that, thanks to his financial skill, he would easily cover it.

“The general inference from the speech,” wrote Mirabeau, “is that

Necker bought he could be not only the nioderator but the Iqfislator
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of France, and that the only thing for which he wanted States General

was to provide the necessary sanction for his conceptions. His domineer-

ing tone was resented.”

Disappointment had not yet been voiced, and this opening session

ended in a thunder of acclamation. The crowd outside the building

took up the Assembly’s warm applause with shouts of “l.ong live

Necker!” and he was escorted to his house by a procession. But the

enthusiasm died down as soon as his adversary’s sharp criticism appeared.

“Thanks to the blows Mirabeau rains upon him in the second of his peri-

odical sheets, the man and the speech have been torn to pieces in Paris

for the last week,” noted a friend of Nccker.

Mirabeau had ended with a warning of which Necker, to his mis-

fortune, took no account: '^'Let us hope that the Minister of Finance

will understand that the time has passed for manoeuvres; that it is im-

possible to resist the current of public opinion; that it is necessary to

have its aid or go under; that the reign of intrigue and charlatanism is

over; that the cabals will perish at his feet if he is faithful to principles,

and will quickly beat him if he departs from them; that, strong in an

unprecedented popularity, he has nothing to fear but his desertion of

his own cause.”

3

“His Majesty having made known to the deputies of the three orders

his intention that they should assemble today. May 6, the deputies arc

informed that the place assigned for their reception will be read]^ at

9 A.M.” The nobility and the clergy met separately in the places as-

signed to them. The Tiers

y

the most numerous, was assigned the great

hall. It went there on the morning of May 6, and, profiting by the am-

biguity of the royal convocation, which seemed to imply a joint meet-

ing of the three orders, awaited the arrival of the other deputies. The
government realized its tactical error, but could no longer remedy it.

The Tiers stopped where it was and waited—to the obviousiconfusion

of the enemies of the popular cause, as Mirabeau wrote in his account

of the sittings of May 8, 9, and 1 1. In his journal he gave this picture of

these first meetings of the Tiers: “Picture more than five hundred indi-

viduals thrown into a hall, without knowing each other, brought to-

gether from all parts, without a leader, without a hierarchy, all free, all

equal; none of them with any right to command, none of them feeling

any call to obey, and all, in the French way, wanting to be heard before

listening.” This mass of men, undecided yet as to their course, wanted
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above all to prevent any appearance of being formed into a chamber.

Mirabeau inserted in his journal a reply to criticisms of the deputies:

“So much the better that you find it difficult to set yourselves in order;

so much the better that you have men of strong feelings among you,

and fiery speakers. Time and experience will correct dl these short-

comings. But if the must in a tun does not ferment violently, if it docs

not fight against its container almost to the point of breaking it, the

resulting liquor will never be anything but a flat and insipid hevtrzgc.^

He wanted to give these inexperienced men precedents in parliamen-

tary procedure to consider. Etienne Dumont, who had returned to Paris

to obtain, with support from “the divinity of the moment,’* Necker, the

rehabilitation of the Genevese exiles, was asked by Mirabeau to trans-

late a work by Romilly on the rules observed by the House of Commons.
Romilly had compiled it with a great deal of labour, for no written

record existed. Mirabeau had the translation printed at once and placed

copies in the office of the Assembly. But if the deputies were em-
barrassed by their inexperience, they werfe ambitious to create some-

thing new and unprecedented in history. “We arc not in England,” they

said. “We arc not English and have no need of Englishmen.”

There was ardent discussion in the Salle dcs Menus Plaisirs. But the

discussion was no less heated outside the Assembly. Everywhere com-
mittees were being formed. Everywhere amateur legislators were de-

livering speeches. Dumont was present at one of these committees, in

Claviirc’s house, and he brought away from it a deep disgust for “aD

the babbling of these windbags.” Yet this severe and rather pedantic

critic was infected in spite of himself by the passion for big general

ideas and for the public weal: “I was electrified amid this nation emerg-

ing from the circle of its frivolities.”

These men of the Third Estate, summoned for the first time in the

history of their country, to express their opinion, were helped by the

experience of the bar. More than half the deputies were lawyers or

magistrates. But their eloquence, which they had so much pleasure in

displaying, was frustrated at first by the impossible arrangements in

the hall. Mirabeau wrote in his journal that “only a stentorian voice

can make itself heard. And to limit ourselves to the strong lungs is to

deprive ourselves of many good heads.” He called for semicircular rows

of seats as in an amphitheatre; but the indispensable reforms in seating

were not effected until later, with the energetic intervention of Dr.

Guillotin, after his election to the Assembly as a deputy for Paris.

Mirabeau also recommeiided t^t the deputies restrain their “French

Itch to spdik without listening and to interrupt those who are speaking.”
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®^®racially he recommended patience: “At the moment your method

action is to keep still: your army is excellently encamped; be careful

irio make no movements: beware of eagerness to act; to temporize is not

to lose time but to gain it. France and Europe are watching you at-

tentively, but not impatiently; do not yourselves grow impatient. Begin

by settling your rules; determine your methods of taking action and of

speaking; take a fortnight, if necessary, over these preliminaries; a fort-

night is nothing in the age-long history in which you figure.”

4

**Novus rerum nascitur ordd"—“A new order of things is coming to

birth”—^was the motto of the joutnal Etats geniraux, published by Mira-

beau from the opening of the Assembly. It aroused attention at once

among the public, and among the foreign diplomats; the Genevese min-

ister wrote to his secretary of state: “I will send you a journal which-

Mirabeau is making of the bperations of the States; it will be curious

on account of the author’s freedom and critical spirit.’'

On May 7 the journal was suppressed by a decree of the Council.

Mirabeau was indignant: “It is true, then, that, far from enfranchising

the nation, all that is being attempted is to rivet its shackles!” From the

fitst he made the clearest distinction between the government and the

king. “It is fortunate, gentlemen, that these prescriptions, which the cir-

cumstances render yet more criminal, cannot be imputed to the mon-

arch. No one today is unaware that the decrees of the Council are

eternal falsifications, to which the ministers do not hesitate to pot the

king's name.”

“Twenty-five millions of votes demand the liber^ of the press,” he

wrote. “The nation and the king unanimously demand the collaboration

of aU the enlightened. And at this moment, after lullii^ us witit an iUu-

aoty ai^ perfidious tolerance, a ministry, claiming to be popular, has

the effrontery to place our thoughts under seal, to favour^ traffic

in lies, and.to treat as contraband the indispensable esqiortation of the

truth.”

Bravii^ prcffiibitions, Mirabeau broug|it out on May 10 the first of

the Lettres du Comte de Mkabem dm cotmkttmts—betters of Count

Mkabem to Hit Constftuems—h^uauug widi a vehement protest

against the prohibition of his journaL The jmrtest awoke pastionate

echoes. Target depounced the decree of the Council tf the meeting

of the electors of the Third Estate for the dty of Paris, which joined

m his protest and daimed the liberty of die press. TIm govenundit
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found itself obliged to give way. On May 19 the Keeper of the Seals

notified the press that “the government approves the reporting by jour-

nalists of what goes on in the States General, but they must abstain

from all comment.”

Thereafter Mirabeau’s Lettres were published undisturbed, in spite

of their often violent commentaries. Mirabeau felt a legitimate pride in

his victory.

He had been disappointed, however, with his reception in the As-

sembly. The reputation that had preceded him aroused as much dis-

trust as curiosity. After his triumphs in Provence he met in Paris the

frigidity of moralists and the slanders of the envious. There were allega-

tions of unworthy manoeuvres that had secured his election, and even

suggestions to annul it during the verification of mandates.

In these first days of May 1789 Mirabeau was, in fact, ill. He had

exhausted himself in Provence. He was suffering from attacks of fever,

and from jaundice, to which he paid no attention and from which he

never entirely recovered. A state of morbid overexcitement rendered

him particularly sensitive to the attitude adopted toward him. Even in-

significant details wounded him. With a feminine susceptibility he felt

every pinprick as a wound. He was faced by a conspiracy of mediocri-

ties that was difficult to evade. But from the first he stood up before his

colleagues as a mentor. He sharply criticized their naive enthusiasm and

their confirmed respect for the authorities. “Let us hope that in future

the representatives of the nation will have a better sense of the dignity

of their functions, their mission, their character—that, in fact, instead

of giving Europe the spectacle of young schoolboys escaped from the

rod and mad with joy because they arc promised an extra day’s holiday

in the week, they will show themselves men and the elite of a nation

which needs nothing but a constitution to make it the foremost in the

world.” He spoke of his colleagues, says Dumont, with the utmost

disdain, “and foresaw that all would be lost through their vanity and

their jealousy of any signs of distinction.”

But Mirabeau was one of those whom disappointments stimulate.

Exhausted, ne multiplied his efforts. Rebuffed, he exhibited indomitable

courage. He promised himself that he would “make them see that they

will have to reckon with me.”

5

"*Lct there be no repeating of pompous commonplaces about thc^

necessity for conciliation,” said Mirabeau on May 18 from the tribune
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of die Assembly. “Nothing is easier than for the thoughdess, or even

for good citizens more conscientious than well informed and more
zealous than far-seeing, to be caught by that quack remedy; for all who
are good-hearted want concord and peace; but the cleat-sighted know
also that a durable peace can have no other basis than justice.”

It was his first intervention in the Assembly. The question of the

verification of mandates wjs being hotly debated. The Tiers demanded

joint verification. The two first orders, meeting separately, informed

the Tiers that the nobility had pronounced by one hundred and eighty-

eight votes to forty-seven in favour of verification by the orders, and

the clergy, more divided in opinion, by one hundred and thirty-three

to one hundred and fourteen. The deadlock had now lasted ten days.

“The commons have persisted so far in a system of immobility which,

by means of the omnipotence of inertia, will bring them victory over

everything and everybody if they can keep to it,” wrote Mirabeau to

Mauvillon.

But the Tiers were impatient. Rabaut de Saint-Etienne proposed the

appointment of commissioners to confer with those of the nobility and

clergy. Aiirabeau opposed the motion, which, he said, “takes no account

at all of the arrogant conduct of the nobles. If,” he proceeded, “we want

to pursue fanher the paths of conciliation, it is to the clergy . . . that

we should address ourselves.” Saint-Etienne’s motion was, however,

adopted. The first meetings between the commissioners of the three

orders produced no result.

“The nobles’ arguments,” said Mirabeau on May 17, “may be re-

duced to these few words: We do not want to meet to judge common
mandates. Our reply is very ample: We want to verify mandates in

common” He c^ed for a formal and numerous deputation to the

clergy, to ask them to join in a fresh effort with the nobles. His mo-
tion was adopted, and a deputation was sent. The parish priests were

for agreeing at once, but the bishops preferred to temporize.

The king himself then intervened, though, wrote Mirabeau in his

journal, “we have not given the slightest pretext for the intervention

of authority. . . . Such a mediator as the king can never leave real free-

dom to the parties whom he desires to conciliate. . . . Who does not

feel how difficult it is to say no to him who for so long has said, with-

out discussion and without participation, 7r is my wUF?”
No member of the Tiers yet dreamed of disturbing the immense

prestige of the king; at a much later date even Robespierre vehemently

disclaimed republicanism. But Mirabeau saw in the I^g’s intervention

a trap laid by those w1k> “have given him an incorrect account of die
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situation. A trap if the king’s desire is deferred to; a trap if it is met

with refusal.” He proposed to the Assembly that an address to the

king should be drawn up; but the Assembly decided instead on a depu-

tation. The elections for Paris had ended on May 25 and had brought

an important accession to the commons of personalities such as Bailly,

author of a history of astronomy, who was soon elected its doyen. It

was he who was to ask for an audience with the king. Mirabeau ener-

getically objected to going through the master of ceremonies and in-

duced the Assembly to resolve that deputies of the commons could

not recognize any intermediary between the king and the representa-

tives of his people.

This new rule (Mirabeau was always to be particularly jealous of

the dignity of the Assembly) came as a surprise to the court. But the

dauphin’s illness caused a postponement of the audience. The dauphin

died. The audience was fixed for the beginning of June. In court cir-

cles it was seriously discussed whether the representatives of the Tiers

ought to kneel before the king; but no one dared to impose this cm
them. When the deputation from the commons was received by the

king, Bailly delivered a loyal message, but the king confined himself

to generalities; all the orders of the States had “an equal right to my
bounty, and you may count on my protection and my benevolence.”

Conferences continued without producing any result. Necker put

forward a plan that the orders should proceed separately to verifica-

tion of mandates and should communicate the results to each other;

cases in dispute should be submitted to a mixed commission and in the

last resort to the king’s arbitrament. Mirabeau hotly opposed the plan

as “an attack on the rights of the nation.”

More than a month had passed since the opening of the States Gen-

erah “The time lost in appearance,” wrote Dumont, “had been made
good use of by the deputies of the Tiers. They had secured public fa-

vour; the people, seeing only the surface, regarded the nobility and

the clergy "as obstinately refusing everything. . . . The people of Ver-

sailles had acquired the habit of insulting in the streets and at the doors

of the Assembly those whom they called the aristocrats. The people of

Paris, so easy to govern, so docile when they are calm, were gradually

being filled with inflammable gas like a balloon.”

But Mirabeau knew that the decisive battle had not yet started. He
wrote to Mauvillon; “The horizon is so clouded that it would be more
than rash to predict what will happen. But the few true citizens and
enlightened men in the rabble of the National Assembly will do well

to win the great course of the Revolution or to flee to America; for
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if the judicial aristocracy at least is not killed, the vengeance of feudal-

ism and of judgery will be endless and boundless.”

6

‘‘Miirabeau is not yet listened to, though he speaks a lot,” wrote the

Vicomte de Mirabeau in the satirical review he had founded about

the beginning of June, La Lanteme magique. He had been elected to the

States General by the nobility of Limoges. He took the line diametrically

opposed to his brother’s. He had no other means of making his mark.

He was a wretched speaker, stammering pitifully if he had to read a

speech, but he had a gift of ready repartee. This mass of flesh—he

weighed over sixteen stone—exuded humour seasoned with malice. In

the shadow of that colossus his brother, the only part remaining for

him was that of Falstaff, but he had higher ambitions. His pitiless fa-

ther, however, in spite of his marked preference for him, quickly dis-

illusioned him. According to one of the friends of the viscount, he sub-

mitted to his father one day the manuscript of an important speech; the

old marquis sent it back to him with the remark: “If I had a brother like

yours in the States General and if I were you, I should let my brother

do the talking and keep my mouth shut.”

The viscount revenged himself by loading his brother with sarcasms.

He drew upon his intimate knowledge of him for sharp thrusts that

w'ent home, envenomed slanders and cruel mockery of his weaknesses.

But Gabriel dc Mirabeau never replied to these attacks from so in-

ferior an adversary. He treated him with an indulgence that covered,

perhaps, not only contempt but some affection.

The viscount had observed with the accuracy of family hatred:

though Mirabeau had spent himself during that first month of the As-

sembly, he was not yet listened to. To the nobles a renegade, to the

Tiers he was suspect from the very fact of his origin. His bourgeois

colleagues, Mounier for instance, called him Monsieur le Comte with

malicious intent. One day a deputy referred to this. Mirabeau exclaimed:

“1 attach so little importance to my title of count that anyone who wants

it may have it; the finest title, the only one of which I am proud, is

that of representative of a great province and of a large number of my
fellow-citizens.” The remark was repeated by the gazettes, and added

to the number of his enemies among the nobility; the old marquis

thought it improper.

Duroverai, who had drawn up the Genevese code, was thoroughly

familiar with the routme of popular assemblies. He was not always easy
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to work with; he imposed his advice with peremptory authority and

sometimes with asperity. But, according to Mirabcau, Duroverai and

Dumont were men ‘of the first order,” “men of gold.” He induced them

to work for him by stimulating their ambition through thp very

vehemence of the confidence he showed in them. He took Duroverai

“in a way as mentor, and consulted him on every step of any im-

portance,” said Dumont.

In these first days of the Assembly, when visitors entered without

difficulty, the two Genevese followed Mirabeau into the hall during

sittings. Duroverai, full of his duties as mentor, whispered advice, and

even passed chits to him when he was speaking. One day a deputy asked

his neighbour who the stranger was. The answer he received led him

to suppose that the time had come for making a sensation. He asked

that individuals other than deputies should be made to leave, and added:

“There is one especially, a foreigner, proscribed by his own country

. . . with a pension from the King of England, whom we have seen

for several days writing notes and sending them about the hall, and it is

particularly this man that I denounce.”

In the tense state of the Assembly this denunciation unloosed a storm.

There was a confusion of shouts from all sides: “Who is he? Where
is he? We must have his name.” Fifty deputies rose to speak. So serious

an accusation, at that time of taut nerves, might have cost Duroverai

dearly. Dumont was “frozen with fear.”

Mirabcau’s voice, calm and powerful, was heard from his seat: “Gen-

tlemen, I recognize with the last speaker that no individual who is not

himself a deputy, whether he be a native or a foreigner, should be

seated among us. But the sacred rights of friendship, the most holy rights

of humanity, the respect I show to this Assembly of children of our

mother-country and of friends of peace, alike require me to separate

the reminder in regard to public order from the denunciation, the really

hateful work of the informer, which the last speaker did not hesitate

to add.”

Mirabcau, redoubtable in his calmness, dominated the unrest. With
his vibrant voice he described the man who had been denounced as

“one of the worthiest of respect among the citizens of the world. Never
did freedom have a more enlightened, a more hard-working, a more dis-

interested defender.” He spoke of the law of which this man was the

author, “a law that consecrates this great truth, that all states have per-

ished, or let us rather say that they deserved to perish, for having op-

pre^ed their subjects and failed to realize that one preserves one’s lib-

erty only by respecting that of one’s brethren.”
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The courage with which Mlrabeau faced the storm of indignation

to defend a friend, the courage that impresses any popular assembly,

gained him a hearing from all present. He did not deny that Duroverai

had been given a pension by the English government. “It was a sort of

civic crown awarded by the modern nation which the tutelary genius

of the human race seems to have placed more specially in charge of

the worship of freedom.”

Mirabeau concluded: “In other days a man in peril embraced the

altars, and found in them an inviolable sanctuary: this hail is to become
the temple which in the name of the French people you are erecting

to liberty! Will you suffer a martyr of this liberty to suffer an outrage

within its walls?”

Duroverai was saved. Frenzied applause broke out on all sides. Mira-

beau was the centre of universal enthusiasm. “Nothing of such force

and dignity had yet been heard” in the Assembly, wrote Dumont. Mira-

beau’s first great success as an orator was due to a spontaneous reaction

of friendship.

7

“We must put an end to inaction. Cut the painter, the time has come!”
declared the Abb^ Siey^ on June lo amid general enthusiasm. He had

been elected a deputy for Paris, the twentieth and last in the list at the

third ballot: the man who was to give the Third Estate its doctrine

nearly nussed membership in its representative body.

He had become the oracle of the Tiers since the publication of his

pamphlet on the eve of the States General, under the title which Cham-
fort claimed to have suggested: Qu'est-ce que le Tiers itat?. “What Is

the Third Estate? Everything. What has it been until now in the po-

litical order? Nothing. What does it demand to become? Something.”

He had given it the theory of the tabula rasa, so seductive for new
men: “It seems to me that to judge what is happening by what has hap-

pened is to judge the known by the unknown. It is more correct to

judge the pa^ by the present, and to agree that the pretended historic

verities have no more reality than the pretended religious verities.”

Siey^ brought into the chaos his cold logician’s clarity. The fifth

child of a land agent at Frejus, near Cannes, he had shown from child-

hood a special aptitude for mathematics. Poverty drove him into the

Church. But, as in the case of Talleyrand, his superiors soon saw that

he was quite unsuited to clerical life. This unwilling abb£ devoted his

brilliant intellect to die study of social problons. Politics was for fiim
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an abstract speculation concerned not with an unpredictable human
being, but with some invariable mathematical unit.

His language, too,'was that of a scientist, lacking the emphasis of his

time. He despised the eloquence of his contemporaries. Disappointing

as an orator, and later embittered by his lack of immediate success, he

sat through these early Assembly debates with his thin lips disdainfully

compressed, an enigmatic and solitary figure. But he imposed his theory.

In his pamphlet he had already maintained that the nobility and the

clergy had mandates from only two hundred thousand individuals,

while the deputies of the third order represented twenty million. The
conclusion he drew was: “The Tiers alone cannot form the States

General. All the better! It will form a National Assembly.”

The nobles had saved the Tiers the trouble of rejecting the concilia-

tion proposals put forward by the royal commissioners by making

reservations that showed the uselessness of continuing the negotiations.

In his intervention of June lo the Abb^ Sicyis called for the dispatch of

a last summons to the privileged chambers to unite with the Third Estate

in the Hall of the States, and to inform them that during the day there

would be a roll-call of aU the orders.

An address to the king was drawn up to explain the commons’ de-

cision. But next day it was learnt that the king had not yet received

it “because he was hunting.”

The alphabetical roll-call of nobles and clergy proceeded in silence.

But when Poitou was reached three curfe presented themselves with

their mandates and passed them in to the office “This action was loudly

applauded. The three venerable pastors were embraced by their co-

deputies,” Mlrabeau reported in his journal. And on June 14 more cur^
presented their mandates to the commons.

The Assembly .was virtually constituted. Bailly changed his title of

doyen to that of president. Officers were appointed; minutes of the

proceedings were drawn up, and the jour^ of the Chamber was

printed.

“The absentees who have been summoned cannot prevent those

present from exercising full powers,” declared the Abb6 Siey^ on

June 15, “especially when the exercise of those powers is an impera-

tive and pressing duty.” The Assembly declared diat the common task

of national restoration “can and should be begun without delay by the

deputies present, and diey should pursue it without interruption.” This

attii^ of June 15 had been, said Mirabeau’s journal, “one of the most

remarkable yet held, in the gravity of its business and in the number of

persons who took part” It lasted from nine o’clock in the mormxtg
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until ten at night, and was witnessed by Arthur Young, who was then

travelling in France. Accustomed to the traditional discipline of the

English Parliament, he was indignant at the applause and noisy demon-

strations of approval or disapproval permitted to spectators in the gal-

leries. He was also shocked by the disorder in the hall. “At one time

today there were a hundred members on their feet, and M. Bailly was

unable to restore order.”

Mirabcau was ill that day and not in possession of his normal energy.

‘‘I have never been less capable than today of discussing an important

question and speaking before you. ... I ask therefore for great in-

dulgence for what I am going to say,” he said as he came to the tribune.

But Arthur Young declared: “M. de Mirabcau spoke without the help

of a single note, for nearly ail hour, with a warmth, an animation, an

eloquence that should give him thv right to be called an orator.”

Mirabeau asked the Assembly to pass at the same time a series of

resolutions in which principles should be established, among others

^‘that no tax can legally exist without the express consent of the people

through its representatives and that in consequence all the present taxes

are illegal and arc declared by the Assembly to be null and suppressed

by law,”

In spite of his eloquence, and perhaps because of an instinctive reac-

tion against it, Mirabeau did not carry the day. Arthur Young, although

a foreigner, quickly perceived this anomaly: “Among all sorts of peo-

ple you will hear praise of the talents of the Comte de Mirabeau; he is

the foremost writer, the foremost orator of France. Yet he could not

count on six votes of confidence in the States General.”

8

The foreign visitor noticed particularly in this sitting of June 1 5 “quite

a young man” who “improvised with a great deal of warmth and

animation; some of his phrases were so happily turned, and he spoke so

eloquently, that he received a great deal of applause.” This young man
was Bamave, son of a hwycr of Grenoble, and himself a lawyer when
he was only nineteen. He was now no more than twenty-eight, and
looked younger. Through his mother he was of noble extraction.

Launched early into public life, he devoted himself* to it to the exclu-

sion of every other interest. The family fortune sheltered him from ma-
terial cares.

He gained the sympathy of the Assembly from the first. “No one/’

he explained, “saw in me a rival, and everyone could see in me a useful
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pupil or adherent.” But as soon as he discovered that someone was try-

ing to win his allegiance, he became refractory. One of the persons

whose influence he most distrusted was Mirabeau, toward whom he

showed hostility from the first. In this sitting of June 15 Barnave at-

tacked Mirabeau for the first time, warning the Assembly against an

eloquence that might arouse terror and indignation. Mirabeau did not

depart from his courtesy in rejecting “the opinion ventured by a prcvi-

* ous speaker whose youth may well add to my esteem for his talents;

but that is no title to impose them on me.” Barnave had questioned the

need for the royal sanction. “For my part, gentlemen,” exclaimed Mira-

beau, “I think the king’s veto so necessary that I would rather live at

Constantinople than in France if he had not one. I can imagine nothing

more terrible than the sovereign aristocracy of six hundred persons,

who tomorrow might make themselves irremovable, next day heredi-

tary, and would end, like the aristocracies of all countries, by invading

everything.”

At bottom, Mirabeau had a sort of indulgent sympathy for a young

man so well endowed; he knew himself to be sufficiently superior to him

to be able to forgive his aggressiveness. But later he noted in a single

phrase the limitations that made of Barnave’s great promise a transitory

glory and a second-rate man: “There is no divinity in him.”

Debates on the name to be chosen for the Assembly continued in a

tense atmosphere. The various motions were put to a vote; and, as often

happens at times of tension, the solution came unexpectedly from an

undistinguished source. An obscure deputy, Lcgrand, had proposed on

the first day the adoption of the title already in common use, “National

Assembly.” On June 16 Sieyes accepted Legrand’s motion, and the title

was adopted by an overwhelming majority.

Alarming rumours began to spread. A contemporary wrote: “It was

rumoured that a certain number of deputies were to be arrested; beds

had been prepared in the Bastille and at Vincennes, and the orders had

been signed. Some took up arms to resist, others slept away from their

homes; terror reigned in the Assembly. In the evening the deputies said

as they separated; ‘Till tomorrow, if we axe still here.’
”

The Assembly parried the danger of repression by adopting Mira-

beau’s proposal and declaring all existing taxes illegal; it granted legality

temporarily “until the day of the first separation of the Assembly, from

whatever cause.”

The Jower clergy, carried away by thq daring of the Tiers^ decided

on June 19 to join it. The nobles sent an address to the king^ lamenting

that the Tiers had assumed the rights of the king md of the other orders.
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The bishops also hurried to the king to try to prevent the clergy from

going over to the Tiers.

9

“Mirabeau was, perhaps, the only man in the Assembly who saw the

Revolution from the first in its true spirit, that of a total subversion,”

wrote Malouet in his MSmoires. Malouet was the only intendant elected

by the Tiers; an enlightened conservative, he was to be overwhelmed

by events. He was one of those upright officials who make the greatness

of a country. He had been an administrator at San Domingo and in

Guiana, and everywhere he had made the regime he represented popu-

lar. The brilliant career that he owed to his own capacity, without the

protection of royal mistresses or of courtiers, had enabled him to pre-

serve the fundamental idealism of a man who believed in the virtue of

reforms and the might of reason: ”I had so firm a belief in all the im-

provement possible in the government of France that I would have

sacrificed everything, except ho'nour, to secure election as a deputy.”

But after being elected at Riom in his absence he was disheartened by
his first contact with his constituents. “I was on the point of resigning

after I had seen petits bourgeois, entirely uninstructed practitioners and

lawyers, discussing public affairs, quoting Rousseau, declaiming vehe-

mently against tyranny and abuses, and each of them bringing forward

a propos^ constitution. I thought of all the disaster that such extrava-

gances could produce in a wider theatre, and I came to Paris very dis-

contented with •m}rself, with my fellow-citizens, and with the ministers

who were precipitating us into this ab)^” He was a thoroughly hon-

est man, second-rate but with excellent intentions, with a fine intellect

but limited by an ingrained conventionality; his fate had thrown him
into surroundings that were toe much for him.

He was horrified by Mirabeau’s vehemence and what he called his

lack of moral smse. Mirabeau for his part ridiculed in his journal

Malouet’s timorous appeals to the Assembly. But Duroverai was in

touch with Malouet, whom he had known at Geneva, and induced him
to give ass^tance to the Genevese exiles. He arranged a meeting be-

tween Mirabeau and Malouet. To Malouet’s great surprise, he found in

tile man whom he r^arded as a dangerous tribune ideas very close to

his own. Mirabeau met him in Im usual style with direct flattery: *1

know you are one of the wi» frimds of freedom, as I am myseff; you
are afraid of the storms that are gatiiering, and I am no less so.” He de-

scribed the dangers of the situationwhh an eloquence ixqrond Mabuetis
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reach. “There are hotheads and dangerous men among us as well as in

the two first orders; not every man of intelligence is possessed of com-
mon sense, and among the duffers I know more than one who are capa-

ble of putting a match to the powder barrels. Thus the question is

whether the mbnarchy and the monarch will survive the coming storm,

or the mistakes made, and the others that will infallibly be made, will

engulf us all.” He knew that Malouet was very devoted to Necker; he

knew, too, that he was a friend of Montmorin—the two ministers who
“virtually form the whole of the king’s council.” “I do not like either

of them,” Miral^cau proceeded, “and I do not suppose that they care for

me; it matters little whether wc like each other if we can come to an

understanding. They must have a plan of supporting or opposing cer-

tain principles. If this plan is reasonable within the monarchical system,

I undertake tp support it, and to use every means at my disposal and all

my influence to prevent the invasion of democracy.”

Mirabeau’s sincerity and urgency impressed Malouet. He went in

search of Necker. He found him with Montmorin, who remembered

Mirabeau’s recent indiscretion in the» publication of his secret history.

Necker, with his big head thrown back and his eyes on the ceiling, de-

clared with a superior and indifferent air that Mirabcau had no standing

and could not have any. In the end he yielded to Malouet’s pressure and

granted Mirabcau an interview for the next day. Montmorin pretended

that he could not be present. He suggested that Malouet, too, should

not trouble Necker with his presence. Malouet, who gave way to this pre-

cautibn for the moment, grew angry about it later, “as if M. dc Mira-

bcau had been a man who would grossly and cravenly sell himself.”

Later he bitterly regretted his absence. He saw Mirabcau arrive next

day at the Assembly in flaming wrath. Stepping over the deputies’

benches, Mirabcau rapped out: “Your man is a fool, he will hear

from me.” Necker had received Mirabeau with an air of condescension

and had let fall, with a lordly sneer, these words: “Monsieur, M. Ma-
louet tells me that you have proposals to make to me. What arc

they?”

“My proposal is to bid you good day,” replied Mirabeau hotly as he

went to the door.

DurOverai continued to lavish advice on Malouet and to make use

of his influence with Necker. “Duroverai,” wrote Dumont, “formed

the plan of a royal session. Its object was to do by royal authority what

the commons had done by destroying the royal authority, and to or-

der the nobility and the clergy to join the Assembly, so t^t this onion

should be the work of the king and not of a decree of the Tim. Malouet
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entered entirely into the views of Duroverai and secured Nccker’s

agreement. The plan was adopted by the king.”

The king was then at Marly, where he gave the order for the Coun-

cil to meet. Necker was so self-centred that he took no account of

the state of mind of those whose interests he was serving. The Marquis

de Ferriercs wrote to his wife: “You could not imagine the frightful

fury of the leaders, the financiers, the parlemeiits against Necker:

slanders, pamphlets in which he is denounced to the king as the most

dangerous of men; others in which he is covered with ridicule.” In

the end their arguments penetrated the obtuse mind of Louis XVL
Just when Necker was submitting the plan for the royal session and

the declarations he had drawn up, the king, according to Barentin,

Keeper of the Seals, was becoming alive “for the first time to the depth

of the abyss to the edge of Which M. Necker had brought him.”

Necker had understood the Tiers no better than he had understood

the aristocracy. He had thought up to the last moment that Sicyes’ mo-
tion would be rejected. At Marly he met with an opposition the vio-

lence of which he had had no suspicion. Barentin fought his proposed

declarations as “infringing the fundamental laws of the kingdom and

bound to lead to the destruction of the monarchy.” Necker wanted

to accept in silence as an accomplished fact the constitution of the

National Assembly. The court party was revolted by the idea. “The
presence of the king,” wrote Barentin, “kept our indignation within

bounds.” When the Council resumed its sittings at Versailles, with the

king’s brothers present to support the diehards, Necker, discomposed

by their presence, gave way, according to Barentin, to every suggestion.

Mirabeau knew nothing of the scheme his friends had elaborated.

Claviere, “who could never keep a secret,” told Mirabeau at the moment
when the Council had made its decisions. He was furious. “Duroverai,”

he exclaimed to Dumont, “did not think me worth consulting. I know
he thinks me a^iadman with lucid intervals. But I should have told him

at once what advantage would be taken of his measure. These brutal

forms cannot be employed with an clastic character like that of the

French, To suggest such devices to M. Necker, of all men!” And, to

Dumont’s consternation, he positively added: “That is the way kings

are led to the scaffold.”

lO

On June ao, in heavy rmu^ deputies of the Tiers found the doors

of the assembly hall at Versailles closed and guarded by soldiers. The
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hcralds-at-arms announced that the sittings were suspended until the

22nd, when there would be a royal session.

The closing of the Salle des Menus Plaisirs had been decreed in order

that the necessary preparations might be made for the decoration of

the throne. Nothing better than a brick had been devised for damming
an irresistible current. The deputies, informed of the king’s intentions,

according to Bailly, *‘as the inhabitants of a town are informed of the

closing of a show,” gathered in the rain. Bailly induced the guards to

let him enter to take away some papers. Indignation spread from group

to group. These hundreds of men, representing more than twenty mil-

lions of the king’s subjects^ found themselves shut out like naughty

schoolboys; they were filled with the sort of anger that does not die

down. The day before they had still been disunited; now they were

unanimous in their indignation. The prudent and the timorous were car-

ried away with the most violent. Complete agreement, such as weeks

of discussion could not have achieved, was cemented by this humilia-

tion.

The deputies went in search of shelter. Dr. Guillotin, always practical,

proposed the Tennis Court. “They encouraged each other as they went,

and promised never to separate, and to resist to the death,” wrote Rabaut

dc Saint-Etienne.

The Tennis Court with its high bare walls added, in its incongruous

nudity, a strange majesty to this grave hour. Bailly refused a chair in

front of his standing colleagues. “The people who besieged the door,”

continued Rabaut de Saint-Etienne, “showered benedictions on their

representatives. Soldiers disobeyed in order to come and guard the en-

trance of this new sanctuary of liberty.” The great sonorous shell

echoed the hum of voices. There were indignant shouts demanding,

says Bailly, “that the Assembly should transfer its session to Paris and

leave at once on foot in a body.”

Sieyis was already drawing up a motion to this effect. But Mounier

proposed an oath which at that moment ^uld bind all the deputies.

Mounting a table hastily brought up, he read the oath, couched in

terms of juristic* precision: “All the mefitbers of this Assembly shall at

onc^ take a solemn oath never to separate, and to assemble wherever

circumstances demand, until the constitution of the kingdom has been

established and consolidated on firm foundations.”

All raised their arms, and the hundreds of voices pronouncit^ the

oadi rose to the high roof, with its golden flcurs-de-lis on a blue field.

The voices were.heard in the street and were welcomed with frenzied

applause. But the crowd’s cry was “Vive U RoiP^
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Courtiers prowled about the Tennis Court, alarmed, “to try to dis-

cover what diabolical machinations were under way.” “It is Milton’s

pandemonium,” one of them said; “it is the opening of a Long Parlia-

ment, and the only thing now is to find out who is its Cromwell.”

The Due des Cars hurried to the Comte d’Artois. He suggested to

him that the- Tennis Court should be surrounded by troops, and “the

mutineers arrested and sent to the parlement, which will administer

prompt and proper justice to them.” The count at once found his way
to the king’s Council. But he was opposed by Necker. “The cursed

Genevese objected to everything,” he reported, pale and disfigured

with excitement. Necker still had sufficient standing to be able to pre-

vent the king from taking violent action, which in any case was re-

pugnant to the king’s natural indecision.

The alarm raised by the courtiers engendered grave rumours. The
news spread that all the deputies were to be arrested. The intoxication

of the moment was followed by alarm among the weaker-kneed. But

when the deputies confirmed their oath by their signatures, only one

of them evaded doing so. He ran the risk of being tom to pieces, and

Bailly whisked him away through a back door.

But the very apprehensions of the deputies stimulated their courage;

“the most timid shouted loudest,” commented Dumont, that conserva-

tive who had strayed into a great upheaval. “Men were scared out of

their minds; the oath was a pledge of honour, and the deputies of the

Tiers were thenceforward confederates against the royal power.”

II

The sumptuous preparations for the opening of the States General were

started again. But there was deployed in addition, said Mirabeau in his

journal, “the full display of arbitrary power. A numerous guard sur-

rounded the hall of the States General; barriers were set up, and at a

moment when everything should have inspired confidence, the only

thought was for instilling terror. The door of the hall was opened

again to the representatives of the nation, but admittance of the public

was severely prohibited.” The good King Louis was fortifying himself

against contact with his people.

While the atmosphere of confidence was no longer present, the spirit

of trickery remained. The errors of May 5 were repeated. The two
privileged orders were admitted by the main door. The deputies of

the Tiers waited under a wooden gallery, outside a door that was
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dosed. The gallery was too small; many waited in the rain. They waited

a long time. Bailly knocked again and again on the closed door, without

result. The deputies threatened to go away. Only when they began to

carry out this threat was it decided to let them in. The master of (cere-

monies explained the delay by the sudden death of one of the king’s

secretaries. When the deputies entered they found the other two orders

already in their places.

Dumont saw the royal procession form: “I remember the hostile and

triumphant looks of several persons on their way to the chiteau: they

imagined that the victory was already won.” He saw the king leave

the chiteau with the princes of the blood, attended by his bodyguard,

his pages, and his falconers. “The bearing of the Comte d’Artois was full

of pride; the king seemed sad and gloomy; there was a large silent

crowd when the king entered his carriage; we heard the beating of

drums and fanfare, but no cheering from the people, not a single ‘Vive

le Roi'; fear alone prevented expressions of hostility. These brilliant cos-

tumes of the nobles, this magnificence of the throne, seemed the ac-

companiment of a funeral ceremony."

The royal session was deferred from the 22nd to the 23rd. This day’s

postponement enabled the Tiers to make great progress. On June 22, in

the nave of the church of Saint-Louis, which had granted hospitality

to the Assembly, the majority of the clergy joined the Third Estate.

At their head were the Archbishops of Vienne and Bordeaux and the

Bishops of Chartres and Rodez. Two nobles also had the courage to

break with their order.

Next day the Tiers silently entered the Salle des Menus Plaisirs. At
the foot of the platform on which the throne had been set were the

ministers; one chair was empty—^Necker’s. After inspiring this royal

session and discussing the king’s declaration in Council, he had changed

his mind.

Thfc proceedings were more like those of a “bed of justice” than

the debates of a free parliament. Louis XVI, after complaining that

the “disastrous division is creating universal alarm,” read two declara-

tions: “The king yills that the old distinction of the three orders of the

state shall be preserved in its entirety, as essentially bound up. with the

constitution of his kingdom; that the deputies freely elected by each

of the three orders shdl form three chambers, deliberating order by

order, and able, with the sovereign’s approval, to agree to deliberate in

common; they alone can be considered as forming the body of the na-

tion. In consequence, the king has dedared null and void ^e delU>era-
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,

tions of the deputies of the order of the Third Estate on the 17th of

this month, as well as those which may have followed, as illegal and

unconstitutional.”

After the condemnation of its proceedings came the condemnation

of the very purpose of the Assembly: “All properties without exception

shall be constantly respected, and His Majesty expressly includes under

the name of property the tithes, quit-rents, feudal and seignorial rights

and duties, and generally all useful or honorific rights and prerogatives

attached to lands and fiefs or belonging to persons.”

“The king,” Mirabeau commented in his journal, “declares himself

the arbiter of that which is property and that which is not, independ-

ently of the nature of things. Here we may observe that at the reading

of* this article some of the nobles had the indecency to applaud, so

demonstrating that they had too much pride for their avarice or too

much avarice for their pride. Only by dint of cries of paix4a [order]

were they induced to restrain themselves.”

The debates of the Assembly would no longer be open to the public,

declared the king. “Good order, decency, and the very freedom of

voting, demand that His Majesty should prohibit, as he docs expressly,

the presence of any person, other than the members of the three orders

making up the States General, at their deliberations, whether these pro-

ceed in common or separately.”

“What is the meaning,” asked Mirabeau, “of these words ‘decency,’

‘good order’? Here indecency would lie in mystery, disorder in the

secrecy of our operations. This irregular prohibition can have been

conceived only by those who are afraid that their guilty manoeuvres

may be unmasked and who could not show themselves without blush-

in^*

“You have come, gentlemen, to hear the result of my arrangements

and my views,” the king continued; “they are conformable to the lively

desire I have to effect the public good; and if by a misfortune far from

my thought you abandon me in this fine enterprise, I shall work alone

for the good ofmy people; I shall consider myself as alone their true rep-

resentative and, Imowing your briefs, knowing also the perfect agree-

ment that eJdsts between the most general desire of the nation and my
beneficent intentions, I shall have all the confidence that should be in-

spired by so happy a harmony and shall proceed to the end I desire to

attain with ail rite courage and firmness with which it should inspire me.”

“But,” commented Mirabeau, “to attain such an end was it hot use-

less to assemble the representatives of the people? If die monarch is
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free to make laws on the basis of the various provincial representations,

the ministers need only arrange to have these sent by post.”

Louis XVI proceeded, in the spirit of absolutism: “Reflect, gentle-

men, that none of your projects, none of your arrangements, can have

the force of law without my 'special approval. Any mistrust on your

part would be a great injustice. It is I who up to the present have

caused all the happiness of my people; and it is perhaps rare that the

single ambition of a sovereign should be to secure from his subjects that

they shall at last agree to accept his benefits.”

“As if the rights of peoples were benefits from kings,” commented

Mirabeau.

Louis XVI concluded: “I order you, gentlemen, to separate at once

and to go, each of you, tomorrow morning, to the chambers assigned

to your orders, to resume your sittings; in consequence, I order the

grand master of ceremonies to prepare the halls.”

The king rose. The session was ended. Behind the king went slowly

the concourse of guards, courtiers, nobles, ministers, and some of the

clergy. The deputies of the Tiers remained in their scats as if petrified.

Workmen arrived to take down the decorations. They removed the

throne and the dais, the stools and the bunting. The noise of their heavy

steps, of hammering and the shifting of planks, echoed in the silence.

Suddenly, in the presence of the motionless deputies, the men stopped

their work. Vaguely they realized that great things were in preparation

in this strange calm.

The master of ceremonies, the Marquis de Dreux-Br6ze, came in to

see that the king’s orders were being executed. He came in with his

hat on his head. He was received with howls.

He went up to Bailly. “Monsieur, you heard the king’s command?”

“Monsieur, the Assembly adjourned after the royal session; I cannot

dismiss it until that has been discussed,” replied Bailly.

“Is that your reply, and may I inform the king?”

A voice interrupted this dialogue. It was a powerful voice, but a

witness was impressed by its silvery tone.

“Go and tell those who sent you that we are here by the will of the

people, and that we shall not leave except by force of bayonets.”

Mirabeau, who had jumped up from his seat, had no authority at all

to speak in the name of the Assembly. Bailly resented his doing so. But

at that moment Mirabeau incarnated the will of a whole people. Next

day, in reporting his intervention in his own journal, he amplified his

words and at the same time softened them. But witnesses heard only
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that short sentence. It remained indelibly graven in their memory, and

it is in that form that it has passed into history. Vehement shouts came

from all the benches: “That is the wish of the Assembly!”

Even a master of ceremonies, familiar only with traction and the

virtue of precedents, understood that something was happening that

was beyond him. Those words had sounded the knell of Ae regime he

represented. They had sounded the accession of a power of which as yet

he knew nothing. Embarrassed, the Marquis de Dreux-Br6z6 with-

drew,- walking backwards, as the ceremonial required of him in the

royal presence.

Sieyes, cold and logical, recalled the deputies to the next business:

“Today you are what you were yesterday; let us continue.” Mirabeau

proposed that the inviolability of deputies should be decreed at once.

Bailly opposed, thinking that the precaution would be taken as a sign

of weakness. But Mirabeau replied with vivacity: “You do not know
to whom you are exposing yourself! If you do not carry the decree,

sixty deputies will be arrested this night, and you first of all.”

The Assembly followed him by declaring by four hundred and ninety-

three votes to Airty-four that all those who dared to prosecute or ar-

rest a deputy for a crime of opinion were “infamous, traitors to the

nation, and guilty of a capital crime.” Mirabeau, who expressed so en-

tirely the feelings of the nation, knew equally well those of the court.

As soon as the master of ceremonies had reported the reply given

him, “the order was given,” wrote Andr6, deputy for the nobility of

Adx, “for two or three squadrons of bodyguards to march on the As-

sembly and, in case of need, to use their sabres to eject it.”

At the moment when these troops were on the march, several mem-
bers of the nobility were gathered together on a terrace on their route.

Among these nobles were the two Dues de Crillon, the Marquis de

Lafayette, the Due de La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt, and Andr6 him-

self. All of them belonged to the enlightened elite of dieir order.

Andr6 exclaimed: “What, could we be such cowards as to permit the

throats to be cut before our eyes, without vigorous action on our part

to prevent it, of men who are giving us such an example of staunclmess

and devotion! Let us go ahead of the squadrons and save the deputies of

the commons or perish with them.”

They went .at once to the road and barred the way of the troops,

sword in hand. Th^ declared to the commandant that he woidd have

to pass over their bodies before he could reach the deputies of the com-
mons. The conumodant replied that he knew only the orders he had
received. He made a gesture for the cavalry to advance. The group of
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nobles did not budge. The commandant saw that they would allow

themselves to be massacred rather than give way. He returned to the

palace to ask for instructions. The court, alarmed at this unexpected

resistance, orc^ered him to recall the guards.

12

The coup (THat suggested to Louis XVI had failed. On June 25 forty-

seven deputies of the nobility, with the Due de Clermont-Tonncrre

at their head, entered the assembly hall, in which the deputies of the

Tiers had carefully kept vacant the seats occupied by the other orders

at the opening of the States General. The Due d’Orleans was among
the new arrivals. It was a sign of the times that struck the popular im-

agination that a prince of the blood should take part in an assembly

presided over by a commoner. A few days later, on che expiration of

Bailly’s term of presidency, the office was offered to the duke, but he

refused it, saying: ‘i should be unworthy of your kindness if I accepted,

knowing my unfitness for the office.’*

Mirabeau had drafted an address to the Assembly in which, faith-

ful to his theory of extreme tolerance, he had written: “The number
of our enemies is greatly exaggerated. Many of those who do not think

as we do are far from deserving that odious title. Fellow-citizens who,
like ourselves, are simply in search of the public weal, but who seek

it by another path . . . men who, enchained by the prejudices of edu-

cation and upbringing, have not the strength to stem the current; men
who, seeing us in an entirely new position, have been afraid of exag-

gerated claims on our part and arc alarmed about their properties and

afraid that liberty may be but a pretext for licence; all these men de-

serve consideration from us; some need compassion, others time to come
round; all need enlightening and avoidance of any degeneration of the

differences of opinion inseparable from the weakness of the human mind

into disputes involving self-esteem and a war of factions. . . . Our
fate lies in our wisdom. Violence might jeopardize or even destroy

the liberty which reason assures us.”

Did^the court realize the fermentation of the country? Or did it feel

too weak at the moment, with insufficient troops, to impose its will?

Did the king, always irresolute, yield to a sense of impotence after

allowing himself to be led into a vain exercise of his authority? There

came a sudden revulsion. Barely four days after the royal session, on

June 27, Louis XVI addressed a letter to the deputies of the clergy who
were still resisting and urged them to join the commons. He told the
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Due de Luxembourg that he wanted the nobles to join the Tiers: “I

desire it, and if need be I will it.” The majority of the nobles, who,

according to Gouvemeur Morris, the ambassador of the United States,

“possess neither the strength, nor the wealth, nor the talents of the na-

tion,” were incensed. But, with good grace or bad, the representatives

of the two first orders complied with the command.
The Revolution had triumphed. It had triumphed over the king and

the privileged classes. It had won by its strength and its firm unity. The
people knew they had won a great victory. There were illuminations

at Versailles and at Paris. Great bonfires were lit all over the capital.

There were frenzied shouts of “Vive le Roi!” This first act of the Revo-

lution was without a shadow. “It will be to the glory of France and of

ourselves that this great Revolution is costing humanity neither penal-

ties nor tears,” wrote Mirabeau. “History has related only too often

actions like those of wild beasts, among whom heroes have been few and

far between; let us hope that we arc beginning the history of men.”

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

THE. ANCIENT EDIFICE HAS FALLEN

W^T^WELVE hundred and fifty legislators,” wrote the Marquis de

X Mirabeau, “all new to any sort of administration, arc going to

make a marvellous state constitution, with Green Hat [his son] at

their head and the romancer [Nccker] for guide. All the little dodges of

sedition are being used in an agitadon of unexampled fury and impunity.

The government, as absolute a nullity as was the municipality of Mar-

seille at the time of the plague, shows itself only in suave and fervid

invocation of Saint Anarchy, and meanwhile, save for scandals in de-

tails, Saint Routine keeps at it, so that what the nation seems to want

is a very Masaniello.”

It was the last letter the marquis wrote. It was dated July 8, 1789, a

few days before his death. The Friend of Mankind died in deep dis-

agreement with his timei, and still jeering at his elder son, for whom
he felt a strai^e mixture of involuntaty admiration and obstinately

nourished contempt '
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But his judgment of the government was sound. “The nobles deeply

feel their situation,” wrote Gouvemeur Morris, the United States am-

bassador, on July I. “The king, after siding with them, was frightened

into an abandonment of them. He acts from terror only.” What was

most likely to terrify Louis XVI was the defection of his troops. “In

effect,” added Morris, “the sword has slipped from the monarch’s hands

without his perceiving a tittle of the matter.” The Gardes Fran^aises

were leaving their barracks in Paris and going into the taverns to

fraternize with the people. “The king can no longer count on his own
bodyguards,” noted Salmour, the minister plenipotentiary for Saxony,

at the end of June.

Some soldiers of the Gardes Fran^aises, charged with insubordina-

tion, had been arrested and taken to the Abbaye prison. The rumour
spread that they were to be transferred to Bicetre. The soldiers were

no longer the organ of the oppressor but the defenders of the people.

Those who had been fraternizing with the soldiers decided to rescue

their new friends. They broke in the gates of L’Abbaye, freed the sol-

diers, and took them to the Palais-Royal. An immense crowd watched

over them. The military authorities could not tolerate this defiance. If

necessary they would recapture the soldiers by force. A deputation of

citizens of Paris asked the Assembly to intervene with the king on the

soldiers’ behalf.

The Assembly could not sanction an act of violence; but it was

equally unable to disappoint the people who were turning to it as to a

new sovereign. Mirabeau considered that there was no justification for

deliberating on an affair “so clearly remote from our mission,” and

proposed to calm the masses with an address which he had prepared.

But on this first of July he was ill; his voice scarcely carried; the ad-

dress was largely unheard and was not discussed. The Assembly de-

cided to send a deputation to the king to “enlist his clemency.” Louis

XVI pardoned the soldiers, who had been taken back to prison, but

at the same time he warned the Assembly: “Licence and insubordination

arc destructive of every bond, and if they should grow not only would

the well-being of ail the citizens be affected, but in the end they might

produce a false estimate of the value of the generous labours to which

the representatives of the nation arc devoting themselves.”

Since the day on which he had given way to the Assembly, the king

had steadily surrounded himself with a powerful force. He no Ipnger

trusted any but foreign troops, and brought these to Versailles and to

Paris. The commander of these troops, the Baron de Besenval, declared

that the ch&teau was “being turned into a headquarters and die gar*-
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den into a camp/’ Swiss and German troops defiled at night into the

Place d’Armes, beneath the king’s windows. “There was deep silence

everywhere,” wrote Alexandre de Lameth; “no drums, not a command
from the officers, not a word from the spectators; only the monotonous

sound of the parade march, which, in view of the ideas that were filling

all men’s minds, had an clement of the sinister and seemed to presage

tragic events.”

The most alarming rumours spread in Paris as to the use to be made
of these forces. It was declared at the Palais-Royal that the members

of the Tiers

^

in danger of assassination by the nobles, were asking for

help. Several thousand men were ready to go to Versailles to protect

them. Rumours grew more precise: the court intended to seize the

Assembly by force; the hall was to be occupied by the military; the

most turbulent of the deputies were to be executed, and the rest dis-

persed. At a dinner given by the Due de Liancourt, Vicomte Mathieu

dc Montmorency announced to some deputies of the nobility, known
for their liberal ideas: “Gentlemen, I shall not have the honour of being

in the first batch, but I can answer for it that I shall be in the sec-

ond.” Mirabeau was particularly marked down. The king’s entourage

did not realize that in the Assembly he was what he had planned to be,

a “zealous monarchist,” provided that the royal power showed itself

to be enlightened and constitutional. His reply to Bamavc on the ques-

tion of the royal veto had struck the Keeper of the Seals, who had

drawn the king’s attention to it, but the court had in no way revised its

prejudices against him. One day, toward the end of June, Mirabeau was

dining with the Comte de La Marck. He strongly criticized Necker

and the other ministers, but he added: “The day the king’s ministers

consent to reason with me, they will find me devoted to the royal cause

and to the welfare of the monarchy.” After the dinner he said privately

to his host, whom he knew to be in the queen’s confidence: “Do sec

to it that at the chateau they shall know that I am more with them than

against them.” But the court persisted in believing him to be its bitter-

est enemy.

“Already a large number of troops surrounded us. More have come
and are coming every day; they are arriving from all quarters. Thirty*

five thousand men are already distributed between Paris and Versailles.

A further twenty thousand are expected. Trains of artillery are follow-

ing them. Points have been designated for batteries.” Mirabeau ascended

the platform on Ju|y 8 to denounce these signs of a coming coup <TStat.

He expressed the alarm of the Assembly and the people. “Public events,

hidden facts, secret orders; hasty counter-orders, preparations, in a
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word, for war, are in striking evidence and fill all men’s hearts with

indignation.”

He was the one most threatened and the strongest in attack. He
pointed unhesitatingly to the persons really responsible. “When had the

fermentation begun? With the movement/of soldiers and the military

display of the royal session. Before, all had been peaceful; the agitation

had begun on that sad and memorable day. Are we, then, to be held

responsible if the people have taken alarm at the sight of the instru-

ments of violence directed not only against themselves, but against an

Assembly that needs to be free if it is to occupy itself freely with all

the causes of their sufferings? How could the people fail to grow
agitated when they are given reason to fear for the one hope they have

left?”

He pointed out the danger of bringing soldiers near the Assembly,

“of electrifying them by contact with the capital, of interesting them
in our politicd discussions. . . . French soldiers are not just autom-

ata. . . . They will see in us their relatives, their friends, their fam-

ilies. . . . Such men, such Frenchmen, wiU never entirely abandon their

intellectual faculties; they will never believe that their duty is to strike

without inquiring what Ae victims are. . . . Have the advisers of these

measures foreseen the consequences they entail for the very security

of the throne? Have they stitdied in the history of all peoples how revo-

lutions have begun? . . . Have they observed the fatd sequence of

events that has thrown the wisest minds beyond all the limits of mod-
eration, and the terrible impulsion under which a fevered nation is be-

ing precipitated into excesses of which the first suggestion would have

made it tremble?”

In the frenzied applause that greeted his speech, prejudices were ef-

faced and suspicions softened. Mirabeau had made himself the spokes-

man of the A^embly in its hours of difficulty.

He proposed an ^dress to the king demanding the dismissal of the

troops. His motion was adopted with enthusiasm. The only thing that

was suppressed was its appeal for the organization of a citizen militia.

No one knew better than he how serviceable it could be—he had proved

it at Marseille—^but his proposal seemed premature. A few days later

citizen guards were formed spontaneously in Paris.

The addros to the king was printed by order of the National As-

sembl]!^. “I drafted it and Duroverai drew up the resolutions contain-

ing the proposed measures,” boasted Dumont later. But Alexandre de

Lameth, though hostile to Mirabeau, declared that “as a member of the

drafting committee I saw this famous address drawn up almost en-
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tirely under my eyes.” A fragment was prescn^^ed by Mirabeau; it

bears corrections and additions in another hand. The Bishop of Chartres,

in his account of the labours of the committee, declared: “The author

accepted the changes we thought necessary with the readiness proper

to men of genius.” Not only was the inspiration A4irabeau*s, but the

style is his, with the rich and headlong rhythm of his eloquence and a

quality of emotion peculiar to him. He expressed what was then felt by
the whole of the Assembly: “The danger, Sire, is pressing, is universal,

is beyond all the calculations of human prudence. The danger is for

the people of the provinces. Once they are alarmed about our liberty,

we know of nothing that can hold them back. The danger is for the

capital. How will the people:, sunk in poverty and a prey to the cruellest

anxieties, take the snatching of the last of their food by a threatening

crowd of soldiers? The presence of the troops will produce excitement

and rioting and a universal fermentation, and the first act of violence

on a pretext of maintaining public order may begin a horrible succes-

sion of evils. . . .

“The danger, Sire, threatens the labours which are our first duty,

and which can have full success and real permanence only in so far as

the people regard them as entirely free. There is, moreover, a con-

tagion in passionate movements; we are but men, and our distrust of

ourselves, our fear of seeming weak, may carry us beyond the mark;

we shall be obsessed by violent and extreme counsels, and calm reason

and tranquil wisdom do not deliver their oracles amid tumult, disorder,

and scenes of faction. . . . Great revolutions have had less striking

causes; more than once an enterprise fatal to nations and kings has been

ushered in with less sinister and less formidable symptoms.”

2

“The nobles in their anxiety are cursing Necker, who in point of fact

is less the cause than the instrument of their sufferings,” noted Morris

in his diary at the beginning of July 1789. “His popularity depends now
more on the opposition he meets with from one party than any seri-

ous regard of the other.”

Louis XVI had never liked Necker. He now blamed him for the

failure of the royal session. Marie Antoinette detested him. After June

23 the king had made Necker promise that he would quietly rqjirc the

day he was asked to do so. On July 1 1 he sent by messenger a letter to

Necker reminding him of his promise and calling for his prompt re-

tirement “without giving rise to any commotion ” Necker fmthfully
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complied. He preserved the deepest secrecy even with his entourage*

Accompanied only by his wife, he left for Brussels.

On the previous day the king had received a deputation composed

of six members of the clergy, six of the nobility, and twelve of the

Third Estate, to present the Assembly’s address. “In this salon soiled

with the base adulations of Louis XIV from his courtiers, and harbour-

ing at this very moment the conspirators who proposed to arm Louis

XVI against his people, Frenchmen have at last spoken to their mon-
arch the language of free men,” wrote Mirabeau in his paper. While

the Comte de Clcrmont-Tonnerre, deputy of the nobles, read the ad-

dress, Louis XVI kept his eyes fixed on Mirabeau. Louis replied eva-

sively, talking of evil-intentioned persons who were trying to deceive

the people as to the true motives of the precautions taken. He suggested

that the States General should be transferred to Noyons or Soissons “if

the necessary presence of troops iii the environs of Paris continues to

cause them umbrage.” So great was the king’s prestige that this reply

“produced a noticeable effect of tolerance and almost of security in

the National Assembly; so ready are the French to place unlimited con-

fidence in their monarch,” wrote Mirabeau in his paper.

He attacked that blindness from the tribune of the Assembly. The
king’s word, he said, was “a poor guarantee of the ministry’s conduct.”

He firmly rejected the king’s proposal to move the Assembly. “We
did not ask for flight from the troops, but only for the troops to be

kept away from the capital. And we asked this not for ourselves, .and

certainly not out of fear, but, of course, from consideration of the

general interest.” When he spoke he was unaware of Necker’s dismis-

sal and of that of the chief ministers. When he described the imminent

evils and the perils of the existing situation, he was unaware of the

extent to which they were to be aggravated by the choice of the new
ministers. Among these was Marshal de Broglie, the organizer of the

military display, and Baron de Breteuil, the artisan of the Austrian alli-

ance and the queen’s confidant. Their nomination was a defiance of

the popular effervescence.

On Sunday, July 12, the deputies, who had learnt the news, met

very early in the morning. “They were plunged into consternation,”

wrote Mirabeau’s paper; “they measured with terror the abyss of evil

into which the previous day’s resolution might lead the country.” But

Mirabeau himself was absent from this sitting. On the previous evening

the Marquis de Mirabeau had died.

At the funeral the two brothers met. The viscount had been made
sole heir and legatee. A crowd witnessed the funeral procession, but
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not in honour of the old marquis. From the line of anonymous friends

rose shouts of “Long live Mirabeau the Pockmarked.”

3

Paris learned the news of Necker’s exile on the afternoon of Jnly 12.

“It is impossible to describe the immense excitement that at once filled

the city,” wrote Rabaut de Saint-Etienne. “All that must be expected

was foreseen—^the National Assembly dissolved by force and the capi-

tal invaded by the army.” A dense crowd assembled at the Palais-Royal,

the nerve centre of Paris. Men told each other in consternation that a

formal attack was in preparation. Troops were encamped on the

Champ-de-Mars, and those at Courbevoie and at Saint-Denis would

move up. But the groups that formed there “were not quite ready for

a rising," wrote Gimille Desmoulins. He was a youi^ briefless barrister,

poor and ambitious. There was little about him to suggest the popular

hero or the leader of crowds. He was small, with thin legs supporting a

short body. Thin wisps of hair swept his agitated brow; his black eyes

were uncannily filled with the dream of great deeds far from his true

bent. But he had the superficial sensitiveness that could anticipate de-

velopments and was to make of him an excellent journalist, with a re-

doubtable pen for polemics. He was to be one of the first republicans

of the Revolution.

In the dismayed throng at the Palais-Royal Camille Desmoulins com-
plained aloud of “the cowardice of the whole lot of us.” “Three young
ffflows came along hand in hand,” he told his father, “shouting ‘Tq

arms!’ I joined them. My zeal was noticed; I was surrounded and

pressed to get up on a table.” Small and frail as he was, from that table

he dominated the crowd. He overcame his usual stammer, and his agi-

tated features cleared. He found words that electrified his hearers:

“Qtizens, you know that the nation demanded that Necker should re-

main, and he has been dismissed! Can you be more insolently defied?

After this stroke they will dare anything; this very night they may be

arrui^g a Saint Bartholomew for patriots.” Inflamed by the general

excitement; he shouted: “To arms! To arms! Let us all take green

codtades, the colour of hope!”

Nature had not by any means endowed him with exceptional physical

courage, but with his nerves tense he was ready at that moment to

brave the w;orld: “The scoundrelly police are here! Very well, let

them watch me! Let them observe me well! Yes! here I am, calling my
brethren to freedom!”

'
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This firebrand set the common fury ablaze. “The citizens,” wrote

Rabaut de Saint-Etienne, “took a bust of M. Necker; they added to it

that of M. d’Orleans, of whom it was being said that he, too, was to

be exiled; and they carried them round Paris, followed by an immense

multitude.”

It was not only such incendiaries as Camille Desmoulins who un-

leashed an irresistible movement of revolt; nor were the crowds made
up of the ragged and destitute: they included a mass of well-to-do citi-

zens, disturbed and anxious about the rumours that were circulating.

Since J\ily 10 repeated stories about the movement of troops round Paris

had driven down the price of the notes of the Caisse d’Escomptc. When
the news came of Necker’s dismissal, the stockbrokers met and decided

that to prevent panic selling the Bourse should be closed next day. Spec-

ulators spread a rumour that at the same Council meeting at which
Necker’s dismissal had been decided on, it had been resolved to declare

national bankruptcy. “The capitalists, through whom the Revolution

began,” wrote Rivarol, “were not so difficult in the matter of a constitu-

tion, and they would have given their support to anyone so long as

they were paid. Sixty thousand capitalists and the swarm of speculators

produced the Revolution.”

But if obscure motives inspired the work of spreading alarm, when
the crowd poured into the Champs Elys6cs it represented simply the

protest of a whole people against despotism. In a moment this demon-
stration turned into revolt. In the Place Louis Quinze the crowd came
into collision with soldiers of the Royal German Regiment who had
received orders to charge. Soldiers struck the two busts with their sabres.

Several persons were wounded. The people replied with a hail of stones.

Prince de Lambesc, commanding the regiment, rushed into the Tuiler-

ies and wounded an old man who was walking there. Guns were fired,

and then all Paris was afoot, shouting “To arms!” At nightfall the bar-

riers outside the farmer general’s office were seen to be burning. The
crowd forced its way into the theatres and demanded that they should

be closed in sign of mourning. Repressive measures were expected dur-

ing the night. To guard against any surprise, lights were placed in every

window* The Revolution began with festal illuminations.

The Assembly sent a deputation to the king to express its regret at

Necker’s dismissal, Louis XVI sent the answer that it was for him alone

to judge the need for the measures adopted and that he could make
no change in them. “The Assembly was in consternation, frozen with
fear at this reply,” wrote Bailly. Mirabeau told his Genevese friends

that a proscription list had been drawn up and that “Sieyis, CSiapeUer,
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Lafayette, Lameth, he himself, and several others, were to be arrested.”

The Parisian crowd armed itself by sacking the armourers’ shops.

Terror gave birth to desperate courage. Several thousand people rushed

to the assault of the Hotel des Invalides. They hurled themselves into

a moat twelve feet broad and eight deep, helping one another across.

They seized muskets and powder and cannon. “TTie Generals,” wrote

Salmour, Saxon minister plenipotentiary, “concluded that it was im-

possible to subjugate Paris, and that retreat was the only prudent

course.” In spite of this warning, the court continued its intrigues, with-

out the king’s knowledge. The Due d’Aiguillon told the American am-

bassador that on July 14 “the Queen, Count d’Artois and Duchess de

Polignac had been all day tampering with two regiments, who were

made almost drunk. . . . The Marechal dc Broglie was tampering in

person with the artillery. The plan was to reduce Paris to famine and

to take two hundred members of the National Assembly prisoners.”

Next day Mirabeau addressed from the tribune of the Assembly a

deputation which was to seek an audience with Louis XVI. He said:

“Tell the king that the foreign hordes by whom we are invested had

a visit yesterday from the princes, the princesses, and the favourites,

and received their caresses and their exhortations and their presents;

tell him that throughout the night these foreign satellites, gorged with

gold and wine, predicted in their impious songs the enslavement of

France, and that they gave brutal expression to their intention to destroy

the National Assembly. Tell him that in his very palace the courtiers

danced to the sound of that barbarous music, and that such was the

prelude to Saint Bartholomew.”

“The masons have rebuilt one-third of the capita! in the past twenty-

five years,” wrote Mercicr in a Tableau de Paris in 1785. “The centre

of the town has undergone metamorphosis from the indefatigable mal-

let of the stone-cutter. The Bastille alone has the appearance of stand-

ing fast and of intending incessantly to shock our gaze with its hideous

visage.”

The Bastille was the point of ciystallization of the resentment of

every social class. Nobles or commoners, everyone had one day had
a relative or friend behind its sombre walls; everyone felt that one
day he himself might perish there. It was the incarnation of despotism.

The members of the nobility of Paris inserted in their caAim--their
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lists of grievances: “His Maiesty will be begged to order the demolition

of the Bastille.”

On the morning of July 14, 1789, numerous deputations of the

citizen militia spontaneously constituted or organized by the assembly

of the electors of Paris called on Launay, the governor of the Bastille,

to give up his arms to them. The last of the deputations was received

with musket fire.

This it was that brought into action the great multitude massed out-

side the Bastille. Those who rushed to the assault on it were mainly

inhabitants of the suburb of Saint-Antoine, workers, tradesmen, and

students, with a few young writers. Most of them had never handled

a firearm, and yet, wrote later the author of a counter-revolutionary

publication, the invalides (army pensioners), “who had been in many
sieges and many battles, have assured us that they never saw a musketry

fire served like that of the assailants.” Among them were some old

soldiers like Elie, a non-commissioned officer with twenty-two years’

service, who had never had a chance of further promotion because of

his humble origin. His resentment of those years of persecution by
noble officers found vent now; at the sight of the assault on the fortress

he ran home to put on his uniform and returned to take his place in

the front rank. He and another man pulled away burning hay-carts to

free the entrance. Among them was also Jean Rossignol, a man knowing

nothing of politics, one day to be a revolutionary general. Lives that

would have passed in dull obscurity yielded on this day the full measure

of human courage. In front of this formidable block of black stones,

blacker and more formidable still behind its curtain of flames and smoke,

men whose only care until then had been to secure a humble existence

by their labour revealed a greatness of which they themselves knew
nothing, in a supreme urge for sacrifice for a cause whose nature they

only vaguely sensed.

The fortress, reputed to be impregnable, was taken within four hours

by these inexperienced men, of whom, it was said at the time, “each one

was leader and followed only his own passion.” Of these obscure fight-

ers a hundred were killed and sixty wounded. The spilling of blood

aroused blood lust. Launay, the governor of the Bastille, was struck

down on the steps of the Hdtel de Ville. Provost de Flesselles was shot.

But in spite of diese acts of violence the taking of the Bastille became

at once to contemporaries the symbol of the triumph of bare fists over

armed force, of the spirit of liberty over the citadels of oppression.

The taking of the Bastille was not an event subsequently magged by
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the memory of the humble men who accomplished it or by the revolu-

tionary leaders: it was regarded at the very moment as a miraculous

achievement, “The taking of the Bastille,” wrote Gouverneur Morris

on that day, “is among the most extraordinary things that I have met

with.” “Thus,” wrote the Duke of Dorset, the British ambassador, two
days later, “was accomplished the greatest Revolution of which history

has preserved the memory. . . . From this moment we may regard

France as a free country, the king as a monarch whose powers arc

limited, and the nobles as reduced to the level of the rest of the nation.”

That afternoon the Assembly was in session. Mirabcau was urging

insistence on the recall of the troops when the Vicomte dc Noailles ar-

rived from Paris with the news of the fall of the Hotel des Invalidcs and

the siege of the Bastille.

The Assembly decided to send a numerous deputation to the king

to demand the immediate removal of the troops. “The audience was
long and the wait cruel,” wrote Mirabcau. The king’s reply was again

evasive. A second deputation was sent “to obtain the definite dismissal

of the troops.” But the king merely declared that it was incredible that

his orders to the troops could be the cause of the misfortunes of the

capital. “This nebulous reply was far from satisfying us,” wrote Mira-

bcau. “We resolved to prolong our sitting throughout the night.”

That night Versailles echoed with the rattle of arms and the shouts

of the soldiers, of whom the watching Assembly seemed to be prison-

ers. In the middle of the night the Due de Liancourt took it upon
himself to wake the king, who was still in ignorance of all that had hap-

pened on this fourteenth of July: “Sire, it is not a revolt but a revolu-

tion.” If the troops were not moved, all would be lost. Louis XVI gave

way, too late as always. He decided to go himself to the Assembly to

announce the removd of the troops.

Mirabcau had called for a third deputation, and this was about to

start when the Due de Liancourt announced the king’s arrival. The
Assembly realized that the king had capitulated and received the an-

nouncement with enthusiasm.

The king appeared at the Assembly without ceremonial. He spoke

standing and uncovered. He had come, he said, “with confidence into

the midst of his representatives, to testify to his concern and to invite

them to find means of restoring order and calm. I know,” he continued,

“that mistaken suspicionsJiavc been aroused; I know that it has actually

been asserted that your persons arc not in safety: can it be necessary

to reassure you concerning such reprehensible rumours, negatived in

advance by my known character?” The king ended with the announce-*
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ment that he had given the order to the troops to move away from Paris

and Versailles. His speech was received with loud applause.

Louis XVI returned on foot—a sign of the times—^to the chateau.

A large part of the Assembly and a wildly excited crowd filled the air

with shouts of benediction. “This scene, sentimentally interesting,”

noted Mirabeau (who had disapproved the Assembly’s enthusiasm),

“has nothing to offer to politics.”

He gave this summary of the events; “The whole of the ancient edi-

fice, worn-out and worm-eaten buttresses, has fallen at the first shock,

never to rise again; and when the site has been cleared it will be pos-

sible to plan a new building and to erect it on the unshakable founda-

tuMis of the eternal rights of peoples.”

A few days later Mirabeau went to see the ruins of the Bastille. “We
visited every accessible quarter," wrote Dumont. “We descended into

a dungeon into which Mirabeau’s servant was not allowed to go. The
poor feUow burst into tears and implored me to keep an eye on his

master, who might be killed in those dungeons.” The crowd had recog-

nized their great defender and made way for him. “Verses and flowers

were thrown to him; his carriage was filled with books and manuscripts

that had been carried off during the first days. This visit to the Bastille

was for Mirabeau a triumphal procession."

“Were it not that France is dishonoured by too many palaces,” wrote

Mirabeau in his paper, “and that the Assembly needs no other monu-
ment than the imperishable constitution which it has to propose to the

country, I should ask that on the place where the Bastille stood until

recently, insulting the rights of mankind, a building should be erected

to receive in future the representatives of the nation and that its only

inscription should read:

In the reign of Louis XVI
On the ruins of a state prison

Consecrated to ministerial vengeance

And destroyed by the people of Paris
,

The National Assembly of seventeen hundred and eighty-nine

Has raised this Temple to Liberty”

5

On July i6 Mirabeau proposed that the Assembly should send an ad-

dress to the king demanding the dismi.<aBd of the ministers, but Louis

XVI had forestalled this move: before die end of the sitdi^ die dis-
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missal of three ministers was announced. The king also officially com-

municated the prompt withdrawal of the troops and the recall of

Nccker. He announced that he would himself go on the next day to

Paris. ‘^Whoever advised that step,” Mirabcau remarked to Dumont,

“is a man of sense; without it Pans would have been lost to him. Two
or three days later he might not have been able to enter the city.” The
king, said Bailly, went to the capital to reconquer the community that

had conquered him. The triple row of spectators along the whole

route received the king with shouts of “Long live the nation! Long
live liberty! ” On his return, Dumont remarked: “As if the lesson had been

finished, shouts of ‘Long live the king!* resounded all along his route.”

Paris received her sovereign as a great power newly established. She

was organizing herself and giving herself a municipal constitution.

Bailly was appointed mayor of Paris, and Lafayette commander of the

citizen guards.

There were savage summary executions in the capital. The Assembly

was alarmed by the barbarity with which popular justice was being

carried out. Comte Lally-Tollcndal proposed an address to the people

calling for the maintenance of order. But terror had bred terror;

benevolent warnings were no longer enough.

Mirabcau showed that the “formidable dictatorship” exercised by the

people was a threat to public liberty no less than were the plots of the

enemies of the people. “Society would soon be dissolved if the multi-

tude,-growing accustomed to blood and disorder, was to place itself

above the magistrates and defy the authority of the laws. Instead of ad-

vancing to liberty, the people would,plunge themselves into the abyss

of servitude; for too often danger brings support to absolute domina-

tion, and amidst anarchy even a despot seems a saviour.’*

“The whole entourage of the queen is in flight and dispersed; several

of her ladies have abandoned her ig a very disgraceful way,” wrote

Count Salmour in his dispatch of July 29. “In general, all who had to

reproach themselves with abuses of the favour of Their Majesties and

of the princes* or who were afraid of being charged with them, have

fled.” AH their adherents were abroad. All the princes of the blood

with their courts, except the Due d’Orl^ans; all the Lorraines, all the

Rohans, the whole of the Broglie family, all the general officers of

the Broglie army, aU the Polignacs, all the Ossuns, the Gramonts, the

Guiches, and a number of other prominent Parisians, had left the coun-

try, together with a imtltitudc of financiers, lawycn, and country gen-

tlemen, and many bishop, fear had scattered a brilliant society in alt

directions. All who had helpd to light the conflagration that was red*
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dcning the horizon had been seized with terror at the first approach of

the flames.

Often they fled in ridiculous disguises and with borrowed passports.

But their insistence on comfort and consideration aroused suspicions^

and they gave themselves away at the first challenge; local police made

arrests all over the kingdom. Then the fugitives sent pitiful messages

to some relative or friend in the Assembly, who publicly supported

their claims. Mirabeau opposed exceptional measures, and while he

had little sympathy with the great and the responsible now in flight,

he energetically opposed every violation of individual liberty. He was

up in arms against the employment of “the maxims and the procedure

of tyranny.” Among those arrested was the Baron de Castelnau, French

ambassador at Geneva. Letters found on him, including one to the

Comte d’Artois, were sent by Bailly to the Assembly. A heated debate

arose on the inviolability of letters.

Two stages of the Revolution came into collision at this sitting of

July 25. “Of course letters are inviolable, I know they are, I am con-

vinced of it, but when a whole nation is in danger, when there is schem-

ing against liberty, when respectable citizens are being proscribed, what

is a crime at another time becomes a praiseworthy action.” The speaker,

a man slightly pockmarked, with common features, a livid complexion,

and deeply sunken eyes, had nothing about him to command attention.

His clothes were threadbare, and his bearing had the embarrassed stiff-

ness of a man unused to a big audience. No one dreamed that in the

person of Maximilien Robespierre the early future of France was speak-

ing.

Mirabeau vehemently opposed him. It was not fitting that “a people

who wish to become free should infringe morality after being so long

the victims of those who had violated it. Let those vulgar politicians,”

he continued, “who set above justice what in their narrow scheming

they call political security, let those politicians at least tell us what we
shall learn from the shameful inquisition into letters. ... Is it imagined

that plots are transmitted through the ordinary couriers? Is it supposed

that even political news of any importance passes through that channel?

Thus no useful purpose would be served by violating the privacy of

families, communications between those separated, the confidences be-

tween friends and men’s confidence in one another. This last asylum of

liberty has been violated by those very persons whom the nation dele-

gated to assure all its rights.” Mirabcau’s appeal was so eloquent that

even at that moment when mass emigration was arousing such resent-

ment the Assembly was won over to his view.
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Among the £migr6s was Duchesse de Polignac. She had abased

her royal friend’s affection without scruple for the benefit of her

whole family and all her friends; and she was the first to abandon her.

When she reached Basle, the first stage in her exile, she met in her hotel

the man to whom she had done the worst disservice with the queen

—

Necker. He, too, was in exile. The duchess was never to turn back,

never to see France again. But Necker received at the moment of their

meeting a letter in the king’s hand recalling him to his post. It was a

triumph for the man who had been ignominiously dismissed. He had

no illusions, however, as to the difficulties of his task. “1 am returning

to France,” he wrote to his brother, “but as a victim of the esteem with

which I am honoured. It seems to me that I am re-entering the abyss.”

On his way back he learnt that Besenval, commandant of the troops

which had been intended for the coup (TStat, had tried to flee from

the popular wrath but had been stopped by peasants.

Paris prepared a triumphal reception for Necker. All along the route

from Versailles to the H6tel de Ville he was received with wild en-

thusiasm. He profited by the popular emotion to save a single person.

“In God’s name, gentlemen, let us have no more judgments, no more
proscriptions, no more sanguinary scenes,” he urged. “On my knees I

ask you that neither toward M. de Besenval nor toward any other

person shall there be shown such rigour as I have been told of.”

In those days the mob was entirely unaccountable, and equally ready

to use violence or to respond to generous promptings. Necker’s appeal,

doubly pathetic from so pompous a man, brought from all sides shouts

of assent. In the midst of the general emotion a member of the assembly

of Parisian electors proposed that a statue of Necker should be erected

outside the Hdtel de Ville. It was Necker’s apotheosis. He never knew
a day of greater gloiy.

Next day the Oratoire dimkrt, where Mirabeau had lately been living

and where he exercised great influence, declared that Besenval’s am-

nesty constituted an abuse of power. The district of Blancs-Manteaux

passed a similar resolution, which Mirabeau supported in the Assembly.

The Assembly agreed with his argument and ordered that Besenval be

sent before ffia tribunal of the Qidtelet. The judges realized ffiat die

Assembly trusted to their impartiality. Besenv^ was acquitted in spite

of the crowd’s demand for h^ execution.

“Mirabeau,” wrote Mme. de Staiil bitterly, “in wresting from M.
Necker the palm of internal peace, struck the first blow at his popu^

larity.” Necker found that die man whose influence he had denied

earlier might become a serious enemy. “Mirabeau, who knew every-
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thing and foresaw everything,” continued his daughter in her resent-

ment, “made use of his thunderous eloquence only in order to secure a

place in the front rank, from which his immorality had debarred him.”

Mirabeau had now acquired an influence that disturbed his enemies.

Especially his immense popularity in Paris was feared. Sometimes he

went twice in the day to the capital, and this caused alarm. Bailly was
assured that Mirabeau wanted Ids place. Mirabeau had proposed that

deputies should be sent to calm the districts, and this was interpreted

as an attempt to gain control of the districts through their deputies.

The capital did in fact need the help of the deputies living in it in

order to elaborate its municipal constitution. But this mattered little to

those who had decided to hit out at, Mirabeau. On August i Regnault,

deputy for Saint-Jean-d’Ang61y, brought forward a motion forbidding

any member of the Assembly to enter any district of Paris unless on a

special mission. Mirabeau replied to this proposal with scathing irony.

It had been received with some applause “in defiance,” he said, “of rule

or reason. We are the most natural supervisors of public affairs. I ask

how those of us who are domiciled in Paris can be forbidden to com-
municate their knowledge and their aspirations to the districts, or to

fulfil the duties of simple citizens, if possible, at the same time as the

functions of public men.”

This time Mirabeau defeated the intrigue by the vigour of his argu-

ment. Regnault himself no longer upheld his motion. But he was only

the precursor of those who were ready to use any means to undermine

Mirabeau’s growing influence, even at the cost of the public weal. From
this session dated Mirabeau’s revolt against the despotism even of a

representative body. The incident may seem of no importance. But

from that moment the positions were taken up. Mirabeau showed his

independent spirit by hurling this defiance at the Assembly: “The true

friend of freedom never obeys decrees that injure it, from whatever au-

thority they may emanate.”

6

The Letters of Count Mirabem to His Constituents had been trans-

formed into a regular newspaper, which appeared three times a week
under the title Courrier de Provence, Mirabeau had often elaborated

publishing plans that were to bring him in a fortune but never got be-

yond the state of projects. But this time his success even surpassed his

hopes. “The subscriptions so crowded in, though the subscription price

was high,” wrote Dumont, “that wc were already seeing in imagina-
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don mountains of gold. Within a few days our list ran beyond three

thousand. The demand from the provinces was in proportion.”

From its first issue the Courtier de Provence was assured of great suc-

cess. It gave faithful and impartial reporting of “all the effective

speeches.” Mirabeau, who knew his colleagues’ habk of wTiting out their

speeches, asked them for the text, which he corrected and cut down
before insertion. “Anyone would think we speak like oracles,” said Le
Chapelier to him one day, “when we appear stripped of all our verbiage

and all our stupidities.” The high level of the paper was partly due to

the care taken to avoid personalities. Mirabeau was especially tender

with his colleagues. One day Sieyes complained of some critical re-

marks. “Don’t on any account,” Mirabeau told his colleagues, “get me
embroiled with that man—he has an implacable vanity.”

“Mirabeau himself,” wrote Dumont, “though his extravagances were

toned down, got no fli.ttery.” On the other hand, the Assembly was

censured with striking boldness.

Mirabeau formed a publishing company. The profits were to be

shared between Dumont, Duroverai, Le Jay, who was the publisher,

and Mirabeau himself. The Genevese drew a reasonable monthly sum
for their expenses. Le Jay also received a considerable share for print-

ing and commission. Mirabeau gave up his own share to the Le Jay
couple, though he was in a difficult financial position. “As yet we are

rich only in hope,” he wrote to Mauvillon. He was so short of money
that he did not know how he would be able to pay his servants.

“If Le Jay had had a head,” wrote Dumont later, “and if his wife,

who managed everything, had had a little orderliness and honesty, their

fortune would have been made.” But Le Jay was an imbecile who
would promise anything, and he trembled like a child before his wife.

Mme. Le Jay looked upon the enterprise, as she looked upon Mirabeau

himself, as her own to exploit. ‘*Shc had fitted up her house out of

her profits, she had stocked her shop; from a poor little pimphlet shop

it h^ become a substantial bookshop; everything spoke of a new opu-

lence in her condition.” She concealed the account-books from her

partners; she refused to make payments to them, hoping to tire them

out by endle& chicanery. Mirabeau, worn out by his mistress’s proceed-

ings, said to her one day in Dumont’s presence: “Madame Le Jay, if

honesty did not exist it would have to be invented as a means of grow-

ing rich.” But with all her cleverness in exploiting men and her un-

scrupulous greed, she had not the sense to manage he** affairs properly.

To her greed—her rapeity, said Dumont—she added negligence.

Subscribers soon begm to complain. Deliveries became more .and
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more irregular. Subscribers in the provinces sometimes went unsup-

plied for a fortnight or even a month because Le Jay had not the money
to pay the postage. The booksellers loaded him with reproaches. The
printer himself was soon paid irregularly and threatened from time

to time to suspend publication; in the end Mirabeau found himself com-

pelled to advance money. His colleagues could not get paid. Mirabeau

could do nothing with Mme. Le Jay. ‘‘Violence was useless against

her coolness; her only reply to his reproaches was to scoff at him.’^

The Genevese thought of taking proceedings, but Alirabeau advised

them not to. “She would be more than a match for the whole bar; I

defy the wiliest prosecutor to cope with her wriggling.”

“She was in fact too dangerous and too vicious,” said Dumont, “for

him to venture to fall out with her.” There was no bond any longer

between Mirabeau and this woman who had excited violent sexual

passion in him. His senses were sated. His widened sphere of interest de-

tached him more and more completely from her. He seemed to be

uneasy about her presence in his new life. But she would not so easily

give up a man whom in her fashion she may have loved, and who could

be useful to her. She had too strong a hold over him. She was mixed up

with a whole side of his life which he would have been glad to forget.

One day, exhausted, Mirabeau declared that the whole National Assem-

bly was easier to deal with than a woman who had made up her mind.

Mme. Le Jay was part of the penalty Mirabeau paid for his free and

easy morals. His reputation stuck to him like a Nessus’ shirt. He “was

so sure that if he had enjoyed personal consideration all France would

have been at his feet,” wrote Dumont, “that there were times when he

would have been ready to pass through fire to purify the name of Mira-

beau. I have seen him lament, half choking with grief: ‘I am cruelly

expiating the errors of my ^youth.’
”

His sphere of activity was growing every day to the point of eclips-

ing his personal existence. With Mirabcau’s entry into public life, his

private life seemed no longer to count.

“If I had not lived with him,” wrote Dumont, “I should not have

known all that can be done with a day, all that can be got into twelve

hours. A day was worth more to him than a week or a month to others:

his total output was prodigious; from project to execution not a mo-
ment was lost.” He relaxed only in friendship. “Conversation alone

could entice him, and even then he made it a means of working; it was
almost always as a result of some conversation that a task was begun and

writings prepared.” From the opening of the States General he re-

ceived so great a quantity of letters that the porter, unable to advance
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the cost, told the postman to bring a bill. At the end of a week this

account totalled over a thousand francs. When the bill was taken to

him, Mirabeau contented himself with writing at the foot: “I the imder-

signed acknowledge the receipt of the letters for which the amount

is stated above, and I promise never to pay anything.” The Baron

d’Ogny, intendant general of posts, submitted this singular receipt to

the king himself. “After that,” wrote Dumont, “there was no longer

any question for Mirabeau of paying for the carriage of letters.”

This enormous mail Mirabeau read, or at least glanced through, him-

self. He made it his duty to reply to all his correspondents. The cour-

tesy of a reply to every letter received, he told his secretary, is even

more strictly required from a public man than from a private individ-

ual. He induced Comps to draw up replies so concisely that they kept

to a single page, so that he could read as he signed. And he read them

conscientiously. Sometimes he stopped in the middle of a signature and

put his pen through the letter. “Very sorry, my friend,” he would ^y
to Comps, “but I do not repeat myself. Here is a phrase that is exactly

the same as one I used about three months ago in writing on this same

constitutional question. The idea it expresses is good and right; keep

to it, but give it another colour.” His prodigious memory retained even

insignificant details. He had been a ravenous reader in the past, but

no longer had time to read much. But he read very rapidly, and in

each work he ran dirough he saw at once what was new and interest-

ing. He always had at call all that he knew. And he purified and dignified

every idea he expressed. Dumont conceded, with seeming reluctance,

that “his imagination loved the great; his intelligence seized the true.”

Mirabeau ha^ he added, especially “a sense of his powers which had

sustained him in positions that might well have been the destruction

of another character.” It was this awareness of his capacity, this faith

in himself, never dimmed by any doubt, that gave him constantly in-

creasing power in these first months of the Revolution. He also had a

passionate faith in his country’s destinies. He ended by identifying them
with himself. That faith removed every obstacle.

7

The Great Fear was making its way throughout France. The number
of beggars and tramps was increasing because of unemployment in the

Paris workshops. When fihese famished men were refused work or re-

lief, they were ready to cut down the growing com or to hum farm-
steads.
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The peasant, suspicious by instinct, was also in tenor of reprisids

after the victory of the Third Estate, and this fear was increased by
the news of plans atpributed to the nobility for breaking the deputies’

resistance. Men’s minds were full of the fear of an aristocratic con-

spiracy. The hmgris were reputed to be seeking the aid of foreign

troops, and France was filled with the fear of invasion.

In this atmosphere of auto-suggestion, everything was amplified,

everything was ^lieved and shouted abroad. Labourers quarrelUng on
a farm, the anival of some marauders, even the appearance of an un-

known figure at the crossroads, presaged the approach of brigands. The
tocsin was sounded furiously; women and children fied from the vil-

lages and wandered in the woods, even in torrential rain; men seized

what weapons they could, scythes, forks, sticks, if they had no firearms

—and the brigands made no appearance.

In and around the capital the current tale was that these invisible

brigands were in the pay of England. Mirabeau fought this rumour in

his paper as incredible. *‘Pitt is too jealous of his gloiy to heap on his

head the execrations of centuries to come, too enlightened not to feel

that free peoples have even more interest in uniting for the maintenance

of their independence than have despots in fighting to extend their

domination. And even if the minister did not think thus, the English

nation has a wisdom independent of its government; the morality of

states and universal benevolence are for that nation no chimera.”

But nothing could scop the panic terror. Each village had its own
Bastille a few leagues away, the chateau with the aspect of a fortress,

and its detested seigneur. The peasants proceeded to follow the ex-

ample of the Parisians and to execute justice themselves. They marched
on the nearest chateaus. They knew that the king had been reconciled

widi the Assembly and with the capital; it was in accord with the king

that they went out to destroy the feudal regime. They knew that the

victory of the Tiers meant the end of aristocratic privileges; to hasten

the end they burned the old parchments that fix^ their dues. They
would pay neither tithes nor quit-rents nor taxes.

Inevitably there were incidents. Peasants and soldiers invaded a cha-

teau near Vesoul to celebrate the fall of the Bastille, pretending to have

been invited by the owner. iWing the night a powder-barrel exploded,

probably through the carelessness of some drunken man. But the owner
of the ch&teau w^as one of the die-hard nobles who had not joined the

Assembly. The news of a “terrible crime” spread through France.

Mirabeau referred to it in the Cowrier de Provence. “The very atroc-

of the crime,” he wrote, “had in our eyes every element of im-
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probability.” But next morning the whole estate was sacked. The agi-

tation extended from village to village. Soon the whole country was

in flames. Archives were burnt, chkeaux sacked, their inhabitants mo-
lested if they oflFcrcd any resistance. In the wake of the Great Fear

came devastation.

“Who does not know,” wrote Mirabeau in the Courtier de Provence,

“that the passage from evil to good is often more terrible than the evil

itself? The insubordination of the people results in frightful excesses.

In trying to mitigate evils they make them worse; in refusing to pay

dues they impoverish themselves; in suspending work they prepare a

new famine. All this is true, even commonplace; but when it is added

that despotism was better than anarchy and bad laws than no law, a

false, extravagant, detestable principle is advanced. History shows us

no nation that has persisted in anarchy; the need, the disturbance, the

very suflFering leads men back to law. , . . Such will be France’s lot:

she will certainly not perish, not be subjugated; the present disorder

will hasten the moment of her freedom, because it will lead the privi-

leged classes to make the necessary sacrifices.”

The peasant revolts prepared the way for the night of August 4.

The Due d’Aiguillon, descendant of Cardinal Richelieu’s sister, was,

according to Lameth, “after the king the richest seigneur of France in

feudal properties; he enjoyed full crown rights in the provinces of the

Agennais and the Condonnais, which the weakness of Louis XIII had

conceded to Cardinal Richelieu’s nephew.” He was also the son of

the minister of Louis XV whose memory was bound up with hateful

measures of repression. He seems to have set out to redeem that reputa-

tion. He was one of the first to demand the reunion of the nobles with

the Tiers, In these terrible times of the Great Fear and the attacks on the

chateaux, Aiguillon decided to give an example of the necessary sacri-

fices on the part of the privileged classes which Mirabeau expected. His

motion was elaborated at the Braton Qub. The Vicomte de Noailles

learned of it. The vicomte, Lafayette’s ambitious brother-in-law, had

nothing to sacrifice. The youngest of his house, he was known to his

friends as Jean Sans Terre—^John Lackland. La Marck maliciously

called him “the^busybody of the Revolution.” At the sitting of Augu^

4 he was the first speaker, trying to take the wind out of Aiguillon’s

sails. He proposed the abolition of the corvee and other unpaid services

to the feudal lord, and Ae purchase of feudal rights by the communi-^

ties. The people, said Aiguillon in his turn, “are trying to shake off

a yoke that im burdened them for so many centuries, and it must be

admitted, gentlemen, that this insurrection, though blankworthy (for
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all aggression is that), may find its excuse in the vexations of which they

are victims.” These vexations were mentioned by several deputies

—

the obligation, for instance, of vassals “to beat the water of the marshes

when the lady of the place is in labour, to save her from annoyance

by the croaking of the frogs,” or the horrible barbarity of the right

mentioned by the Courtier de Provence “under which the seigneur was

authorized, in certain cantons, to have two of his vassals disembowelled

on his return from the chase, so that he might refresh himself by put-

ting his feet into the bleeding bodies of these unfortunates.”

In the atmosphere of indignation created by recalling these horrors

of the past, Aiguillon’s proposal was accepted with wild enthusiasm.

The sacrifice he proposed represented for him personally a renunciation

of a hundred thousand livres a year, and of this the whole Assembly

was aware. One after another the nobles mounted the tribune to di-

vest themselves of their feudal rights. The meeting lasted until late at

night.

Mirabeau was not present; he had been kept away by a family meet-

ing to discuss questions of inheritance. He was disturbed by this haste

—

this “electrical storm”—and the excessive hopes it would raise. The
Courtier de Provence echoed a day later the criticisms that had been

made of this orgy of generosity. But, critical as he was of the method,

Mirabeau knew that what had been done could not be reversed: “All

these resolutions of the Assembly are irrevocable; they are under the

sacred guarantee of honour.”

8

“The National Assembly is entirely abolishing the feudal system.” So
Dumont summarized the results of the night of August 4, 1789. At the

news of the decrees adopted, strangers embraced in the streets and the

countryside resounded with shouts of joy.

Aiguillon had declared that the feudal rights were a property and

that all property was sacred; their^ value should therefore, in his view,

be redeemed at thirty years’ purchase. In the course of the sitting the

question was raised of the purchase of ecclesiastical tithes. A deputy

at once rose to object that “ecclesiastical properties belong to the na-

tion.” At the sitting of August 10 Mirabeau defended the same prin-

ciple: “No, the tithe is not a property. Tithes have never been for the

clergy anything but annual revenues, simple possessions revocable at

the of the sovereign. Not oofy that, the tithe is not even a pos-

ses^ as k has been c^ed: it k a contribution intended for that part
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of the public service which concerns the ministers of the altars: it is

the subsidy with which the nation pays the salaries of the officers of

morality and instruction.”

His words brought indignant exclamations. “I hear many murmurs at

the word ‘salaries,’ ” Mirabeau continued, always at his best when im-

provising or replying to an interruption; “it may be thought to wound
die dignity of the priest. But, gendemen, the time has come, in this

Revolution that is giving rise to so many just and generous sentiments,

to abjure the prejudices of proud ignorance that make the words ‘sal-

ary’ and ‘salaried’ despised.” It was the breath of a new world passing

suddenly through the Assembly, a social conception of the future

evoked for the first time. Mirabeau concluded: “I know only three ways
of existing in society, begging, stealing, or drawing pay.”

Siey^ diis time more an ecclesiastic than a defender of the Third
Estate, tried vainly to prevent the simple abolition of tithes. He con-

tended that die people would not profit, only the rich landowners who
had bought their properties after deducting the value of tithes and
would thus now gain ten per cents. Feeling that his arguments were
having no success, he exclaimed mournfully: “They want to be free,

and do not know how to be just.” Mirabeau retorted, as the abb6 de-

scended from the tribune: “After letting the bull loose you are com-
plaining that he is using his horns.”

9

The committee of the Assembly for the drafting of the constitution

was formed on July 14. Almost all the cahiers or memorials of the

Third Estate and several of those of the clergy and the nobility had
called for a declaration of rights to be prochumed as a preamble to

the constitution. The Paris cahier had demanded that “it should be laid

down in a formal fundamental law,” that “all men are equal in rights.”

On August I the committee decided to draw up the Great CSiarter of

mankind.

Lafayette presented the first draft of the declaration of the rights

of man to die Assembly with these words: “For a nation to love libmy,
it is enou^ that it should know it; for it to be free, it is enough that it

should wish to be.” This optimistic faith in the power of ideas was re-

inforced by the influ«ice of foreign examples, tiie English Magna
Qiarta and the American Declaration of Independence. The enthusiasm

aroused by the Virginian Declaration of Rights was still fresh in men’s
memory. The American ambassador laugted at this faculty of eo-

t
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thusiasm in the deputies: “They all have that romantic outlook and all

those romantic ideas of which, happily for America, we were cured be-

fore it was too late.”

Mirabeau had already drafted a declaration of rights in his Addresse

aux Bataves, but in France’s existing situation he considered it prema-

ture. The force of example, however, was too powerful. “It was an

American idea,” wrote Dumont, “and there was scarcely anyone who
did not regard such a declaration as an indispensable preliminary. I

remember that long discussion, lasting weeks, as a period of deadly

boredom. . . . The Assembly was turned into a Sorbonne in which

all the apprentices to legislation brought along their essays on these

puerilities.”

The Assembly failed to agree, and a special committee was charged

with the elaboration of a new draft. Mirabeau was one of the five

members. He was fully aware of the difiicultics of the task. “The pro-

ject of reciting the broad principles of liberty is one of the most tempt-

ing for a friend of mankind; but as soon as he tries to get to work on

it he finds himself among the reefs,” wrote the Counter de Provence.

But in spite of his objections, Mirabeau could not withdraw from

his task. “Mirabeau had the generosity to take this work upon himself

and to give it to his friends,” wrote Dumont slyly. “So, there we were,

Duroverai, Clavi^re, and himself, drafting, discussing, adding a word,

taking out four, exhausting ourselves in this ridiculous task and at last

producing our bit of marquetry, our mosaic of pretended rights that

had never existed."

The result corresponded to the ill-humour of the collaborators and

the multiplicity of efforts. Mirabeau felt some embarrassment in offer-

ing it to the Assembly. His draft was coldly received. “Of all human
affairs,” he said in excuse, “I know only one in which despotism is not

only good but necessary—drafting; and the words ‘drafting’ and ‘com-

mittee* howl with fright at finding themselves linked together.” He
proposed—as an individual and not as the rapporteur of the committee

—tlut die declaration of rights should be deferred until the constitution

had been completed; the proposal was received with a storm of indig-

nation. The Assembly proceeded at once to consider the draft offered

by Lafayette. Of Mirabeau’s draft nothing was left but the preamble.

In the course of the discussion Mirabeau insisted on the necessity

of inserting in die declaradon of rights the principle of the responsUiility

of all public officials: “If die law of responsibility were not extoided

to subordinate ^ents of die authorities, no nation would be better

fitted than ours for davery. There is no country that has been more
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insulted, more oppressed by despotism. The law that lays down that

no citizen may be arrested except in virtue of the law is recognized

everywhere, and yet it has not prevented lettres de cachet^

His most vehement intervention was in favour of a principle for

which he had fought all his life: “I have not come to preach tolerance.

The most unlimited liberty of religion is in my eyes a right so sacred

that the word ‘tolerance,’ which is intended to express it, is itself in

a way tyrannical; for the existence of the authority that has the power

to tolerate is an attack on freedom of thought, through the very fact

that it tolerates and thus might not tolerate. ... I urge those who fear

disorders from the introduction of freedom of worship to consider that

tolerance (to make use of the consecrated word) has produced no

poisoned fruits among our neighbours; and,” he added humorously,

“that the Protestants, inevitably damned in the other world, as every-

body knows, arc very comfortably installed in this one, no doubt by
a compensation due to the kindness of the Supreme Being. Thus we
who have only the right to concern ourselves with the affairs of this

world may permit freedom of worship and sleep peacefully.”

He also dealt trenchantly with an expression frequently used during

the deb^e, “dominant form of worship.” “Dominant! I do not under-

stand that word, and I need a definition of it. Does it mean a form im-

posed by oppression? But you have outlawed that word, and men who
have assured the right of freedom will not claim that of oppression. Docs
it mean the form followed by the prince? But the prince has not the

right to dominate over consciences or to regulate opinions. Is it the

form followed by the majority? But worship is an opinion; this or

the other worship is the result of this or the other opinion. And opin-

ions are not formed as the result of voting; your thought is your own,
it is independent, you cannot enter into any engagement concerning it.

“Finally, an opinion held to by the majority has no right to dominate;

rile word is a tyrannical one that should be banished from our legisla-

tion, for if you admit it in one case you must admit it in all cases; you
will thus have a dominant form of worship, a dominant philosophy, and

dominant systems* Nothing must dominate but justice. Nothing is

dominant but the right of each man; all else must give way to it; and
it is an evident right, already laid down by you, to do that which can-

not injure others.’^

But the Assembly was not content with that sole restriction After

declaring that “no one may be disturbed on account of his opinions, even
his religious opinions,” it added: “

* * * provided that their nuutiilesta^

tton in no way dismrbs riie public order establiriied by law*”
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“Observers of the sittings are shocked at the noise, the tumult, the use-

less harangues, the rapidity and sometimes the excessive slowness of

the decisions, the defects of procedure by which small minds are al-

ways the most upset,” wrote Mirabcau, himself so critical of the As-

sembly, yet always ready to defend it against outside critics. “Do they

not see that these very defects are implicit in liberty? Would they

have an assembly of free men in which such great interests are at stake,

such great questions at issue, as submissive and disciplined as a regiment

of Prussian soldiers? Of course regulation is good, but freedom is a

thousand times better; tumult is a great evil, but the greatest of all is to

shackle deliberations and to enslave the political body.”

The Assembly was discussing the articles that were to serve as the

basis of the constitution. There was no dispute as to the form of gov-

ernment, but passions were aroused over the delimitation of the execu-

tive power. “In the best organized monarchy,” said Mirabeau in his

speech of September i, “the royal authority is always the object of the

fears of the best citizens; he whom the law sets above all others easily

becomes the rival of the law.”

He remained faithful to the principle with which he had entered

the Assembly. He wrote to his uncle: “I have always thought as you
do, and now more than ever, that the monarchy is the one sheet anchor

that can save os from shipwreck. And what efforts I have made, and

am sdll making every day, to support die executive power and to com-
bat the mistrust that makes the National Assembly go too far!”

He made a very clear distinction between the essential rights of the

crown and its traditional attributes. In the discussion of August 7 on
die king’s right of hunting outside his domains, he had declared: “The
royal preix^tive has nothing in common with what are called the

king’s pleasures. I think much too highly of the royal prerogative to

agree to make it consist in a futile and oppressive pastime.” In his speech

of September i he exerted himself to dissipate the fears aroused by the

royal veto: “Certainly on a merely superficial view there are great

objections to the idea of a veto exercised by any individual against the

wi^ of the representatives of the people.” But the danger was suffi-

ciently guarded igainst by certain guarantees, which he summarized

as “ann^ meeting of die Assembly, annual provision for die army,
annual taxes, and ministerial reqionsibility.” The nation’s watchfi^
ness was .the guanmtee of diese.

Hie,question of die royal veto pstdcularly excited ptqndar passion.
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Agitators gave this definition of it: “You want your soup, and the king

tells you to turn your bowl upside down. That is the veto.” Anonymous
letters threatened the deputies who dared to vote for the veto with the

worst of reprisals. “I shall never forget,” wrote Dumont, “going to

Paris with Mirabeau on the day or the morrow of his speech on the veto.

People were waiting for his carriage in front of the Lc Jay shop, and

they threw themselves in front of him, imploring him, with tears in

their eyes, not to suffer the king’s possession of the absolute veto.”

Mirabeau tried in vain to stem the strong popular current. He evoked

in vain, in the Courtier de Frovencey the English example. In the As-

sembly Mirabeau braved the wrath of his excited colleagues; he jeopard-

ized his popularity with the masses. “He could have moderate principlci,

this man who maintained them with passion,” wrote Mme. dc Sttel

later. “A true friend of liberty, he believed that the existence of a king,

armed by the constitution with sufiicicnt force to provide for the execu-

tion of the laws, was necessary to France.”

But Neckcr gave way to the agitation in Paris. He hoped to calm

men’s minds by asking, instead of an absolute veto, for a suspensive veto.

Necker’s memorandum to the Assembly won over the hesitant and the

lukewarm, and the suspensive veto gained a big majority.

II

“I shall never consent,” wrote Louis XVI to the Archbishop of Arles,

“to the despoiling of my clergy and my nobility; I shall never give

my sanction to decrees despoiling them; if I did, the French people

would be able one day to accuse me of injustice or weakness.” Louis

XVI was hostile from the first to the enthusiasm that was creating a

new world, and he submitted to its laws with a bad grace.

The Assembly was impatient at the king’s delay in sanctioning the

decrees of August 4. Mirabeau thought it had been impolitic to sub-

mit these decrees to the king, and asked whether the royal sanction was
necessary to the validity of the acts of the legislative body. The re-

sistance which the Assembly guessed that the king was offering ex-

asperated the left wing. The debates became tumultuous. The president

went to the king to ask for his agreement. Louis XVI realized that he

could no longer evade a decision. He sent a letter to the Assembly

making certain criticisms, and to gain time he asked that the decr^
should be submitted to him in the form of laws.

“We need not have asked the king,” declared Mirabeau energetically^

“to sanction the deemes. But since that was done, and since if th^
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W6re contested today the public distrust, the almost universal discon-

tent, would be gready aggravated; since the clergy, which would lose

by law any compensation for the tithes, would not have lost it any

the less in fact; since the nobles, who might refuse to negotiate as to

die feudal lights, would see themselves deprived of them none the less

by the insurrection of opinion, we are all interested in the pure and

simple sanction of these decrees re-establishing harmony and concord.”

He asked his colleagues, however, for a generous comprehension of

the difficulties; and he appealed also to the spirit of concord. “No
doubt none of us wants to start the conflagration for which the mate-

rials are so notoriously in readiness from one end of the kingdom to

the other. If we substitute . . . distrust for discussion, petty and

passionate hatreds and bitter reminiscences for regular debates aiming

at mutual enlightenment ... we are leading the monarchy whose in-

terests are confided to us to dissolution and not to constitution.” After

this debate the king realized that his resistance was vain. He reserved

his sanction to the decrees, but authorized their publication.

Mirabeau’s repeated interventions assured him a growing ascendancy

over the Assembly. But his ascendancy disturbed his irreconcilable ad-

versaries. The Comte de Volney proposed that there should be an im-

mediate election of a new Assembly, to substitute “a truly national

representation for a vicious and contradictory one.” The Vicomte de

Mirabeau supported this motion with enthusiasm: it proposed that “no

member of the existing Assembly may be re-elected.” He made merry

with the idea that the influence of ffie most eminent of the deputies

would thus be eliminated, and thought of his brother’s broken career.

His noisy satisfaction was distasteful to the Assembly. “I have always

regarded it as a very good characteristic,” replied Mirabeau, “to take

one’s profession gaily; thus I am far from reproaching the last speaker

for his joyousness in circumstances that call forth only too many melan-

choly reflections and sombre thoughts.” Against Volney’s motion he

set the oath taken in the Tennis Court, which committed the deputies

to go on with the preparation of the constitution till it had been com-
pleted. To call on the provinces “to send us successors because we are

at issue and cannot agree—is that, gentlemen, the language we ought to

speak? We shall be admitting that our amour-propre is more sacred

than our mission, our pride dearer than our country, and our obstinacy

stronger than reason, impenetrable by our good faith, and totally ex-

clusive of peace, coiux>r^ and liberty. Ah! if that were tiie truth, we
should not even be worthy to >q>eak it.”

He did not hesitate to oppose energetically the exclusion of the exist-
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ing deputies: "Thus we are to be giving orders to the nation! From now
on there will be law in elections other than trust.” He expressed what

others less sure of their powers did not venture to declare for fear of

seeming interested and ambitious. “We are approaching peace; and if

we put other deputies in our place, this first moment wouM still be

for them one of war. Let us remain, then, at our post; let us profit even

by our faults and gather the fruits of our experience.”

Writing to Mauvillon on his activities, Mirabeau gave this summing-

up: “I have been more consistent than perhaps any other mortal in

trying to carry out, to improve, and to extend a Revolution which will

do more than any other for the advancement of the human race.”

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

THE MOB WILL TRAMPLE THEIR BODIES

UNDERFOOT

THE platform he stood motionless. Those who saw him often

know that the waves swept round him without disturbing him,

and that he retained self-mastery even under every sort of insult,” wrote

Dumont. Mirabeau’s voice was full, masculine, sonorous; “he made him-

self heard just as well when he lowered his voice as when he raised it;

and he pronounced his final words with such care that one never lost

his conclusion. Generally be dragged a little. He began with some
embarrassment, and often hesitated, but in such a way as to arouse in-

terest. One could see him, so to speak, searching for the most suitable

expression, rejecting, choosing, weighing his words, until he became ani-

mated and the bellows of the forge were working. At the most impetu-

ous moments, the earnestness that made him stress his words to brmg
out their force prevented him from speaking rapidly; he had a great con-

tempt for French volubility and the pseudo-warmth which he called

operatic thunderstorms. He n^ver lost a senatorial gravity, and his de-

fect was perhaps a little affectation and pretentiousness at the outset;

he raised his h^ with coo much pride and sometimes showed his

dain to the point of insdience.”
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Mirabeau had attained complete mastery of his oratorical powers.

Bamave, who distrusted his influence because he was afraid of suc-

cumbing to it, called him “the Shakespeare of eloquence.’'

“Picture a man of prodigious strength with an enormous load in front

of him, which he wants to shift,” wrote a contemporary. “He brings

all his energy to bear; you can see him placing his limbs, can see his

muscles swelling, all his features growing tense, the fire in his eyes.

The resistance only excites his courage; the pride of his movements

proves his confidence in success; and in the end the load gives way to

his efforts. In this picture I think I have drawn a fairly faithful likeness

of what Mirabeau was on the platform.”

He waJ5 always isolated, as he had been at the outset. But it was his

own disdain of mediocrities, of incoherence in some and weakness in

others, that isolated him. “He had no phalanx of followers,” said Du-
mont. Yet he was a power. In great hours, or dark hours, his eloquence

was deployed in all its vigour; he was then the whole Assembly.

One particularly grave hour had struck. Mirabeau had foreseen it.

On August 19 he warned the Assembly that little money was being

subscribed for the loan. “Do not let us wait to be told that it will not

be subscribed at all.” He recalled that it was the king’s fidelity to the

creditors of the state that had led him to convoke the States General,

and that “if he had been willing to constitute himself a defaulting debtor

he would have had no need to deliver us from our shackles.” He spoke

of the involuntary injury done by the Assembly itself to the loan. “Let

us forego vain declamations against financiers, businessmen, bankers,

and capitalists”—the Assembly had fixed too low a rate of interest. The
Minister of Finance “counted on a patriotic movement, and his opinion

weighed with us.” But, he concluded, “we cannot count on the credit

either of the king or of the Minister of Finance,” only on that of the

nation.

On August 27 Necker sent a report to the Assembly on the disastrous

result of the loan: out of thirty millions, only two and a half had

been subscribed. He proposed in place of this failure a new loan of

eighty millions, repayable in ten years. On September 19 a deputy an-

nounced “a terrible and pressing danger, an incalculable disaster threat-

ening the state.” The second loan had failed. France had lost foreign

confidence. Mirabeau supported the proposal of the president of the

finance committee to devote two days a week to financial questions.

Five days later Nccker gave a report which, he said, “it tears my soul

to have to present.” He proposed a patriotic contribution of a quarter

of income, the authorization of the receipt by the mint authorities of
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silver vessels from those who were ready to invest their yield in the na‘>

tional loan, and for the future the conversion of the Caisse d’Escompte

into a national bank. Mirabeau had been informed in advance of this

last proposal and had prepared a long technical speech, due, no doubt,

to Qaviire’s pen, to attack his old enemy. But he did not deliver the

speech. The moment was too grave for polemics. He limited himself

to publishing it in his paper. Necker had revealed that the Treasury

would have only three or four millions in hand at the beginning of Octo-

ber, against requirements of thirty millions for the month and sixty mil-

lions up to the end of the year.

Necker’s appeal to the patriotism of the French was warmly echoed

by the Assembly. “There is enthusiasm enough for a vote,” remarked

Dupont de Nemours, “but only the wealthy can pay; and wealth suf-

ficient to pay a quarter of its income does not seem to me to exist at

present among most of our wealthy people. Obviously it does not exist

among our poor.”

“The revenues of the state are destroyed,” said Mirabeau from the

tribune of the Assembly on September 26; “but it seems to me impos-

sible either to ofter a plan to the Minister of Finance or to examine the

plan he offers. . . . The mere verification of his figures would take

whole months.” To the great surprise of the Assembly he went on to

say: “The unbounded confidence which the country has shown at all

times in the Miniver of Finance is sufficient authority, it seems to me,

for you to show him unlimited confidence in these circumstances.”

The Assembly burst into frenzied applause. It was entirely ready to

adopt a decree unanimously. But Mirabeau urged it to weigh the terms

carefully. He was asked to withdraw to draft it. But during his absence

the Assembly changed its mind. Those who had yielded to the force of

his eloquence went over to an unreasoning hostility.

Between September 1789 and April 1790 the patriotic contribution

yielded only nine nnillion instead of a hundred and fifty million livres.

“It should have been a forced contribution to bring success,” he pro-

ceeded. “And let no one say that such a contribution was impossible.

Either we can still count on sufficient public feeling for the public

welfare, or we cannot. If we can, a wisely ordered contribution would

succeed; if we cannot, its failure would matter little, for it would have

proved that the evil was approaching its last stage.” To dissipate sus-

picion, he concluded: “Woe to those who do not wish the Minister of

Finance ail the success of which France has such exceeding need! Woe
to those who could let ffieir opinions or their pr^udices weigh against
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the country! Woe to those who would not abjure all rancour, all mis-

trust, all hatred on the altar of the common weal!”

But his appeal was lost in the tumult of the Assembly, which con-

tinued the discussion for hours. Mirabeau was disgusted by this at-

mosphere of petty suspicions, this debate squandered on trivial ob-

jections and timid reservations and conflicts of amour-propre.

The debate went on till late in the evening. Then Mirabeau came to

the tribune a third time. He wanted to put an end to this tournament

of futilities. He spoke under the spur of indignation, his strongest stimu-

lant. No one could boast later of having prepared his speech for him

or suggested its argument to him.

*‘I, too, do not think M, Necker’s methods the best possible; but may
Heaven preserve me, in our critical situation, from setting forth my own
in opposition to his methods,” he said in a direct attack on the opponents

of the Necker plan. “It would be vain for me to claim my methods

as preferable; there can be no competing at short notice with a prodigious

popularity, won by striking services and long experience, and the repu-

tation of the highest talent of any known financier.” The only alterna-

tive remaining, if the Necker plan were rejected, would be “the in-

famous word bankruptcy. To those who may be entertaining the idea

of failing to meet our public engagements, from fear of excessive sacri-

fices, from terror of taxation, I would say . . . what else is bankruptcy

but the cruellest, the most iniquitous, the most unequal, the most

disastrous of taxes?”

He spoke with warmth and urgency, as though from man to man,

adopting the intimate tone which the eloquence of genius could foster

between himself and a numerous audience: “My friends, listen to one

word, just one word. Two centuries of depredation and brigandage

have created the abyss in which the kingdom is in imminent danger of

being swallowed up; and that frightful abyss must be closed. Here is

the list of French landowners: choose from the richest among them,

so as to sacrifice fewer citizens, but choose; for is it not necessary that

a few should perish to save the mass of the people? Come! These two

thousand notables have the means to meet the deficit; strike, immolate

these unhappy victims, cast them into the abyss, it will close. . . . You
recoil with horror? Inconsistent men! Pusillanimous men! Why, do

you not see that in decreeing bankruptcy, or, what is still more hateful,

making it inevitable without decreeing it, you will soil yourselves with

an act a thousand times more criminal? For, after all, that horrible

sactiflee would at least make an end of the deficit. But dp you think.
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because you have not paid, that you will not owe anything? Do you
think the thousands, the millions of men who will lose in a moment,

through the terrible explosion or through its repercussions, all that was

the consolation of their lives, and perhaps their sole means of sustenance,

will leave you in peace to profit by your crime? Stoical onlookers at

the incalculable evils which that disaster will bring upon France; im-

passive egoists imagining that the convulsions of despair and destitution

will pass like so many others, and the more rapidly for their violence, are

you really sure that all these men without bread will leave you in peace-

ful enjoyment to those dishes of which you have not been willing to

diminish either the number or the delicacy? No, you will perish, and

in the universal conflagration which you do not shrink from starting,

the loss of your honour will not save a single one of your detestable

delights.

“That is the way we are going,” thundered Mirabeau. “I hear talk

of patriotism, bursts of patriotism, invocations to patriotism. Very mag-

nanimous, indeed, is the effort to give part of one’s income to save all

one possesses. Yes, gentlemen, it is to the most ordinary prudence, to

the most elementary wisdom, it is to your crudest interest that I ap-

peal. I tell you, you will all be caught in the universal ruin, and those

who are most closely interested in the sacrifice the government is ask-

ing of you are yourselves.

“So, vote this extraordinary subsidy, and may it suffice! Vote it be-

cause if you have doubts as to the methods proposed, vague and im-

precise doubts, you have none about its necessity and our inability to

propose anything in its place. Vote it because the public circumstances

brook no delay and because for any delay we should be re^>onsiblc.

Don’t ask for time, misfortune never grants it.”

When he had finished, one single feeling possessed ffie Assembly.

Ferri^res noted this unanimous, imperious feeling: “As tihough each

deputy was in a hurry to escape from the heavy responsibility with

which Mirabeau threatened him, and had suddenly seen in front of him
the abyss of the deficit calling for its victim, the whole Assembly rose,

called for a vote, and unanimously passed the decree.”

A single deputy had asked to speak in reply to Mirabeau, but he
remained standing, his arm raised, as if petrifi^ by the emotion that

had overpowered all One man made his way toward Mirabeau. Out of

professional habit, he bad recovered the facul^ of qtecch sooner dim
the rest. He was MoU, m actor at the Th^txe-Fim^ais. “Heavens,

Monsieur le Camot,” jhe cxdabned, *Sidiat a speech! And ^ken mddi
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what expression! Heavens! haven’t you missed your vocation!” Mira-

beau smiled, flattered.

The Journal de Paris, in giving extracts from the speech, recalled the

words of Aeschines about Demosthenes; “What would you have felt,

what would you have said, if you had seen and heard that monster?”

2

Mirabeau met the i)uc d’Orlians for the first time at the end of 1788,

at a dinner given by the Comte de La Marck. Mirabeau, wrote La
Marck, afterwards told him “several times” that he did not care for the

duke or trust him. Toward the end of September 1789 the two met

again at La March’s house. Their host noted the same reserve between

them.

Mirabeau then saw more often the man whom the British ambassador

described as dominating the duke, “as far as it is possible to govern so

flighty a man”—Choderlos de Laclos, the author of Liaisons dangereuses.

As an officer belonging to a family but recently ennobled, Laclos could

not aspire to high rank in the army; he found opportunities of action

and of a career by exploiting the weaknesses and stimulaung the ambi-

tions of the duke, whom he made one of the secret springs of the Revo-

lution.

Laclos and Mirabeau collaborated in an amusing series of portraits,

Galerie des Etats genSraux, 178p, which had a great success. Mirabeau

was undoubtedly sought as a great acquisition for the Orleans party;

but he does not seem to have been in the confidence of Laclos, who saw

that Mirabeau was “for the king.”

If Laclos, as was believed, aimed at overturning the monarchy, he had

but to draw on the material within the bounds of the Palais-Royal, which

Was a rendezvous for all the discontented, the declassed in search of

rehabilitation, and the fishers in troubled waters. While Paris was set-

tling down, organizing her administration and consolidating her militia,

the Palais-Royal remained a centre of agitation, “the States General

of the Revolution.” A giant dominated its excitable crowds. The Mar-

quis de Saint-Huruge, a ruined debauchee who had nothing more to

lose and everything to gain, lent his voice of thunder to every incendiary

movement. It was believed at the Pala^Royal that Mirabeau was to be

silenced. On August 30 Camille Desmoulim shouted at the Caf6 Foy
the aristocrats were planning to assaesinate Mirabeau. He added

that die (foem wanted to arrai^ for the royal family to flee, and that
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the kii^ must be brought to Paris to make sure of his remaining in the

country.

The Palais-Royal received with a shock the news that the veto had

been adopted, and that the heads of the best patriots were in danger.

Fifteen thousand men, thundered Saint-Huruge, were ready to march
to Versailles to disperse the enemies of the people in the Assembly. Paris

was getting ready to dictate to Versailles.

The gulf between the king and the nation grew deeper and deeper.

“Since the decrees of August 4, almost the whole of the governing part

of the nation has become our enemy and that of liberty,” wrote Barnave

on October 4.

The Chromque de Paris of September 25 proposed that “the king and

queen should be invited to come and spend the winter in Paris.”

The Rivohaions de Paris of October i wrote: “A second access of

the Revolution is needed; everything is preparing for it.”

Mirabeau was acutely aware of this tension between the court and

the nation. He may have thought at this time that the Due d’Orl6ans, if

he succeeded in imposing him^lf on the court, might play the part of

an intermediary between the throne and the people. But he knew above

all that it was necessary to close that yawning gulf. One of his ad-

versaries reported hearing him say: “We shall not take one step toward

liberty so long as we do not succeed in effecting a revolution at court.”

3

Mirabeau felt that he had the strength to control events if he could

gain power. He had the impatience of the man of action who is not

merely ambitious but wants to grapple with outstanding problems. He
was not one of those who are content to direct affairs from the back-

ground, to be the power behind the throne: he was too big a m^ too

far-seeing, and also too indiscreet, to play a secondary part. Nor was
he one of those whose strength is in opposition or criticism. He had the

creative flame that has to find an outlet. The desire for power grew in

him with events, fed by the incapacity of die holders of power and
exasperated by the country’s distress. It was one day to become an ob-

session and a torment.

His ambition was Well known, even too well known. He readily

spoke of it. He used it to soothe his creditors. He had owed mon^
to the Hdtel de Varsovie ever since his marriage; he confided to its

proprietor that he would soon be a minister. One dsy he recounted to
Talleyrand, who had become Bishop of Autun, the essential qualities,
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in his view, of die statesman of whom France had need at the moment.
Talleyrand listened and then remarked coldly:

“You have forgotten one thing.”

“What?” asked Mirabcau, surprised.

“That he must be pockmarked.”

4

From the first days of the Revolution, from the day of his harangue

at the Palais-Royal, Camille Desmoulins had acquired an enormous
reputation. “One part of the capital names me among the principal

authors of the Revolution,” he boasted boyishly to his father; “others

go so far as to say I am its author.” He was one of those who can formu-

late what is in process of formation, say what has not yet been said,

crystallize the chaos of feelings and thoughts. He was a bom journalist.

He was to speak out all his thought and more, for he was not held back

by any scruple or any sense of responsibility.

He had unbounded admiration for Mirabeau. One day he called on
him to offer to work for his paper. Mirabeau asked him to dinner.

Desmoulins, his days of poverty and obscurity fresh in his memory,
wrote: “I think myself lucky to have become a guest of Mirabeau.”

He attached himself to him. Toward the end of September he spent

a fortnight with Mirabeau at Versailles. “We have become great

friends,” he wrote to his father; “at all events, he calls me his dear

friend. He is always seizing my hands or thumping me on the back;

then he goes to the Assembly, resumes his dignity as we enter the

vestibule, and works wonders; after which he returns to dine with ex-

cellent company and sometimes his mistress, and we drink excellent

wines.” Mirabeau liked in Desmoulins his youthful, undisciplined ar-

doqr: he supposed that the young man would be sobered in time

by contact with realities. “I iraft motions,” wrote Desmoulins, “and

Mirabeau calls that initiating me into high policy.” *

It was not without qualms of conscience that Desmoulins tasted the

delights of his stay at Versailles. “I feel that his table is too loaded with

delicacies; l am being corrupted. The Bordeaux and his Maraschino are

of high price, and I try iti vain to forget it; afterwards I have all the

trouble in ' rite world to resume my republican austerity and to detest

the aristocrats, whose crime is to go on having these excellent dinners.”

He soothed his conscience by sowing dismay with his ideas, which were
in advance of his lime.

Toward the end of S^ember Mourner, visiting the stQCho of the
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painter Bozc at Versailles, found Mirabeau there, posing for a portrait.

Mirabeau was surrounded like a sovereign with a numerous suite—Mmc.
Le Jay, Target, Dumont, Desmoulins.

It was at about this same time that Mirabeau became more intirnate

with a man who was not only one of the pillars of a doomed regime,

but represented the opposite pole of humanity to that of Desmoulins

—

Auguste, Comte de La A^arck, Prince d’Arenberg. La Marck belonged

to one of the most illustrious princely families of Europe, a family

whose origin dated back to the twelfth century. Descendant of an Aus-

trian on the father’s side and a German on the mother’s, born and

educated at Brussels, he had inherited from his maternal grandfather a

regiment which had been in the French service since the days of

Louis XIV. He took possession of the regiment and installed himself

in France at the time of the marriage of Marie Antoinette. As German
princes of reigning houses did not rank in the French court, he inherited

by special favour the title of Grandee of Spain which had belonged to

his grandfather, placing him on an equality with the dukes and peers

of France. Married to a rich French heiress, La Marck became a great

landowner in France. He acclimatized himself with the adaptability of

a foreigner who conscientiously savoured all that that country could

offer in the pleasantness of life.

Covered with honours from his childhood, cradled in affluence, with

his ambitions sated and his health wrecked, La Marck had the wisdom
of a man with no aspirations and no ambitions who could permit him-

self the inteUcctual luxury of shedding every prejudice.

La Marck had made Mirabeau’s acquaintance in 1788. Everything

about the man seemed to La Marck, at their first meeting, to be extrava-

gant and forced. His own distinction and taste for half-shades was
offended by Mirabeau’s ostentatious luxury. The buttons on his coat,

of coloured stones, were too big, the buckles of his shoes too voluminous.

It was Mirabeau’s own world, but he gave the impression of a parvenu

trying to force an entry. His manners also had an element of affectation.

“In trying to show politeness he exaggerated his bows; his first words

were pretentious and rather vulgar compliments. In a word,” La Marck
concluded, “he had neither- the forms nor the language of the society

in which he was moving; and although by birth he was the peer of his

hosts, one could sec at once from his manners^ that he lacked the case

given by familiarity with high society.”

La Marck, although a foreigner, held a French fief, and, thus grati-

fied, had been elected a representative of the nobility in the States

General. He was not the only foreigner elected. The ckugy, who could
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elect foreigners exercising ecclesiastical authority in France, counted

among their deputies the Prince de Salm, Bishop of Toumay, and the

Comte d’Arlberg, Bishop of Ypres.

Mirabeau sought a government which he described as “more or less

like that of England.” If that meant a constitutional monarchy, La
Marck was ready to agree with him. Louis XVI seemed to him to be

particularly fitted to play the part of a constitutional king. His vacillat-

ing character would lend itself well to the functions of a limited author-

ity. La Marck even thought the king would be glad to be relieved of a

crushing responsibility.

But La Marck reckoned without the influences at work on the king.

He also failed to discern a good part of Mirabeau’s motives. He saw
only the satisfaction of a man who had reached by his own powers the

place he occupied. He heard him exclaim: “The time has come when
men must be valued by what they have in this little space—on the fore-

head, between the eyebrows.” He accounted for Mirabeau’s revolution-

ary ardour as the result of injured self-esteem. His revolutionary lan-

guage seemed to La Marck to be inconsistent with his monarchical

conviction. “My popularity is my strength,” Mirabeau replied to him.

He hoped to make use of La Marck as an intermediary between king

and nation.

But soon a stronger bond was to unite the two men. Mirabeau, who
was already a power in the new order of things, was still battling with

financial difficulaes. One day, in September 1789, he called on La
Marck very early, with a worried and preoccupied air.

“My friend,” he said, “it depends on you to do me a very great

service.”

“Tell me.”

“I don’t know which way to turn. I haven’t a crown piece. Lend me
something.”

La Marck held out a roll of fifty louis, apologizing for having no more
at the moment.

“I don’t know when 1 can pay it back,” Mirabeau honestly warned

him.

La Marck begged him not to trouble about that and added that he

would be happy to be able to oblige him and so to contribute to assur-

ing the independence of his talents and his character. More even than

the immediate help, the free way in which it was given deeply touched

Mirabeau. He assured La Marck with emotion that he had never in

his life met anyone who had shown himself so truly his friendL

*Trom that day,” wrote La Marck later* “he did not cease to diow
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me a gratitude which was not belied to the day of his death. He was a

true friend, confiding and devoted.”

The liveliness of his gratitude revealed to La Marck both Mirabeau’s

eternal financial embarrassment and the delicacy of his feelings. La
Marck went surety for his friend. “I gained the certainty that this man,

whom everybody described as venal, had never sacrificed any principle

for money.”

He understood that a certain amount of luxury was a necessity for

Mirabeati and offered on his own initiative to place him beyond reach

of the troubles caused by his incapacity to live economically. “I told

him that if he would promise me never in such cases to have recourse

to anyone but me, it would be a real pleasure to me to lend him fifty

louis a month, which, with his emolument as deputy, might sufiice

for his current expenses.”

No friendship of Mirabeau’s was so deep as that for La Marck. He
had had more admiration for Chamfort, had profited more from the

friendship of Mauvillon, had submitted more, often unwillingly, to the

influence of Talleyrand; but no man. and perhaps no woman, held in

his life the place thenceforth occupied by La Marck. In the rapid de-

velopment of his own power, this friendship was for him a sort of brake.

By his very limitations, by his prudence and discrimination. La Marck

was a sort of stand-by for Mirabcau. The more his existence gained in

richness and in responsibilities, the more Mirabeau needed the relaxa-

Ition he found in his friend’s company.

I

Their friendship, made closer by the disturbed times, was one of

istrange serenity, shining against the stormy background. Auguste,

Comte de La Marck, one of the many grands seigneurs of his time, was

saved from oblivion by his gift of friendship. He has won lastii|g re-

membrance in the company of a great man as a beneficent influence.

He gave Mirabeau the little comfort he knew during his last years.

As the disagreement between the king and the representatives of the

nation became more acute, Mirabeau saw the fate of the monarchy grow
more sombre. His judgment of the passing day was so exact that he

drew from it a prescience of the future. “In seeking the characteristic

trait of his genius,” wrote Dumont later, “I find it, after long reflection,

in his political sagacity, his prevision of events, his knowledge of men,

which he seemed to me to possess in a rarer and more eminent degree

than all other intellectual qualities. There were times when he would
say that he felt himself to be a prophet, and it did indeed seem ffiat

he had inspired glimpses of the future.”

Toward the^ of September Mirabeau said again and again to La
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Marck in talking of the court: “What are these people imagining? Do
they not see the abysses that are opening on their path?” One day he

exclaimed: “All is lost, the king and queen will perish, and you will

witness it: the mob will trample their bodies underfoot!” And when
La Marck started up in horror he repeated obstinately: “Yes, yes, they

will trample their bodies underfoot.”

La Marck was shaken in spite of himself. The prophecy seemed in-

conceivable. But Mirabeau insisted that he should let the court know
the dangers of its position. Although such a courtier as La Marck
would not willingly be the bearer of an alarming message, he decided

toward the end of September to go in search of one of his friends, a

woman who had the queen’s confidence, her lady of the bedchamber,

the Comtesse d’Ossun. He seemed to be more anxious to justify himself

than to warn the court. He had associated, he said, with Mirabeau only

in order to moderate his revolutionary promptings. This friendship must

not inspire any doubt of his devotion to the royal cause. He was trying

to prepare Mirabeau to be useful to the king on the day when the min-

isters found themselves forced to come to an arrangement with Mira-

beau, which he believed to be inevitable. Mirabeau’s passionate appeal

was reduced, as it passed through a grand seigneur and a lady of the

bedchamber, to a discreet murmur. But even thus attenuated, it offended

royal ears. Marie Antoinette made a point of giving her reply personally

to her devoted servant. “I have never doubted your sentiments,” she said

graciously to La Marck, “and when I saw that you were associating

with Mirabeau I felt sure that your intentions were good; but you
will never be able to do anything with him, and as for what you t^k
necessary on the part of the king’s ministers, I do not agree.” And
die concluded haughtily: “We shall never be so fortunate, I think, as

to be reduced %o the painful extremity of going for help to Mirabeau.”

5

On October 1 the Bodyguards gave a banquet to the Flanders Regiment,

which had entered Versailles. “When heads arc heated,” wrote the

Courrier de Provence, “by a sumptuous feast, by the excitement of a

lai^e gathering, and by prodigality with wines and liqueurs, conversa-

tion becomes unbridled. A chivalrous idea brought the folly to its

he^ht. The queen, to show her appreciation of the homage rendered

to her, had appeared for a moment before this excited muldmde with

the little dauphin in her arms. The band struck up the familiar air

*0 Rkrhard! O my king, all are forsaking you.’ Amid the general emo-
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tion some voices, perhaps paid, shouted imprecations against the National

Assembly. A grenadier dashed into the midst of his comrades and,

accusing himself of faithlessness to his prince, tried several times to stab

himself with his sword. His blood flowed, carrying the excitement to

its height and producing almost convulsive movements. The national

cockade, that emblem of the defenders of liberty, was tom to pieces and

stamped on, and another sign put in its place.”

At the sitting of October 5 Petion denounced the banquet. Mirabeau

proposed that the Assembly should prohibit these so-called patriotic

feasts, ‘Svhich are an insult to the poverty of the people and of which

the consequences may be disastrous.” An over-zealous monarchist threw

himself into the breach. Thinking to embarrass Potion, he asked him

to put his denunciation into writing and sign it. It was Mirabeau who
thundered the reply: “I begin by declaring that I regard the denuncia-

tion just proposed as highly impolitic; nevertheless, if the demand for

it is insisted on, I am ready to supply full details and to sign them; but

before this I ask that the Assembly shall declare that the person of

the king alone is inviolable, and that all other individuals of the state,

whoever they may be, are equally subject to and responsible to the

law.”

In the horror-stricken silence someone shouted: “What, the queen!”

As he came down from the tribune, Mirabeau said quickly, but in a

voice that travelled like a stage aside: “I should denpunce the queen and

the Due de Guiche” (one of the captains of the Guards). The inop-

portune intervention was at once withdrawn.

This sitting of October 5 began in the morning with the reading of

the king’s reply to the requests for his pronouncement on the con-

stitution. “In accordance with your wish, I give my consent to these

articles, but from one positive condition I shall never depart—^that

the executive power shall remain entirely in the hands of the monarch.

I will not discuss,” the king proceeded, “your declaration of the rights

of man; it contains very good guidance for your labours, but principles

susceptible of differences in application and even in interpretation can-

not be rightly appreciated, and need not be, until their true meaning is

fixed by the laws to which they are to serve as a first basis.”

The royal declarations were received in gloomy silence. A few iso-

lated cheers from nobles and clergy were answered by murmurs. “The
king’s reply,” declared Robespierre, “is destructive not dnly of any
constitution, but of die national right to have a constitution.”

‘The consent which the king has just given raises doubts as to his

sentiments,” said Mirabeau. “It is of the utmost importance to the
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monarch, for success in securing public tranquillity, that our de-

cisions shall be accepted, and especially that they shall seem to have

been accepted willingly. ... If the king persists in his refusals,” Mira-

beau added, “the germ of patriotism would soon be stifled, and anarchy

will begin the moment the people realize their power sufSciently to

notice that it is desired to restrain it.” He proposed that an address to

the king should be drawn up, to make clear to him that his opposi-

tion was dangerous and useless—an address “in which we shall speak

to him with the candour and the veracity of one of Philip’s fools when
he said: ‘What would you do, Philip, if everybody said no when you
say yes?’

”

A few hours later the king’s hand was forced. At the moment when
Mirabeau was speaking public tranquillity was already being disturbed.

6

“Mounier, Paris is marching on us.” Mirabeau was bending over the

president’s chair. It was between eleven o’clock and noon on October

5. For some days Paris had been simmering with revolt. The harvest

had been good, but the wheat was reaching Paris only slowly. Queues

were forming outside the bakers’ shops. The scarcity was “partly

ardfleial, partly real,” according to Lafayette. What excited the people

was more the fear of wheat shortage than any actual privation, and

especially the persistent rumour that the court intended to starve Paris.

The banquet to the Flanders -Regiment had spread alarm. -The insult

to the national cockade was an insult to the nation. It was said that the

agitation was partly engineered. Women in rags and seedy-looking per-

sons had been seen pulling big silver coins out of their pockets. “It is

said that the Due d’Orl^ans has been bribing the populace,” wrote Mme.
de Stael. “But whether he has or not, only those who have no idea of

the Revolution could imagine that the money. If it was given, had the

slightest influence. A whole people is not set in motion by such means.

The great mistake made by the people of the covut has always been

to seek in a few details the cause of sentiments expressed by the whole

nation.”^

For some time Paris had been in th&habit of threatening on the slight-

est pretext to march on Versailles. In disturbed times violent ideas

quickly make their way. “To Versailles! To Versailles!” the crowd
shouted all the momii^ in front of the Hdtel de Ville. Market women
took charge. Forcing dieir way into the town hall, they seized muskets

and even cannon. Titey wait round the city making all the women,
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even aristocrats in their carriages, join them. The National Guards came
on the scene to prevent pillage. The women urged the Guards, implor-

ing and even threatening them, to go with them to Versailles to bring

the king to Paris, and with him bread and peace. The tocsin sounded.

All the shops were closed. The frightened population barred its doors.

Workmen and soldiers wandering in the streets of Paris joined this

army of militant women.
“Paris is marching on us,” said Mirabeau to Mounier. “I know noth-

ing about it,” replied Mounier, not trusting him.

Mirabeau had been informed that the fermentation in Paris was in-

creasing. “I had no need to know the details to believe it,” he said

later. “I inferred it from an augury that never misleads, the nature of

things.” “Believe me or not,” he said to Mounier, “I tell you that Paris

is marching on us. Say you are ill; go to the chateau and give them
this information; say if you like that you have it from me, but put an

end to this scandalous controversy. Time is pressing, there is not a

moment to lose.”

“Paris is marching on us,” replied Mounier. “Very well, so much
the better. We shall be all the sooner in a republic.”

“It is a pretty word,” replied Mirabeau, “but if the royal family is

injured or reduced to flight I can no longer answer for the conse-

quences.”

Mounier regarded Mirabeau as the firebrand of Paris. He attached

no importance to his warning, or thought he was raising the spectre

of insurrection for demagogic purposes. *

The Assembly decided to send a deputation, headed by Mounier,

to ask the king to give his “acceptance pure and simple” to the articles

of the declaration and of the constitution which had already \ been

presented.

The effervescence continued to grow in Paris, The surging masses

pressed Lafayette to take the lead in their movement. But he did not

dare either to lead it or to stop it. He let himself be carried along by
events.

In Paris there broke out “the most violent and most general riot that

I have seen in my life,” said Lafayette, and he could no longer resist

the appeal of the wild crowd. To cover himself he had the order to

march on Versailles confirmed by the municipality. He placed him-

self, “more dead than alive,” at the head of the National Guard, which
advanced to the beating of drums, with flags flying.

The women, soaked in rain and mud, reached Versailles about four

oVlock in the afternoon. They had brought a spokesman, one of the
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conquerors of the Bastille, and demanded to be heard by the Assembly.

“We have come to Versailles to ask for bread and also to get the Body-

guards punished for insulting the patriotic cockade.”

Another deputation from the Assembly was preparing to leave for

the chateau. It was instructed to ask for measures to assure the pro-

visioning of Paris. But the women wanted to speak to the king them-

selves. Fifteen of them went with the deputation to the chiteau. The
king was hunting. A messenger was sent after him in haste. The queen

was walking alone, as though lost in her dreams of the Petit Trianon.

Mirabeau was with his friend La Marck that afternoon. He knew that

the king was being advised to go to Metz, and he insisted on the

dangers of such a step. “The dynasty is lost,” he said to La Marck, “if

Monsieur [the Comte de Provence, the king’s brother] does not re-

main to take over the reins of government.” La Marck had failed with

the queen through a courrier-Uke inability to insist; he hoped to find

more understanding in the Comte de Provence.

In the quiet of La March’s house no sound of the uproar outside

penetrated. The two friends did not know that the Paris crowd had

already invaded Versailles. About six o’clock La Marck took Mirabeau

back to the Assembly.

In the absence of Mounier the assembly hall had been invaded by the

women, who had been admitted out of pity. They filled the galleries

and the surroundings of the hall; one of them had even taken pos-

session of the president’s chair. On entering the hall they had sought

in vain for a familiar figure and had shouted: “We want our little

mother Mirabeau.”

But Mirabeau, after a glance at die hall, went home at once.

The king returned from the hunt. He received the deputation of

women. He loved his good city of Paris too well, he said in reply to

their complaints, to let it lack anything. So long as he had been re-

* sponsible for its provisioning, he thought he had been very successfuL

But since these gentlemen—^he pointed to the deputies who were

present at the interview—^had tied his hands, “it is no longer my
fault” He gave a fatherly promise to take the necessary steps and em-
braced onr of the women delegates. The women went away moved and

flattered to such an extent as to arouse the suspicions of their conuades,

who sent them back to get assurances in writing.

Mounier was still waiting for the king’s reply. Louis XVI was nqt

prepared to give Mounier his adhesion to the constitutiond decrees.

The ministen advised him to leave for Rambouillet. “Sire,” urged
Saint-Priest, “if tomorrow you are taken to Paris, your crown is
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lost.” But Ncckcr opposed this. “At the worst,” he said, “if His Majesty

thought it necessary to establish himself in Paris, he would be revered

and respected there by his people, who adore him.”

Hours passed. The king’s one thought was for the safety of the

queen and the children. About nine o’clock the queen’s carriages were

in readiness. But Marie Antoinette refused to leave the king.

Mounier intimated several times that he was about to go. The king

asked him to wait.

Outside, the crowd saw the arrival of the carriages and grew agitated.

There were shouts of “the king is going away.” The Bodyguards had

been ordered to re-enter the chateau. The crowd thought they were

preparing to charge and pursued them across the park.

Mounier was still waiting to be admitted to the presence of the king.

There was a first clash at Versailles, between some women and a

detachment of Guards. The “Bastille volunteers” fired and killed several

Bodyguards. At that moment—after five hours’ wait—the king sent

for the president of the Assembly. “He had heard the firing,” wrote

Mounier. “Judge his emotion, judge mine.”

The news spread that the National Guards were approaching. Was
Lafayette coming as friend or enemy? The chateau was horror-stricken.

The king called for the convocation of the Assembly. It suddenly ap-

peared to him a safeguard between the unleashed people and an army
whose intentions he did not know. The drum beat to recall the deputies.

Drums were also beating as the army of the National Guards advanced

by torchlight. “Sire,” said Lafayette, as he bowed to the king, “if I had

thought I could serve Your Majesty better today by laying down my
head on the scaffold, you would never have seen me here.” The king,

with all his ponderous dignity restored, assured Lafayette that he was

always glad to see him as well as his good Parisians. Lafayette occupied

the chiteau with the National Guards.

The assembly hall was filled with a crowd soaked by its long wait in

the rain; muddy, famished, tired out, it was still excited and vociferous.

In vain were efforts made to send the crowd away. From the gallery Du-
mont salv a woman giving the lead to a hundred others. The women
shouted in unison: “Who is that talking down there? Stop the babbler.

That doesn’t matter, what matters is to have some bread. Get our

little Mirabeau to speak, we want to hear him.”

In that hour of confusion the prestige of the Assembly and the

ascendancy of the elated of the nation had sunk to nothing. Suddenly

the scene was dominated by a voice of thunder: “I should just like to

know why it has been thought fit to come and disturb our sittings/’
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Mirabeau stood up commandingly, disdainful of the popular wrath.

At the sound of his great voice the crowd was silent. He asked the

president to preserve the dignity of the debate by ordering “the

strangers scattered about the hall,” to retire to the galleries. The crowd
recognized its great man. It listened with respect. “The representatives

of the nation cannot carry on any intelligent discussion in the midst

of a scandalous tumult, and I hope the friends of liberty have not come
here to interfere with the liberty of the Assembly.”

This was language the crowd could understand. It was won over and

broke into applause. Calm was restored.

At midnight the king’s declaration was read: “I accept purely and

simply the articles of the Constitution and the Declaration of the Rights

of Man and the Citizen which the National Assembly has placed before

me.” The king had concluded peace with the representatives of the

nation.

The king, reassured by Lafayette that- the National Guards had taken

every precaution for the preservation of undisturbed tranquillity, sent for

Mounier. He had no more need of the Assembly now that Lafayette

had promised to guard him against the “pretended brigands supposed

to have reached Versailles.”

The Assembly adjourned till next day. La Marck, who had stayed late

at the chateau, offered to take Lafayette back in his carriage. He heard

him say that he was tired out: he must have some hours’ sleep now that

order was definitely re-established.

The king and queen, relying on Lafayette, returned to their apart-

ments. The sentinels were at their stations.

Round the railings indistinct figures prowled. The night was dis-

turbed by unfamiliar sounds, Lafayette slept. Rivarol later called him

General Morpheus.

7

“Were the events of that night misfortunes or crimes?” asked Mira-

beau later. “Were the crimes the result of a plot, or of imprudence,

or of chance?” The enigma of the night of October 5-6 was never

solved.

At the dawn of a grey day, the crowd had come into collision with

some Bodyguards. Shots I^ad been fired and there had been an explosion.

In its pursuit of the Guards the crowd had forced its way past the rail-

ings, broken into the chateau, and penetrated as far as the queen’s apart-

ments; she had fled to the king. The chateau had been besieged by a
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surging mass of people shouting “Vive le RoiP’ and “To Paris! To
Paris!” The court had been seized with terror. Those shouts of “Long
live the king! ” were shouts for the death of the queen. The Bodyguards

in the hands of the furious mob were to be massacred like those whose

heads had already been brandished on pikes. Lafayette, belatedly rush-

ing up, pleaded pathetically for the men to be pardoned. It was at that

point that the royal power capitulated to the Paris mob. Versailles with

its splendours, a setting of harmonious luxury built to exalt the royal

house, became no more than an empty shell, an abandoned stage.

Louis XVl appeared on the gilded balcony, above a sea of heads, an

armed and threatening multitude. At that decisive moment, when he

was undoubtedly thinking of how to avoid extensive bloodshed, and

certainly of how to save his wife and children, his ponderous, thick-set

figure had a dignity that was felt even in the midst of the mass hysteria.

“My friends,” he said, “I am going to live among you with my wife

and children.”

Lafayette, profiting by the effect of the king’s words, brought the

queen with her children to the balcony. “My friends,” he shouted,

“peace has been made.”

Two deputies of the nobility came to the Assembly asking its mem-
bers, in the king’s name, to present themselves to him. Mirabeau loudly

declared that “the president cannot make the deputies go to the king

without deliberation.” The sitting was opened. Mounier was still shaken

by the tragic hours through which he had just passed; he asked that

the AssemWy should fall in with the king’s desire without delay. “I op-

pose that,” said Mirabeau;' “it is not consistent with our dignity, it is

not even sensible, to desert our pok when dangers, real or imaginary,

seem to threaten the common weal.”

Mounier was irritated. His was a timid spirit of reform, and he was
distracted at the outbreak of a violence he had not suspected. On the

morrow of these tragic days he was to flee from his responsibilities to a

safe refuge in a foreign country, confining himself to censuring events

instead of influencing them.

He was so revolted by Mirabeau’s attitude that he spoke from the

chair, breaking the rule of presidential non-intervention in debate. He
urged the Assembly to go to the king, who had need of its advice:

“Our dignity consists in fulfilling our duties; I consider it a sacred

duty, at this moment of danger, to be with the king.” Nobody rose to

refute this, but when the motion was put he had the majority against

him. Mirabeau spoke again: “1 ask that it be decreed that the king
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and the National Assembly shall be inseparable during the present

session, and I observe to the Assembly that a healthy policy should de-

termine it to perform freely an act of such importance.” His proposal

was unanimously adopted.

Versailles was to be no longer the seat of the first popular representa-

tion of the country. The Parisian crowd took back with it Louis XVI
and the royal family. It was a strange procession, with the carved and

gilded carriages of the court in the middle of it. Soldiers of the National

Guard marched alongside women armed with muskets or sitting astride

cannon, waving flags and wearing grenadiers’ caps. Horses from the

royal stables were harnessed to bread carts. Saveloys were hung on the

tips of bayonets. The crowd was excited by the wine that had flowed

freely in the taverns, and still more excited by its triumph. It bawled:

“We shall not go short of bread any more, we have got the baker, the

baker’s wife, and the baker’s boy.”

The women proudly wore tricolour cockades. A Versailles shop-

keeper’s accounts included: “Supplied on the 6.x. to the ladies of Paris

coming on behalf of the queen, 1 50 cockades”; and another: “Supplied

to the ladies of Paris coming from Paris, 150 cockades at i fr. = 150.”

On the next day Mirabeau prepared a memorandum reminding the

court of the dangers that surrounded h. More disastrous even than the

impotence of the ministers was the loss of prestige of the Assembly,

the king’s last remaining protection. “The National Assembly,” he wrote,

“is finding that the confidence in its labours diminishes daily. Each day

a portion of public opinion is turning away from it. Today we are

only tired and discouraged; it is the moment of despair that must be

dreaded. If Paris has great strength, it also harbours great causes of

effervescence. Its populace in agitation is irresistible: winter is ap-

proaching, food may be lacking, bankruptcy may arrive; what will Paris

be in three months’ time? Certainly a hospital, perhaps a scene of hor-

rors.”

8

The Due d’Orlians and Mirabeau were named as the persons chiefly re-

sponsible for the events of the fifth and sixth of October. Testimony

against Mirabeau came from all sides—chance confidences, imprudent

language, remarks tom from their context. Dumont, whose attachment

to Mirabeau so often resembled hatred, said that if he had bem an ac-

complice in the revolt he could not have acted differently. At the mo-
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mcnt, in an atmosphere laden with suspicions, every evil rumour spread

by Mirabeau’s friends or his enemies was credited. He referred to them
in a letter to the bailli:

“If it were not you to whom I am writing, my very dear uncle, I

should make no reply to the calumnies that leave here for Provence or

return here from there. Anyone of sense ought to see that it might be

possible for many obscure or unknown intriguers to be long guilty and

to escape from prosecution, but it would be impossible for the Comte
de Mirabeau, surrounded at all times with implacable enemies, to make
a single false step with impunity.*' Later, when these accusations became

the subject of a prosecution, Mirabeau reduced them to their true pro-

portions. La Marck, who was so devoted to the queen, bore witness to

his friend’s innocence. He confirmed that Mirabeau had passed the day

with him, and revealed also that at the time when Mirabeau was ac-

cused of having received money from the Due d'Orleans, he was asking

him for a loan of a few louis.

Mirabeau triumphed over the campaign of calumny. The attitude

of the duke remained equivocal. Mirabeau does not seem to have be-

lieved in his guilt. His principal accuser was Lafayette, who, in an

interview in the presence of Montmorin, intimidated the duke into

agreeing to leave at once for London on a mission to the English gov-

ernment. The duke may himself have been frightened by the headlong

course of events, and was certainly tired of conspiracies, for which he

was temperamentally unsuited. He may also have felt that the Revolu-

tion had already cost him too much.

Mirabeau was alarmed by this decision. It would immensely increase

the prestige of Lafayette. The duke’s flight “left without rival the man
whom chance had just given a new dictatorship, the man who at that

time, under the banner of liberty, possessed a police more active than

that- of the ancien rigime . . . and who, by imposing departure on M.
d’Orleans instead of having him judged and condemned, if he was

guilty, by this alone eluded the inviolability of the members of the As-

sembly.” Under the influence of his friends the duke retracted his

promise to Lafayette. But Lafayette insisted on a second interview and

extracted from the duke a promise to leave in twenty-four hotirs. The
vacillating duke changed his mind a second time and asked Biron to

consult Mirabeau.

“M. d’Orl6ans,” said Mirabeau, “is to leave, without judgment, tftc

post his constituents have confided to him. If he obeys, I denounce his

departure, and I oppose it; if he remains, 1 denounce the authority that

is taking the place of the laws; let him choose between these alternatives.”
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The duke wrote once more to Lafayette to take back Ms word. But

Lafayette took him to the king and bound him irrevocably by making

him announce in the king’s presence that he accepted the mission.

Lafayette wanted to get rid of Biron as well. But Biron replied: “If I

am guilty, let me be judged.” Lafayette hustled the Due d’Orleans oflF

that very night.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

IN FRANCE YOU NEVER CAN TELL

The first sittings of the Assembly in Paris were held in the arch-

bishop’s palace. They moved later to the inconvenient and ill-

ventilated Salle de Manege, the Riding School, near the Tuilerics. Dr.

Guillotin, who watched over the health of the Assembly with philan-

thropic zeal, found the Riding School appalling from the point of view

of hygiene and went to a great deal of trouble to introduce a few

improvements.

At the first sitting in the palace, Bailly, in the name of the municipal-

ity, and Lafayette, in the name of the National Guard, welcomed the

Assembly and promised to watch over its peace and safety. In propos-

ing a vote of thanks to them Mirabeau was not entirely disinterested.

He well knew Lafayette’s hesitations, his facile optimism, and espe-

cially his easily wounded vanity. The political ideas of the two men had

become more similar since the events of the night of October 5-6.

Lafayette, who before the Revolution had been openly republican in

his views, said again and again that the events of that night had turned

him royalist. And Mirabeau agreed with deputies of the left like

jBarnave, Du Port, and the Lameth brothers, that a change of ministry

was necessary and that it could not be effected without Lafayette’s help.

Nevertheless there was a certain amount of antagonism between them.

Bamavc and Du Port arranged a meeting with Lafayette at the house

of the Marquise d’Aragon, Mirabcau’s niece, Caroline’s eldest daugh-
ter. But the meeting did little to improve the relations between the

two men, Lafayette made his disapproval of Mirabeau’s ihunorality

quite evident; Mirabeau sought in vain to disarm him. Mirabeau, with
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his feminine susceptibility, reacted by trying, as Lafayette recorded,

to “make himself out blacker than he really was.” His sense of humour,

in the face of Lafayette’s complete lack of it, found play when Lafayette

burst out with a declaration that Mirabeau must give up agitating

against the queen if he wanted to have any relations with him. Mirabeau

replied: “Very well. General, since you wish it. A humiliated queen

can be of some use, but a butchered queen is good only as the subject

for a bad tragedy.”

But in spite of all this the interview seems to have served its main

purpose. Lafayette agreed as to the need for forming a new ministry

that could ride out the storm. He proposed, however, not to proceed

to the formation of a new ministry until after the departure of Necker,

who, he said, would be going in a couple of months. “If,” Mirabeau ob-

jected, “he must go after irremediable harm has been done, it would

be preferable, since the state matters more than a single individual, that

he should go at a time when it is still possible to save everything. In two
months the state will be lost or saved for good.”

Lafayette, shaken by Mirabeau’s arguments, went with him to see

Montmorin; but Montmorin had been annoyed by Mirabeau’s attacks

on the court and the ministry and was non-committal. Necker asked

Mirabeau to see him. In the list of proposed ministers which Mirabeau

had sent to Lafayette he had put at the head: “M. Necker, Prime Min-

ister, because he must be made as powerless as he is incapable, and yet

his popularity must be kept for the king’s benefit.” In this list the

Archbishop of Bordeaux was proposed as Keeper of the Seals; La Marck
for the Ministry of Marine; Montmorin to have a governorship and

a dukedom and his debts paid; Lafayette to be marshal of France; and

Mirabeau to be in the Council without department. But Necker would

have nothing to do with the plan. At the end of the interview, which

lasted five hours, Necker said to Mirabeau: “My strength lies in moral-

ity; you have too much intelligence not to feel some day the necessity

of that bulwark; before then it may suit the king in present circum-

stances to have you as a minister, but it is impossible for us to be min-

isters together.” Necker made one of his worst mistakes in keeping

Mirabeau out of office at the time when he might have been able to

change the country’s course.

After Necker’s refusal the conversations with Lafayette were re-

sumed on another basis. In a further interview, “we agreed," wrote

Lafayette, “to leave the ministry as it is, except for his attack on M. de

Saint-Priest, from whkh I could not dissuade him.”
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2

A baker had been killed in Paris on suspicion of withholding bread. A
deputation from the municipality came to the bar of the Assembly to

ask for martial law to be decreed. Only a few days earlier Mirabcau had

called for this, together with a tribunal for the punishment of crimes

of lese-nation. He objected, however, to the proposal now made. “I

know of nothing more alarming,” he said, “than motions arising out

of dearth. All are silent and should be, all give way and should, before

a hungry people. What can martial law do if the crowds shout: ‘There

is no more bread in the bakers’ shops?’ What monster would reply

with gunfire?” Other action was necessary. “Let us call on the executive

to say definitely what resources it requires from us in order to assure the

food supply of the capital; let us give it these resources, and from that

moment let it be responsible for administering them.”

The president informed the Assembly that Necker had stated that

the municipality had stopped all communication with the ministry in

connexion with the provisioning of the capital. But Mirabeau’s harsh

criticism corresponded so entirely with the general feeling that the

ministry was asked to report to the Assembly.

The ministry was indignant at this attack. One of the ministers,

Saint-Priest, had been denounced by Mirabeau to a committee of the

Assembly for saying, it was alleged, to the women at Versailles: “When
you had only one king you were not short of bread; now that you have

twelve hundred kings, address yourselves to them.” Saint-Priest ener-

getically denied having said this and contradicted the evidence of

witnesses. But within the cabinet he was the representative of .the

counter-revolution; he had “despotism in his soul,” and in attacking him
Mirabeau was attacking all those who stood in the way of a rapproche-

ment between king and nation.

After the sanguinary days of the beginning of October and the mur-

der of the baker in Paris there came a calm. There was a reaction espe-

cially among the Parisian middle class, a desire to maintain order and

respect for property. Relations between court and people grew less

strained. But there was a lack of comfort in Paris: the king pointed out

later that “more than a hundred years had passed since the kings of

France had made the Tuilcrics their normal residence. Nothing had

been done to prepare it for the king, and the royal apartments were far

from providing the convenience to which His Majesty was accustomed

in the other royal houses, a^d which every individual of means can
enjoy/’
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Marie Antoinette, however, rejoiced in the improved relations. She

wrote to the Austrian ambassador, Mercy d’Argenteau: “If we forget

where we are and how we came here, we are bound to be pleased

with the change in opinion. I talk to the people, to militiamen and fish-

wives; all are friendly.” One woman slyly spoke a few words in German,

but the queen replied that she no longer understood German; she had

become “so good a Frenchwoman that I have actually forgotten my
mother tongue.” There were shouts of “Bravo!” from all sides. The
queen was assured that there would be no more shedding of blood. A
crowd stayed long outside the Tuileries shouting “Long live our good

queen!”

In those conditions a capable and enlightened ministry would easily

have reconciled the king and the Revolution. But the ministers, in a

printed memorandum addressed to the Assembly in reply to Mirabcau’s

attack, disclaimed responsibility, pointing to the confusion through-

out the kingdom—

i

confession, wrote the Courrier de ProvencCy of

impotence.

3

Once more material needs threw shadows over Mirabeau’s path. Incapa-

ble of personal economy, he had also embarked on expenditure which

he thought indispensable in his position. “I am retaining three first-

class men,” he explained, “two of whom, if I did not keep them, would

already have returned to England.” In addition to the two Genevese

to whom he was referring, he had engaged a young lawyer from Pro-

vence, Pellenc, who had asked for him in the Aix proceedings. In October

Pellenc, no doubt in view of Mirabeau’s growing reputation, had hur-

ried to Paris “with a very young and very pretty wife,” said Dumont.

His hope had not been vain: he became one of Mirabcau’s most hard-

worked helpers. Dumbnt, who seemed to regard Mirabeau as a Genevese

monopoly, made allegations against Pellenc’s past; La Marck, who had

no feeling against Pellenc, found him clear-headed and concise. Although

a southerner, he was reserved and discreet, and so self-effacing that he

“almost disappeared in Mirabeau’s presence.” But his stolidity, his rather

unimaginative prudence, and his sometimes rather laboured logic, made
of him an invaluable assistant. Mirabeau treated him very much as a

subordinate, often adopting a tone that surprised Dumont, who knew
how useful the lawyer wa£ Mirabeau, usually so trustful, harboured a

secret suspicion of pellenc, as if he cxpecticd to find him at any moment
turning against him. He shouted angrily one day that no doubt be
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would rather make speeches against him than for him, and he confided
'

to La Marck that Pellenc had played two or three nasty tricks; but his

anger passed and he continued to employ him, and even to overload

him with work.

“So long as I have ambitious plans, I cannot dismiss my staff,” Mira-

beau declared. “If I am to attain office, these fellows are men of gold;

and we must always remember that a government will never get any-

where without subordinates.” He was ready to assume the responsibili-

ties of office and believed he could attain it with or without Lafayette's

help. But on the very day when he wrote to tell him proudly that he

resumed freedom of action, he received a threatening letter that

brought him back to sordid reality. The banker Jeanneret reminded

him in brutal terms that his debt to him amounted to nearly twelve

thousand livres, and he added: “I have always detested the airs of a

gr^^nd seigneur^ and I should feel degraded in putting up with them
from anybody, still more from you.”

Mirabeau was so preoccupied by his material difficulties that he

could not help mentioning them at his first interview with Lafayette, to

La March’s regret. With great devotion and no less skill La Marck had

himself undertaken to negotiate material aid for his friend, which

Lafayette offered to procure for him. “I cannot accept important help

without an appointment that justifies it, and a small aid would gratui-

tously compromise me—there’s the rub; there I have so much the more
need of your wisdom, which is more of this world than mine is.”

La Marck did indeed do useful service, by securing from Lafayette a

promise that next time he saw Mirabeau he would begin by offering

him fifty thousand francs. La Marck explained that his friend needed a

fixed income, and he negotiated with Lafayette as to the form it should

take. Lafayette proposed “a written engagement for an important

embassy, to Holland or England. Constantinople would have been pos-

sible eight months earlier.” “I rejected everything,” declared La Marck.

Under the influence of this good friend, Mirabeau recovered his spirit.

“I rejected with all dtic pride everything connected with money,” he

reported to La Marck, like a good child that had learnt his lesson care-

fully. Blit he was in real distress. “I know your embarrassing position,”

wrote La Marck, “but between the objections to receiving and the ob-

jections to declining there should be a way out. Meanwhile, for the

moment,” added thL never-failing friend, “I still have three hundred
louis at your service.”

Finally Montmorin transmitted to Mirabeau through Lafayette a

pompous proposition: he was tp be appointed ambassador to Holland
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or England, “not to go there but to decorate me, and to make me
worthy of the supreme honour of putting in my pocket a note from

the king assuring me that I should be a minister in May.”

“Accept it all,” advised La Marck. “Your enemies will find you all

the harder to deal with. Your affairs will involve you no longer in petty

embarrassments, and then you will be entirely at your full worth, that

is to say, superior to all.”

4

The Archbishop of Bordeaux, Champion de Cic6, Keeper of the Seals,

heard of the negotiations between Mirabeau and Lafayette. He would

have been ready himself to enter into relations with Mirabeau, but Mira-

beau had good reasons for distrusting the archbishop. Champion de

Cic6 quickly noticed his coolness and turned against the man of whom
he had proposed to make an ally. Mirabeau soon had proofs that the

author of the vehement pamphlet directed against him, Domine salvum

fac ragerrty had been “inspired, indoctrinated, paid for, etc., by the

Keeper of the Seals.” The pamphlet denounced part of the court, which,

it alleged, had been intriguing to induce the king to leave for Metz,

to proclaim the Due d’Orl^ans lieutenant general of the kingdom, and

to make Mirabeau mayor of Paris or a minister, and Talleyrand Keeper

of the Seals or Minister of Finance.

One of the most active intriguers was Gouverneur Morris. This am-
bassador of the Promised Land of liberty had come to France with one

fixed idea: “A democracy. Can it last? I think not. I am sure not, unless

the whole people arc changed.” Such influence as he had he employed

in insisting on the dangers of a democratic constitution. This son of the

country of new men noted with pride that he was frequently quoted

by the aristocrats as being one of their party. He urged Lafayette, with

whom he had a certain influence, to preserve some constitutional author-

ity in the body of the nobility. For pride in nobility he had the respect

of a parvenu. His snobbishness had in it an element of religious fanati-

cism. He was implacable against renegades from their class. Mirabeau

was for him the John Wilkes of France. He pursued him from the

first with violent hatred. He never spoke of him except as “scoundrel”

or “rascal,” and incessantly denounced his immorality. But Mirabeau’s

worst offence was for Morris his abandonment of the sociejey into

which he was bom, to make common cause with the riffraff.

Morris’s indulgence in the matter of morals was extreme in the case

of those whom ^ considered as men of the world. He was a freqr^nt
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visitor to Talleyrand’s mistress, Mme. de Flahaut, and tried to be

Talleyrand’s rival. His morality was also lax in money matters; his

integrity was little disturbed by the proposals he noted in his diary after

a dinner with the Bishop of Autun and Mme. de Flahaut. “We converse

about the public affairs and she tells us that if he is minister we must

make a million for her.”

He had, moreover, a sort of strange affection and even devotion for

the lover of the woman he loved. He served Talleyrand’s ambitions

with ardour, although he knew that Talleyrand wanted to be in the

government, and especially Minister of Finance, only in order to make
a fortune. As soon as he heard of the negotiations for a new ministry

he rushed to see Lafayette to recommend the Bishop of Autun as

Minister of Finance. Lafayette considered his protege “a bad man,

false,” blit Morris urged that through Talleyrand he could win over

Mirabeau. Lafayette thought it would be simpler just tb take Mirabeau.

If he did, said Morris indignantly, every decent Frenchman would ask

the cause of that strange coalition. He followed up his visit with a

vehement letter and returned to the charge in several further visits. He
took Talleyrand to Lafayette. They discussed different persons, wrote

Morris, and ‘^par hazard^ Lafayette asks whether Mirabeau’s influence

in the Assembly is great, to which the Bishop replies that it is not enor-

mous.”

On the morning on which Lafayette was to talk with the queen,

Mirabeau found him less decided than ever. The indefatigable Morris

had had full success, Lafayette had abandoned his plan of collaboration

with Mirabeau, But Lafayette was too deeply committed, had prom-
ised too much. He felt that he was at least bound to keep his promises

of material aid and sent Mirabeau twenty-three thousand francs, “a

ridiculous and unexplained remittance which does not even enable me
to pay my debt to you,” he wrote to La Marck, La Marck, no less in-

dignant, replied: “I hope you sent back the twenty-three thousand

francs.”

5

The Abb6 Maury had the worship of eloquence in his blood. It was
for him the lever of public aflfairs and the key to personal success. The
son of a bootmaker, he was confident from the first, in spite of his hum-
ble origin, of an exceptional destiny. “A single passion dominated him
—ambition,” said a contemporary, “and there was no post, however
elevated, to which he did not claim to rise.” In the diligence that took
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him for the first time to Paris, he discussed with other ambitious young-

sters their future careers. “I shall become chaplain to the king, and one

of the forty of the Academy,” he said. A favourite saying of his was:

“You can do anything, if you want to.” He had neither mystical en-

thusiasm nor faith in men. “For thirty years,” he said, “I have found men
so evil, as individuals and taken one by one, that I expect nothing good

from them in public and taken collectively.”

The motion introduced by the Bishop of Autun for the nationaliza-

tion of ecclesiastical properties set the Abbe Maury fiercely on the

alert. The clergy were ready at once for any sacrifice to avert the dan-

ger. They knew that the emigration of so many nobles and moderates

had robbed them of a majority in the Assembly. The prelates did not,

like Maury, count on eloquence to win over the undecided among the

deputies. They tried other methods of gaining support. They ap-

proached Mirabeau, who had given Talleyrand the support of his

powerful oratory.

The Prince-Cardinal Louis de Rohan had ranked, since the fatal af-

fair of the necklace, as a victim of absolute power. At this moment^

when the prelates were desperately facing the Revolution, he thought

of his past relations with Mirabeau. “He came to see him several times,”

wrote Legrain, Mirabeau’s valet; “he was always alone with him, and

I locked them in and told all his people to go away.” Legrain, like all

Mirabeau’s valets, was on a strange footing of familiarity with his mas-

ter. Devoted and insolent, curious about everything, he was quite ready

to listen at keyholes. “I heard them discussing together the properties

of the clergy,” he candidly confessed. The style of his memoirs, and

the bizarre spelling, difficult to decipher, reveal an illiterate who would
not be capable of inventing these discussions: they were beyond him.

“I listened to the cardinal who told M. de Mirabeau to drop his mo-
tion, that the clergy would give four hundred millions to pay the

debt of the state and ten millions for him, that he would be paid in

cash without anybody being able to find out.”

It was a time when Mirabeau was in the gravest financial difficulties.

“Monscigneur, I am supposed to love money, I should like to have

it to pay my debts,” was what Legrain heard. “I accepted the place

in the Tiers Etat for the people, I will not be false to my oath.” And
Legrain ended his picturesque story with the words: “He came back

again several times, same result.”

Mirabeau was not muzzled. He was concerned to prevent the pos-

sessing classes from taking alarm. “The consideration of the public in-

terest,” he said in the Assembly, “however important it may be, would
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not suffice for decreeing that the properties of the clergy belong to

the nation, if that meant violating the properties of an important part

of its members.” He stated the principle that nothing is expedient that

is not just, and put the Assembly on its guard against the danger of

seeming to sanction a usurpation. But the nation had the right “to ex-

amine whether it is fitting that the ministers of its religion should form
a political aggregation . . . capable of acquiring and possessing. I

shoOld say further,” he added, “that if the properties of the Church are

consecrated to public worship, the temples and the altars belong to

society and not at all to their ministers. ... I should remark that all

the members of the clergy are officers of the state, that the service of

the altars is a public function, and that, since religion belongs to all,

for that very reason its ministers should be in the pay of the nation, like

the magistrate who judges in the name of the law, and like the soldier

who, in the name of all, defends the common properties.”

The prelates tried to meet the blow with ingenious arguments that

left the Assembly unmoved. Then it was that the Abbe Maury pounced

on his adversaries. He^had never been so eloquent as on that day, and

he never surpassed this effort. He was convinced that a revolting in-

justice was being committed. He was defending twenty thousand livres

a year of his own. He defended them by going over to the attack, or,

rather, by creating a diversion. He exploited the latent conflict between

the provinces and Paris. “Let it not, then, be so lightly proposed to us,

gentlemen, to sacrifice the property of the countryside to that devour-

ing abyss the capital, which already swallows the richest portion of our

territorial income.” He exploited the working class’s distrust of capital.

He exploited especially the general indignation against the schemings of

speculators, as his opponent Mirabeau had done in the past. “The mo-
tion of the Bishop of Autun has suddenly revealed their design. The
ruin of the clergy is their great speculation; they are waiting for that

rich prey, which is silently being prepared for them.” He went on to

mobilize anti-Semitism: the Jews “are asking you, gentlemen, at this

very moment for a civil state, so as to confiscate together the title of

citizen and the possessions of the Church.” He exploited also the in-

veterate anxiety of the middle class: “Property is one and sacred, for

you as for us. Our properties guarantee yours. We are being attacked

today, but be not deceived: if we are despoiled, you will be in your

turn.”

Mirabeau had prepared a long speech, whose slow and laborious de-

velopment seems to be the work of a collaborator, but it w^ not de-

livered, the debate closing before Mirabeau had an opportunity to
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intervene. The speech was edited by Dumont and published in the Cour^

rier de Provence. Mirabeau did not allow Maury to go off at a tangent

and constitute himself the advocate of the working class. “Do you think

that if the clergy were not landowners religion would be less holy,

public morality less pure, and the morals of the clergy less severe? Do
you think the people’s respect for the ministers of the altars would be

less religious, or that their confidence in them would be less shaken, if

they were not forced to compare the opulence of the clergy with their

own indigence?”

6

A riot had broken out at Marseille. The national militia had been re-

organized and recruited among the elements which the people sus-

pected of hostility to them. There were clashes and bloodshed, and

several Marseillais were charged with inciting to disorder. The pro-

vost had them arrested and brought them before a tribunal of officers

of the new militia. In virtue of a decree of the Assembly on the reform

of criminal procedure, the prisoners, who had been transferred to the

Fort d’lf, claimed to sec the documents in the case. The provost rejected

this application although the new law was in force.

Mirabeau was particularly attentive to events in Provence. “Through

what strange event did the Assembly’s decree fail to reach the provost

or the municipality of Marseille?” he asked. “Do the ministers wish to

render your decrees null and void? Or can the administrative bodies

and the tribunals dare to hinder the publication of your laws?”

His denunciation produced further complaints from all quarters;

deputies of different provinces hastened to report other abuses to the

Assembly, One deputy, seeing how the agitation was growing, proposed

that the motion should be adjotirned. “If you were about to be hanged.

Monsieur,” retorted Mirabeau, “would you propose the adjournment

of an examination that might save you? Very well! Fifty citizens of

Marseille may be hanged any day.” His motion was at once adopted.

On November 6 Mirabeau spoke on the precarious financial situa-

tion, “the aggravation of which may render all our labours useless.”

The most serious symptom was the disappearance of the currency. “It

is now an advantageous traffic to send our louis and crowns abroad.”

He denounced the Qussc d’Escompte, which “is inundating us with

paper money in the most alarming way, since its manufacture remains

in the hands of a company that is in no way accountable to the state.”

He asked whether the food troubles of Paris were not “as much the
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effect of the scarcity of currency and the alarm it spreads as of those

shadowy plots, so difficult to understand, so impossible to prove, to

which they are obstinately attributed. We can collect wheat in the

countryside only with money in our hands.” He proposed also that

the finance committee should be called upon to draw up a plan for a

national bank.

The country, he said, was full of confidence in the Assembly, but

“there is a troublesome lack of agreement between the government and

the Assembly,” which “look on each other as enemies and are afraid

to discuss public affairs together.”

Mirabeau had reached the main point of his intervention. “Let us

seek means of putting an end to all these disagreements, which will not

cease to arise so long as the king’s ministers are absent from the As-

sembly.” He invoked the example of England, where the presence of

ministers in Parliament was considered “not only as absolutely neces-

sary, but as one of its great privileges.” The speech was loudly ap-

plauded, but the motion concerning ministers was adjourned to the

following day.

7

The ministers knew that they were threatened. With the voting of

their admission to the Assembly the barrier between the executive and

the legislative power would be levelled, and very soon members of the

Assembly would be sitting on the ministerial benches. Mirabeau, as he

had announced to Lafayette, would be able to form a new cabinet. He
would be in power. That night of November 6-7 was dominated by
the redoubtable shadow of Mirabeau. The right wing was not alone in

its fear of him. There were ambitious persons to whom he was an in-

cubus, young deputies who objected to the dominance of any individ-

ual, idealists distrustful of all who were suspected of making terms with

practical realities, and intriguers who exploited all these apprehensions

for the benefit of powerful patrons. There was the Keeper of the

Seals, Champion de Cic6, with his secret relations with members of

the Assembly and with the police. And Champion de Qc6 was working,

according to Lafayette, against Mirabeau, although he had assured him

of his support. There were also the lukewarm and the hesitant who held

aloof—^likc Lafayette—^from the battle that was about to begin. And
there was the mass of deputies who had not realized all that underlay

the debate.

The Comte de Montlosier, as he himself admitted, was meeting the
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suggesrion of a friend of the Keeper of the Seals when he rose to ask

the Assembly to take care, for Alirabeau’s proposal had an unrevealed

purpose, A young deputy from Rennes followed him. His name would

have been forgotten but for his intervention on that day. Lanjuinais

was a man of the left, sincere, apparently, but limited. If, as Mirabcau

alleged, he was under influence, whether from the Keeper of the Seals

or from Necker, he was not consciously so: they may have presented the

issue to him in terms of the public weal. He exclaimed: “An eloquent

genius is leading you on and subjugating you; what would he not

do if he were a minister!” Applause released the secret feelings of

mediocrities who were ill at ease under the sway of a strong person-

ality. Lanjuinais proposed a decree that “the representatives of the na-

tion shall not during the life of the legislature of which they are mem-
bers, or during the following three years, obtain from the executive

power any place, pension, advancement, or favour.” An amendment

was proposed that “no member of the Assembly shall henceforth pass

into the ministry during the whole period of the session.”

Mirabeau came to the tribune to defend his motion, spoke with elo-

quence and scathing irony, ending his speech with a proposal for an

amendment which would exclude him from the ministry. But he knew
in advance that the issue was decided. “Nothing,” wrote the Courrier

de Provencey “inflames men’s minds like the personal element when
it invades any question, and here the motion itself was personal.”

But his scathing irony and his eloquence alike failed with a prejudiced

Assembly. The first amendment was voted. On that day, November 7,

Mirabeau’s political career was broken. He remained faithful to his gen-

eral policy, which aimed at bringing king and people together, but

he could no longer effectively promote that reconciliation; he could

no longer pursue its realization in full daylight. The decision of Novem-
ber 7 threw him into intrigue, and his great destiny suffered its fatal

deviation. He no longer incarnated the pure flame of the Revolution.

He was disheartened by the outcome of that day: “Do not speak to me
of these hatreds, too stupid if they are not atrocious,” he wrote to his

sister, “and do not be troubled about us but about the good of the state

and of the Revolution, which they do not understand.”

Not only his friends and his family were indignant and distressed

at this decision which barred his way. A woman was following his

career from afar. Her interest seemed to increase in proportion as he
drew away from her. Emilie de Mirabeau still corresponded with Caro-

line du Saillant. She understood what that fatal vote meant for Mira-

bcau, and she greatly deplored it. Caroline showed her letter to her
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brother, who found it “very good-hearted, with a broad-mindedness*

and a thorough reasonableness that I like, that is to say, seasoned with

grace and character.”

Caroline had never ceased to hope for a reconciliation between her

brother and Emilie. She profited by the interest Emilie showed on this

occasion to suggest it to her. She spoke of Mirabeau’s state of mind

after his set-back. “He is certainly tired,” she wrote, “and has said

so to me, but I think I gathered that he would no longer be so heedless

if he retained hope of a direct family. Oh, my friend! how what might

have been for you the subject of such glory and pleasure has become

for you simply a source of disquiet!” She added by way of opening:

“And could nothing alter this decree of fate?”

At times of discouragement and of financial difficulty, Mirabeau be-

came more responsive to the idea of resuming married life, that solution

of lassitude. He gave way to Caroline’s urgent advice and at her re-

quest dictated her reply to Emilie. “In the torrent that is carrying him

along,” his sister wrote, “he is never able, with the best will in the world,

to count with any certainty on an hour to himself. At last I managed

to carry him off to dinner with my daughter and I talked to him.”

Mirabeau dictated this statement for Emilie: “She thinks me ambitious;

she is mistaken, at least in the ordinary sense of the word. I have never

been ambitious for administrative posts or gold lace or dignities. I

wanted to prepare, to hasten, perhaps to determine, a great revolution

in human affairs for the benefit of the race; and, helped by the spirit

of the age and by inconceivable circumstances, I have succeeded up to

a certain point, and more than an ordinary mortal, for whom his own
faults and those of other persons had raised so many obstacles, could

have hoped.” With the recollection of that distant past, with its passions

and sufferings, a little emotion seemed to awake in him; he revealed to

Emilie more than he need have done of his fundamental ideas and his

motives. “I was so cruelly provoked by the nobles of Provence that it

is very natural to suppose that my conduct was influenced by a certain

spirit of vengeance. That is a mistake. The incapacity and the bad faith

of the government on the one hand, and on the other the imbecility

and the iWrong-headedness of the enemies of the Revolution, carried

me more than once farther than I intended, but I never deserted my
principles, even when I was forced to carry them to excess, and I have

always desired to remain at or to return to the golden mean.”

He confirmed Emilie’s supposition that his failure was a fruit of

Neckcr’s intriguing. With a sincerity touched by emotion, mixed with

a little diplomacy, he continued; “I am approaching the evening of my
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life; I am not discouraged, but I am tired. Grcumstances have isolated

me; I am more eager for peace and quiet than is supposed, and I shall

accept it gladly the day I can do so with honour and security. I shall

try then, if my fortune is sufficiently restored, to be happy even if

just playing skittles. If I have not enough, I think it is difficult to sup-

pose that I could not still secure an embassy, and that will be an honour-

able and pleasant retirement for me. But one must begin by doing one’s

job and completing it, and I am convinced that it would be to desert it

and not to finish it to enter the Council with men with whom it has

become impossible to do any good.” The pleasant and honourable re-

tirement was no more than a passing aspiration, born of great fatigue.

In any case, he retracted it at once. He still had his fighting spirit. And
in the fight his personal fate was associated with the triumph of a cause:

^‘The decree about ministers must be revoked. It will be revoked or

the Revolution will never Be consolidated.”

8

On November 14 Necker presented once more to the Assembly what
Mirabeau called a crude conjuring trick. After admitting the melancholy

fact that he must at all costs secure at once an extraordinary subsidy of

one hundred and seventy millions, he returned to his old expedient, the

transformation of the Caisse d’Escompte into a national banL He called

for “the full and entire guarantee of the nation” for the restoration of

the Caisse d’Escomptc, which was in a critical situation. In justification

of this demand he recalled the services it had rendered and the advances

it had made, totalling one hundred and fifty-six millions. This, wrote the

Courrier de Provence, was “a palliative that will prolong the malady.”

“No, gentlemen, we are no longer in the times of political miracles,”

exclaimed Mirabeau contemptuously from the tribune. He pitilessly

dissected Necker’s memorandum, article by article. “What painful ef-

forts, what uncertain and contradictory measures for giving the Caisse

d’Escomptc a new existence, for rejuvenating a sullied and discredited

virgin!” he exclaimed. “Say no more about its services—it is by them
that our public faith has been violated, it is by them that our exchange,

since I predicted its continual fall, has worsened every day to a degree

which nobody would have dared to envisage!
”

The close argument furnished by Qaviire, the mordant irony, and
the vehemence of Mirabcau’s speech produced such an effect on the

Assembly that the speech was ordered to be printed. But the Caisse

d’Escompte had eloquent defenders in the Assembly, like Lavoisier, a
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co-opted deputy on its council, and Dupont de Nemours, who still

saw in it the creation of his master Turgot. The Assembly appointed a

commission to study the position of the Caisse d’Escompte.

When the question came again before the Assembly on December 19,

Nccker’s idea of utilizing the Caisse dTscompte was adopted, but its

transformation into a national bank was refused. At the same time the

Assembly decreed the sale of crown and church properties. Mirabeau

wrote that day to La Marck of “the unspeakable stupidity of the Min-

ister of Finance, who makes you decree the sale of four hundred millions

of church estates, in the present circumstances, to buttress the Caisse

d’Escompte and postpone bankruptcy for a few weeks. A strange des-

tiny,” he concluded, “that of a mortal who advances to glory on the

crutches of famine and paper money!”

9

“Monsieur,” the king’s brother, the Comte de Provence, although

troubled by his stoutness and his heavy gait, had a more royal manner
than Louis XVI. He had intellectual interests that did not appeal to the

king. A prodigious memory that enabled him to retain long passages he

had read and to make happy quotations had given him the reputation of

a well-read man. He wrote verses which he published anonymously in

the Mercure. He sought especially the society of men of intelligence

and of erudition. His pedantic airs repelled the queen. His scepticism,

his indolence, and his habitual glumness made him few friends. But he

was the only Bourbon “indicated not only by nature but by necessity,”

said Mirabeau in a memorandum, “as able to form a link between the

king and the nation. Let the king announce in good faith his adhesion

to the Revolution, on the one condition that he is its leader and its

moderator, and let him oppose to the egoism of his ministers a repre-

sentative of his dispersed family: at once we shall see confidence or at

least hope reborn, the popularity of the monarchy restored, and the

parties who in good faith do not want to see the French empire in dis-

solution or the scene for half-a-ccntury of the sanguinary struggles of

ambitiotis nobodies or insensate demagogues rally round a Bourbon who
has become the king’s counsellor and the chief of the friends of the

royal authority.” But this advice gained no hearing,

“Nothing very striking here except the aggravation of the symptoms
of dissolution,” he wrote to La Marck, who was in the Netherlands, Bel-

gium had risen against the domination of the emperor. Joseph II, fidl

^ the ideas of the age, wanted to introduce reforms intb Brabant, and
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these ran counter to the people’s attachment to their old customs and

traditions. This revolution imposed from above was replied to by a ris-

ing of aristocratic patriots led by a lawyer, van der Noot, whom the

people of Brabant called the Belgian Franklin, The machinery of the

Austrian administration, under the impulsion of that authoritarian dem-

ocrat the emperor, continued to grind down the popular resistance by
terrorist methods. Mirabeau had long expected to sec an independent

Belgium, and he saw with joy the constitution of a Belgian Republic.

Public opinion in France, more and more hostile to the court of Vienna,

was following events with impassioned interest. Camille Desmoulins

started a periodical. Revolution de France et de Brabant, in which he

brought his incendiary wit and eloquence to the support of the Belgian

rebels.

La Marck was in a painful dilemma. He was Belgian at heart and

deeply attached to the customs of the country. He was an aristocrat

and traditiooalist by instinct. But he was also devoted to the Habsburgs,

and it was hard for him to belie his loyalty to them. A personal motive

contributed to his decision. His “beloved sister,” the Duchesse d’Ussel,

was the victim of unjust persecution by the Austrian government. La
Marck placed himself at the disposal of the revolutionary government.

Mirabeau “quite naturally” approved of the Belgian revolution. He
corresponded regularly with La Marck and kept him informed of his

relations with the Comte de Provence. “At the Luxembourg” [the resi-

dence of Monsieur], he wrote, “they are afraid of being afraid. Ac
the Tuileries the king has settled in; the queen maintains her aloofness.

The General [Lafayette] is the most cheerful stickler and sidler in the

world. M. Necker knows neither what he can do nor what he wants

to do nor what he ought to do. What a collection of dupes! What a

noble game of goose!” The Assembly alone maintained its prestige.

“Toulon, which had refused to obey Saint-Priest’s letter, at once obeyed

our decree. So the great colossus amounts to something, and so long

as that illusion is fostered it will produce welcome realities.”

An inquiry had been opened into the events of October 5. In the

calm that had followed the king’s entry into Paris, a reaction had set

in. To safeguard future order, the punishment of the ringleaders was

demanded. A grave complication arose. Brissot announced triumphantly

one evening, in the course of a dinner, to Dumont: “Now! You are

always laughing at our committee of inquiry and our discoveries of

plots, but this time you will laugh no longer. We hold all the threads

of a conspiracy.”

Neat day, December a6, Mirabeau wrote to La Marck: “M. de Favras
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was arrested, with his wife, on the night of December 24-25, and at

once Paris was full of the news that he had proposed to raise thirty

thousand men to assassinate M. de Lafayette and the mayor and to

cut off the food supply of the capital; and that Monsieur was at the

head of the conspiracy.”

Thomas de Mahy, Marquis de Favras, married to a German princess

of Anhalt-Schomburg, was one of those eccentric beings who are

brought to the fore in disturbed times. He was an ardent royalist, dis-

gusted with the state of affairs, credulous, talkative, and burning to

take action; he was convinced that the daring of a single individual

could divert the course of events, and he dreamed of his own providen-

tial intervention in the country’s destinies. To satisfy his taste for ad-

venture he thought of organizing an expedition to Brabant. The Due
de Biron put him into touch with Mirabeau, to whom, according to

him, he communicated his project of “going to Brabant to assist the

revolution.” Mirabeau later deposed in the proceedings that Biron had

presented Favras to him as a man “with great knowledge of financial

matters,” and that he had seen him “on different occasions with regard

to certain financial plans” in the presence of other persons. He does

not seem, in any case, to have taken Favras seriously.

Favras had talked indiscreetly to agents provocateurs, and they had

denounced the plot;. A sheet printed and sold in Paris accused Monsieur

of having been at its head. A letter from Mirabeau, the authenticity of

which is not definitely established, seems to have reference to this ob-

scure affair. “Do, do calm down an impatience that will wreck every-

thing. It is precisely because your birth placed you so near the throne

that it is difficult for you to make the one step that separates you from

it. We are neither in the Orient nor in Russia to be able to take things

so lightly. Nobody in France would submit to a palace revolution.”

Everything about this melancholy affair was deliberately buried in

mystery. Victim of his illusions, Favras may also have been the victim

of promises that were not kept and of responsibilities eluded. From
the admissions of Favras, Talon collected details of the personal co-

operation of Monsieur. Favras, Mid Talon, had not been ready to content

himself with direct instructions from Monsieur; he had demanded the

participation of the queen herself, and he was promised that the queen

would walk on the terrace on a given day and speak certain words

agreed on in advance. Talon, who visited Favras in prison, claimed to

have deterred him from making his admissions public: “Doesn’t it oc-

cur to you that a thousand avenging arms will be raised all over Europe

to punish you for having directed to the heads of Monsieur and the
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queen the sword that menaces you?” Overcome by that appeal to his

chivalry, and intimidated by threats, Favras gave way after what Talon

called three hours of struggle and promised silence. As a good police-

man, Talon had taken away the compromising document. A document

was, in fact, in his possession, and he showed it one day to La Marck

and to Mercy-Argenteau. La Marck wrote to the queen: “The part of

this document which might compromise Your Majesty is only the

result of a perfidious machination, but it is nonetheless certain that this

document, which has a sort of authenticity, deserves serious attention

in the existing circumstances.”

Favras was executed in February 1790; he had hoped to the last to be

reprieved. He took his secret with him into the tomb. Dumont, always

ready to speak ill of his friend—and writing at a time when Mirabeau

was no longer there to contradict him—^remarked that Mirabeau’s

praises “of Favras’ intrepidity in his last interrogation made me suspect

that his death had been no less a relief to his friends than to his enemies.”

But at the moment when the Favras plot had been exposed and Mon-
sieur accused of having fomented it, Mirabeau preserved the calmness

of an innocent man, or at least of one who was sure of not being com-

promised. The situation was grave. Mirabeau stepped immediately into

the breach to save the Comte de Provence and induced his distracted

highness to defend himself by going over to the attack. “Monsieur,”

Mirabeau wrote to La Marck, “sent for M. de Lafayette and said to

him in front of several people: ‘M. de Lafayette, this sheet is being dis-

tributed in Paris. You have great credit in Paris, M. de Lafayette, and

I have no doubt that you are doing something to destroy a slander by
which the evil-minded will say that you are profiting. I am going

this evening to give an explanation to the municipality of Paris; I hope

you will be there,’
”

Mirabeau did not content himself with advising that bold step; he

drew up the letter in which the Comte dc Provence informed the

president of the National Assembly of his intentions; he also drew up
the letter inviting the municipality to an extraordinary meeting and

prepared a speech for the count. All these documents, in his handwrit-

ing, are extant among the papers which La Marck preserved.

Mirabeau made the king’s brother speak as a simple citizen addressing

his “fellow-citizens.” Monsieur denied having had political relations

with Favras, who had been indicated to him as a man who could help

him to secure a loan to pay his debts. But Mirabeau did not confine

himself to a simple denial. He made Monsieur recall his liberd past,

which rendered incredible his participation in so base a crime,
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the day when, in the second assembly of notables, I declared my posi-

tion on the fundamental question which then divided men’s minds,”

said the Comte de Provence in the speech prepared for him by Mira-

beau, “I have not ceased to believe that a revolution was ready; that

the king, because of his intentions, his virtues, and his supreme rank,

should be its head, since it could not be of advantage to the nation with-

out being equally so to the monarch; and finally that the royal authority

is the rampart of the national liberty and the national liberty the basis

of the royal authority.” It was no longer a justification but a. whole

programme, having in view the part which Mirabeau wanted Monsieur

to play. Lafayette, whose popularity had been enormously increased by
the revelation of the plot, had no great liking for this intervention,

which he knew to have been advised by Mirabeau and which he called

“one long platitude.”

But Mirabeau’s hold over the Comte de Provence did not last long.

“He has the purity of a child, but he has the weakness of one, and it

is extremely difficult to make him understand that if he would let him-

self be guided just for twenty-four hours he would be a second Due
d’ Orleans,” wrote Mirabeau to La Marck. Mirabeau soon realized that

he could not count' on the credit of the king’s brother at court. “The
queen treats Monsieur as a little chicken to be caressed through the bars

of a coop but carefully kept in it, and he puts up with that treatment.”

But Mirabeau knew of no one else to remedy a situation which he

saw deteriorating almost every day. “Never has our government been

more incapable,” he wrote to his absent friend. “The moment for the

reconstruction of the political system of Europe has at last arrived. My
plan is ready in every detail and has at least the merit of a universal and

durable pacification and of extreme simplicity. But they have neither

the capacity to conceive it nor, above all, the good faith to listen to it.”

He finally induced Monsieur to present to the king at the beginning

of January 1790 a memorial in which he asked that he might be “the

nominal pilot of a new crew without which the vessel can no longer

sail.” A copy of this memorial was found among Lafayette’s papers.

A draft of an agreement to be negotiated through the intermediary of

the Comte de Provence between the king and Mirabeau accompanied

this document. The whole probably came into Lafayette’s hands

through one of the police officers in his pay, perhaps Talon, who was

indefatigable in double-dealing.

Mirabeau began to regain hope of being able to set his personal af-

fairs in order at the same time as the affairs of the state. The agree-

ment with the king was conceived on the same lines as the agreement
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proposed some months earlier by Lafayette. The king was to promise

Mirabeau an embassy and to give him meanwhile a salary of fifty thou-

sand livres a month, for four months at least, while Mirabeau under-

took to aid the king with his intelligence, his ability, and his eloquence

in whatever Monsieur considered of service to the state and to the king’s

interest; and “in the event of M. de Mirabeau not being convinced of

the soundness of the reasons which may be given him, he would abstain

from speaking about that subject.” The agreement remained a mere

proposal. “What they want,” wrote Mirabeau to La Marck, “is am-

phibious beings with the talent of a man and the soul of a lackey.”

Mirabeau was being gradually worn out. His first experience of re-

lations with the court thoroughly disheartened him. He described his

disgust to La Marck with a vehemence that was painful for a courtier

to hear. “At court, oh! what balls of cotton! what groping! what pusil-

lanimity! what indifference! what a grotesque assemblage of old ideas

and new projects, of petty repugnances and childish desires, of wills

and nills, of abortive loves and hates! . . . And when they have not

followed any of my advice, or profited by any of my conquests, or

taken advantage of any of my operations, they weep for themselves and

say that I have done nothing to alter their position and that they can-

not count much on me.”

His first attempt at collaboration with the court to save the monarchy

came to an end about January in this deep discouragement. He had

realized the uselessness of his eflForts. “Always reduced,” he wrote, “to

giving advice, never able to take action, I shall probably have Cassandra’s

fate— shall always give true predictions and shall never be believed.”

lO

“In enslaved countries all the peoples are treated by their masters as

by enemies, all have compared their rights and their situation, all have

been weighing their shackles,” wrote the Counter de Provence. “Watch
that restless movement in all Europe. A subterranean murmur announces

an earthquake, and it will perhaps be by the horrible light of a uni-

versal cof^agration that the peoples will march to freedom.” Mirabeau

was persuaded of the influence of the French Revolution on every coun-

try in Europe. “I see that heads are fermenting in your Germany,” he

wrote to Mauvillon, “and I know well that if a spark falls on the com-
bustible matter it will be a coal fire and not one of straw as elscwhete.”

He was less sure, however, than so many idealists of his time that under

the revolutionary all the old political system^ of Europe would
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crumble, and he knew Germany better than they did, for he added:

‘‘But although you may be more advanced educationally, you are not

so ripe as we, who, indeed, were ourselves scarcely ripe. You arc not,

I say, because emotions have their roots among you in the head, and

the heads have been used from time immemorial to slavery; the explo-

sion will take place among you much later than in a nation in which
everything is dramatic and momentary and in which the same quarter

of an hour may offer the heroism of liberty and the idolatry of servi-

tude.’’

His personal disappointment, the bitterness of his experience, and the

discouragement he suffered from the very character of the nation with

its rapid oscillation between extremes, did not destroy his confidence

in the vital forces of his country.

Toward the end of that first year of the Revolution, a “memorable

year” marked by “great and immortal events,” he summed up in a let-

ter to Mauvillon his great anxieties and his still greater hopes: “The
monarchy is in danger more because of the failure to govern than be-

cause of conspiracies. If no pilot presents himself, the vessel will prob-

ably run aground. If, on the contrary, the force of events compels the

summoning of a man with a head and gives the courage to overcome all

the false human valuations and the petty jealousy that continually op-

pose it, you have no idea how easy it will be to set the ship of state

afloat. The resources of this country, the very mobility of this nation,

which is its capital vice, offer so many expedients and facilities that

in France you never can tell.”

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

THE ART OF DARING

«TF I were to write a book on the military art, the chapter on En-

X tbusiasm would not be. the least extensive,” we read in a fragment

found among Mirabeau’s papers. “If I were to write a treatise on poli-

tics, I should deal thoroughly with the Art of Daring, which js no less

necessary for the success of civil enterprises than for that of military

operations—^d also for giving the measure of the author oi the enter-
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prise; for it is the wider or narrower limits of the possible that determine

the differences between men. In reading history I note that almost all

the mistakes made by leaders of parties come from half-hearted adher-

ence to principles and failure to go straight ahead. Revolt is half-

hearted, loyalty is half-hearted; men do not dare either to leave their

duties entirely unfulfilled, or to sacrifice their passions entirely to them.

The first steps are hesitating and diffident, whereas they should be the

firmest; men leave open a way of retreat, they try different ways of

arriving at their end. The very dodges that are the favourite resource

of commonplace politicians are a result of that timidity of mind or

heart; they negotiate to disguise their aims, to attract partisans, to

make a show of moderation, whereas they should act and follow the

shortest route to their goal. What happens always? That the one who
sets out to deceive is deceived; the; critical moment is missed, and no

one has been persuaded. Just as extremes are unreasonable in the ordi-

nary conduct of life, so half-measures are insufficient in critical events;

and the most dangerous as well as the most inconsistent course is to

divest oneself of only half of one’s prejudices. But there arc almost as

few resolute evil-doers as resolutely upright men; most men lack char-

acter.”

This art of daring which Mirabeau praised was eminently his own.

He always act^d, never lost sight of his goal. But in those months of

calm filled with a secret malaise which followed the violent agitation of

October 5 and 6, 1789, everyone around him seemed to grow petty.

^‘Lafayette plots little revolutions for us, Montmorin little intrigues,

the Tuileries and the Luxembourg outdo each other in turn in poltroon-

ery, indifference, and fickleness,” he reported to La Marck. “Never

did more invisible animalcules try to play a greater drama on a vaster

stage. They are mites imitating the combats of giants.”

It is in his letters to La Marck that he reveals his whole self, with his

impatience and his enthusiasm, his aspirations and his repugnances; he

knew that if he was ijot always approved he would always be under-

stood. He needed someone in whom to confide entirely and was con-

scious of the value of this friendship to him. In summing up his personal

experience of “this memorable year,” he wrote to La Marck that among
the great and immortal events “a very fugitive detail for everybody dse

and for you yourself will never be forgotten by me, the circumstance

that brought us closer together and began an association, based on
relations pf courage and character, which has been cemented by esteem,

and which, I at all events am sure, will become the most imperisbabk

and the most devoted friendship.”
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To this impetuous outburst of affection La Marck replied in his

measured way, covering a feeling no less deep and sincere than Mira-

beau’s: “I am honoured in my own eyes by having been able to come
closer to you and to render homage to your rare and often unappre-

ciated qualities. The friendship that attaches me to you finds a further

attraction in the justice I do you, and my own self-esteem is gratified

by the superiority, so to speak, which I acquire over those who have

not been able to appreciate you or who have refused to; for there is

envy wherever there are men, and it is never more exercised than in re-

gard to men of a higher type.”

The year 1790 opened for Mirabeau in lassitude and disillusion.

‘What are we really doing?” he wrote. ‘We are playing blind man’s

bluff, and the result of the game seems to me entirely undesirable. As
for me, I am keeping still as far as I can, because 1 have often said to

myself that a man walking at night whose torch goes out must stop

until light returns.” He did not stay long, however, in that frame of

mind, so contrary to his temperament and his convictions. Indeed, he

added at once: “But you know that immobility can oqly be relative,

and that in our state of things it is impossible not to be compromised by
the very faculty of existence.”

2

‘What are all these efforts of pygmies straining to make abortive the

finest and greatest of revolutions, the one that will infallibly change

the face of the globe and the destiny of the human race!” Mirabeau’s

great voice thundered from the tribune of the Assembly. The question

under debate was the refusal of the Chambres des Vacations of Rennes

to register the decree suspending the parlements. Mirabeau nursed an

old grudge against the parlements; he had never been misled by their

attitude of opposition to absolutism. “You of the privileged class,” he

thundered, “stop pretending to be representatives of the provinces of

which you are the oppressors. Stop talking of their liberties while you
enchain them and enslave them.”

But it was late, and the deputies were tired and anxious to get home
for dinner. The opposition secured an adjournment till the next day,

Mirabeau had been speaking for an hour and a half and was bath^
in perspiration. He went out into a cold January evening. “I was caught

by a gust of wind,” he wrote to La Marck, “which that very evening

gave me a terribly inflamed left eye. Next day I did not want to do any-

ming, but I had a sick friend; I went out ahhough I could not open my
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eyes and had been unable to get a moment’s respite from the most

intolerable pain.” Finally he sent for the doctor, who decided to bleed

him at once. But he was “quite determined not to lose the battle of the

Bretons.” In spite of his doctor, who “moved heaven and earth” to dis-

suade him, he went to the Assembly, with his eyes bandaged. He kept

up the battle until eight o’clock in the evening, speaking several times,

and with spasms of pain shaking him. He succeeded in getting a ma-

jority. The magistrates of the Rennes parleutent were excluded from

all official civil activities. The victory cost Mirabeau dearly. “I went

home on Monday,” he wrote to La Marck, “absolutely done up;

leeches, blisters, the devil. Yesterday was frightful.” And he com-

mented in resignation: “Will power can do anything against pain, but

it cannot cure a local trouble—indeed, it aggravates it.”

At the same sitting of the Assembly a foreigner submitted the first

application for naturalization. “The applause that followed this re-

<juest,” wrote the Comrier de Provenccy “seemed to announce that

France would give asylum to all the friends of freedom.” Mirabeau saw

his country becoming, by its adoption of foreigners, the benefactress

of Europe; and he made his paper say: “A good naturalization law will

be worth more than the conquest of several provinces.”

“The Revolution is too far advanced for any serious setback,” La

Marck had written to Mirabeau. “That is true,” Mirabeau replied, “in

the sense that systematic despotism will not return in peace. It is not

true in the sense that the French monarchy will remain as it is and that

its^rule will be free and active under a reasonable and compact constitu-

tion. It is possible (though doubtful) that counter-revolution by force

has been renounced. It is certain that it is being prepared by nego-

tiation.^’ He remained suspicious and ready to pursue the counter-

revolution along all its tortuous paths.

He devoted all his energies to the troubles at Marseille, though he had

not fully recovered and the terrible attack had left him very much
afraid of a relapse. But he had not learned, and never did learn, to

spare himself. He explained to La Marck the reasons for his persistence:

^‘(i) Because the counter-revolutiom is at work there; (2) because what

is at issue is the enslavement or liberation of Provence for all time; (3)

because this affair has become my affair.” He had prepared, with Pel-

lenc’s assistance, so complete a statement that his speech when printed

made a pamphlet of ninety-one pages. This immense labour was fin-

ished scarcely half an hour before he went to the tribune. He spoke

for three hours. He described Marseille as “the first city in the kingdom
to manifest the desire for a successful revolution; the first to arm in re*
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sistancc both to its oppressors* and to the brigands that might threaten

its peace. But only a few months later a single judge in a single case

has made of a generous and a free city a city trembling and desolate.”

After a long list of the various counts against the provost, Mirabeau

concluded: “Whether innocent or guilty, whether the direct agent of

his oppressive administration or the passive instrument of those who
instruct him, what do I care? I separate his case here from a greater

one. It is no longer one more individual that we have to prosecute;

what we have to do is to save the friends of freedom at Marseille. What
we have to assure is the success of the revolution.”

He triumphed in spite of his exhausted condition. He wrote to La
Marck in the course of the fierce battle he had been fighting: “We
have to show to all these myrmidons that in spite of their united efforts,

in spite of the aristocratic party of Marseille with an army behind it,

in spite of Lafayette’s cabal and the rage of the right wing in the As-

sembly, and of the activity of the ministers, who have brought to bear

all their means of corruption, the National Assembly does its duty on
important occasions, so that my intervention is never pointless.”

3

The chief guilt for the financial crisis, in Miirabeau’s view, was Neck-

cr’s. In his letters to La Marck he gave expression to all his bitterness

against him: “If M. Necker is there for another month, nobody in Paris

will know what a crown piece looks like . . . and you will sec the

awful results of the sublime invention of paper money.”

Necker himself felt his popularity waning; he was alarmed at the

influence Mirabeau had gained over Monsieur, and he tried to gain

the friendship of Lafayette, who also felt that his popularity was van-

ishing. In the fear of isolation and the fear of Mirabeau, Necker and

Lafayette joined forces. The Swedish ambassador, Necker’s son-in-law,

reported to his government: “Monsieur, who had engaged in a little

intrigue with M. dc Mirabeau in order to enter the Council and to

make himself the head of the popular party, has been cleverly thrust

aside. M.^ Necker and M. de Lafayette, now fairly closely associated,

may thus be regarded as the two sole departments of the government.”

The two worked upon the king in concert, trying to rouse him from

his lethargy. Necker succeeded in persuading the king that he could

dissipate suspicion by a solemn act of adherence to the Revolution.

Mirabeau had always advocated that adherence and felt rather nettled

at its accomplishment independently of hixit.
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On February 4 the king came to the Assembly. At that solemn mo-

ment Louis XVI seemed to commit himself entirely to the Revolution.

His declarations, ably drafted by Necker, left no room for doubt.

“Time will reform such defects as may remain in the collection of

laws that has been the work of this Assembly, but every scheme tend-

ing to undermine the principles of the constitution itself, every plot

that may aim at overthrowing them or weakening their beneficent in-

fluence, would serve only to introduce in our midst the frightful evils

of discord.” The king entered into this solemn engagement before the

Assembly: “I shall therefore defend and shall maintain the constitu-

tional liberty whose principles the general wish, in accord with my
own, has consecrated. I shall do more and, in concert with the queen,

who shares all my feelings, I shall in good time prepare my son's heart

for the new order of things which circumstances have brought about.”

The left wing broke into applause. The moderates were taken by
surprise and almost embarrassed. There was consternation in the ranks

of the intransigent partisans of absolute monarchy. The sensation

created by the king’s strong and precise declarations was weakened by
the excessively

.
long speech that followed, and by his insistence on

the necessity of maintaining the honorific distinctions of the nobility.

But the fervent monarchists realized only that the king was coming to

terms with the Revolution.

The Vicomte de Mirabeau, always prompt in manifesting in public

his violent opposition to his brother’s ideas, came to the tribune and

there, in a theatrical gesture, broke his sword, exclaiming: “Since the

king renounces his kingdom, a gentleman no longer needs a sword to

defend it.”

There was wild enthusiasm in Paris. A new oath of fidelity to the

nation, the law, and the king, “and of obedience to the constitution

decreed by the Assembly,” was taken in all the district assemblies, fol-

lowing the National Assembly itself. The oath was taken in the public

squares; university students went through the district of Saint-Etienne-

du-Mont, stopping from place to place to repeat its solemn words. Next
day a Deum was chanted at Notre Dame in the presence of the Na-
tional Assembly. That evening all Paris was brilliantly illuminated.

Mirabeau did not share this general enthusiasm. “You have seen the

king’s action^ his strange speech, the oath, the pantomime, and what all

these things really amount to,” he Wrote to La Marck. He wanted this

adherence of the king to the Revolution to be without reservation. He
was afraid of some trickery.that would lull the nation into a false sense

of security. He communiAted his doubts to La Marck; “Wc have
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come to the most critical moment of the Revolution, the time when
we must defend ourselves against the nation’s and our own impatience

and lassitude, and when our tendency to emotionalism is being taken

advantage of to make of each event, great or small, the occasion for

reinforcing the executive power and giving it all the instruments neces-

sary for preventing the completion of the constitution.”

Once more his vision was accurate.

the jacquerieSy or peasant risings, that occurred in Brittany and in

the southwest alarmed the Assembly. The committee on the constitu-

tion presented a proposed decree aiming at “restoring order and peace

in the different parts of the empire and assuring the receipt of taxes.”

A deputy of the right, Cazales, profited by it to paint a black picture

of the state of the country and to propose that the king should be in-

vested for three months with unlimited executive power.

Mirabeau vehemently protested: “Dictatorship! In a country of

twenty-four million souls, the dictatorship of a single person! In a

country working at its constitution, a country whose representatives

are met together, the dictatorship of a single person! Dictatorship is

beyond the strength of any one person, whatever his character, his

virtues, his talent, his genius. . . . Read, read these lines of blood in

the letters from Joseph II to General Alton: ^We must take no account

of a few drops of blood more or less when it is a question of pacification.’

That is the code of dictators; that is what has been unblushingly pro-

posed.”

4

“Interfere with the ideas and the habits of an individual who has de-

voted himself to a certain profession, compel him to do what he has

never done, what the blind fear of injuring his fortune prevents him

from attempting, and he will exclaim that the whole of society is being

overturned. ... He wants to be rich and then, if possible, free, but

let him imagine that his interests are being compromised and he will

prefer despotism. That is why men who generalize their own ideas seem

to be at,war with the human race.”

Mirabeau, speaking at the Jacobin Qub, was attacking the slave

trade. He was one of the founders of the Soci6t6 des Amis des Noirs,

founded in February 1788 and associated with the British Society for

the Abolition of the Slave Trade.

Mirabeau had given hospitality in his paper to this Soci6t6^ of which
Briasot had been the inspirer. After his election to the States General
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he remained actively devoted to the cause of the Negroes, although the

traders of Marseille, as of every important seaport trading with the

colonies, vehemently protested against the abolition of the slave trade

as ruinous to the colonies and to French commerce.

The bitterest opponents of abolition were the colonial capitalists,

united for the defence of their interests in a society known as the

Massaic Club. Before the opening of the States General one of the rep-

resentatives of the Massaic Club had asked the king to prohibit the

meetings of the Societc des Amis des Noirs. “Have these poor Blacks,

then, friends in France?” asked Louis XVI, astonished. “So much the

better. I will not interrupt their labours.”

At San Domingo a few thousand whites reigned over four hundred

thousand slaves. There was a large mulatto population, mostly free

and owning about one-third of the properties. At the sitting of July 3,

1789, twenty elected colonial deputies demanded admission. Mirabeau

challenged the number, which had been arbitrarily fixed. The colonists

claimed representation according to the population of the island, but

he asked why, in that case, there were no coloured deputies among
them. “If the colonists want to regard the Negroes as men, let them en-

franchise them. Otherwise we shall point out to them that in France, in

proportioning the number of deputies to the population, we have not

taken into consideration the number of our horses and mules.”

The proclamation of the rights of man aroused magnificent hopes in

the colonies. In October 1789 a deputation of coloured men owning

land in the French colonies claimed from the Assembly “these impre-

scriptible rights based on nature and on the social contract.” The colo-

nists tried to prevent the Assembly from considering the question. They
redoubled their vigilance in the colonies. They repressed uprisings in

Martinique and San Domingo and brought about the arrest of a magis-

trate who had dared to say that Negro slavery was irreconcilable with

natural law.

Successive deputations of shipbuilders declared to the Assembly that

to interfere with slavery would mean losing the colonies, and that that

would be the loss of the whole fortune of France at a moment when she

was on the vex^e of bankruptcy.

The colonists saw in Mirabeau the gravest threat to their interests.

One day one of the deputies from San Domingo had a lively altercation

with him and proposed to him to settle the matter outside the Assembly.

Some prelates intervened. The fiery deputy exclaimed: “Nay, gentle-

men, spare yoprsclvcs all this trouble; I will answer for it that he has

no intention of coming out.” Mirabeau did in fact refuse every provoca-
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tion to a duel. He noted them and promised to take them up after the

end of the Assembly. “It is not right,’’ he said one day, “that I should

expose a man of intelligence like myself to a fool like him.” “And,

strange to say,” remarked Mme. de Stacl, “even in France this conduct

did not injure him; it did not even make his courage suspect. There was
something so martial about his spirit, so bold about his ways, that it was

impossible to accuse such a man of fear.”

Indifferent alike to threats and pressure from the colonists, Mirabeau

imperturbably pursued his campaign. In the autumn of 1789 Thomas
Clai^cson visited the Societe des Amis des Noirs. He gave Mirabeau an

engraving representing a section of a slave ship, which Mirabeau kept

constantly before him. He 'was haunted by the terrible lot of these vic-

tims of human cupidity. In the one year 1788, 29,506 Negroes were sent

from the shores of Africa to San Domingo. The Negroes died rapidly

in the hot and unhealthy climate, and each year new cargoes of human
beings were delivered to destruction.

Mirabeau saw that it was necessary to act in accord with England.

At the beginning of 1790 he wrote to Wilberforce, to enlist Pitt’s co-

operation. But circumstances compelled him to act before Wilberforce

could reply. The Assembly, which had long hesitated to approach so

thorny a problem, decided to refer it to a colonial committee. Barnave,

who was rapporteur of the committee, was not the sort of man who
might have been expected to defend the slave trade. But he was an

intimate friend of the Lameths, and a brother-in-law of Charles de

Lameth was owner of one of the biggest plantations in San Domingo.

On this question Barnave took up a position that threw a shadow over

his reputation.

Mirabeau wanted to intervene before Barnave reported, but the As-

sembly adjourned the discussion. He decided, therefore, to speak to the

Jacobin Club. Among his papers is a speech prepared for the Assembly.

The affirmation that the traffic was not carried on in an inhumane way
was belied, he said, by precise figures. Great Britain, for example, ex-

ported annually more than a hundred thousand Negroes, of whom at

least one-fifth perished on the way. “Whence comes this terrible mortal-

ity?” He showed Clarkson’s engraving, with the inhuman conditions

between decks, the crowding, the lack of air. “And this traffic is not

inhuman! Each slave ship carries a stock of poison; it is useful in re-

volts. With the poison the crew rids itself of the slave who is difficult

to control. You shudder, but the fact is certain; it is one of the necessi-

ties of the traffic. And this traffic is not inhuman!”

He ended with the proposal that “His Majesty shall be petitioned to
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communicate to the King of Great Britain the desire of the National

Assembly to come to an agreement with the British legislature to carry-

out in a peaceful and durable manner the entire abolition of the Negro
slave trade.” The speech, delivered to the Jacobin Club virtually as

prepared for the A^embly, had immense success. Dumont, who this

time did not boast of writing the speech, was impressed by the poignant

description, but he added maliciously: “Impatient to receive applause,

Mirabeau read this speech to the Jacobins, where it produced so great

an effect that all those interested in the slave trade made every effort to

prevent the subject from being discussed in the Assembly. They were

afraid that Mirabeau’s speech would cause the abolition of the slave

trade by a decree passed in enthusiasm.”

Some days later Mirabeau tried in vain to oppose Barnave’s report.

Bamave secured the passing of a decree declaring that the colonies were

not subject to the French constitution, leaving to the colonies the initia-

tive to establish their own constitution, and passing in silence over the

thorny question of the enfranchisement of the mulattoes.

Mirabeau tried several times to open a debate in the Assembly on

the Negro problem, but prejudices and interests always united to bar

his path. Not until May 1791 did the Assembly, against Bamave’s ad-

vice, confer civic rights on Negroes bom of free parents. But Mirabeau

was no longer there to see the partial triumph of a cause which he had

passionately pleaded.

5

One day Mirabeau was at a bookseller’s with a friend who had just had

a quarrel with a third person whom he had called “as stupid as this

morning’s Assembly.”

“This morning’s.^” asked Mirabeau. “Why put a date?”

He now adopted this tone of contemptuous irony toward the As-

sembly. He used it also against the man whom he regarded as both the

chief obstacle to his ambitions and the author of the financial troubles

of the kingdom. He urged the Assembly to call for a report from

Necker: **A11 we know is that we have confidence in the minister and

that all is going badly: we are sleeping only because one can sleep at

the foot of Vesuvius. There is a saying which I have never forgotten

and the application of which I leave to you: Caligula’s horse was con-

sul, and that astonishes us only because we were not there to see.’*

He took little further interest in the legislative work of the Assembly,

his interventions became briefer and fewer. During March 1790 he
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spoke only three times apart from the Marseille affair, and very briefly.

Only a great occasion would break his silence.

On April 13 Dom Gerle proposed that Roman Catholicism should

be decreed the national religion. The moment was well chosen. The
Assembly was discussing the conditions of the sale of church properties

and preparing the civil constitution of the clergy. The motion might

well pass by inadvertence or through fear of giving offence to great

masses of the faithful.

There was a stormy debate. The Vicomte de Mirabeau swore that

he would end his life rather than abandon Dom Gerle’s motion. A
deputy of the nobles recalled Louis XIV’s promise to tolerate Catholic

worship alone. “There is no doubt,” replied Mirabeau, “that under a

reign marked by the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, a reign as to

whose quality I will say nothing, all sorts of intolerance found approval;

I will observe further that what despots did cannot serve as a model

for what should be done by the representatives of a people that wishes

to be free. But since in the motion under consideration references to

past history have been indulged in, f will make just one. Bear in mind,

gentlemen, that from here, from this same tribune from which I am
speaking, I can see the window of the palace in which bigots, uniting

temporal interests with the most sacred interests of religion, induced a

weak king of the French to Are the fatal arquebus that gave the signal for

the massacre of Saint Bartholomew.”

For a moment, spellbound by his words, his gestures, and his flaming

eyes, the Assembly remained silent as though overwhelmed by the vi-

sion he had evoked. The applause that then broke out seemed, said a

witness, to mark the end of a nightmare.

At the end of the sitting a colleague pointed out to Mirabeau that

from the tribune of the Salle du Manage, at the end of the terrace of the

Tuileries, he could not see the windows of the Louvre. “Maybe,” Mira-

beau agreed, “but at that moment I saw them.”

Mirabeau remained on the alert against any counter-revolutionary

attempts. Some of the deputies had been elected by their constituencies

for only a year. The committee on the constitution proposed a decree

(i) that^the Assembly could not be renewed until the Constitution had

been completed, and (2) that qualifleations of mandates were annulled

so far as regarded the duration of the session in progress. This proposal

met with furious opposition frbm the right wing. The Abb^ Maury
vehemently urged that the deputies represented their constituencies

before they represented the nation, and that in consequence they owed
(diedience to their constituents.
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cannot but feel deep indignation/’ said Mirabcau, replying with

equal vehemence, “when I hear malevolent rhetoricians constantly op-

posing the nation to the National Assembly, as if it were not through

the National Assembly that the nation has recognized, recovered, re-

conquered its rights; as if, surrounded by monuments of our labours,

our dangers, our services, we could become suspected by the people or

a danger to the liberties of the people; as if the gaze of the two worlds

that is fixed upon us, the fanatical rejoicing over a great revolution, the

gratitude of so many millions of men, were not a sufficient guarantee

of your fidelity, your patriotism, and your virtues!

“One speaker asked how out of simple representations of the con-

stituencies we were suddenly transformed into a national convention.

I reply: on the day when, finding the hall that was to receive us closed,

bristling with bayonets, we hastened to the first place in which we could

gather, to swear to perish rather than allow such an order of things

to continue; the deputies of the people formed a national convention

when, by an act of truly sacrilegious insanity, despotism tried to pre-

vent them from fulfilling their sacred mission; they formed a national

convention to destroy arbitrary power and to defend from all violence

the rights of the nation.

“The crimes of despotism, the perils we have countered, the violence

we have repressed, these are our titles: our successes have consecrated

those titles, the oft-repeated adherence of all parts of the empire has

legitimized them, sanctified them. Brought into being by the invincible

tocsin of necessity, our national convention is superior to any imita-

tion and to any authority; it owes no account to any but itself, and

can be judged only by posterity.”

He concluded with these words, which no contemporary could for-

get: “Gentlemen, you all know the retort of that Roman who, to save

the Republic from a great conspiracy, had been compelled to exceed

the powers conferred on him by the laws. A captious tribune called on
him to swear that he had respected them—hoping by that insidious

challenge to face the consul with the alternative of perjury or an em-
barrassing admission. ‘I swear,’ the great man said, ‘I swear that I saved

the Republic.’ Gentlemen, I swear that you have saved the common-
wealth.”

6

“It has been suggested to me that I should come to an understanding

with M. dc Mirabeau,” wrote Lafayette on the day of Favras’ execution
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‘T said: do not like him, I do not esteem him, I am not afraid of

him. I. see no reason to seek an understanding with him.’ ” At that time

Mirabeau hoped to be able to make use of Monsieur, anck he, in turn,

thought that he could do without any help from Lafayette. But a bitter

disappointment threw Mirabeau back once more on his more fortunate

rival. His private affairs were still in the same disorder. He was living

on a small scale and, as usual, was in need of money. At a time when
public affairs called for bold action, he saw opportunities irremediably

lost.

He learned that relations between Lafayette and Bamave, Du Port,

and Lameth had cooled. From the depth of discouragement in which

he had lost even the will to fight, he decided toward the end of April

to write to Lafayette. “I parted from you,” he wrote, “because your as-

sociations at the time were not worthy either of you or of me. . . .

These motives no longer exist; Barnave, Du Port, Lameth, and the like,

are no longer tiring you with their active inaction.”

He eloquently painted the perils that threatened the state, and added:

“I am forgetting the worst one, the inaction of the one man who could

prevent them.” To this deliberate inaction he opposed his own desire

for action, so lamentably paralysed, and also the repugnance he had

had to overcome before speaking to Lafayette in this way. He revealed

to Lafayette all his distress: he spoke to him of the “obstacles my enemies

incessantly place in my path, cither by setting rather long-continued

errors in my life against my public conduct, or by tormenting my
domestic existence in order to take me away from my work and to

rob me of the confidence of those men who know no other virtues

than order and economy.”

Mirabeau seems to have lost even his magnificent confidence in his

future in resigning himself to accept an offer which he had disdainfully

refused a few months earlier: “What in other times I disdained would

find me less indifferent today, because the political horizon of Europe

has entirely changed. I see at this moment at Constantinople the lever

of an entirely unrecognized influence. There, perhaps, exist the only

means of hastening for France the restoration of her political prestige,

almost without the employment of any of her resources.”

,The observation was in itself entirely accurate; but the fact that he

was ready to leave the great theatre in which his country’s destinies

were at stake, to abandon a position of great power in the Assembly in

order to work in a secondary field, shows the deep wound made by his

disappointments, the decay of his unutilized powers.

Nothing at all came of Mirabeau’s letter to Lafayette. Immured in his
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suspicion and his vanity, Lafayette was neither responsive to Mira-

beau’s broad views nor touched by the extent of his confidence., “This

move was a stroke of genius,” we read in Lafayette’s memoirs, “for it

gave its author the right to attack the general while keeping him fet-

tered by his delicacy.’'

7

The ambassador of the court of Vienna was an Austrian subject only

in consequence of the treaties of 1714. He bore a French name, Flori-

mond-Qaude, Comte de Mercy-Argenteau. He had become natural-

ized in France, and he retained that status although he remained in the

Austrian service. He had risen rapidly in his career. At thirty-five he

was already Austrian ambassador at Turin. He had the full confidence

of the empress. “To Mercy alone, whom I esteem as my friend and min-

ister, have I opened my too oppressed heart,” wrote Maria Theresa. He
remained for twenty-four years ambassador at Paris, the most impor-

tant post for the Viennese court. He was there also in the secret capac-

ity of adviser to Marie Antoinette both as dauphine and queen. In fact,

his principal function was to play the difficult part of guardian angel

to Maria Theresa’s daughter.

He was well equipped for positions demanding extreme prudence

and unfailing reserve. In default of imagination, he had the experience

of a long career. In default of agility of mind, he had in his favour

his professional knowledge, his assiduity, and his familiarity with so-

ciety. Kaunitz, the Austrian chancellor, admitted that Mercy lacked

brilliance, but he appreciated his qualities as a diplomat with wide so-

cial experience and “a thorough knowledge of the court and of Paris

society.”

In spite of his cold and reserved manner and his rather pompous s^le,

Mercy was supple enough td bend to changed circumstances. His de-

votion to the empress’s daughter sometimes served him in place of

clear-sightedness. Toward the middle of March, La Marclt received

at Brussels a letter from Mercy asking him to come immediately to Paris

for a talk on matters of the highest importance. La Marck lost no time

in returning. ’

“You are in intimate touch with die Comte de Mirabcau?" asked

Mercy.

“Yes,” said La-Mardc.

“The king and queen have fdt that in keeping in touch with hhh
you had the intcntkMi of being useful to them."
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"‘They have not been mistaken.”

“Their Majesties,” pursued the ambassador, “have instructed me to

ask your opinion as to the present attitude, as it seems to you, of M.
de Mirabcau.”

La Marck explained to Mercy Mirabcau’s devotion to the cause of

the monarchy.

Many things had changed since the queen had haughtily declared that

she had no expectation of ever being reduced to asking help from Mira-

beau. “The king and queen,” the ambassador continued, “have decided

to call for the services of the Comte de Mirabeau. They leave you to

settle the conditions and do not wish to have any relations with the

count except through you. You will be their sole intermediary.”

He mentioned particularly that the secret must be kept from Necker.

“The queen counts particularly on you,” he concluded.

“M. le Comte,” La Marck replied, “the harm already done is very

serious, and I doubt whether Mirabcau himself can repair what he

has been allowed to do.” He was sceptical as to the result of this belated

and secret step; and, having a good acquaintance with the fickleness

of court circles, he was afraid of the responsibilities that were being

placed on him in the guise of a mark of favour. He consented to be an

intermediary in the negotiation only on condition that Mercy himself

took part in it and had an interview vdth Mirabeau. But the prudent

ambassador was afraid of compromising himself and asked for time
* to reflect.

On the day after his arrival in Paris La Marck went to see Mirabeau.

He found him even more dissatisfied with the state of things and more
discouraged than when he last saw him. “Mirabeau,” he wrote later, “felt

that every day the work of restoration would become more difficult,

even for him, and that the delays would end in making the evil abso-

lutely incurable.” But Mirabcau eagerly accepted La Marck’s first very

discreet overtures.

Mercy succeeded in overcoming his hesitation to meet Mirabeau; or

rather, the worsening of the political situation conquered his diplomatic

scruples. At the beginning of April 1790 he agreed to the interview sug-

gested by La Marck. It was surrounded by measures that gave it a

conspiratorial air. The meeting took place in La Marck’s house in the

rue du Faubourg Saint-Honor6, the Hotel Charost. The old house had

a second entrance through the garden into the Champs Elysees. Mira-

beau came to his friend through this garden door. The ambassador ar-

rived by the main entrance. La March’s servants were foreigners, mostly

Germans^ and had no knowledge of the identity of the visitors and but
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a poor acquaintance with the language in which the conversation was

carried on.

At the table of a foreign aristocrat the ambassador of the court of

Vienna met the man who in the eyes of so many courts incarnated the

French Revolution. As a conservative, Mercy considered that revolution

a disastrous event and the prelude to yet more terrible disasters. He
seemed to see in Mirabeau a failure who had taken the revolutionary

path out of rancour. He could not believe, he told him, “that he would
persist in compromising his talents and his genius by favouring such

disorders.’^ But, according to La Marck, “his mind was free from the

narrow prejudices that would have prevented him from recognizing

certain useful consequences of the Revolution.” In spite of all their

divci:genccs of view, the two men felt a strange reciprocal esteem. Mira-

beau realized, as Mercy did, the dangers of the situation and the neces-

sity of removing the royal couple from the excited Parisian mob. The
king must be got away from Paris, he declared to the ambassador,

though not from France.

But Mirabeau did not know of another fear that haunted the ambas-

sador. Mercy had a better knowledge than he of the influences at work
on the royal couple, and he was alarmed at the readiness with which

they lent themselves to the most absurd projects, which the iTmgrSs

were continually putting before them. In vain did he warn the queen

against the danger of these chimerical plans. On May 15 he wrote to

her: “The Turin projects make one shudder at the levity with which

the risk is run of compromising the future of the state, and, I must say

frankly, the personal existence of the sovereigns. The proposed move
would be stopped at the first step by the cruel disaster of finding the

whole royal family seized and at the mercy of a furious populace, whose

ferocity is beyond calculation.”

He was the more entirely in agreement with the suggestions Mira-

beau made because he knew of those with which Turin was pestering

the court. Worst of all, he wrote to Marie Antoinette, was the scheme

of carrying off the king by force: “Those who dared to attempt it

would deserve capital punishment.” He took trouble to describe the

exact position, knowing the dangerous illusions harboured by the royal

couple. “There is absolute lack of stores, arms, munitions—^in fine, all

that is indispensable to the arming of any body of troops, to rendering

it mobile, and pd supporting it in the field”—in face of three or four

hundred thousand of the national militia “more or less disciplined, but

well armed and enthusiastic,’* cutting off every avenue of escape. *‘How,

in this state of things, could it be possible to cany off the kii^ and the
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royal family? How can anyone face the thought of the danger the

monarch and his august spouse would run if they were stopped en

route, and this they certainly would be, before attaining a place of

safety? The pen falls from one’s hands when one envisages the incalcula-

ble results of such a disaster.”

About a year later the terrible previsions of Mercy were to be real-

ized with frightful exactitude. Now there might still be time to save

the royal couple, though it was late for the step they had embarked on.

At the end of the interview with Mirabeau, Mercy deplored “the long

delay in having recourse to so eminent a man, who had been allowed

to become dangerous when he might have been so useful.”

Next day the queen secretly received La Marck in the rooms of her

chief lady-in-waiting at the Tuileries. She told him that, jointly with

the king, she had decided about two months earlier to approach Mira-

beau. Marie Antoinette scarcely realized how precious was the time

that was passing, with opportunities missed that would never recur.

She admitted to La Marck one of the reasons that had made her hesi-

tate. She asked him “with a certain accent of curiosity and embarrass-

ment whether he thought Mirabeau had had no part at all in the hor-

rors of the 5th and 6th of October.” La Marck answered for his friend’s

innocence, stating that he had passed the greater part of those two days

with him. Marie Antbinette expressed pleasure at that reply: “I badly

needed to be undeceived on that point; for after the rumours that were

current at the time I had felt, I admit, a horror of the Comte de Mira-

beau which contributed not a little to retard our decision to approach

him.”

At that moment the king came in. With his usual brusqueness, which

masked the flabbiness and indecision of his character, he asked La
Marck whether he thought Mirabeau had the intention and the power
to be of service to the court. “It is very late to begin,” replied La

Marck. “At the opening of the States General the ministers ought to

have enlisted in the interest of the king the deputies who were known
for their talents.”

“Ah,” replied the king, “there is nothing to hope for on that point

with M. Necker. Everything that is done through Mirabeau must be

kept a profound secret from my ministers, and I count on you for

that.”

“I was horrified by that reply," wrote La Marck. “I could not under-

stand how the king could think of employing such a man as Mirabeau

without* his ministers’ knowledge. But to courtier-like re^raint im-

posed silence on me.” It was agreed between him and the royal couple
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that Mirabeau should place in writing his ideas on the means of serving

the court, and that La Marck should transmit them to the queen. Marie

Antoinette was so pleased with this arrangement that she was particu-

larly gracious toward her faithful servant.

La Marck had difficulty in dismissing the impression of childishness

and inconsequence left on him by this interview. “I was frightened by

what I had heard,” he wrote. What a poor dyke to hold up a revolution

was this secret procedure. But he was careful not to communicate his

fears to Mirabeau. He confined himself to telling him “what the king

and queen thought of his talents.” He was surprised and, indeed, dis-

appointed to see how strongly Mirabeau was impressed: “The effect

this overture produced on his self-esteem did not escape me. I saw

this man, who thought himself, and rightly, so high above others, never-

theless influenced by the sort of magic which royal persons can exer-

cise when they show favour.”

Though he felt flattered, Mirabeau placed no confidence in the royal

promises. Like La Marck, he kept his doubts to himself. He wrote his

pessimistic letter to Lafayette after the negotiations with the court had

already begun. His scepticism was justified. Weeks passed without any-

thing further happening in regard to the great project. There was no

change in his difficult position. At the beginning of May 1790 La Marck

wrote to him: “The more I think of the troubles that threaten you, the

more I am revolted! Ah, my dear count, it is characteristic of great

men to have contemptible enemies.”

8

“It would be repugnant to me to play any part at the present time of

strife and confusion if I were not convinced that the re-establishment

of the legitimate authority of the king is France’s first need and the sole

means of saving her,” wrote Mirabeau in a memorandum intended for

the court. “But I see so clearly that we are in the midst of anarchy, that

we are sinking further into it every day, I am so indignant at the idea

that I should have contributed to nothing but a vast demolition, and the

fear of seeing another head of the state than the king is so insupportable

to me, that I feel imperiously recalled to affairs at a time when I was

more or less vowed to silence and though I could aspire only to retire-

ment.”

Mirabeau’s period of discouragement passed aS soon as he was con-

sulted. But he w)u Concerned to define his position and to leave no
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doubt as to his convictions. “Here, then, is the profession of faith for

which the king asked, and this statement will remain forever my
declaration or my witness: I undertake to serve with all my influence

the true interests of the king; and, in order that this assertion may not

appear too vague, I declare that I believe a counter-revolution to be

dangerous and criminal, and I consider equally chimerical in France the

hope or the project of any sort of government without a leader invested

with the power necessary for the application of all the public force to

the execution of the law.”

After this unequivocal declaration Mirabeau sketched his programme

of aaion in favour of the monarchy: “I need two months to collect,

or even, if I may say so, to make my own resources, to prepare men’s

minds, and to win over to reason the good citizens necessary to the

service of the king. My progress will be by invisible stages, but I

shall take a step every day. A quack will promise a quick cure and will

kill; a true physician observes, acts especially through the regimen,

doses, measures, and sometimes cures.”

He concluded: “I promise the king loyalty, zeal, activity, energy,

and a courage of which people may be far from having any idea. I

promise him, finally, everything except success, which never depends

on a single person and which it would be a very rash and very blame-

worthy presumption to guarantee in the terrible malady that is under-

mining the state and threatening its head.”

From the first he reserved to himself great latitude in his activity:

“There must never be a partial judgment of my conduct either on an

act or on a speech. It is not that I iWuse to explain anything, but it is

possible to judge only by the total result. It is impossible to save the

state each day.”

This memorandum was transmitted by La Marck, under seal, to the

Comte de Mercy-Argenteau. La Marck, more clear-sighted than the

others concerned did not conceal his scepticism from the ambassador:

“I told the Comte de Mercy that, whatever might be my confidence in

Mirabeau’s great talents, I could not but regard the French monarchy

as lost, at all events for a very long time. Nor did I hide from him that

I even dotd>ted whether Mirabeau could be of any service at all, in

view of the manner iti which the king proposed to employ him.”

But the king and queen were delight^ with Mirabeau’s memoran-

dum. When La Marck was next received by the queen at the Tuilerics,

she repeated to him that tlie king had no desire to recover his autdtority

to the full extent of the past. To have won over Mirabeau seemed to
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her so great a diplomatic success, and she was so pleased with herself,

that she quickly recovered her old sprightliness, her unthinking high

spirits. She kept La Marck more than two hours. She was sparkling

with the graciousness that charmed men and with the natural gaiety of

which La Marck, as an amiable courtier, said that it “took its source

equally in the goodness of her heart and in the sweet roguishness of her

mind.” She refused to talk of serious matters. The conversation was like

a dance among the reefs of the dreadful problems of the moment. “The

purpose of my audience had almost been lost sight of,” La Marck re-

corded; “she tried to brush it aside. When I spoke of the Revolution,

she became serious and sad, but the moment the conversation turned to

other subjects I found again her amiable and gracious humour.” No
enemy of Marie Antoinette has expressed a severer judgment on her

than did this faithful servant in tracing this striking portrait of her

levity amid the dangers that surrounded her on all sides.

When the queen sent for La Marck again a few days later, the king

was present during the conversation. He repeated to La Marck that

Mirabeau’s memorandum had given him “entire satisfaction.” “He
seemed,” noted La Marck, “to have even greater confidence in the

future than the queen had; he thought it would be easy to set things

back on a bearable footing.” La Marck described him as asking little

for himself personally and as ready to get rid of some of the Jieavy

burdens of absolute power. “He thought that if ministers were in fu-

ture to have more difficulties and problems, he himself would have less

responsibility, and in consequence more tranquillity. The king,” he

added, “saw in his personal relations with Mirabeau a means of assuring

that tranquillity in advance.” But when La Marck observed that in

his opinion it would be necessary for the relations with Mirabeau to

be extended to the ministers, the king changed the subject. All those

concerned, even Mercy, the reserved and prudent diplomat, were full

of hope, as if the appearance of Mirabeau had suddenly cleared the

horizon.

La Marck was the only one to mingle the discordant voice of pes-

simism with the joyful chorus. He pointed out to Mercy that in reality

nothing had changed, that Mirabeau had always defended monarchic^

principles. “But we shall succeed,” Mercy repUed, “in forming another

and a better ministry; it will come to an understanding with Mirabeau,

and things may improve.” Big clouds seemed to have been dispersed

and the storm to have become distant.
®

In her lively gratitude to the man who had brought her peace of
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mind for the moment, the queen inquired of La Marck “as to what

would be the best thing to do so that Mirabeau should be satisfied with

her and with the king.” La Marck admitted to her that his friend was

often without the bapst necessaries. The most urgent thing, he thought,

would be to pay his debts. Mirabeau made a list of them. They totalled

two hundred and eight thousand francs. Not even his wedding clothes

had yet been paid for. Mirabeau did not dare to hope that he could be

freed from so crushing a liability. But the sum seemed a trifle to the

ambassador. “When I informed Mercy of the amount of Mirabeau’s

debts,” wrote La Marck, “he said: *lf diat is all, the king will do well

to settle the whole bill. I will suggest it to the queen.’
”

When the king next saw La Marck, he gave him the original list writ-

ten out by Mirabeau. “You will keep it,” he said, “together with these

four notes of mine, each of two hundred and fifty thousand. If, as he

promises, M. de Mirabeau serves me well, you will give him, at the

end of the session of the National Assembly, these notes, for which he

will receive a million. Between now and then I will have his debts paid,

and you will yourself decide what is the sum I should give him every

month to meet his present difficulties.” La Marck proposed six thousahd

francs, with a further three hundred francs for the copyist.

The Archbishop of Toulouse, M. de Pontages, formerly almoner to

the queen, was the only person let into the secret apart from Mercy
and La Marck. He was authorized to make the payments. Mirabeau

“burst into wild exultation,” wrote La Marck, “the extravagance of

which, I admit, surprised me a little, but which was explained naturally

enough, first by the satisfaction of emerging from the penurious and

haphazard existence he had led till then, and second by the justified

pride at the thought that at last he was being consulted.”

In Mirabeau’s view there was no inconsistency between his public

and his secret activities. As La Marck pointed out to Mercy, Mirabeau

had professed the same principles before being retained by the court.

He regarded the pecuniary aid given by the king as a homage to his

talents and a means of making his ideas triumph. His friends were not

alone in exonerating him from any charge of venality. Mme. de Stael,

in spite of her resentment against her father’s implacable adversary,

wrote: “Mirabeau, whether or not he accepted money from the court,

was quite determined to make himself master and not the instrument of

the court.” Even Lafayette'gave this homage to his sincerity: “Not for

any sum wquld Mirabeau have sustained an opinion that would have

destroyed liberty and dishonoured his spirit.”
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“Above all, let us not mistake the fervid advocacy of principles for dieir

sublimation,” remarked Mirabeau in the Assembly on May 3, address-

ing a warning from the tribune to a man who was later to carry this

confusion to an extreme—Robespierre. The young lawyer from Arras

at that time played no important part in the Assembly. “Many of his

enemies regarded him in 1790 as a virtuous madman,” said Gorani in

his Mimoires. His speeches were laboured, in an old-fashioned literary

style, which he elaborated with conscientious zeal as if he were com-
peting at some provincial academy. He provoked ironic smiles more
often than indignation among his opponents. The newspapers were fond

of mangling his name, hurting him a good deal. Until the time when
his name began to strike terror, it appeared in the reports of sittings

as Robert-Pierre or Roberspierre or simply as “a member.”

By his own admission he was “prostrated by a childish timidity”

when approaching the tribune, and “almost paralysed with agitation

when he began to speak.” Dumont described him as never looking peo-

ple in the face and blinking distressingly all the time. With his stiff

and awkward manners, his affected language, his sing-song voice, and

his one and only olive-green coat, he was redolent of the provinces.

Mirabeau, with his ease, the fascination of his eloquence, and his

power over the Assembly, was for Robespierre a model as yet far out

of reach. One of his first biographers related that he liked to sit near

Mirabeau, followed him in streets, and even tried to copy his coiffure,

so that the time came when the papers called him “Mirabeau’s Ape.”

“It was Mirabeau,” said Gorani, “who first set me watching Robes-

pierre.” With his rare psychological gift he discerned in Wm from
the first a dangerous force. “Mirabeau told me in 1790,” Gorani added,

“that Robespierre was dominated by an incalculable ambition and that

he wanted to elbow his way to the throne. Mirabeau was a little afraid

of him. ‘I defy Robespierre,’ he said to me, ‘to rob me of my popular-

ity.’ ” From the first, Robespierre was' a man of abstract and absolute

principles. He defended the poorest and the humblest, and was the

spokesman of the masses, but he spoke of them as a mathematical

quantity.

Mirabeau was as hostile to a popular dictatorship as to the abuses of

monarchical authority. During a debate on tKe election of judges Maury
had waved in front of the Assembly the spectre of republicanism. “Re-
publics,” replied Mirabeau, “are. in a sense/ monarchical; monarchies are

in a certain sense republics. There are only two sorts of bad govern-
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mcttt—despotism and anarchy: I beg your pardon, they are not gov-

ernments but the negation of governments.”

The Marquis dc Crillon, chosen by the king to repress the disturb-

ances at Marseille, asked Mirabeau’s opinion on the latest events. As
soon as the troops had left the town, the people and the National Guard
had taken possession of the forts, and a superior officer had been killed.

^‘Thc people,” Mirabeau explained to Crillon, “believed that the leaders

of the troops were ill intentioned, the forts provisioned, and the bat-

teries in the forts directed on the town. If that was the reason for their

action, they must be charged with panic terror and not with rebellion.”

It was sufficient, he proceeded, to know the causes that had determined

the people’s action; “I say to know them, not to judge them; to know
them, in order to determine not whether the people were right or

wrong, but whether they were loyal, or thought they were. I insist

on this point, because history is full of examples of impolitic steps, of

violence with no other cause than the mistake of the leaders, a first

wrong idea about an event which would have gone no further but

which, through their determination to inflict exemplary punishment

they turned into a general upheaval.” But “account must be taken of

the opinion of the enemies of the commonwealth concerning this same

event. If they treat it as a revolt, that does not make it a revolt; if they

call for troops, if^ in the hope of getting troops, of inflicting punish-

ment, they are glad of the excuse of the insurrection at Marseffie, the

troops must not be sent, there must be no punishment; for the people

would see in the punishment inflicted by the law simply the vengeance

of their enemies.”

Crillon was unable to profit from Mirabeau’s advice because the As-

sembly opposed his appointment as incompatible with his position of

deputy. Mirabeau repeated his defence of the municipality of Marseille

in answer to a proposal to summon the municipality. “It is too clear,” he

said, “that there has been great fermentation at Marseille; but you will

only increase it by bringing away from the town its only pacific mod-
erators.” But he did not content himself with exonerating the municipal-

ity. He passed on to a remarkably bold attack: “But what is this balance

in which actions of the same nature, inspired by the same circumstances,

arc weighed so differently? Why should October 5 be innocent and

April 30 at Marseille guilty?”

These words created an uproar. “Every word was interrupted by
abuse from the right,” noted Dumont. Mirabeau stopped for a moment
md turned to the most furioas of the interrupters. “I am waiting, gen-

I
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tlemen,” he said in a honeyed voice, “for the end of these compliments,”

In the sudden silence he went on quietly to say he knew that he him-

self was being accused of being the instigator of the disturbances at

Marseille by “these people who have never fought me except with the

stiletto of calumny; these people who have not been able to turn me
for a moment from the true principles; these people who would have

condemned me to a silence inspired by contempt if there existed none

but men of their own sort. ... I gave peace at Marseille; I am giving

peace to Marseille; I shall continue to give peace to Marseille,”

lO

Montmorin, Minister of Foreign Affairs, wrote to the president of the

Assembly demanding credits for the arming of fourteen ships of the

line. “We have to show Europe,” he said, “that the establishment of

our constitution is far from placing any obstacle in the way of the de-

velopment of our forces.” A very distant event had produced this con-

cern for French rearmament. In the other hemisphere, off the coast of

California, the English and the Spaniards were bitterly disputing over

fishery rights. An English vessel had been arbitrarily seized by a Span-

ish officer, and relations between the two countries had been suddenly

embittered. War seemed likely. France, bound by a family pact to

Spain, might at any moment be asked to come to her aid. An incident

entirely remote from the interests of the country threatened to drag

it into war, destroying the great work on which, amid terrible internal

difficulties, it was engaged.

Montmorin’s request, his reminder of old obligations, and the con-

tinuation of the traditional foreign policy which he proposed, were

heavy with consequences for the future. The Assembly realized this at

once. Deputies jumped up from their seats and demanded to speak.

The president told them, to their great surprise, that a list of speak-

ers had already been drawn up.

The ministry, in order to make sure of support in the Assembly, had

divulged Montmorin’s letter the evening before to the deputies favour-

able to the government, who had then sent in their names as intending

to speak in the debate. The Assembly was wildly excited. The deputies

who were supposed to have been in the secret were violently taken

to task by their colleagues. A quarrel between Barnave and Noailles

was settled the same evening by a duel with pistols in the Bois de

Boulogne, without serious results.

Barnave and his friends formed the most active opposition to the
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government’s move. This group was known as the Triumvirate—Mira-

beau called it the Triuwgueusat^ the Triumvagabondate—and was the

subject of a familiar saying: “Du Port thinks, Lameth acts, Barnave

speaks.” There were in fact two brothers Lameth, both elected by the

nobles, who intervened jointly in the Assembly. The four Lameth
brothers, born of an ancient Picardy family which proudly traced its

origins back to the Crusades, were orphaned at an early age through

their father’s death on the field of battle and were brought up by their

mother, a sister of Marshal de Broglie, who received a pension from

the court. It was to the court’s protection that they also owed the high

rank they gained in the army. But like so many other young nobles of

their time, they had taken part in the American War of Independence,

from which they had brought back honourable wounds and demo-

cratic convictions. Charles dc Lameth, who had had the influential

position of gentleman-in-waiting to the Comte d’Artois, threw' it up

when he was elected deputy. He and his younger brother Alexandre,

in full agreement in their ideas and both close friends of Barnave and

Du Port, formed with them the most advanced section of the Assem-

bly, which grew more and more distrustful of the royal authority.

The publication of the Red Book that revealed the grants made by
the court to their mother interfered with their popularity for a time,

though they hastened to repay the whole of the sums received. The
Triumvirate were united also by a common hatred of Mirabeau.

The threat of w^ar brought their group into action. When Dupont
dc Nemours proposed that the debate should be adjourned for three

weeks, Barnave exclaimed that in three weeks France might find her-

self at war. Charle§ de Lameth summed up the secret fears of the left

wing: “If an army is built up, the malcontents will take refuge in it.

The rich people, for it is the rich who make up the number of the

malcontents, will employ all their resources for spreading disorder.”

After this demagogic argumentation he ended with this threat: “But they

will not win, for if they have gold we have steel, and wc can use it.”

Right-wing speakers, including Cazales, tried to revive the secular

hatred of England. Alexandre de Lameth raised a question which Mont-

morin had not anticipated—whether a sovereign nation ought to leave

to the king a decision of peace and war. This gave the signal for one of

the most violent discussions ever held in the Assembly. “Make of the

rule of the monarch,” said Mirabeau toward the end of a long ispeech,

“that which it should be, and fear no longer that a rebel king, himself

abdicating his crown, may expose himself to a progress from victory

to the scaffold
”
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There were tnurmurs from the right. Espr6m6nil jumped up. “I

ask that M. de Mirabeau be called to order; he forgets that the person

of the king has been declared inviolable.”

Mirabeau replied calmly: “You have all been listening to a supposi-

tion, that of a despotic and rebellious king, coming with an army of

Frenchmen to conquer the place of tyrants; now, a king in that case

is no longer a king.”

The hall rang with cheers; but after rousing the right, Mirabeau

brought the left upon him when he put this question: “I ask you, shall

we be better assured of having none but just and equitable wars if we
delegate exclusively to an assembly of seven hundred persons the exer-

cise of the right of making war? Have you considered the lengths to

which passionate impulses or a false sense of dignity may carry im-

prudence and claim to justify it? We have heard one of our speakers

propose to you, that if England waged an unjust war on Spain, we
should at once cross the seas, throw one nation against another, and

stake our last crown piece and our last man in London against proud

Englishmen; and we all cheered: a gust of oratory sufficed for a mo-
ment to lead us astray. You will not be led astray by ministers; will

you never be led astray by yourselves? People talk of the brake of

public opinion on the representatives of the nation; but public opin-

ion, often misled, even by praiseworthy sentiments, will then serve

only to mislead. The Roman who, carrying war in the folds of his

toga, threatened by unfolding it to shake out all the plagues of war
must have felt the full importance of his mission. He was alone; he

held in his hands a great destiny; he was the bearer of terror; but had

the numerous Senate, who despatched him in the course of a stormy

and passionate discussion, felt the terror which the formidable and

precarious future of a war should inspire? Look at the political assem-

blies: it is always under the driving force of passion that they have

decreed war.”

II

“Treason of the Qimte de Mirabeau discovered,” was being shouted

in the streets of Ruris. The throng at the Palais-Royal eagerly bought

the pamphlet. !t was discussed in the streets and in the garden of the

Tiiileries. It was passed from hand to hand at the very doors of the

Assembly, and men lead: “So your crimes, you clever impostor, have

at last been found out. We had had only suspicions of your conduct in

the National Asscanbly. Today these suspicions are confirmed. When
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you put forward your motion for the National Assembly to be con-

stituted an Assembly of the Representatives of the People, you wanted

it adopted only because you wanted to gain supporters for your entry

into the ministry; you declared yourself a supporter of the absolute

veto only because you wanted gold and honours. You wanted the

abolition of the Negro slave trade, an abolition that might involve the

ruin of the National Assembly; you wanted it only because you had

been promised gold. Finally you have just carried your crimes and

your perfidy to the last extreme by bringing forward the insidious mo-
tion to grant to the executive power the right to slaughter us and to

invade our properties, on the specious pretext of the apparent good of

the people, and on the pretext of preserving for the legislative power

a derisory share in that terrible right.” The pamphlet ended with in-

citements to the murder of Mirabeau.

“You arc right, it is an infamous libel,” Mirabeau wrote to his sister,

“but it is the evil side of a good thing [the liberty of the press] which

compensates for all possible evils; and do not tell me that we must re-

nounce the good because of the evil.”

The anonymous author of the libellous pamphlet was soon discovered

to be an obscure journalist named Lacroix. An artisan reported that he

had been in a cafe and had heard a man “reproaching M. Lacroix for

publishing the libel entitled Trahison dicouverte du Comte de Mira-

beau; M, Lacroix contended that he had nothing to fear and that if

the said M. de Mirabeau attacked it before any tribunal he would uphold

it, that he had people to uphold it, and he named four persons; the

witness only recalled the names of three, who are Du Port, Lameth, and

Bamavc; that all those who were in the caf6 molested and abused

M. Lacroix, who was obliged to leave the caf6.”

On July 3, 17^, Mirabeau brought an action at the Chatclet in Paris

against “an aixocious libel ... of which the intention can have been

no other than to discredit the plaintiff’s principles ... by inflam-

ing the people and inducing them to commit criminal violence against

the person of the plaintiff.” The case, however, was dropped; Mira-

beau was not greatly concerned to punish so petty an adversary when
he could tiot touch the instigators whose protection Lacroix claimed.

Adrien Du Port attacked him directly at a sitting of the Society Pa-

triotique de 1789. This society included among its members the mu-
nicipality of Paris, the general staff of the National Guard, deputies such

as Talleyrand, Sicyis, Bamavc, Du Port, the Lameth brothers, and a

number of financiers and writers. Almost all Mirabeau’s friends were
members, including La Marck, Chamfort, Qaviire, and Duroverai.
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The journal of the society was edited by Condorcet. In it Andr6 Chenier

published his “warning to the French of their true enemies.” The princi-

pal aim of the society was to spread the ideas of the Revolution in

France and abroad. Mirabeau had opposed this tendency since the

foundation of the society. “If impetuous daring is necessary for the vic-

tory of a revolution, moderation alone can consolidate it,” he had said

in a speech. The same members who had cheered that speech showed

impatience when at a meeting on May 21, 1790, he had repeated that

“the French should have no other aim than to establish the constitu-

tion on unshakable foundations.” Calumnies against him found credit

which would have been dismissed in the past with a shrug of the shoul-

ders. Some considered him to be in the pay of Austria, bribed by the

Comte de Mercy to work against the Belgian cause; others regarded

him, together with his friends Dumont and Duroverai, as in the pay

of Pitt.

i 12

“If the commencement of hostilities constituted the nation at war, it

would no longer be either the legislative or the executive power that

declared it,” said Barnave on May 21, 1790, from the tribune of the

Assembly; “it would be the first civilian or the first officer who, by
attacking an individual or resisting his attack, acquired the right to

make war.” He accused Mirabeau of having tried to confuse the com-
mencement of hostilities with war, acts of war with the sta^e of war.

On this 21 st of May the battle seemed lost for Mirabeau. Barnave’s

speech produced an immense effect on the Assembly. Realizing this, he

became more and more ironical and biting against Mirabeau.

Mirabeau was unmoved by Bamave’s insolence and abuse. He listened

silently to Barnave’s arguments, which were so strongly impressing

the whole left wing of the Assembly. At one moment he said quietly

to his colleague Frochot: “IVe got him.” He borrowed a pencil from
him and wrote; “I have heard enough, let us go out.” He walked up
and down the Terrasse des Fcuillants with Frochot, and they met Mmc.
dc Stael. He had a long talk with her. They spoke only of subjects re-

mote from the day’s events, although he had in his hand the pamphlet

denouncing him, and although in the Salle du Manage Barnave was still

speaking.

From the hall of the Assembly the excitement spread to the crowd.
The people had little understanding of the subtle difference between
according rights to the executive and to the legislative power. They
thought the king would in future have full power to launch a war of
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vengeance which would deprive them of their liberties. As in the case

of the veto, they had made their own the struggle against the monarchy.

Cazales, fearing a vote under the immediate influence of Barnave’s

speech, proposed that the debate should be adjourned and that at the

same time it should be decided to close it on the following day. “I ask

for an explanation,” said Mirabcau, “of those words—‘The debate

shall be closed.’ ” He had re-entered the hall, determined to make a

direct attack on Barnave. He demanded that the discussion should be

continued next day: “My principal argument at the moment is the

heat with which my demand is being opposed.”

Alexandre de Lameth wrote: “An immense crowd collected during

the sitting” of the next day. May 22; “more than fifty thousand citi-

zens filled the Tuileries, the gardens of the Feuillants and the Capucines,

the Place Vendome, the rue Saint-Honore, and the adjacent streets.

During the sitting some people had climbed up to the windows and

let down on a string from time to time a sort of bulletin with particulars

showing the fluctuation of opinions. These bulletins were copied and

distributed and maintained among the crowd a ferment beyond imag-

ining.”

The crowd acclaimed Barnave as a saviour. When Mirabeau ap-

peared, he was pursued with howls of “^4 la lanterner—“String him
up!” Lacroix’ pamphlet was still being hawked in the streets. The surg-

ing crowd was ready for any excess. The mounting hostility increased

Mirabeau’s fighting spirit. As he entered the hall he shouted to a

friend: “I shall be carried out of the Assembly in triumph or in bits.”

As he went to the tribune a deputy shouted: “Well, Mirabeau, yester-

day in the Capitol, today on the Tarpeian Rock.”

Mirabcau hit out at his adversaries. “It has been noised abroad for a

week that the section of the National Assembly that wants the royal

will associated with the exercise of the right of peace and war is the

parricide of the public freedom. Allegations of perfidy and corruption

have been broadcast, and popular vengeance has been invoked to main-

tain tyranny over opinions. It might be inferred that there can be no

two opii^ions, save by a crime, on one of the most delicate and most

difScplt questions of social organization.” He stigmatized the deplora-

ble blindness “of the men who in this way substitute exasperated self-

esteem for the love of our country.” Turning to Barnave, he thun-

dered: “I, too^ but a few days ago was to be carried in triumph, and at

this moment *Tbe High Treason of the Comte de Mirabeau’ is being

cried in the streets.” He repeated the words shouted to him on his way
to the tribune and commented: “I had no need of that reminder that
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it is but a short distance from the Capitol to the Tarpeian Rock; but

the man who is fighting for reason and for his country docs not so

easily give in.” One of those present recorded Mirabcau’s proud glance

at the Lameth brothers as he continued; “He who knows that he has

deserved well of his country, and, above all, that he can still be useful

to her; he who does not feast on an empty celebrity and who disdains

ephemeral success but pursues true glory; he who is determined to

tell the truth and to serve the common weal independently of the fickle

changes in public opinion—that man finds his services their own reward,

his labours their own delight, and his dangers their own prize; for his

harvest, for the only destiny that interests him, the destiny of his name,

he looks only to time, that incorruptible judge. Let those who a week
ago were spreading my opinion abroad without comprehending it, and

who now arc slandering my speech without having understood it,

accuse me of burning incense before powerless idols at the moment
when they have been thrown down, or of being the base beneficiary of

men against whom I have not ceased to battle; let them denounce as

an enemy of the Revolution a man who, it may be, has been of some

service to it, and who, if the Revolution was not an element of his

glory, might find safety in that one fact. Let them deliver to the fury

of the fooled populace the man who for twenty years has fought

against every sort of oppression, who was speaking to the French of

freedom, of a constitution, of resistance, when his base slanderers were

lapping up the milk of courts and living upon every dominant prejudice

—what matters it? These underhand blows will not stop me in my
career. My reply is; Answer if you can, and then slander as much as

you like.”

He replied point by point to Bamave’s argument and then continued:

“He declaimed against the evil that kings may do and have done, and

he was careful not to remark that under our constitution the monarch

can no longer be a despot or do anything arbitrarily; and he was espe-

cially careful to say nothing of popular movements, although he had

himself given an example of the ease with which the friends of a for-

eign power might influence the opinion of a National Assernbly by
rousing the people around it.”

He dealt vigorously with the critical issue in the debate; “I cannot

prevent the depositary of all the national forces from being in posses-

sion of great resources and of opportunities of abusing them* Do you
propose, because royalty has its dangers, that we should renoun^^ the

"

advantages of royalty? It is possible to maintain anything except inr

consistency; tell us that we must not have a king, do not tell us that
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we may have only an impotent and useless king. I do not believe/^

he concluded, “that men who arc to serve the public cause as true

brothers-in-arms do well to fight as base gladiators; to do battle with

imputations and intrigues instead of talents and enlightenment; to seek

in mutual ruin and disparagement guilty successes, ephemeral trophies

injurious to all and even to glory. But I say to you: among those

who maintain my doctrine you will find all the moderate men who
do not believe that wisdom lies in extremes or that the courage to de-

stroy must never give place to the courage to rebuild; you will find

among us those tribunes of the people whom the nation will count for

a long time yet, in spite of the yappings of envious mediocrity, among
the liberators of the country.”

The whole Assembly broke into a long ovation. In this reply, im-

provised by utilizing the attacks on him, turning his adversaries’ arms

against themselves, Mirabeau revealed the full measure of his elo-

quence. He had spoken in his own defence and had identified it with

the preservation of the regime. He emerged with increased reputation

from a trial that might have been fatal. The Marquis de Ferri^res wrote:

“Mirabeau descended from the tribune amid redoubled applause, to the

manifest chagrin and confusion of Barnave and the Lameths, leaving

hatred and vengefulness in their hearts; no one attempted to reply to

him.”

Mirabeau himself, however, asked that Bamave should be heard, but

his reply was feeble. Lafayette, as if he wanted to make up for the

past, supported Mirabeau in his hour of triumph. He shouted: “I feel

that I cannot better pay the immense debt I owe to the people than by
not sacrificing to ephemeral popularity the advice which I think most

useful to it.” Mirabeau’s motion was adopted with an amendment that

was a compromise. But if Mirabeau had to give ground to his adversaries,

he had secured the maintenance of the royal initiative. He realized the

measure of this victory. He made a point of establishing the facts in

a pamphlet made up of his speeches, preceded by a covering letter to

the departmental administrators.

Mirabcap’s adversaries were in confusion. They went feverishly to

work to mitigate their defeat. Alexandre de Lamcth published a reply

in which he accused Mirabeau of having introduced important changes

in printing his speech. P6tion, too, published an open letter to Mirabeau;

Charles de Lameth entered into a newspaper controversy with Lafayette;

and Barnave drafted a letter which, however, he refrained from pub-»

lishing. One of the most unbridled of the attacks on Mirabeau came
from his former admirer Camille Desmoulins, who, a few days later.
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found himself face to face with Mirabeau on the Terrassc dcs Fcuillants.

“I was with one of his great enemies,” Desmoulins told Qaviire and

Brissot, “all of us giving vent to our patriotic disgust; I threw Mira-

beau a glance as full of contempt and indignation as 1 could manage;

he greeted me out of the corner of his eye, smiling, and in a manner

that invited me in such a friendly way to come and have it out with

him that I was carried after him and followed him at a distance, un-

certain whether to beard him and cover him with reproaches. He saw

me coming and stopped. ‘Do you really dare,' I said, ‘to go about the

streets so calmly in the middle of the day, and arei\’t you at all afraid

of being strung up.^ You must agree that if the executive power has

not given you a hundred million crowns for your last harangues, it is

robbing you.' ” But Mirabeau contented himself with smiling “in an

undefinable way,” and at once, Desmoulins continued, “putting his

arm through mine, he took me as far as the rue de TEchellc, making

me promise to go and see him the next day but one, and assuring me that

I should be satisfied with his explanation; the explanation was a charm-

ing dinner.”

Mirabeau’s real explanation was given in his letter t6 the administrators

of the departments—an explanation that was also a warning: “Those

alone will be the true friends of the people who teach them that the

action we have had to take in order to escape from chaos must be

followed by conceptions suitable to our permanent organization; that

after having sufficiently distrusted one another, and especially after

clearing away plenty of wretched rubbish, what is needed is the bring-

ing of all our minds to reconstruction; and, finally, that the time has

come to pass from a state of legitimate insurrection to the lasting peace

of a true social order, and that freedom is not preserved solely by the

means that won it.”

His appeal was lost in the discordant clamour of the day. It was a

time of agitated unrest. “All Paris is still in ferment,” wrote William

Taylor on May 14. “The last sound which dies away upon thd sleep-

ing ear is the rattle of the patriot drums, and the first murmur which

disturbs our rest is the martial music of the national militia. It is like

living in a citadel besieged. In every street you are surrounded by
hawkers of pamphlets with terrific titles, and every hour is startled

with some new talc of terror.”

Mirabeau summed up these weeks of upheaval in a letter to Mauvilloo:

^*Wc arc in a real crisis, and it will not be the last; but, whatever may
happen, your friend will live and die as a good and perhaps a great

citizen.”
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CHAPTER NINETEEN

MY EXISTENCE IS MY STRENGTH

MIRABEAU had passed his fortieth year before he was able for the

first time to satisfy his terrible hunger for living, his frenzy for

work, and his passion for luxury. He was able for the first time to

spend money at will without a bad conscience and without getting

into inextricable difficulties. “There was in him,” wrote La Marck,

“an abundance of intellectual and physical faculties which continually

worked upon his impetuous nature and constantly sought to find ex-

pression.”

With his debts paid, the money he received from the court per-

mitted him to set up a comfortable household. He allowed no con-

sideration and no friendly warning to keep him within bounds. “In-

stead of taking a more decent flat than that which he had occupied

until then,” wrote La Marck, “he was determined to have a whole house

to himself.” Tired of furnished rooms, he rented from one of his

friends, the actress Julie Carreau, later the wife of Talma, a little house

in the rue de la Chauss6e-d’Antin. “In place of the one servant he had

had,” continued La Marck, “he engaged a valet de cfoambre, a cook, and

a coachman, and bought horses; and yet everybody knew that until

recently he had been desperately hard up.” In vain did La Marck try

to make him understand that his enemies would not fail to inquire into

the sources of his new opulence. “He put Up with all my remarks

and even my reproaches with the utmost good humour, and prom-

ised to be more cautious in his expenditure.” But even when he was

making that promise, Mirabeau knew that he would not be able to

keep it. “Mirabeau was like a child,” said Dumont, “he coveted every-

thing and could not deny himself a fancy; money seemed to be an

embarrassment of which he was in a hurry to rid himself.” His friends

were amused at his discussions with his secretary. Comps, who was

responsible for looking after the day-to-day expenses and who tried

to resist his employer’s extravagant ideas. Mirabeau cut short all the

young man’s remonstrances with, “Don’t trouble me with tiresome

detaik.”
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“With you I would undertake anything,” wrote La Marck to Mira-

beau; “without you I shall run no risk except with a calculable expecta-

tion.” He wrote this, emerging from his reserve, on May 20, 1790.

Mirabeau had the greater need of La March’s friendship because

his Genevese collaborators abandoned him. They had begun by no

longer getting on with each other. Dumont complained that Duroverai

left him too big a share of the work. The difficulties created by Mme.
Le Jay exhausted their patience. She thought she had a monopoly of

the newspaper and could change its collaborators without any risk to

the quality of the publication. More and more frequent friction led

Mirabeau himself to break oS his connexion with the newspa]>er.

In March 1790 Dumont left Paris for England, carrying with him a

dull resentment against Mirabeau and disappointed hopes. “When I

came to know him too well, Mirabeau no longer inspired me with the

same feelings.” He complained of finding his name associated with

Mirabeau’s by the public and in libellous publications. “I found very

estimable persons cool toward me as a consequence of the contempt

they felt for Mirabeau.” He was also influenced by the attitude of his

English friends, among whom a reaction against the French Revolu-

tion was beginning to set in. But the true reason for the rupture was one

that he seemed to reveal involuntarily: “There was nothing flattering

to one’s self-esteem in the reputation of a subordinate agent.” The day

came when he took his revenge by claiming the principal part iri Mira-

beau’s work. He conceded that Mirabeau “abounded in striking ex-

pressions,.and even made a particular study of them.” He conceded also

that he had “quick apprehension, sure tact, and a gift of at once de-

tecting the true mind of the Assembly and of applying his whole
Stren^ to the point of resistance, instead of wasting it on side issues.”

He added: “Nobody achieved more with a single word, nobody hit

the target with more precision, or more frequendy carried the general

opinion with him, either by a happy insinuation or by a stroke fhat

intimidated his adversaries.” But rfter that Dumont, in his Souvenirs,

presented Mirabeau as the spokemian of his, Dumont’s, ideas, a sonorous

trumpet marvellbusly performing airs composed by Dumont.
Mirabeau himself reduced to its just proportions the part played in

his work by his collaborators. He refuted their claims in the portrait,

signed Iramba and apparmdy from his pen, in the Gttlerie det Etats

giniraux: “The common bard of writers, echoing the thoughtless mol-
titude, dispute his credit for part of his works. A mistake if ever there
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was one. He conceived them all, created them all. The architect will

not have carved the columns or painted the ceilings or carried out the

ornamentation; but he will have designed the plan, distributed the

rooms, chosen the type of decoration; and it is he who will have made
the palace and who receives the praise or suffers the criticism.” Mme.
de Stael pointed out that after Mirabeau’s death none of those who
boasted of having done his work “could have written what he was able

to inspire in them.”

La Marck described him at this happiest period of his private exist-

ence as a great river flowing toward its estuary “in a state of splendour.

He did not allow himself a moment’s rest. Now in the tribune, now
in his study, on the lookout for everything that was happening and
eveiything that was being said, dictating to his secretary, writing him-

self, revising the manuscripts compiled at his request; starting discus-

sions for the sake of the new ideas that would emerge; taking posses-

sion of those ideas, instructing others to base their work on them, and
on top of all this not forgetting his pleasures.”

3

“I professed monarchical principles at a time when I could see nothing

at court but its weakness, and when, having no knowledge of the

thought of the daughter of Maria Theresa, I could not count on that

august auxiliary,” wrote Mirabeau in a memorandum intended for

the court and dated June i, 1790. “I fought for the rights of the throne

at a time when I inspired nothing but distrust and when a praisoned

malignity saw in all my actions so many traps. I served the monarch
when I was well aware that I could expect from a just but deceived king

neither benefits nor recompense. What shall I do now, when confidence

has restored my courage and gratitude has made of my principles my
duties? I shall be what I have always been-r-the defender of the

monarchical power as regulated by the laws, and the apostle of liberty

as guaranteed by the monarchical power.”

Did he really think he was trusted? Fersen expressed the attitude of

the royal couple in his over-simplified way: “Mirabeau has been com-

pletely won by the court, anfl this without Lafayette’s knowledge or

consent. I think he will be able to be very useful to them, and he has

pretty despotic ideas, but he is a great rased and will have to be

watted with sjlspicion. He needs, a lot of money to distribute.” As if

miaware trf this atmosphere of suspicion, Mirabeau continued m dream
the great dream ofhis life. 'Tie directed all his ambition to the ministiy
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of France,” wrote Dumont, “and hoped to put all past ministries into

the shade; he felt strong enough to attract every man of distinguished

capacity; he wanted, he said, to give himself an aureole of talents whose

brilliance would impress all Europe.”

The obstacle to his great dream was still the man whom he called

Grandisson-Cromwell, “an ambitious incompetent who wants to en-

joy supreme power without daring to seize it or having the means to

do so.” His animosity did not blind him in the least to certain qualities

of Lafayette, especially his coolness: “All the talent he has is always at

his command,” he said of him. But he was conscious of his own su-

periority: “M. de Lafayette has an army, but my head is also a power.”

The principal purpose of his memorandum of June i was to discredit,

and to mobilize the resistance of the royal couple against, “the idol of

the day, the pretended general of the Revolution, the monarch’s rival.”

He described Lafayette, whom the sovereigns feared and detested, as

likely to become still more formidable than he was already. “He is

master of the Parisian army, and if ministers devoted to his ambition re-

fuse him no means of influence, will he not become through this army

of Paris the most absolute and the most formidable of dictators.^

Lafayette’s strength rests upon the confidence he inspires in his army.

He inspires that confidence only because he seems to share the opinions

of the multitude. Since the city of Paris is the one in all the kingdom

in which public opinion, directed by a mass of writers and by a still

greater mass of intelligent laymen, is the least amenable to the control

of a single individual, it follows that Lafayette, having acquired his in-

fluence simply by adopting the tone of Paris, will always be forced,

in order to retain it, to swim with the torrent of the multitude.”

It seemed to Mirabeau that it would be easy to undermine Lafayette’s

prestige and to destroy him by depriving him of his resources. “What
would become of him if he were reduced to his own capacities, if he

were unable to win support by his wealth or to corrupt by his credit,

if he had nothing but the inertia of his thoughts and the nullity of his

talent.^ There is an opportunity now to oppose to him a dangerous rival.

M. de Bouill^, if he wanted to be popular, would soon be more so

than Lafayette.”

Mirabeau congratulated himself on the skill with which he thought

he had entered the struggle against his rival; in a covering note sent

to La Marck with his memorandum, he wrote: “I have been delivered

of some pretty fine children.” The queen, too, was yety pleased. ‘‘The

negotiation is still proceeding,” she wrote to Mercy-Ar^nteau, ‘‘and

if he is sincere I have every reason to be satisfied with him.” .
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Meanwhile Mirabeau made a last effort to win over Lafayette, or per-

haps to lull his suspicion. If he was playing a double game, it was be-

cause he was by no means sure that his advice would be followed by
the court. His letter to Lafayette was a mixture of subtlety and sincerity,

an ingenious manoeuvre which, according as he succeeded or failed^

might turn into close collaboration or open war. But the letter pro-

duced no result. The court must be induced to act. “When the king

is tired of being a prisoner, we shall see,” wrote Mirabeau to La Marck
when telling him what he had done. He added at once, to make sure

of not being misunderstood: “But remember, my dear count, that in

any case we must have nothing to do on any pretext with an escape, and

that if a king goes away he must do so in broad daylight if he is still

to be king.”

He seems to have realized that the court would not enter into an open

struggle with Lafayette. He proposed to the queen that she should in-

tervene personally and talk to Lafayette in this sense:

“Your functions entirely absorb your individual faculties. For po-

litical affairs you are obliged to refer to those around you, and those

around you are weak, and you arc waiting for a new ministry to

strengthen you, and clearly the delay is injurious to us. You have, and

we have, the conviction that apart from his talent M. dc Mirabeau is the

only statesman in the country; nobody has his combination of quali-

ties, his courage, his character. Plainly he does not want to have a part

in making an end of us; we must not run the risk of his being constrained

by circumstances to want to do so; he must be on our side* For him

to be on our side, we must be on his.” In this speech, drawn up for the

queen with a particular purpose, Mirabeau incidentally supplied the key

to his own .character. It was given in full in a further phrase, which

Marie Antoinette is very unlikely to have adopted: “He needs a great

purpose, a great danger, great resources, great glory. We are resigned

now, or resolved, to give him the confidence of despair.” This was fol-

lowed by an ultimatum for the queen to present to Lafayette: “I ask

you, I demand, that you should collaborate with M. de Mirabeau, and

should do so entirely, daily, openly, in every question.”

The queen cannot have been tiihtT able or willing to use such lan-

guage. The Archbishop of Toulouse edited the text
—

“to change the

style and not the matter.” La Marck promised that “if this helpless cap-

tain shuffles, we will say straight out: ‘I demand.'
”

A few days later La Marck let Mirabeau know that he had received
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from the queen “a letter several pages long about an interview with

Gilles C6sar [Lafayette]; you will like it.” But, either because the

queen was less firm than she had promised to be, having been intimi-

dated by Lafayette or unwilling to commit herself so deeply in Mira-

beau’s favour, or because Lafayette was less impressed by her inter-

vention or too obstinate to give way, the interview was without result

Lafayette, under the influence of his friends, continued to vacillate; for

a moment he would draw n^er to Mirabeau, and then at once he

would hold himself aloof.

About this time there was a motion in preparation in the Assembly

calling for the abolition of titles and rank, which, according to Charles

de Lameth, were incompatible with true freedom. Mirabeau found his

friends “very scandalized by the motion against insignia and hereditary

nobility and anxious to settle a plan of battle, at which I laughed.” When
the motion came up, Lafayette supported it “with all his heart.” The
Assembly hastened to throw every distinction into what one deputy

called the tomb of vanities.

5

On June ii, 1790, Mirabeau, at Lafayette’s request, pronounced from

the tribune of ^e Assembly a funeral oration for Benjamin Franklin,

who had died in April. The ^ech deeply impressed the Assembly and

it was ordered that it should be printed. For three days all the depu-

ties, except one who was called to order, appeared in mourning clothes.

Robespierre, who had only one suit of clothes, had to borrow a mourn-
ing suit from a friend who was much bigger than he. Mirabeau had
spoken in spite of great physical suffering. He had for some time been

afflicted with ophthalmia. “I thought I was going to lose my sight,”

he wrote to Mauvillon, “and my eyes were all the more in dmgtt be-

cause, except for ten or a dozen days when I was entirely prostrated, I

followed the business of the Assembly.”

In another letter written to MauviUon about the same time, he de-

scribed the disquieting general situation and his own part: “We have

here a lot of men who are simply out to create disturbance. Their

audacious turbulence imposes on the timid, alarms the sensible, car-

ries away tt^ infianunable, and rallies the factious. We have had to

form, guide, and bring <» triumph a truly monarchical party, and it

was not easy in a natmn so fickle, which acts only under emotion or

following a fashion. Amd the dungs that are at present the fashion art

licence and anarciy.”
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In his satirical review, the Lanteme tnapque, the Vicomte de Mira-

beau made a practice of bringing his elder brother under the “lan-

tern’s” deforming lens: “See how the people cheer him, it is the great

Comte de Mirabeau; admire his head of h^, the most elaborate of all,

and see how pleased with himself he looks; he smiles at his backets,

he will repay them in motions for the benefits they are good enough

to heap on him.” The viscount’s friends thought him witty and col-

lected his jests in pamphlets. He was a great friend of the Comte de
Montlosier and dined with him every day at the Palais-Royal. He was
full of sallies and witticisms and malicious remarks, especially after a

very copious dinner washed down with plenty of wine and a whole

bottle of liqueur. It was in the course of one of these dinners that the

royalist sheet Les Actes des apStres came to birth.

The viscount was an easy prey for pamphleteers and caricaturists; in

the prints of the day he appeared as a great tun, with arms that ended

in wine bottles. One of these prints had the legend, “Tun Mirabeau,

brother of Thunder Mirabeau,” and the nickname stuck.

At a loss on the tribune, entirely ignorant of public affairs, he was

essentially a soldier out of employment, a feudal warrior rusting in

time of peace, a grotesque survival of a dying period. But he was a

bom soldier, responsive to any appeal from his valorous past. He had

particularly at heart his old Touraine Regiment. He had been adored

by his men though he had maintained rigorous discipline. In June 1790

he learned that his regiment, in garrison at Perpignan, had on its own
initiative dismissed two of its officers and had filled their places. Re-

volted by this lack of discipline, he set off in haste, on the impulse of

the moment, for Perpignan. He described his mad espapade in a hu-

morous account, Le Voyage national de Mirkbeau cadet, typo. On his

journey he fell in with a f6te of the National Guard. “The commandant,

coming up to me to clink glasses, recognized me and exclaimed: ‘It is

M. de Mirabeau!’ At once there were shouts of ‘Vive le Comte de

Mirabeau!’ In these cases I am the only one of the family that is known.

I thought it my duty to point out that I was not the count but the

viscount, and to remark that it was as well to know with whom one is

drinking. A few persons said: ‘It is the aristocrat.’ That rather damped

the enthusiasm.” *

On his arrival at Perpi^ian he reprimanded the mutinous soldiers in

his old tone of authority. But he no longer inspired the old respect in

them. Their attitude sent him into a Vio^t temper. He unsheathed his

sword and wounded three soldiers. Officers came up to support him,

and they put the regiment to flight. But his prestige was entirely km.
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That evening he was a guest of the mayor of Perpignan, the Marquis

d’Aguylas. Next morning he disappeared. In the room next to that in

which he had slept, the regiment had stored its flags. It was discovered

that the viscount had carried off the regiment’s bows and tassels. His

intention, according to his account, had been to take them to the king,

who could have sent them to a town a long way from Perpignan, telling

the soldiers to go and join them. The good soldiers would have gone

and the bad ones remained behind.

When the regiment discovered the disappearance of the bows and

tassels, it mutinied. It seized the mayor and held him in the citadel as

a hostage. The municipal officers of Perpignan sei^t a complaint to the

Assembly, The Vicomte de Mirabeau was arrested at CastelnaudaryJ

with the bows and tassels in his trunks.

He had a narrow escape from being tom to pieces by the crowd. As
soon as he learned of the danger his friend the mayor was in, he returned

the bows and tassels to the regiment. The Assembly, following riie de-

nunciation from the municipality of Perpignan, called for the vis-

count’s transfer to Paris under escort.

His brother intervened. “The Assembly cannot have forgotten,” he

said, “that one of its most celebrated decrees, in the circumstances that

led to the opening of the National Assembly, established the inviolability

of its members. The Assembly has no authority to charge the executive

power with the arrest of one of its members; it has none to place M. de

Mirabeau the younger in the double danger of an escort and of the

loss of his rights. I said Mirabeau the younger, for I am not saying a

word on behalf of my brother; I claim for him only what I should claim

for any member of the National Assembly.”

The Assembly complied with his request and reminded the munici-

palities concerned of the decree on inviolability. The viscount was called

upon to defend his conduct before it. Deputations from the Touraine

Regiment and from the municipality and the National Guard of Per-

pignan were heard first. A delegate of the National Girard gave an elo-

quent description of the soldiers’ dismay at the disappearance of the

regimental bows and tassels,, which “the oldest soldier in France” had

followed “for eighty years under three victorious kings.”

Before the case was debated there was an interview between the two
brothers. It was to be their last meeting. With the viscount was Cazalisi

the most intelligent of the members of the right. Cazalis scents to have

realized that the great revolutionary tribune had joined the defenders

of the throne. To trap him he said that he knew of his relations with
the Archbishop of Tpuloiuse. “Who told you that yarn?” replied Mira-
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beau, laughing. But the viscount had no suspicion of his brother’s posi-

tion. At the moment when their aims were much the same, he deserted

his post and, without knowing it, left to his brother the effort to save

the monarchy. When the case came before the Assembly, the Vicomte

dc Mirabeau had already left France. Once more his brother under-

took his defence, asking that he should be tried by court-martial, “which

will be able to decide with justice who is the aggressor, a mutinous

regiment or a colonel who wants to keep it loyal.” But the Assembly

decreed that Mirabeau the younger was a “thief of bows and tassels,”

and also, as an emigre, an enemy of the people.

The Vicomte dc Mirabeau carried on his activities outside the coun-

try. He raised a troop of mercenaries on the Alsatian frontier; he called

them the Death Hussars and equipped them at his own expense. Soon
he had three thousand men under his orders. He felt himself to be a

power, and made his companions in exile feel it. His hectoring manners

produced quarrels, and Prince Hohenlohe expelled him from his do-

mains. In his exile he lost the last remains of mental balance. For a time

he wandered in Germany in quest of asylum, turned back by the Aus-

trians and threatened by the Bishop of Spires. He continued to drink

and to settle at arms his drunkard’s quarrels. In September 1792 he died

suddenly at Freiburg im Breisgau. The death certificate specified a fit

of apoplexy. Actually he fell victim to a brawl with an emigri officer.

The officer had come from the Prince de Conde and was the bearer of

a conciliatory letter. The viscount would not listen to him, refused to

admit him, and, throwing himself upon him, transfixed himself on the

other’s sword.

The Smigres, who had rejected him in his lifetime, buried him with

the honours due to field marshals, near Salzbach, at the very spot where

Turenne was killed.

Near the Swiss frontier, in a little village in the Jura, the inhabitants

set up at a crossroad an obelisk to mark the entrance into the new coun-

try of liberty. On one face of the obelisk were engraved the names of

those who had earned the love and gratitude of France—^Mirabeau,

Sieyis, Chapelier, Bamave, Gregoire, Robespierre, Talleyrand, Bailly.

On the o^J>osite face figured, among those who had disgraced humanity,

Maury, Mirabeau the younger, Esprcm6nil, Malouet, and the tribun^

of the Chitelet.

6

‘The king has only one man, his wife.” Mirabeau was directly addressing

Marie Antoinette, abandoning the reserve of court etiquette. *Therc is
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no safety for her except in the re-establishment of the royal authority.

I should like to think that she would have no desire for life without

a crown; but/* he added, as though reading the future, “of one thing

I am very sure, that she will not keep her life if she does not keep

the throne.

“The moment will come when, building all her hopes on the queen,

at the risk of wounding the king’s self-esteem, the moment will come,

and soon, when she will have to sec what can be done by a woman and

a child on horseback. For her it is a family method, but meanwhile it

will be necessary to go cautiously, and not to suppose that it will be

possible, cither by chance or by contrivance, to emerge from an external

crisis through ordinary men and means.”

In this second note, addressed to the court on June 20, 1790, he gave

an eloquent picture of the dangers of the moment. “There must be no
disguising the fact that the political crisis is at its height and is becom-
ing complicated in a very alarming manner. The army, to begin with,

is providing the instruments for brigandage for anyone contemplating

robbery on a grand scale. I do not think that the throne, and especially

the dynasty, has ever run a gr.cater risk.” There were resources still

left, and he knew them. He had a plan, but “it would be gratuitous

rashness to attempt it or even to confide it without seeing some means

of success.”

Mirabeau proposed that a negotiator should be sent to Spain to se-

cure a revision of the treaty which would permit of its ratification by
the Assembly. For this mission he suggested the young Comte de Segur.

He knew that for his advice to carry weight he must strike the queen’s

imagination and excite her to employ her hold over the king, so far as

anybody could have influence with so elusive a being. He built great

hopes on a personal interview with the queen. “It is essential that I

should soon see her,” he said repeatedly to La Marck, who fully agreed

and did all he could to secure an audience.

Mirabeau proposed to the court that it should secure a man like

Desmoulins, who was “very responsive to offers of money.” He worked
at the same time to dissipate the apprehension felt in regard to the re-

turn of the Due d’Orl^ans. “To prevent him from returning would be a

false step,” he wrote on July i, “and it is always a great mistake to give

orders when one is not sure of being obeyed.” Moreover, “the former

party of the Due d’OrUans no longer exists, and circumstances have

changed. That party was in search of a leader, and that prince is no

longer anything but a wraith.” And he added, with the extraordinary

p^chological subtlety that gave such value to has advice: “To serve
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him is to weaken him; to humour him is to kill him, him and his party.”

The king bowed to his arguments. As a proof of his goodwill, he

decided to give the Due d’Orleans the rank of admiral, which was

one of the duke’s ambitions. Louis granted him a long interview,

with which .he declared himself very pleased. But he forgot to give

instructions to his courtiers. When the duke appeared at the king’s

levee, insults were heaped upon him; courtiers mobbed him and trod

on his feet. He found the same reception in the queen’s apartments. Din-

ner was ready, and as soon as the duke entered, the courtiers treated

him like a poisoner, shouting: “Gentlemen, watch the dishes.” He
was hooted on leaving and even spat upon. The duke left the chateau

convinced that the king, and queen were the instigators of these out-

rages.

7

“Nothing shall stop me, I will die rather than fail to keep my promises,”

Mirabeau exclaimed to La Marck on July 4, 1790. He had passed the

night of Friday, July 2, at the house of his niece, the Marquise d’Aragon,

in Passy. On Saturday morning, July 3, he went into the country. His

nephew, the Comte du Saillant, served as postillion on this mysterious

drive. The carriage stopped at the gates of the palace of Saint-Qoud.

It was early—particularly early for visits to a royal palace—scarcely

half-past eight in the morning; but the visitor was quickly admitted.

“I have found a place that is not very comfortable but will suffice

for seeing him and palliating all the inconveniences of the garden and

the chateau,” the queen had written to Mercy. The queen, said Mme.
Campan, ‘Svent alone into her garden, to a crossing of the paths that

still exists on the heights of the private garden of Saint-Qoud.” Mme.
Campan, a none-too-reliable wimess, seems this time to have given a

correct account. The interview actually took place in the park. Mira-

bcau spoke later of “two grenadiers who saw the two persons strolling

in Saint-Qoud.”

On that July morning, beneath the foliage of Saint-Qoud, the queen

and the tribune of the people met for the first time. “The queen ad-

mitted to me,” wrote La Marck, “that when she first saw Mirabeau she

was overcome for a moment with horror and fright.” His presence was
such a shock that she was near fainting.

But ^e quickly recovered, with the self-mastery that often gave her

a distant and haughty appearance. She addressed Mirabeau widi a

{dtrase prepared in advance. According to Mme. Campan, whose
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memory is not always to be trusted, she said: “In the presence of an

ordinary enemy, of a man who had sworn the destruction of the mon-
archy, without appreciating its usefulness to a great people, I should

at this moment be taking the most ill-advised of steps; but when one

is speaking to a Mirabeau . .

Her woman’s instinct seems to have dictated to her a shade of expres-

sion to which Mirabeau was particularly sensitive. “This poor queen,”

said Mme. Campan, “was delighted at having found this way of setting

him above all others, and in confiding to me the details of that interview

she said: ‘Do you know, those words, “a Mirabeau,” seemed to flatter

him immensely.’
”

Mirabeau had come to Saint-Qoud with the intention of rousing the

queen from her somnambulist’s walk along the edge of the abyss, of

gaining her trust while danger threatened. But much of what he meant

to say he did not say, or softened down. Mirabeau seemed to forget

the queen’s defiance of public opinion, her lack of comprehension of

great events, her pitiful efforts to arrest the march of time with her in-

effective feminine hands. He regretted later that he had only said to

her, “with some energy but perhaps with too much brevity, that all

was lost if she concentrated on a veto which could only add to the

king’s indecision, instead of making up her mind always to prompt
him.” “Each individual,” he explained to her, “has but a limited meas-

ure of attentiveness and of will-power.”

The atmosphere of Saint-Cloud inspired him with the reticence of a

courtier; he stopped suddenly and contented himself with saying that

“the king and queen, harassed by deliberations that lead to nothing,

apply less activity and energy to those which should lead to some-

thing.”

“He came away from Saint-Cloud full of enthusiasm,” wrote La
Marck. “The queen’s dignity, her infinite grace, her affability when,

with an emotion mingled with remorse, he accused himself of having

been one of the principal causes of her sufferings, everything about her

had charmed him altogether beyond words. The meeting inspired him

with fresh zeal and further in^cased his eagerness to repair his errors.”

The interview deeply affected both Mirabeau and the queen. They
never met again; but the hour they spent together seemed to them a

turning-point in history, in their own destinies and in that of their

country. Both drew exaggerated hopes from it. When Mirabeau bent

over the queen’s hand, he exclaimed, as if carried away: “Madame, the

monarchy is saved!”

According to La Miirck, Louis joined them for a time. The placid
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king drew a certain grandeur from his unshakable apathy. When he

spoke of the country’s affairs, his disdainful expression changed to ani-

mation, his pale eyes lost their habitual cold and distant look. He was

no absolute monarch fiercely attached to his privileges, no despot re-

solved to reconquer power against the wish of his own people. Mira-

beau, perhaps over-impressed by the royal presence, saw a dignity

where there was only an incapacity to feel anything deeply. “He was

no less touched,” wrote La Marck, “by the king’s calm resignation

and the moderation of his views on the re-establishment of the royal

authority.” The meeting at Saint-Cloud ended in cordial agreement.

“The first time I saw the queen again after that interview,” wrote La

Marck, “she assured me at once that she and the king had gained from it

a conviction of Mirabeau’s sincere devotion to the cause of the mon-
archy and to their persons.” She was so pleased with the reception she

had given Mirabcau, so full of the sense of her own magnanimity, that

she expected to see him overflowing with gratitude, subjugated for all

time. The Archbishop of Toulouse urged some such acknowledgment

on him, and La Marck wrote to him: “I know that the queen is expect-

ing a nice letter of thanks; I feel I ought to let you know, so that it may
be carefully written and sent off without any delay.” Louis XVI was

no less pleased with that third of July. He had gained from it, said

La Marck, “a still more exaggerated confidence in the assistance Mira-

bcau was giving, and abandoned himself too much to the sense of se-

curity inspired in him by that support.”

The interview at Saint-Cloud did not remain unknown. “Some ru-

mours are spreading about Saturday’s drive,” noted the archbishop on

July 5; “so far they seem to me to be nothing more than gossip.” Two
days later Mirabeau informed the court that a letter had been sent to

the investigating committees. “The letter,” he said, “is badly written

and so filled with misspellings that they seem to me to be deliberate.

It is pretended that it was found in the park of Saint-Cloud on Monday
or Tuesday, the day before, or two days before, the day to which my
pretended interview is assigned.”

The Oratem du peuple published the sensational news that Mirabeau

had tad an interview with the queen. In the Am du peuple Marat
wrote: “News has just come of secret intrigues of ^iqueti the elder at

Saint-Cloud.” An anonymous sheet was distributed in Paris, headed:

“Nocturnal interview of Gabriel-Honor6 Riqueti, former Comtek de
Mirabeau, with the king at Saint-Qoud on July 2, 1790.”

“I know beyond any possibility of doubt,” said Mirabeau in his note

to the court, “that the Lameths, Du Port, Menou, Aiguillon^ tad even
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Pirion de Villcncuve, are very busy collecting evidence that I had a

meeting at Saint-Cloud. I do not think that all their machinations can

do me any serious damage in the Assembly, but they may compromise

me and disinfluence me/’ But though he escaped being “disinflucnced’*

by the interview at Saint-Cloud, he failed to achieve his principal pur-

pose. He had wanted to make the queen realize the gravity of her situa-

tion. But, said La Marck, “her kindly character led her to think that

we exaggerated the perversity of her enemies, and she took for granted

that all the king could lose in the struggle would be some of the preroga-

tives of his royal power.”

Another point of capital importance which Mirabeau had intended

to raise in his interview with the queen also failed to be secured—

a

change of ministers. “Thus,” wrote La Marck, “all our resources were

concentrated in the Comte de Mercy. He shared our view of the im-

portance of this measure; he tried to get it adopted by the court.” In

the end the queen, who had entire confidence in her faithful servant,

was convinced; but she met with insurmountable resistance from the

king. The king, concluded La Marck, “was surrounded by people who
gave him other advice; always undecided, unable to resolve on any-

thing of his own accord and to persevere in the resolve, he listened to

cvciyone’s advice and followed no one’s completely, or adopted the

worst.”

8

Ab, ga ira^ ga ira, ga ira!

Les arisiocrates d la lanteme!

Aby ga tray ga tray ga ira!

Les aristocrates on les pendra.

La liberti s^etabliray

Malgri les tyranSy tout rSussira,^

The song raced victoriously through the Champ-de-Mars. It burst from
the lips of two hundred thousand citizens. It was born of a strange

alliance between a favourite air of Marie Antoinette’s, the Carillon

nationaly and a constant expression of Franklin’s during the American
War of Independence, "^La^yez fairey ga ira"*

1 It^U get done, ’ll get done, ’ll get done!

The aristocrats, string ’em np\

h% ptt done, ’ll get done, ’ll get done!

The amtocrata ’ll be hanged.

Preedne^t w*ll g«t it for good.

In ^ice of the tyrants, we’ll get it all done.
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On the Champ-de-Mars people of all classes, all ages, all walks of

life, were crowded together, the song on their lips and shovels or picks

in their hands. Deputations’ flags floated in the wind. One banner

showed a big knife with the inscription: “Tremble, aristocrats, here

are the butcher boys.” While the men’s vigorous arms levelled heaps

of stones, a chain of women formed to drag along piled-up carts; among
these the Duchesse de Luyncs pushed her mahogany wheelbarrow. Be-

tween the folds of the charcoal burners’ standard was to be read the

inscription: “The last sigh of the aristocrats.” Alongside them was the

deputation of the Carthusians, at work with Dom Gerle at their head.

Mayors, wearing their tricolour scarves, had brought deputations from

distant villages. A delegation of actors and actresses was headed by
their manageress. Rough hands and white hands, wrinkled hands,

arthritic hands, hands with broken nails and with manicured nails,

plump hands that had never touched a tool, bare arms with muscles

standing out, wrists surrounded by foaming lace, all were at the same

work with the same ardour, as though in some strange fever. It was the

intoxication of union with the mass of the people, of fraternization

in joy and of united labour. A whole past of age-long divisions seemed

to be buried ih this preparation for the celebration of the first anni-

versary of the taking of the Bastille. Above this vast and humming work-

place of the Champ-de-Mars floated invisibly the magic word incarnated

for the first time in this swarm of voluntary workers, the word
“equality.”

The Revolution was marking a stage in its victorious march. It was

allowing itself the respite of a festival in order to contemplate its work.

The organizers of this festival of the Federation, or covenanting, in

which the whole country took part, were out to triumph over all the

enemies of the Revolution by this gigantic demonstration of national

unity. “Already the division of the provinces no longer exists, the di-

vision that made of France almost as many different states and peo-

ples,” said Bailly, in the name of the municipality of Paris, in an address

to the Assembly. “All the names arc giving place to a single one; a great

people knows now only the name of ‘Frenchman.’ ” But their aim was

also “to win respect for the laws of the empire and for the authority

of the monarch.” The tumultt, the indiscipline that was eating away

the army, and the underground agitation of the masses who were

known as “passive citizens” and were excluded from the franchise,

alarmed the revolutionary bourgeoisie, whose only desire now was to

enjoy its conquests in peace. The moment was favourable for the re-

awakening, by means of that satisfied bourgeoisie, of the sentiment of
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loyalty to the throne in the masses of the French jjeople, for rallying

the king to the Revolution and the Revolution to the king.

Mirabeau fully realized the importance of the occasion. He had ad-

vised the king to speak at the festival of the Federation, to reserve to

himself the initiative in that great demonstration, and, amid what would

be a movement of indescribable enthusiasm, to put the seal on the

solemn union of monarchy and liberty. He even sketched a proclama-

tion which the king should address to the crowd assembled in the

Champ-de-Mars. This speech, which was not delivered, might have

changed the destinies of the monarchy. It might have preserved to

Louis XVI his crown and surely his life. But the unique opportunity

was lost.

On the eve of the festival the Archbishop of Toulouse wrote to La
Marck: “The queen has told me that there are no means of inducing

the king to speak tomorrow.” The obstinacy with which Louis refused

had nothing to do with any disapproval. In his speech to a deputation

from the Assembly he said virtually all that it was proposed that he

should say to the massed crowd. “And the most astonishing thing, it

seemed to me,” said the archbishop, “was that it was he who did it.”

But his total ignorance of the psychology of crowds rendered Louis

deaf to the advice offered him. He had goodwill, but no understanding

of his time. The gulf that separated the king from his advisers Avas a

gulf that divided not men but centuries.

The festival of the Federation became the apotheosis of Lafayette.

It aroused wild enthusiasm, although the elements seemed to have

conspired to rob it of success. But in spite of a cold wind and driving

rain, the spectators, with the constancy of the adepts of a new religion*

passed a whole night on the Champ-de-Mars, singing and dancing round

great fires. The soldiers were exhausted with cold and hunger. The
women’s dresses were soaked, the wind had carried away their hats*

and their shoes sank in the mud. But nothing could extinguish their

ardour. There were cheers for the sixty flags of the districts of Paris

and for the eighty-three banners of the new departments as they were

carried toward an open-air altar, to return next day to the provinces

after being blessed. ^

There were cheers for the man who celebrated Mass on that solemn

day, although to the initiated the Bishop of Autun had little of the

odour of sanctitjr. The massed crowds, however, did not know that

the man who was blessing their flags was equally sceptical in the matter

of patriotism and in religion. As he approached the altar, with all eyes
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fixed on him, Talleyrand muttered to Lafayette: “Please don’t make

me laugh.”

When the king took the oath to the constitution, “fifteen hundred

thousand voices exclaimed *I swear,’ and that oath resounded to the

farthest limits of France,” we read in a contemporary account. But

we also read: “All would have been glad if the king had come forward,

crossed the circle, and taken that solemn oath in the presence of the

people, who would have seen him from all sides.” There is abundant

evidence of this: “If the court had been better organized,” wrote a

deputy, “what advantage it might have taken of the absurd enthusiasm

that filled most French heads!”

The recipient of all the popular acclamations was Lafayette. Seated

on his horse in front of the altar—where Mirabeau would have had the

king speak—he was in view of all, the hero of the popular imagination.

When he pronounced the oath, the crowd who repeated it after him

was carried away by enthusiasm and ready to sacrifice itself for him.

His hands, his boots, even his saddle were kissed. At that moment

he was a sort of sacred relic of the Revolution. Mirabeau saw with

disdain this idolatry for a man whom he despised. Any worship that

enslaved the soul and dimmed the lucidity of the mind was repugnant

to him; he was disgusted by the transports of the crowd. In the evening,

dining with Sieyes and other friends, he exclaimed: “With a people like

this, if I should become a minister, stab me, for a year later you would

be slaves.”

9

“Four enemies are coming post-haste: taxes, bankruptcy, the army,

winter,” wrote Mirabeau at the beginning of August 1790. He saw no

way out of the terrible position of the king and queen but a departure

from Paris. On July 17, finding that the king had failed to secure any

renewed popularity, he wrote to the court: “It is essential to go at

least to Fontainebleau.” But, he added, such a step should be taken, so to

speak, legally, through the Assembly.

He was especially afraid of the growing demoralization of the army.

He urged on the king the necessity of doing everything possible to

attach the troops to himself. “I need not say that the king should re-

view these regiments, on horseback and not in an armchair,” he added

pointedly; “that he should speak now and then to the officers and sol-

diers as well as to the National Guard, and above all should leave no
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opportunity for such orgies as that which served as a pretext for the

events of October.”

In a later note, dated August 13, he added: “I did not mean that

regiments must be collected and army corps formed at once. It would
be most rash to attempt this, and probably impossible to carry it out.

But there is not a moment to lose before settling in intention, in petto,

the make-up of several corps of troops and choosing for each a general

who deserves the full confidence of the Tuileries. Appoint at once an

inspector general of the Swiss. What would be more natural than to

give this important place to La Marck, the most faithful and most dis-

tinguished military leader you have, who will not leave you thereafter,

unless on the scaffold.”

In drafting this plan for armed preparation, Mirabeau asked La Marck

to give him certain indications in writing. To his “very excellent note”

he added the proposal concerning him: “I have said what your super-

stitious and rather silly delicacy has not allowed you to say.” La Marck
replied: “My superstitious and silly delicacy is in truth no more than

the desire not to be employed further. Either there will be such dis-

turbances that we shall have to draw the sword, and then I should have

to choose; or disturbances will not come, and in that case I prefer not

to have been employed.”

But Mirabeau thought they would come. He wrote to the court:

“Qvil war is certain and perhaps necessary. Is it desired to accept it

or to wage it, or is it possible and is it desired to prevent it? l^ese

are questions of supreme importance, and can be treated only in a

rather long and free discussion, which is necessary in order that they

may be thoroughly gone into and solved.” He emphasized that the risk

of a new interview was his and not the royal couple’s. “I ask for this

meeting, however difficult and dangerous it may be for me.”

“The paper I am sending you, Monsieur le Comte,” wrote the queen

to Mercy in transmitting Mirabeau’s note, “seems to me of a type

and a style so extraordinary that I felt that you should become familiar

with it before I speak to you about it. How can M. or any other think-

ing being imagine that the time should ever come, and especially at

this moment, for us to provoke civil war? The project of making up in

idea and in petto sevend corps of troops is absurd, if their heads ate ap*

pointed in advance, and if they are not appointed they can do nothing.”

Her superficial and malicious intelligdhce, which excefied k) sehrang

on slight 'slips and ridiculing them, led her to make light of the warn-

ings of her secret advisor: “Frankly, it seems to me nuui from one
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end to the other, and only the interests of M. de La Marck are well

looked after.”

The sinister phrase in which Mirabeau referred to La Marck’s fidelity

upset the queen. For a moment the terrible vision of the scaffold—sa

unlikely in that August of 1790—rose before her shocked eyes. But

she dismissed it at once with a shrug of her shoulders and wrote dis-

dainfully to Mercy that the phrase seemed to her “most out of place.”

La Marck, commenting later on his friend’s plans, noted: “The Swiss

filled an important part in his system; he counted on those troops, and

August 10, 1792, proved that in that matter he saw very clearly.”

Knowing nothing of the queen’s outburst, Mirabeau returned to

the necessity of separating the Swiss troops from the rest of the army

and giving them an inspector of their own. “What has just happened at

Nancy,” he wrote to the court, “and what is in preparation in Switzer-

land, prove that I had foreseen and calculated well, and what was fore-

sight six weeks ago is insistently required in the existing circumstances.”

He found it difficult to resign himself to the ungrateful part of a

paid adviser whose warnings were never listened to. “I must wait,” he

wrote, “for a clap of thunder to end the deplorable lethargy.” He
tried in vain to persuade the king that he ought to choose “modem
leaders of opinion” and give places to new men devoted to the mon-
archy. The ministers “will give places to their creatures,” men of in-

fluence under the former regime. “And what is wanted is to give crea-

tures not to ministers but to the king.” He returned in vain to the

necessity of a second interview. The queen categorically refused: “It

is absolutely impossible to see M.” Offended by the liberties he allowed

himself, and repelled by his prophecies, she wrote to Mercy: “He must

not expect it.”

But in spite of the refusals he met with, and of the humiliating in-

difference shown to him, Mirabeau persisted in saying what he thought

to be true and useful and in fighting for a cause without any help from

those most concerned. It is a pitiable and tragic spectacle that is re-

vealed by Mirabeau’s notes. All the elements were supplied in them for

the prevision of a fatal outcome. Everything was foretold, and not

vagudy but clearly, and in striking phrases. And with the same pre-

cision with which the evil was diagnosed, the remedies were indicated^

with the precautions to be taken and the mistakes to be avoided.

He carried on a lone struggle to serve the monarchy and to spare

France the convuldons of anarchy. The tragedy of his lot was rendered

the more poignant by the clearness with which he saw how vain were
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his efforts. “If fidelity consists sometimes, and more often than is com-
monly supposed, in being prepared to displease in order to serve, it

consists also in braving the very perils that one has foreseen, perils that

would have been evaded if one had been believed. So I shall continue to

serve, even in the passive role to which they are condemning them-

selves, whatever repugnance I may have for this order of things. . . .

But I shall always lament that so good a prince, and a queen so well

endowed by nature, were of no service, even through the sacrifice of

their consideration and their safety, to the restoration of their country;

until, falling myself, and probably among the first, under fate’s scythe,

I become a memorable example of what is reserved for the men who
are politically in advance of their contemporaries.”

lO

“Here, then, is this horrible secret revealed,” declared the lieutenant

crvmnel in charge of the Chatelet tribunal’s investigation of the events

of October 5 and 6, 1789. He was admitted on August 7, 1790, with a

deputation, to the bar of the Assembly, to transmit to it, under sealed

cover, the minutes of the inquiry. “What was our grief,” he declared,

“when we found that the depositions implicated two members of the

National Assembly!” He named nobody, but the names were known.

The official Journal de Paris had given those of Louis-Philippe-Joseph

d’Orleans and Mirabeau the elder. The Chatelet had made a show of

indignation at that indiscretion.

In the excited atmosphere Mirabeau, on whom all eyes were fixed,

thfe Due d’Orl^ans being absent from the sitting, calmly stood up to

speak. He objected to the secrecy^ of the proceedings. “Certainly it

would be fitting that after ten months of secret inquiry, after having

employed ten months in spreading and multiplying suspicions, appre-

hensions, alarms, terrors against good or bad citizens, the tribunal, whose
story will perhaps be neqessary to the perfect comprehension of this

affair, should cease to play a part and should return to a modest ob-

scurity. But the right and the wish of the members inculpated is un-

doubtedly that everything should be known.” He asked for the open-

ing of the sealed paidcet and the communication of all the documents.

But die effervescence produced by the sensational speech of the

Ueutenmt crimnel, and fed by Mirabeau’s enemies, was little reduced.

Me continued to be die butt of slander and provocadon that aimed at

destroying his codnes.
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On August 18 the Assembly had to deal with a charge against one of

the members of the right, the Abb6 de Barmond, who was implicated

in the flight of a prisoner from the Abbaye. Bonne Savardin, an officer

on the retired list and the principal agent in a counter-revolutionary

conspiracy, depending on support from abroad, had been arrested by
order of the Comitc des Recherches and brought befoVe the Chatelet on

a charge of high treason; during the investigation his friends had helped

him to escape. He was caught at Chalons-sur*Marne in the carriage

of the Abbe de Barmond, who was taking him and another of his accom-

plices, with false passports, to the frontier. The abbe, a former ecclesias-

tical counsellor of the parlement of Paris, was arrested by order of the

Assembly and summoned to its bar. His counsel, Frondeville, ^ ho was

allowed to defend him before the Assembly, expressed indignation at

the arrest of his client “while the assassins of our princes have been go-

ing in freedom, for ten months, about this capital, and are, perhaps, sit-

ting among us.” Amid the tumult produced by this insinuation, Fronde-

ville was called to the bar to be admonushed. When at last he agreed to

go down, he turned to Mirabeau and directly attacked him: “I am at

the bar; come and join me. I accuse you.” ^

“I know only one way, Monsieur,” Mirabeau replied coldly, “of ex-

cusing you in the eyes of the Assembly, and if you wish I will under-

take to get a hearing for your excuse.”

“What will you say?” asked Frondeville, taken aback.

“I shall say,” replied Mirabeau, “that as you are one of the proved

false witnesses in the infamous proceedings at the Chatelet, and as I

can probably get you hanged, in that trying situation one has the right

to say anything.”

Frondeville carried his aggressive defence of his client outside the As-

sembly. He had his pleading printed under the provocative title: Speech

That Had the Honour of Bemg Censured by the National Asse?nbly.

A deputy called for Frondeville’s arrest for insulting the Assembly. The
right wing noisily interrupted; the left preserved a threatening silence.

In this atmosphere of general tension a deputy of the right, M. de.

Faucigny, jumped up like a madman in the middle of the hall and

shouted: “This has the air of an open war by the majority against the

minonty; there is only one way to tnd it, and that is to fall on these

fellows with our swords.” He made a wide gesture that included the

left. The whole Assembly was on its feet. Shouts from every part de-

manded the immediate arrest of Faucigny. Frondeville was horrified

at the scandal he had provoked. He ascc^ed the tribune andv with tears
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in his eyes, said in a shaking voice: “Gentlemen, I am to blame, and I

alone; I am ready to go to prison, but I implore you, let your justice

fall upon me alone.”

Amid a very inferno of noise Mirabeau demanded to speak from his

place on the extreme left. From the other end of the hall, on the ex-

treme right, the Abb6 Maury, in his element in this atmosphere of

oratorical violence, intervened: “I ask that before M. de Mirabeau is

permitted to speak he shall be required to declare whether it is true

that he has just said to one of his neighbours that the people should be

summoned.” There were vehement protests, ending in a sudden silence

as Mirabeau went to the tribune.

“I shall not demean myself,” he said, “by disposing of the charge

that has just been made against me, unless the Assembly itself brings

the charge and orders me to reply; in that case I think I shall have said

all that is necessary in my justification if I give my accuser’s name and

my own.”

The Abb^ Maury started up under the sting of this contempt. Mira-

beau asked for Frondeville’s arrest for his own safety. “I have been

concerned solely with this idea amid this hideous spectacle, the conse-

<]uences of which have truly alarmed me, because we have so many de-

fenders that our strength is at this moment our weakness.”

The scene was brought to an end by a pitiful declaration from

Faucigny that he had “lost his head.” A decree drafted by Mirabeau

closed the episode with a measure of clemency.

Nodiing the right could do deceived the Assembly as to the cotn-

plicity of the Abb^ de Barmond. In vain did he declare that it was only

out of pity for an unfortunate that he had sheltered Savardin and tried

to place him in safety. The investigations of the Comit6 des Recherches

confirmed the charges against the abb6. The Abb6 Maury pleaded,

with a reserve unusual in him, for the provisional liberation of Bar-

mond. Mirabeau saw in this moderation a sort of silent invitation to a

compromise, a deal, clemency for clemency. He would have nothing

to do with .such blackmail. He fulminated against the defence of an

abuse of the right of asylum for a man accused of having “done his

best to destroy tiit freedom of the people.”

He passed at once to his own case, to put an end to the whispering

campaign. “I, too, am accused, or rather, there are those who would
like to see me accused.” Amid furious interruptions from the- right he
touted: “I appeal to the Gihut^ des Rapports to haften its work and
to make pubUC these terrible proceedings of the Ohitelec, the divulg-

ii^ of wMch will put an end to all this insolence.”
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The coolness he showed in these stormy scenes cost him a great effort.

“You arc right in thinking, my friend, that this career is becoming

more chancy every day,’^ he wrote to Mauvillon at the beginning of

August. “To begin with, I have never believed in a great revolution

without bloodshed, and I no longer have any hope that the fermenta-

tion in the country, together with the movements abroad, will not lead

to civil war; I do not even know whether that terrible crisis is not a

necessary evil. And then, I personally have become the centre of inter-

est of the ambitious, the factious, and the conspirators. The section of

the popular party that is simply out for trouble, checkmated by me on

various occasions, and beaten on the question of the right of peace and

war, despairs of seeing me abandon monarchical principles, and, in con-

sequence, has sworn to destroy me. The ministry, in its perfidy and

cowardice, cannot forgive me, even in its own interest, for the service

I have rendered to the nation. The throne has neither ideas nor a will

of its own. The people, ignorant and anarchized, are driven hither

and thither by all the political jugglers and by their own illusions. Cer-

tainly it is difficult to walk along a road so littered with traps. But I shall

go ahead, in the consciousness of having been useful and of never

having wanted anything else.”

II

“I think they are very ill informed on foreign policy at Saint-Qoud,”

the Archbishop of Toulouse wrote to La Marck toward the end of

July 1790. “And who could instruct them with a minister like M. de

Montmorin? It would be very useful if Mirabeau, whose strong point,

I think, is foreign policy, would give some sound and accurate ideas

on this subject.” Mirabeau’s great knowledge of questions of foreign

policy was generally recognized in the Assembly. He had travelled a

great deal, unlike a good many of his colleagues, especially among the

deputies of the Tiers; he had a thorough knowledge of several Euro-
pean countries, he spoke several languages, and he kept himself in-

formed of recent political events abroad. Above all, since his youth
he had been greatly interested in the questions of international policy

and in the psychology of other nations. And he never lost sight of
the repercussions of France’s gigantic Revolution in other coun*-

tries.

. After the debate on the right of making war and peace, Mirabeau
had suggested that the Assembly should occupy itself with the revi*

sion of existing treaties with foreign Powers. The Assembly elected a.
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diplomatic committee of six members, and Mirabeau was very nat-

urally made its rapporteur.

The most important question with which the committee would have

to occupy itself was the family pact with the Spanish royal house. On
August 14 Aiirabeau wrote to the court: “If you are condemned to a

passive role at home, why does the ministry want to drag you into activ-

ity abroad? What an abominable policy it is that aims directly at put-

ting on Their Majesties the responsibility, inevitably entailed by a

perilous alliance, for a disastrous war in which there is not one chance

of success? How can it be dared to propose to the king to attempt for

Spain what he does not attempt for himself? I am amazed at all this

weakness united with all this audacity. I am too loyal, and too eager for

the restoration of order, not to maintain in the Foreign Affairs Com-
mittee that we concern ourselves only with our own affairs, and that

our one purpose must be to keep at peace with whoever is at peace

with us.”

It'was in this sense that he spoke in the Assembly on August 25, 1790,

as rapporteur of the diplomatic committee. It was necessary, he said,

to discover the best means of avoiding, without weakness, the scourge

of war. He recalled the unsettled state of French finances, and the un-

prepared state of the army and navy, and evoked the “political philos-

ophy” in conformity with which Dupont wanted to modify the family

pact. He advanced two principles adopted by his committee: (i) All

treaties concluded in the past by the king must be observed by the na-

tion until it has annulled them or modified them; (2) The king must be

asked to inform all the Powers that “since the unfailing desire for peace

and the renunciation of all conquest is the basis of our conduct, the

French nation regards as exbting and obligatory in all treaties only

their purely defensive stipulations.”

Always faithful to his idea of an agreement with England, “whose
great example has helped,us to achieve freedom,” he declared: “No, do
not suppose that a free and enlightened people will wish to profit by
our passing troubles to renew without justification the evils of war,

to attack our growing freedom, to stifle the happy development of the

principles it has transmitted to us; the supposition would be a sacrilege.”

But h» generous optimism did not lead him to neglect any precaution.

“In rendering homage to the philosophy of that people, our elder

brother in freedom, let; us still listen to the counsels of prudence. We
can balance the number of English vessels only with the aid of those

of our ally; thus our interest obliges us to confirm our alliance widi

Spain, and the only way to preserve it is faithfully to fulfil our tn^tics*”
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Mirabeau’s speech met with a warm reception from the Assembly.

The Spanish government was so pleased with the intervention of the

former adversary of its state bank that it ordered the publication of a

Spanish version of the speech. Mirabeau had ended by proposing an in-

crease of the French fleet. The Assembly went beyond the figure he

had proposed and demanded that the number of ships of the line be

raised to forty-five, of which at least twelve should be armed in the

Mediterranean ports.

At the end of the debate Mirabeau sent a memorandum to the court,

apparently intended for transmisskm to Montmorin, in which he re-

viewed the European situation. In 1787, he wrote, “we were really

paramount in Europe, and held the political balance in our hands. Prus-

sia and England, without a fight, without an eflPort, without a victory,

robbed us of that sceptre, which it would have been so easy for us to

keep. . . . We are now isolated in the midst of our troubles, with only

one ally, Spain. Far from abandoning ourselves to inaction and despair,

we must redouble our activity and our courage, negotiate everywhere,

and make all the Powers of Europe feel how important it is for them

not to let France be crushed.”

In a memorandum written a little later for the Comte de Mercy,

Mirabeau wrote: “Just as in the peacefully constituted and peacefully

organized nations the French Revolution rallies opinion round the legiti-

mate authorities, so it endangers arbitrary and purely despotic govern-

ments. ... It is the more important that shrewd princes should watch

French aflFairs because they will then be more inclined to refrain from
interfering in them. Burke has said that France offers nothing in poli-

tics but a great void. Burke has said a very stupid thing, for that void

is a volcano and it would be impossible, without imprudence, to lose

sight for a moment cither of its subterranean movements or of its com-
ing eruptions.”

12

“Here, my dear Count, arc two packets which you will give to no one

but ndysclf, whatever may Ijappcn,” wrote Mirabeau to La Marck; “in

case of death you will conuminicatc them to anyone who takes sufficient

interest in my memory to defend it.” Far from desiring to want to

hide from posterity his activities as a secret adviser, Mirabeau consid-

ered his memoranda addressed to the court as his justification before

history. He wanted the public to know some day all that he had fore-*

seen, all the wrongs his contemporaries had done to him, aU that he
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had been unable to prevent. La Marck, who had been lifted by his great

affection for Mirabeau out of the narrow frame of a courtier’s destiny^

and had gained from it a deeper sense of human values, understood the

full significance of his friend’s wish. ^‘These packets, my dear Count,

will have all my care,” he wrote to him. “If I am still alive when you
are lost to universal public affairs, my deep friendship for you and my
belief in your superiority will assure to your memory all of which I

am capable.”

“I am very touched by your note,” Mirabeau replied, “and I assure

you that my courage is greatly revived by the idea that such a man as

you will not permit me to be entirely misunderstood.” And as if he

had the same prophetic sense of his own fate as of his country’s destinies,

he concluded: “Either I shall soon produce a harvest, or I shall leave

in your hands noble elements of apologia.”

CHAPTER TWENTY

THE ROYAL CATTLE

ASSURE you. Monsieur, that you will be doing a very great pub-

jL lie service by coming to Versailles,” Mirabeau had written in the

autumn of 1789 to Rcybaz. “Geneva, your friends, France, and, last and

least, I myself, will all have the greatest need of you tomorrow mom-

Rarely did Mirabeau address himself to any man with such deference

as to this modest Swiss pastor. He was trying to obtain his help at a

time when he still had Ws Genevese collaborators with him and when
his ‘Svorkshop” was at full pressure. But Reybaz was not so easy to get

as Dumont and Duroverai had been. He was austere, widiout ambi-

tion, self-confident and yet unassertive, and.at the same time sufficiently

well off to be able to live independently in Paris with his wife and

daughter. He worked at journalism a litde, wrote for the Meretire de
France, and occupied himself with works on physics and mathematics.

He declined Mirabeau’s offers. At the foot of a letter from Dumont
conveying a renewed iovitadon to visit Mirabeau, he put the note: "I

decid^ not to go.”
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But nobody could resist Mirabcau, not even an austere Protestant

pastor. After the departure of his Genevese collaborators, Mirabeau

multiplied his appeals to Reybaz. He was careful to avoid the familiarity

with which he had won so many other people. He remained cere-

monious, grave, and deferential. He worked to win over the pastor’s

wife and daughter by lavishing the courtesies of which he had the

secret. He put his carriage at their disposal; he sent them books and

proofs of his speeches. He flattered Reybaz in the subtle and compre-

hensive manner against which not even the most sceptical can hold

out. From May 1790 Reybaz was busy in Mirabeau’s “workshop.”

Mirabeau confi^d to him a particularly delicate task. The Abbe
de Coumaud, professor of literature at the College de France, had re-

cently proposed at the Jacobin Club the abolition of the celibacy of

the clergy as a means of emptying the monasteries, of inducing the

clergy to forget their fight for their properties, and of enabling them

to obey “the laws of nature.” Mirabeau wanted to bring the question

before the Assembly. He wrote to Reybaz: “What I should like to

show is that to permit priests to marry is, on the one hand, the only

way of bringing them into the Revolution and of attaching them to it^

and on the other hand, a good way of giving society estimable officers

of morality.”

Reybaz, interested in the subject and stimulated by assiduous praise,

set to work with energy. But Robespierre forestalled Mirabeau’s inter-

vention in the Assembly. Toward the end of May he submitted a de-

cree authorizing the marriage of priests. He met with such hostility that

he was unable to gain a hearing. His motion, although suppressed, did

him much harm in his elector^ department. His brother warned him

that he would lose the good opinion of the peasants if he renewed his

proposal. The course of the debate in the Assembly made it impossible

for Mirabeau to raise the subject again. Several months later, however,

he delivered his speech in the 1789 Club.

2

In August 1790 the public del?t was nearly two billion. On August 27

the president of the Assembly announced a memorandum from Necker

on the means of liquidating the debt. Mirabeau was in the tribune. “I

ask the Assembly to decide whether the reading of the minister’s mem-
orandum shall ^e place before or after I have spoken. For my part,

eighteen months of activity among you have not accustomed me to

ministerial initiative, and I muse say that it would seem strange to mt
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that when a member of this Assembly is in the tribune he should be

required to make way for a minister’s memorandum.”
Mirabeau was heard before Ncckcr. His intervention had been long

in preparation. Reybaz had drafted his speech, to which he attached

special importance. What he had to say was the fruit of deep thought

and of an inner conflict, for he had been a resolute opponent of paper

money. On this question ne had parted from Claviire and dissociated

himself from the Courtier de Provence, in which Claviere was carrying

on a campaign in favour of the assignats.

The debate, outwardly financial, was in reality concerned with the

fate of the Revolution. The fall of the ancien regime had been the re-

sult of a financial deficit. The Revolution risked foundering in the abyss

of its debt. The sale of the ecclesiastical estates could not be carried

out because of the scarcity of money; the first issue of assignats, to the

amount of 400 million had proved insufficient for an operation on such

a scale. Men still remembered the financial debacle of John Law and

distrusted any kind of paper money. This time more substantial sup-

port must be provided for the currency than the customary financial

guarantees. The moral force of the Revolution had to be mobilized. Its

credit had to be used in order to make the creation of the assignats a

success. It was necessary also to carry through the sale of the Church
estates, and they had to be brought within reach of all by creating a

monetary medium accessible to all. The right well understood what
was at stake, and employed all its strength in opposition. The great

majority of the Assembly, ignorant of economic questions, hesitated

before the terrible responsibility it had to assume. And of this hesita-

tion, of the doubts that troubled even the partisans of the new measure,

nothing must be allowed to become public; the measure must be voted

by acclamatioii so that the faith of the Assembly should spread even

to the half-hearted and the timid, enlisting their interest in the service

of the nation.

Mirabeau realized all that depended on his success in the Assembly.

He had left it to Reybaz to draft his speech, but the idea was his own.
He made no secret pf the fact that what was at stake w as not merely

a financial or economic measure: “If you had in your hands, gentle-

men, a simple means, already tested, of multiplying the defenders of

the Rcvokitidn, of associaring them through their interest with the

progress of your labours; if by any means you could inspire warmth
in favour of the constitution in those cold spirits who see in the revolu^

tions of goveitomts titnpiy tevolutions of fortune, and ask themselves

*What shall I What shall I gain?"; if you could even change into
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friends and supporters of the constitution its detractors and its enemies

and that multitude of sufferers who look upon their fortune as buried

beneath the ruins of the former government, and who accuse the new
one of creating their distress; if, I say, there existed a means of repairing

so many breaches, of conciliating so many interests, would you not con^

sider that a sound policy should hasten to adopt it?” He urged the As-

sembly to consider the assignat currency from this point of view. “You
would hesitate to adopt it as a measure of finance; embrace it as a

sure and active instrument of the Revolution.”

This speech, long, insistent, drafted with logic and clarity but in the

rather dull style of Reybaz, into which Mirabcau infused the vitalizing

rhythm of his eloquence, was immensely successful in the Assembly,

Some historians of the French Revolution consider it as one of the most

powerful and most effective delivered in that period. He carried the

Assembly with him by his passion and inspired it with his faith. It voted

unanimously that his speech should be printed.

Mirabeau wrote at once to Reybaz: “I send you all the compliments

which the excellent speech you provided for me brought me.” He
only complained that the “gracious handwriting”—that of Rcybaz’s

daughter—had proved rather small for him in the tribune. “I ask your
permission,” he concluded, “to come and correct the proofs with you.

I also ask you to exercise at once the most absolute dictatorship over

the speech wherever you arc ready to grant naturalization to the few

pages I have added.”

As he expected, there were many objections and criticisms. Dupont
dc Nemours published anonymously a pamphlet, Effect of the Assignats

on the Price of Breads by a Friend of the People^ in which he predicted

that the superabundance of the assignats and their depreciation would

send up the prices of all articles of consumption. Other important ad-

versaries mobilized a whole arsenal of scientific arguments to combat his

theory. Condorcet, in a good memorandum, deplored that Mirabcau,

so penetrated until then with the “conservative” principles of society

and so opposed to bankruptcy, had proposed a measure which was a

concealed bankruptcy. He expected that the assignat would not circu-

late at all, that through the general mistrust it would be immobilized in

die hands of the creditors of the state. But as between the lucid savant

and the passionate orator, it was Mirabeau who was to be justified

with his faith in the driving power of the Revolution, which was com*

municated to the assignats.

Lavoisier attacked Mirabeau with aigofnents drawn from incontesta*

ble economic experience. By the crearion of fictirious money which
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would double the circularion, France, possessing only two milliards

of real currency media, ran the risk of what in modem language is

called inflation. The assignat was already depreciated six per cent in

relation to gold and silver. The actual specie would disappear as soon

as it was feared to exchange it for depreciated assignats. A rise in prices

seemed to him inevitable, together with an immediate and disastrous

fall in the value of the assignat, plunging the country into the incalcula-

ble convulsions of an economic crisis. These forecasts were to be con-

firmed, but not immediately, and not by the sole play of economic fac-

tors. Lavoisier, like Condorcet, had counted without the miracle of

revolutionary faith. The assignat fell four per cent in value in 1 790 and

nine per cent in 1791. It stood at seventy per cent in 1792, and crumbled

only when all Europe was at war with France, through the enormous

issues necessitated by the needs of the struggle. It played the part

which Mirabcau had foreseen in the sale of the national lands. At the

end of 1790 there was very vigorous buying. The Church estates were
absorbed in a few months. The lands were distributed among a very

large number of purchasers. The danger to which Mirabcau had re-

ferred of concentration in the hands of a few powerful capitalists had

been avoided. It was especially the middle class of the great towns that

filtered into the countryside. Attached to the soil by this ownership,

the revolutionary bourgeoisie was to become conservative and to form

the solid backbone of the future France.

3

After his adversary’s oratorical triumph, Ncckcr realized that his great

part in the destinies of France was ended. He sent in his resignation.

The royal couple did not try to keep him; they no longer feared com-
motion over his departure. Mirabeau recommended Qaviire, who, he

said, was the actual author of the assignat, as Nccker’s successor: “An
upright accountant, difficult to deal with but abounding in ideas, not

unduly ambitious, a prodigious worker, capable of success if it is pos-

sible, ^d a victim of no consequence if he does not succeed; effi-

ciently well known to the Jacobins to be tolerated by them, and familiar

enough with them not to be devoted to them.” This warm and psy-

chologically fair recommendation was without result. Gaviitfe had to

wait for a graver hour for the realization of the dream he ^d cherisiNsd

for so many years*

Nodeer’s departure entirety' unnoticed if die ntu^

nicipdity of a little to^ Arcis-sur-Aube, had fwit diown too tmeU
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zeal and arrested him on his way to Switzerland. The Assembly repri-

manded the municipality and permitted Necker to reach O^ppet, where
he passed the rest of his life commenting on his own past.

After* his departure the battle for the assignat continued. An anony-

mous pamphlet, Great Contradiction of M. de Mirabeau the Eldery

drew attention to Mirabcau’s volte-face. Another had the sensational

title The Tribunes Sold to Mirabeau and to Charles Lameth; or France

Betrayed. A third was entitled Mirabeau Overthrovm, or the Proved

Danger of the Assignats. On the other hand, many petitions arrived in

favour of the assignats. But the speakers of the right declared that often

the signatures of these petitions were forged.

The Assembly was well aware of the secret purpose of the debate.

The Triumvirate spoke in favour of the assignats; the Ahh€ Maury
wanted to force Mirabeau into a duel, “man against man. I have no
speech prepared,” he said; “I ask of M. de Mirabeau to go to the tribune

and speak there, and I will offer my objections, to which he will reply.”

Mirabeau had long been prepared with his reply. He had sent to

Reybaz all the pamphlets, indicating how one point and another should

be dealt with. “Please find means of providing a noble reply to the

charge made against me of having changed my views on paper money.”

His second speech on the assignats, on September 27, 1790, was the

longest he ever delivered. “The constitution will be overthrown, dis-

aster inevitable, and France in dissolution, if the sale of the national

properties does not take place without fail,” he repeated. “Only this

actual sale can save the common weal. Thus I include among the ene-

mies of the state, I regard as a criminal toward the nation, anyone who
tries to destroy this sacred basis of all our regenerative plans.” To those

who recalled that he had said in the past that the infamous term “paper

money” should be banished from the language, and that he had described

paper money as a circulating plague, he pointed out that he had said

at the same time that a nation may be forced to have recourse to state

notes, and that it will do so without serious injury if they represent a

mortgage and are a medium of payment that may not be refused.

4

The end which Mirabeau pursued indcfatigably was to consolidate the

revolutionary conquests, to render the constitution more perfect and

more capable of resisting future shocks. He proposed a whole plan of

action to induce the A^embly to revise certain of its precipitate de^

crees, passed in moments of jw^ssion. ^TThe National Assembly has re^
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served to itself the collection of its decrees on the constitution,” he

wrote to the court. “I had announced that I should profit by this oc-

casion to make ati open attack on all that part of its work which is

causing the present ills of the kingdom. That meant entering into the

breach and exposing myself, perhaps without auxiliaries, to great perils,

but I cared little about making the Assembly recognize its own errors

so long as I revealed them to Europe; so long as I gave a great example

of respect for the constitution and of resistance to bad laws; and so

long as I showed leadership for the good citizens who are seeking a

way out of our misfortunes without finding it.”

The Assembly agreed to collect and revise the articles of the con-

stitution. Lafayette promised his aid to get Mirabeau appointed rap-

porteur of the committee of revision. Once more he failed to keep his

word. “He has succeeded,” complained Mirabeau, “in keeping me apart

from or useless to my own work.”

Mirabeau did not cease to pursue his other aim, of reconciling the

royal couple with their time. “I have always said,” he wrote to the

court toward the end of September, “that the Revolution is completed

but the constitution is not; that the various points on which it is impos-

sible to go back have fortified rather than weakened the true royal au-

thority; and that in a single year liberty has secured mqre sacrifices for

the national prosperity than the royal authority could have done in

several centuries.”

At that time, when the art of guiding the masses was still a new art,

he already assessed at its true value the influence of the national press

in the spreading of enlightenment. “An assured means of success for

the press,” he wrote, “would be a newspaper sold at a very low price,

and through that very fact with a very wide circulation, which, with-

out carrying the suspicious imprimatur of the ministry, would never-

theless be its work.” He sketched the programme of such a paper—“to

prove especially that there can be no freedom without obedience to

the law, no law without the force of public opinion, and no force of

public opinion without confidence in the executive power. Also to

trace the characters that distinguish patriotism from licence and the

good citizen from the sedition-monger.”

But a final app^ement could not be achieved without coU^iation
between the ministry and the Assembly, without a ministry proemding
from rile heart of riie Revolution and defending the throne. “There
can be no more heritation, riie moment has come when the decree that

mikes it iiaprisrihle to form a mini^ry within the Assembty most be
opeaiy attat^ed thelck^ and by all those who want to save hioiiiH>
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chical rule and the kingdom,” he wrote to the court. “The king will

have on his side justice, the public interest, and the support of dl en-

lightened men.”

But the court was no more responsive to his advice than to his warn-
ings. In face of its inertia Mirabeau fell once more into one of the crises

of discouragement that succeeded each resumption of activity. His
memoranda became less frequent, and he asked La Marck to explain

to the Archbishop of Toulouse that the reason was “the strange be-

haviour of the court to me. It never profits by any of my advice, and
considers that I am giving it nothing: every day it aggrandizes my
enemy, it gives me no regular instruction, and it feigns to believe that I

might destroy it. That is pitiable. It might be supposed that the house

in which they sleep could be reduced to ashes without their being in-

jured or even disturbed.”

5

On August 3 1 the president of the Comit6 des Rapports, to which the

disturbances of October 5 and 6, 1789, had been referred, asked per-

mission to print its proceedings. “Twelve hundred galleys will take a

long time to print,” Mirabeau observed, “and yet the affair demands

the utmost speed. I know that the attempt will be made in this publica-

tion to discover secret motives; but I am indifferent, since all will be

known. I say I am indifferent, for I am not modest enough not to

know that in the indictment of the Revolution I should be bound to

have a place.”

A thunder of applause greeted this proud declaration. But the Comte
de Montlosicr intervened: “If the proceedings arc printed, those ac-

cused may escape.”

“The escape of the witnesses,” Mirabeau replied contemptuously^

“is just as probable as that of the accused.” The left cheered wildly. In

the galleries there were also spontaneous demonstrations in favour of

the speaker, who added: “And yet the accused arc taking no steps to

prevent the escape of the witnesses.” The cheers resounded again.

The “indictment of the Revolution” had been awaited as a sensational

event. Mirabeau knew the importance of the debate. He mobilized all

the support he could count on in the Assembly. He knew that if he

came victoriously through this test he would emerge with increased

reputation. He was ambitious to become president of the Assembly^

To Wttste no chance, he even jf^ed to a truce with Lafayette, who waa
once more trying to come to terms widi him.
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“I have not come to the tribune to defend myself,” he said. “Ridicu-

lous charges have been brought against me; not one has been proved,

and if every one had been it would have established nothing against me;

I do not for a moment regard myself as under an accusation. I am here

so as not to miss a formal opportunity for clearing up the facts.”

He mentioned the story of his having run along the ranks of the Flan-

ders Regiment sword in hand, and the reports of statements supposed

to have been made by him to M. de Virieu and to Mounicr, and then

proceeded: “I come to the third charge against me, that I advised M.
d’Orleans not to leave for England.” Mirabeau had no hesitation in

speaking out. Lafayette had given his word that he would be present at

the sitting, but he was not there. Mirabeau, angered by this defection,

did not hesitate to attack him, for the first time in public. “Well, what

conclusion is it proposed to draw? I did not give him this advice, for I

have never spoken to him, but I am proud of having seen that it was
given to him.” He described Lafayette’s imperious intervention and the

eflFects of that precipitate departure, which left “without a rival the

man to whom events had given a new dictatorship; the man who at that

time possessed within the regime of freedom, a police more active than

that of the ancien rSg^e; the man who, by forcing M. d’Orlcans to

leave, instead of having him judged and condemned, if he was guilty,

by that act alone openly eluded the inviolability of the members' o'f the

Assembly.”

He enumerated all the contradictions in the charge that he had been

an accomplice of one of the chief inspirers of the excesses of October 5

and 6, 1789. After examining them, dissecting them, demolishing them,

he Summed up. “Thus nothing out of all that it would have been in-

dispensable to prove has been proved,” he continued, threateningly.

“But I am forgetting that I have just been borrowing the language of

an accused person, whereas J should use only that of an accuser.”

Vehemently he exclaimed, pointing to the right: “The secret of those

infernal proceedings is i^ the interest of those people whose evidence

and whose calumnies have formed the texture of it; it is in the resources

it has furnished to the enemies of the Revolution; it is in the heart of

die judged as will soon be graven in history by the most just and the

most implacable vengeance.”

These words were greeted with an explosion of enthusiasm. A mem-
ber of the right, the Marquis de Ferriires, described the impression pro-

duced on the Assembly: “Mirabeau descended from the tribune amid

the most lively aod widespread applause, which continued imtil he.

reached his seat and knag after he was seamd. The nobles, the
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the witnesses, ashamed and embarrassed, seemed to have changed frorti

accusers into accused. All remained in a dejected silence.”

The Assembly decreed that there was no ground for any charge.

Mirabcau had triumphed over the intrigues of his enemies. His success

was so resounding that it went beyond his immediate purpose. In crush-

ing his adversaries he imposed on them the esteem which they had

grudged him though recognizing his talents. He was reconciled with

the left, who had suspected his revolutionary ardour. The Triumvirate

ceased campaigning against him.

6

Pitt declared to the French ambassador in June 1790 that his country

desired peace, not only because that is always preferable for a wealthy

trading nation, but because the country’s financial affairs demanded it.

Great Britain would do everything in the world, he said, to preserve

the peace that “is so advantageous to us.”

At the same time Great Britain was arming with redoubled vigour,

profiting by the summer months to prepare for a conflict which she

hoped to avoid. Pitt neglected nothing. The success achieved by Mira-

bcau in August 1790 when he had induced the Assembly to decree the

arming of forty-five ships of the line was a matter of great concern to

him. He knew that Spain would not give way so long as she could count

on French help. The National Assembly was one of the new forces

which he must bring into his calculations, and there was one man in

the Assembly who seemed to him a power in himself. There was a

British diplomat who boasted of his old friendship with Mirabeau.

Toward the end of September or at the beginning of October 1790,

Hugh Elliot was sent to Paris as a semi-oflficial negotiator with un-

official power.

Scarcely six years had elapsed since Mirabeau had sought help from

his old college friend. But during those six years he had gone far. In his

friendships, however, and in his political convictions, nothing had
*

changed. The British ambassador at Paris, Lord Gower, reported to

his government that the interview between Elliot and Mirabeau had

succeeded better than he had hoped, and that it had provided an easy

means of maintaining friendly relations between British ministers and

the dominant party in the Assembly.

ElHot reported to Pitt the friendliness he had found among the French

patriots, an4 Pitt sent him minute instructions as to the policy to he

followed in France. Great Britain must not be compromised by any step
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that might have the air of a request for French mediation^ but Elliot

was to try to induce the popular leaders to make representations to

Spain to bring her to accept the British proposals and to keep the peace.

Pitt thought it niight even be possible for Elliot to secure the Assembly’s

agreement to give Spain no support in the event of her refusing the Brit-

ish conditions. But he must give no assurance, either directly or in-

directly, that might go beyond the neutrality which Great Britain had

always scrupulously observed in regard to France’s internal dissensions.

Elliot had, however, nothing to offer to the official directors of

French policy, no promise of recognition of the Revolution, no hope

of an alliance. The French imigres who were busy in London besmirch-

ing the leaders of the Revolution cannot have failed to give Mirabeau

a reputation of venality; Elliot may have received oral instructions au-

thorizing him to buy Mirabeau’s support if necessary. But Elliot knew
his old friend, or learned to know him now, better than that.

Several years later, when he met Mirabeau’s most vicious slanderer,

Gouvemeor Morris, he declared to him that he had never known more
than one man among the French who was truly capable, and that man
was Mirabeau: “I knew him intimately. He was incorruptible.” But

Morris, though a little shaken by so definite an assurance, was not

disarmed.

Mirabeau seemed to think also that a conciliatory attitude on the

part of France would facilitate his old dream of an alliance with Great

Britain. Elliot cannot have kept strictly to the latter part of Pitt’s in-

structions. A meeting took place with the members of the diplomatic

committee, to whom Elliot made a long statement, for, he wrote,

nothing gets done in France without a regular oratorical debate. He
spoke for an hour, explaining the British attitude, and suggesting that

Spain wanted to embark on war “in concert with French hnigris*^^

Lord Gower’s dispatches seemed to insinuate that allusions had been

made to a possibility of alliance. Elliot, very able and very anxious to

succeed, replied to questions put to him so satisfactorily that he secured
* from the members of the committee a resolution that even if war came
and Spain called for aid from France, there would be an inquiry into

the causes of the conflict before such aid was granted. The committee

informed Monemorin of its decision and asked him to make representa-

tions accordingly to Spain.

Elliot had won a complete success at Paris. But he had not been able

to keep his mission secret as instructed by his government. The news-

papers commented on his stay, though without giving its exact pur-

po^. Pe saw many people; he dined several times with Mirabean^
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at La Marck’s house with Louise de S^gur, the Due de Biron, and the

Marquise de Vauban.

On his return he tried to persuade Pitt of the firm esublishment of

the French Revolution. At the risk of diminishing his own merit as a

negotiator, he tried also to convince Pitt that the party in power de-

sired only peace and friendship with England.

Spain was conscious of her isolation. “I submit to your conditions,”

said Florida-Blanca, the Spanish prime minister, to the British envoy,

Fitzherbert, “not because they are just but because I am forced. If

France had given us aid, I should never have submitted, but alone we
are no 'match for you. So, do what you want.” On October 28, 1790,

the treaty of the Escurial was signed, embodying the British claims

in their entirety.

7

The royal couple had no intention of allying themselves with the

popular party in order to save the monarchy, as Mirabeau suggested.

At the beginning of October 1790 they began secret negotiations with

the Baron de Breteuil, who had taken refuge in Switzerland. The Mar-

quis d’Agoult, on his way back from Switzerland to France, had

brought a memorandum from Breteuil in which the ex-minister urged

the king to put an end “to the general mistrust with which the uncer-

tainty of his course is filling all parties.”

The queen still considered Breteuil, the author of the Austrian al-

liance, as a minister of the king, and his enforced dismissal as illegal and

void. Breteuil and Agoult, who knew that it was necessary to secure

the queen’s assent before the king could be induced to take any step,

arranged with the Bishop of Pamiers to have the memorandum brought

before Marie Antoinette by Fersen, of whom it was public knowledge

that he alone possessed the queen’s confidence and her personal attach-

ment. The plan set forth by Breteuil was for the royal couple “to leave

Paris and retire to a safe place, and there to surround themselves by the

loyal troops of General de Bouill6.”

Both Mirabeau and La Marck were unaware of these secret negotia-

tions. Th^ were equally unaware that die queen had no intendon of

inducing Lafayette to form, as she had assured La Marck, an “open

coalition” with Mirabeau, because she thought their hostility very useful

to the royal projects; she seemed even deliberately to foster it. Nor
hid she any wish to appetee the popular discontent of which Mirabeau

hehi the spectre m front oi her: die diought it even of advantage th
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royalty, as giving the moderates food for thought. Mirabeau’s collabora-

tion with the court proceeded in this atmosphere of insincerity.

8

Returning to the subject of a new ministry, Mirabcau wrote to the

court: “Ministers may be taken either from among the Jacobins or

from any other section. Jacobins in the ministry,” he added with his

extraordinary finesse, “will not be Jacobin ministers. For any man a

great elevation is a crisis that heals the troubles he has and gives him

others that he has not. Stationed at the helm, the wildest demagogue,

gaining a closer view of the troubles of the kingdom, would recognize

^e insufficiency of the royal power. . . . But why not choose some
ministers from the Jacobins and others from a different section of the

popular party? Equality of power is a very strong instrument of under-

standing. The union would be a mutual corrective.”

Mirabeau’s proposal alarmed the court and horrified Marie Antoi-

nette. La Marck himself no longer followed his friend: “I do not always

agree entirely with Mirabeau, especially Ayhen he proposes to appoint

ministers at the choice of the Jacobins,” he wrote to Mercy. Mirabeau

persisted, however. “I have to give advice even if I am sure it will not

be followed,” he wrote in one of his notes. But he felt more and more
painfully that he was failing to hold the attention of the royal couple.

He urged once more that he should be granted a second interview with

the queen. He urged La Marck to support him, and La Marck replied

that the queen’s only reason for hesitating was the fear of being com-
promised. “If, however, you think every objection must be ignored it

is not difficult to persuade her.” In this troubled atmosphere La Marck
himself lacked sincerity. He had not asked for the interview Mirabeau
wanted.

The king had already been informed by the Marquis d’Agoult of

the result of his inquiries of General de Bouill6. The general, a bom
soldier and a fervent royalist, was ready to enter into the project elab-

orated by Brcteuil; he was content to appease his constitutionalist’s con-
science with the promise that the king would not seek to re-establish

despotism. But Louis was incurably indecisive. The queen herself was
hesitant; she was afraid, as she told her brother the Austrian emperor,

of a precipitate move that might plunge them into new misfortunes.

Mirabeau had no loiowledge of these negotiations, but he suddenly
learned that the royal oonple were also consulting Bergasse. Bergasae,

as a young latvyer, had briefed against Beaumarchah^ and
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had a premature success. He imagined that fate had carried him to the

height of celebrity. He thought he could become France’s great legis-

lator and hoped to dominate the Assembly by his eloquence. Disap-

pointed by his lack of success, and frightened by the events of October

1789, he had resigned his seat. He was one of those vain and restless

people who are prone to take refuge in an emotional mysticism. He
was an impassioned disciple of Mesmer and had contributed by his

writings to the diffusion of the theories of animal magnetism. Since his

resignation he had salved his wounded pride by decrying the Assembly

in the provinces. It was not true that he was the confidant and adviser

of the court as Mirabcau imagined; he was one of the many people who
offered the court advice that was scarcely listened to and never followed.

A copy of a letter drafted by Bergasse for the king to write to the As-

sembly, a letter of which Louis had made no use, reached Mirabeau’s

hands. He fell into one of those violent tempers that shook him like

a tempest. “I did not want to show any knowledge of the Bergasse story

before talking to you about it,” he wrote to La Marck, “for I shall not

copy the stupidity of the royal cattle, and when I recognize a man’s

intelligence and uprightness and devotion I shall not decide on anything

serious without consulting him, and I shall not keep on consulting him
and never do what he says. So they mean to seek in the mesmeric tub

a remedy for their troubles. Good God! what heads! what insanity!*^

The phrase “the royal cattle” was too strong for La Marck. Mirabeau

complained that he was unjust and cold, “I have not grown cold,” re-

plied La Marck; “there are things on which my judgment may differ

from yours, but I do not think that makes me unjust. You advise them

too much as if they had something of your character. Try to see them

as they are,” “This man,” he complained to Mercy, “is sometimes very

great and sometimes very little, perhaps very useful and also harmful.

In a word, he is often above the rest and sometimes below them.”

9

Mutiny had broken out at Brest in a squadron that had returned from

the colonic. The municipality took steps that made the situation worse.

The ministry showed itself incapable of repressing the disorders. The
incident was brought before the Assembly and referred to the commit-

tees. Mirabeau informed the court that “the three committees sitting

together have resolved to call on the Assembly to pray that the king

wUl sq>point a new ministry capable of getting the decrees of the Na-

tional Assembly carried out.” “The move against the ministers,” wrote
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La Marck to Mercy, “was made at Mirabeau’s instance without inform-

ing me, in which he was at fault, and without informing the court, in

which, in view of his position, he was yet more at fault.”

Mirabeau defended himself from the suspicion of having pursued a

personal aim: “If I had been thinking only of myself, I should have

considered that anarchy would serve me better, would make me more

necessary, than the establishment of any government.” Once the step

had been taken, whether at his instance or not, he tried to make the

court realize its advantages.

At this time Mirabeau was ill. The doctors advised him to take the

waters at Bareges, He could get away only for a few days, and returned

in haste for the Assembly debate. From his bed, where, he said, he had

just escaped from death, he dictated an important note to the court.

“We count on the people’s love for the monarch, but this means that it

must be possible for the king’s cause to be bound up with the people’s

cause, and not on any account with the interest of a few ministers. These

ministers, who have allowed the royal authority to be weakened and

destroyed in their hands, are an msuperable obstacle to the return of

public confidence; in attacking them the Assembly is delivering the king

rather than itself from them.” He repeated that the king could not rule

without collaborating with the dominant party, and that “a new minis-

try, formed at the instance of the majority and supported by it, would

soon give him that advantage and would enable him to win back his in-

fluence.”

Mirabeau got up from his bed to be present at the sitting of October

19, 1790, at which the rapporteur of the four committees entrusted with

an inquiry into the events at Brest proposed that the president of the

Assembly should “represent to His Majesty that the popular distrust

of the existing ministers places the greatest obstacles in the way of the

re-establishment of order, the administration of the laws, and* the com-
pletion of the constitution,”

There was a very lively discussion. Cazal^s, in one of Kis best speeches,

attacked the proposal. The rapporteur had declared at the outset that ‘‘a

decree excludes the members of this Assembly from the ministry; it

must be maintained; that is the palladiuni of liberty,” and depudi^ of

right and left united in resolute support of that attitude.

The proposal of die committees was rejected, however. Mirabeau

saw in this vote the frustration of more than his own ambition;% is

evident^” he wrote to the court, ‘^bat the king has lost where the imn*

isters have gained Hie popular party, which seemed to be returnh^

to more moderate principles, wiU be further embittered by defcatJ^
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will redouble its excitement among the Jacobins, its precautions and

efforts in the Assembly, and its demagogy in the provinces.”

It was in a sense of discouragement that he attended the debate of

October 21. At the end of the deliberations on the incidents at Brest

it had been proposed that as soon as discipline had been restored the

white ensign, which was still being flown from the ships, should be

replaced by the national colours. But the right wing, after its triumph

of the day before, showed “the most indiscreet and stupid mania.” One
of its deputies declared that the proposal was “a profanation of the

glory and honour of the French flag.” He exclaimed contemptuously:

“Let the children have this new tricolourcd toy.”

This defiance of the Revolution outraged Mirabeau. He rushed to the

tribune. “Everybody knows what terrible crises have arisen out of

insults to national colours. Everybody knows of the fatal results on

various occasions of the contempt which certain individuals have dared

to show them; everybody knows with what mutual congratulations

the whole nation received the monarch’s command to the troops to

wear these glorious colours, and wore them himself—that sign for the

rallying of all the friends, all the children of liberty, all the defenders of

the constitution; everybody knows that but a few months, a few weeks

ago, anyone rash enough to show contempt for this token of patriotism

would have paid for that crime with his head.” The right interrupted

his speech with violent hooting, but could not drown that great accus-

ing voice. “Well, the trifling success of a fraudulent tactic in yesterday’s

sitting has lifted up the hearts of counter-revolutionaries; and in twenty-

four hours, in a single night, all ideas have been so subverted, all prin-

ciples have been so distorted, the mind of the people has been so

misinterpreted, that you have heard it coolly said, to all intents and pur-

poses, that ‘we consider ourselves strong enough to hoist the white

ensign, that is to say the flag of the counter-revolution, in place of the

hateful colours of liberty.’
”

The right wing, surprised by the violence of this attack, shouted its

indignation, to which the left replied with a thunder of applause.

Once more Mirabeau was the mouthpiece of the Revolution, the

voice pf Francct of the France of the morrow that would emerge vic-

torious from all her trials, from anarchy, terror, reaction, the immortal

France of the Rights of Man.
“Certainly, to anyone not in the secret,” wrote La Marck later, “it

would have been impos^le to suppose that the man who spoke in those

farms in the tribune was at the same timt in correspondence with the

court and busied with the reconstitutioti of the monarchy.” The court,
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shocked by this speech, made no secret of its displeasure, Mirabeau had

some trouble in justifying the vehemence of his speech, “which a violent

attack had made very vigorous, that is to say, very oratorical.” But to

La Marck, who also heaped reproaches on him, he replied with perfect

frankness: “Yesterday I was not in the least a demagogue; I was a great

citizen and perhaps a clever orator. Are these stupid rascals, intoxicated

with a purely fortuitous success, to make us a plain offer of counter-

revolution, and is it to be supposed that I shall not thunder.^^*”

lO

A lion’s jowl, with split upper lip, a flat nose, full cheeks covered with

pockmarks, a powerful voice, and wide and vigorous gestures—Dan-

ton’s face had, as a whole, a curious resemblance to that of Mirabeau.

His ugliness was more vulgar, his voice more raucous, his laugh coarser,

his gestures mo'‘c brutal, his language more violent: he was known as

the people’s Mirabeau. On November lo, 1790, Danton appeared for

the first time in the Assembly at the head of a deputation.

On October 27 all the sections of Paris had urged the mayor, Bailly,

to send a deputation to the Assembly to demand the dismissal of the

ministers as no longer possessing the confidence of the nation. Paris,

conscious of her mission to safeguard the Revolution, was reproaching

the Assembly for its timidity. Danton had been chosen as spokesman

for the sections. This Parisian lawyer presented himself before the

legislators as the incarnation of the revolutionary populace. He pro-

nounced the case against the ministers as if he were preparing to ask

for their capital punishment. The Archbishop of Bordeaux—Danton
called him M. Champion—had “altered the text of decrees and chosen

as royal commissioners declared enemies of the new order of things.”

M. de Saint-Priest—Danton, in the fashion of the morrow, called him
M. Guignard—knew “no other patriotism than that which he learned

from the policy of the Divan.’' Damon’s language produced a violent

tumult in the Assembly. Another son of the people, with the figure of

a grenadier under his cassock, the Abb6 Maury, rudely interrupted him.

Tlie two forces measured each other, in the service of two hostile causes,

amid an indescribable uproar. Danton emerged victorious from the af-

fray. “These three ministers,” he roared, “must no longer arm against

the people, even by thfe indulgence of the representatives of the people*”

The Minister of Marine had already resigned after the debate on the

events at Brest* A few days after Danton^s intervention the ininistiers

at whom he had aimed alto resigned.
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“Unfortunately the court is contributing to our embarrassment,”

wrote La Marck to Mercy. “Is it excusable, for instance, not to have

been prepared in advance and ready at any moment to replace the pres-

ent ministers at once? And is it not enough to make one despair when
the court is caught at a loss, after having been warned so often on this

important point?”

From the beginning of the crisis Mirabeau had feared Lafayette’s

influence on the formation of the new cabinet. He had warned the

court that a Lafayette ministry would never have the required majority.

This time the royal couple shared his mistrust. “The court,” wrote La
Marck to Mercy, “seems determined to make bad selections rather than

accept those of Lafayette.”

Mirabeau was thrown back into the tortuous path of intrigue. An
abyss had opened between him and the Assembly, which in his eyes

could not assure to the country a stable government or a more perfect

constitution. Nothing was left of the enthusiasm with which he had

welcomed the States General. But he was not one of those who abandon

their post or withdraw into a contemptuous silence. The Assembly was

still a powerful instrument in his hands, a field of action which he ex-

ploited for his own ends. For from now on he was alone, vigilant alike

against counter-revolutionary intrigues and against the excesses of

popular demagogy. He was out of his element in this secret work. But

he remained faithful to the great principles by which he was guided;

“No human effort,” he repeated to the court, “will ever upset the bases

of the constitution. The attempt may be made, but virtually the whole

ration Will support them, both in its ovm interest and in that of the

monarch.”

In the short time that had passed since the discussion on the incidents

at Brest, events had shown La Marck how right Mirabeau was. “Un-
fortunately,” he wrote to Mercy on November 9, 1790, “if the ferment

that is being stirred up does not end, it will not be concerned only

with the ministers. The public will not believe that they arc resisting

of their own accord; and as the king’s weakness is generally realized,

it will naturally be inferred that another hand, firmer and more power-

ful, is holding them back or directing them, and the results of such an

opinion may become very grave. The queen has enemies enough for it

to be sought to attribute the conduct of the king and his ministers to

her influetice. The formation of a national high court is about to b^

decreed.”

Next day Danton denrianded it from the Assembly. Direct threats

against the queen began to be made.
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“It is proposed that the qttestion of the regency and that of the kin^s

divorce be raised,” wrote La Marck, underlining the words in his dis-

may. Mirabeau’s passionate warnings against Lafayette were also con-

firmed. Barely a month had passed since Fersen, reflecting the queen’s

feeling, had been rejoicing in the success of her policy of neutralizing

Lafayette and Mirabeau through their rivalry, when Lafayette suddenly

faced the queen as a bitter enemy. “A few days ago,” La Marck con-

tinued, “Lafayette had a long interview with the queen: he employed

the most hateful means of disturbing her and went so far as to say that

in order to obtain the divorce she would be called to account for adul-

tery.” It was from Lafayette that the queen first heard of the accusa-

tions of the revolutionary tribunal.

II

Party divisions were growing more bitter; diflFerences of opinion led to

personal quarrels. Incidents multiplied in the Assembly. On November
6 a Corsican deputation was admitted to the bar. It denounced as bad

patriots and aristocrats two Corsican deputies, one of whom was the

reactionary Abb6 Peretti. The members of the right rushed to the bar

and demanded that the Corsican deputation be driven out of the hall.

The Abb6 Maury and an opponent both entered the tribune, disput-

ing the right of speech; the impetuous abb6 seized his adversary in his

strong arms and threw him down from the tribune. He lost all self-

control and shouted to the “inculpated members” to “fight your own
battle.” The spirit of vendetta seemed to have entered the hall. The
Corsican deputation proposed in self-defence that a letter written in

Italian by the Abb6 Peretti be read in translation. A member of the

right shouted, to create an easy diversion: “The origmal!”

“Is in my hands,” replied Mirabeau, rushing to the tribune. “I was
greatly astonished when I heard a priest come to invoke individual

vengeance as judge in the sanctuary of the laws.” He read the incrimi-

nating letter, in which the Abb^ Peretti declared that he could no longer

keep silence “when the Assembly is out to destroy faidi, piety, and
religion.” As he read diis “apostolic correspcmdence,” the deputies of
the right massed round the tribune, excited and threatening. Mindieau
dominated the apn»r. “I have said once in this tribune that our strengdi

is our weakness. It wou}d be too easy, indeed, to secure a striking vem-

geance for the insidts offered me for me to be able to want it” Amid
die applwse from die hall and the galleries there were diouts “09
you want to mttrder us?” t.
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"If we have phalanxes at our disposal, and you have only libels at

yours, it must be agreed that we are very patient,” replied Mirabeau.

“It would be too easy to get out of a difficulty by shouting and tu-

mult.” Suddenly the Abb^ Peretti, infuriated, came up to the tribune

and threw himself upon Mirabeau. A dagger glittered in his hand. Sev-

eral of his colleagues had seen the murderous move, and one of them was

quick enough to seize Peretd’s wrist and disarm him.

CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

POLITICAL PHAILMACY

TIRABEAU decorated his house like a fine lady’s boudoir,”

I.VJ. wrote Dumont, shocked but a little envious. Arrived at emi-

nence as a public man, Mirabeau denied himself nothing in his private life.

He could not satisfy his passion for fine books. He bought part of Buf-

fon’s celebrated library. He busied himself with the arrangement of his

books in the midst of the most important political affairs. He installed

bookcases in the dining-room and filled them with superbly bound books

and rare editions.

There was nothing conventional about the organization of his ex-

istence. He knew the value of free conversation and of the confidences

exchanged round the table when servants were not present. “When the

table was laid,” wrote the Comte de Gorani, “we entered the dining-

room; between the guests were placed dumb waiters with four tiers,

covered with bottles, plates, glasses, and dinner services, so that each

of us took what we wanted. When a course had been eaten, Mirabeau

rang, and three valets quickly took away the empty dishes, and three

othm replaced them at once with the dishes that formed die next

course.” Mirabeau liked tm food highly spiced. A lady related that

the food was delicious bpt “so incendiary that I almost always spat

blood when I dined with Mirabeau.”

The luxury of his private life seemed a defiance of the good opinion

of the masses who supported him. Mirabeau made no concesskm to his

popoiazity. He made use of his tide of count, his domesdes wore livery

Ihot^ it hdd been official suppressed, and his coat-of-^nns tqpeared

ohMiauxiife.
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His growing renown brought unexpected visitors to his house. One

day Louise de Cabris appeared. As a woman who forgot nothing and

forgave nothing, she had in no way put off her hatred. She had ve-

hemently repudiated any relations with her elder brother, “a traitor to

his God, his king, and his order.” She had ostentatiously cultivated af-

fectionate relations with her younger brother. In August 1789 she had

taken refuge at Nice, the centre chosen by the first malcontents under

the new regime. But the atmosphere of intrigue that surrounded her

aroused the suspicion of the imigrh. They suspected her of being “an

accomplice and spy of the Comte de Mirabeau.” She was ostracized so

pointedly that one day she was refused a box at the theatre. There was

an attempt to force her to leave the town. She obstinately stayed there,

screaming to everybody how she disagreed with her elder brother. She

screamed it too loudly to be quite believed. Actually, concerned always

for her own interest, she did not risk an open quarrel with so powerful

a man.

Interest and perhaps curiosity brought her to see him while on a

visit to Paris. One of Mirabcau’s women friends met her at his table,

together with Mme. du Saillant. The contrast between the two sisters

was particularly striking. Caroline, stout and placid, with her clear com-
plexion and fair hair tinged with auburn, and with her laughing grey-

blue eyes, was the soul of easy good nature and careless gaiety. Louise,

very dark, with a bilious complexion, was tense and defiant She had

become very stout, she had lost all her teeth, and her lined features

increased her resemblance to her father. Incessant anxiety for her sick

husband, added to money troubles, had robbed her of all feminine

coquetry. Badly dressed and untidy, she retained nothing of her old

beauty beyond her royal carriage and the imperious expression of her

fiery eyes. At her brother’s table she was like a ghost from his troubled

past. Her presence bore witness to Mirabeau’s power. But it was only

a moment’s truce in the hostility with which she pursued him. Mirabeau

was not deceived. A woman friend noted the great dissimilarity between

the two sisters; he whispered: “Mme. du Saillant is of the purest gold;

Mme. de Cabris is a counter so perfectly gilded that it wants any amount
of dcill to detect the base metal.”

2

Mirabeau was always, as he put it, “on the tripod.” But in the ini4si;

of his feverish exiniuice he nursed plans of reriremirait. <hie day he wote
to his old adversary Beaumarchais: “Like other people, I am gettittgf
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very close to the age, and especially to the state of mind, in which I

want to think only of my books and my garden; and I had cast my eyes

on one of the national possessions, the Minimes, in the forest of Vin-

cennes. 1 learn that you are thinking of it and even that you have made

a bid for it; no doubt, if you want this charming place, you will pay

much more for it than I could, because you are much more able to pay;

that being so, I should feel it very disobliging to raise to your disad-

vantage the price of an object beyond my reach.”

‘‘I have long been seeking an opportunity of revenging myself on

you; this you yourself offer, and I seize it with joy,” Beaumarchais has-

tened to reply. “At the age of twelve, when about to go to my first

Communion (does it make you laugh?), I was taken to the Minimes.

A big picture of Judgment Day which was in the sacristy so fascinated

me that I returned to it again and again. An old monk, a very religious

man, took advantage of this to tiy to tear me from the world; he

preached to me every time on the text of the picture, accompanying

his sermon by a lunch. Since then I have always enjoyed seeing that

close; and as soon as the estates of my poor tonsured friends were put

up for sale I gave the order to outbid everyone else for this one. Many
considerations united to make this acquisition very precious to me, but

my vengeance is still more so, for I am no longer as good as I was in

childhood. You would like my close; I give it up to you and abandon

all my claims to it, only too glad to have my enemy at last within fwr
walls. I alone can manage it now, after the fall of the bastilles. If in

your wrath you are so generous as not to offer opposition at least to the

salvation of my soul, reserve to me. Monsieur, the big picture of Judg-
ment Day. You will be avenged on me as I am on you. If you need any

information or even my assistance to facilitate your acquisition, speak,

and I will do all you wish in the matter; for I am, Monsieur, the most

implacable of all your enemies.”

Thereafter the two former adversaries competed in generosity. Mira-

beau promised the picture, and Beaumarchais replied with “the most

sincere assurance of total forgetfulness of the past. Make a dining-room

of my ancient sacristy, and I shall gladly accept a frugal lay repast.”

Mirabe^\i did not, however, buy the Minimes, but a property near

Argcnteuil, the Marais, formerly lived in by Helv^tius, an elegant

seventeenth-century building with a beautifully wooded park. The
price was fifty thousand francs. Actually, save for a deposit on the furni^

turt, it was never paid for,

"pifc purchase revived all the slanders. Mirabcau took little notice of

tbem atnid his enjoyment, naive or cynical, of his new prosperity. He
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collected not only books but rare prints and engraved stones. “I was
surprised,” wrote Dumont, “to see him open after dinner a casket con-

taining several precious stones.”

La Marck tried in vain to reason with him about his extravagance,

for Mirabeau set out to convince La Marck that his expenditure was en-

tirely reasonable: “The truth about this little bit of pedantry is that

I have nothing in the world but my bookcase, which is already of con-

siderable value; the fifty or sixty eminently beautiful and rare articles

that may still be lacking will add ten times their intrinsic value; certain

of the books are of -more value to me than to most amateurs, and really

my expenditure on these things is economic and productive.”

La Marck replied sharply: “Yesterday, on leaving Montmorin, I met
Duquesnoy, who tried to get me to give you facilities for the acquisi-

tion of that country house. So you have spoken to him about it, for I

have not opened my mouth to anyone. I replied that it would be better

for you to buy Versailles in six months than a shanty today. Talon came
up and agreed with me, and spoke of the sumptuous books you have

bought. Everybody has been talking to me about them. You would do
well in the interests of both of us to give little ground for conjectures

of this sort, of which a good many may be disagreeable for me.”

Dumont also disapproved. One day he said to Qaviere: “Mirabeau

is very ill advised; anyone might think he is afraid of being thought a

decent person.” But Clavi^re replied: “He is nece^ary to us; he alone

can manage the Jacobins and the court, and if he cost the nation a

million, that nuUion would not be badly employed.”

3

La Marck was grieved at the indifference and coolness of the couct to

Mirabeau. He pleaded with the queen: “I have always said that the

court would be more satisfied with Mirabeau if it offered him more
means of being useful. Bur the king has done nothing to help Mirabeau

to secure rite revocation of the fatal decree that shut him off from

power. The queen, too, has been inaccessible to all the appeak from
her devoted servmt.”

As time passed the situation grew steadily worse. La March's letcen

to Mercy were a lor^ series of laments at^ approach to the ai^ss^ of

which he was an in^toteot witness. “The condnuing feiment is the

more disqaiedt^ since rite queen is bring more and more strongly at^

tadbed.” Lah^ctte had lost some of hk popularity and was no loi^
niliaxded ptffdk as irreplai^alde, and^ court did to
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profit by the eclipse of his infiuence. “The terror which the latest popu-

lar agitations have inspired in the king and queen has led them to submit

to him more than ever and to offer little opposition to the choice of

ministers he proposes.”

One of the new ministers, Duport-Dutertre, Keeper of the Seals,

was a lawyer who in the past had helped Mirabeau in a private suit.

He was the first plain citizen to hold a portfolio in France, as the gai-

eral’s friends boasted. But it was a timorous though well-intentioned

ministry that Lafayette had chosen among his friends.

Montmorin was the only former minister retained. A little more
than a year had passed since he had sent a disdainful letter to Mirabeau

and refused to see him. Now he took the initiative in a reconciliation.

One morning La Marck was surprised by a visit from Talon, accom-

panied by Duquesnoy, deputy for Bar-le-Duc, a talented lawyer who
had entered the Assembly with very advanced ideas, but who was now
frightened by the wild revolutionary torrent. The two visitors described

themselves as “bearers of a message from M. de Montmorin,” who
wanted to come to an understanding with Mirabeau. The emissaries

were particularly badly chosen. “I must be on my guard,” wrote Mira-

beau to the court when informing it of this move. But he yielded when
a second and a pressing invitation came from Montmorin.

The minister showed more tact in the interview with Mirabeau. “I

am asking you,” he said, “for an act of confidence; first of all 1 must

merit it; thus I must remove all the suspicions that might keep you
on the defensive.” He spoke to him of Lafayette. “He has deceived you;

but whom has he not deceived, either voluntarily or without knowing

or desiring it? Do you think that man is ambitious? His only ambition is

to be praised. Or desirous of power? He seeks the appearance of power
rather than the reality. Or faithful to friendship? He is a friend only

to himself. How, with such a character, could he have failed to deceive

you?”

It was a skilful opening and pleased the visitor. “Do you want to

know now what infiuence he has?” continued Montmorin. “He has

some on the court, but through fear. On the government, on the minis-

try, on file Council, he has none. He has never had any in that quarter,

for aU he knew he knew through me.” He, too, was abandoning th^

man who was losing populu: favour for the one to whom it was turning.

He came to the teal purpose of the interview. “The terms I am on
ndfii the queen do much to deprive me of success; and if that obstacle

became known my popularity would grow at her eiqiense, a filing |

4up far from desiring. What have I. not done to gain her confidence!
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I spoke out to her and she seemed touched by my zeal; three days later

her household picked a quarrel with me on the subject of the Prince de

Cond6. I then had an interview with the queen and was ill treated. I

want to be of service and can be only through the queen; I feel that she

is the strongest element of the government.”

Mirabeau was flattered, perhaps unconsciously, by this appeal for

his protection. “I can be a useful intermediary,” continued Montmorin,

“between the nation and the monarch, and as I have never deceived any-

one I can be trusted. We are clearly going to destruction, royalty, au-

thority, the whole nation. What, then, must we do? Temporize, but

govern; await a favouring wind, but prepare the sails.”

These ideas were identical with Mirabeau ’s. To complete his con-

quest, the minister employed the small coin ministers use for gaining

confidence—confidences about persons. He criticized the Lameth

brothers. “Only one of their sect deserves any consideration, Barnave.

We must get him away from them or destroy him with them; I should

prefer the former. I have a man in his circle, but I have not yet been

able to make a money oflrer.” He named the deputies on whom he could

rely, among them the Bishop of Autun. His final weapon was skilful

and direct flattery: “You are the only man who has been able to lose

popularity through courage and regain it through prudence.”

In asking Mirabeau to secure him the queen’s confidence, Montmorin

did not dream that he was signing his own death warrant. Some eighteen

months after this conversation he was denounced as head of the alleged

Austrian committee. Tracked down in the sanguinary days of August

1792, he paid for the alliance he had so coveted with the queen by
death on the scaffold.

Mirabeau was delighted with the interview, which had lasted more
than four hours. He had found the minister’s views so entirely in con-

formity with his own that he accepted his proposal with enthusiasm.

“I was too sure that M. de Montmorin was sincere not to be so myself.”

He asked the queen for “secrecy even from the king, for fear that an

indiscretion, by destroying the minister’s confidence, might set an ob-

stacle in the way of a coalition from which it is possible to draw a great

advantage.”

La Marck entirely agreed with Mirabeau. He urged the queen “not

to lose the only resource that offers itself.” He induced her to give a

long interview to Montmorin, who showed the utmost gratitude and
invited La Marck’s advice with an eagerness which, said La Marck, “dis-

turbed me far more than it flattered me.”

But the atmosphere of dupery scarcely lifted. Montmorin was nOt
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given full confidence. La Marck, torn between his devotion to the queen

and his friendship for Mirabeau, was not entirely sincere with him. It

was not without a certain duplicity that he wrote to Mercy: “I am in-

clined to think that Montmorin will want to go further and to proceed

more quickly than Mirabeau, who will calculate the chances more care-

fully and will never expose himself sufficiently to be as useful as he

ought to be if he relied entirely on his talents and his courage and gave

less thought to his apparent popularity.”

4

The revolutionary spirit that breathed throughout France had incited

the people of Avignon to rise against the papal authority and to de-

mand annexation to France. Their petition to the Assembly was sent to

the diplomatic committee for study. The left wing of the Assembly

was in favour of annexation, the right against it; the moderates sought

an indehnite adjournment of the question. Mirabeau wanted to avoid

a rupture with Rome without discontenting the popular party. On No-
vember 20, 1790, he presented not a report, but an opinion from the

committee. The committee considered that “in this question you should

concern yourselves only with your greatest present advantage; and it

has not found that it is to your interest at present to enter into posses-

sion of Avignon.” He secured the dispatch of troojjs to Avignon to

restore order and the adjournment of the debate.

The general ferment was particularly violent in the south, and Mira-

beau was always attentive to events in Provence. He felt responsible

for the destinies of the two towns that had elected him. There came a

sudden clash at Aix. The nobles at Aix, obstinately feudal, collected

in a club that wore die white cockade. They fraternized with the officers

of the Lyon Regiment stationed in the town. At the end of a drinking

bout the nobles and officers insulted the members of a hostile club.

Shots were fired and blood flowed. To calm men’s minds the municipal-

ity demanded the regiment’s immediate withdrawal from the town.

Some of the most turbulent of the aristocrats were arrested; among them

Pascalis,'‘who was known for his opposition to every reform of the

institutions of Provence.

TTie regiment had scarcely left when the people, exasperated by re-

cent excesses, rose, quickly overcame the National Guard, and were

nuKters of the town. The tnob broke open the prisons. It was drunk

with the spirit of vengeance. Pascalis and two nobles were hanged from
trees.: “Tiw Aix affair is even more terrible than is generally knovtm.
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and two-thirds of the kingdom is almost in the same state,” wrote

Mirabeau to La Marck.

The rioting at Aix was discussed in the Assembly. Troops were to

be sent to restore order. The Abb6 Maury launched from the tribune

a violent attack on the municipal officers as responsible for all that had

happened.

“The crimes committed at Aix are too great, too deplorable, to need

to be exaggerated,” replied Mirabeau. He sought to exonerate the mu-
nicipal officers, whose task, he said, was particularly difficult in a town
“closer to the aristocratic meridian than to the democratic one.”

At this moment Andr6, deputy for the nobility at Aix, was elected

president of the Assembly. He was known as the “two-edged knife” for

his success in usually voting with the left but keeping on friendly terms

with the right. He had declared himself a friend of Pascalis, and his

election to the presidency was regarded by the Assembly as a reproba-

tion of the rioting.

The two neighbouring towns infected each other. “Marseille is

near to being lost for France and declaring herself a republic,” wrote

Mirabeau in alarm to La Marck. He felt obliged to intervene personally

“to change the municipality and prevent the sack of the town.” On the

day of Andre’s election he informed the Assembly of his intention to

be away for a month. He wrote to the president to ask for a passport.

He looked forward to playing again the glorious part he had once

played in restoring order in his beloved Provence. But the announce-

ment of his departure aroused a ferment. His adversaries on the right

suspected him of intending to stir up the flames in Provence; Marat
declared that “the infamous Riqueti” was fleeing to “the refugee con-

spirators at Turin”; his friends and supporters took alarm at his pro-

posal. He suddenly appeared irreplaceable. The various sections of

Paru sent deputations to beg him not to leave the capital. His popularity

was so great that at the Jacobin Qub Bamave found himself obliged to

move a resolution to the same effect. Mirabeau, in yielding to these

urgent representations, realized the full extent of his power over public

opinion.

5

Hie civil constitution of the clergy, Talleyrarid said later, 'Svas pa^pi
tile greatest politkti mfsttite made by the Assembly.” Its fepetcasnom
^ipeared eqiectalty Aftet tiie unde distribution of the ExposUiem ^
Prin^let Cmeemktgiis* Ckdl Constitutkm of the ivhitii wui
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signed by nventy-nine bishops who were members of the Assembly and

then by one hundred and ten others. It called for the express exception

from the oath prescribed by the Asembly of “the objects dependent

on the spiritual power,” and for the Church’s control of changes in

the ecclesiastical hierarchy and in ecclesiastical discipline.

In the debate on November 27, 1790, Mirabeau denounced the Exi-

position as the work of those “who continue to meditate measures for

overthrowing the constitution . . . while affecting to plead only the

cause of God and to claim the rights of the spiritual power.” He had

taken no part in the work or the debates on the civil constitution of

the clergy, as though he had felt what a source of trouble it would be-

come. In speaking in the debate of November 27 he wanted above ail

to avoid the deepening of the gulf between the two parts of the nation.

He knew that the majority of the Assembly were exasperated by the

intrigues of the clergy and by the attitude of certain priests who were

inciting the faithful to resistance; he knew that they were determined

to eliminate that state within the state which was placing obstacles in

the path of the Revolution. But he wanted to give the government time

to negotiate with Rome, and he wanted to smooth the transition and

especially to make the masses understand that the new measures con-

stituted no threat to religion.

On the preceding evening the rapporteur of the three committees

concerned had presented his report on the disturbances caused, par-

ticularly in Brittany, by the refusal of priests and bishops to take the

prescribed dath. He had proposed a series of measures which included

a week’s grace to enable priests to take the oath; all who did not con-

form were to be deprived of their offices.

Mirabeau refuted the bishops’ Exposition in a long argument, de-

claring: “No, gentlemen, they do not sincerely want order and justice;

they want only to embroil and overthrow.” He reproached the clergy

with cloaking beneath religious arguments their political convictions

and their desire to call a halt to the Revolution.

For the week’s grace Mirabeau wanted to substitute an indefinite

period. But his eloquence did not convert the Assembly to his moderate

proposals: it served only to secure the adoption of the rapporteur’s

plan. “Mirabeau,” wrote La Marck to Mercy, “proposed a fairly mod-

erate decree, but preceded it with a very violent speech and so dis-

pleased almost everybody. He especially displeased the Tuileries, where

they are tired of his incurable mania for courting popularity.” La Muck
evtp refrained from jnesenting hunself the queen, for he shined

to ‘foiehd’s fall frwn ftvtnir.
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The court’s dissatisfaction, and his friend’s, were not the only dis-

agreeable results of Mirabeau’s intervention. The decree of which he

had unintentionally assured the triumph had graver consequences. For

Louis XVI the Faith was the axis on which the whole world turned.

His valet de chambre once heard him murmur, as he passed through the

library of the Tuileries, “Those”—he pointed to the works of Voltaire

and Rousseau
—

“are what have ruined France.” He had long delayed

giving his sanction to the decree on the civil constitution of the clergy;

die Assembly now called for this sanction. He still hesitated, but Arch-

bishop Boisgelin advised him to give it. assuring him that it was a sanc-

tion given under duress. The king submitted, but the divorce between

the royal couple and revolutionary France was completed. The disas-

trous project of the flight from Paris took shape on the day of the sig-

nature of the decree. The king was waiting only for the arrival on the

frontier of the troops asked for from the court of Vienna.

6

“Already all the French are auxiliaries of liberty; it remains only to make
them all enemies of licence and auxiliaries of peace,” said Mirabeau on

November 20, 1790, in his inaugural speech to the Jacobins, who had

just made him their president. (The office was held for a mbnth.) The
Society of Friends of the Constitution, which owed its popular desig-

nation to the Jacobin (Dominican) monastery in which it held its meet-

ings, was playing a more and more important part in the political life

of the country. Toward the end of 1790 it had a network of one hundred

and fifty affiliated societies all over France. There were a thousand Paris

rhembers. Originally it was a deputies’ club, and deputies still accounted

for a third of the membership, which was recruited from every pro<

fession. In the great library, which the Dominicans had let to the club

when its first meeting-place had become too small for it, writers like

Laharpe, Andr6 Chenier, and Chamfort robbed shoulders with fin-

anciers like Clavi^re and speculators like the Abb6 d’Espagnac and

rising politicians like Danton and Tallien; in the membership list fa-

mous names like those of Talma and David appear with those of primv

ers and watchmakers; there were physicians like Mirabeau’s friend

Cabanis and journalists like Fr^ron and Desmoulins. The club held its

meetini^.on.^ys when the Assembly was not sitting; its president had

to be a deputy. The vast low hall, with walls still covered with bodk-

cases, pictur^ and fresco^ often accommodated four or five hun-

dred persons, who could contemplate on the walls the peaceiul figure
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of Thomas Aquinas above the Fount of Knowledge, or the cele-

brated Jacobin motto, within a crown—“Live free or die.”

At the end of 1790 the club was so powerful that it undertook the

publication of a Journal of the Friends of the Constitution^ edited by
Chodcrlos de Laclos. In spite of the widening of its membership it pre-

served its eminently political character and its influence over the depui-

ties. It prepared public opinion for coming debates and created an

atmosphere round them. Desmoulins called the club’s meetings “re-

hearsals for the Assembly.” Mirabeau used his influence over the Jaco-

bins in the interest of moderation, but his efforts were countered by a

man who was gaining more and more influence over the Jacobins and

who took part in every debate as an advocate of rigid revolutionary

theory—^Robespierre. “That man,” said Mirabeau of him, “believes

everything he says.”

Faithful to the role he had assumed of advocate of the poorest and

humblest, Robespierre protested against a decree of the Assembly which,

according to him, excluded “passive” citizens (those without the fran-

chise) from the National Guard. “The applause his admirable speech

received,” wrote Desmoulins, “so strong a censure of the morning’s

decree, seemed to alarm the president of the Jacobins. He ventured

to call Robespierre to order, saying that it was not permitted to any-

one to speak against a decree adopted.” Mirabeau even reprimanded the

“imprudent patriot.” The members were indignant at this censure of

their favourite orator. Failing to restore order, Mirabeau jumped on his

chair and shouted: “Will all my colleagues come round me!” Robes-

pierre’s partisans, reported Desmoulins, were little impressed. But

Charles de Lameth, with his arm still in a sling, answered Mirabeau’s ap-

peal and imposed silence.

Robespierre already had at his back the forces of the morrow, but

the journal of the Jacobins seemed to follow Mirabeau. Chodcrlos de

Laclos gave this formulation of his programme: “Equally far from the

prejudices of the ancien regime and from the passions of the innovators,

the motto of the members of the society is: Liberty and Joyalty.”

7

Mirabeau had no illusion left, no hope, not even sufScient self-

confidence. Dumont^ so critical toward him, brought out his extraor-

dinary clearsightedness: “It was with the same instinctive penetration

that he fathomed the mind of the Assembly,” he wrote, “and so often

embarrassed his opponents by revealing their hidden motives, unmasl^-
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ing what they wanted to conceal from view; for him there existed, so

to speak, no political enigma. He went straight to the most intimate

secret, and his unaided sagacity was of more use to him than a multitude

of spies in the enemy camp. 1 often thought his severe judgments were

simply the result of hatred or jealousy; but in the event he was justified,

and there was not sn understanding man in the Assembly whose gen-

eral conduct did not correspond to the idea he had of him. He began

by distinguishing all the sides of a character; he had made for himself

a language, difficult to understand, to express all his results; he had terms

of his own for describing fractions of talents and qualities, vices and

virtues, halves, quarters; and at a glance he seized on contradictions, real

or apparent. No item of vanity, pretension, disguised ambition, crooked

proceeding, escaped him; but he was equally able to see the good, the

moral, the pure.”

At the end of 1790 Mirabeau, utterly disillusioned, engaged in a lone

struggle with the Assembly. On December 23 he emerged from his long

silence with a memorandum to the court. The growing difficulties of

the situation had induced it to consult him again. Mirabeau presented

to the royal couple a comprehensive survey. He took twenty days to

complete it. It was a plan of action for the future: “Survey the situation

of France and the means of reconciling public liberty with the royal

authority. ... To form a systematic plan we need to know the real

obstacles to be overcome, to determine the precise end at which we
want to arrive, to determine the surest means of attaining it, and to assure

the greatest exactitude in execution. Among the obstacles I count the

king’s indecision,” he wrote with his uncompromising frankness, “the

suspicions with which the queen is regarded, the frenzied demagogy of

Paris, the state of feeling of the National Guard, and the irritability of

the Assembly
”

He coinbated in advance the objections of the court in its belief that

it could rely on the part of the A^mbly that was favourable to it. He
spoke of “the incurable discredit into which the deputies of the nobility

and ffie clergy have 4fallen.” The surest means of “weakening the As-
sembly is to let it complete its system of taxation, which cannot, without

a capacity it does not possess, be reconciled on one hand with the needs

of die state and on the other with the blind instinct that makes die

people imagine diet the Revolution consists for them in paying nothing.”

He warned the court against what it considered as its last resource,

die general discont«it: “There are no usable discontented elements diet

want both liberty and mpnardiical government.” As for the dispos-

ae»ed jmvfl^fed chnses, dity. were “almost as dangerous as the vdfakar
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demagogues.” -He warned the court above all against violent means that

might bring about a general conflagration. He explained his views at

length, patiently, reiterating his arguments, weighing his words, as

though he felt the full merit of this clear-sightedness, so striking in the

light of later events: “The Assembly must not be so ruined that popular

disgust and unrest and anarchy become a torrent which no dyke can

hold up. The great masses of men are diiflcult levers to move, but their

force almost always deceives the hand that uses them.

“To attack the Revolution,” he proceeded, “would be to overshoot

the mark; for the movement that makes a great people give themselves

better laws deserves support. . . . Both the spirit of the Revolution and

many elements of its constitution must be accepted. ... To work for

a better constitution is the sole aim which prudence, honour, and the

king’s true interest, inseparable from that of the nation, permit him to

adopt. In fact,” he wrote, concluding this statement of his statesmanly

wisdom, this virtual political testament, “I regard all the effects of the

Revolution, and all that must be preserved of the constitution, as con-

quests so irrevocable that no upheaval, failing the dismemberment of

the empire, could destroy them. ... I do not even except an armed

counter-revolution. The kingdom might be reconquered, but the con-

queror would still have to come to terms with public opinion, would
have to assure himself of the people’s goodwill, would have to make
good the destruction of the laws, and would have to leave the people

to choose their administrators.”

He justified to himself ^nd to the court the struggle he was begin-

ning against the Assembly: “It is because that result is well assured that

tile true friends of liberty can unite their efforts to attack the Assembly,

and by that very act fulfil their duties as great citizens.”

This -point of view legitimized in his eyes the plan of campaign he

elaborated against the Assembly. There must be a struggle “with it in

prevision and popularity, destroying it by dissimulation and caresses

rather than by open war, gradually ruining its credit by popular means

and preparing patriotism itself to resist it.” From the sphere of high

political wisdom the project descended into the domain of intrigue.

Mirabrau’s advice and recommendations were dictated by his resent-

ment. “I shall indicate certain means of setting traps for it, hindering

its progress n> show its powerlessness and weakness, to make it usurp

afl power more end more in order to make its tyranny feared.”

Mirabeau felt tiiac this network of intrig^ was unworthy of him, for

he remarked: “It has needed the last rxage of tiie evils of tiie kingdbm
to induce me to indicate such means of own accord; but what ct^
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I for glory if the state must perish? If this were not a last resource with

the ssavation of a great people at stake, my character would lead me to

reject all these means of dark intrigue and dissimulation, which I am
forced to advise.” He proposed to secure the support of a dozen deputies

in the Assembly, who would oe only half admitted into his confidence.

He would give them support by buying the votes of those who, “hav-

ing only their suffrage to offer, can be won over cheaply, or,” he added

cynically, “by simple promises.”

“It is the last effort,” he concluded. “If it is renounced, or if it fails,

a funeral pall will cover the empire.” At the moment when he completed

his lengthy memorandum, did he know already that that last chance

would not be seized? In any case, he added these words of hopelessness:

“Where will the storm-tossed ship be carried? I do not know, but if 1

myself escape from the public shipwreck, I shall always say, with pride,

in my retirement: ‘I exposed myself to destruction to save them all;

but they would not be saved.’
”

8

“When I handed that document to the queen,” wrote La Marck, “I

myself read the last pages to her; they greatly impressed her.” The king

was then immersed in books dealing with the story of Charles 1. But

La Marck learned that he “had found great exaggeration in the picture

drawn by Mirabeau of the dangers he was running.” Such, added La
Marck, was the kite’s apathy that even the works he was reading “gave

him no impulse to rigorous action.”

“Mirabeau’s note is written in a very piquant manner,” was all the

Archbishop of Toulouse troubled to say. “Your note,” Montmorin
wrote to Mirabeau, “is excellent, and I am entirely in agreement witdt

you throughout.” This was not merely a polite formula. “The way he

unreservedly accepted Mirabeau’s plan,” wrote La Marck, “did little to

reassure me.” He himself found tlw plan too vast and too complicated,

but “in any case some good results should certainly be obtained.” Later,

after Mirabeau’s death, and after his prophecies had been fulfilled.

La Marck wrote in the preface to Mirabeau’s correspondence with Ae
court: “To many readers Aat vast project will appea** impracticable,

but it must be remembered that Mirabeau was to be Ae soul <Mf the

whole enterprise and to direct all Ae movements of Ae immense nuH
chine, and it is difBcult to hnagine what Aat astonishing man n%ht not

haare been ablem do if Ae colkbonttors he wanted to secure had real^

wodeed wiA him.”
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Mercy, though the incarnation of the diplomacy of the mcien regime,

showed himself better able than even La Marck to judge the boldness

of Mirabeau’s ideas: “The plan seems to me to be perfect in theory,”

he wrote. But he saw its weak point at once, “its great practical diffi-

culty, since it calls for co-operators with the energy of the one who
directs their course.”

Mirabeau himself was afraid of having frightened the court by his

prophecies and by the boldness of his conceptions; he waS' afraid also

of meeting with incredulity. He returned to the charge, repeating that

the danger was growing daily: “The only salvation lies in a plan that

combines statesmanship and intrigue, the courage of great citizens and

the audacity of villains. We need a sort of political pharmacy in which

the one leader, supplied equally well with health-giving simples and

poisonous plants, mixes his medicines under the direction of his genius

and with the patient’s utter confidence.” He added that he threw

himself “at the feet of the queen to implore her not to break in our hands

our last instrument of salvation. Woe to the rash person who should

dare to tranquillize her!
”

Mirabeau, who had seen Marie Antoinette only once, overestimated

her capacity. La Marck, devoted as he was, knew her better. “The
queen certainly has spirit and firmness that may suffice for great

things,” he wrote to Mercy, “but it must be admitted, and you will

have been able to note it better than I, that whether in action or simply

in conversation she does not always bring to bear the degree of sus-

tained attention indispensable for thoroughly grasping what it is neces-

sary to know in order to prevent mistakes and assure success.”

The court began by collecting views on Mirabeau’s plan. He, for*

his part, employed himself rallying all men of goodwill round the court

One day, at the beginning of February 1791, he sent this note by hand

to Malouet: “I have long been more in agreement with you than you
imagine; now I want to prove it to you.” He proposed that they should

meet next day at Montmorin’s house. Malouet hurriedly wrote these

words: “I shall be there.”

In s^itc of their divergence of opinions, Malouet had a sort of invol-

untary esteem for Mirabeau. “For more than a year,” he wrote, “Mira-

bealii had not had anything like the influence which it seemed that his

oratorical gifts should assure him; the celebrity of his vices had ex-

ceeded that of his talents; but in the end he conquered the majority

of the Assembly by an unprecedented mixture of good and bad princi-

ples, frequoitly approaching ti^ soundest political ideas and fairly often'

abandoning them to attach himself still to the popular party. His ior
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terest, his ambition, and the accuracy of his views did not permit him

to blind himself to the abyss that was opening beneath our feet. His

patriotism did not go, as with many others, to absurd lengths; he loved

liberty; he wanted it; but he was as convinced as I was that we were

going astray.”

Malouet at once responded to Mirabeau’s appeal. Montmorin showed
him a letter from the king requesting him to communicate Mirabeau’s

plan to the Abb^ dc Montesquieu and to Malouet and to send him their

views before taking; any action. Montmorin drew the memorandum
from a deed-box in which it had been locked with other notes from

Mirabeau to the court. By an indiscretion, perhaps deliberate, he had

Jcept in the same folder with the notes a bond of the king’s for two mil-

lions which was to be sent to Mirabeau in case of success. Malouet,

disagreeably surprised, at once felt his confidence in Mirabeau’s plan

shaken. He questioned the minister as to the circumstances in which

the money had been asked for and granted. “I should need,” he said, “to

be on my guard at tomorrow’s meeting against the impression anything

of this sort always makes on me. If there was nothing more than a money
deal in Mirabeau’s conversion, I should not feel it possible to boost his

popularity. Already his expenditure has been commented on, and his

house in the Chauss^e-d’Antin. How could he escape from suspicions,

investigations, denunciations from the Jacobins?”

But Montmorin, while taking credit for Mirabeau’s rapprochement

with the court, reassured him: “To begin with, what we gave him he

did not demand. The baseness of the objections to the deal whidi you
assume to exist do not exist. As for his expenditures, they can be quite

well explained by the inheritance from Ws father.” After allaying his

suspicions, Montmorin urged Malouet to spend a day examining the

plan, which he himself had been studying for six days after the king had

kept it a week.

After thoroughly studying the plim, Malouet described it as “die

last important attempt made to prevent the entire collapse of the

monarchy.” The meeting with Mirabeau that followed lasted from ten

o’clock at night till two in the morning. Mirabeau was exhausted. His

^es .were red and swollen. “He was horrible,” said Malouet, “but never

hWe I seen him more raergetic or more eloquent."

Mirabeau said to him: “There is no longer time to calculate objec-

tions. If you find some in what I propose, do better, but act quickly, for

we cannot live long. While we vrait we shall die, of conaifflptkm or

from viol«ibe. The more yon insist on the evil that exists, mofe
urgent is its rc|Muri jDo yon coinest my means of carrying ic ontt
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me of anyone who, with the same will as mine, is in a better position to

act. All the sound part of the people, and even some of the mob, are

with me. If I am suspected, if I am accused of selling out to the court,

what do I care! Nobody will believe that I have sold my country’s lib-

erty, that I have prepared chains for it.” Even Malouet’s colourless

transcription of this conversation retains Mirabeau’s glowing tones when
he exclaimed: “I will tell them, yes, I will tell them: ‘You have seen

me in your ranks fighting against tyranny, and that is what I am still

combating; but the legal authority, the constitutional monarchy, the

monarch’s tutelary authojjity, these I have always reserved the right

and the obligation to defend.’ ” And turning to Malouet he said: “Note

well: I am the only one in that patriotic horde who can speak in that

way without making a volte-face, I have never adopted their romanti-

cism, or their metaphysic, or their useless crimes.”

Malouet was overwhelmed in spite of himself. “The thundering voice,

as though in the tribune, his animated gestures, the abundance and the

precision of his ideas, electrified me as well. I shook off all my prejudices,

all my doubts, and there I was sharing his emotion, praising his projects

and his courage, enthusiastic about his methods.”

Malouet and his friends were subjugated. They “counted their forces.”

They were ready to follow Mirabeau’s directives. When they left late

at night, they took with them “some hope of success.” But Mirabeau

was tired to death. The man with the Herculean figure was in danger

of succumbing to his task, Malouet, concluding his account of the visit,

wrote: “The interesting conversation would have continued till day

came if we had not seen that he was exhausted with fatigue, covered

with sweat, with a considerable amount of fever and unable to go on

talking.”

9

The battalion of the National Guards of his district. La Grange-

Bateliire, chose Mirabeau as their commandant, in place of a friend of

Lafayette. On the day of his nomination, January 17, i79x, he wrote

to the court with a mixture of playfulness and a strange humility: “May
I do duty at the chateau [the Tuilcrics] like the other commandants?”

The queen offered no encouragonent. In vain did he actually mount
guard at the Tuileries, to the great surprise of the British ambassador

and the indignation of the Prussian, who wrote to his government: “TTie

queen was on the point of suffering riie humiliation of the Comte de

Mirabeau guarding ho: femm in the capacity of commandant of a
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battalion of the National Guard. She escaped that unpleasantness

through the resignation of the Comte de Mirabeau two days after gain-

ing that rank.”

Mirabeau, rebuffed by the silence of the court, had in fact resigned

on being appointed a member of the departmental administration of

Paris. He aspired now to become procureur-syndic of the department;

he would then, as Desmoulins, who supported him, wrote, have been

“minister for Paris.” His enemies disputed every inch of ground. In

vain did Danton employ all his rough eloquence upon the thirty-six

administrators of Paris to get Mirabeau appointed procureur-syndic.

Mirab^eau was beaten by a henohman of Lafayette. He contented him-

self with being elected a few days later, with Siey^s, a member of the

Directory.

In these dificult days, in which his enemies were up in arms against

him. La March’s loyal friendship to him seems to have faltered. Mira-

beau found him dissatisfied, bitter, suspicious. La March was in fact

more and more worn out by a part that was far too much for him, and,

as La March himself wrote, he was “disgusted, more and more every

day, with this country, its men, its laws, and its manners.” He remained

only out of devotibn to the queen.

lO

“I was only three votes short for election as president [of the Assembly]

at the first try,” wrote Mirabeau to La March on January j, 1791. “I

shall carry it off, my good friend. Stir up -the good aristocrats a bit;

they nearly brought me in.” Montmorin claimed to have been busy also

with Mirabeau’s candidature, “but with little to show as you see.”

Toward the end of the month Mirabeau was ailing. “Although Mira-

beau was bom with a very vigorous temperament,” wrote La March
in his memoirs, “during all the time I knew him I never saw him in

good health.” The eye trouble grew worse. “His left eye became so

inflamed that we feared he would lose it. He was subject to attacks of

renal colic; in fact, infirmities succeeded each other without interrup-

tion.” On January 28 Mirabeau informed his friend that he was blinder

than ever and “ttyuig remedies.”

The presidentud election was due next day. The Archbishop of

Touloose told La March that he had been working for Mirabeau’s elec-

tion; “I hope we shall have a hundred votes from the right” Thii time
Mirabeau was elected unopposed. Unlike his predecessors, he made no
yeech on installation. .
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“He showed entirely new talents,” recorded Dumont; “he introduced

an orderliness and neatness of work of which no one had had any idea;

he brushed away inessentials; with a single word he would clear up a

question, with one word he would calm a tumult. He had the art of

leadership and of fixing attention on himself even when, being unable

to speak in the tribune, he seemed deprived of his finest prerogative.”

It was during these glorious days of his presidency that there came a

reminder of his past troubles. An unknown person informed him that

a bill for eight hundrediivres, long out of date, endorsed by Mirabeau,

had been presented to him, and he had paid it, “only too pleased not to

leave it too long in profane hands.” Mirabeau replied to him at once

that he had endorsed the bill “for a woman friend who had long shared

my lot.” He explained that the death of the bookseller Le Jay had in-

volved him in a loss of one hundred and thirty thousand livres, and he

added: “Certainly I ran wild in my youth, but there is not a man who
has paid more scrupulously than I since I have had my fortune.”

The fortnight of his pfesidency brought a scries of triumphs for him.

At its end the Chronique de Paris wrote: “He has restored 10 the post

of president the dignity and nerve of which the disobediences and the in-

sults of the right wing had deprived it.”

During these days Mirabeau spent all of his strength and more. “My
presidency,” he wrote to Dumont, who had left for Geneva, “was the

more of an ordeal because it was received with the greatest favour and

imposed on me extravagant assiduity; it ended by exhausting me.”

He had profoundly impressed the Assembly. His contemporaries

never forgot the period of his presidency. Camille Desmoulins wrote:

“One day, when the president’s chair is relegated to the treasures of.

Saint-Denis, the Benedictine responsible for showing it to the curious

will never say, ‘This was the presidential chair of the National Assem-

bly’; he will say, ‘This was Mirabeau’s chair.’
”
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CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

THE OBSEQUIES OF ACHILLES

*<TF I believed in slow poisons,” said Mirabeau to Dumont, “I should

X have no doubt that I had been poisoned. I feel myself wasting

away, I feel myself being consumed by a slow fire.” Dumont replied

that his style of life would have killed any less robust man long ago.

Early in February Dumont left for Geneva. He was never again to

see his friend. Mirabeau had a presentiment of it. “When we parted,”

wrote Dumont, “he embraced me with an emotion I had never seen in

him.” “It hurts me to death, my good friend,” said Mirabeau, “it may
be that we shall never see each other again. When I am no more, it will

be realized what I was worth. The evils I averted will fall upon France

from all quarters; that criminal faction that trembles before me wiD no
longer have any restraint.” He held the Assembly responsible: “They
wanted to rule the king instead of ruling through him: a base faction

will dominate them all and will cover France with horror.” But though

he saw the horrors and the streams of blood of the future, he did not

disown either the past or the present. He meant to leave no doubt in

his friend’s mind: France could never return to the old order. He was
concerned to make this clear and wrote to Dumont as soon as he had
left: “Tell them, my friend, tell those of your compatriots who have in

their hearts no reasons for disbelieving you, teU them, to the eternal

shame of the impious who are calling down disasters upon us, and who
may bring them on os, that our Revolution is made, saved, complete,

irrevocable; and that, whatever may be the destiny of its authors, that

of its enemies is to be crushed beneath the weight of the logic of facts

and of the irresistible impulse given to the mind of man; tell them that

none but narrow minds arid souls will dare to form plans or dura-
tions to the contrary.”

Defender alike of the Revolution and the monarchy, Mirabean did

not realize how irrecondlable were the two parts of that polky.

profession of ft^ in the Revolution, so often repeated in die notes ttt

the tmurt; ended by rotd>ing him of the litde credit he had with de
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queen. She wrote at the beginning of February 1791 to Mercy; “I

think Mirabeau may be useful, though without trusting him in the

slightest on any matter."

At that time Mirabeau, more and more alarmed at the effervescence

of Paris, was occupied with the question of getting the royal family

away from the capital. There could no longer be any question either

of Fontainebleau or of any other open town. “The revolutionary spirit

has made too much progress for it to be possible to leave the royal fam-

ily exposed in that way to the risk of a simple act of violence.” He
proposed a fortified town on the eastern frontier, where fortresses and

army were concentrated.

Without knowing it, Mirabeau was seconding Breteuil and Fersen

when he suggested that General Bouill6 surround the king with his best

troops. He did not know that the plan of flight had already been drawn

up. The court was also keeping all knowledge of Mirabeau’s plans from
the faithful royalists who were preparing its flight. The intendant of

the civil list. La Porte, wrote to the ^ng: “I will take the liberty to ob-

serve to Your Majesty that, whatever action you consider advisable

on M. de Mirabeau’s memorandum, it seems to me important to say

nothing about it to those who arc in charge of the other plan for leaving

Paris.” The king and queen were deceiving eve^ybody. They were
deceiving Montmorin as they were deceiving Mirabeau; they were even

deceiving the faithful La Marck, who wrote: “By dint of returning to

the charge with the king, we succeeded in inducing him to adopt Mira-

beau’s great plan in its entirety, and also the project of leaving Paris with

the whole of the royal family.”

By dint of persistence. La Marck also obtained the king’s authorization

for him to go to see Bouill6. Although he made the journey under the

plausible pretext of accompanying his sister to Strasboui^, the news
got abroad. Lafayette, who seems to have had informants everywhere,

took alarm. He sent in advance to Bouilli, who was a relative of his,

die news of La March’s visit, and warned him against the “mystiiries and

intrigues” of Mirabeau and his friend, “hot-headed fellows both of

diem.” He even sent him a confidential emissary to give him further

information.

Whedier in order to find out more about Miiabean’s plans or to

conciliate him in view of his growing influence, Lafayette made new
tStats to get into touch with him. “No doubt about it, die meetk^
should be agreed to,” wtom La Marck to Mirabeau; “but at the same

thne k would occur to you that public attendon should be attracnid

to tfaa great man’s advance.” In acoqitii^ Lafayette’s mvitation to
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lunch Mirabcau pointed out to the friend of Lafayette who had brought

it about that it was important to both of them that the meeting should

be in the presence of confidential witnesses, and added: ‘Xa Marck is

my intimate friend, and I must not and cannot have a secret from him.”

Lafayette was so anxious to see Mirabeau that he met him at the

house of their mutual friend. The interview revealed the extent to

which their positions had changed. Mirabeau no longer needed an alli-

ance with Lafayette. The general had missed his opportunity. Their

paths were never again to run together. Bouille wrote in his Memoires:

^‘A meeting between Mirabeau, Lafayette, and me, if it could have

taken place with three persons so opposed in character and principles,

might have saved the kingdom.”

But at the moment when La Marck came to him, Bouill6 was entirely

ignorant of the part played by Mirabeau. La Marck thought he had a

good introduction to Bouille in a letter from the king, sealed with his

private seal. But the royal pen gave this picture of Mirabeau and his

collaborators: ‘‘Although these people are not estimable and I have

paid a great deal to the first, I still think they can do me service. In Mira-

beau’s project you may find useful things; listen to it without being

too much influenced and tell me what you think of it.”

The reception which Bouill6 gave La Marck after that recommenda-
tion was necessarily embarrassed and reserved. But as soon as he be-

came acquainted with Mirabeau’s plan his attitude changed. He was the

only person whom the threads of both intrigues had reached. He knew
the Breteuil plan, based on the intervention of foreign Powers. “What-
ever happens,” wrote Fersen to ,the King of Sweden, “the king will

never be king without such foreign aid as will inspire respect even in

Aose of his own party.” Nobody judged the royalists more scve^rely

than this friend of the queen, for he added: “The king’s party is com-
posed entirely of incapable people, or people in such a state of fury

and exasperation that they can be neither guided nor trusted in any
way.” Nothing could be done, he concluded, interpreting the mind of

the royal couple, “without the aid of the neighbour Powefs, Spauv
Switzerland, and the Emperor, or without the assistance of the Northern

Powers, to impress England, Prussia, and Holland.”

But Bpuill^ was more perspicacious than the advisers who had im-

posed their ideas on the court. Unlike Fersen and the French

he had no wish to bring in foreign aid to restore the French throne.

He preferred the Mirabcau plan, based on the forces within die epuntryt

After his first hesitation and reticence, he became comintifiicativc and
confident. He considered Mirabeau as “the man who most
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serve the king, by working to change public opinion in Paris and the

provinces.” La Marck noted that he “showed lively indignation at

Lafayette’s conduct.” Bouill6 had himself been so discouraged about his

personal position “that he was thinking of throwing up his command,,

in which he was scarcely obeyed, and leaving France to take service

in Prussia or Sweden.” He went to work with enthusiasm on the Mira-

beau plan.

He wrote at once to the king to advise him “to have this plan put into

effect and to cover Mirabeau with gold, giving him and promising him

whatever he may ask.”

Mirabeau quickly recovered courage when La Marck told him of

Bouill^’s action. “He was already preparing in his head the proclama-

tion which the king would address to the nation as soon as he was at

liberty,” wrote La Marck. A^irabeau, he wrote, agreed with Bouili6

that the king should speak publicly and as king. “A simple excursion to

Compi^gne, which might be changed into a longer journey if necessary,

seemed to all of us the best course. If the king could be saved, it could

be only by such means; but that unfortunate prince did not agree.”

The truth was that the project of the disastrous flight that ended at

Varennes was already decided on. It was even becoming known. Mira-

beau said at that time to Cabanis, his friend and physician, speaking his

real mind, although La Marck doubted it: “I have defended the mon-
archy to the end, I an: even defending it now that I think it is lost,

because its survival depended on the king and I still think it useful;

but if he goes I shall ascend the tribune, have the throne declared va-

cant, and proclaim the Republic.”

2

In the account books of Mme. Eloffc, couturihreAmghre to the queen,

appeared important items of purchases by Mesdames, the king’s aunts.

“Organdy blouses trimmed with marten and bordered Avith stones,”

black taffeta cloaks, nightdresses and nightcaps with maline frills,

dresses and lace, “a very large quantity of ribbons of different colours,’^

and, ^mply for trimmings, “tatted gold garlands” and flounces em-
broidered with spangles, to the sum of 1285 livres.

Mesdames were preparing for a long journey. They were doing it

With an ostentation that aroused curiosity. On February 3, 1791, the

n^unicipUty of SiyreSt informed of dicir preparations by the servants^

ymrned the Jacobins. On that same day Mirabeau hastened to write to

**lV|icsdlam^’ journey is not only dangerous for them but may
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be the cause of a thousand dangers for Their Majesties. The malevolent

will interpret the departure of Mesdames as the certain presage of that

of the king, and the factious will use it as the pretext for a new popular

agitation. ... In any case, the people of Paris will not look with in-

difference on a journey that takes away from the capital’s consumption

a million a year, and their disquiet will bring new storms,” He added

that it would be politic to prevent the departure of Mesdames. Failing

that, he proposed that the king should write to the Assembly that he

had not ventured to forbid the journey for fear of exceeding hfis powers

and that he asked for a decree fixing his rights over the members of his

family.

His advice met with the usual inattention from the king, and the

alarm continued to spread. The women of the markets threatened to

invade the chateau of Bellerive, the princesses’ residence. The munici-

pality sent a deputation to the king to express its anxiety. The king re-

plied that when he was shown a decree of the Assembly forbidding

travelling, he would prevent his aunts from leaving, but that until then

they were free to leave the kingdom, like other citizens. A revolution-

ary journalist wrote: ^^Salus populi suprema lex esto. The public safety

forbids Mesdames to take their persons and our millions to the Pope

or elsewhere. Their persons we must guard as precious, for they help to

guarantee us against the hostile intentions of their nephew M. d’Artois

and their cousin Bourbon-Cond6. . . . All that Mesdames take away

belongs to us, even their chemises. Personally, I do not like our chemises

going to Rome.”

Desmoulins wrote: ‘It is false to say that the king’s aunts enjoy the

same rights as other citizens. Did the nation make them a present at

birth of a million a year as Mesdames? No, Sire, your aunts have not

the right to go and eat our millions in papal territory. Let them re-

nounce their pensions. Let them restore to the coffers of the state ail

the gold they arc taking away, and then let them go, if they choose, to

Loretto or to Compostella.”

On February 9 the tocsin sounded throughout Paris, and the thirty-*

six sections assembled and deliberated as to the means of preventing the

princesses’ departure. On the fourteenth the sections sent a deputation

to the Assembly. “These sanctimonious women mi&t be kept as hostages

and a triple guard set on the rest of the family^” wrote Marat on the

$mie day in^ Ami du peuple.

Mirabeat^ as peskient of the Assembly^ recewed a deputation

the inuiudpalicy^ for a law on the royal famSy%
existence* ^ou lie^ proposed m the tomdimim bcMly,- lie
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"one of the biggest questions with which it has to deal.” As an adviser

who had not been listened to, he was embarrassed; as president he could

not forestall the Assembly’s decisions. He confined himself to sonorous,

evasive, tactful phrases.

Without troubling about the excitement their journey was causing,

Mesdames prepared to leave France. The department of Seinc-et-Oise

instructed the commandant-in-chief of the National Guard at Ver-

sailles, who was no other than Berthier, Napoleon’s future chief of staff,

to accompany the princesses. A detachment of chasseurs of Lorraine

served as escort. They set out as they had travelled before the Revo-

lution, with their habitual train of twenty people. Paris was in efferves-

cence. Agitated women invaded the chiteau of Bellcrive, but they found

only the vehicles that were to follow the princesses. The rumour spread

that Monsieur was leaving. A crowd of women besieged the Luxem-
bourg and compelled Monsieur to go under a good escort to the Tuileries

and to swear to them that he would never abandon his brother. Suddenly

the ladies had assumed great importance. The agitation spread from

Paris to the provinces. The king sent a brief message to the Assembly,

expressing his regret at his aunts’ departure and repeating that it had

been impossible for him to deprive them of the freedom which all

French people possessed to go where they chose.

Mesdames v. ere on their way, preceded by the noise their departure

from Paris had made. The patriotic sentiments of the httie town of

Moret were very keen. The municipal ofiicers examined the ladie^ pass-

ports with particular care. They were still deliberating when the escort

of chasseurs rode to the gates of the town and had them opened under

threat of force. Mesdames continued their journey. The municipality

addressed a complaint to the Assembly.

Suddenly Montmorin sent Mirabeau a note informing him diat Mes-
dames had been arrested. The information soon reached the Assembly

from the municipality of Amay-le-Duc, which had carried out the

arrest. Some declared the procee^gs of the municipality illegal, others

excused it, even if it was mistaken, on the ground of its high patriotic

motiv^
Mesdames had at once appealed to Paris. “They are sending Nar-

bonne to you,” wrote La March to Mirabeau. “Declare yourself their

defendant. Then everything is easy for you, for so far t^e is no law

agunst them.”

; Anud hostile dbouts, Mirabem demuided the referoice of die affair

tt» die execudve power. He read the formula of reference: “The
NatSonal Assendiiy, considering that no existing law of the kingdom
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prevents the free journey of Mesdames—” He interrupted himself to

ask: “Is that so? Is there a law?” “There is one,” replied a deputy. “I

quote it; it is the safety of the people.”

“The safety of the people,” retorted Mirabeau contemptuously, “is

not interested in whether Mesdames spend three or four more nights on

the journey. All good citizens, no doubt, ought, in the circumstances

that are weighing upon us, to remain at their post and show their' at-

tachment to the head of the nation. Mesdames have done an imprudent,

an impolitic thing, but nothing illegal; thus there is nothing to deliberate

about.”

From the press the agitation passed to the crowd. In the evening

the people invaded the gardens and courts of the Tuilcrics, shouting for

the king to promise that his aunts’ journey would be stopped. That

evening Gorani dined with Mirabeau. “When we were at dessert,” he

recorded, “a messenger brought the news that more than twelve thou-

sand men and women had been harangued by Robespierre and Marat

and were agitating in the Tuileries for the recall of the king’s aunts.”

Bamave had already tried to reason with the crowd, but without suc-

cess. “Mirabeau did not lose a moment; we followed him, and when
this man began to speak the agitators and their speakers said no more

and order was restored.”

Next day the passions unloosed in the streets continued to be voiced

in the Assembly. There was a discussion on the decree proposed by
Le Chapelier, rapporteur of the G)mmittee on the Constitution, on the

residence of public officials. The committee described the king as the

first of the public officials and laid down the principle that so long as

die Assembly was sitting he should reside in its neighbourhood. “It is

proposed,” exclaimed a royalist deputy, “to condemn the king to

eternal imprisonment.”

While the Assembly was in tumult, Mesdames, released thanks to

Mirabeau, went peacefully on their way to Rome, apparently uncon-

scious of all the disturbance they had caused. They continued to draw
their requirements of finery from France. The account book of Mme.
ElofFe regmered in Ae course of the sanguinary month of August 179a

orders from Mesdames totalling more thantwo thousand livres for “headr

dresses for Uondes with Alenfon butterfly basis.”

Mirabeau wanted to avert the passing of a law that would prevent

the king from leaving the capital and would interfere with his freedom

of action. He wanted to gain time. “The law on residence a con^leteT

he said, “but the law on eligibility of public officials lotd theW bn
die regency have not yet been brought forward. I wish to see &ese
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plans as a whole; it is the only way of judging a complicated question.”

The revolutionary journalists saw his intention. Freron predicted

that one day the whole court would cross the frontier and place itself

under the protection of the emperor, and that the responsibility would

fall upon Mirabeau.

Three days later the debate was sharper than ever. The Committee on

the Constitution had been instructed to draft a law on the emigris. The
rapporteur himself, Le Chapelicr, said that a law against the imigris

risked infringing the principles of the Constitution and the Rights of

Man. Mirabeau asked permission “to read a page and a half of a letter

addressed eight years ago to the most absolute despot in Europe.” He
read a passage from his letter to Frederick William II, and then pro-

posed that the draft law on the Smigtes should not be given a reading.

The left noisily protested. Mirabeau had difficulty in making himself

heard. When at last he succeeded he declared cuttingly that “it is not

indignation but reflection that must make the laws,” and that the draconic

articles of the draft law “will certainly never enter into the* decrees of

the National Assembly of France.” The draft law, he added, was im-

practicable.

While this stormy debate was proceeding, news reached the Assembly

of a riot that had broken out in Paris. For some days the municipality

had been carrying out repairs in the castle of Vincennes in order to

use it to relieve congestion in the Paris prisons. The crowd saw in this

work dark counter-revolutionary designs. The Faubourg Saint-Antoine,

easily alarmed, started out for Vincennes, the men armed with picks and

shovels. The castle was invaded, and the crowd began to demolish

die keep, while the National Guard looked on passively. In the end

Lafayette arrived with some disciplined battalions and succeeded in

clearing the castle, not without some fighting. But when he returned

at night to Paris, he found the gates of the Faubourg Saint-Antoine

closed and had to secure a passage by threatening to bring guns against

the gates. As he and his officers pass^ along the streets shots were fired

at them.

On that same morning, February 28, royalists, warned the night be-

fore, crowded into the Tuilcrics. They were armed with swords, sabres,

pistols, and poniards* The National Guard prepared to invade the royal

apartments. The king took alarm at the threatening collision. He urged

his partisans to disperse and not to ruin him by their mistaken zeal.

Th^ threw down their arms. A whole collection of them was found

in the armouries. The National Guard broke them in the court of the

Tiiiltries.
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“You know the person with whom I have to deal,” Marie Antoinette

wrote later to Mercy. “At the moment when one thinks one has per-

suaded him, a single word or argument will change him without his

noticing it; that is one reason why a thousand things cannot be at-

tempted.” The king’s indecision seemed to serve her as an excuse for

her own shc^comings. She avoided La Marck, who had felt obliged “to

tell her the unvarnished truth.” She did not even grant him an interview

after his visit to Bouille. He had to send her a written account of it and

to warn her in writing that republican principles were growing stronger

and would “inevitably entail the ruin of the royal power.”

Only the police section of Mirabeau’s plan had been put into execu-

tion. “Its influence begins to be felt in Paris,” wrote La Marck to

Mercy; “feeling toward the king is improving, and there is less talk of

the queen.” But that, he said, was not enough. “Louis XVI is incapable

of reigning because of his apathy, of the resignation he takes for courage,

and of his invincible repugnance to any hard thinking, which makes

him break away from any conversation and any reflection on the

dangerous situation in which his good-heartedness has placed him and

his kingdom.”

Such was the picture formed of the king by this most faithful ob-

server. Mirabeau, too, seems to have realized that it was no longer possible

to avert the fate of this sovereign who could not reign. His notes grew
shorter and fewer, and came to a stop, without any explanation from
him or any further request from the royal couple. His loose relations

with the court ended without any open breach. The note on the results

of the departure of Mesdames was the last he drew up.

‘'While the person of the monarch is entirely in Lafayette’s hands, die

government seems to be passing rapidly into the hands of Mirabeau,”

wrote die British ambassador on March 4. Mirabeau was at the height of

his power. Lafayette realized this, and at the beginning of March h6

made fresh advances to Mirabeau.

At dm time Mirabeau was overflowing with aedvity. His a>l-

laborators wtre jneparing for turn ^>eeches on the duel, mi the death

penalty, and mi die extradition of crimmals. He was occupied espmmd^
wMi a fuoblem which he rt^arded as of sqpreme impomnee, rtf

national educadoa Bat he was never to deliver the great qteeciiriliM
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prepared. On March 3 he spoke in the debate on a proposal to institute,

under the supervision and with the aid of the state, iife annuities for old

people without resources. His speech was loudly applauded. But his

plan was opposed by Robespierre and Buzot. The second phase of the

Revolution was showing itself. Its representatives had already felt that

philanthropy as a palliative of poverty was a hindrance to social progress.

S

Mirabeau^s last acts were c-t^ergetic interventions dictated by friend-

ship. He asked Montmorin to give Condorcet the post of Treasury

Commissioner. Montmorin considered that Condorcet “is no good for

anything, and his republican principles are too much advertised,” and

he alluded to the charms of Mme. de Condorcet. But Mirabeau made a

personal question of this nomination; he raged and chaffed until he got

his way.

His last intervention was in favour of La Marck. La Marck owned
important mines at Anzin in Hainaut and was afraid of losing his con-

cession because of a strong current of public opinion in favour of the

reservation of property in subterranean wealth exclusively to the owner

of the surface land. He mobilized Pellenc, who prepared a vigorous

intervention for Mirabeau. On February 17 La Marck warned Mira-

beau: “The mines affair is down for tonight. Go to the Assembly and

get this big question adjourned to a definite date, stating that you have

been at work on it with an important speech. Pellenc is very well pre-

pared, but is not ready for toni^ght.”

This letter reached Mirabeau in the country, but he hurried back; “I

am coming mysdf, even more seriously ill than when I came away,

though I was done ujp.” He secured the adjournment of the debate un-

til March 21. La Marck appealed to all his friends in the Assembly.

Mirabeau made the aflFair his own; he was almost jealous about it. La
Marck may have feared that Mirabeau’s vehemence would injure his

cause, or he may have wished to reserve Mirabeau’s vigorous interven-

tion for later, but Mirabeau was almost offended at the idea. “I will not

speak if you do not want me to, because in this matter I want only to

serve you. But do not think either that the affair has no need of sup-

port or that there arc many people on your side. . . . Let me know-

mhBt you want; I will do it to the letter, all the more since I am only

in Paih for the mines and minefields, but for which I should be among
trees.”

He Wii not satisfied with die work of the “illustrious Pellenc”; he
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shortened it, added to it, recast it, read it and reread it several times;

rarely had he taken so much trouble. In the course of the preliminiuy

debate he gained a better idea of the difficulties; “If I do not take a

hand in defending the true principles, without any doubt there will be

no more mines in France and you will lose one of the main elements of

your fortune. If I defend them, I shall floor the opposition.” The rap-

portew of the Committee of Agriculture and Commerce had laid down
the principle that the mines were in the hands of the nation and at its

disposal, that the owners of the surface should be preferred for the

exploitation of the mines; and that the rights of past concessiotmaires

should be inspected.

The committee, Mirabeau objected, seemed to have envis?ged this

question only under its metaphysical aspect. “But abstractions which

are the best method of reasoning are not the only elements, or the prime

elements, of the art of governing. 1 claim that if the general interest and

justice are the two foundations of property, neither the general interest

nor equity demands that the mines should be accessories of the surface.

I claim tlut the interior of the earth is not susceptible of partition; that

the mines, through their irregular path, are still less so.”

He was in agreement with the point of departure of the debate that

the mines should be declared to be at the nation’s disposal. But he in-

sisted that it was impossible to rely for exploitation on the interest of

the owners of the surface, “and to run all the risks of their idleness, their

ignorance, or their lack of resources.” He quoted the enormous expendi-

ture required for the exploitation of mines, using as an example the

Anzin Com{»ny:, which belonged to La Marck. He drew a curious pic-

ture of the mining industry of his day. “It was after twenty-two years

of work that the company reached the mine. Th^ first scam was three

hundred feet down and was valueless. To reach it it had been necessary

to get past an underground torrent which covered the whole space for

several leagues. The mine was reached by sounding; and it was necessary

not to get rid of that mass of water, which was impossible, but to pass

through it. An immense machine was built, a pit lined with timber. . . .

Each timber-lined pit in the mines of Anzin, four hundred and tixty

fathoms deep, cost four hundred thousand livres. There are twenty-

five at Anzbi and twelve in the mines of Fresnes and Vieux-Cond^:

tiiis item alone cost fifteen millions. There are twelve fire-pomps at

one hundred thousand livres each. The galleries and die olhet maclunes

cost dght milUons} six hundred hon«s are used; four diousand wmricm
«ie enqiloyed. The expenditure on compensation granted accordo^ to
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the rules, and in pensions to sick workmen and to widows and children

of workers, exceed one hundred thousand livres a year.

“What have the owners of the mines been given? A right of which
nobody was making any use, a field more fertile in hopes than in suc-

cesses, and often the opportunity of ruining themselves. . . . These

men have been useful, they have fed our manufactures, increased our

commerce, preserved our currency. Should diey be despoiled? Qtuld

they be, without injustice? If they had had no concession they would
have had a claim to one for their labours, their expenditures, and their

services."

His eloquent speech, which was in tune with the physiocratic ideas

of the period, had a great effect on the Assembly. But the question re-

mained in suspense. Mirabeau occupied himself with Pellenc on a sec-

ond speech which should clinch the matter.

He was still ill. He spent himself in the debate on the regency. Ex-

hausted, obsessed by fears for the future, his nerves on edge, he sought

relaxation in his usual style. For the evening of March 25, 1791, he in-

vited to supper two dancers from the Op6ra. But this time he paid for

the excesses of the night with graver trouble than the ordinary depres-

sion of an imprudent voluptuary. He spent the following day in his

home at Argenteuil. During the night he was seized with violent in-

testinal pains. On the twenty-seventh he could scarcely stand. Only
with an enormous effort did he get up to go to Paris. He arrived at

La March’s house at nine in the morning. La March was struck by his

worn face. Suddenly he fainted. La Marck tried to dissuade him from

going to the Assembly, where the question of the mines was on the

agenda, but Mirabeau would not hear of it. “My friend, those fellows

are going to ruin you if I do not go.” La Marck begged him to consider

his heal^. “I am going to speak, you won’t stop me,” he repeated ob-

stinately. But when he tried to get up his strength gave way.

He remembered his friend’s old Tokay. He gulped dovra two glass-

fuls. After that he felt better. He would not let La Marck go with

him. He did not want him even to be present at the Assembly. In the

i^tidst pf nerving himself to an almost superhuman effort, he had the

delicacy to try to spare his friend die painful suspense of an issue so

vital to him. It was with that affectionate thought that Mirabeau left

for what was to be, though he did not know it, his last speech in the

Assembly. It was a strictly technical qieech; he dwelt at length on points

of detail, patiendy took up die arguments of his adversaries, and calmly

and sordy reduced them to nothing. His brilliant oratorical career
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ended in a dull economic discussion. The great flame of his eloquence,

-which had so often fired the masses, dickered feebly through the arid

material. But it sufficed to bring victory for a friend. La Mardi kept

the mines of Anzin, “among the finest in Ekurope.”

Mirabeau left the sitting pallid and faint. He went unsteadily toward

the Terrasse des Feuillants, where he had arranged to meet a young
physician, Lach^ze. A crowd pressed round him as usual. The physician

had difficulty in keeping off the petitioners and the curious. “You are

killing yourself,” he said desperately. Mirabeau was determined to give

La Marck the news of the success himself. He dragged himself to his

house. It was three in the afternoon. His legs would carry him no

farther. As he entered he threw himself on a sofa. “Your case is won,”

he said, “and I—I am dead.”

But his immense will-power triumphed once more over his physical

exhaustion. During a short respite from his sufferings, an intervd be-

tween shooting pains and attacks of faintness, he resumed his indefatiga-

ble activity. He busied himself with schemes of which he confided die

elaboration to Reybaz. It was as if his brain hurled defiance at his ex-

hausted body. He wrote to his collaborator: “Here I am, keeping quiet

to save my life, but with you only the head is busy, with me everytUng

is. Happiness has spoilt you, were it not, indeed, that tihe tnasterfuece

of living is to be happy and to make happy those around us. Misfortune

has stung me, stimulated me, fired me, and,” he added, and die phrase

summed him op completely, “I am still burning chough 1 am no more
than ash.”

6

“I need a rest,” said Mirabeau to youi^ Lachize, “and if you ate free for

the day, give me die pleasure of your company in the country.”

The days he regulariy s^ient at ffie Marais were an unfailing remedy

for depression and pain. He drank in the fresh air, his dred eyes bathed

in the wide ipace, the ^rii^ breeze passed like clear water om his

swollen eyelids. He had reali^ the dream he had dreamed so absurdly

in his youth in the chlteau of Mirabeau. A number of workers were

busy about the house; he watched them at work, went among them
loved and generous as e sovereign, distributing bread and meat and

linen m their families. At the bottom of the garden there was bdung

built, to his deagn, a tenqile of .Liberty. He wanted to sec there the

Statue of what he called du: first divinity of his beatt. She -was tb have

one hand on a colatim on which were to be engraved the worifat jSfsi^
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des hommes—Human Equality. Her other hand was to hold a sword

within the book of the law. It was that unbeliever’s profession of faith.

On that Sunday Mirabeau no longer felt the usual benefit from the

Marais. He was suffering from too deep a fatigue, from ill health of too

long standing. He had been tormented for some time by dull pain in

the intestines. His stomach, once so strong, was subject to painful

cramps. He suffered also from rheumatic pains in his arms and chest,

sometimes vague and persistent, sometimes acute and spasmodic. His

l^s had swollen and were painfully heavy. He had occasional attacks

of angina, which whenthey passed left him both exhausted and relieved,

as though he, had escaped from a great danger. “Though the most ro-

bust of men,” his physician Cabanis wrote, “he had become susceptible

to agitation from the slightest impressions; his muscles still remained

those of a Hercules, but his nerves were almost those of a delicate and

vapourish woman.”

The change in his health was visible in his face, in his pallid com-
plexion, in his heavy movements. His young physician Cabanis—a man
with literary tastes and a passionate politician, almost republican in his

views—^watched him very closely, with a care heightened by friendship

and admiration; he noted the change even in his friend’s hair. It was
naturally curly, but “in ill health and even when he was slightly upset

the undulations,” he noted, “were more or less effaced, and from root

to tip the hair became of a softness that could be felt. Thus when I was

asking about his health, my first questions to his valet turned on that

phenomenon.”

Mirabeau was himself aware of the change that was taking place. One
day, when embracing the younger of his nieces, he said to her with a

smile: “It is Death embracing the Spring.”

But if sometimes he was alarmed at his condition, he acted as if he

wanted to minimize it by paying no attention to it. On Monday he

returned to Paris still in pain. A hot bath allayed the symptoms. Feeling

better, and as if out of defiance, he went in the evening to the Theatre

Italien. Once more it was a woman who drew him there. Actresses of

talent^had always had a great attraction for him. Mile. Morichelli, the

prima donna of the Th6^tre Italien, who was regarded as scarcely pretty

but with great talent as a singer and actress, was the last woman who
awakened the flame of passion in Mirabeau.

But the effort of will failed that evenii^. He found himself obliged

to leave die theatre at die opening of duv play. His pain had returned

violence. Leaning cm the arm of Lach^e, he left his box and pain-

li^ desc^ed die stairs. He was shivering. His breath was quiclt
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and gasping. His carriage was not in the street, and the young physician

proposed that he should wait in a caf6. But in his condition Mirabeau

did not like to be on view. He dragged himself home. “I found him

almost suflFocated,” wrote Cabanis, “breathing with the greatest diffi-

culty, his face swollen by the congestion of blood in the lung, the ptdse

intermittent and convulsive, the extremities cold; he was making a vain

effort to suppress his groans.”

Cabanis intervened at once with energy. He flattered himself that

he had produced an almost miraculous improvement. “The cruellest and

the most dangerous situation gave place to the most complete well-

being.” The improvement was maintained throughout the next day.

With his natural optimism and his faculty of forgetting painful mo-
ments, Mirabeau fancied himself out of danger. He was full of admira-

tion for Cabanis, whose brilliant intelligence may have been of more
service than his medical experience. Always anxious to do his best for

his friends, as flattered by their successes as if they had been his own,
Mirabeau exclaimed: “Ah, yes, it is very sweet to owe one’s life to one’s

friend.” As soon as he was out of pain he thought of others; he thought

of Mme. Helv^tius, who was expecting Cabanis in the evening, and he

insisted that he should go to see her, so that she should not be anxious

at his absence. But Cabanis wanted to come back to pass the night with

him. A grateful grasp of his hand: “Friend, I have not the courage to

refuse you.”

The improvement had been deceptive. During Wednesday the vio-

lent pains returned, with the same symptoms accentuated. The remedies

were no longer effective. The padent struggled painfully for breath;

his pulse was irregular, and he was suffering from angina.

The news of Mirabeau’s illness spread through Paris, and his house
was besieged by people asking about his condidon. Groups formed in

die street. People felt this news as a personal calamity, llie king sent

puUicly twice during the day to inquire, and several times privately.

Suddady die Tuileries grasped the supreme importance of the man
to whom it had grudged its confidence.

Lost in the crowd round Mirabeau’s house, an old woman waited. It

was die Marquise de Mirabeau. As soon as she learned that he was ill,

die hurried to his house. But this wa.s scarcely a tardy awakening of ma-
ternal solicitude. She was afraid of the influence of Mme. du &uHanv

and her daughters: she candidly admitted it. She remained more than

six hours in a died in the <x>utt of the house. She did not have heradf
arnunmeed. ShevwMdie4 the comings Imd goinj^ She heard die talk

of the deefiy dlstudied oowd. But her mother’s heart docs tutt seeia
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to have been capable any longer of sorrow. She waited apathetically,

her eyes riveted on the door that was closed to her.

During the night Mirabeau grew worse. His physician stayed through

the night, but Mirabeau let hLn sleep in spite of his sufferings. Spasnu

tore his chest, and his throat seemed to be in a vice. When Cabanis

came down at dawn, he sent at once for a surgeon and for leeches. But
neither bleeding nor mustard plasters nor leeches brought any relief.

Every half-hour Cabanis gave the sick man six grains of musk as a

sedative. He was himself alarmed—too late. Mme. du Saillant had wanted

from the first to bring in the family doctor, but Mirabeau would not

hear of it.

That morning, however, Mirabeau felt lost. He had not seen La Marck
since his critical illness began. His faithful friend, knowing Mirabeau’s

need of rest and the extent to which he was disturbed by inquirers,

had come several times a day to ask after the patient without attempting

to see him. On Thursday morning, however, Mirabeau asked for him.

As La Marck came in he noted the great change in his friend and the

shadow of death over his face, and he burst into tears. Mirabeau was
deeply moved. He had never seen this calm and distant man abandon

hiniself unreservedly to emotion. From then on he continually asked

for him.

Frochot nursed him with great devotion and much skill. “Nobody can

move me so well as he does,” said Mirabeau. “If I recover I shall write

a good article on the art of sick-nursing. He is the one who has given

me the chief ideas; he has also suggested the idea of some mechanical

processes which it seems to me should be of advantage.” When Frochot

carefully raised his big head, which in his weakness had become so

heavy, he said with a smile: "I wish I could leave it to you as a legacy.”

He retained all his clearness of mind. He asked about everything that

was happening in the Assembly. His dominant interest, foreign policy,

still occupied his thoughts. He thought especially of the man who was

one day to be the great adversary of revolutionary France. “That man
Pitt,” he said, "is the minister of preparations. He governs by means of

what he threatens rather than what he does. If I had lived, I think I

should have given him some trouble.” His obstinacy also remained.

Gabuiis, tdarmed at his responsibilities and yielding to pressure from

Oroline and La Marck, sent for Dr. Petit But Mirabeau would not be

emnined. Dr. Petit had to be content with an account given by his

young coUeague. Without having seen the patient he approved, said

Cabanit his diagnosis tmd his treatment The treatment consisted only

«f quinine together with “gende laxative.”
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Precious time had been lost, time beyond redress. On the strength of

the list of symptoms given by Cabanis later, physicians diagnosed two
affections, pericarditis of rheumatic origin, and formation of biliary

calculi. Dumont, who on the strength of the same data, asked the opin-

ion of different physicians in Geneva and in Edinburgh, was told by all

of them that the treatment needed had not been given.

Mirabeau’s weakness was extreme. He was given nothing to restore

him except the quinine in stronger and stronger doses. The bulletins

issued, for which there was such a demand that they had to be printed,

mentioned this weakness. A young man wrote to Cabanis offering his

blood for transfusion. The crowd continued to wait in the street, grave

and silent, as though overwhelmed. Both ends of the street had been

blocked to prevent the sound of vehicles from disturbing him.

On Thursday, when the serious state of the patient became evident,

Duquesnoy wrote to La Marck: “You will be sure to have felt already

the urgent and indispensable need for having our unfortunate friend’s

papers taken to your house.” Montmorin also wrote in alarm to La
Marck: “I am extremely alarmed and also afflicted. This contretemps

is frightful. ... If his condition continues to be so dangerous, do you
not think that some precautions should be taken with regard to the pa-

pers.’ I am told that several persons might be compromised.”

Mirabeau had a good idea of the personal alarms aroused by his con-

dition. La Marck did not venture to mention the subject, but Mirabeau

spoke to him about it: “My friend, I have in the house many papers that

would compromise plenty of people, you and others, especially those

whom I so wanted to rescue from the dangers that threatened them. It

might be more prudent to destroy all these papers, but I confess that I

cannot make up my mind to do so.” He was especially preoccupied

about his copies of his notes to the court. Far from wishing to hide that

important part of his political activity, of which the general public of

his day had no knowledge, he counted on events one day confirming his

previsions and his judgments smd revealing the full value of his efforts.

“It is in these papers,” he said, “that posterity will find, I hope, the best

justification of ray conduct in recent times; in them exists the honour
of my memory, (^uld you not take away these papers and place them
out of reach eff our enemies.’ But promise me that one day these papers

shall become known, and that your friendship shall avenge my memory
by making them public.” La Marck gave a solemn assurance to his friend^

who, knowir^ that he could count on him, felt greatly relieved.

La Marck sent for Bdlenc at once. They collected all the papers and
burned all those vvtuch they regarded' as of minor in^rtattce. But in
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the haste of the sorting many papers were put into the fire whose de-

struction La Marck bitterly regretted later. At night La Marck took

the papers to his house, taking precautions against being observed. But

among the crowd of sympathizers in front of the house were secret

agents who seemed to have accomplices within the house. The in-

tendarit of the civil list was able to tell the king at once that La Marck
had been able to take away all the papers “that might interest Your
Majesty.”

That part of Mirabeau’s career was rescued from oblivion. One day,

when the storms which France suffered tor so many years had passed

over. La Marck faithfully carried out the promise he had given to the

dying man.

7

Mirabeau’s mind was at rest with regard to the future; but he was

tormented by the present fate of those near to him. “I have debts,”

he said to Frochot, “and I do not know their exact amount; nor do I

know what is the state of my fortune; I have many obligations, how-

ever, that weigh on my conscience and arc near to my heart.” Frochot

spoke to La Marck, who hastened to reassure Mirabcau: “Go and tell

hto that if his estate is not sufficient to meet his legacies, I will take over

those which his friendship cares to recommend to mine; let us give him

a moment’s more peace,”

On the evening of the next day, Friday, Mirabcau had given up all

hope and had sent for the notary to make his will. He was concerned

especially for the fate of his son, the child to whom he had not been

able to give his name. From the ashes of his past there rose also the pale

features of the one woman whom he had loved with serene love and

who had given him a period of happiness. More burning passions were

eclipsed before the terrible reality of his end; only the memory of

Henriette de Nehra persisted, poignant and sweet, the memory of a

precious gift which he had not been able to keep. He had seen her only

once since their separation. A few weeks before his illness, on his way
to the Assembly, driving in the blue vis-i-vis that had become cele-

brated, he passed her in the street. He recognized her and made a sign

that seemed strange to Henriette, and in which there was a mixture of

pleasure and embarrassment. But he dild not stop. At this hour, how-
ever, of the tragic close of his life, she was present in his mind, along-

side the child of another woman, the Coco she had loved.

“I give and bequeath to the son of the Sieur Lucas, sculptor, Igiown
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by the name of the little Coco,” Mirabcau dictated to the notary, "the

sum of twenty-four thousand livrcs, to be invested in an annuity on his

life and for his profit by the kindness of my friend La March. I give

and bequeath to Mme. dc Haren de Nehra the sum of twenty thousand

livres, to be invested for her profit and on her life by M. de La March.”

He made his nephew Saillant his heir and residuary legatee, subject to

legacies to each of his sisters. He bequeathed to La March all his papers,

letters, and manuscripts relative to public affairs. He also bequeathed to

him his silver plate and his ring-cases with all their contents. He be-

queathed to his dear Cabanis “papers on legislation, literature, and

politics,” a box surmounted by his portrait, and such boohs as he should

choose from his library. He bequeathed to the young physician Lach^ze

“a ring to the value of fifty louis or a similar sum in coin at his choice,”

and he recommended La March “to secure a position for this good

fellow.” To his secretary Comps he bequeathed the sum of twenty

riiousand francs, and to Pellenc “a diamond worth one hundred louis

or a like sum in coin at his choice.” He asked to be buried in his house,

the Marais, and desired that the ashes of his father and his grandmother

should be taken thither.

But there were those whom he forgot. In this will, wrote the Mar-

quise de Mirabeau, “there is no mention either of the Bailli de Mira-

t^u, or of Gabriel’s wife ... or of his nephew, or of Mme. de Cabris,

or of me.” She wrote also that the dying man had given Mme. du Sail-

lant “a bundle of assignats as big as I am,” and, violent and pugnacious

as ever, she threatened to bring an action against his heirs.

Actually, Mirabeau’s assets, as estimated by Frochot (who had beoi

appointed executor with La March) in the statement he presented to

the Assembly, scarcely covered half of his debts. Mirabeau had remained

to the last in ignorance of the state of his fortune. After the first liquida-

tion by the notary, the privileged debts totalled one hundred and

sixteen thousand francs, while the rest totalled well over two hundred

thousand francs. The bulk of his estate was represented by the proceeds

of the sale of his library, of which Mirabeau had so well esthnated the

value: thanks to the competition of buyers from all over the world, it

realized one hundred and forty thousand francs. La March, faithful to

his promise, executed the last will of his friend and provided for .Us
legacies. Durnmit later quashed the slanders that had been puUMied
abroad. he ai^, ^’Spain and England had bought him, what be-

came of the sums he received? Why did he die insolvent?”
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The sun poured into the bedroom that looked over the court. The sick

man had had his bed pushed close to the open window. He Watched

the trees in the little gard«i, where the first buds were swelling. He
seemed to look caressingly on them. “If the good God is not there,”

he said to Frochot, “it is at least his cousin.”

He spoke with a distinct, strong voice that surprised his doctor. He
had passed a sleepless night, only becoming drowsy from time to time.

His pain had diminished, and he was breathing more easily, but his

heart was failing. Gibanis found his pulse “almost entirely gone.” He
no longer had any hope. But, crushed by his responsibilities, and remem-

bering his exaggerated optimism on this Friday morning, he insisted

on a visit from Dr. Petit. The sick man agreed at last to be examined.

Dr. Petit arrived during the morning. “For a long time,” said Cabanis,

“the pulse has been imperceptible.” Mirabeau’s arms and hands were

ice-cold. But an astonishing muscular force still persisted in his mori-

bund frame. “I am going to speak frankly to a man who is supposed to

like that best,” said Mirabeau to the physician who had been called in too

late. “I have also felt that one should only have a friend as doctor.

There is my friend and my doctor. He has my entire and exclusive

affection.” This faculty of passionate and enthusiastic friendship, which

had characterized Mirabeau throughout his life, did not disappear in

the presence of death. Dr. Petit, attracted by this extraordinary patient,

replied that the friend, in the true acceptation of the word, was even

more the one who loved than the one who was loved, and on this

principle he deserved to be regarded also as his friend. After the ex-

amination, Mirabeau asked him to tell him the whole truth as to his

condition. “I think we shall save you,” said Dr. Petit, “but I cannot

guarantee it.” Alone with Gtbanis in die next room, he said: “The pa-

tient’s condition is hopeless.”

In spite of what his reason told him, a ray of hope still lived in

Mirabeau. He examined, as if he were dealing with another person,

udtat his disappearance would mean for public affairs. He measured the

loK his country would suffer. For a moment he drowsed; then he awoke
with a start: he seemed to hear cannon. “Are these already,” he ex-

claimed, “the obsequies of Achilles?”

Suddenly the crowd saw the Bishop of Autun enter the house. “A
worthy confessor,” said someone cynically.

“It is not ea^ to reach you,” said Talleyrand. “Half Paris is perma-
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nendy outside your door. I have been, like the other half, three times a

day to ask after you, and greatly regretted being unable to get past

the crowd.” The dying man and his visitor talked together for two
hours. Mirabeau had passionately loved Talleyrand and had violendy

hated him. He had admired his intelligence and measured better than

anyone else the abyss of his cupidity and his moral insensibility. But he

knew that no one else could take up the task he had wanted to accom-

plish in foreign policy, a task which he regarded as sacred. Nothing

transpired as to this long interview without witnesses, but from some
allusions those nearest Mirabeau gathered that he had recommended to

Talleyrand the plan of a close alliance with England. Talleyrand said

later that in 1791 he tried in London “to reconcile Mirabeau and Pitt

and to* form between liberal England and revolutionary France an

alliance which would have held the balance of the world.” On leaving

the sickroom Talleyrand took with him the sheets of a speech which

Mirabeau had been unable to deliver.

“Tliey say that conversation is bad for the sick,” remarked Mira-

beau; “not this one; one could live deliciously surrounded by one’s

friends and even die like that very agreeably.”

Talleyrand may have been moved in spite of himself by the long

talk of the dying man, and impressed by his calm detachment. But he

reacted as he always reacted to emotion, with a witty phrase. He said;

“Mirabeau has been dramatizing his death.”

9

“My friend, I shall die today,” said Mirabeau to Gibanis. The night

of April 1-2 had been a very bad one. Cabanis had watched over him.

His chest was more and more affected. He was in pain and had waited

impatiently for the dawn of this day which was to be his last. He called

his valet, wKo had been very unwell the night before. “How are you
today?” he asked. “Ah, Monsieur, I wi$h you were in my place.” Mira-

beau replied after a moment: “No, no, I should not like you to be in

mine.”

He asked to be shaved—he was getting ready, he told Ctbanfe, “to

enter pleasantly into the deep from which one wakes no more.” Slowly

he bade farewell to everything around him. What perhaps cost him
most was detaching himself from everyday reality. He had some-

thing to say to each of the servants who had tended him with die
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votion he had always inspired in the humble. Legrain’s wife had

watched over him day and night She was pregnant and suffering. “You

have to look after your family; off you go— want you to.” But she

refused to leave him.

He sent also for his secretary Comps, who was greatly attached to

him. The two had had a long conversation during the night. He had

been giving Comps advice and recommendations for his career. He
had shown him the deep and minute interest he took in his future. The
young man realized that that was a final farewell. He went up to his

room in deep distress. He, too, had watched over the sick man for

scrnie days; Ik had refused to eat, and he remained alone in his room,

dreading the approach of Mirabeau’s death. He could not imagine an

existence without the great man who had been his >vhole world. His

own life seemed vain and worthless in face of the terrible loss the coun-

try was suffering. He knew nothing then of sores that heal, of irrepara-

ble losses that are survived.

At dawn there was a knock at his door. He thought it was an an-

nouncement of death. He jumped up, and without opening the door he

shouted, wild with grief: “Yes, yes, in life and in death.” He seized

a, knife and slashed at himself. The blood rushed from his wounds and

he fainted. Mirabeau knew nothing of the drama, proceeding above his

head; or of the care bestowed on the young man, who returned to con-

sciousness a few hours later.

The dying man’s hands were ice-cold as his doctor held them. He
could no longer speak. He asked for pen and paper. He wrote very

plainly: “Sleep.” His pains returned with violence. He wrote further:

“Can a man leave his friend to die on the wheel, perhaps through sev-

eral days?”

More and more agonizing pains followed the calm that had preceded

the death struggle. Cabanis had sent for a narcotic, but the pharmacy

was at a distance. The tortures Mirabeau was suffering wrung cries

from him. “I am being deceived,” he groaned to La Marck. And, re-

covering his voice in an explosion of wrath, he turned to Cabanis;

“Were you not my doctor and my friend? Did you not promise to

spare me the pains of such a death? Do you want me to take away

with me regret at havii^ trusted you?” He turned convulsively and

looked up at the clear morning sky. La Marck was supporting 1^. It

was half-past eight, Saturday, April a, 1791.

Dr. Pe^t, standing by the bed, said:. “He suffers no more.”
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In their revolt against the destiny that had robbed them of their great

defender, the people felt the urge to accuse their enemies of bringing

it about. The rumour of poisoning gained currency. On the Sunday

morning placards were put up on the Palais-Royal, on the boulevards,

and here and there all over Paris, charging the Lamcth brothers and

Bamave with having caused Mirabeau’s death.

The public prosecutor of the first arrondissement of the department

of Paris ordered an autopsy. The corpse yielded at once one of the

secrets of Mirabeau’s life. '‘His passion for women,” his son wrote

later, “was to some extent involuntary, or rather, entirely physical; the

congenital result of a species of satyriasis tormented him all his life

and showed itself still some hours after his death—a strange fact, as-

suredly, but certain.”

La Marck wrote to the greatest surgeon of his day, Vicq d’Azyr:

“The popular suspicions have made it a necessity; in a way it is an in-

terrogation of Death on the crime it has committed. I hope you will

be present; even the corpse of that great man can be judged only by
men worthy of him.”

The autopsy revealed traces of inflammation in the stomach, part of

the liver, the right kidney, and the pericardium, which contained also

a considerable quantity of thick yellowish matter. The autopsy also

revealed lymphatic coagulations covering the whole of the outer surface

of the heart. But according to the oflficial opinion of the surgeons no
trace of poison was revealed.

Mirabeau’s son, who devoted his life to the memory of his father,

clung obstinately to the theory of crime and collected all the evidence

that seemed to confirm it. He quoted several surgeons who had been

present at the autopsy and who declared that they had recognized un-

doubted traces of poison. Young Saillant also declared that he heard

the word “erosion” pronounced by two young surgeons. Their pro-

fessor hiid at once silenced them: “He was not poisoned, he cannot

have been, understand that, you imprudent fellows! Do you want the

king, the queen, the Assembly, and all of us massacred?”

On the day of the opening of the body the doctor summoned by
La Marck went to the queen. Mme. Campan, who was present during

the conversation, wrote: “This doctor assured her that the record of

the state of the intestines was equally compatible with a death pxh
duced by Violent romedies or one produced by poison* He said alho

that the experts had made a true rcj^rt; but that it was more prud^
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to conclude that death was from natural causes, since, in the state of

crisis in France, a person innocent of such a crime might be the victim

of public vengeance.”

Marie Antoinette, who had been so contemptuous in her behaviour

to Mirabeau during his life, was strangely distressed by his death. Her
woman’s instinct told her how much she had lost. Mercy-Argenteau,

who was always better aware of the queen’s interests than she herself,

wrote to La Marck: “Everything is going against us. There is no fight-

ing against such bad luck.”

II

When the Assembly met on Saturday it did not yet know its great loss.

Its old president, Tronchet, rose to speak. The Assembly suspected

what he had to say; someone shouted: “Ah, he is dead!” The president

confirmed it, briefly and with emotion. There were tears on many
faces, and men sobbed. Barrere proposed that all the members of the

Assembly should attend the funeral. The president suggested a depuu-
tion, but there were shouts from all sides: “We will all go! All of us!”

A right-wing member of the clergy asked that the Assembly print

the speech on inheritance which Mirabeau had been unable to deliver.

This was the speech he had handed to Talleyrand. There was deep

silence when the Bishop of Autun went to the tribune and said, in the

cold and distant voice that seemed to belie the pathos of his words: “I

went yesterday to see M, de Mirabeau; there were many people in the

house, and I went with an even greater measure of sadness than that

of the public regret. That spectacle of desolation filled one with 'the

picture of death; it was everywhere -save in the spirit of the one in

the most imminent danger. M. de Mirabeau was then still a public man,

and it was still in that light that we might regard, as precious fragments,

his last words wrested from the immense prey which Death was on the

point of seizing.” He concluded: “The author of this document is no

more; I bring you his last work; and such was the union of his feeling

and h|s thought, both equally devoted to the public cause, that in

listening you are almost present at his last breath.”

The speech on equality of inheritance in the direct line was, in

point of fact, the work of Reybaz. But the main idea was Mirabcau’s;

it was he who had given Reybaz precise directives and had fired him,

as Reybaz himself said, with the fever that consumed him. The sub-

ject had been particularly near to Mirabeau’s heart

$un4ay*8 session was devoted almost entirely to the memory of Mira-*
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beau. A deputation from the sections of Paris was brought to the bar;

it presented the request that Mirabeau should be buried in the Champ
de-Mars, the field of the Federation, beneath the altar of the fatherland.

The department of Paris sent a deputation in mourning to ask the As-
sembly “(i) that the new church of Sainte-GeneviAve should be des-

tined to receive the ashes of great men, dating from the epoch of

our freedom; (2) that the National Assembly alone can judge to what
men this honor should be awarded; (3) that Honors Riqueti de Mira-

beau be adjudged worthy of it.”

The Assembly applauded. Robespierre eloquently supported the pro-

posal. It was the homage of the second revolution to the man who had

done his utmost to bar its way. Robespierre may have felt that the

disappearance of his great rival opened vast possibilities for himself.

Malouet had said that there were 6nly two men belonging to the left

of the Assembly who were capable of following a personal policy re-

gardless of opinion: Mirabeau and Robespierre. From this third of April

Robespierre seems to have drawn a new confidence in himself and

an increased vigour, reflected in the wider horizon and the more incisive

style of his interventions. His career began with the death of Mirabeau.

The Assembly decreed that the church of Sainte-Geneviive (the

Pantheon) should be “destined to receive the ashes of great men,” and

that “Honore Riqueti-Mirabeau is adjudged worthy to receive that

honour. Above the pediment shall be graven these words: To her

great men, their grateful country.’
”

12

The people of Paris saw to it that the mourning for their great man
should be rigorously observed. They had insisted on the closing of

several show's during his illness; and, rfter his death, they called for the

prohibition of all private rejoicings. One of the many sheets that told

the story of Mirabeau’s interment said: “The monarchists who had had
die effrontery to hold a festival at Ruggieri’s on the day of Mirabeau’s

deadi were driven out in disgrace by the people.” At Argenteuil there

was a ball. “A group of aristocrats,” said another sheet, *’gave them-
selves up to joy and to dancing on baming the news of tl^ dijath of
Mirabeau. The local chaplam of the Carmelites led this oigy. But he.

was seized by offended drizens, who wanted to hang him. The imyeir
saved him and sem: hhn to the district of Saint-Germain.”

Theie was a very brilliant ball in the Champs Elys^es. Hie peO{de
were revolted at tfus indecoKy, broke into the ^on^ riipe^ themm
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dancers, and forced the women to take off the flowers and feathers they

were wearing on their heads. The imprudent people went away on foot,

pursued by hooting and insuks from a threatening crowd. Mirabcau’s

death was the first great loss the people had suffered since they had

won their freedom. They were determined that their grief should be

respected.

At the Jacobin Club on the Sunday evening, a member proposed that

the whole club should go to the funeral and that all the members should

go into mourning for a week and on every anniversary of Mirabeau^s

death.

An immense procession started from the house of death. A detach-

ment of cavalry led, followed by a deputation of sappers and gunners

of the sixty battalions of the National Guard and from among the con-

querors of the Bastille. J\t their side marched a deputation from the

Invalides, made up of the most badly maimed soldiers. At the head of

the National Guard, Lafayette, on horseback and surrounded by his

staff, led the mourning for his great rival. The Hundred Swiss and the

guards of the Hotel de Ville preceded the band of the National Guard.

“It was the first time in France,” wrote Mmc. de Stael, “that a man
celebrated by his writings and his eloquence received honours which

in the past had been accorded only to grands seigneurs or to warriors.”

The clergy preceded the body. Mirabeau’s coffin was to have been

taken in a hearse, but the battalion of La Grangc-Bataliirc claimed

the honour of bearing it. Sixteen “citizen soldiers” carried it in relays

along the interminable route. The flag of their battalion flew above the

coffin, decorated with a civic crown. “ /
Mirabeau’s heart was carried in a leaden box covered with flowers.

The Assembly followed the coffin, almost to a man. The few who
were missing were noted. On the left there was ohly one. Potion, who
had refused to be present. Several members of the right were absent, but

Cazalis, more intelligent than his colleagues, showed sincere and pro-

found grief.

Almost all of the ministers were present, almost the whole of the

Jacobin Qub, the electors and deputies of the fqrty-eight sections, the

staffs of the department and municipality of Piris, the judges of the

tribunals, and deputations from all the patriotid clubs.

The procession was completed by a considerable detachment of in-

fantry and cavalry. It extended over more thajn three miles, moving

thrnnlth streets packed with onlookers. More impressive than the ban^
was the rildnce of the crowd in its grieL^

Ni^ht but tbs dense, silent crowd patiently followed the pro*
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cession. Midnight strack as the church of Sainte-Geneviive was
reached. Mirabeau’s body was laid by the side of that of Descanes.

*3

On the morrow of his death, Mirabeau passed into legend. His tor-

mented life ended in the apotheosis of his obsequies. But he had not

left enough money to pay the funeral expenses. On the motion of

Frochot, the Assembly paid them. It was the first national funeral.

Mirabeau had died at a turn in the road. Desmoulins, with his jour-

nalist’s flair, realized it: “One of the talents of M. Mirabeau was such

a knowledge of the moral tactics of his time that he did nothing that

was not right and reasonable; his very death seems a fresh proof of it.

It might have been supposed that the moment of his decease was of

his own choosing. He left the world at the moment when, perhaps,

his glory had reached the summit of the pyramid.”

On Novenl|)er 13, 1792, during the debates on the proceedings against

the king, tHp Minister of the Interior, who had been carrying out re-

pairs at the iTuileries, was informed that a workman had discovered an

iron chest in i of the chiteau. “The king,” wrote Mme. Campan,

“had a prodigious quantity of papers and had the idea of having a hiding-

place made ve^ secretly in an interior corridor of his suite of rooms

by a locksmith who had worked for him for more than ten years. This

hiding-place would long have remained unknown but for the denuncia-

tion. The wall was painted to represent big stones, and the opening

was thoroughly hidden in the brown grooves that formed the shaded

part of these painted stones.”

When the iron chest was opened, it was found to be filled with letters

and memoranda. The papers were at once transmitted to the A^mbly,
and a committee of twelve members was placed in charge of their ex-

amination. There was nothing in Mirabeau’s writing among these docu-

ments, but there were indications that revealed his relations with the

court. The Comit£ d’lnstruction Publique was requested to invest^ate

and report on die meamres to be taken with regard to Mirabeau’s mem-
ory. The Ouivendcm ^dered that his bust should be veiled until die

leport was presented. 1

Constemadon among his admirers. Manuel, who had ilulia-

cteedy taken pcasessioo of the police dossier containii^ the coize^Mi^-
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ence between Mirabeau and Sophie while he was at Vincennes, and

who had published it a few months earlier with a laudatory preface, was

one of the first to express indignation.

On 5 Frimaire of the year II—^November 27, 1793—Marie-Joseph

Chenier, who had composed an ode to Mirabeau on his death, presented

the committee’s report. “Mirabeau had only the orator’s eloquence, he

neglected the principal element, integrity, and it is for that reason that,

exhumed by you, leaving his triumphal tomb, he appears today at your

bar and comes to submit to judgment, his brow divested of the laurels

of the tribune and of the brilliant aureole that guaranteed him im-

mortality in the French Pantheon.” A decree was passed in conformity

with his conclusions: “The National Convention, having heard the re-

port from its Comiti d’lnstruction Publique, and considering that there

can be no great man without virtue, decrees that the body of Honor^-

Gabriel Riqueti-Mirabeau shall be withdrawn from the French Pan-

theon. On the day when Mirabeau’s body is withdrawn from the French

Pantheon that of Marat shall be transferred thither.”

Several months passed without Mirabeau’s remains being disturbed.

The storms over France accorded him a brief respite. But the Jacobins

became active again. They demanded the carrying out of the decree.

Yielding to them on November 25, 1794. the usher of the Convention

came to the entrance to the Pantheon and there read the decree. There-

upon Mirabeau’s coffin was carried out, and on the same day on which,

according to the official account, “the impure remains of the royalist

Mirabeau were thrown out by the side door,” the ashes of Marat were

transported with great ceremony to the Panthion.

For a time Mirabeau’s coffin remained in store. His body lay in a

leaden coffin which was encased in a wooden one. The commissioners

of the Panth6on section of Paris were astonished to find that the wooden
coffin was relatively new. On opening it they found a parchment that

provided the explanation. In September 1791 three devoted friends of

Mirabeau, Vitry, “who loved that great man like a brother,” his young
secretary Comp, and Jean-Hippolyte Dudouit La Villette, who had

the honour at his funeral of carrying the leaden vase that contained his

heart, had made a pilgrimage to his tomb. They had found the coffin

damaged, and, with the consent of La March, had ordered a new one

to be made.

The commissioneis charged with the mission of vengeance in the

name ^ republican virtue transported Mirabeau’s remains to die ceme-

ttay df Sainte'Catherine. They opened the outer coffin, broke the Iwd
Ooffitt, and threw what was left of the remains of a great man into a
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comer of the cemetery, carefully taking the lead coffin back into store.

The storms that had shaken Mirabeau’s life had taken possession of

his death. His great tormented body had been hurled from the pinnacle

of glory into an abyss of execration. Nobody spoke up to defend his

honour. Nobody attempted to recover his mortal remains from a remote

corner of the cemetery.

All the convulsions which Mirabeau had foreseen overwhelmed the

country. The king and the queen perished on the scaffold, whose

shadow he had raised before their incredulous eyes. The Terror spilt

rivers of blood. Many of his friends, many, too, of his enemies, knew
the horror of the tumbrils. Other friends of his were dispersed to the

farthest comers of the world, caught in the whirlwind that swept them

into the arduous paths of exile.

The most faithful of hi^ friends, La Marck, who resumed the name
of Prinz von Arenberg, was charged by the emperor with the task of

inducing Spain to show more activity in the war against France. Mira-

beau’s family, too, was destroyed or dispersed. His mother died in that

same year, 1794, so did his uncle the bailli. Caroline du Saillant was

in prison with several members of her family. When she emerged after

the Terror, her one concern was to collect the crumbs of her fortune

and to borrow money to enable her numerous family to live.

One woman alone constituted herself the heir and guardian of a great

tarnished glory. From the beginning of the Revolution the Comtesse

dc Mirabeau had taken refuge at Nice with her father, who was the

representative there of the Comte d*Artois and the irreconcilable royal-

ists. Summoned to return to France in the spring of 1792 on pain of death

and confiscation of her property, she furnished a certificate that she

was ill and “unable to leave her bed.” This declaration covered the

drama of a passion. In spite of her experiences, Emilie still had the sen-

suality and the imprudence of her youth. She was now pregnant; the

father of her child was a lieutenant in a regiment in Nice, a member
of a Sardinian family that had recently been ennobled—^Focardi della

Roccasparvicra.

The Marquis dc Marignanc had changed no more than his daughter;

he had kept his prejudices of rank and the obstinacy of his weak nature.

He objected to this marriage with a count of such recent creation,

swearing that he would rather sec his daughter bear a bastard. But

when Emilie brought a son into the world, he agreed to the marriage,

which was celd>rated on the eve of the war between France and Sar-

dinia. Before long the Marquis de Marignane found himself obliged
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to accept a refuge and maintenance in the home of the Roccasparviera

family which this despised son-in-law offered him.

When the Terror had passed, the Contessa della Rocca, wife of a

Sardinian officer, was able in her quality of foreigner to claim the con-

fiscated estates of the Marquis and Marquise de Marignane. In her new
good fortune, she did not forget her former family. She wrote to

Caroline: “I have married a very worthy and very excellent fellow, who
covered himself with glory in riiis war. He made my father happy

and we have owed him our existence during the three years, very

nearly, that we have been united. I have a son on whom I am beginning

to count, although that age is fragile, as 1 have learnt only too well

at my expense. But this boy is very strong and seems to have an excellent

constitution.”

She generously helped Caroline from her recovered fortune and

lent her considerable sums. But misfortune came again to her. The
Conte della Rocca, who had returned seriously wounded from five

years of war, died at the beginning of 1798 from the effects of a fall

from a cab. “In the person of my second husband,” wrote Emilie to

Caroline, “I have lost happiness and the support of my existence, and

of my father’s.”

This romantic interval in her life came to an end as completely as

if it had never existed. Her grief seems to have opened the sources in

her of a feminine sensitiveness of which she had herself been unaware.

But it was not concerned with grief over the recently deceased. The
vridow installed herself in Paris. She had broken off all her relations

with Provence and with Italy. She had left the father whose weakness

had thrown such chains round her.

This woman who now lived only for her past resumed the name of

Gomtesse de Mirabeao. She joined her former sister-in-law, Mme. du
Saillant. She chose as her home for the remainder of her days the former

house of the Marquis de Mirabeao. In that house she chose the room
that had been intended for the Comte de Mirabeau but had rarely been

used by him. She owed everything to her second husband, happiness,

shelter, during the Terror, and even her present financial security. Of
her first husband notlung remained but an abandoned memory, the

reputation for venality, and the memory of an equivocal role and a gi-

gantic fraud. There remained of him also the Vincennes correspondence

that exalted ha passionate love for another woman and placed herself on
record in the odious part of a fr^d wife, a.frivolous and perfidious

woman, and even an indifferent mother. But Emilie de Marignane, who
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had never loved Gabriel de Mirabeau in his lifetime, now devoted all

her faculties for loving to the flouted shade of the dead.

She devoted herself to it to the exclusion of every other feeling. She

even separated from her son, who, repudiated by his family, lived in

the south of France under the indifferent guardianship of strangers. But

she concerned herself with a boy of whom Caroline had taken charge.

To this child of Mirabeau and another woman she devoted herself with

maternal passion. It was to him and not to her own son, who died young

in poverty and oblivion, that she bequeathed her fortune.

She occupied herself esjiecially with the memory of the great de-

parted. She had scarcely installed herself in Caroline’s house when she

urged her to take steps to exhume Mirabeau’s remains and to obtain the

return of the lead coffin. Her persistency gained her the consent of the

Directory. But Mirabeau’s remains could no longer be found. Emilie

then devoted herself energetically to saving the shreds of his glory. It

was she who made a cult of it with his young son, and it was in mem-
ory of her passionate interest that he devoted his life to his father’s

rehabilitation. “We saw her always occupied,” he wrote, “with her

Mirabeau. She never ceased to surround herself with his letters, his jjor-

traits, and his favourite songs, which she sang with a voice and an art

still admirable.”

A woman’s posthumous love watched over his survival, a woman’s

belated loyalty perpetuated the pain of his death. Emilie de Mirabeau

died, according to this son whom she had adopted, “in the room and in

the very bed of Mirabeau, whose memory inspired her every day with

more passionate regrets.”
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Aulan, Bailli d’, 48-49
Austria, foreign affairs, 205, 260-61

Autun, Bishop of, see Talleyrand
Avignon, annexation to France desired.

485

BulBy, Jean^Sylvain* mayor of Paris, 317,

m, S**« 8*7 * S*S* 8*9 * 88L 888* 84L
8# 347/549. 3% 448 * 449 * 470

i de iaini-Chailm* 213^16, 834

Barentin, Keeper of the Seals, 526
Barmond, Abbe de, 455-56
Barnave, Joseph, 322-23, 336, 363, 368,

383, 411-12. 415, 426-27, 429, 430-88*
443, 484, 486, 504, 520

Barrcre, 521
Bastille, 342; fall of, 343, 344, 345; an-

niversary celebration, 448-51
Baudouin, co-author of VEspion drf-

valisi, 165
Beaumarchais. Pierre Caron de, 218, 219,

220, 472, 480-81
Belgium, Republic, 397-98
Bergasse, Nicolas, 472-73
Berthier, Louis-Alexandre, 503
Besenval, Pierre-Victor, Baron de, 263-64,

335, 348
Bic^tre (prison), 275
Bignon estate, 13, 16-17, 18, 32, 84, 153,

154, 280
Biron, Due de, see Lauzun, Due de
Bischoffswerder, 247
Boisgelin, Archbishop, 488
Bordeaux, Archbishop of, see Champion
de Cice

Boucher, 126, 131, 136, 144, 148, 152
Bouilie, General de, 438, 471-72, 499-501,
506

Boyer, 62-64
Brabant, 397-08, 399
Bremond-Julien, 298, 299
Brest, mutiny at, 473-75 »

Breteuil, Louis-Auguste, jBaron de, 209,

*39. a55 » *57 * 839 . 47 *. 499-5«>
Brian^on, see Jausserandy-Brian^n
Brienne, Lom^nie de, Archbishop of Tou-

louse, Minister of Finance, later Prime
Minister, 258, 264, 265, 277, 278, 279

Brissot, Jacques- Pierre, 164. 183, 198, 203,

212, 213, 215. 257, 265, 274, 3^. 409,

484
Broglie, Victor-Fran^ois,

889 * 84*
;uieres, 113,

Marshal de.

», 113, 120, 121, 123, 124, 126

Brunswick, Duke of, 235, 2381^9, 240, 248
Bruguie

269, 261
Buflidre, Pierre, see GM
Buffon, Geoigcs-Louis Lederc de« 96, 479
Bulfon, Mrae. de, 96, 266

Burke, Edmund, 201, 459
Busot, Francis, 507
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Cabsnis« Dr. Georges, 488, 501, 511, 511,

515. 514, 516, 517. 518-19
Cabarrus, Francois, Comte de, 115
Cabris, Jean>Paul, Marquis de, 55-57*

8i-8a, 1*5
Cabris. Louise, Marquise de, sister nf

GM, ti, 54-57, 81-8*, 107, 115-14, 117,

1*5* iS5» i5*»48o; “memorial,’* 135-

136, 151; relationshy with GM, 58-57,

83, 109, 110-11. 516
Cabris, Pauline de, 81

Caisse D’Escompte, sio, an, >15, 216, 251,

252. 286, 541. 364. 392, 398-97
Calonne, Charles-Alexandre de, 211, 214,

215, 216, 217. 220, 225. 227, 234, 237,

*44. *45. *49-57. *64. *8S
^ .

Campan, Mme. de, queen’s ladv-in-

waiting. 187. 445-46* 5^- 5*4
Caraman, Comte de, commandant of

Provence, 297. 298. 299, 300, 305. 304.

S05
Carreau, Julie, 435
Casumy, Abb4, 51-52, 63
Castelnau. Baron de, French ambassador

at Geneva, 347
Catholicism, Roman, 413
Cazal^s. Jacques de. 409. 427, 431, 442,

474. 5*3
Cerutti, Giuseppe, 286, 293-94
Chambre des Eaux et Forits, 64
Chambre des Enquites, 174
Chamfort, Nicolas-S4bastien Roch, 188-

191, 195, 196, 198, 199, 202, 204. 205, 208^

210, 224, 256, 37a, 429. 488
Champion de Cic^, Archbishop of Bor*

deaux. Keeper of the Seals, 329, 384,

388. 393, 476
Changey, Commandant de, 105
Chartres. Bishop of. 5^, 358
Chateaubriand, Fran^is*Ren4 de, 294
Ch^ltelet, tribunal of the, 348, 429, 443,

454-56
Ch^ier, Andr4, 4M, 488
Choiseul, Comte die, ^
Choquard, Abb^, 39. 197
Chronique de Pam (pub), 368, 497
Church prq>eitiet, sale of, 355-56* 89^
3^* 4*S* 461-84* 465

Gml threau of, 452, 457
Clarkson, Thomas, 411
Oavi^, Etienncf, 102, 164, 210, 211, 212,

215, 216. 217* 220, 237, 285, 274. 328.

$57 * $H» 596* 4*9* 434* 46** 4^4* 48a* 488
energy (Second Esute), 185, 287* 1%, 309,

310, 31a, 3i6« 321* 3^3*^, 3*9> 883* 889*

858, $70, 374. 390. ^1: civil constitu*

Son of. 415, 488-88; proposal fo abdiih
celibacy <n, 481

Ckrgy, Exp^Uon 0/ Principle Concem--
ing the Civil Constitution of the,

487

Clermont'Tonnerre, Due de, 283, 533, 339
Clonard, 210
Colonies, France, see France, colonies

Committees, see National Assembly, com-
mittees

Compagnie des Eaux, 217, 218, 219, 251,

*5*
Compagnie des Indes, 214, 251, 252
Comps, GM aecretary, 273, 284, 290, 293,

*94* 55** 435* 5>8* 5*9* 5*5
Cond^, Prince de, 189, 190, 443, 484, 502
Condorcet, Antoinc-Nicolas ie» 430, 463-

464* 507
Constitution, Committee on the, 358-58,

409* 4>3* 504-506
Constitutional Club, 283, 284
Conteur (pub), 231
Conti, Prince de, 45, 135
Corsica, 478-79
Council of State, 184, 185, 186. 211, 214,

216, 217, 234, *58* *64* *87* *79* *85,

*93. S‘4. 3*5. 3*6. 8*8. 3*9. 34'. 390.
407. 483

Counter-Revolution, 285. 395, 406-407,

41s, 421, 436. 455-56. 475-76. 477, 487,
491, 505

Coumaud, Abb^ de, 461
Courrier de VEurope (pub), 203-204
Courtier de Provence (pub), see GM,

Writings
Court, see National high court and parte*

ments
“Court of Love,” 67, 70, 72, 155
Crillon, Dues de, 33s

-

Criminal legislation, GM on, 275
Criminal procedure, reform, 392
Currency, see Assignau

Dalrymple, 232, 240
Danton, Georges-Jacques, 478-77, 488, 496
Dauphin^, province of, 19a, 277, 278
Dauvers, Jqlie, 141-42, 149
David, Jacoues-Louis, 488
Deputies, inviolability of, see InvUHa-

bility

Desmoulins, Camille. 340-41, 387, 569,
570. 398* 433-34* 444* 488^* 49®* 497*
501. 524

Dapotism, GM attacks, 86, 103, 115, 117,
150, 186-87, *4** *8*, 898, 310, 330-31,

_ 357-58* 4*4-*5
Dijon, Chftteau de, GM imprisoned, 103-*

108

Xl^m, Christian Wilhelm voti, 231, §33,

Dorset, Duke of, British ambaassidoir 10
France, 344

I>ieiix-Brdz4, Henri-Emid, Mirq#

D&t% La Tagneieut, 136
Dumont, Etkiuie, 173-73, |i|, 3i|,.|A7,
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J19, s*o. 525, s««, S»8. 319. 337. 345.
346. 349. 350. 351. 35*. 355 . 357 . 360.

36*. 363. 370 . 87*. 378. 380. 386. 39*.

398, 400, 412, 424, 425, 430. 435-36,

438, 460, 479, 482,489-90, 497. 498, 514,
5*6

Dupont de Nemours, Pieire-Samucl, 84,
»> 7. * 86-37 . *44 . *45 . *48. *49 . *08,

218, 237. 250, 256, 894, 364, 397, 427,

458. 48s
Du Port, Adrien, 279. 283. 284, 383, 415.

427. 429. 447
Duport'Dutertre, Keeper ot the Seals, 483
Duquesnoy, Ernest-Joseph, 482, 4H3, 514
Duroverai, 318-19, 320. 324, 325-26, 337,

350* S57 * 429* 450* 436* 480

Economics, GM on. 210-11, 213, 215-16.

217, 228, 234, 252, 253-54, 26^7, 272-

«7S* *86, 311-12, 322. 364-66. 392-95,

396-97, 461-64. 465. 490
Economists, 31. 32, 84, 101, 126, 187
Education. GM on, 115, 130, 506
Elie, 343
Elliot, Gabriel, 199-200
Elliot, Hugh. 197-98, 199, 201, 469-71
EmigrtfSi 346-47, 348, 353, 443, 470. 480,

500, 505
England, foreign affairs. 222-23. 260. 261,

426, 428. 458. 469. 470-71: political par-
ties, 200-201

EphimMdes, Les (pub), 44, 59
EKurial, treaty of the, 471
Espagnac, Abb^ d*, Vicar General of Sens,

251-52, 488
Espr^^nil, Jean-Jacques Duval de, 267,

4*8. 443
Estemo, Comte d*, French minister at

Berlin, 229, 251, 240, 243, 244, 246,

*92-93
Executive powers, royal, see Royal pre-

rogatives

Farmen General (fermiers gdndraux), 29-

Fauche, 100, 113, ito, 165
Fauche (fils), 259
F»ucign^455-56
Favras, Thomas de Mahy, Marquis de,

, f^tival of the, 448-51
Ferdinand, Archduke, governor of Milan,

*79^*» 162
Ferri^res, Charles-Elle, Marquis de, 326,

. 366* m* 4^
Fewen. Fiediik Axel, Count von, 276, 457,

471, 478. 499, 500
Feudal privileges, abolition of, 353-55,

Wu^uhen, British envoy to Spain, 471
IliiMuiii de, tiff, 369

Florida-Blanca, Conde de, Spanish prime
minister, 471

Fontages, Archbishop of Toulouse, 423,

439. 44*. 447. 450. 457. 467. 49*. 496
Foreign affairs, GM on, 203, 207, 228,

»6o-6i, 353. 402-403, 415, 428, 457-59.

470. 518
Foreign policy, GM on, i43-44»,i65, 206-

207, 288, 228, 239-40, 244-45. 247-48,
261-62, 444* 457‘“59* 5»8

Foresters’ rights. GM on, 62-64
Fox, Charles, 201, 223
France, armed forces, 28, 61, 300, 303,

832“35 > 335-36. 339. 340-4 >* 54*. 344-

345 * 373
-74 * 375 * 37®* 379-6o, 425, 426-

427. 444. 449, 45 >-53 * 456* 459 * 4^9 * 465*
488: address to king on removal of
troops, 337-38, 339; colonies, 410-12;
constitution, 268, 272-73, 276, 278, 284,

327* 334* 345* 356-60. 361. 374. 376-79.
408-409, 413. 427, 430, 432, 451, 462-65,

465-;66. 474, 477, 488, 491, 505; hnance,

29-31, 2* *-20, 228, 249, 251-56, 263-

264, 265, 266-67, 276, 278, 286, 298, 301,

302. 3«5 * 3 *». 3* 2 * 323* 330, 34 »* 553 *

355-56, 363-66, 396-97, 461-64; for-

eign affairs, relations with England,

222-23, 426, 428, 458, 469-71; with
Geneva, 162-64; with Holland, 26(h-62,

264; with Sardinia, 526; with Spain,

426, 428, 458-59, 470; with USA, 143,

222
Franklin, Benjamin, 187-88, 191, 202, 275,

440, 448
Frederick II, King of Prussia, 12, 165,

225. 229, 250, 231, 234-35. 239, 240, 241,

242-43* 246* 247
Frederick William 11 ,

King of Prussia,

241, 244, 246, 247, 260; GM letter to,

241-43* *44 * 505
Freedom of the press, edict against. 247;

GM on. 243. 252, 262. 276, 282, 305,

314-15, 429
Freemasonry, GM memorandum on, 1 15-

1 16

Fr^ron, Louis-Marie-Sianislas, 488, 505
Frochot, Nicolas, 311, 430, 513. 515, 516,

5 * 7 * 5*4
Frondcvillc, 455-56

Galliffet, Comte de, 133. 171. 174. 165-64

Gassaud, Chevalier de, 75-76, 79-80, 82,

9 »

Gassaud family, 78, 79, 101

Geneva, Republic of. 162, 163, 164

Gerle, Dom, 413, 449
Gland^ves family. 4
Colts, Baron von der, Prussian ambaf-
tador at Paris, 165, 261, 292

Gorani, Comte de, 424, 479* 504
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Gower> Lord, British ambassador at Paris,

460, 470
Gr^ire, Henri, 443
Grenoble, convokes Assembly of Notables,

*77, *87; riot, 277
Gu4m6n(^, Prince de. Grand Chamber-

lain, 60, 213
Guillotin, Dr. Joseph-lgnace, 513. 327,

Guines, Comte de, 107

Hardy, GM valet, 199, 207
Haren, Henriette Amdie van, see Nehra,
Mme. de

Haren, Onno Zwier van, 193
Haren, Willem van, 192
Henry, Prince, uncle of Frederick 11 , 229,

231, 243. 244, 246, 292, 293
Hertzberg, Minister von, 244, 246
Holland, 112, 205-206, 260-62, 264
H6tel dcs Invalides, 342; 344

If, Chateau d', GM imprisoned, 87-93
He de R^, GM imprisoned, 48-49
Infant hygiene, GM on, 74, 127

Inheritance, GM on, 521
Inviolability of deputies, 332, 442, 468
Ivemois, Francis d’, 201

Jacobin Club, 409, 411-12, 461, 464, 475,

482, 486, 488-89, 494, 501. 523. 525

i

aubert (GM lawyer), 172, 295
aucourt, Marc^uis de, 162

ausserandy-Bnan^on, Seigneur de Ver-

dache, 81, 109, 110, 111, 113-14, 135

Jeanneret, 216, 256, 387
Jews, GM champion of, 233-34. 243
Joseph II, Emperor of Austria, 205-206,

261, 397. 409
Journal de Paris (pub), 286, 293, 367. 454
Journal of the Friends of the Constitu-

tion, 489
Joux, Chateau de, GM imprisoned, 93-

101

Raunitz, Wenzel Anton, Count von, chan-

cellor of Austria. 416
King's Council, see Council of State

Lach^ze, Dr., 510, 511, 516
Laclos, Pierre Choderlos de, 283, 367, 489
Lacfoix, Jean-Fran^ois de, 429, 431
La Page; 142, 144
La Fare, Matqui, de, agi, jot-gos
Lafayette, Maquis de, aSa, gga, s4St $4^,

S54- 9Bfi> 857. S76. 578-w. s^t-Sa. 587.

88^. 89M*»*. 404. 4«T. 4»4-»«. 4*®.

4*8. 488. 487-88. 489^0. 4S«»-5‘. 4fi».

487-88, 471. 477. 478. 48*-88- 499^‘.
*08 , 508, gas

Lanarpe, Jeaa-Fnm^oii die, 488

Lally-Tollendal, Trophime-Gdraid,
Comte de, ayd, 84d

La Marck, Auguste, Comte de. Prince
d’Arenberg, ss6. 354 . 367. 37»-73. 377*

379. 38*. 384. 386-87, 388, 398, 400.

401, 40s, 404-405; 406, 408, 416-eo, 421-

4*5. 4*9 . 435-37. 43?. 439-40. 444, 445-
448. 4'. -53. 457. 439-60, 467, 471, 47a-

473. 474. 475-76, 477. 478, 48s. 485.
484-85. 487, 492, 493, 496, 499, 500, 501.

503, 506. 507-10, 515, 514-15, 519, sao,

5* 1
. 5*5. 5*6

Lambert,. Marquis de. 46
Lambesc, Prince de, 341
Lamcth. Alexandre de, 336, 337, 342,

354. 383. 4". 4 >5. 4*7. 4*9. 43 »-33 .

447. 484. 5*0
Lameth, Charles de, 385. 411, 427, 429,

43»-33 . 440. 447. 484. ,489. 5*0
Lamoignon, Keeper of the Seals, 268, 269
Lanjuinais, Jean-Denis. 394
La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt, Francis,
Due de, 188, 283. 352, 336, 344

Launay, Bemard-Ren6 de, governor of
the Bastille, 343

Lauzun, Due de, later Due de Biron, 217,
221-22, 223, 224, 227, 239, 266, 269,
280, 283, 284. 285, 294, 382, 383, 399,
471

La Valette, Marquis de, 68
La Vauguyon, Due de, 120, 125
La Villcttc, Jean-Hippolyte Dudouit, 525
Lavoisier, 3^, 463-04
Law, John, 211, 215, 462
League of Princes, 232
Lc Chapelier, L R. G.. 341, 350, 443. 503-

504
Le Couteulx de La Noraye, 216, 217
Legrain (GM valet), 159-^, 390, 518
Legrand, 323
Lc Jay, 259, 270, 284-85. 350-51, 497
Lc Jay, Mme., 270-72, 284-85, 350-51, 370,
436

Lenoir, Pierre, 126, 128, 145, 165
Letters, inviolability of, 347
Lettre de cachet, 37, 47, 49, 78, 87, 106,

107. 108, 120, 125, 146. 148, 163, 195-96,
197* 198* *55 * *56* 257, 268, 277, 305,
358

Lettres de cachet, commission on, 101

,

»?5 * 107
Liaisons dangereuses (Laclos), 283, 367
Liancourt, Due de, see La Rochefoucauld
Liberty, see Rights of man
IJmaye-Coriolii, Marquis dc, 76, 77
Lhnaye-Coriolit, Maiqulse de, oaiim of
GM, 68, 76

Loigues, 1 to

Lotterlci, German, GM on, tis, 244
Louis XIV, jk>6, 4it
Louis XVI, see Jso GM and tlia
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Royal; 84, 146, 187. aiy, 149, 855, a6s,
*67* *77. *79. 3>®. 3”. 3*6, 317. 8a».

3*5. 3*8, 3*9-8*. 333-84. 835. 338-39.
84*. 344-45. 360-8*, 368, 37*. 375-8*.
398, 407-408, 416-19, 4*>-*3. 445. 446-
448. 450-5*. 47*-73. 474. 477-78. 484.

490. 49*. 494. 499-501. 503, 505. 506,
5*a, 514, 515, 5*6: ministry, 305, 336,

889. 345-46. 38*. 383-84. 385. 386, 389,

89*. 393-94. 396. 897. 407. 4*9. 4**.
4a6, 418. 439. 448. 458. 457. 458. 46*-6*,

464. 466-67. 47a, 473-75. 476-77. 483-85.
401 « 498* 5S3; and the National Assem*

SS8“S4. S85* M4-45» SSS*
360-61, 874, 87fr-«*, 408, 47* , 474, 490.

498, 502, 503; and the people, 146, 297,

3*', 3*7. 8*8, 834, 389, 345. 846. 368.

378. 380, 385-86. 897, 480-8*. 45*.
47i*~7a, 474s 506; and the Revolution,

*

860* 877* 897* 407-408. 450. 488. 490
Luchet, Marquis dc, 131, *56, 285, 193,

*94
Luxembourg, Due de, 334

Maillet, Father, 141

Malesherbes, Chretien-Guillaume de La-
moignon de, 101-102, 105, 107, 108, 117,

264
Malleroy, Marquise de, see Monnier,
Sophie de

Malouet, Pierre, 324, 325, 443, 493-95. 5**
Malvieux, Marie de, see Pailly, Marie de
Mandates, verification of by Assembly,

8 *8. 8 i7 » 8**
Manoique, GM exiled to, 78-87; incident

at, 296-97
Marat, lean-Paul, 447, 486. 502, 504, 525
Marie Antoinette, 107, 180-81, 189, 205,

207, 214, 217, 222, 224, 236, 263. 264,

*66, 279. S»o. 338, 84*. 846 * 373. 374.
377-81, 385, 398, 399. 401, 408, 416-20,

4*i-*8 . 488. 4S9-40 , 448“45 . 445-48 .

450. 45 »-55 . 47 >-78 . 477
-78 . 482-^5.

487. 490. ^*-98 . 495. 49^. 499-501. 500.
520-21, 526

Marignane, Emilie de, see Mirabeau^
Emilie de

Marignane, Marquis de, father of Emily,
66, 67, 68, 70, 74--75, 77, 101, 146, 154,

167-68V 169, 170. 171, 173. 174, 178, 185,

186, 292, 526-27
Marseille, election, 295-96, 305-306; up-

riaings, 297-301, 392, 406-407, 425-^6,

486
3l*itinlque, Negro question, 410
Mastaic Qub, 410
Maurepas, Jean-Fr4d4ric, Comte de, 60,

125, 143 . 148
piM. 401, 889J^ 413, 424. 448»

4>i. 47«. 478.^

Mauvillon, Jakob, 235-36, 250, 252, 280,

*85. 850. 86*. 87*. 40*. 408. 484. 44®.

457
Mendelssohn, Moses, 233
Mercenaries, dispute over, 112
Mercier, Louis-^bastien, 342
Mercure de France (pub), 265, 460
Mercy-Argenteau, Florimond-Claude,
Comte de, Austrian ambassador at

Paris, 216, 586, 400, 416-19, 421, 422,

4*5 . 450. 458. 445, 448, 45*- 455 . 459.

47*. 475. 477. 48*. 485. 487. 495 . 499.

506. 5S1
^Mesdames,** aunts of Louis XVI, 501-504
Mesmer, 283, 473
Michaud, public prosecutor at Pontarlier,

106, 159
Military, GM on, 112, 113, 241, 262-63,

555-57. 54*. 444. 45 *-55. 458
Militia, citizen, see also National Guard;

300-501, 304, 357, 343, 546
Mines and mining concessions, GM on,

507-509
Ministry, see Louis XVI, ministry
Mirabeau, Alexandre-Louis dc ("Ger-

manicus**), uncle of GM, 11, 12

Mirabeau, Bailli de, see Mirabeau, Jean-
Antoine de

Mirabeau, Boniface, Vicomte de, brother
of GM, 21, 90. 154, 143, 144, 281, 318,

559. 56*. 408, 4*5. 44*-45. 480
Wntmgs: Lanteme masque, 318,

441; Voyage national de Mirabeau ca^

det, 1790, 441
Mirabeau, Caroline de, sister of GM, set

Saillant, Marquise du
Mirabeau, chateau de, 4, 42, 51. 71. 166
Mirabeau, Emilie, Comtesse de, wife of
GM, 65-70, 76, 79-80, 84, 89, 133, 135;
children, 74, 88, 133-34, 526-28; law-

suit vs. GM, 168, 171-74* 175-83, 192#

197, 1^; marriages, 68^0, 526; rela-

tionship with GM, 70, 72-73, 75, 76,

79-81, 8t, 84, 85, 86-87, 89, 90-91, 94-

95. 102, 133, 136-36, 146. 147. 154-55^

167-70, 171, .175, 179, 291-92, 394-96,

516, 527-28
Mirabeau, Fran^ise, Marquise de, pa-

ternal grandmother of GM, 7, 8, 10, 11,

12. 14-15, 16, 34. 43
Mirabeau, Honor^Gabriel Riqueti,
Comte de, address to king on removal
of troops, 337-38, 339; ancestry, 3-9;.

appearance, 20. 21. 51, 99, 179. 288^,.
445; autopsy, 526-21; in Belgium, iggr
196, 256-58; birth, 17; candidate for

el<K;tion to States General, 280, 281, 282,

284, 287-91, 294-97. 305-306; character,

8. 7. 36^57. 47. 48. 5*. 58 . 60, 64. 114,

116. 164. 315, 351. 35*. 87*.
4f4. 485*

486* 46^-90. 497. childhood, 2***8*
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Mirabeau <

37-58; diildren, see Mirabeau, Victor,

and Sophie>GabiieUe; Montigny. Jean-
MariC’Nicolas; collaborators, see Bris-

Sot. Chamfort. Clavi^re. Dumont. Duro>
verai, Nold^. Pcllenc, Reybaz; Corsican
cainpaign. 49-50. rat; and the court.

ia4. 186 (letters); 336. 373. 381, 401-402.

4S7» 453-54. 457* 4»«. 487-^. 496. 498“

499. 503* 506; secret adviser to the court.

4i6-t«, 4*s. 4S7-S8. 439-4^. 448-45.
445-48. 451-5*. 459-6°. 466-67. 47*-78.

474. 475-76. 477. 484. 490-94. 495. 501-
502. 514. 524; court debut. 6o: court*

ship and marriage. 68-70; death. 519;
duel. 183-84; education, 38-40; in Eng*
land, 199-210; exile at Manoaque, 78-

87; fother, see Mirabeau. Victor de; as

feudal lord. 59-60. 62-64; finances. 46.
^

48, 65, 7*. 7S. 74, 75. 76-77.

78-79. 101. 114. 121. 149. 156. 160. 166,

186. 191. 237. 245. 251, 269. 368. 37

387. 389. 890. 40*. 4*5. 4*3. 435. 48»-«*.

4W. 8>5-‘6: and Franklin. iS8;

funeral. 523-24; health. 18, 89. 122, 132.

»85. *48. *38. *70. 8«5. 8**. 335. 405-
406. 440, 474. 494. 495. 496, 498, 507,

50^19. 520; in Holland, 112-21; im*
pnsonment. 46. 48-49, 87-95, 93-101.
105-108, 122-48; interviews the queen
at St. Cloud. 445-48; and Lafayette. 382.

883-«4. 387. 389. 4»4-«6. 4*3. 438. 437*
488. 439^. 45‘. 466. 467-68. 47*. 478.

483. 49^500, 506; and La Maick. 570-

J7|, s^-88. 404-1405. 408. 416-19.

485-87. 499-60, 47*^8. 48*, 484-85.

496. 907-10, 519. 514: law»uitt, 84, 180,

120-21, 156-w. 186. 257. 281; letter to

king of Prussia. 241*^3. 244, 505; mili-

tary training and service, 46-47, 49-50,
61; minist^, aspirations toward, 366,

388* 39S-96* 401, 407, 429, 437“S6» 474?
as monarchist, 280, 325, 336, 359-60,

371, 402, 403, 406, 417, 420-21. 422,

424, 4»7i 43«-5S» 437* 443-44* 446* 453*

457* 46^7* 475. 4^* 484-95* 496* 501;
mother, see Mtrabeau, Marie Gene*
vi^ de; and the National Assembly,

337* 849* 361, 363* 564* 394* 4»*-JS* 415*

477* 490. 49*-9** 493. 497* 496: elected

president, 496-97; and nobility, 188,

289. 290, .291, 296, 304-305. 318; as

orator, 40. 63, 177, 181, 319-20, 52s,

433* 436* 463* 495* 509l Paris

Directory, elected member, 496; and
the people, 59-60, 63, i30-3t< 166-^,
219, 288, 280. 290, 294-97, 299-302, 303-

905* 306, 3»». 340* S45i 349* 560. 377-79*

4*5* 43»* 45^»* m * 504* 5t«* 5*4*

;5*77*6* 5**-*4i sa^ty. 245,

37*-7S* 402-4M. 409. 453-54. 469-90:
Prussia, political mission to. 227*-^.
238-48; publishing company, 350-51.
436; and Robespiem, 424-25, 489, 522;
sifters, see Cabris, Louise de; Saillant.

Marquise du, and Mirabeau, Marie
speeches, 409-12; see also National As*
aembly, speeches; in Switzerland, lott

158, 163-66; and Talleyrand, 226-27,
*56. 37*J ^ile. see Mirabeau, Emilie de;
will and tesument, 515; women, rela-

tionship with, see also Dauvers, Le Jay.
Limaye-Coriolis, Monnier, Nehra,
Pailly, Saint-Orens, Vcncc; 37, 47, 68-
69, 89-90, 98, 109, 123, 140-41. 195* *00,
220-21. 229. 511. 520

Writings: Actions de la Compagnie
des Eaux de faris, 217. 218; Addresse
aux Bataves sur le StathoudSrat, 262,

857; Banque d'Espagne, 215; Consid^
actions sur Vordre de Cmcffifuitfa.
191. 202-203; Correspondence ... on
Af. NeckeTs Report .... 286; Denun~
dation of Speculation, 252; Dialogues,
139: Doutes sur la liberti de VEs-
caut .... 205, 207. 209. 217; Erotica
biblion, 142; Essai sur le despotisme,
86. 100. 1 13; Histoire secrite de la cour
de Berlin, 284-85. 292-94; Imiti de
VAnglais, 275-^ Lecieur y mettra le

titre, 1 17; Letter from a citizen of Mar-
seille, 296; Letter from Count von
Schaumberg to Baron von Hohendorff,
commanding the Hessian troops tn
America, 112; Lettres de cachet et des
prisons d^itat, 130-31, 165. 166, 197-98;
Lettres du Comte de Mirabeau d ses
commettants, 314, 315. 349; Lettres sur
Vadministration de M. Necker, 555,
258; Liberti de la preset, 276; Ma con*

140-41. 165; Mimmres du
ministdre du due d*AiguilUm, 129; Mo-
narchie Prussienne, 248, 259, 270; Moses
Mendelssohn et la riforme politique
des Juifs, 233, 234; Farapilla, 117; Re-
ply to the counsels of reason, um; Re-M to the protests ... of the Assem-
oh . , , , 290; Riponse d Vderhain des
administtateurs de la Compagnie dee
Eaux de Paris, 210; R^ponse aux
alarmes des bods eftoyens, 269; Salt
marshes of Pranche-CamU, treatise on.
03. loo; Suite d Id dinonciation de
ragiotage, 273; To the Pravenpei net
Hon, 291; mtsceHaneoiti wiitifun: Ca«
kmne, pamphlet agaitist, teo; Goesfea,
history of, 52; Fren^ grammar. 1:88-419;

Geneva, memoraiidiim on, 1% CiM
traaslatfont, itS; laoctilaiion.

OIL twj; on* 189$ my-



INDEX
thology. ia8; VEspion divalisi (in col-

laboration with Baudouin), 165; Gale-
Tie des Etats giniraux, (in col-

laboration with Laclos), 3^7, 436
Editor: Analyse des papiers anglais

(pub), 265; Caisse d'Escompte, sia, <14,

215; Courtier de Prouence (pub), 34igr

350. S5S. S54. 855. 857 - 8*0. 878. S86. 89*.

394, 396, 40a, 406, 46a; Etats gindraux
(pub), 314

Mirabeau, Jean-Antoine de, Bailli de
Mirabeau, uncle of GM, io>ii, a8, 34,

4 »» 47» 55 * ®*. »|5* *0*

155, 167. 168, 170, 174, 176. 184. 359,
38a, 326; General of Galleys (Malta),

4a; Governor of Guadeloupe, i8~i^
relationship with GM. 47, 51, 5a, 53,

94, 14a, 185-67, 174-75. 1^4* 516
Mirabeau, Jean-Antoine de (''Silver-

neck**), paternal grandfather of GM,
6-8, 6a

Mirabeau, Louise de, sister of GM, ue
Cabris, Louise de

Mirabeau, Marie de, sister of GM, lO,

87
Mirabeau, Marie-Genevi^ve, Marquise de,

mother of GM, 19-15. ay,
J5, 91, 145*

195; children, 15, 16, 17: in convent,

iao-51: death, 526; marriage, 19-14,

see also Mirabeau, Victor de, wife; rela-

tionship with GM, fi-it, 98-^9* 7<* 9S*
too, 118, 145, 151, 165, 19s, 5Sa-i9, 516

Mirabeau, Soj^ie-Gabiielle del daughter
of GM, 127-28, 195, 199, 1441

Mirabeau, Victor de, aon of OM, 74. 87,
lot, 108, 128, 199-98* 169

Mirabeau, Vidor fllqiietl, htequls de,

father ol GM, birth, 8; and bimer, the
bailU, 10, 19, 92, 57, 159,

184; character, 9-10, it, ag, aS, Ig, 147;
eoiiitship and marriage, 19-14; and
dau^ter Caroline, 41; and daughter
Loulm, 94-56, 8t,<^, 107, 111, 125, 196,

258; death, 994; funeral, 940-41; and
GM, 9, 18, ao-tt, 29, 97. 98^. 40-41*

47. 48. 49* 50* 6*. 5*. 57-58, 59. 6o-6i,

w, 64-65, 71. 77, 81. 84, 89, 87, 99, lOl-
102, 105, 106, 107, 109, it8-«o, i9»-99.

»38 * H7 * »5 i. »58-58 * »57* »68*

160, 169, 169, 166, 170, 175. 184, 166,

120, W, 252, 258, 259. t8l-«2, 918,

994: and GM's w^, 78^, 81, 85, 168-

169, 186, 291; and grandson. 194, 169;

imprisonment, 91-92; and Mme. de
l^auMy. 9*-S5* M* 7 ». »>8. i95-S<^» *87*

tSi; parents, 8, 9; and Physiocrau,

§6-27, 90-91, 45^* 45: 8nd sum Boni-
face, 11, 21, 194, 149. aSi, 918, 999; and
wife, 14-15, 21, 17-*8, 95. 58, 41, 98.

91-92, 117-20, 185, >45* i5>-5«*

suit for separation, 96, 92, loo, 117-19,
121, 152

Writings: VAmi des hommes, 23-25;
Vinstruction d*un prince, 165; Philo-
Sophie rurale, 43, 46; Thdorie d*imp6t,

So-32
Mironmesnil, Armand-Thomas de,

Keeper of the Seals, 185, 186, 197, 216,

*55
MonatVrhists, 374, 408, 440
Monnier, Marquis de, 9&-97, 98, 103, 108,

114, 120, 150, 156, 160
Monnier. Sophie, Marquise de, 95-98, 104,

106, ]o8, 109, .121, 127, 128, 137, 14^
148, 150, 151, 160, 161-62; and GM,
9^9, 100, 103, 104, 106, 110, 111, 113,

114, 121, 137, 149, 150, 162; correspond-
ence with GM, 124, 126-27, 128, 132,

»85. >S7. >89. MO. M». M8. M4-45. m6.

524-25, 527; inmnsonment, 123-62
**Monsicur,** see Provence. Comte de
Montargis, convent of. 143
Montesquieu, Abb^ de, 494
Montherot, provost of Burgundy, 104, tog
Montigny, Jean-Marie-Nicolas de
("Coco *), son of GM, 192, 197, 212, 229,
238, 256, 515-16. 520, 528

Montigny, Lucas de, 197, 515
Mohtlosier, Comte de, 393-94, 441, 467
Montmorency, Mathieu, Vicomte de, 336
Montmoiin-Saint-H^rem, Armand-Marc,

Nirbonne-Larm, Louis, Comte de, tag-
**4* m

National Assembly, see also States Gen-
eral; 149, jti, 3*5. 8*8-*9. 885. 88®-S7.
84«. 847. 849. 858. 859. 868. S«4.*874.
877. 87». 885. 89>. S98. 400. 407. 409»

410, 411, 418, 484, 4,5, 418-19, 448,

444, 448, 451, 454. 465. 466. 467. 478.

477. 478. 480. 487. 488, 49« . 496. so*. 507.

516, 523. 524; Comit^ des Rapports.

456, 467; Comity des Rechcrches, 455-

456; C^mit^ dlnstruction Publique,

524, 525; Committee for Drafting the
Omtitution, 356-58. 409, 413, 5<H-5<>5*
Committee ot Agriculture and Cbm*
merce, 508; Committee on Foreign Al*

fahrs, 458. 485; decrees. 348. 355-56.

dfitp 966, 37^9* 59*. 4»** 465-^* 4%



INDEX
National Assembly (continued}

488, 489, 504-505, 525; decrees of Aug. 4.

1789, 354-56, 360^1, 368; deputations,

8S5 » 8S9 » 34 ». 344 » 37^» 377 » 4 »o. 450*

454. 476* 478* 5««I meetings, 329-

33»» 344. 374. 380-81, 383, 393-94. 398.

426-

27, 440, 442, 455. 457-59. 462. 4877
469, 474, 503-505. 5*11 political divi-

sions: left wing, 360, 408, 427, 428, 430,

455-58. 487. 489. 474 . 475. 485. 505*

522, 523; right wing, 393, 409, 425.

427-

28, 442, 455-58. 462, 485. 488, 474.

475. 478. 485. 488, 498. 5*». 5*3J

speeches. 333. 356-37. 339. 342, 357-58.

360-61, 364-67, 390-9^ 398. 405. 408.

408, 413, 414, 424, 430, 431-33. 440. 449.

454. 458. 458-59. 481-83. 465. 467-68.

475. 478. 487. 507. 508-509; union of

Orders, question of, 285. 311, 316, 321,

325. 329-31. 333-34. 354
National bank, 364, 393, 396
National Guard, see also Militia, citizen;

378. 378-79. 381. 383. 39*. 4*5. 4*9. 451.

485. 489, 490, 495-98. 503. 505. 5*3
National high court, 477
Navy, see France, armed forces

Necker, Jacques, 20, 237. 249. 253-54, 279,
280, 283, 285, 286, 311-12, 313, 317.

325-26, 3*8. 3*9. 334 . 338. 338-39. 340.

341. 346. 348, 560, 363-65, 378, 384, 385.

394. 395. 398. 397. 398. 407-408. 41*. 417.

419, 461-62, 484-85
Necklace, AffSir of this, 237, 390
Negroes, rights of, 409-12
Nenra, Mme. de, pseudonym of Henriette
van Haren, 192-94, 198, 207, 208, 209,

220, 238, 240, 248, 256, 257; relationship

with CM, 194-^, 205, 208. 209, 211-12,

220-21, 229, 270, 271-72, 515-16
Neufchdtel, 99, 158, 16a, 163, 165
Nicolai, C. F., 232, 233
Nivemois, Due de, 17, 29, 47, 109, 148
Noailles, Vioomte de, 344, 354,^
Noailles family, 60, 188

Nobility (First Estate), 285, 287-89, 291,

3<^. 309. 310. 31*. 318. 318. 3*1. 3*3.

3*9. 33*. 333. 334. 335. 338. 339. 355*

,87-90
Nold4 Baton de,^
Nollenbourg, Comte de, tee Ferdinand,
Archduke

Nmrth, Lord, loi

Cels, Comte d*, see Henry, Prince
Oany, Baron d', 352
Old age benefits, CM on, 507
Orange, Prince of, 260
Omteur du peupk Opub), 447
Order Cincbinattis, 1S8

Orleans, Louis-Philippe<Joseph, Due d',

212, 266, 267-68, 285, 309. 310, 333, 341,

387. 388, 375. 381-83. 388, 444-45. 454.

468
Ormesson, Le F^vre d*. Controller Gen*

eral, 211, 214
Orsay, Comte d', 55
Ossun, Comtesse d’, 373

Pailly, Marie, Mme. de. 32-35, 37, 85, 134,
147. 154. 155. 187, 281; see also Mira>
beau, Victor de, and Mme. de Pailly;

relationship with CM, 39. 59, 61, 119,

147. 187
Pamiers, Bishop of, 471
Panchaud, 210, 211, 224, 226, 227, 254,

*73. *83. *94
Pantheon, 522. 525
Paris. CM plans for modernization, 129;

influence of, 438, 476; municipal con-
stitution, 346, 349; removal of royal
family to, 381, 398; uprisings, 94. 341-

543 . 575-76. 585. 505
Parlements, 68, 119, 152, 159, 174, 175,

182, 202, 236, 257, 266, 267, 269, 279,
282, 283. 284, 292, 326, 328, 405-406, 455;
vs, the king, 263-64, 265, 267, 268,

*77
Pascalis, 125, 171, 287, 296, 485, 486
Passy, residence of Franklin, 187
Peasant revolt, 352-54, 409
Pcllenc, 386-87; 406, 507, 509, 516
Peretti, Abb^, 478-79
P^igord, Abb6 de, see Talleyrand
Perpignan, 441-42
Petertorough, Lord, 172
Potion de Villeneuvc, j^rfime, 374, 453,

448, 5*5
Petit, Dr., 513, 517, 519
Petites-Orphelines, Maison des (convent),

19*
Physiocrats, 26-27, 30, 31, 32, 44, 45. 117,

509
Pion, 159-60
Pitt, William, 200-toi, 353, 411, 430,
489-71. 515. 518

Poisson, CM tutor, 22, 23, 32, 60
Polignac, Duchesse de, 166, 187, 190,

213-14. *84. 34*. 348
Pompadour, Mme. de, 26, 31, 32, 65
Portalis, Jean>£tienne*Marie, 125, 172,

174, 176^7. 179, 180
Poterat, 161, 162
Pre*revolution, 138, 172, 264-65, 369, 276-

377» *78* *98-305
Press, see also Freedom of the press; CM
on influence of, 466

Price* Richard* to3
Provence, sed Abe, llarseiBe
Provome^ Comte de f*Motilieiin,



INDEX
brother of Louis XVI, 214, 224, 377,
897~40«. 407. 4i5> 503

Provence, Estates of, 287, 288, 289, 290,

« *94 _
Provincial Assemblies, 20, 237, 255, 265;
GM plan for, 237-38, 252

Provinces, abolished, 449; agitate for au-
tonomy, 277

.Prussia, see also GM in Prussia; 163, 261

Quesnay, Dr., 26-27, 30, 43-44

from Paris, 501-504; plans for safety

of, 367-68, 377-78.“ 418-19, 451, 471,
488, 499-50*

Royal prerogatives, 323. 359-60, 361, 368,

374, 409, 427-28, 429, 430-33
Royal veto, 323, 35tH5o. 568, 429
Ruifey, Mmc. de, mother of Sophie dc
Monnier, 104, 105, io6

Ruffey, Richard de, father of Sophie de
Monnier, 96, 104, 120

Rabaut de Saint-Etienne, Jean Paul. 316,

3*7 * 340, 341
Red Book, 427
Resiiault de Saint-Jean-d’Ang^ly, 349
Religious tolerance, GM on, 262. 358. 413
“Renarcllc, La.” £milie*s patemai grand-
mother, 65-66

Republicans, 340, 367
Retrospective law, GM on, 213, 214
Revolution, see also Pre-Revolution,
Counter-Revolution; 334, 33K. 341-42,

342-44, 346-47. 348, 352-54. 375-8*.
402-403, 430, 432. 436. 448-5*. 457. 45^.
462-64. 465-66, 467, 470, 487, 498, 507,
5*^27

Revolution de France et de Brabant
(pub), 396

Revolutions de Paris (pub), 368
Rcy, Marc-Michel, 113
Reybaz, Etienne-Salomon, 460-61, 462,

483. 485. 510. 521
Rights of man, declaration of, 356-58, 374,

376. 379 . 4 *0
. 505; GM champions, 116,

130-31. 185. 187. 241-42, 260-61, 262-
263. 282-83, 296

Riqueti, Jean (Jchan), Seigneur de Mira-
beau. 3, 4, 5

Rivarol, 341, 379
Robespierre. Maximilien. 316. 347, 374.

424. 440. 443, 461, 489, 504, 507, 521
Robien, Mile. de. wife of Boniface de

Mirabeau. 281
Rocca, Contessa della, see Mirabeau,

Emilie de
Rochefort, Comtesse de. 29, 32, 54. 60, 62,

63, 87
Rodez, Bishop of. 329
Rohan Louis, Pdnce-Cardinal de, 202,

2 *3 . 238. 390
Romigny, Mme. de. 143
Romilly, Sir Samuel. 201-202, 273-74, 275,
313

Rodcnicians. 246, 247
Rouignol. Jean, 343
Rougmmit, 131-32. 140, 144
R^msseau. Jcan*]acques, 27, 45-46. 51, 86,

departure of king's aunts

Sade, Marquis de, 139
Saillant. Caroline, Marquise du, sister of
GM, 16, 41, 52, 71, 85, 109, 136, 147.

152, 160, 186. 383. 394-95» 480, 512-13,

516, 526-28
Saillant, Comte du, nephew of GM, 445,

516, 520
Saillant. Marquis du, 41, 47, 85, 148, 160
Saint-Belin, Mme. de, 104
Sainte-Cla ire. convent, Mme. de Monnier

imprisoned at, 127
Saint-Cloud, 445-48
Saint-Gcorges, Marquis de, 13
Saint-Huru^e, Marquis de, 367, 368
Saint-Mathieu, Comte dc. CM twm de
plume, 113

Saint-Mauris, Commandant de. 93, 98,.

100. 105, 105
Saint^Orens. Marquise de. 192. 193. 194,.

*95
Saint-Pelagic (prison), 123
Saint-Priest, 377, 584, 385, 398, 476
Salm, Prince de, Bishop of Toumay, 37 v

Salmour, Count, 335, 342, 346
Salptoiere, La (prison), 275
Sambat, CM secretary, 245
San Domingo, Negro question, 410-11
Sardinia, 102, 526
Sartine, Gabritd de, Minister of MarinCr

>45
Scheldt, navigation, GM on, 205-206
Seguier, Antoine-Louis, king's counsel,,

292
segur, Comte de, 444
Segur, Louise de, 471
Seven Years' War, 28-29
lySg Club, see Society Patriotique de 1789
IMeyes, Abbe, 320-21, 323, 326, 327, 332.

S4*. S50. 356, 4*9. 443. 45*. 496*

Sigrais, 38, 39
Slave Trade, British Society for the

Abolition of, 409
Slave trade, GM attacks, 409-12. 429
Slave trade, Negro, 409-12
Sodete des Amis des Noirs, 409. 410. 411
Societe Patriotioue dc 1789, 429-30, 461
Society of Friends of the Constitution, see

Jacobin Club
Sombarde, 156. 159
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Spain, foreign relations, 4x6, 428, 459,

470. 471
Speculation, GM on, 215, 215, 254, 252,

27s
Stacl, Mme. dc, 224, 253, 548, 360, 375.

411, 423, 430, 437, 523
State hank, plans for founding, 238; see

also National bank
States General, see also National Assem-

bly; 164, 263, 264, 265, 267, 268. 276,

277, 278, 279, 281. 284, 285, 286, 305,

321, 322; deputations. 316-17; dissen-

sion among orders, see also Mandates;
gii, 323-24. 325-26; meetings. 309-12.

312-14^ 521; speeches, 311

States General, Memorandum on the

(Antraigues), 278
Struensee, 238
Suffren Saint-Tropcz, Bishop of Sisteron,

296-97

Talleyrand, Charlcs-Maurice de, AbW dc
P^rigord, later Bishop of Autun, 211,

221, 223, 225-27, 228, 237, 238, 243,

«44. *45* *49. *50. *56. *66, 283, 285,

368. 372, 388-89, 590-9* » 4*9. 44S. 450-

451. 484. 486. 517-18, 521
Tallicn, Jean-Lambert, 488
Talma, Francois-Joseph, 435, 488
Talon. 399-401. 482. 483
Target, G. J. B., 202. 514. 370
Taxation, see France, finance

Taylor, William, 454
Tennis Court^«»oath of the, 327-28, 361,

4*4
Terror, see Revolution
Thimines, Bishop of Blois, 281

Third Estate (Tiers Etat), 278. 284. 285,

286. 287-89. 297, 305, 306. 309. 310, 312,

313. 314, 316, 317. 318. 320, 321. 323,

3*5 * 8*6* 8*6-84 . 885 * 839 * 858 * 856* 89^
Titles and rank, move to abolish, 440
Toulouse, Archbishop of, set Brienne and

Pontages
Touraine Regiment. 441-42
Trahison ddcouoerte de Comte de Mira-

heau, 429-31
Treason, GM accused of, 428-30

Treaties with foreign Powers, 457-58

Triumvirate, 426, 465, 469
Tronchet, 521
Turgot, Anne-RoberC'Jacques, so, 84, 93,

107. 117, 126, 187, 202, 237, 254, 397

United States of America, 11a, 203, 356-

357; foreign affairs, 143. 206
Ussel, Duchesse d', 398

Valbelle, Comte dc, 67, 101, 135
Valdahon, Le Boeuf de, 97, 150, 157, 159.

160

Vallet, Abb^, 162
Vassan, Marie-Genevi^e de, see Mira-

beau, Marie-Gencvi6ve de
Vassan, Marquise de, maternal grand-
mother of GM, 13, 14, 40, 58, 9s

Vauban, Marquise de, 471
Vaudreuil, Comte de, 166, 190, 191, 214
Vauvenargues, Marquis de, 9, 12, 13
Vcnce, Comtesse dc, 69, 80, 83, 170, 183
Vence, Julie dc, 69
Vence, Marquis de, 66
Vend6me, Due de, 6, 7
Verjj^nnes, Charles Gravier, Comte dc,

Minister of Foreign Affairs, 163, 165,

203, 206, 229. 231, 237. 239. 243, 247,
*50

Versailles, march on, 375-81 ^

Veto, royal, see Royal veto
Vienne. Archbishop of. 329
Villeneuve-Mouans, Baron de, 83-84, 120
Vincennes, Chflteau de, GM imprisoned,

122-48; invaded by Paris mob, 505:
Victor de Mirabeau imprisoned, 31-32

Viomenil, Baron de, 49
Virieu, 468
Vitry, 157, 166, 525
Vizille, Assembly of, 277, 287
Volney, Constantin. Comte ae, 361
Voltaire. 51, 96. 4H8

War, right of declaring, 427-28, 4^, 430-

W6fincrf\46-47

Yet-Lie, see Nehra, Mme. de
Young, Arthur, 322
Ysabeau, Dr., 141, 144, 148, i6t-82
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